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CIfA

Chartered Institute for Archaeologists

CIRCA

Construction Industry Research and Information Association

CMG

Cornwall Mammal Group

CO

Carbon Monoxide

CO2

Carbon Dioxide

CO2e

Carbon dioxide equivalent

CoPA

Control of Pollution Act

CRM

Community Relations Manager

CRTN

Calculation of Road Traffic Noise

cSAC

Candidate SAC

CWS

County Wildlife Site

Defra

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

DFT

Department for Transport

DGfC

Drainage Guidance for Cornwall

DM

Do Minimum

DMRB

Design manual for Roads and Bridges

DS

Do Something

EA

Environment Agency

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

ELC

European Landscape Convention

END

Environmental Noise Directive

EQSs

Environmental Quality Standards

ERCCIS

Environmental Records Centre for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly

ES

Environmental Statement

EU

European Union
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EV’s

Electric Vehicles

FRA

Flood Risk Assessment

GES

Good Ecological Status

GHG

Greenhouse Gas

GPA

Good Practice Advice

HAWRAT

Highways Agency Water Risk

HDV

Heavy Duty Vehicles

HER

Historic Environment Record

HGV

Heavy Good Vehicles

HIA

Health Impact Assessment

HPI

Habitat of Principle Importance

HUDU

Healthy Urban Development Unit

IAN

Interim Advice Notes

ICCI

In-Combination climate change impact assessment

IEMA

Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment

IPPC

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

JNCC

Joint Nature Conservation Committee

kgN/ha/yr

Kilograms of Nitrogen per hectare per year

Km/hr

Kilometers per hour

LAQM

Local Air Quality Management

LCA

Landscape Character Assessment

LDU

Landscape Description Unit

LLFA

Lead Local Flood Authorities

LNR

Local Nature Reserve

LOAEL

Lower Observed Adverse Effect Level

LSOA

Lower Super Output Area

LTT

Long –term Trend

LTTE6

Interim Alternative Long Term Annual Projection Factors

LVIA

Landscape Visual Impact Assessment

MAGIC

Multi-Agency Geographic Information for the Countryside

MT

Motorised Travellers

NERC

Natural Environment and Rural Communities

NHLE

National Heritage List for England

NIA

Noise Important Area

NIR

Noise Insulation Regulations

NIRS

National Incident Reporting

NMU

Non-motorized User

NNR

National Nature Reserve

NO2

Nitrogen Dioxide

NOx

Nitrogen Oxides

NPPF

National Planning Policy Framework

NPSE

Noise Policy Statement England

NPSNN

National Policy Statement for National Networks

NSR

Noise Sensitive Receptor

NVC

National Vegetation Classification

PM10

Particulate Matter

PPG

Planning Practice Guidance
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PPG-N

Planning Practice Guidance eon Noise

PRoW

Public Right of Way

pSAC

Possible SAC

pSPA

Possible SPA

RAMS

Risk Assesses Method Statement

RBD

River Basin District

RBMP

River Basin Management Plan

RIS

Road Investment Strategy

RV

Representative Viewpoint

SAC

Special Area of Conservation

SAC

Special Area of Conservation

SFRA

Strategic Flood Risk Assessment

SM

Scheduled Monument

SOAEL

Significant Observed Adverse Effect Level

SPA

Special Protection Area

SPI

Species of Principle Importance

SSSI

Site of Special Scientific Interest

SuDS

Sustainable Drainage Systems

SWMP

Site Waste Management Plan

TPO

Tree Preservation Order

TWh

Terra Watt hours

UKCP09

UK Climate Projections 2009

ULSD

Ultra-Low Sulphur Diesel

VFS

Vortex Flow Separator

WCA

Wildlife and Countrside Act

WFD

Water Framework Directive

WHO

World Health Organization

WMP

Water Management Plan

Zol

Zone of Influence
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1. Introduction
Background
1.1

Cornwall Council (hereafter referred to as ‘the Applicant’) is seeking to obtain full planning permission for a
single carriageway link road between the existing Singlerose roundabout at Stenalees and the old A30 at
Victoria (hereafter referred to as ‘the Scheme’ or the ‘St Austell to A30 Link Road’ (StALR)). The area
within the planning application boundary is hereafter referred to as ‘the Site’. The Site is identified in
Chapter 2 – The Proposed Development.

1.2

AECOM have been commissioned to carry out an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) to accompany
the planning submission. The planning application boundaries for the Proposed Development are
presented in Chapter 2 – The Proposed Development.

1.3

This Environmental Statement (ES) reports the outcomes of the EIA process which has been undertaken
in accordance with The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations
1
2017 (hereafter referred to as the “EIA Regulations”).

1.4

The ES is one of the documents submitted to the determining planning authority (Cornwall Council)
forming part of the planning application.

1.5

The St Austell to A30 Link Road will be 3.9 miles (6.2km) in length with three additional roundabouts to
provide connections into local communities. The StALR provides a high quality, single carriageway road
with associated footpaths, bridleways and cycle paths for improved non-motorised user (NMU) facilities.
More details on the Proposed Development are located in Chapter 2: The Proposed Development.

1.6

This Chapter outlines the legal framework and structure of the ES and other core documents. A full list of
the information required by the EIA Regulations is provided in Table 1-2 alongside guidance on the
location of this information within the ES.

Overview of the EIA Process
1.7

The purpose of the EIA is to provide decision-makers and the public with an accessible document which
reflects assessment activities, provides a clear auditable trail of assessment decisions and clear
information on environmental measures to be implemented. By doing so, it can ensure protection of the
environment is prioritised whilst striving to achieve sustainable economic growth.

1.8

An EIA should not be a barrier to growth and will only apply to a small proportion or projects considered
within the Town and Country Planning regime, in particular those which are likely to give rise to significant
adverse environmental effects.

EIA Screening – Regulation 5
1.9

Prior to the production of an Environmental Statement (ES), Screening is carried out to determine whether
a Proposed Development is likely to have a significant effect on the environment, thus whether an EIA is
required and if so, to what extent. If deemed necessary for the Proposed Development, an ES must be
prepared and submitted.

1.10

Although optional, an EIA Screening process was carried out due to the nature and scale of the Proposed
Development and the high probability that an EIA would be required through the planning process.

EIA Scoping – Regulation 15
1.11

1

Under Regulation 15(1) of the EIA Regulations, the relevant planning authority may be asked to state their
opinion as to the scope and level of detail to be provided in the ES, known as the ‘scoping opinion’. A
Scoping process is carried out following the screening process to determine which environmental topics
should be ‘scoped in’ to or ‘scoped out’ of the ES. It will take into consideration what topics are likely to
have significant adverse environmental effects, and which topics are unlikely to have significant effects. A
‘scoping opinion’ from the Local Planning Authority (LPA) may then be requested by the Applicant.

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2017/571/contents/made
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1.12

An EIA Scoping Report was submitted to Cornwall Council in December 2017 together with a formal
request for an EIA Scoping Opinion (Appendix 1-1), in accordance with Regulation 15 of the EIA
Regulations. A formal Scoping Opinion was subsequently received from Cornwall Council in February
2017 (see Appendix 1-2). Statutory and non-statutory organisations were consulted by Cornwall Council
as part of the process.

Environmental Impact Assessment
1.13

The findings of the EIA are presented in this Environmental Statement (ES). AECOM have prepared this
document, “the Environmental Statement”, following the standards outlined in the Design Manual for
2
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) , specifically, ‘Volume 11: Environmental Assessment ’ and the EIA
Regulations. The DMRB provides a comprehensive manual system which accommodates all current
standards and other documents relating to the design, assessment and operation of trunk roads and
motorways.

1.14

An overview of the methodology adopted throughout the ES is provided within Chapter 4 – EIA
Methodology.

Structure of the Environmental Statement
1.15

1.16

The ES is provided in three parts:


Volume I: Main Text and Figures (This document)



Volume II: Technical Appendices



Volume III: Non-Technical Summary

Volume I is structured as illustrated in Table 1-1 below :

Table 1-1: Structure of the Volume 1

2

Chapter

Chapter Title

1

Introduction

2

The Proposed Development

3

Consideration of Alternatives

4

Approach to EIA

5

Air Quality

6

Noise and Vibration

7

Cultural Heritage

8

Landscape and Visual

9

Habitats and Biodiversity

10

Geology, Soils, and Contaminated Land

11

Road Drainage and the Water Environment

12

People and Communities

13

Health Impact Assessment

14

Materials and Waste

15

Climate Change

16

Assessment of Cumulative Effects

http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/dmrb/vol11/section2/hd4808.pdf
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1.17

17

Summary of Mitigation Measures

18

Residual Effects and Conclusion

Volume II contains the Technical Appendices which have been used to inform the EIA process and
assessments of Volume 1, these include:


Appendix 1-1 – EIA Scoping Report



Appendix 1-2 – EIA Scoping Response



Appendix 3-1 - Sift Options Appraisal Report



Appendix 4-1 - Transport Assessment



Appendix 5-1 – Baseline Air Quality Data



Appendix 5-2 – Dust Risk Assessment



Appendix 7-1 - Gazetteer



Appendix 7-2 - Geophysical Survey



Appendix 8-1 – Schedule of Visual Effects



Appendix 8-2 – Schedule of Significant Effects



Appendix 8-3 - Photographs



Appendix 9-1 – Preliminary Ecological Appraisal



Appendix 9-2 - National Vegetation Classification



Appendix 9-3 – Hedgerow Report



Appendix 9-4 - Bryophyte



Appendix 9-5 – Invasive, Non-Native Species



Appendix 9-6 - Invertebrates



Appendix 9-7 - Reptiles



Appendix 9-8 - Wintering Bird



Appendix 9-9 - Bats



Appendix 9-10 - Dormice



Appendix 9-11 - Otter and Water Vole



Appendix 9-12 - Badger



Appendix 9-13 – Greater Crested Newts



Appendix 9-14 – Habitat Regulations Assessment – Likely Significant Effects



Appendix 9-15 - Habitat Regulation Assessment – Statement to inform Appropriate Assessment



Appendix 9-16 - Figures



Appendix 10-1 – Groundwater Monitoring



Appendix 10-2 - HAWRAT



Appendix 11-1 - FRA/SWDS



Appendix 11-2 - Water Framework Directive



Appendix 11-3 - HAWRAT



Appendix 12-1- ALC Survey



Appendix 17-1 - Outline CEMP
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1.18

Volume III will convey the key findings of the EIA in a clear and concise manner which will allow the public
to understand the Proposed Development and its anticipated environmental effects.

1.19

Under Part 5 Regulation 18(3) of the EIA Regulations, an ES is a statement which should include at least
the following.

Table 1-2: Descriptors of what will be included in the Environmental Statement outlined by the 2017 EIA
Regulations.
Description

Section

A description of the Proposed Development comprising
information on the site, design, size and other relevant
features of the development

Chapter 3: Description of the Proposed Development

A description of the likely significant effects of the Proposed
Development on the environment

Chapter 18 – Residual Effects and Conclusion

A description of any features of the Proposed Development, or Chapter 17 – Summary of Mitigation Measures
measures envisaged in order to avoid, prevent or reduce and,
if possible, offset likely significant adverse effects on the
environment
A description of the reasonable alternatives studied by the
developer, which are relevant to the Proposed Development
and its specific characteristics

Chapter 2: Project Background and Alternatives Considered

A non-technical summary of the information

Volume 3: Non-Technical Summary

Any additional information specified in Schedule 4 relevant to
the specific characteristics of the particular development

Chapter 3 – Description of the Proposed Development

Project Team
1.20

This ES has been compiled by AECOM and presents the results of an EIA carried out by AECOM and a
number of specialist designers and consultants appointed by the Applicant. These designers and
consultants are presented in Table 1-3, along with their respective disciplines, project roles and
contribution to the EIA.

1.21

AECOM is a registrant to the EIA Quality Mark scheme run by the Institute of Environmental Management
and Assessment (IEMA).
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Table 1-3: Project Team Input to Environmental Impact Assessment and Role
Organisation

Project Role/EIA Input

AECOM

EIA Coordinator
Air Quality Consultant
Noise and Vibration Consultant
Cultural Heritage Consultant
Landscape and Visual Consultant
Habitats and Biodiversity Consultant
Geology, Soils and Contaminated Land Consultant
Road Drainage and the Water Environment Consultant
Peoples and Communities Consultant
Health Impact Assessment Consultant
Materials and Waste Consultant
Climate Change Consultant
Transport Consultant

CORMAC

Arboriculture Survey and Report
Design Services

Cornwall Archaeological Unit

Archaeological Consultant (Geophysical Survey)

Cornwall Council Public Protection

Baseline Noise Survey

The Eden Project

Landscape Design Input , Stakeholder Consultation Input

Environmental Statement Availability
1.22

The ES is available for viewing by the public during normal office hours at Cornwall Council’s Planning
Department.

1.23

Comments on the planning application should be forwarded to Cornwall Council at the following address:
Cornwall Council Planning Department
Pydar House
Pydar Street
Truro
TR1 1XU

1.24

Digital Copies of the Non-Technical Summary are available free of charge and copies of the full ES can be
purchased from:
Engineering Design Group
Cormac Solutions
Murdoch Building
Radnor Road
Scorrier
TR16 5EH
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2. The Proposed Development
Introduction
2.1

This chapter provides an overview of the Proposed Development and provides a history of the site and
surroundings in order to put the development in to context.

2.2

The site is located approximately 4.25km north of St Austell in Cornwall and initially travels in a north-west
direction from the A391 in Stenalees. It continues north to the west side of Trezaise and Roche before
turning north-east to meet the old A30 at Victoria, to the south of the A30.

Scheme Outline
2.3

The Proposed Development is a 6.2km stretch of new link road, designed to provide a strategic link to
replace the A391 and B3274 which pass through a number of villages. In addition a total of 5.4km of new
bridleway is to be provided within a total provision of 8.85km of new paths including cycling provision. A
cycling and walking lane (used in both directions) would be provided along one side of the carriageway for
much of its length. Climbing lanes on sections of the route where the topographical gradient exceeds 7%
would also be provided to facilitate the 60mph design.

2.4

This Scheme will form a strategic route and will be the primary link between St Austell and the A30
corridor. The Scheme will replace the A391 and B3274 which pass through a number of local villages.

Scheme Objectives
2.5

The objectives of the Proposed Development are to:


Reduce journey times between St Austell and the A30;



Improve journey reliability between St Austell and the A30;



Reduce the impact of traffic congestion on local communities and businesses;



Improve the safety of road users, pedestrians and cyclists; and



Support wider economic impacts and make St Austell a more attractive place for businesses to
invest in, while enabling the delivery of development sites.

Background to the Project
Existing Problems and Issues
Ageing Population
2.6

The mid-Cornwall area is experiencing a progressively ageing population, with an increase in the number
of residents aged 60 or over, combined with a reduction in residents under the age of 24. The Outline
Business Case (OBC) for the Proposed Development suggests that young people have been moving out
of the area given the lack of employment prospects once they have finished school or college. This is
exacerbating skills shortages which in turn are acting as a barrier to inward investment potential.

Barriers to Economic Growth
2.7

Cornwall Council has long aspired to create a strategic link road between St Austell and the A30 to
address a series of key economic problems. The mid-Cornwall area has historically been reliant on two
main industries: China Clay and fishing. The reduction in these traditional industries has led to a decline
in economic activity and employment.
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2.8

This combined with the mid-Cornwall area’s relative remoteness and lack of access, means that it lags
behind other areas in Cornwall in terms of its economic development. There is a potential risk that without
major intervention, the gap in economic performance of the Mid-Cornwall area will grow over time
compared to its neighbours and key metrics such as productivity will continue to diverge from the national
average.

Connectivity
2.9

From a transport perspective, the existing road network experiences congestion through and around St
Austell, especially during peak periods along the A391. St Austell suffers from its remote location, it is
Cornwall’s only large town not served by an adequate route from the A30. The main route between St
Austell and the A30 is the A391, which is of a variable standard and passes through the villages of
Stenalees, Bugle and Lockengate where bottlenecks occur.

2.10

Seasonal traffic can increase the number of vehicles on the road network by 15%. Recent developments
such as the Aerohub Enterprise Zone, Eco-Community, and the Eden Project, further exacerbate these
issues. Along the B3274, conflicts exist at various points on the route due to the number of vehicles
entering the road via dwelling frontages which emerge onto it. As such, the total number of accidents is
higher than the national average. Additionally, heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) regularly traverse the B3274
due to the mining activities within the mid-Cornwall area.

2.11

In regards to the public transport network, despite being well connected by hourly trains towards
Penzance and Plymouth each day, St Austell is poorly connected to the majority of the wider national
network and destinations due to the infrequent nature of services and the lengthy journey times. Although
St Austell does have bus links to other local population centres such as Truro, Bodmin and Newquay,
there is poor access to public transport in the rural villages of Bugle, Roche and Stenalees, resulting in
high dependency on private transport.

Policy Context
Problems/need in relation to relevant policies and plans, and the project
objectives
3

2.12

The Cornwall Local Plan supports the improvement of the road network in the County. This includes the
A391 corridor between the A30 and St Austell, which has been identified as being a key factor in the
delivery of the Local Enterprise Partnership strategic vision for Cornwall. The implementation of the
Scheme would fulfil this aim, and facilitates the aims of Policy 2 of the Local Plan.

2.13

Policy B1 of the Roche Neighbourhood Development Plan supports the principle of the Scheme and
provides guidance on removing HGVs from the village and improving pedestrian facilities on local roads.
This is supported by policy B2 which promotes new development north of Harmony Road as providing
further justification for the implementation of the Scheme.

2.14

The Roche Parish Neighbourhood Plan 2016-2030 (2017) sets out the vision for the future of Roche
Parish as “Supporting a thriving parish to meet local needs, and enhance its character and distinctiveness
for a sustainable future”. The Plan outlines its support for the A30-St Austell Link Road in principle, which
is a priority for the area (Policy B1).

2.15

The British Geological Survey (BGS) has published guidance on good practice in the conservation and
safeguarding of non-renewable resources such as minerals in its report “Mineral safeguarding in England:
Good Practice Advice”. This is supported by a series of reports covering the various administrative areas
as part of the project “Mineral Resource Information in Support of National Regional and Local Planning”.

4

5

3

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/localplancornwall
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/environment-and-planning/planning/neighbourhood-planning/neighbourhood-planning-incornwall/tab-placeholder/n-r/roche-parish-neighbourhood-development-plan/
5
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/
4
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6

2.16

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF ) has replaced Minerals Policy Statements 1 and 2. The
key parts of the policy specifically relating to minerals are detailed in Section 13 - Facilitating the
sustainable use of minerals.

2.17

Policy 18 (d) of the Cornwall County Local Plan Strategic Policies 2010-2030 presents the need to
safeguard minerals for future use.

Site and Surroundings
2.18

There are two existing routes connecting the A30 with St Austell situated to the east of the site. The main
and most direct route is the A391 which connects the A30 at Innis Downs to St Austell via the villages of
Bugle and Stenalees. The B3274 connects Victoria to Stenalees via Roche.

2.19

Travelling towards the A30 from St Austell, the southern section of the Proposed Development begins at
the Singlerose roundabout at Stenalees and extends approximately 3.2 km north-west to the Trezaise
Roundabout. The central to northern section of the route arches around the western boundary of Roche
for a further 3 km towards Tregoss Roundabout, subsequently connecting to the A30 at Victoria Junction
near to Cornwall Services. The Proposed Development is outlined in Figure 2-1.

2.20

Topographically, the southern section of the Proposed Development is located on an upward slope from
the Singlerose roundabout at Stenalees towards the Trezaise Roundabout, and passes through the China
Clay area. Comparatively, the central to northern section of the Proposed Development is located on an
upward slope towards the A30 and passes through agricultural land.

Environmental Designations
Water Environment
2.21

The Proposed Development is located entirely within Flood Zone 1; therefore, it has a 0.1% risk of fluvial
and tidal flooding in any given year.

2.22

The nearest areas of land within Flood Zones 2 and 3 are located approximately 500 m to the east, south
and west of the Proposed Development.

2.23

The site is not within an Environment Agency groundwater source protection zone or a nitrate vulnerable
zone. This is covered in more detail in Chapter 13: Road Drainage and the Water Environment’.

Biodiversity
2.24

From an ecological perspective, there are two special areas of conservation (SACs) located approximately
500 m to the west and the north west of the site from Tregoss Roundabout, specifically the ‘Breney
Common and Goss and Tregoss Moors’ SAC and the ‘River Camel’ SAC.

2.25

There are seven sites of special scientific interest (SSSI) and one national nature reserve (NNR) within a
3 km buffer zone of the Proposed Development, as shown in Figure 2-2. Further details on these
European and nationally protected sites are provided in Chapter 9: Habitats and Biodiversity of this
Environmental Statement, including the reasons for their designations.

2.26

There are no Ramsar sites, special protection areas or local nature reserves within a 3 km buffer zone of
the Proposed Development. In regards to the historic environment, there are six scheduled monuments
located within 500 m of the Proposed Development, further discussed in Chapter 7: Cultural Heritage of
this ES. Additionally, there are listed buildings surrounding the villages of Stenalees, Carthew, Bugle and
Roche, including the Grade I listed ‘Chapel of St Michael at Roche Rock’ and Grade II* listed ‘Church of St
Gomonda’. From a landscape perspective, there are no world heritage sites, national parks or areas of
outstanding natural beauty within a 3 km buffer zone of the Proposed Development.

6

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-framework--2
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Figure 2-1: Site Location map of the Proposed Development
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Figure 2-2: Environmental Designations surrounding the Proposed Development of St Austell Link Road.
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Surrounding Context
7

2.27

Although St Austell is Cornwall’s largest town (when encompassing its closest neighbours), it suffers from
poor accessibility (and perceptions of poor accessibility) as it does not have a high quality link to the
strategically important A30 corridor. The town is located approximately 12 km from this corridor at its
southern most point, with existing accessibility achieved via the A391 and B3274, previously shown in
Figure 2-2. Lack of connectivity is one of the major blocks to economic growth in the St Austell area.

2.28

The land surrounding the southern section of the Proposed Development is owned by Imerys who
specialise in the production and processing of industrial minerals, and is used for the purposes of
extracting China Clay. The China Clay industry employs approximately 1,000 people; however this is in
marked contrast to the height of the industry in the early 1970s when 6,000 people were employed. The
decline of jobs in this sector, along with the perceived inaccessibility of the area, has meant that little
inward investment has taken place to help replace these jobs. Comparatively, land surrounding the central
and northern section of the Proposed Development is predominantly used for agricultural purposes; it
includes Trerank Farm and the Tregothnan Estate. The villages of Roche and Bugle are nestled within this
agricultural landscape setting.

2.29

In terms of the existing highways network, there are a large number of minor accesses through the
villages of Stenalees and Bugle, where dwelling frontages emerge onto the A391. This can lead to a large
number of points of conflict between vehicles entering the network and the vehicles already on it.
Additionally, the B3274 is a single carriageway section of road which contains several sharp bends and
steep gradients which may prove challenging for some vehicle types. The majority of the route has a
40mph speed limit which is reduced to 30mph when travelling through villages situated on the B3274.
There are also sections of the route set at national speed limit but these are isolated sections of road,
subsequently requiring vehicles to accelerate and decelerate to accommodate the varying speed limits.
Furthermore, traffic management measures are in place throughout villages located on the B3274 with
speed humps and vehicle activated speed warning signs present to reduce vehicle speeds through
residential areas.

Description of the Proposed Development
2.30

The St Austell to A30 link road scheme (the Scheme) would provide a strategic link to replace the A391
and B3274 which pass through a number of villages. The Scheme would be approximately 6.2km in
length, with a 3m cycling and walking lane (used in both directions) along one side of the carriageway. The
design of the Preferred Option has been based on a 60mph speed limit, with the addition of climbing lanes
on sections of the route where the topographical gradient exceeds 7%. There are five junctions located
along the Proposed Development: Blockworks, Harmony Road, Singlerose/Stenalees, Tregoss and
Trezaise.

2.31

The scheme will comprise of the following key components (south to north):

7



A high quality, single carriageway link road from Stenalees to Victoria, with associated footpaths,
bridleways and cycle paths for improved non-motorised user facilities;



A replacement roundabout at Stenalees between the new link road, Stannary Road (A391), and
B3274 (Singlerose roundabout);



A new access road between Stannary Road (A391) and Roche Road (the existing B3274) in
Stenalees;



An improved access to the Blockworks site at Hensbarrow Downs (Blockworks junction);



An underbridge for an existing watercourse which also provides pedestrian, cycle and equestrian
access as well as an under the new link road between Hensbarrow Downs and Tresayes Downs;



A new roundabout to the south west of Trezaise, providing access from the new link road to Trezaise
and reconfigured access via Coldvreath to Hensbarrow Downs (Trezaise roundabout);



An underbridge providing agricultural, pedestrian, cycle and equestrian access under the new link
road to the west of Roche;

https://wearecornwall.com/be-inspired/blog/our-top-10-towns-and-villages-to-visit-in-cornwall
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A new roundabout to the west of Roche between the new link road, Harmony Road, and other local
unclassified roads (Harmony Road roundabout); and



A new roundabout to the north west of Roche between the new link road, Edgcumbe Road (the
existing B3274), and the old A30 (Tregoss roundabout).

2.32

This project will form the crucial third and final phase of the new connection between St Austell and the
A30. It follows on from the A391 Carluddon road improvement scheme which was completed in 2015, and
the earlier A391 project completed in 1997.

2.33

The aims of the Scheme comprise the following:


It will create a better link between some of Cornwall's most important towns and developments;



It will make it easier to access Cornwall's new, large employment sites;



Crucially, it will improve the competiveness of St Austell as a location to do business (via enhancing
the viability of commercial land development and the generation of new employment space);



It will support continued housing development; and



It will support the regeneration of Roche, Bugle and Stenalees (due to decongestion and the
elimination of current bottlenecks).

The design of the Proposed Development considers the vertical alignment of the route, with the aim to
achieve a cut-fill balance, however predicted cut and fill for the Proposed Development is imbalanced.
Earthworks are anticipated to have a cut of 590,000 m3 and a fill of 290,000 m3 with an excess of
350,000 m3 (665,500 tonnes converted using a density of 1,900 kg/m3). Cutting will occur between
Tregoss and Harmony roundabouts to provide enhanced visual mitigation for Goss Moor NNR;

2.34

2.35

Lighting and Signage


One of the fundamental design principles is to minimise lighting provision. The majority of the
Scheme is located in the open countryside where provision of intrusive street lighting is considered
inappropriate. Therefore the only location where lighting is being proposed is at the Singlerose
roundabout where existing lighting will be reconfigured to accommodate the new junction extents.



A signage strategy review will be implemented between St Austell and the A30, developed during the
detailed design stage. The intention is to encourage users through the new route, avoiding the
existing villages by use of signage.

At this stage, the anticipated year for the beneficial use of the Scheme will be 2022.

Details of the Scheme are illustrated on

2.36

Figure 2-3: General Arrangement Overview (and detailed in Figure 2-4 to Figure 2-9), which accompany
the planning application. Reference should be made to the drawing register for a comprehensive list of
drawings, which can be found at Appendix A.
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Figure 2-3: General Arrangement Overview
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Figure 2-4: General Arrangement Drawing – Sheet 1
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Figure 2-5: General Arrangement Drawing – Sheet 2
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Figure 2-6: General Arrangement Drawing – Sheet 3
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Figure 2-7: General Arrangement Drawing - Sheet 4
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Figure 2-8: General Arrangement Drawing - Sheet 5
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Figure 2-9: General Arrangement Drawing - Sheet 6
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Construction, Operation and Long Term Management
Construction Phase
2.37

The method and programme for construction will be determined in due course by the principal contractor
undertaking the works. The main aspects of the construction phase will include the following:
 There are three agricultural timber-made storage sheds to be demolished located to the south of
Trezaise;
 Construction of a new highway as described earlier in this DAS. Construction is due to commence
January 2020 and anticipated for completion during 2022; and
 Land located beyond the proposed highway boundary and within the red line boundary is required
for construction purposes. This area will be used as contractor compounds, satellite offices, haul
routes, temporary storage and laydown areas. Reference should be made to the construction
overview drawings for further information.

2.38

Consideration has been given to a number of factors which will likely impact on construction of the
Scheme:
 The presence of domestic overhead and underground utilities;
 High voltage electricity pylons traverse the route in six locations;
 Services associated with China Clay operations including overhead high voltage electrical supply
and other old and current pipework;
 Various South West Water pipes; and
 A high pressure gas main.

2.39

Waste arisings from construction will be reduced where practicable. For most highway schemes, the
largest quantities of waste are generally associated with earthworks, especially in those cases where a
balance between excavation (“cut”) and material placement (“fill”) cannot be achieved.

2.40

As a result of ground conditions through which the Scheme will be constructed, much of the excavated
material will be unacceptable for new embankment fill, due to the material type identified during Ground
3
Investigations. The predicted cut and fill for the Scheme is imbalanced with an excess of 350,000m .This
3
includes an assumption of 50,000m of imported material, because the specification of material required
cannot be achieved with existing material on site. Chapter 14: Materials and Waste of the ES provides
details on materials, including the estimated quantities of material resources to be used during
construction. The current position is that this material will need to be disposed of off-site at licensed landfill
facilities via public roads.

2.41

An outline Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) forms part of the ES. This document
will be extended and developed by the principal contractor before construction commences. The CEMP
will include a Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP).

Operational Phase & Long Term Management

Function of Proposed Development
2.42

The principle function of the Scheme is as a strategic route and will form the primary link between St
Austell and the A30 corridor. The Scheme will replace the A391 and B3274 which pass through a number
of villages.

2.43

Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) flows on the Scheme is forecast to vary along the route between
19,393 and 21,211 in the opening year (2022), increasing to between 22,371 and 26,292 in the design
year (2037). Tourist traffic during the summer can increase the traffic on the road network by at least 15%
over these figures. The design of the Scheme has been carefully considered to accommodate these flows
both at the junctions and the route that links between the junction locations.
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Route and Junctions
Singlerose Roundabout
2.44

The southern extent of the Scheme commences at the Singlerose roundabout in the village of Stenalees.
A replacement roundabout will be provided between the following routes:
 The new link road heading north-west towards Trezaise and Roche;
 Stannary Road (A391) heading north-east into Stenalees:
 The A391 heading south-east towards Carclaze and St Austell; and
 The B3274 heading south-west towards St Austell.

2.45

As part of the replacement and enlargement of Singlerose roundabout, a listed milestone will be relocated
from the edge of the existing roundabout and replaced at an equally suitable location on the new
roundabout. The existing roundabout approach arms will be modified to accommodate the adjusted
roundabout, improving lane capacity.

2.46

Earthworks are required where the Scheme will cut into an existing Victorian China Clay waste tip (known
locally as the sand tip) which has influenced the design around the Singlerose roundabout. A 1 in 3
structural slope will be required alongside the western flank of the roundabout and approach arms.

2.47

A new access road will be provided between Stannary Road (A391) and Roche Road (the existing B3274)
in Stenalees. The purpose is to maintain access to properties that would be severed by the route of the
new link road. This access road has been designed in accordance with Cornwall Council guidance for new
8
estate roads .

2.48

Moving north-west from the Singlerose roundabout the new route is initially in cutting for approximately
0.3km. There is a short section of embankment before the route rises through a cutting between the
Gunheath tip to the west and Goonbarrow pit to the north-east. The alignment of this route passes
between an existing haul road in Gunheath tip to the west and a 132kw power line which runs along to the
east of the route before crossing over the route alignment to the north of Singlerose roundabout.

2.49

Granite bedrock underlies this section of the route. Cost considerations of excavating in this area have
had a material impact on the vertical alignment of the proposed route in this location.

2.50

Provision is made for a climbing lane travelling north-west for 1.2km along this part of the route (Figure 23). In a south-east direction an escape lane has been provided on the approach to the Singlerose
roundabout.

2.51

0.8km north-west of the roundabout the route aligns with the existing B3274 and continues through a
cutting. There are retaining structures along the north-east side of the route addressing level changes
between the route and Goonbarrow pit. These will take the form of strengthened earthworks with hard
facing concrete finish and will be a maximum of 2.5m high. This is the highest point of the new link road.

Blockworks Junction
2.52

Continuing in a north-west direction the new link road remains roughly on the alignment of the existing
B3274. The vertical alignment flattens off and returns to existing levels on the approach to the Blockworks
junction. This existing junction on the B3274 is used by Imerys to access China Clay pits north-east of the
road from their processing facility located to the south west. The junction can be used as an access point
on and off the public highway, as well as for untaxed vehicles which are permitted to access between the
two sites either side of the road. The Scheme will maintain these existing access arrangements.

2.53

Improvements to this junction design will be provided by the Scheme. The upgraded Blockworks junction
will met current design standards providing benefits over the current situation; improving visibility splays in
order to meet the standards required for the increased design speed of the new road.

8
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2.54

On the other side of the Blockworks junction, the new link route leaves the alignment of the existing B3274
and travels in a west-north-west direction to bypass around the west side of Trezaise. At this point it
passes under the 132kv power line owned and maintained by National Grid.

2.55

To the south of Trezaise village, between Blockworks junction and Trezaise roundabout, at Hensbarrow
Common, provision is made for an underbridge on the new link road which will fulfil a variety of purposes.
The location of the underbridge ties in with an existing watercourse, it also facilitates Non-motorised-users
(NMU) access and provides an ecology corridor north-south under the route alignment. The underbridge
will comprise a portal framed concrete finished structure with splayed winged walls adjacent to the
carriageway. The internal height (minimum of 4.8m) and width (15m) have been developed to ensure that
the structure is as wide and open as possible to accommodate users, the stream and the ecology corridor.
This will also ensure sufficient light to maintain the ecology corridor.

Trezaise Roundabout
2.56

The route of the new link road continues in a north-west direction around the village of Trezaise. At this
point the 132kv power line passes over the route for a third time travelling roughly on an east west
alignment. To the south-west of Trezaise and adjacent to Coldvreath a new roundabout will be provided
between the following routes:
 The new link road heading north-west towards the Harmony Road junction;
 A new local road heading north-east connecting the route into Trezaise:
 The new link road heading south-east towards Stenalees; and
 A new local road heading south-west connecting the Scheme to several unclassified roads.

2.57

The Inscribed Circle Diameter (ICD) of the Trezaise Roundabout is 48m; and the central island is
30m.This junction connects the southern end of the village with the Scheme and settlements to the west
across Hensbarrow Hill. Hensbarrow Road will be diverted to connect to New Road from Whitemoor, with
a new section of road connecting these linked roads to the new roundabout. Due to the topography in this
area a climbing lane is provided in southerly direction for 2.3km through the Trezaise roundabout.
Travelling in a north-west direction, an escape land has been provided on the approach to the Trezaise
roundabout. A layby will be provided for north bound traffic 0.2km to the north of the Trezaise roundabout,
as safe refuge for broken-down vehicles to be parked and recovered, and also for drivers on long journeys
to rest.

2.58

The alignment to this part of the Scheme saw major development as a result of the consultation process;
this has been explained in Section 3.5 of the DAS. The route has been benched into the topography to
reduce visibility and passes along the existing ground contours to the Trezaise roundabout.

2.59

The western arm of this junction links with Greensplatt Road which is currently used by HGVs serving the
clay extraction and secondary aggregate operations to the south and east of Roche. As such, the Trezaise
roundabout would also be the primary access to Roche from the southern section of the Scheme. A
junction off this route provides access to Whitemoor. The eastern arm of the roundabout takes traffic
through a cutting to a junction with the B3274 at Trezaise.

2.60

1.3km to the north-west of the Trezaise roundabout the new route turns due north towards the Harmony
Road roundabout. Provision has been made for a second underbridge under the link road to the west of
Roche and south of Harmony Road roundabout. This underbridge facilitates agricultural access under the
route alignment; it also facilitates NMU access avoiding a requirement for an NMU overbridge. This
underbridge will also comprise a portal framed concrete finished structure with splayed winged walls
adjacent to the carriageway. It will have a minimum clearance of 5.3m to allow for agricultural vehicles and
a width of 15 m. The structure has been designed to improve the experience for NMUs.

Harmony Road Roundabout
2.61

The route continues north bypassing the village of Roche. Due west of the Roche provision will been
made for a new four arm roundabout between the following routes:
 The new link road heading north towards the Tregoss roundabout;
 Harmony Road heading east into Roche:
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 The new link road heading south towards the Trezaise roundabout; and
 Harmony Road heading west providing access to several unclassified roads.

2.62

The Inscribed Circle Diameter (ICD) of the roundabout is 45m.This junction maintains links between
Roche and settlements to the west as well as routes from Goss Moor. The new junction will tie into the
existing highways meaning vertical alignment is at grade through this area.

2.63

Continuing northwards, the Scheme passes along the western side of Roche with the alignment
9
accommodating a potential development area identified in the emerging Roche Neighbourhood Plan .
This alignment also avoids the pylons of the 132kw power line that crosses the route east-west. To the
north of Harmony Road roundabout the Scheme passes into a cutting of 9m maximum depth. The
material from this cutting will be used for the embankment up to and around the Trezaise roundabout,
achieving a cut fill balance in the northern part of the site. The cutting also hides the new link road through
this area reducing noise and visual impact from properties in Roche.

Tregoss Roundabout
2.64

To the north-west of Roche the new route turns north-east towards Victoria. The existing B3274 is severed
by the new route. Shortly after there is provision for a new four arm roundabout between the following
routes:
 The new link road heading north-east towards Victoria;
 The realigned Edgcumbe Road (B3274) heading south-east towards Roche;
 The new link road heading south-west towards the Harmony Road junction;
 The realigned C2010 (old A30) heading west towards the Tregoss and Goss Moors.

2.65

The Inscribed Circle Diameter (ICD) of the roundabout is 45m.The Tregoss roundabout will provide the
primary access into Roche from the north. A layby will be provided for southbound traffic 0.2km to the
south-west of the Tregoss roundabout, as safe refuge for broken-down vehicles to be parked and
recovered and also for drivers on long journeys to rest. This roundabout is located on an embankment and
is elevated in relation to the surrounding area.

2.66

The roundabout has been positioned in the optimum location, balancing a number of contrasting
variables. It has been situated to avoid the existing SAC to the west and a tumulus to the south. It also
achieves the required horizontal geometry to the approach arms from the old A30 in both directions.

2.67

Finally, the Scheme will connect to the old A30 to the south-west of Victoria, which provides access
through to Cornwall Services and the A30 junction.

Cycleways, Bridleways and Footways
2.68

The Scheme makes provision for a comprehensive network of Non-motorised-users NMU connections
providing greater opportunity for leisure and recreation. Along much of the length of the new link road, a
new public bridleway will be provided. This connects into existing footpaths, public rights of way and the
highway network throughout the Scheme.

2.69

Existing NMU routes will be affected by the new link road, as required, these routes have been diverted
through new junctions or one of the two underbridges to be provided. All of the Roundabouts include
uncontrolled crossings for pedestrians and cyclists on the central splitter islands

2.70

The existing B3274 which passes through Roche, Trezaise and the approach to Stenalees will benefit
from reduced traffic flows and will become more appealing to NMUs. Therefore these have been included
within the NMU strategy for the Scheme

2.71

Rest areas with cycle stands and seating will be provided along the new bridleway at Trerank Farm,
Hensbarrow Common and adjacent to Goonbarrow pit.

9
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2.72

The overall (NMU) strategy and design has been prepared in consultation with the CCAF (Cornwall
Countryside Access Forum).

Landscaping
2.73

The landscape design incorporates multiple considerations within the existing landscape. This section
explains the details considered at various lengths along the route. Landscape Design Plans are located in
Appendix 2-1. Landscape design has been informed by a Tree Survey and Arboriculture Report, located in
Appendix 2-2.

2.74

Landscaping design process has been based on DMRB Volume 10 part 2: Environmental Functions. The
landscape drawings adopt a range of function codes in relation to the design and management of the
highway. These include: mitigating against adverse visual impacts; integrating the highway with the
surrounding landscape; enhancing the landscape and built elements of the highways to reflect the local
townscape or community; and maintain interest, variety and an acceptable visual appearance for road
users and public viewers. Design Principles incorporate a planting strategy of heathland seed mixes to
integrate key landscape species from the NCA Hensbarrow, and support habitats for rare butterfly
species. Strategies also include:
 A planting strategy to respond to the landscape character with species rich grassland; and
 Tree planting to provide enhanced visual screening.

2.75

Ornamental enhancements to enhance the identity of routes associated to the Eden Project will be given
further consideration during detailed design stage in order to ensure cohesion of the scheme with the
existing landscape.

2.76

Embedded mitigation (defined in Chapter 04 – EIA Methodology) for landscape visual impact
assessment:

2.77



Bunds planted with species rich grassland and heathland to provide enhances visual mitigation;



Downgraded sections of road to be reconfigured to match the existing locations landscape character;



New woodland planting at Tregoss and Harmony roundabouts to provide enhanced visual screening
for Roche residents;



New woodland planning to section between Harmony and Trezaise roundabouts to provide
enhanced visual screening for Roche and Trezaise residents;



Mitigation planting to all high sensitivity scheme elements including junctions, bridges, underpasses
and embankments;



Sympathetic re-grading of landscape earthworks integrate them within the existing landform, in
combination with some areas of cutting;



Downgraded redundant sections of the B3274 to be returned to the proximate surrounding
landscape character aesthetic;



Replacement planting around the new attenuation basins as landscape features and biodiversity
enhancements;



Cornish hedge to provide visual screening, biodiversity enhancement and aid scheme integration;



Advance planting where practicable for accelerated site integration and visual screening; and



Landscape mitigation plan to coincide with noise plan (where practicable) e.g. Cornish hedge banks
to provide auditory, anti-dazzle and visual screening.

The Scheme aspires to have an overall increase in biodiversity net gain as guided by the National
10
Planning Policy Framework 2018 . Enhancements include the following:


Replanting heathland within the Hensbarrow County Wildlife Site;

10
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2.78



Woodland belt planting and Cornish hedges along the majority of the route to ensure landscaping
integration and visual screening;



Planting of species-rich meadows to enhance ecological corridors;



Identifying areas for public art and interpretation panels which will showcase biodiversity and
heritage assets and add interest to the Scheme;



Equestrian, pedestrian and cycle routes along the length of the route;



Drainage ponds will be enhanced in order to improve water quality and encourage biodiversity;



Implementing an invasive non-native species management plan to reduce the number present in the
area; and



Identify flagship wildlife species for the scheme and create or enhance habitats to encourage growth
within the area.

Lighting and signage details can be found in section 2.34.

Drainage
2.79

The surface water runoff from the Scheme is to be collected in a series of trapped gullies, combined kerb
drainage units, over the edge drainage and combination of surface water channels and swales and filter
drains.

2.80

Geological conditions in the area are predominantly clay deposits which are generally unsuitable for
infiltration. The majority of the Scheme will be reliant on attenuation prior to being discharged to
watercourses. Discharge rates will be limited to Greenfield run off rates. Attenuation ponds are situated
throughout the route which ensures they remain modest in size and water is discharged locally to the
surrounding water course network.

2.81

Ground conditions around the northern part of the Scheme are a little more favourable. Soakaways have
been introduced at Harmony roundabout and drainage swales have been adopted in the Tregoss
roundabout reducing the overall reliance on attenuation ponds.

2.82

The Scheme makes provision for five culverts to maintain existing watercourses where the new link road
passes over. These will include mammal shelves to ensure biodiversity connectivity.

2.83

For further information reference should be made to Chapter 11: Road Drainage and the Water
Environment of the ES for further information, which includes preliminary drainage strategy for the
Scheme.

Complementary Measures
2.84

As part of the Scheme a suite of complementary measures will be secured along the current road
network. Primarily this will be along the A391 from Stenalees through Bugle towards Innis Downs, and the
B3274 through Trezaise and Roche. Complementary measures will also be deployed along other minor
routes that connect into these primary arteries.

2.85

The complementary measures will seek to make improvements to the environment in those villages and
will aim to discourage speeding and rat running through Stenalees, Bugle, Trezaise and Roche. Initial
plans have been discussed with local representatives and there is now a commitment to engage with the
local community to develop these proposals further through the detail design stage.

2.86

At this the time this ES was prepared, the complementary measures have been confirmed as:


The provision of a comprehensive NMU network as set out on the Walking Cycling & Horse-Riding
Proposals plans that accompany the planning application;



A sustainable link will be provided along Victoria Road between Roche and Victoria. This section of
highway to be subject to a prohibition of motor vehicles ‘except for access’ TRO. The carriageway
will have enhanced facilities for NMUs; this element was included as a direct response to comments
raised in the public consultation process.
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Speed reduction measures along the A391 between Stenalees and Bugle. Further such restrictions
on other approach routes into Bugle; between Bugle and Innis Downs; through Trezaise and on the
approach roads to Roche. This may include sections of single land road narrowing, changes to
junction entrances and white line changes to narrow the roads;



Speed limits or speed zones of 20mph will be proposed for the centre of Stenalees, Bugle, and
Roche;



The old A30 between the new approach arms at the Tregoss roundabout to be subject to a
prohibition of motor vehicles Traffic Regulation Order; and



A proposed TRO to restrict HGV movements ‘except for access’ along the A391 through Stenalees
and Bugle; the A391 in Lockengate; and the B3274 in Roche.
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3. Consideration of Alternatives
Overview to the Consideration of Alternatives
3.1

3.2

As per Regulation 18 (3) (d) of the EIA Regulations, the ES should include a description of the reasonable
alternatives studied by the Applicant. Additionally, Volume 11 (Part 6) of the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DMRB) guidelines outlines that the ES should:


Present the reasoning behind the Applicant’s choice after considering the relative merits of the
reasonable alternatives; and



Provide conclusions as to why certain design options were rejected in favour of the preferred
options.

In this context, the process to the consideration of alternatives was split into two stages in order to finalise
the design for the Proposed Development and meet the regulatory requirements. This process is outlined
below in Figure 3-1.


Stage 1: Options Assessment Process to determine the Preferred Option for the Proposed
Development; and



Stage 2: Sift Options Appraisal Process to determine the designs for the five junctions located along
the Proposed Development.
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Figure 3-1: Consideration of Alternatives Process

Stage 1: Options Assessment Process
Overview of the Process
3.3

Prior to the selection of the Preferred Option, the Applicant undertook an options assessment process
between November 2015 and March 2017. The four staged approach to this process included:
1.

High level intervention;

2.

An initial assessment of potential options prior to the public consultation in 2016;

3.

Reassessment of potential options following the public consultation in 2016; and

4.

Options Assessment Report (OAR) for the three shortlisted options.

High Level Intervention
3.4

The first stage of the options assessment process involved the consideration of four high level
11
interventions, appraised against the DfT’s Early Assessment and Sifting Tool (EAST) methodology for
reviewing the business case for major investments. The high level interventions were selected based on
their ability to meet the strategic objectives for the Study Area, outlined in Chapter 2: Project Description
of this EIA Scoping Report, and included the following options:


Option 1: ‘Do minimum’;

11

DfT (2011): ‘Transport Business Case: Early Assessment and Sifting Tool (EAST)’, [online] available to download via:
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Option 2: Rail improvements;



Option 3: Bus public transport improvements; and



Option 4: Road improvements.

3.5

The results of these options are summarised below:

3.6

In regards to Option 1: ‘Do minimum’, the existing social and economic problems within the Study Area
would likely worsen, due to the continual decline of the traditional industries and the increasing
employment pressures resulting from population growth. Additionally, sections of the existing road network
would face pressures from the impacts of climate change, with the potential increase in the frequency of
extreme weather events exacerbating the risks of surface water and drainage flooding.

3.7

The potential to improve the public transport network to Newquay, Par, St Blazey and St Austell was
explored in Option 2: Rail improvements and Option 3: Bus public transport improvements. Due to the
dispersed nature of residential and business development across the Study Area and the economic cost
associated with the delivery of public transport improvements to support these developments, Options 2
and 3 were considered less suitable in terms of meeting the strategic objectives for the Study Area.

3.8

The results from the EAST appraisal indicated that Option 4: Road improvements would be the most
suitable intervention to meet the strategic objectives for the Study Area, in addition to providing the
greatest number of economic benefits for the wider mid-Cornwall region.

Initial Assessment of Potential Options
3.9

Following the appraisal of the high level interventions, in early 2016 the Applicant conducted an initial
assessment of potential route options. This process identified eight potential route options described
below in Table 3-1, with ‘Bugle Option 1’ and ‘Roche Option 2’ shortlisted for public consultation based on
their potential to provide the greatest benefits to the local community.

Table 3-1: Summary of each potential route considered in the initial assessment of options
Option

Description

Bugle Option 1

An offline single carriageway, approximately 7.5km in length with grade-separated interchanges. This
by-pass route would include a 3m wide cycle/walking lane on one side of the road for approximately
2.5km, with the remaining 5km of the cycle provision accommodated by the surrounding minor roads.
The required structures would include a 60m bridge to cross the Par to Newquay railway line and
several culverts to accommodate streams in the area.

Bugle Option 2

Approximately 5.5km in length, the route would provide a less complicated alignment with fewer
junctions in comparison to ‘Bugle Option 1’, and would reuse sections of the existing A391. The
northern section of the route would contain a 3m wide cycle/walking lane on one side of the road.

Roche Option 1

A single carriageway, approximately 6km in length with a 3m wide cycle/walking lane on one side of the
road. The route would provide an offline alignment from the north to the south, between Hensbarrow
Downs (near to the Goonbarrow China Clay Works) and Stenalees.

Roche Option 2

A single carriageway, approximately 6km in length with a 3m wide cycle/walking lane (used in both
directions) on one side of the road. This by-pass route would be situated on large embankments or
cuttings and would follow the B3274 in places.

Roche Option 3

A single carriageway, approximately 2.2km in length with a 3m wide cycle/walking lane (used in both
directions) on one side of the road. The route would be an ‘interim scheme’ to facilitate phased
implementation of an alternative solution if funding was not available to deliver a complete option. The
route extends southwards from the A30 junction at Victoria to Cleers Hill (near Dyehouse), where it
would then join to the existing highways network.

Roche Option 4

A single carriageway, approximately 4km in length with a 3m wide cycle/walking lane (used in both
directions) on one side of the road. Similar to ‘Roche Option 3’, the route would follow the same
alignment until Cleers Hill, where it would then continue towards the Gilleys Mica Dam Quarry and rejoin the existing B3274 near to the village of Coldvreath.

Roche Option 5

Following a similar alignment to Roche Options 1, 2 and 3 between the A30 junction at Victoria and the
village of Coldvreath, the single carriageway route would then extend southwards between the
Littlejohn’s, Gunheath, Great Longstone and Wheal Martyn China Clay Works before reaching
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Stenalees.
Central Route –
Imerys Option

A single carriageway, approximately 6km in length with a 3m wide cycle/walking lane (used in both
direction) on one side of the road. From Stenalees, the route would pass to the left of the Goonbarrow
China Clay Works, extending northwards across farmland between the villages of Roche and Bugle to
connect to the B3274 roundabout just before the A30 junction at Victoria.

Reassessment of Potential Options
3.10

Based upon the results and comments which were received during the public consultation undertaken for
‘Bugle Option 1’ and ‘Roche Option 2’, there was a further review and reassessment of the potential
options. Principally, the initial options assessment did not consider the possible ecological impacts
associated with the expansion of Natural England’s network of SSSIs within the Mid-Cornwall Moors
complex, with six additional sites designated in February 2017. Additionally, the consideration of further
measures and supporting links which would complement the potential options was not considered in the
initial assessment. As such, a further six potential options were added to the assessment process postconsultation, described in Table 3-2 below.

Table 3-2: Summary of the additional potential route options considered post-consultation
Option

Description

Wheal Henry Route

Approximately 4.2km in length, the route would extend to the south east of Stenalees from
the A391, utilising an existing section of the B3374 (Bugle to Penwithick Road) and passing
through the hamlet of Rosevean before re-joining the A391 directly to the north of Bulge.

Mineral Tramway

Approximately 4.7km in length, the route would extend to the west of Penwithick from the
A391, passing through the village of Treverbyn before re-joining the A391 to the north of
Stenalees. The route would then extend approximately 500m before diverting from the
A391 through the western section of Bugle, where it would extend for a further 750m before
re-joining the A391 directly to the north of Bugle Station.

Roche 2 (amended)

A single carriageway, approximately 6.2km in length with a 3m wide cycle/walking lane
(used in both directions) along one side of the road. ‘Roche 2 (amended)’ has been
selected as the Preferred Option for the Proposed Development.

Roche Alternative

Approximately 7.6km in length, the route would utilise the existing highways network,
where possible, in order to provide a low-cost option.

Bugle Goonbarrow A

Approximately 6.5km in length, the route would extend northwards from Stenalees, passing
to the east of the Goonbarrow China Clay Works and onto the west of Bugle. The route
would then extend towards the village of Bilberry, passing the railway line via a newly
constructed bridge and roundabout junction which would connect to the existing A391.

Bugle Goonbarrow Alternative
(lower speed/spec)

In contrast to ‘Bugle Goonbarrow A’, the route alignment would descend from the China
Clay Works at a greater gradient in order to reduce the earthwork costs, avoid the
demolition of newly constructed properties along Roche Road and reduce the extent and
height of the embankment which would be located adjacent to existing properties.

3.11

The reassessment of all 14 potential route options was undertaken using a two staged sifting process:


Sift 1 assessed the options against the scheme objectives, ensuring that all of the objectives were
met in some way; and
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3.12

Sift 2 went into greater detail, determining whether the options complied with existing local/regional
and national strategies and policies, and/or passed key viability and acceptability criteria (i.e. in
relation to deliverability, affordability or acceptability of stakeholders).

Following the reassessment, ‘Roche 2 (amended)’, ‘Bugle Goonbarrow A’ and ‘Bugle Goonbarrow
Alternative (lower speed/spec)’ were the preferred options taken forward for the OAR. The reasons for
discarding the other eleven options are described in Table 3-3 below.

Table 3-3: Reasons for discarding alternatives
Option

Reason for Discarding Alternatives

Bugle Option 1

This option would have direct impacts to newly designated SSSIs forming part of
the Mid-Cornwall Moors complex.

Bugle Option 2

The constraints for this option included the economic cost, deliverability issues and
the proximity of the route to SSSIs.

Roche Option 1

The design for this option was superseded by ‘Roche Option 2’

Roche Option 2

The design for this option was superseded by ‘Roche 2 (amended)’

Roche Option 3

This option would only provide a partial link to the north-west of Roche, which
would only have a limited number of benefits and fail to meet the wider objectives
of providing a high quality route to facilitate growth for St Austell.

Roche Option 4

This option would only provide a partial link connecting to existing roads of variable
standard, and would have a less direct route alignment between St Austell and the
A30 in comparison to the other options.

Roche Option 5

This option would provide a longer and more expensive route, passing through
areas of operational China Clay pits with risks relating to ground conditions.

Central Route – Imerys Option

The constraints for this option included the economic cost, deliverability due to the
large volume of earthworks, ground conditions, topography, and the historical
environmental impacts.

Wheal Henry Route

The constraints for this option included the indirect alignment of the route which
would utilise a substandard section of the existing road network, the two rail bridge
crossings, risks relating to ground conditions and the potential impact to operational
China Clay sites.

Mineral Tramway

There would be environmental and design constraints to this option. Particularly,
the route would pass adjacent to the Bugle village centre and would have
insufficient width and cross areas with high risk ground conditions. The design of
the route contains a number of twists and turns, and would be less direct in
comparison to the other options.

Roche Alternative

This option would only provide a partial link connecting to existing roads of variable
standard, and would not meet the strategic objectives for the Proposed
Development. The route would also have potential ecological constraints by
passing adjacent to the Goss Moor SAC and SSSI.

Preferred Options Assessment Report
3.13

12

12

Within the OAR , the strategic, economic, financial, delivery and commercial cases for each of the three
preferred options was assessed using the DfT’s Options Assessment Framework (OAF), as outlined in
Chapter 2: Project Description of the EIA Scoping Report (Appendix 1-1). The methodology for the OAR is
described below, and essentially compares each of the following cases for each option, with a summary of
the results provided in Table 3-4.


Strategic Case: providing a quantitative assessment of each preferred option against a number of
regional policy objectives, Cornwall wide objectives and Scheme objectives. Table 3.4 states how
many of these objectives were ‘highly achievable’ for the preferred options;



Economic Case: assessing the value for money in relation to the impacts on the economy,
environment and society. Table 3-4 shows how many of these impacts were judged as ‘beneficial’ or
‘moderate beneficial’ for the preferred options;



Financial Case: considering the total estimated cost of the preferred options;



Delivery Case: considering a variety of factors relating to the delivery of each option, including the
potential property purchase and compensation amount, the volume of earthworks, whether any new

WSP (2017): St Austell to A30 Link: Preferred Options Assessment Report’ [submitted to CORMAC Solutions in March 2017]
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structures would be required, the number of landowners involved and the public opinion of the
preferred options; and


Commercial Case: assessing the viability of the preferred options.

Table 3-4: Summary of the OAR results
OAR Case

Bugle Goonbarrow

Bugle Goonbarrow
Alternative

Roche 2 Amended

Strategic Case (No, objectives 6
‘highly achievable’)

5

10

Economic Case (No. impacts
‘beneficial’ or ‘moderate
beneficial’)

5

4

8

Financial Case (Cost of
Option)

£163.8 million

£145.4 million

£84.8 million

Property Purchase and
Compensation

£6.7 million

£4.7 million

£3.7 million

Earthwork Volumes

Cut: 674,440m3
Fill: 758,045m3

Cut: 711,319m3
Fill: 474,160m3

Cut: 309,170m3
Fill: 223,535m3

Structures

New road bridge over railway
line

New road bridge over railway
line

Farm access and footbridge

Landowners

Multiple

Multiple

Only two main owners

Public Opinion

Supportive

Supportive

Supportive

Commercial Case

Viable

Viable

Viable

Delivery Case

3.14

Overall, ‘Roche 2 (amended)’ was the Preferred Option selected for the Proposed Development, based
upon the results from the OAR.

Stage 2: SIFT Options Appraisal Process
Overview of the Process
3.15

Following the selection of the Preferred Option in Stage 1, the purpose of Stage 2 was to finalise the
design for each of the five junctions located along the route. From south to north: Stenalees / Singlerose;
Blockworks; Trezaise; Harmony Road; and Tregoss.

3.16

Forty four design options were considered in total, with the relative ‘Environmental’, ‘Engineering and
‘Engagement’ merits of all options assessed against the baseline option (i.e. the Outline Business Case
option approved by the DfT). Independently undertaken by Cornwall Council, CORMAC’s project
management and engineering teams, and AECOM’s environmental and engineering teams, the results of
the appraisals were combined to highlight whether any discrepancies existed between teams and
determine the scope for further discussion.

3.17

There was an initial, high level sift of the options (SIFT 1), which resulted in twenty options being taken
forward to the next stage (SIFT 2). Further details are provided below, with the appraisal results
documented within the Design Options Review Report which is located in Appendix 3-1.

SIFT 1
3.18

SIFT 1 compared each design option to the baseline option by considering the following seven questions:


“Does the scheme meet the stated aim of the design brief?”



“Does the option facilitate the implementation of the Local and Neighbourhood Plans?”



“Does construction of the option appear to be feasible?”



“Does the junction appear to be acceptable in environmental terms?”



“Are impacts on stakeholders likely to be acceptable?”
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“Is the junction considered suitable on safety grounds given the context of the design flow and
speed?”



“Does the option require Cornwall Council to take on additional future liability?”

3.19

To support the appraisal and modelled in 3D, CORMAC’s engineering team supplied a series of drawings
which showed an indicative extent of the required earthworks. Upon consideration of the seven questions,
an option was considered more favourable if the positive impacts outweighed those of the baseline option
and/or if the negative impacts were limited in comparison to the baseline option.

3.20

The appraisal results were then discussed at a workshop with the teams and overall, options were
discarded if they were considered to perform worse than the baseline option. Where there were areas of
disagreement between teams for a particular option, the feasibility of the option from a construction and
engineering perspective was the determinant for whether it should be taken forward for SIFT 2.

SIFT 2
3.21

For SIFT 2, the relative ‘environmental’, ‘engineering and ‘engagement’ merits of the remaining twenty
options were appraised in greater detail when compared to the baseline option. At this stage the aim of
the appraisal was to determine the final design option for each junction located along the Proposed
Development.

3.22

In regards to the environmental appraisals, the ecological, landscape and visual, historic environment,
noise, air quality and greenhouse gases, waste, and community aspects were considered for each option,
summarised below:


The ecological appraisals compared the potential positive and negative impacts to the statutory and
non-statutory ecologically designated sites;



The landscape and visual appraisals considered the extent to which the options enhanced or
detracted from the character and visual amenity of the surrounding landscape;



The historic environment appraisals considered the potential construction and operational impacts to
the setting of any nationally designated and locally important heritage assets;



The noise appraisals considered the likely effects of increased noise levels to sensitive ecological
and residential receptors;



The air quality and greenhouse gas appraisals considered the positive and negative air quality and
greenhouse gas impacts to sensitive ecological and residential receptors



The waste appraisals of the proposed junction designs primarily considered whether the options
would result in an increase or decrease in surplus material when compared to the baseline option.



The community appraisals of the proposed junction designs primarily considered the extent to which
the options would either a) enhance the connectivity of communities to the Proposed Development,
or b) exacerbate community severance issues.

3.23

The potential impacts of each option to both local and statutory consultees, including local residents,
business owners, parish councils, conservation groups, Natural England, Highways England, Historic
England and the Environment Agency were considered at this stage.

3.24

In regards to the engineering appraisals, the following factors were considered: capacity and journey
times, buildability, safety, and the option’s compatibility with the preliminary design brief.

3.25

Following the option assessment undertaken, the preferred link road scheme comprised:


Four-arm roundabout at Tregoss;



Four-arm roundabout at Harmony Road ;



Four-arm roundabout at Trezaise;



Improved Blockworks access at the existing location access; and



Improved roundabout, partially offline, at Singlerose roundabout, Stenalees.
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3.26

On completion of Sift 2 the report concluded that the preferred route junction combinations offered a more
coherent junction strategy, consistent with the other junctions along the A391 St Austell bypass, whie
keeping the number of individual junctions at each location to a minimum. Had options with two
roundabouts at Tregoss and Trezaise been adopted along with a roundabout at Harmony Road, this would
have resulted in six roundabouts over the length of the scheme, with significant effects on vehicle speeds
and journey times compared to the final preferred route.

4. Approach to the EIA
Scoping and Summary of Consultation
Overview of EIA Scoping Process
4.1

An EIA Scoping Report which was prepared by AECOM was submitted to Cornwall Council in December
2017. Details of this process can be found in Chapter 1 – Introduction of this document. The Scoping
Report identified the issues which would be addressed in the EIA and documented within the
Environmental Statement (ES), outlining what should be ‘scoped in’ and what should be ‘scoped out’ of
the Report. A response to the request for a scoping opinion was provided by Cornwall Council in February
2018 (Appendix 4-1), including consultation responses from statutory consultees.

4.2

A summary of the Scoping Response and where comments have been addressed is provided in Table
4-1.

Table 4-1: Summary of Consultation Response from Scoping Response
Stakeholder

Comment

Location where
comment has been
addressed.

Cornwall Council
Planning

Justification of use of this design speed, what assessment of the advantages
and disadvantages have been undertaken to arrive at this approach should
be a part of the options appraisal in the ES. Are there greater financial and
environmental costs at this speed rather than lower alternatives and how
would these be balanced with and what differences this may have in terms of
economic development.

Appendix 3-1: Sift
Options Appraisal
Report

Shared paths for pedestrians and cycles are not seen by many users as the
most appropriate solution; what consultation and feed into design have

Appendix 4-1: Transport
Assessment
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Stakeholder

Comment

Location where
comment has been
addressed.

bodies, such as the British Cycling and Cycle Touring Club as well as local
clubs and bodies, have there been into the early designs. Where such paths
Chapter 12 – People
engage with the new and existing roads at junctions is often the critical aspect and Communities
as to whether they are seen as successful and therefore used.
Show the benefits of the scheme in terms of the ability of making existing
routes more user friendly to more at risk road users. Downgrading of these
routes to through traffic, particularly HGVs could have significant social gains
for residents on these routes such as encouraging travelling to school by
means other than private transport.

Appendix 4-1: Transport
Assessment
Chapter 12 – People
and Communities

The ES should show the links within this project to necessary improvements
Appendix 4-1: Transport
in the town of St Austell and St Blazey transportation infrastructure such as
Assessment
road and junction improvements and what efforts are being made to improve
the stated paucity of access to public transport in the clay area and the
related reliance on private transport. The investment in a new road should
not be seen as solving all transport failings in the area but should form part of
a holistic approach to the economic, social and environmental improvements
for this part of the County.
The Environmental Statement should formally set out the cost and benefits
for the option of proceeding with the road, such as journey time
improvements from main destination points.

Appendix 4-1: Transport
Assessment
Chapter 3 –
Consideration of
Alternatives

In response to AECOM’s request for agreement of submitting the Transport
Appendix 4-1: Transport
Assessment (TA) in conjunction with the Environmental Statement (ES) this is Assessment
agreed. However it should be taken into account that any amendments of
significance to the TA would then be tied to the EIA regulations including
potential re-advertisement under the EIA with the timing and resource
implications this may lead to the Scope of the TA to cover the implications of
the new route for the wider road network.
Mineral Policy
Consultations

The Proposed Development falls within a Mineral Consultation Area for the St
Austell China Clay area. Within the extant planning permission for the St
Austell China Clay area, there are a number of Operational Areas where
extraction and associated works are taking place. The preferred route of the
proposed link road passes through the extant mineral planning permission for
china clay extraction.

Chapter 10: Geology,
Soils and Contaminated
Land.

It is recommended that the applicant be advised of the need to consider the
impact on china clay resources located along the preferred route of the
proposed link road. There may be the opportunity for prior extraction of
mineral resources, enhanced restoration of existing mineral sites and use of
secondary aggregates.

Chapter 10: Geology,
Soils and Contaminated
Land.

I would also suggest that the applicant liaises with the Kaolin and Ball Clay
Association and Imerys Minerals Ltd, to ascertain the extent of the mineral
resources potentially impacted.

Chapter 10: Geology,
Soils and Contaminated
Land.

Chapter 14: Materials
and Waste

Chapter 14: Materials
and Waste

Chapter 14: Materials
and Waste
Highways
Development
Management
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Greater detail is required with regards to what will be done to existing routes
through Roche and Bugle to, a. discourage through traffic continuing to use
this route, and, b. to take this opportunity to drastically improve both
pedestrian and cycling provision in these settlements. The reduction in
through traffic should enable greater degrees of the carriageway to be
reduced in width allocation for vehicles, and provide on carriageway cycle
provision.

Appendix 4-1: Transport
Assessment

Whilst noting that as the design develops, the multi-use path (NMU) adjacent
to the new carriageway may disconnect and run with a separation from the
new road, I think greater use should be made of the sections of existing
highway being disconnected by this proposal. These routes will need to be
maintained for access to dwellings etc in any case, so it would appear of
greater benefit to both pedestrians and cyclists to see these roads
downgraded, and used as the NMU route. These will then also follow the
desired lines for both pedestrians or cyclists.

Appendix 4-1: Transport
Assessment
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Stakeholder

Comment

Location where
comment has been
addressed.

Any data held on use by pedestrians/cyclists/equestrian of the existing A391 Appendix 4-1: Transport
upgrade should be provided, to demonstrate that this is the correct NMU
Assessment
provision, and mix. It is likely the proposed mix will actually deter use by any
of the groups for which it is proposed. For example, horses and cyclists, in
the confinements of the path proposed may result in issues that deters overall
use. Greater detail on the design context for this proposal is required.
Greater detail of what happens to the NMU path at the various junctions. Too Appendix 4-1: Transport
often these paths are secondary considerations in design, leading to off-line
Assessment
routes being constructed which will not be used. A desired line for each
direction should be established at each junction. The NMU path should follow
as close to that as possible. At grade crossings, with suitably designed
surfacing so as to highlight its presence, and awareness for drivers, should
be the first design option. Where bridges or underpasses are ultimately
considered essential, these should be designed to encourage use, and be the
desired route by NMU's. Again, where efforts to use these facilities outweigh
perceived benefits, the shorter route, probably across live carriageway, will be
taken.
Justification is required for the design speed of the road. Whilst the case to
Appendix 4-1: Transport
gain DFT support is noted, it would be sensible to include an appraisal of why Assessment
it needs to be at DMRB for NSL(National Speed Limit)(60mph) and what the
consequences are, compared to a lower speed design.
Appendix 3-1: Sift
Options Appraisal
Report
The views of Asset Adoptions and Sustrans colleagues should be sought by
the applicant, in advance of any application, so as to ensure design complies
with requirements that may be considered appropriate.

Completed and
integrated into Scheme
Design.

Need HGV destination analysis to support argument on removing them from
settlement centres. What proportion of HGVS will continue to use the existing
road networks to destinations in Roche/Stenalees/Bugle etc

Appendix 4-1: Transport
Assessment

TA needs to detail how it will perform as the main route from St Austell to A30 Appendix 4-1: Transport
and also Newquay/West of Cornwall, as identified in supporting information.
Assessment
Comparison with the B3279 and A3058 routes, which may still be the more
expedient routes from parts of St Austell will need to be undertaken. Where
those routes retain the better journey time when compared to the new route,
what works will be undertaken to divert traffic flows to the new road, or indeed
reduce journey times on the existing network. Additionally, will flow reduction
result in road speed issues in settlements or at junctions on the existing
routes.
Natural England
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I would also like to bring to your attention Natural England comments on the
Roche Neighbourhood plan (dated October 2015), attached. This provides
further details regarding the potential environmental impact within the area. It
would be useful to include Neighbourhood plans within the ES to provide a
linked up approach.

This has been
addressed within the
Policy Section of each
Technical Discipline in
Chapters 6-16.

Natural England will be looking for the scheme to deliver multiple benefits for
the natural environment in terms of wildlife, water resources, landscape
quality and access to the countryside. We see these not as desirable
additions but as essential elements for delivering new infrastructure
investments which contributes economic and social benefits for Cornwall. It
must ensure the investment meets Highways England's responsibilities in
terms of the natural environment.

Chapter 9: Habitats and
Biodiversity

Habitats Regulations Assessment - Recreational Impacts on European Sites
This development falls within the 'zone of influence' for the Plymouth Sound
and Estuaries SAC, as set out in the (emerging) Local Plan. It is anticipated
that new housing development in this area is 'likely to have a significant
effect' upon the interest features of the SAC/SPA, when considered in
combination, through increased recreational pressure. As such we advise that
mitigation is required to avoid such an effect occurring and to enable you to
reach a conclusion of "no likely significant effect". You should not grant
permission until such time as this mitigation has been secured.

Comment Not
Applicable as this
seems to be an
erroneous
representation; the
scheme will not have an
impact on Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries
SAC.

The consultation documents indicate that this development includes an area
of priority habitat, as listed in Section 41 of the Natural Environmental and
Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006. The National Planning Policy
Framework states that 'when determining planning applications, local
planning authorities should aim to conserve and enhance biodiversity. If
significant harm resulting from a development cannot be avoided (through

Chapter 9: Habitats and
Biodiversity
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Stakeholder

Comment

Location where
comment has been
addressed.

locating on an alternative site with less harmful impacts), adequately
mitigated, or, as a last resort, compensated for, then planning permission
should be refused.
This application may provide opportunities to incorporate features into the
Chapter 9: Habitats and
design which are beneficial to wildlife, such as the incorporation of roosting
Biodiversity
opportunities for bats or the installation of bird nest boxes. The authority
should consider securing measures to enhance the biodiversity of the site
from the applicant, if it is minded to grant permission for this application. This
is in accordance with Paragraph 118 of the National Planning Policy
Framework. Additionally, we would draw your attention to Section 40 of the
Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act (2006) which states that
'Every public authority must, in exercising its functions, have regard, so far as
is consistent with the proper exercise of those functions, to the purpose of
conserving biodiversity'. Section 40(3) of the same Act also states that
'conserving biodiversity includes, in relation to a living organism or type of
habitat, restoring or enhancing a population or habitat'.
The Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure)
Chapter 9: Habitats and
(England) Order 2015 requires local planning authorities to consult Natural
Biodiversity
England on "Development in or likely to affect a Site of Special Scientific
Interest" (Schedule 4, w). Our SSSI Impact Risk Zones are a GIS dataset
designed to be used during the planning application validation process to help
local planning authorities decide when to consult Natural England on
developments likely to affect a SSSI. The dataset and user guidance can be
accessed from the data.gov.uk website
Historic
Environmental
Planning

Historic
Environment
Planning
(Archaeology)

Historic England will no doubt comment on these proposals as well, but it
does appear that a view-shed visual impact assessment of the proposed
route, as part of a detailed EIA, where setting/character impacts may be
negative to the medieval chapel at Roche Rock, the parish Church of St
Gomonda, Hensbarrow Beacon, and the three Scheduled Bowl barrows
should be undertaken as the next phase of works. Consideration can also be
given to assessing visual impacts to the other two Grade II Listed buildings
listed above ' although these are of lower significance and priority.

Chapter 7: Cultural
Heritage

The possible physical impacts of the two statutory assets of the milestone
and Scheduled Monument will also need to be assessed by further
archaeological advice for the latter (with HE guidance). But for the former, it
would not be problematical to move the Listed milestone, to an appropriate
location nearby to the road.

Chapter 7: Cultural
Heritage

Thank you for consulting HEP Archaeology on this scoping opinion. We have
studied the submitted EIA Scoping Report and we are satisfied with the
proposed approach to assessing the potential impacts and effect on heritage
and archaeology associated with the Proposed Development that are set out
in the Cultural Heritage chapter

Chapter 7: Cultural
Heritage

South West Water We will have apparatus likely to be affected by the proposals and what works
Services
may be required in relation to our assets will be determined by means of the
New Roads & Streetworks Act process once formal submissions are made
under that legislation.

Acknowledged.

Public Protection
Contaminated
Land Planning
Consultations

Thank you for consulting Environmental Protection. I have reviewed chapter
11 geology, soils and contaminated land chapter of the EIA Scoping Opinion.
I agree with the proposals for further work in the form of a phased
investigation using the standards outlined for land contamination in the EIA.

Chapter 10: Geology,
Soils and Contaminated
Land.

Public Protection
Noise And Odour
Planning
Consultations

I am satisfied with the proposed methodology for the assessment of noise
and vibration for the construction and operational phases. There are queries
regarding the derivation of LOAEL and SOAEL, particularly for the
construction phase (Table 7.2), but these can be clarified prior to the next
stage of assessment through PPA discussion. Consideration should be given
in due course to the submission of a S61 COPA application prior to
commencement of the construction phase.

Chapter 6 – Noise and
Vibration

Environment
Agency

We consider the scope of the report adequately covers matters within our
remit. These are included within chapter 10 Habitat and Biodiversity, chapter
11, Geology, Soils and Contaminated Land, chapter 12 Materials and chapter
14 Road Drainage and Water Environment.

Chapter 7: Cultural
Heritage, Chapter 9:
Habitat and Biodiversity,
Chapter 10: Geology
Saols and
Contaminated Land,
Chapter 11: Road
Drainage and the Water
Environment,Chapter
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14: Materials and Waste

4.3

Following completion of the Scoping Report, a further round of Public Engagement was undertaken to
engage with residents and stakeholders on the Proposed Development.

4.4

The public exhibition events were held on a mix of weekdays and weekends, and at varying times and
locations to try and enable all those with an interest to attend. Each event took place at a different venue
to increase the reach and accessibility. Table 4-2below shows the locations, dates and times of the events.

Table 4-2: Locations, dates and times of public exhibition events
Event

Location

Date and time

Exhibition
launch event

Wheal Martyn Clay Museum, Carthew, St Austell PL26
8XQ

Thursday 27 September 2018
7pm to 9pm

Festival

Exhibition

Exhibition

Exhibition

Exhibition

4.5

Austell Whitegold Festival, St Austell Town Centre,
Cornwall

Saturday 29 September 2018

Roche Victory Hall, Victoria Road, Roche, St Austell
PL26 8JF

Monday 1 October 2018

Wheal Martyn Clay Museum, Carthew, St Austell PL26
8XQ

Wednesday 3 October 2018

Enterprise Space for Advanced Manufacturing (ESAM),
Chi Askorrans, Carludden Technology Park, Carludden,
St Austell PL26 8WE

Thursday 4 October 2018

Bugle Methodist Sunday School Hall, 73 Fore Street,
Bugle, St Austell PL26 8PD

Saturday 6 October 2018

10am to 4pm

1pm to 8pm

5pm to 9pm

4pm to 8pm

10am to 4pm

The greatest areas of concern, expressed by those attending the public exhibitions, related to vehicle
speed, traffic and signage issues along the existing B3274, between Stenalees roundabout and St Austell,
and surrounding villages. Since the public exhibitions, feedback received from attendees has been taken
into consideration in the project design.

Technical Disciplines
4.6

Technical Disciplines to be considered are included in the Technical Scope, which outlines the extent of
the proposed assessment work including methodology for each.

4.7

The Scoping Report outlined what Technical Disciplines were considered to be of high enough
significance to be scoped into the ES, and included:


Air quality;



Noise and vibration



Cultural heritage;



Landscape and visual;



Habitats and biodiversity;
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4.8



Geology, soil and contaminated land;



Road drainage and the water environment;



People and community;



Health Impact Assessment;



Materials and waste;



Climate change; and



Cumulative Effects.

The following topics related to Health Impact Assessments have been ‘scoped out’ of the ES:


Housing quality and design – the prosed scheme does not directly include proposals for
housing quality and design;



Access to healthcare services and other social infrastructure – social infrastructure or
healthcare is not located within the local area and is not included in the scheme; and



Crime reduction and community safety – no objectives of the scheme aim to reduce crime
nor is it deemed to have any influence on a change in crime rates.

4.9

Major Accidents and Disasters have also been scoped out of the ES as this has been eliminated following
the methodology defined in the EIA Scoping Report (Appendix 1-1)

4.10

Traffic and Transport have been scope out of this ES however Technical Assessments have been
informed by a Transport Assessment located in Appendix 4-1.

Consultation
4.11

Engagement with stakeholders must be effective, and consultation is vital to the success of the Proposed
Development. There are a wide range of stakeholders involved in the Proposed Development, each with
differing priorities and interests whom will require varied amounts of information and consultation.
Therefore, communication must be tailored to the individual stakeholder to focus on and meet the needs
of particular individuals and groups.

4.12

Key stakeholders involved include:

4.13



Landowners;



Statutory consultees;



Local communities; and



Specialist interest groups.

The following principles are used for stakeholder engagement:


Early and ongoing engagement to inform and influence each party;



Seek an appropriate level of feedback at each iterative design stage;



Build long-term relationships with key stakeholders; and



Ensure any concerns are addressed where possible and if practical.

Summary of Consultation
4.14

Four public events were held in May/June 2016 in Bugle, Roche and St Austell. Members of the public
were invited to feedback on the proposals for an improved link road.

4.15

These public consultations led to the development of two route options: Bugle 1 and Roche 2. Although
both have been discarded, the preferred route is now an amendment of Roche 2 (see Chapter 3:
Consideration of Alternatives for more details).

4.16

C. 1,200 people from local communities appeared at the events with over 800 people providing opinions.
The project team met with landowners and representatives from Natural England and the Environment
Agency to discuss proposals.
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4.17

The business community in the mid-Cornwall area has been consulted by the Cornwall Development
Company on the need for the proposed road. This was fed back as part of the Outline Business Case
submission in March 2017.

4.18

Environmental stakeholders have been kept up to date with the route alignment and design at events such
as the Environmental Workshop held in July 2016.

4.19

Parish and County Councillors have been kept up to date with developments and their comments and
suggestions recorded at Community Network Briefings held over the past few years.

4.20

Landowners were consulted with in early 2015 on the then preferred routes of Bugle 1 and Roche 2. This
was extended at the end of 2016 to solicit opinion on the Goonbarrow route and its effect on communities
such as Bilberry and Lockengate.

4.21

Stenalees residents were invited to attend a consultation held in Treverbyn Community Hall in Jan 2017 to
determine their opinion on changes to the alignment of the Roche 2 route to the north of Singlerose
roundabout.

4.22

The wider community have been kept informed of developments via a series of Newsletters published on
the scheme website and mailed to residents in the communities of Roche, Trezaise, Stenalees and Bugle.

4.23

After submission of the EIA Scoping Report a presentation describing the scheme and the structure of the
st
EIA scoping report was presented to statutory consultees at an event on the 1 February 2018 at the
Eden Project.

Surveys and predictive techniques, methods and
constraints
4.24

Each Environmental Discipline must abide by necessary regulations and guidelines which are outlined in
each chapter of the Scoping Report (Appendix 1-1). The majority of topics follow methodologies from
Volume 11 of the DMRB.

4.25

DMRB is a guideline published by the UK Government for the preparation of environmental assessments
and road schemes. Volume 11 sets out general processes and methods for assessing individual
environmental topics. Interim Advice Note 125/15 Environmental Assessment Update was adhered to for
the Scoping Report.

4.26

The EIA adheres to up-to-date relevant guidance contained in DMRB and Highways Interim Advice Notes
(IAN).

4.27

For each topic, the ES will consider aspects including the following:


Existing, baseline and future conditions;



Potential significant effects and mitigation;



Mitigation measures and residual effects;



Assessment of Cumulative Effects.

Air Quality
4.28

The potential impacts from construction dust emissions generated from the construction phase will be
based on DMRB HA207/07 Air Quality guidance.

4.29

Mitigation measures will be identified where required, based on those presented in the Institute of Air
Quality Management (AQM) guidance on assessment of demolition and construction dust.

4.30

Air Quality Impact Assessment (AQIA) focusses on key, principle pollutants set out in the DMRB
HA207/07 Air Quality Guidance including: fine particulate matter (PM10) and NO2.

4.31

There are no DMRB criteria to define the significance of construction dust effects. In such scenarios,
guidance from International Air Quality Management (IAQM) will be used.
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Noise and Vibration
4.32

Estimates of typical construction noise levels will be made for a selection of the closest identified
receptors to the works in accordance with methodology in BS5228:2009+A1:2014 ‘Code of Practise for
Noise and Vibration Control on Construction and Open Sites’.

4.33

Significant Observed Adverse Effect Level (SOAEL) and Lowest Observable Adverse Effect Level
(LOAEL) Guidelines have been put in place. DMRB also requires an assessment of night time traffic noise
but this follows different methodology, with ‘Method 3’ being the most common.

4.34

Noise levels are generated and displayed from the recordings using noise modelling software.

Cultural Heritage
4.35

Guidance is used from Volume 11 Environmental Assessment Section 3 Part 2 Cultural Heritage
(HA208/07) of the DMRB. Beyond this, there has also been consideration of the Chartered Institute for
Archaeologists (CIfA) Standards and Guidance for Historic Desk-Based Assessment (2014).

4.36

Research has been undertaken in accordance with current legislation and policy for the historic
environment in England. It has been recommended that an assessment of potential effects on cultural
heritage is to be ‘scoped in’ to the EIA.

4.37

The assessment of impacts, value of heritage assets and the significance of effects has been carried out
using methodology outlines in DMRB Volume 11 Section 3 Part 2 (HA208/07) Cultural Heritage.

Landscape and Visual Effects
4.38

The methodology in this topic followed the process set out in the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual
Impact Assessment (GLVIA3)and Highways England Interim Advice Note 135/10, 2010, (IAN135/10)

4.39

IAN135/10 and GLVIA3 form the standard reference for undertaking LVIA for major road schemes in the
UK. The guidance is not prescriptive and therefore a tailored approach is required which is flexible and
recognises the importance of professional judgement.

4.40

GLVIA 3 and IAN135/10 are complimentary guidance and follow the same process of identifying
landscape and visual receptors, their sensitivity to the Proposed Development, the magnitude of impact
(change) and the significance of effect, based upon the relationship between the sensitivity of a receptor
and the magnitude of impact.

Habitats and Biodiversity
4.41

The potential impacts on habitats and biodiversity from the construction and operation of the Proposed
Development, will be assessed following methodology set out in Design Manual of Roads and Bridges
(“DMRB”) Volume 11, Section 3, Part 4 and associated Interim Advice Note (“IAN”) 130/10 and in
accordance with standard good practice from the Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental
Management (CIEEM) and other sources of survey good practice referenced in Appendices 9-1 to 15.

Geology, Soils and Contaminated Land
4.42

Guidance on the processes of risk assessment and identification/evaluation of remediation options comes
from the basis of environmental risk assessment detailed within Contaminated Land Report (CLR) 11
Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination.

4.43

The potential significance of such effects will be reported in line with R&D Publication 66 (NHBC and
Environment Agency, 2008) guidelines and within CIRIA C552 (CIRIA, 2001).

4.44

A walkover of the site will be taken out to verify baseline information to record topographical, hydrological
and hydrogeological features (natural or man-made) and vegetation cover.

Materials
4.45

Environmental impacts associated with material resources, generation and management of waste have
been assessed in accordance with methodology outlines in IAN 153/11 Guidance on the Environmental
Assessment of Material Resources. The requirement of a detailed level of assessment will be reviewed
based on the findings from the initial Simple assessment.

Climate Change
4.46

The potential significance will be assessed by comparing the estimated GHG emissions of the Proposed
Development against national statistics of UK GHG emissions. The GHG emissions study will be reported
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in tonnes of CO2 equivalent (tCO2e) in line with guidelines from the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development (WBCSD)/World Resources Institute (WRI) Greenhouse Gas Protocol.
4.47

GHG emissions will be assessed using calculation-based methodology using the following equation:
Activity data x GHG emissions factor = GHG emissions value

4.48

The level of significance depends on how the Proposed Development will contribute to national GHG
inventory whereby the Climate Change Act 2008 sets out legally binding national GHG reduction targets.
There will be some level of significance because any GHG emissions as a result of the Proposed
Development will contribute to national statistics.

Road Drainage and the Water Environment
4.49

Guidance contained in HD 45/09 will be followed during method of assessment and reporting of significant
effects. It will follow an approach promoted by the DMRB, including:


Estimation of importance/sensitivity of receptor;



Estimation of magnitude of the impact; and



Assessment of the significance of the impact based on the importance of the receptor and
magnitude of the impact

Preparation of a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) will be carried out in support of the EIA to assess the risk posed
by all flood sources and to be undertaken in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
and online Planning Practise Guidance.

People and Community
4.50

The sensitivity of the resource will be determined using the approach shown in Table 4-2, followed by
identifying the effects and their significance including:


The duration of the impact, permanent or temporary;



The time of day or specific days of the week in which impacts are most likely to occur;



How crucial the affected features are to the operation of businesses or facilities; and



The ability of a resource to cope with the impacts on their operation viability.

Based on the above, assessing the nature of an effect will be broadly defined as beneficial, negligible, adverse or
deemed to have no effect.

Health Impact Assessment
4.51

Three steps will be involved in the methodology in assessing the impacts on human health and wellbeing
of the Proposed Development including:


A review of Health Policies and Issues;



Community Health Profile for the Scheme Area; and



Scope of Human Health Impact Assessment.

Significance Criteria
Determining Environmental Significance
4.52

Under EIA Regulations, a description of the likely significant effects of the Proposed Development is
required, covering effects that are direct or indirect, secondary, cumulative, short, medium and long-term,
permanent and temporary, positive and negative resulting from:


The existence of the development;



The use of natural resources;



The emissions of pollutants, creation of nuisances and waste elimination; and



The description by the applicant of the forecasting methods used to assess the effects on
the environment.
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4.53

DMRB Volume 11, Section 2, Part 5 HA 205/08 ‘Assessment and Management of Environmental Effects’
provides advice on the typical descriptors of environmental sensitivity, magnitude of change and
significance of effects. Tables Table 4-3 to Table 4-6 show these descriptors and demonstrate how the
significance of effects can be determined.

Environmental Sensitivity
4.54

Table 4-3 shows environmental sensitivity and typical descriptors. It categorises values in regards to
importance, rarity and scale.

Table 4-3: Environmental sensitivity and typical descriptors
Value

Typical Descriptors

Very high

Very high importance and rarity, international scale and very limited potential for
substitution.

High

High importance and rarity, national scale, and limited potential for substitution.

Medium

High or medium importance and rarity, regional scale, limited potential for
substitution.

Low (or lower)

Low or medium importance and rarity, local scale.

Negligible

Very low importance and rarity, local scale.

Source: DMRB Volume 11, Section 2, Part 5 HA 205/08 ‘Assessment and Management of Environmental Effects

Magnitude of Change
4.55

Table 4-4 shows magnitude of change and typical descriptors for each. It assesses the extent to which
change has occurred, adverse or beneficial, in regards to loss or improvement of resources, implications
on resource quality and requirement for restoration or enhancement.
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Table 4-4: Magnitude of change and typical descriptors
Magnitude of
Change

Typical Descriptors

Loss of resource and/or quality and integrity of resource; severe damage to key
characteristics, features or elements (Adverse).

Major

Large scale or major improvement of resource quality; extensive restoration or
enhancement; major improvement of attribute quality (Beneficial).

Moderate

Loss of resource, but not adversely affecting the integrity; partial loss of/damage
to key characteristics, features or elements (Adverse).
Benefit to, or addition of, key characteristics, features or elements; improvement of
attribute quality (Beneficial).
Some measurable change in attributes, quality or vulnerability; minor loss of, or
alteration to, one (maybe more) key characteristics, features or elements
(Adverse).

Minor

Minor benefit to, or addition of, one (maybe more) key characteristics, features or
elements; some beneficial impact on attribute or a reduced risk of negative impact
occurring (Beneficial).
Low or medium importance and rarity, local scale.
Negligible

No Change

Very minor benefit to or positive addition of one or more characteristics, features
or elements (Beneficial).
No loss or alteration of characteristics, features or elements; no observable impact
in either direction.

Source: DMRB Volume 11, Section 2, Part 5 HA 205/08 ‘Assessment and Management of Environmental Effects

Significance of Effects
4.56

Table 4-5 shows the significance of effects matrix whereby the environmental significance of the receptor
can be combined with the magnitude of change to produce a significance of effects category.

4.57

The significance of effects resembles the extent to which adverse environmental effects have occurred,
whereby a significance of effects of Very Large is of greatest adverse environmental effects, reducing to
Large, Moderate, Slight and Neutral.
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Table 4-5: Significance of effects matrix
Value/Sensitivity of Receptor
Magnitude of
Change

Very High

Major

Very Large

High

Medium

Low

Negligible

Large/

Moderate

Very Large

/Large

Moderate

Slight

Moderate

Slight

Neutral

Large/

Moderate/

Very Large

Large

Minor

Moderate/
Large

Moderate

Slight

Neutral

Neutral

Negligible

Slight

Slight

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

No Change

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Moderate

Source: DMRB Volume 11, Section 2, Part 5 HA 205/08 Assessment and Management of Environmental Effects

4.58

Table 4-6 shows descriptions of the significance of effects for each category, used by DMRB.

Table 4-6: DMRB descriptors of the significance of effect categories
Significance
Category

Typical Descriptors of Effect

Very large

Only adverse effects are normally assigned this level of significance. They
represent key factors in the decision making process. These effects are generally,
but not exclusively, associated with sites or features of international, national or
regional importance that are likely to suffer a most damaging impact and loss of
resource integrity. However, a major change (e.g. loss or severe damage to key
characteristics) in a site or feature of local importance may also enter this
category.

Large

These beneficial or adverse effects are considered to be very important
considerations and are likely to be material in the decision-making process.

Moderate

These beneficial or adverse effects may be important, but are not likely to be key
decision-making factors. The cumulative effects of such factors may influence
decision making if they lead to an increase in the overall adverse effect on a
particular resource or receptor.

Slight

These beneficial or adverse effects may be raised as local factors. They are
unlikely to be critical in the decision making process, but are important in
enhancing the subsequent design of the project.

Neutral

No effects or those that are beneath levels of perception, within normal bounds of
variation or within the margin of forecasting error.

Source: DMRB Volume 11, Section 2, Part 5 HA 205/08 ‘Assessment and Management of Environmental Effects

4.59

Effects regarded as ‘slight’ or ‘neutral’ will not be of high enough significance to require inclusion in the
ES., therefore these categories will not require specific mitigation. In order to determine the significance of
effects, a matrix is used combining the environmental sensitivity/value and magnitude of change. As such,
the effect is a function of the sensitivity of the receptor and the magnitude of the impact.
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4.60

Effects considered ‘slight’ or ‘neutral’ are regarded to have too little significance for inclusion in the ES.
There is an exception where a ‘slight’ effect should be included if it has the potential to become more
significant (i.e. moderate or above).

4.61

Some environmental disciplines such as Noise or Vibration do not use the above criteria or matrix based
approach. Their impacts are quantified using numerical values. Some topics, such as Geology, Soil and
Contaminated Land, do not have agreed methods of assessment or scales of measurement for either
value or sensitivity. Therefore, each environmental topic specialist will use the information provided above,
their topic specific guidance as well as their professional judgement to assess the significance of effects.

Mitigation and enhancement
4.62

4.63

Mitigation of potentially significant adverse environmental effects is essential and is an iterative part of the
Scheme development. Mitigation techniques follows the hierarchy below:


Avoidance: incorporate measures in order to avoid effects. This should be achieved by
alternating designs or modifying the Scheme programme to avoid environmentally
sensitive periods.



Reduction: incorporate measures into designs or the Scheme programme to reduce the
environmental effects. This could be achieved by fencing off environmentally sensitive
areas during construction if it is not necessary to avoid entire areas all together. Reducing
potential impacts from construction activities should be achieved by implementing a
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP).



Compensation/Remediation: this option should be chosen if it is not possible to avoid or
reduce significant adverse environmental effects, whereby offsetting measurement should
be considered. This may include replacement of habitat in order to replace any that was
lost as a result of the Scheme or remediation of land including clean-up of contaminated
soils or water.

Volume 11 of the DMRB contains all mitigation techniques for each Environmental Discipline and can be
found in the document in each section relating to specific topics.
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5. Air Quality
Introduction
5.1

This chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) reports the findings of an assessment of the likely
significant effects on air quality as a result of the St Austell to A30 Link Road (hereafter referred to as the
‘Proposed Development’ in Cornwall. For more details about the Proposed Development, refer to Chapter
2: Proposed Development of this ES.

5.2

The combined cumulative air quality effects with other relevant Developments (Type 1 and 2 effects) are
discussed later in the chapter, and summarised in Chapter 16: Assessment of Cumulative Effects of
this ES.

Legislative Framework
National
13

5.3

The Environmental Protection Act 1990 defines a number of factors relating to dust and air pollution
which constitute a statutory nuisance, and places a duty on local authorities to detect any such nuisances
within their area. The avoidance of statutory nuisance issues for dust, etc. will be a key objective of the
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP).

5.4

Directive 2008/50/EC is transcribed into UK legislation by the air quality Standards Regulations 2010
which came into force on the 11th June 2010. These limit values are legally binding in the UK and have
been set with the aim of avoiding, preventing or reducing harmful effects of air quality on human health
and on the environment as a whole.

14

National Air Quality Strategy
5.5

The UK National Air Quality Strategy15 was initially published in 2000, under the requirements of the
Environment Act 199516. The most recent revision of the Strategy17 sets objective values for key
pollutants as a tool to help local authorities manage local air quality improvements in accordance with the
EU Air Quality Framework Directive. Some of these objective values have been laid out within the Air
Quality (England) Regulations 200018 and later amendment19. A draft Clean Air Strategy was published
in 201820. If this strategy is adopted, it would not change any of the standards considered by this
assessment.

5.6

The air quality objective values have been set down in regulation solely for the purposes of local air quality
management (LAQM). Under the LAQM regime, local authorities have a duty to carry out regular
assessments of air quality against the objective values and if it is unlikely that the objective values will be
met in the given timescale, they must designate an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) and prepare an
Air Quality Action Plan (AQAP) with the aim of achieving the objective values. The boundary of an AQMA
is set by the governing local authority to define the geographical area that is to be subject to the
management measures to be set out in a subsequent action plan. Consequently it is possible for the
boundary of an AQMA to include within it, relevant locations where air quality is not at risk of exceeding an
air quality objective.

13

H.M Government (1990) The Environmental Protection Act.
Council of European Communities (2008). Directive 2008/50/EC on Ambient Air Quality and Cleaner Air for Europe
2008/50/EC.
15
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2000). The Air Quality Strategy for England, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland.
16
H.M. Government (1995). The Environment Act.
17
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2007). The Air Quality Strategy for England, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland (Volume 1).
18
H.M. Government (2000). The Air Quality (England) Regulations 2000, Statutory Instrument No. 928, The Stationery Office.
19 H.M. Government (2002). The Air Quality (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2002, Statutory Instrument No 3043, The
Stationery Office.
20
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2018) Clean Air Strategy, 2018.
14
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5.7

The UK's national air quality objective values for the pollutants of relevance to this assessment are
displayed in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1: Air Quality Standards
Pollutant

Averaging Period

Limit Value/ Objective

Pollutant

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)

Annual average

40 µg/ m3

UK 11 June 2010
EU 1 January 2010

Particulate matter
(PM10)

3

1-hour average

200 µg/m (not to be
UK 11 June 2010
exceeded more than 18 times EU 1 January 2010
a year)

Annual average

40 µg/ m3

UK 11 June 2010
EU 1 January 2005

Nitrogen oxides (NOx)*

3

24-hour average

50 µg/ m (not to be
UK 11 June 2010
exceeded more than 35 times EU 1 January 2005
a year)

Annual average

30 µg/ m3

UK 31 December 2000
EU 19 July 2001

*considered for ecologically designated sites, county wildlife sites and ancient woodlands.

Defra National Air Quality Action Plan
21

5.8

Defra issued their UK Air Quality Action Plan for tackling Nitrogen Dioxide Concentrations in July 2017 .

5.9

The principal action referenced in the plan is to mandate local authorities to implement Clean Air Zones
within the shortest possible time.

National Planning Policy Framework
5.10

The NPPF (Department for Communities and Local Government, 2012) was published in March 2012 22
Paragraph 109 of the NPPF states that:
"The planning system should contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment by:
preventing both new and existing Development from contributing to or being put at unacceptable risk
from, or being adversely affected by unacceptable levels of soil, air, water or noise pollution or land
instability…"

5.11

22

Annex 2 of the NPPF

defines ‘pollution’ as:

“Anything that affects the quality of land, air, water or soils, which might lead to an adverse impact on
human health, the natural environment or general amenity. Pollution can arise from a range of
emissions, including smoke, fumes, gases, dust, steam, odour, noise and light".
5.12

There are national and local policies for the control of air pollution and local action plans for the
management of local air quality within the air quality study area applied to this assessment. The effect of
the Proposed Development on the achievement of such policies and plans are matters that may be a
material consideration by planning authorities, when making decisions for individual planning applications.
22
Paragraph 124 of the NPPF states that:
"Planning policies should sustain compliance with and contribute towards EU limit values or national
objectives for pollutants, taking into account the presence of Air Quality Management Areas and the

21

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2017b), Improving air quality in the UK: tackling nitrogen dioxide in our
towns and cities UK Air Quality Plan for tackling nitrogen dioxide concentrations, July 2017.
22
Department for Communities and Local Government (2012). National Planning and Policy Framework (NPPF), the National
Archives.
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cumulative impacts on air quality from individual sites in local areas. Planning decisions should ensure
that any new Development in Air Quality Management Areas is consistent with the local air quality
action plan."

Planning Practice Guidance (PPG)
5.13

The national Department for Communities and Local Government, (PPG) guidance was first published on
23
6th March 2014 and provides a web-based resource in support of the NPPF. Following its publication, a
number of previously published planning guidance documents have been cancelled and these are
detailed within the Written Ministerial Statement titled "Making the planning system work more efficiently
24
and effectively", also dated 6th March 2014 .

5.14

The PPG provides a summary of the air quality issues set out in the NPPF and goes on to note that
assessments of the impact of Proposed Developments on air quality should include the following
information:

5.15

─

The existing air quality in the study area (existing baseline);

─

The future air quality without the Development in place (future baseline); and

─

The future air quality with the Development in place (with mitigation).
The guidance then advises that a planning application should proceed to a decision with appropriate
planning conditions or planning obligation, if the Proposed Development (including mitigation) would not
lead to an unacceptable risk from air pollution, prevent sustained compliance with EU limit values, or fail to
comply with the requirements of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as
amended).

Local Planning Policy
5.16

In addition to national planning policy frameworks, local authorities publish their own planning policies and
guidance.

Cornwall Council – Local Plan Strategic Policies 2010 to 2030
5.17

25

The Cornwall Council Local Plan Strategic Policies document was adopted in November 2016 and sets
out the Council’s strategy for Cornwall until 2030 along with the policies that will be used in determining
planning applications. The plan covers the administrative area of Cornwall Council and replaces the
majority of ‘saved’ policies of Caradon Local Plan First Alteration (2007), Carrick Local Plan (1998),
Penwith Local Plan (2004), North Cornwall Local Plan (1999) and Restormel Local Plan (2001), Cornwall
Minerals Local Plan (1998), Cornwall Waste Local Plan (2002), Carrick Balancing Housing Markets DPD
25
(2008). Saved policies of these documents are set out in Appendix A of the Cornwall Local Plan . In the
adopted local plan there is one objective and one policy concerned with air quality:
“Objective 8: Promote Development that contributes to a healthy and safe population by
providing for opportunities for walking and cycling and ensuring the appropriate levels of open
space and the protection and improvement of air quality.”

5.18

And:
“Policy 16 – Health and wellbeing: To improve the health and wellbeing of Cornwall’s
communities, residents, workers and visitors, Development should:
1. Protect, and alleviate risk to, people and the environment from unsafe, unhealthy and
polluted environments by avoiding or mitigating against harmful impacts and health risks
such as air and noise pollution;
2. Where it affects Air Quality Management Areas, demonstrate that singularly or
cumulatively, it will not cause increased risk to human health from air pollution or
exceeding EU standards. Measures proposed to mitigate this should reflect Cornwall’s

23

Department for Communities and Local Government (2018). National Planning and Practice Guidance, the National Archives.
Available from: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/air-quality--3
24 Department for Communities and Local Government (2014). Making the planning system work more efficiently and effective.
25
Cornwall Council (2016), Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies 2010 – 2030.
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Air Quality Action Plan and Local Transport Plan and aimed at achieving reductions in
pollutant emissions and public exposure;
3. Maximise the opportunity for physical activity through the use of open space, indoor
and outdoor sports and leisure facilities and providing or enhancing active travel
networks that support and encourage walking, riding and cycling”.

Cornwall Council (CC) – Local Transport Plan
The objectives of the Cornwall Council Local Transport Plan – Connecting Cornwall 2030 are closely
26
aligned with those stated within the recently adopted Local Plan Strategic Policies Document . In the area
of supporting community safety and individual wellbeing, objective 14 states the transport plan aims to:

5.19

“Reduce Noise and Air Quality Impacts from road and transport.”
The document states it is CC’s aim to do this by working with planners and developers to protect people
from exposure to poor air quality, reduce air quality impacts from roads and transport, and by working with
the freight and road haulage industry to manage the movement of lorries on the roads.

5.20

Assessment Methodology
The methodology of the air quality assessment for the Proposed Development follows the guidance of the
27
28 29 30 31
DMRB and associated IANs , , , and is discussed below. The assessment includes the following
elements:

5.21

─

Construction phase dust assessment;

─

Construction phase HGV assessment;

─

Construction phase traffic management assessment;

─

Local operational air quality assessment for public exposure and European and nationally designated
habitat sites;

─

Compliance risk assessment; and

─

Regional assessment of pollutant emissions.
Key methodology documents of relevance to the air quality impact assessment are as follows:

5.22
─

DMRB, Volume 11, Section 3, Part 1 'Air Quality' (HA207/07);

─

IAN 170/12: Updated air quality advice on the assessment of future NOx and NO2 projections for users
of DMRB Volume 11, Section 3, Part 1 Air Quality;

─

IAN 174/13: Updated advice for evaluating significant local air quality effects for users of DMRB
Volume 11, Section 3, Part 1 Air Quality (HA207/07);

─

IAN 175/13: Updated advice on risk assessment related to compliance with the EU Directive on
ambient air quality and on the production of Proposed Development Air Quality Action Plans for users
of DMRB Volume 11, Section 3, Part 1 Air Quality (HA207/07);

─

Defra Air Quality Management Technical Guidance LAQM.TG(16) .

32
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Cornwall Council (2011), Connecting Cornwall: 2030 moving towards a green peninsula.
Highways Agency (2007). DMRB, Volume 11, Section 3, Part 1 ‘Air Quality’ (HA 207/07).
Highways Agency (2012). Interim Advice Note 170/12 v3, Updated air quality advice on the assessment of future NOx and
NO2 projections for users of DMRB Volume 11, Section 3, Part 1 ‘Air Quality’ (HA 207/07).
29
Highways Agency (2013a). Interim Advice Note 174/13 Updated advice for evaluating significant local air quality effects for
users of DMRB Volume 11, Section 3, Part 1 ‘Air Quality’ (HA 207/07).
30
Highways Agency (2013b). Interim Advice Note 175/13 Updated air quality advice on risk assessment related to compliance
with the EU Directive on ambient air quality and on the production of Scheme Air Quality Action Plans for users of DMRB
Volume 11, Section 3, Part 1 ‘Air Quality’ (HA 207/07).
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Highways Agency (2015). Interim Advice Note 185/15 Updated traffic, air quality and noise advice on the assessment of link
speeds and generation of vehicle data into ‘speed-bands’ for users of DMRB Volume 11, Section 3, Part 1 ‘Air Quality’ (HA
207/07).
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5.23

Detailed methodologies applied within this assessment are outlined below following the consideration of
key environmental receptors and pollutants.

5.24

Throughout this assessment, reference is made to sensitive receptors. These are locations where
members of the public may be exposed to and affected by air quality impacts. In relation to the Proposed
Development, sensitive receptors are predominantly residential properties, but can also include, for
example, schools, internationally and nationally designated ecosystems and allotment gardens
(construction dust only). Where sensitive receptors are anticipated to be in a location for only a short
period of time, these locations will be considered against relevant short-term air quality objectives.

Scope of the Assessment
Construction Phase
5.25

Sensitive receptors identified for the construction phase dust assessment are those receptors closest to
the Proposed Development route; existing road links which would be affected by construction works; and,
potential construction compounds, up to a maximum distance of 200m away. There is a SSSI (Mid
Cornwall Moors) and SAC (Breney Common and Goss & Tregoss Moors) within 200m of the anticipated
construction works.

5.26

Sensitive receptors that may be affected by construction HGV movements are those located within 200 m
of the Proposed Development route and potential construction compounds (i.e. within 200m of the Red
Line Boundary) and those within 200m of existing road links which would be affected by construction
activities).

5.27

Sensitive receptors that may be affected by construction traffic management include those receptors
located within 200m of existing road links which would be affected by construction works (i.e. those within
200m of the Red Line Boundary) and potentially wider affected road links.

5.28

Whilst receptors in proximity to the Proposed Development red line boundary are identified, details of
routes potentially affected by HGV movements and traffic management activities are not fully understood
at the time of assessment, as such it has not been possible to consider these within this assessment.

Operational Phase
5.29

A total of 146 sensitive receptors along the Proposed Development and affected road links have been
selected and have been subject to location-specific modelling for the local operational air quality
assessment. The selected sensitive receptors provide a sufficient number of representative receptor
locations within the study area to undertake an evaluation of the significance of air quality effects for the
operational phase of the Proposed Development. The sensitive receptors have also been selected to
represent worst case exposure of sensitive receptors adjacent to road links predicted to experience a
significant change in traffic flows as a result of the Proposed Development. The receptors modelled are
predominantly residential properties, with one school also included. The location of these sensitive
receptors considered by the assessment are shown on Figures 5-1 to 5-20.

5.30

The Proposed Development is at the boundary of the Breney Common and Goss & Tregoss Moors SAC
and Mid Cornwall Moors SSSI sites, and runs through part of the Hensbarrow County Wildlife Site (CWS),
all of which are nitrogen and acid deposition sensitive. In addition, there are a number of designated
ecological sites, Ancient Woodlands and CWS located within 200m of the Affected Road Network in
locations >200m from the Proposed Development which are also nitrogen and acid deposition sensitive,
including:
─

Carbis Moor CWS

─

Lanhydrock Woods CWS

─

Lockengate Moor CWS

─

Criggan Moor CWS

─

Carnanton/Nanskeval Wood CWS and Ancient Woodland

─

Higginsmoor Wood Ancient Woodland

32

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2016). Local Air Quality Management (LAQM) Technical Guidance
(TG16).
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5.31

─

Pelyn Wood CWS and Ancient Woodland

─

River Camel Valley and Tributaries SSSI and SAC

─

Red Moor CWS
As such, these sites have all been considered in an ecological assessment for nitrogen and acid
deposition. The location of the transects modelled for these sites are shown on Figures 5-1 to 5-20.

Key Pollutants
5.32

The key pollutants considered for the construction phase dust assessment, including any demolition
works, are particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter of less than 10 µm (PM10) and dust (i.e. larger
particles) with the potential to settle around construction sites and cause soiling/ deposition effects on
surfaces. The sensitive receptors potentially affected are locations of public exposure for both PM10 and
dust.

5.33

Emissions from motor vehicle exhausts contain a number of pollutants including nitrogen oxides (NO x),
carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2) and PM10. The quantity of each pollutant emitted depends
upon the type of vehicle, quantity and type of fuel used, engine size, speed of the vehicle and abatement
equipment fitted. Once emitted, pollutants are diluted and dispersed in the ambient air. Pollutant
concentrations in the air can be measured or modelled, and then compared with statutory air quality
objectives and EU limit values.

5.34

The air pollutants of concern in the context of the assessment of vehicle emissions are nitrogen dioxide
(NO2) and PM10 for locations of public exposure. These pollutants are the most likely to be present at
some locations in concentrations close to or above their standard objective values (described in Table
5-1). Hence, changes in the concentration of these pollutants from constructing and operating the
Proposed Development are a key focus of the assessment. In addition, changes in predicted NOX and
Acid Deposition are considered in relation to local ecologically designated sites, county wildlife sites, and
ancient woodlands.

5.35

The air quality objectives are shown in Table 5-1- some pollutants have standards expressed as annual
average concentrations due to the chronic way in which they affect human health or the natural
environment (i.e. effects occur after a prolonged period of exposure to elevated concentrations). Other
pollutants also have standards expressed as 24-hour or 1-hour average concentrations due to their acute
effects on human health or the natural environment (i.e. after a relatively short period of exposure).

5.36

The air quality objective values referred to above have been set down solely for the purposes of LAQM.
16
Under the LAQM regime , local authorities have a duty to carry out regular assessments of air quality
against the objective values. If it was unlikely that the objective values would have been met by 2010,
local authorities were required to designate an AQMA and prepare an AQAP with the aim of achieving the
objective values within the timeframes set out in Table 5-1.

Assessment of Impacts Methodology
5.37

The methodologies for assessing impacts for each of the assessments are addressed in turn below. The
overall evaluation of Proposed Development air quality performance is based upon the construction phase
assessments and local operational assessment.

Construction Phase Dust Assessment Methodology
5.38

At present, a construction contractor has not been appointed, and as such details regarding construction
methodologies and equipment/plant requirements and the exact footprint of the construction works are not
known at this stage.

5.39

The DMRB construction phase assessment for air quality requires the air quality assessor to identify key
sensitive receptor locations that may require mitigation to reduce the effects of dust emissions and to
propose methods of mitigation. These mitigation measures will be set out in the CEMP for the Proposed
Development.

5.40

As such, sensitive receptors located along the Proposed Development that may be impacted during the
construction phase have been identified (namely those located closest to the Proposed Development
route and routes which would be affected by construction works, up to a maximum distance of 200m away
from the red line boundary). The potential for adverse dust effects upon these receptors has been
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assessed qualitatively, taking into account the mitigation measures applicable to the control of
construction dust as detailed in ‘Design, Mitigation and Enhancement Measures – Construction’.
5.41

With regard to emissions from construction plant equipment, whilst these would be in use along the
Proposed Development, air emissions from such equipment are considered to be small when compared to
background concentrations. As such, significant air quality effects are not anticipated to be associated with
emissions from construction plant and equipment and thus such emissions have been scoped out of the
assessment. Nevertheless, consistent with good environmental practice, mitigation measures that aim to
control emissions of pollutants from construction plant and equipment are detailed in ‘Design, Mitigation
and Enhancement Measures – Construction’.

5.42

With regard to amenity effects (including dust), it is the aim that developers propose schemes that include
appropriate mitigation measures that avoid the potential for additional complaints to be generated (i.e.
33
statutory nuisance). UK experience indicates that good site practice mitigates construction and
demolition dust effectively, so that in all but the most exceptional circumstances, the significance of effects
at receptors can be reduced. As such, the approach presented within the assessment has been to define
applicable dust mitigation measures that can be applied during the Proposed Development construction
phase, that when effectively applied, have the potential to reduce effects to non-significant levels. To
33
establish the required mitigation level, a ‘Dust Risk Assessment’ based upon IAQM guidance has been
undertaken and is presented in Appendix 5-1.

5.43

The ‘Dust Risk Assessment’ has identified the Site as being ‘high risk’. The assessment outlines the
appropriate level of mitigation required at the Site to either avoid or to reduce potential effects to
neighbouring sensitive receptors (property and amenity; human health). Further details relating to the risk
assessment are presented within ‘Design, Mitigation and Enhancement Measures – Construction’.

5.44

Assuming all mitigation measures will be effectively implemented at the level recommended by the Dust
Risk Assessment, no significant dust effects resulting from demolition and construction activities are
anticipated beyond the red line boundary.

5.45

Identified measures will be set out in the CEMP for the Proposed Development.

Construction Phase HGV Assessment Methodology
5.46

The construction phase HGV assessment considers the additional HGV movements introduced to the
road network due to construction of the Proposed Development. The criterion for a potentially affected
route in relation to construction HGV traffic is the same as for the operation phase, as set out in HA207/07
and reproduced in para. 5.85. This criterion is a change of more than 200 HGVs per day. Where HGV
movements are below this threshold, significant changes in air quality are not likely.

5.47

Construction vehicle movements are not available at this stage to enable a quantitative assessment of
construction vehicle emissions. Additionally, the routes taken by HGVs accessing the construction works
is not currently defined.

5.48

It is therefore considered that there are insufficient details available to undertake a quantitative
assessment of the air quality effects due to construction phase HGVs, thus a qualitative assessment has
been carried out as based upon currently available information.

5.49

Air quality sensitive receptors within 200m of the red line boundary and haul routes within that boundary
have been identified.

5.50

With regard to the significance of effects, professional judgement has been applied due to the qualitative
nature of the assessments undertaken.

33

Institute of Air Quality Management (IAQM) (2014). Guidance on the Assessment of Dust from Demolition and Construction.
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Figure 5-1: Air Quality Study Area Overview
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Figure 5-2: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 1
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Figure 5-3: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 2
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Figure 5-4: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 3
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Figure 5-5: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 4
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Figure 5-6: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 5
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Figure 5-7: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 6
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Figure 5-8: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 7
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Figure 5-9: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 8
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Figure 5-10: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 9
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Figure 5-11: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 10
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Figure 5-12: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 11
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Figure 5-13: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 12
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Figure 5-14: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 13
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Figure 5-15: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 14
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Figure 5-16: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 15
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Figure 5-17: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 16
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Figure 5-18: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 17
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Figure 5-19: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 18
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Figure 5-20: Air Quality Study Area Overview – Sheet 19
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Construction Phase Traffic Management Assessment Methodology
5.51

The Proposed Development would require works to the existing road network, which would necessitate
the use of active construction phase traffic management for the duration of the works in order to minimise
traffic re-routing. However, it is not currently known what traffic management procedures would be put in
place and thus to what extent traffic re-routing may take place. Therefore, it is currently considered that
there is insufficient information available to determine if it is necessary to undertake a quantitative
assessment of re-routing impacts upon air quality.

5.52

With regard to the significance of effects, professional judgement has been applied due to the qualitative
nature of the assessments undertaken.

Local Operational Air Quality Assessment Methodology
5.53

This section describes the general approach used to assess local operational air quality effects for the
Proposed Development. The assessment focuses on key road traffic pollutants - NO2 and PM10.

5.54

Where existing monitoring data indicate that exceedances of an air quality objective are likely in the
opening year of a highway scheme, or proposals cannot be adequately assessed using a simple level of
assessment, a detailed level assessment needs to be undertaken. Which assessment is carried out is
decided upon through an understanding of the potential for significant adverse effects based on DMRB
criteria and relevant associated IANs and the exercise of professional judgement based on experience
from other similar schemes.

5.55

For this local operational assessment, the Proposed Development and all affected roads have been
assessed at a detailed level of assessment due to the potential for significant adverse effects given the
nature of the Development and the introduction of traffic flows along the new route.

5.56

This assessment uses dispersion modelling to estimate pollutant concentrations, taking into account
additional variables (e.g. meteorological data and variations in flow across the day). The detailed
assessment of local air quality reported within this Chapter has used the Atmospheric Dispersion
Modelling System (ADMS) Roads dispersion model (version 4.1) to predict road pollutant contributions at
selected sensitive receptors.

5.57

Predictions have been made for the following scenarios:
─

Baseline year (2016);

─

Opening year (2022) without the Proposed Development (Do Minimum); and

─

Opening year (2022) with the Proposed Development (Do Something).

5.58

On the basis of these predictions, the changes in key pollutant concentrations (NO 2 and PM10) associated
with the Proposed Development have been modelled. Predictions have been verified by comparing the
baseline modelling predictions and baseline air quality monitoring data (refer to Appendix 5-2, Table A 9).

5.59

A key element of the local operational detailed assessment is the rate of improvement in air quality over
time as cleaner road vehicles enter the national vehicle fleet. The methodology outlined within IAN 170/12,
on the assessment of future NOx and NO2 projections, has been used in this assessment. The method
considers Defra’s advice on long-term trends related to roadside NO2 concentrations (Defra, 2011), which
suggests that there is a gap between current projected vehicle emission reductions and projections on the
annual rate of improvements in ambient air quality as previously published in Defra’s technical guidance
and observed trends.

5.60

The methodology, known as 'Gap Analysis', involves the completion of air quality modelling and
verification, to correct verified modelled total NO2 concentrations. Following verification of the modelled
results, they are then adjusted to represent the observed long-term trend (LTT) profile described in IAN
170/12. The LTTE6 emissions projection has been used within this assessment as the opening year of the
Development is anticipated to be 2022 and large changes in air quality are anticipated to take place by
Defra between 2016 and 2022. The LTTE6 projection allows for a projection of future air quality that is
based on only a portion of the emissions reduction from Euro VI/6 technology take place. The LTTE6
projections are considered to present a realistic worst case scenario, as only a portion of the full
anticipated improvements in air quality by Defra guidance are assumed to occur in the Gap Analysis
results by 2022. The adjusted results from this Gap Analysis are presented in this Chapter.
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5.61

The determination of significance for the local operational air quality assessment has been undertaken
using methods set out in IAN 174. The significance criteria comprise a series of key questions as set out
in para. 5.75.

5.62

The significance of local air quality effects has been determined on the basis of LTTE6 information as this
is currently considered by Highways England to be the most reasonable worst case representation of
future air quality in 2022.

5.63

LAQM guidance and tools, such as the NOx to NO2 conversion approach
also been used as required by DMRB and associated IANs.

5.64

Further details of the assessment methodology including the approach taken to model verification
(including all monitoring locations used in the verification process) are presented in Appendix 5-2 (Table A
5, Table A 6, Table A 7, Table A 9, Table A 9 and Table A 10).

34

35

and background maps , have

Regional Assessment
5.65

The regional assessment provides the change in pollutant emissions as a result of the operation of the
Proposed Development.

5.66

The regional assessment considers changes in annual road transport emissions of NOx, PM10 and CO2
that may be brought about by the Proposed Development in the opening year (2022) and the design year
36
(i.e. 15 years after opening, 2037) at a regional level. The latest Emission Factor Toolkit (EFT v8.0.1)
spreadsheet has been used in the estimation of these emissions.

5.67

DMRB HA207/07 regional scoping criteria (as set out in para. 5.88) have been applied to opening year
traffic data and the design year traffic data to define the regional affected road network for the
Development (which is different to that assessed for local air quality).

5.68

The scenarios modelled include: the existing base case (the traffic model base case); and the future Do
Minimum and Do Something scenarios in the opening year (2022) and design year (2037) for the
Development.

5.69

The regional assessment has been undertaken for the DMRB regionally affected roads and the results of
the assessment (annual emissions, change in emissions with the Proposed Development) are presented
in tabular format, together with descriptive text in the ‘Regional Assessment’ section.

Assessment of Significance
Assessment of Value
Magnitude of Change
5.70

With regard to road traffic, the change in pollutant concentrations compared to Do Minimum
concentrations has been quantified at selected sensitive receptors. The absolute magnitudes of pollutant
concentrations in the baseline, future baseline, Do Minimum and Do-Something scenarios have also been
quantified and these have been used to consider the risk of the air quality limit values being exceeded in
each scenario.

5.71

For a change of a given magnitude (increase or decrease) in pollutant concentrations, IAN 174/13
contains descriptors of the magnitude of change at individual sensitive receptors. For example, a change
3
in predicted annual average concentrations of NO2 or PM10 of less than 0.4µg/m is considered to be so
small as to be imperceptible. A change (impact) that is imperceptible, given normal bounds of variation,
would not be capable of having a direct effect on local air quality that could be considered to be
significant. The magnitude of change is divided into four classes as defined in Table 5-2.

Table 5-2: Magnitude of Change in Ambient Pollutant Concentrations (IAN 174/13)
Magnitude of Change (µg/m3)

Value of Change in Annual Average NO2 and PM10

34

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2017b). NOx to NO2 Calculator v6.1. Available at
https://laqm.defra.gov.uk/review-and-assessment/tools/background-maps.html#NOxNO2calc>
35
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2017c). 2015-based background maps for NOx, NO2, PM10 and
PM2.5. Available at https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/data/laqm-background-maps?year=2015
36
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2017d), Emission Factor Toolkit (EFT v8.0.1),
https://laqm.defra.gov.uk/review-and-assessment/tools/emissions-factors-toolkit.html
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Large (>4)

Greater than full measure of uncertainty (MoU) value of 10% of the air quality
objective (4 µg/m3)

Medium (>2 to 4)

Greater than half of the MoU (2 µg/m 3), but less than the full MoU (4 µg/m 3) of 10% of
the air quality objective

Small (>0.4 to 2)

More than 1% of objective (0.4 µg/m 3) and less than half of the MoU i.e. 5% (2 µg/m3).
The full MoU is 10% of the air quality objective (4 µg/m3)

Imperceptible (≤0.4)

Less than or equal to 1% of the objective (0.4 µg/m 3)

5.72

The magnitude of the change in the predicted number of exceedances of the 24-hour objective is directly
derived from the predicted annual average value using the relationship defined in LAQM.TG (16) (Defra,
2016). The magnitude descriptors for 24-hour average PM10 are equal to the percentage changes set out
above.

5.73

Research projects completed on behalf of Defra and the Devolved Administrations , have concluded
that the hourly average NO2 objective is unlikely to be exceeded if annual average concentrations are
3
predicted to be less than 60 µg/m . Therefore, this assessment evaluates the likelihood of exceeding the
hourly average NO2 objective by comparing predicted annual average NO2 concentrations at all receptors
3
to an annual average equivalent threshold of 60 µg/m NO2. Where predicted concentrations are below
3
this value, it can be concluded that the hourly average NO2 objective (200 µg/m NO2 not more than 18
times per year) is likely to be achieved.

37 38

Description of Effect at Individual Receptors
5.74

All relevant receptors that have been selected to represent locations where people are likely to be present
are based on potential impacts on human health. The air quality objective values have been set at
concentrations that provide protection to all members of society, including more vulnerable groups such as
the very young, elderly or unwell. As such, the sensitivity of receptors was considered in the definition of
the air quality objective values. Therefore, no additional subdivision of human health receptors on the
basis of building or location type is necessary because the receptor sensitivity already takes account of a
worst case for effects on human receptors.

5.75

The significance of local operational air quality effects for the Proposed Development is based on the
guidance presented in the IAN 174/13, which recommends that key criteria for air quality are considered
including:
─

Is there a risk that environmental standards will be breached?

─

Is there a probability of the effect occurring?

─

Will there be a large change in environmental conditions?

─

Will the effect continue for a long time?

─

Will many people be affected?

─

Is there a risk that protected sites, areas or features will be affected?

─

Will it be difficult to avoid, or reduce or repair or compensate for the effect?

5.76

Following the collation of information to address the above questions, an informed professional judgement
on the significance of local air quality effects for public exposure and European or nationally designated
ecosystems has been established.

5.77

The scope of lAN 174/13 includes the assessment of significant local air quality effects for public exposure
and European or nationally designated ecosystems only. Changes in regional emissions and the
assessment of construction dust impacts continue to be assessed as described in DMRB.

37

Laxen and Marner (2003). Analysis of the Relationship Between 1-Hour and Annual Mean Nitrogen Dioxide at UK Roadside
and Kerbside Monitoring Sites.
38
AEAT (2008). Analysis of the relationship between annual mean nitrogen dioxide concentration and exceedances of the 1hour mean AQS objective. A report for Defra, the Scottish Government, the Welsh Assembly Government and the DoE
Northern Ireland.
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Overall Assessment of Significance
The questions set out in paragraph 5.75 form the basis for determining likely significant local operational
air quality effects for sensitive receptors. The question of how many people would be affected has been
addressed by reference to the number of receptors predicted to experience small, medium and large
changes in air quality. Table 5-3 provides a basis for assessment as set out in IAN 174/13. Where
numbers of affected receptors are above the upper thresholds listed in Table 5-3 for locations above the
air quality objective, this may suggest significant air quality effects are more likely.

5.78

Table 5-3: Guideline for Number of Properties Constituting a Significant Effect (IAN 174/13)

Magnitude of Change
3
in NO2 or PM10 (µg/m )

Number of Receptors with:
Worsening of air quality
already above objective or
creation of a new exceedance

Improvement of air quality
already above objective or
the removal of an existing
exceedance

Large (>4)

1 to 10

1 to 10

Medium (>2 to 4)

10 to 30

10 to 30

Small (>0.4 to 2)

30 to 60

30 to 60

The overall significance of predicted effects on local air quality is also evaluated in the context of relevant
national (i.e. NPPF) and local air quality planning policy.

5.79

Consultation Responses
5.80

Cornwall Council provided their scoping opinion on the Proposed Development in February 2018, which
included consultation responses from statutory consultees. There were no responses received regarding
air quality other than the acceptance of the proposed scope and methodology.

5.81

Cornwall Council was consulted again in November 2018 on the limitations outlined within this
assessment and proposed alternative methodologies resulting from those limitations. At the time of writing
no response has been received.

Study Area
5.82

The assessment of construction phase traffic effects (heavy goods vehicle - HGV assessment and traffic
management assessment) and operational phase traffic effects (local operational assessment) use a
study area of 200m around the Proposed Development and road sections likely to be affected by the
Proposed Development. This is due to the effect of pollutants from road traffic reducing with distance from
the point of release, and beyond 200m these are likely to have reduced to a concentration equivalent to
background concentrations.

5.83

Therefore, individual sensitive receptors (within or outside AQMAs) are studied in the local operational
assessment at distances up to 200m from affected roads.

5.84

Construction phase HGV movements and construction phase traffic management are discussed
qualitatively only at this stage given that applicable construction phase details are not detailed enough to
support a quantitative assessment.

5.85

Local operational affected road links (individually modelled sections of road) have been identified by
comparing traffic data with the Proposed Development (Do Something) and without the Proposed
Development (Do Minimum) against the local air quality screening criteria presented in DMRB and set out
below:
─

Road alignment will change by 5m or more; or

─

Annual average daily traffic (AADT) flows will change by 1,000; or
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─

Heavy duty vehicles (HDV) (vehicles greater than 3.5 tonnes, including buses and coaches) flows will
change by 200 AADT or more; or

─

Daily average speeds will change by 10 km/hr or more; or

─

Peak hour speed will change by 20km/hr or more.

5.86

These criteria are used to identify whether significant changes in air quality are likely. If a criterion is not
met or exceeded, then a significant change in air quality is not anticipated.

5.87

Additional links have been included in the local operational air quality modelling where the additional
emissions from these areas or links are required to describe pollutant concentrations at sensitive receptor
locations. This has been carried out with regard to sensitive receptors along affected routes and adjacent
to the Proposed Development.

5.88

The regional air quality study area is based on the regional screening criteria presented in DMRB given:
─

A change of more than 10% AADT; or

─

A change of more than 10% to the number of HDV AADT; or

─

A change in daily average speed of more than 20 km/hr.

Baseline Conditions
5.89

The study area routes are all within 1 local authority: Cornwall Council. Cornwall Council undertakes a
variety of air quality monitoring, the details of which can be found within ‘Monitoring’ and Appendix 5-2.

5.90

Affected routes within the study area do not pass through any AQMAs. The nearest AQMA is 2km south of
the Development route: AQMA Area 5 - St Austell. This AQMA encompasses the main urban area of St
Austell. This includes the A390 from Truro Road to the West, and the A391 to the East. It is bounded by
the A391 to the East, Bodmin Road/B3274 to the North-east where it meets the A391, the railway line to
the north-west and Edgecumbe Green and Chipponds Drive to the West. This AQMA was declared for 1
hour and annual mean concentrations of NO2. The location of the outlined above are shown on Figures 51 to 5-20.

5.91

Annual average background pollutant concentration estimates have been sourced from Defra’s 2015
based background maps for 2016 (base year) and 2022 (opening year) (Defra, 2017c) for the study area
for both NO2 and PM10. Contributions from trunk A-roads and primary A-roads within the grid squares of
the background maps have been removed from the mapped concentrations as these sources are explicitly
modelled in the assessment. A summary of the resulting background concentration information can be
found within Appendix 5-2.

5.92

The Development layout is outlined within Chapter 2: The Proposed Development.

Monitoring
To comply with the LAQM regime reporting requirements, local authorities often collect air quality
monitoring data within their administrative area. Recent and available local authority monitoring data has
been used to inform this assessment. The data are collected through a combination of automatic
monitoring stations and passive NO2 diffusion tubes. Annual mean NO2 concentrations in the area of the
Proposed Development and DMRB affected roads are provided in Appendix 5-2. The air quality objective
3
value of 40 µg/m NO2 was exceeded at ten monitoring sites of the 41 within the study area, in 2016.
These are as follows:

5.93

─

BOD13, BOD15, BOD16 and BOD17 alongside the A389 in Bodmin centre, on Dennison Road

─

STA7, STA9, STA10, STA11, STA12, STA14 alongside the A390 through St Austell.

Sensitivity of Receptors (Value)
5.94

All relevant receptors that have been selected to represent locations where people are likely to be present
are based on potential impacts on human health. The air quality objective values have been set at
concentrations that provide protection to all members of society, including more vulnerable groups such as
the very young, elderly or unwell. As such, the sensitivity of receptors was considered in the definition of
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the air quality objective values. Therefore, no additional subdivision of human health receptors on the
basis of building or location type is necessary because the receptor sensitivity already takes account of a
worst case for effects on human receptors.

Design, Mitigation and Enhancement Measures
5.95

Environmental considerations have been taken into account during the development of the Proposed
Development design – actions that have been taken that have contributed to avoiding and/or reducing
potential air quality effects are as detailed in the following sections.

Construction
5.96

The duration of the Development’s construction program is not currently known. However, during this
period there is the potential for changes in air quality due to dust emissions from construction activity,
emissions from site plant equipment and HGVs and also from changes in traffic flows along the Proposed
Development and wider road network with traffic management in place.

5.97

A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) would be prepared and implemented by the
selected construction contractor. The CEMP would include a range of best practice construction phase
dust mitigation measures required in all works undertaken where there is potential for adverse effects on
sensitive receptors (e.g. residential properties, schools and hospitals etc.).

5.98

The types of activities with the potential to generate dust during the Proposed Development construction
phase include:

5.99



Movement of vehicles;



Enabling works (e.g. verge clearance);



Earthworks;Rock blasting



Material processing



Minor demolition (e.g. concrete bases and footings);



Excavation and installation of drains and communication ducts;



Construction of retaining walls etc.;



Surfacing works;



Central reserve works;



Installation of verge furniture and planting vegetation; and



Stock piling/ storage.

The above activities would be mitigated using standard mitigation measures and additional mitigation
measures as presented in Table 5-4 and Table 5-5.

5.100 The recommended level of mitigation was based on a “Dust Risk Assessment” undertaken in accordance
33
with the IAQM guidance presented in Appendix 5-1. Based on the IAQM guidance and criteria, the
findings of the risk assessment have identified the Site as ‘high risk’.
5.101 Consistent with the guidance, mitigation measures for sites that are deemed ‘high risk’ have been
proposed which either avoid or reduce dust impacts. The mitigation measures that will be incorporated
into the demolition and construction working practices to reduce the likelihood of significant adverse dust
impacts from the demolition and construction works are presented in Table 5-4 and Table 5-5. The
measures proposed are consistent with the measures outlined within the IAQM guidance.
5.102 The IAQM guidance states that the aim should be to prevent significant effects on receptors through the
use of effective mitigation, which is likely through appropriate management. The mitigation measures will
be documented within a Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) (or equivalent), that will
be agreed with the local authority pre-commencement of the works on Site. The IAQM guidance
concludes that with effective mitigation and management, the residual dust effects during demolition and
construction would be ‘not significant’.
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5.103 Assuming all mitigation measures will be effectively implemented and monitored at the level
recommended by the Dust Risk Assessment, no significant dust effects resulting from the demolition and
construction activities are anticipated and as such, dust is not considered further in this ES chapter.
Table 5-4: Standard Dust Mitigation Measures

Mitigation

Mitigation Measures

Mitigation for all site:
dust management

Develop and implement a series of dust management measures and monitoring
measures. The level of detail should include as a minimum the measures set out
in this table. Monitoring may include monitoring of dust deposition, dust flux,
real-time PM10 continuous monitoring and / or visual inspections.
Monitoring
Undertake daily on-site and off-site inspections, where receptors are nearby to
monitor dust, record inspection results, and make the log available to the local
authority etc. when asked. This should include regular dust soiling checks of
surfaces such as street furniture, cars and window sills within 100m of site
boundary, with cleaning of road surfaces to be provided if necessary.
Preparing and Maintaining the Site
Fully enclose specific operations where there is a high potential for dust
production and the site is active for an extensive period.
Keep site fencing, barriers and scaffolding clean, where there is the risk of dust
accumulation.
Remove materials that have the potential to produce dust from site as soon as
possible, unless being re-used on-site. If they are being re-used on-site cover as
described below.
Cover, seed or fence stockpiles to prevent wind whipping.
Operating Vehicle/ Machinery and Sustainable Travel
Impose and signpost a maximum-speed-limit on surfaced and un-surfaced haul
roads and work areas (if long haul routes are required speeds may be increased
with suitable additional control measures provided).
Ensure all vehicles switch off engines when stationary - no idling vehicles.
All construction plant should use fuel equivalent to ultra-low sulphur diesel
(ULSD) where possible.
Operations
Ensure equipment is readily available on-site to clean any dry spillages and
clean up spillages as soon as reasonably practicable after an event, using wet
cleaning methods.

Measures specific to
surfacing works

Surfacing equipment (e.g. planer) only to be operated with any manufacturers
dust abatement measures in place.

Measures specific to
construction

Avoid scabbling (roughening of concrete surfaces) if possible.

Measures specific to
construction
Measures specific to
trackout

Ensure sand and other aggregates are stored with heights and angles in line
with good practice to minimise wind erosion,

Measures specific to
trackout

Avoid dry sweeping of large areas.

Use water-assisted dust sweeper(s) on access and local roads, to remove, as
necessary, any material tracked out of the site. This may require the sweeper
being continuously in use.
Ensure vehicles entering and leaving sites are covered to prevent escape of
materials during transport.
Record all inspections of haul routes and any subsequent action in a site log
book.
Implement a wheel washing system (with rumble grids to dislodge accumulated
dust and mud prior to leaving the site) where reasonably practicable.
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5.104 Where standard mitigation measures as detailed in Table 5-4 may not be sufficient to minimise emissions
of dust alone, additional mitigation measures are proposed as presented in Table 5-5.
Table 5-5: Additional Mitigation Measures

Mitigation

Mitigation Measures

Mitigation for all
During the Proposed Development construction phase, appropriate mechanisms
sites: communication to communicate with local residents would be set up to highlight potential
periods of disruption (e.g. web-based, newsletters, newspapers, radio
announcements etc.).. It is envisaged that the web-page would provide up-todate information on the progress of the construction works, areas affected by
construction, mitigation in place to reduce adverse effects, information regarding
planned construction works (including any proposed works outside normal
hours) and works recently completed. The communication strategy would
minimise the likelihood of complaints. Residents would be provided with a point
of contact for any queries or complaints.
Display the name and contact details of person(s) accountable for air quality and
dust issues on the construction site boundaries. This may be the environment
manager/ engineer or the site manager.
Display the head or regional office contact information.
Mitigation for all site:
dust management

Site Management
Record all dust and air quality complaints, identify cause(s), take appropriate
measures to reduce emissions in a timely manner and record the measures
taken.
Make the complaints log available to the local authority etc. as soon as
reasonably practicable.
Record any exceptional incidents that cause dust and/ or air emissions, either
on-site or offsite, and the action taken to resolve the situation in the log book.
Hold regular liaison meetings with other high-risk construction sites within 500m
of the site boundary, to ensure plans are co-ordinated and dust and particulate
matter emissions are minimised. In particular, it is important to understand the
interactions of the offsite transport/ deliveries which might be using the same
strategic road network routes.
Monitoring
Carry out regular site inspections to monitor the effectiveness of mitigation
measures, record inspection results, and make an inspection log available to the
local authority etc. promptly upon request.
Increase the frequency of site inspections by the person accountable for air
quality and dust issues on-site when activities with a high potential to produce
dust are being carried out and during prolonged dry or windy conditions.
Undertake dust deposition, dust flux, or real-time PM10 continuous monitoring.
Wherever possible commence baseline monitoring at least three months before
work commences on-site or, if it is a large site, before work on a phase
commences.
Preparing and Maintaining the Site
Plan site layout so that machinery and dust causing activities are located away
from receptors, as far as is possible.
Avoid site runoff of water or mud.
Operating Vehicle/ Machinery and Sustainable Travel
Avoid the use of diesel or petrol powered generators and use mains electricity or
battery powered equipment where practicable.
Manage the sustainable delivery of goods and materials through careful
programming of delivery.
Implement a travel plan that supports and encourages sustainable travel (e.g.
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public transport, cycling, walking, and car-sharing).
Operations
Only use cutting, grinding or sawing equipment fitted or in conjunction with
suitable dust suppression techniques such as water sprays or local extraction
(e.g. suitable local exhaust ventilation systems).
Ensure an adequate water supply on the site for effective dust/ particulate
matter suppression/ mitigation, using non-potable water where possible and
appropriate.
Use enclosed chutes and conveyors and covered skips.
Minimise drop heights from conveyors, loading shovels, hoppers and other
loading or handling equipment and use fine water sprays on such equipment
wherever appropriate.
Waste Management
Avoid bonfires and burning of waste materials.
Measures specific to
demolition

Ensure effective water suppression is used during demolition operations. Hand
held sprays are more effective than hoses attached to equipment as the water
can be directed to where it is needed. In addition, high volume water
suppression systems, manually controlled, can produce fine water droplets that
effectively bring the dust particles to the ground.
Avoid explosive blasting where possible, using appropriate manual or
mechanical alternatives.
Comply with measures set out in any Asbestos Management Plan.

Measures specific to
earthworks

Re-vegetate earthworks and exposed areas/ soil stockpiles to stabilise surfaces
as soon as practicable.

Measures specific to
construction

Ensure bulk cement and other fine powder materials are delivered in enclosed
tankers and stored in silos with suitable emission control systems to prevent
escape of material and overfilling during delivery.
For smaller supplies of fine power materials ensure bags are sealed after use
and stored appropriately to prevent dust.

Measures specific to
trackout

Maintain and inspect on-site haul routes for integrity and operate a programme
of routing maintenance and where necessary carry out repairs to the surface as
soon as reasonably practicable.
Install hard surfaced haul routes if possible, which are regularly damped down
with fixed or mobile sprinkler systems, or mobile water bowsers and are
regularly cleaned.
Ensure there is an adequate area of hard surfaced road between the wheel
wash facility and the site exit, wherever site size and layout permits.
In locations without hard standing it may be necessary to clean the vehicle
bodies in addition to wheels.
Access gates to be located at least 10m from receptors where possible.

5.105 Locations considered to be higher risk, and therefore requiring the application of additional mitigation
measures as detailed in Table 5-5 are those with sensitive receptors (residential properties, schools,
hospitals, and ecologically designated sites) close to the works i.e. within 200m. There are residential
properties in close proximity to the Proposed Development, and therefore it is likely that these additional
mitigation measures would be required across the majority of the construction area.
5.106 The mitigation measures listed in Table 5-4 and Table 5-5 based on those presented by the Institute of Air
Quality Management (IAQM) in their guidance on the assessment of dust from demolition and
33
construction sites .
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5.107 The final selection of the most appropriate mitigation measures, including specific mitigation measures as
related to construction phase HGV movements and construction phase traffic management, will be
developed by the construction contractor.

Operation
5.108 The Development design does not include specific air quality mitigation measures for the operational
phase.

Magnitude of Impacts (Change)
Construction Phase Dust Potential Impacts
5.109 There is potential for adverse impacts from dust emissions to occur at sensitive receptors located close to
the Proposed Development during the construction works. There are over 100 sensitive receptors within
200m of the proposed construction works therefore there is an increased risk that site specific mitigation
measures will be required in addition to standard mitigation measures, to avoid potentially significant
temporary effects on air quality (refer to Appendix 5-1 of this Chapter). Adoption of such measures as
outlined in in Table 5-4 and Table 5-5 would minimise the risks of significant adverse dust effects and
statutory nuisance issues.

Construction Phase HGV Potential Impacts
5.110 The criterion for a potentially affected route in relation to construction HGV traffic is a change of more than
200 HGVs per day, for an extended period (i.e. more than 6 months). Where HGV movements are below
this threshold, significant changes in air quality are not likely.
5.111 Information on likely HGV movements is currently limited. As such the potential for construction phase
HGV impacts is considered via the available headroom in the vicinity of the site and likely access roads.
5.112 Local background pollutant concentrations and the existing local monitoring data indicate that
concentrations of NO2 and PM10 are well below the annual mean objective values in the majority of
locations, with the exception of Bodmin town centre and St Austell town centre – where it is considered
unlikely that Construction Phase HGV routing would go.
5.113 As such, it is considered unlikely that there would be any air quality impacts from this source, which would
result in significant impacts on air quality.

Construction Phase Traffic Management
5.114 The Proposed Development would require some works to the existing road network, although the vast
majority of the Development is constructed off-line. Traffic management would be in place to minimise
traffic re-routing throughout the construction phase.

Operational Phase
Local Assessment
5.115 Predicted concentrations and changes in annual mean NO2 and PM10 are presented in Appendix 5-2
(Table A 11 and Table A 12) for all receptors discussed in this section.
5.116 In the baseline scenario in 2016, only one receptor shows an exceedance of the NO 2 annual mean
3
objective, with this concentration predicted to be at R75 (40.5 µg/m ) in St Austell town centre. There are
3
other receptors within the vicinity which are close to the objective. These include: R74 (35.6 µg/m ), R77
3
3
3
3
(39.8 µg/m ), R78 (39.1 µg/m ), R79 (37.4 µg/m ) and R80 (36.0 µg/m ).
5.117 No receptors in the baseline scenario show an exceedance of the PM10 annual mean objective or for the
number of days exceedance of the 24-hour PM10 objective. Annual mean concentrations of PM10 are
3
predicted to be below the 40 µg/m objective value at all sensitive receptors within the study area, both
with and without the Proposed Development in the opening year of 2022. Additionally, all receptors within
the study area are predicted to be below the objective for the number of days exceedance of the 24-hour
PM10 objective. Due to this, PM10 exceedances shall not be discussed further within this chapter as all
predicted changes are not significant.
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5.118 Annual mean concentrations of NO2 are predicted to be below the 40 µg/m air quality objective value
within the study area both with and without the Proposed Development in the opening year of 2022.
5.119 With the Development in place, large improvements are predicted at 25 receptors, the largest of these is
3
3
predicted at R35 (DM 24.0 µg/m3; DS 12.1 µg/m ; change -11.9 µg/m ). This is due to a decrease in
AADT flow of approximately 5,300 vehicles, including a decrease of 580 HGVs along the A391. This level
of change in the traffic continues along the A391 towards Stenalees, with an overall decrease in AADT
and HGV vehicle numbers as a result of the Development. There is therefore further large improvements
3
3
3
along the A391 at R32 (DM 19.8 µg/m3; DS 12.3 µg/m ; change -7.5 µg/m ), R34 (DM 16.4 µg/m ; DS 9.2
3
3
3
3
3
µg/m ; change -7.2 µg/m ) and R29 (DM 18.5 µg/m ; DS 13.6 µg/m ; change -4.9 µg/m ). Other the
receptors along the A391 also see improvements in concentrations, including around Victoria Business
Park (R4, R5, R6, R7, R8); in the centre of Bugle (R26, R27, R28, R155 and R156), Bilberry (R30 and
R31) and Lockengate (R33 and R36).
5.120 There are improvements in air quality of up to large magnitudes also predicted at receptors below the
objective value within the centre of Roche. The largest of these improvements are predicted at R16 (DM
3
3
3
3
3
17.0 µg/m ; DS 10.0 µg/m ; change -7.0 µg/m ), R15 (DM 15.2 µg/m ; DS 9.5 µg/m ; change -5.7
3
3
3
3
3
3
µg/m ), R14 (DM 14.3 µg/m ; DS 8.8 µg/m ; change -5.5 µg/m ) and R17 (DM 14.5 µg/m ; DS 8.5 µg/m ;
3
change -5.5 µg/m ). These improvements are due to a decrease in traffic flow of between approximately
6000-7000 vehicles, including a decrease in HGVs of between approximately 300 and 700 vehicles in the
central areas of Roche where traffic will be diverted onto the Development. Other receptors in and around
Roche that are predicted to have improvements in air quality due to the diverted traffic include R10, R11,
R12, R13, R18, R19, R20, S1, R139, R138, R137, R135, R136, R134, R23, R22 and R21.
3

3

3

5.121 Medium to small improvements are predicted at R83 (DM 33.7 µg/m ; DS 24.9 µg/m ; change -4.0 µg/m ),
3
3
3
3
3
R82 (DM 27.9 µg/m ; DS 24.9 µg/m ; change -3.0 µg/m ) and R84 (DM 20.7 µg/m ; DS 18.9 µg/m ;
3
change -1.8 µg/m ). These improvements are due to a decrease in traffic flow of approximately 430
(including 220 HGVs) vehicles along Charlestown Road and 1,000 vehicles (including 560 HGVs) along
Church Road in St Austell. Other improvements in concentrations in St Austell also include R85 due to a
decrease in AADT of approximately 600 vehicles (including 250 HGVs) in Duporth, and R71 due to a
decrease in AADT of approximately 1,000 vehicles. The area surrounding R74 has a predicted reduction
of approximately 1,300 AADT.
3

3

5.122 Large to small improvements in air quality are also predicted at R145 (DM 16.8 µg/m ; DS 9.8 µg/m ;
3
3
3
3
3
change -7 µg/m ), R144 (DM 14.9 µg/m ; DS 10.4 µg/m ; change -4.5 µg/m ) and R24 (DM 20.6 µg/m ;
3
3
DS 16.5 µg/m ; change -4.1 µg/m , but also at R25, R142, R143 and R146. These improvements are due
to a decrease in traffic flow of approximately 7,000 AADT in the area of Stenalees, particularly along the
B3274, where existing traffic will be diverted onto the Proposed Development.
5.123 Other notable areas where medium to small improvements in air quality are predicted include R65 (DM
3
3
3
10.2 µg/m ; DS 7.7 µg/m ; change -2.5 µg/m ) and R64 due to a predicted decrease in traffic flow of
approximately 400 AADT (all of which are HGVs) just outside Toldish, and R66 in the centre of Toldish
3
where a reduction in AADT of approximately 200 AADT (all HGV) is predicted; R68 (DM 12.8 µg/m ; DS
3
3
11.2 µg/m ; change -1.6 µg/m ) due to a predicted decrease in traffic flow of 1,600 vehicles around Indian
3
Queens and St Dennis along the B3279 which also affects R67, R69, R70; and R48 (DM 12.6 µg/m ; DS
3
3
10 µg/m ; change -2.6 µg/m ), as well as R45 and R42, due to a predicted reduction in AADT of
approximately 1,500 vehicles along Penhale Road in Penwithick. The road link adjacent to R48 has a
predicted decrease in speed of 10km/hr.
3

5.124 Other areas predicted to experience small improvements include at R116 (DM 14.8 µg/m ; DS 13.1
3
3
3
3
µg/m ; change -1.7 µg/m ), R114 and R115 at Summercourt. R118 (DM 19.3 µg/m ; DS 17.8 µg/m ;
3
change -1.5 µg/m ) and R117 at St Stephens, both are predicted to experience a predicted reduction in
3
3
AADT of 1,100 (including approximately 15 HGVs. R103 (DM 11.7 µg/m ; DS 10.5 µg/m ; change -1.2
3
µg/m ) around Sweethouse where a reduction of approximately 1,300 vehicles (including 195 HGVs),
along the B3269 is predicted. Other receptors along this road which are predicted to experience similar
changes include: R99, R100, R102 and R104. From this road towards St Blazey, there are also small
improvements in air quality predicted at R105, R106, R107, R109 and R110 due to the A390 predicted to
have approximately 1,100 less vehicles (including 200 HGVs).
5.125 There are no small, medium or large increases in pollutant concentrations predicted at receptors where
concentrations are predicted to be above the objective value.
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3

3

5.126 The largest increase is predicted at R2 (DM 17.5 µg/m ; DS 25.3 µg/m ; change 7.8 µg/m ) and R1 (DM
3
3
3
12.3 µg/m ; DS 17.8 µg/m ; change 5.5 µg/m ) near to the Victoria Business Park, due to an increase in
AADT flow of approximately 10,700 vehicles (including 850 HGVs) which is a result of an increased flow
heading away from the B3274, towards the Proposed Development. The next largest increase in annual
3
3
3
mean NO2 concentrations are predicted at R43 (DM 6.1 µg/m ; DS 8.9 µg/m ; change 2.8 µg/m ) and R44
3
3
3
(DM 6.1 µg/m ; DS 8.8 µg/m ; change 2.8 µg/m ) and R47 on the B3374 in Penwithick, due to an increase
in AADT flow of approximately 1,400 vehicles caused by re-routing approaching the village. Within this
area, there is also a predicted increase in the traffic speed of approximately 20kph. Additionally, there are
medium to small increases in predicted pollutant concentrations outside the centre of Roche near to the
3
3
Proposed Development route, the largest of which is at R140 (DM 6.4 µg/m ; DS 8.4 µg/m ; change 2
3
3
3
3
µg/m ), and R125 (DM 9.9 µg/m ; DS 11.5 µg/m ; change 1.6 µg/m ). There are a further 12 receptors
(R56, R57, R121,R122, R123, R124, R126, R127, R128, R129, R130, R131, R132, R133, R141) in this
vicinity which have higher predicted pollutant concentrations with the Proposed Development in place.
These changes in concentration are due to the introduction of the Proposed Development as a new
pollutant source.
5.127 Small to imperceptible increases in air quality are predicted along the A390 in St Austell with the largest
3
3
3
increase in predicted pollutant concentration at R86 (DM 30.9 µg/m ; DS 32 µg/m ; change 1.1 µg/m ) due
to a predicted increase in AADT of approximately 650, including approximately 110 HGVs. Other receptors
in this area of St Austell that have an increase in concentrations include R75 and R76, where even though
there is a decrease in AADT of approximately 870 vehicles, there is an increase of approximately 250
HGVs, which is likely to offset the overall reduction in vehicles and result in small overall increases in
concentrations. A small increase in concentrations is also predicted at R81, where an increase in HGVs of
approximately 700 AADT offsets an overall reduction in AADT of approximately 800.
5.128 With the Development in place, imperceptible to small increases in pollutant concentrations are predicted
along the A3059 around St Columb Major. The largest predicted increase in pollutant concentration occurs
3
3
3
3
3
at R59 (DM 10.4 µg/m ; DS 11.7 µg/m ; change 1.3 µg/m ) and R111 (DM 8.2 µg/m ; DS 8.8 µg/m ;
3
change 1.2 µg/m ) due to an increase in predicted AADT of approximately 1400 vehicles. In the
surrounding area, R111, R60, R63, R112 and R113 are predicted to experience a similar change in
concentrations and AADT.
5.129 The remainder of receptors predicted to experience small increases in predicted pollutant concentrations
are generally south of Stenalees, where the Proposed Development meets the existing A391 and B3274,
extending southwards along these roads. The largest increases in predicted concentrations are at R149
3
3
3
3
3
(DM 10.9 µg/m ; DS 12.7 µg/m ; change 1.8 µg/m ) and R150 (DM 10.4 µg/m ; DS 12 µg/m ; change 1.8
3
µg/m ). This is due to an increase in traffic flow of between approximately 3,300 vehicles due to the
Proposed Development. Other receptors in this location that also have an increase in pollutant
concentrations include: R147, R148, R151 R152, R153, R49, R50, R51, R54, R55, R120.
5.130 Receptor R3, which is situated alongside the A30, is predicted to experience a small increase in annual
3
3
3
mean NO2 concentrations (DM 13.9 µg/m ; DS 15.1 µg/m ; change 1.2 µg/m ) along with an anticipated
increase of approximately 4,300 vehicle AADT (including 160 HGVs).
5.131 One small scheme link is missing from the traffic data on which this assessment is based. This 280m
proposed estate road link is located just south of Stenalees, joining the B3274 Roche Road to the A391
just north of the existing roundabout. Whilst this road link has the potential to increase pollutant
concentrations at a few select receptors immediately adjacent to it, any increases in vehicle related
emission from this link are anticipated to be very small due to the limited amount of traffic expected to use
the link, which is likely to be less than 200 vehicles AADT. In addition, this area is predicted to experience
improvements in pollutant concentrations due to the Proposed Development re-routing traffic further away
from the village and the existing Roche road being stopped up just north of the roundabout. This, in
3
combination with the low background concentrations in this area of 5 µg/m , indicates that it is not likely
that this link would lead to any significant effects on air quality in this area.

Ecosystems Assessment
5.132 The full modelling results of the Ecosystems assessment are presented within Appendix 5-2, Table A13,
for all of the sites discussed below.
5.133 The Critical Load for nitrogen deposition is 10kgN/ha/yr for all sites considered.
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5.134 For the Carbis Moor County Wildlife Site transect, the air quality predictions indicate a maximum change
in nitrogen deposition of +0.4 kgN/ha/yr from the Do Minimum to the Do Something scenario (23.2
kgN/ha/yr to 23.5 kgN/ha/yr) 3m away from the ARN. This receptor has an increase in nitrogen deposition
due to the increase in AADT (+2561 vehicles including +75 HGVs) on the B3374.
5.135 For the County Wildlife site Lanhydrock transect, the air quality prediction has a maximum change in
nitrogen deposition of <0.1 kgN/ha/yr from the DM compared to the DS scenario (29.8 kgN/ha/yr for both
scenarios at 125m away from the ARN).
5.136 Lockengate Moor County Wildlife Site transect has a predicted maximum change in nitrogen deposition of
-0.3 kgN/ha/yr from the Do Minimum to the Do Something Scenario (29.3 kgN/ha/yr to 29.1 kgN/ha/yr) at
40.5m away from the ARN. This transect sees a reduction in nitrogen deposition because of the reduction
of traffic along the A391 (AADT change: -5312 vehicles including -576 HGVs) due to the traffic being
diverted onto the Proposed Development.
5.137 The air quality predictions for Criggan Moor County Wildlife site indicate a maximum change in nitrogen
deposition of -1.5 kgN/ha/yr for transect one (DM: 31.2 kgN/ha/yr to DS:29.7 kgN/ha/yr) 0m away from the
ARN and -1.4 kgN/ha/yr for transect two (DM: 31.0 kgN/ha/yr to 29.6 kgN/ha/yr) at 0m away from the
ARN. Both of these transects see a maximum change in nitrogen deposition rates closest to the affected
road network due to the reduction in traffic along the A391 (AADT change: -4,379 vehicles including – 437
HGVs). This is a result of traffic being diverted onto the Proposed Development. For both of these
transects, up until 5m away from the ARN, both transects exceed the 30 kgN/ha/yr objective for nitrogen
deposition under the DM scenario, however under the DS scenario, there are no predicted exceedances
for these transects.
5.138 Hensbarrow Moor County Wildlife site’s air quality predictions indicate a maximum change in nitrogen
deposition of +0.5 kgN/ha/yr for transect one (DM:14.4 kgN/ha/yr, DS 14.8 kgN/ha/yr 125m away from the
ARN), -0.5 kgN/ha/yr for transect two (DM: 15.0 kgN/ha/yr, DS 14.5 kgN/ha/yr 125m away from the ARN
(Hensbarrow2 125m)) and +0.4 kgN/ha/yr for transect three (DM: 14.3 kgN/ha/yr, DS: 14.8 kgN/ha/yr 0m
away from the ARN). Although Hensbarrow2’s maximum change in nitrogen deposition is negative at
Hensbarrow2 125m, there are increases in nitrogen deposition at Hensbarrow2 0m of +0.4 (DM:14.4
kgN/ha/yr, DS:14.7 kgN/ha/yr 0m away from the ARN). The increases at all of the Hensbarrow transects
are due to the introduction of the Proposed Development as a new pollutant source through the middle of
the Hensbarrow Moor Site. Hensbarrow2 125m has a predicted decrease in nitrogen deposition due to its
location being closer to the B2174, where traffic flow will decrease due to the introduction of the Proposed
Development.
5.139 The air quality predictions for Caranton Woods’ County Wildlife site indicate a maximum change in nitogen
deposition of +0.1 kgN/ha/yr from the Do Minimum to Do Something Scenario (19.9 kgN/ha/yr to 20.0
kgN/ha/yr 3m away from the ARN). This increase in nitrogen deposition is due to an increase in ADDT
(1326 vehicles with a 10 HGV vehicle reduction) along the A3059.
5.140 For the Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) Breney Common and Goss & Tregoss Moors, air quality
predictions indicate a maximum change in nitrogen deposition of +0.1 kgN/ha/yr for both transects
(Transect 1: DM: 15.8 kgN/ha/yr, DS: 15.9 kgN/ha/yr at 5m away from the ARN; Transect 2: DM:16.8
kgN/ha/yr, DS: 16.9 at 200m away from the ARN), due to a 1,300 increase in AADT.
5.141 For transect 2 of the SAC, Breney Common and Goss & Tregoss Moors, there is a maximum change in
nitrogen deposition of -0.1 kgN/ha/yr 0m away from the ARN (DM: 16.3 kgN/ha/yr, DS: 16.2 kgN/ha/yr).
5.142 Mid-Cornwall Moors SSSI ‘s air quality has had multiple transects modelled to predict the effect of the
Proposed Development on the different areas of the SSSI within the study area. Predictions indicate a
maximum change in nitrogen deposition of +<0.1 kgN/ha/yr (DM:22.5 kgN/ha/yr, DS: 22.5 kgN/ha/yr
127m) away from the ARN (MidCornMoors 127m) for transect 1, +0.1 kgN/ha/yr (DM: 26.6 kgN/ha/yr, DS:
26.7 kgN/ha/yr) at 127m away from the ARN (MidCorn 2 127m) for transect 2 and +0.2 kgN/ha/yr
(DM:25.0 kgN/ha/yr, DS: 25.2 kgN/ha/yr) 0m away from the ARN (MindCorn 7 0m) for transect 7. Also,
Transect 5 indicates a maximum change in nitrogen deposition of +0.7 kgN/ha/yr (DM: 25.8 kgN/ha/yr,
DS: 26.4 kgN/ha/yr) 7m away from the ARN (MidCorn 5 7m). Transect 5 has an increase in nitrogen
deposition due to an increase in AADT flow (+7116 vehicles (including +337 HGVs) due to traffic
diversions onto the Proposed Development.
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5.143 Mid-Cornwall Moors SSSI’s air quality predictions indicate a maximum change in nitrogen deposition of
+0.3 kgN/ha/yr for both Transect 3 (DM: 31.4 kgN/ha/yr, DS: 31.7 kgN/ha/yr) 0m away from the ARN
(Midcorn 3 0m) and for Transect 1 (DM: 31.4 kgN/ha/yr, DS: 31.7 kgN/ha/yr) 0m away from the ARN
(MidCorn # 0m). Both of these transects are north and south of the existing A30 and they have an
increase in nitrogen deposition rates due to an increase in AADT of 2250 vehicles (including 81 HGVs)
along both sides of the dual carriage way. Here, the designations start within the highways boundary, and
the receptor locations closest to the road link within each transect are therefore within the highways
boundary. However, at this location the SSSI/SAC habitats do not appear to be present or supported due
in part to the presence of the A30 hard shoulder, and so there is no risk of impacts to the Habitat.
5.144 For the other two Mid-Cornwall SSSI transects, the air quality predictions for Transect 8 has a negative
maximum change of -0.5 kgN/ha/yr (DM: 29.7 kgN/ha/yr, DS: 29.3 kgN/ha/yr) 0m away from the ARN
(MidCorn8 0m) with Transect 6 having a maximum change of -0.1 kgN/ha/yr (DM:29.3 kgN/ha/yr, DS:
29.2 kgN/ha/yr) 6m away from the ARN (MidCorn6 6m). These transects see an improvement in their
nitrogen deposition rates due to the decrease in AADT flow (-1315 vehicles with an increase in HGVs of
195 for Transect 6 along the B3268 and – 5312 vehicles including -576 HGVs along the A391 for Transect
8).
5.145 The air quality predictions for Higginsmoor’s Ancient Woodland indicate a maximum change in nitrogen
deposition of -0.1 kgN/ha/yr (DM: 19.8 kgN/ha/yr, DS: 19.7 kgN/ha/yr) 2m away from the ARN, with the
smallest decrease occurring 202m away from the ARN. This decrease is due to the decrease in AADT (1273 vehicles with an increase of 241 HGVs) along the B3269.
5.146 Ancient Woodland Pelyn Wood’s air quality predictions indicate a maximum change in nitrogen deposition
of -0.1 kgN/ha/yr (DM:25.7 kgN/ha/yr, DS: 25.6 kgN/ha/yr) 4m away from the ARN.
5.147 The air quality predictions for the SAC and SSSI River Camel indicate a maximum change in nitrogen
deposition of +0.1 kgN/ha/yr (DM:25.1 kgN/ha/yr, DS:25.2 kgN/ha/yr) 40.1m away from the ARN network.
This increase in deposition rates is due to the increase in AADT of 7116 vehicles including 338 HGVs
along the B3274 as a result of the diversion of traffic towards the Proposed Development.
5.148 Acid deposition values have been calculated and are provided in Table A14 of Appendix 5-2. The
significance of predicted changes in Nitrogen Deposition and Acid Deposition have been discussed further
within Chapter 9: Habitats and Biodiversity.

Regional Assessment
5.149 This section outlines the results of the regional air quality assessment for the Proposed Development in
the opening year (2022) and design year (2037) for CO2, NOX and PM10. Error! Reference source not
ound. below presents the predicted opening year regional assessment results.
5.150 Note that CO2 calculations are for the whole traffic model; NOX and PM10 calculations are for the regional
affected road network only.
Table 5-6: Opening Year Regional Assessment for the Proposed Development

Pollutant

Baseline
(2016)
(tonnes)

Without
With
Proposed
Proposed
Development Development
opening year opening year
(2022)
(2022)
(tonnes)
(tonnes)

With Proposed Development
(2022) Compared with:
Baseline
(2016) without
Proposed
Development
(tonnes)

Future (2022)
without
Proposed
Development
(tonnes)

CO2

180,321

185,887

185,897

5,576

9

NOX

239.4

161.7

146.0

-93.4

-15.7

PM10

14.9

14.5

13.4

-1.5

-1.1
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5.151 The predictions indicate that reduced emissions of NOx and PM10 are anticipated on roads that are
predicted to undergo regionally significant changes in traffic flows between the baseline situation and the
opening year without the Proposed Development (2022) (seeTable 5-6. These emission reductions
between the baseline and future situation are due to projected improvements in vehicle emissions over
time.
5.152 Small decreases in NOX and PM10 emissions are predicted with the Proposed Development in place in the
opening year, compared to without it. This is due to a predicted decrease in vehicle-km travelled across
the regionally affected road network once the Proposed Development is in place. The small increase in
emissions predicted for CO2 are likely due to the predicted increase in vehicle-km travelled with the
operation of the Proposed Development in the opening year, when considering the whole model network.
5.153 In comparison to national CO2 emissions targets, increases in CO2 from the whole of the strategic road
building development scheme, anticipated over the next 10 – 15 years, are considered to be small (less
than 0.1% of the annual carbon budget). The increases associated with the Proposed Development are
considered to be part of that small increase.
Table 5-7: Design Year Regional Assessment for the Proposed Development

Pollutant

CO2
NOX
PM10

Baseline
(2016)
(tonnes)

Without
With
With Proposed Development
Proposed
Proposed
(2036) Compared with:
Development Development
Baseline
Future (2036)
design year
design year
(2016)
without
without
(2036)
(2036)
Proposed
Proposed
(tonnes)
(tonnes)
Develpoment Development
(tonnes)
(tonnes)

180,321

205,810

206,666

26,345

856

239.4

100.2

92.5

-146.9

-7.7

14.9

16.6

15.6

0.7

-1.0

5.154 In the Proposed Development design year (2037), increases in pollutant emissions are predicted between
the baseline and future situation without the Proposed Development (see Table 5-7 for PM10 and CO2, with
reductions predicted in NOX emissions.
5.155 Between the future without the Proposed Development and with the Proposed Development scenarios,
small decreases in NOX and PM10 emissions are predicted with the Scheme in place in the design year,
compared to without the Scheme. These are due to a predicted decrease in vehicle-km travelled across
the regionally affected road network with the Development in place. The increase in emissions expected
for CO2 are likely due to the predicted increase in vehicle-km travelled with the operation of the Proposed
Development in the design year when considering the whole model network.
5.156 Predictions for the design year have been calculated using 2030 emissions, as this is the limit of
projections within the Emissions Factor Toolkit.

Significant Effects
5.157 No locations are affected by potentially significant changes in NO2 or PM10. Table 5-8 below presents
supporting information concerning the key question of ‘Will many people be affected?’ as outlined within
5.75..

Table 5-8:.Evaluation of Local Operational Air Quality Significance

Key Criteria Question
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Is there a risk that environmental
standards will be breached?

No

Annual average concentrations of NO2 are
not predicted to be above the objective in the
opening year (2022) with the Proposed
Development at any receptors.

Will there be a large change in
environmental conditions?

Yes

There is a large beneficial change in annual
average NO2 concentration at 26 receptors
and a large detrimental change in NO2
concentrations at 2 receptors.

Will the effect continue for a long
time?

Yes

There is a large beneficial change and a
large detrimental change, which will last for a
long time.

Will many people be affected?

No

There are no receptors predicted to
experience a detrimental or beneficial
change in pollutant concentrations above the
objective value.

Is there a risk that designated
sites, areas or features will be
affected?

No

NOx concentrations have been modelled at
all relevant designated sites considered. At
one site (The Mid Cornwall Moors SSSI) the
designations starts within the highways
boundary, and at this point within the
designation NOx concentrations will exceed
the critical level with the Development in
place. However, at this location the
SSSI/SAC habitats do not appear to be
present or supported due in part to the
presence of the A30 hard shoulder, and so
there is no risk of impacts to the Habitat.

Will it be difficult to avoid or
reduce or repair or compensate
for the effect?

No

No mitigation is required.

On balance is the overall effect
significant?

No

Not significant as indicated below.

Evidence in support of professional judgement.
5.158 The air quality assessment has presented the information required within the NPPF. The results of
the assessment suggest that the air quality effects of the Proposed Development are consistent
with relevant national and local planning policy.
5.159 All receptors are predicted to experience annual average concentrations of PM10 that are below
the air quality objective in the Proposed Development opening year (2022), both with and without
the Proposed Development.
5.160 No receptors are predicted to exceed the annual objective for NO2 without or with the Proposed
Development in place in 2022.
5.161

It is therefore considered that the overall changes in air quality predicted due to the Proposed
Development are not significant. Based on the above, an overall evaluation of “not significant” has
been assigned to the Proposed Development operational air quality effects.

5.162 Temporary effects due to fugitive emissions of dust during construction are not considered to be significant
(with appropriate mitigation). Emissions from HGVs and traffic management have not been considered in
detail, however given the low background concentrations and monitoring data in the study area, it is
considered unlikely that any impacts from these sources would be significant.
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5.163 The air quality assessment has presented the information required within the NPPF. The results of the
assessment suggest that the air quality effects of the Proposed Development are consistent with relevant
national and local planning policy.
5.164 Therefore an overall evaluation of “not significant” has been assigned to the Proposed Development air
quality effects.

Consideration of Cumulative Effects
5.165 The cumulative Developments to be incorporated within this assessment have been accounted for in the
future year (2037) traffic modelling upon which the long-term changes in air quality are based. As such,
this assessment is considered to be inherently cumulative in nature.

Consideration of Residual Effects
5.166 No additional mitigation measures beyond the standard mitigations measures outlined within the
assessment of construction phase impacts are recommended.

Assumptions and Limitations (Uncertainties)
5.167 The local operational air quality assessment has used detailed modelling techniques (ADMS-Roads), a
comprehensive traffic dataset and the latest Defra LAQM tools and guidance. Highways England tools
and guidance and predictions have also been checked against recent local air quality monitoring data.
This approach has minimised the assumptions and limitations of the local operational air quality
assessment as far as practicable and the assessment is considered proportionate and robust on this
basis.
5.168 At this stage, details regarding construction activities, construction duration, construction traffic flows and
construction phase traffic management proposals are not fully available, therefore, a qualitative discussion
of potential construction air quality impacts associated with these sources has been provided in this
Chapter.
5.169 The air quality assessment has utilised predicted 24-hour AADT traffic data, HGV percentages and
speeds for both local and regional assessments.
5.170 Buses and Coaches were not included within the transport modelling for the Proposed Development; as
such HGV percentages were used in place of HDV for the purposes of the air quality modelling completed
for this assessment. It is considered than any impact this may have on model performance, will have been
accounted for through the model verification process, and as such would not affect the overall
determination of significant impacts.
5.171 A road link associated with the Proposed Development, linking the B3274 and A391 at Stenalees, is
missing from the transport modelling. As such, a qualitative assessment of operational impacts has been
completed for this location.
5.172 One DMRB affected road link was identified at the edge of the area with traffic data of sufficient
confidence such that is was suitable for use in this assessment. This road link extended up to Bodmin on
the B3268, where it joins the A389 in Bodmin – an area where there is existing poor air quality. As there
was not sufficient confidence in the traffic modelling for the A389 in Bodmin, no assessment of this area
has been completed.
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Summary and Conclusion
5.173 There are no significant impacts predicted on local or regional air quality as a result of the Proposed
Development, at any sensitive human or ecological receptor, during the construction phase or with the
Proposed Development in operation.
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6. Noise and Vibration
Introduction
6.1

This chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) reports the findings of an assessment to identify the
noise and vibration impacts likely to occur as a result of the St Austell to A30 Link Road (hereafter referred
to as the ‘Proposed Development’) in Cornwall. For more details about the Proposed Development, refer
to Chapter 2: Proposed Development of this ES.

6.2

The potential noise and vibration impacts of the construction and operation of the Proposed Development,
follow the methodology set out in Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Volume 11, Section 3, Part 7 HD
39
213/11 – Revision 1 (hereafter referred to as "DMRB"). This chapter details the methodology followed for
the assessment, summarises the regulatory and policy framework related to noise and vibration and
describes the existing environment in the area surrounding the Proposed Development. Following this, the
design mitigation and residual effects of the Proposed Development are discussed, along with the
limitations of the assessment.

6.3

The combined cumulative noise and vibration effects with other relevant developments are discussed later
in the chapter and summarised in Chapter 16: Assessment of Cumulative Effects of this ES.

Legislative Framework
National Legislation
Environmental Noise (England) Regulations

6.4

40

Directive 2002/49/EC, known as the Environmental Noise Directive (hereafter referred to as END) , is
41
transcribed into UK legislation by the Environmental Noise (England) Regulations and involves the
strategic noise mapping of major roads, railways, airports and agglomerations (urbanised areas with over
100,000 inhabitants) across the UK every 5 years. The first round of mapping was completed in 2007 and
the second round in 2012. Noise Important Areas (NIAs), which are those areas most exposed to noise,
have been identified in Noise Action Plans which are informed from the strategic noise mapping process.

Land Compensation Act 1973

6.5

In general, noise and vibration are recognised as both a common law nuisance (either private or public)
and a statutory nuisance. However, this does not apply to noise and vibration from road traffic. As a result,
42
the UK Government Land Compensation Act 1973 and the UK Government Noise Insulation Regulations
43
1975 (as amended 1988) are used in respect of road traffic noise.

6.6

The Land Compensation Act 1973 Part I provides a means by which compensation can be paid to owners
of land or property which has experienced a loss in value due to the use of public works, such as new or
altered roads. Noise and vibration are two of the factors which would be considered in any claims for
compensation; however the claim should consider all changes and effects, including betterment.

Noise Insulation Regulations 1975 (as amended 1988)

6.7

39

The Noise Insulation Regulations 1975 were made under Part II of the Land Compensation Act 1973.
Regulation 3 imposes a duty and Regulation 4 a power, on the relevant Highway Authority to undertake or
make a grant in respect of the cost of undertaking noise insulation work in eligible buildings affected by a
new or altered highway. This is subject to meeting a range of criteria on road traffic noise levels as

Highways Agency (2011), Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) Volume 11, Section 3, Part 7, HD 213/11 Revision

1.
40

The European Parliament and Council of the European Union (2002) Directive 2002/49/EC of the European Parliament and
of the Council of 25 June 2002 relating to the assessment and management of environmental noise – Declaration by the
Commission in the Conciliation Committee on the Directive relating to the assessment and management of environmental noise
41
The Environmental Noise (England) Regulations (2006) Statutory Instrument No. 2238 (as amended 2008, 2009, 2010)
42
HM Government (1973) Land Compensation Act 1973
43
The Noise Insulation Regulations (1975), Statutory Instrument No. 1763 (as amended 1988)
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specified in the Regulations. Regulation 5 also provides discretionary powers to undertake or make a
grant in respect of the cost of undertaking noise insulation work in eligible buildings with respect to
construction noise.
Control of Pollution Act 1974
44

6.8

Under Section 60 of the UK Government Control of Pollution Act 1974 (CoPA) , the local authority can
serve a notice specifying how construction works should be carried out, including working hours and
noise/vibration limits. Breaching the terms of the notice is an offence.

6.9

Section 61 of the CoPA can be used by the contractor completing demolition or construction works to
apply to the local authority for ‘prior consent’ in advance. Section 61 prior consent acts as a defence
against a Section 60 notice. The application must detail how noise and vibration is to be managed on-site
based on the principles of Best Practicable Means (BPM).

National Policy
The following planning guidance and legislation have been taken into account as part of identifying the
assessment methodology, receptor selection and sensitivity, potential significant environmental effects and
mitigation:

6.10

6.11



National Planning Policy Framework;



Noise Policy Statement for England; and



Web-based resource “Planning Practice Guidance on Noise” (PPG-N).
45

The aims in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) provide the guiding principles for the
considering mitigating noise and vibration, within the context of sustainable development:



avoid significant adverse impacts on health and quality of life from noise, as a result of the new
development;



minimise and mitigate other adverse impacts on health and quality of life, from noise from the new
development; and



contribute to improvements to health and quality of life through the effective management and control of
noise, where possible.

6.12

46

The Explanatory Note to the Noise Policy Statement for England (NSPE) informs the assessment
methodology in terms of the guidance on adverse impacts and significant adverse impacts through the
introduction of the following concepts:



No Observed Effect Level (NOEL): the level below which no effect can be detected. Below this level no
detectable effect on health and quality of life due to noise can be established;



Lowest Observable Adverse Effect Level (LOAEL): the level above which adverse effects on health and
quality of life can be detected; and



Significant Observed Adverse Effect Level (SOAEL): the level above which significant adverse effects on
health and quality of life occur.

6.13

The NPSE recognises that ‘it is not possible to have a single objective noise-based measure that is
mandatory and applicable to all sources of noise in all situations’. The levels are likely to be different for
different noise sources, for different receptors and at different times of the day, therefore the assessment
methodology outlines the proposed LOAEL and SOAEL for each potential impact. The setting of these
levels has been informed by the additional guidance in the Planning Practice Guidance on Noise (PPG47
N) .

44

Her Majesty’s Stationery Office (1974) Control of Pollution Act 1974
Department for Communities and Local Government (2018) National Planning Policy Framework
46
Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (2010) Noise Policy Statement for England
47
Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) (2014) Planning Practice Guidance
45
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Local Policy
Cornwall Local Plan
48

6.14

Cornwall Council’s Local Plan highlights the council’s commitment to achieving high quality, safe,
sustainable and inclusive design in all developments, buildings and places across Cornwall and ensuring
its distinctive character is maintained, enhanced and retained.

6.15

Policy 12 on design states that: “…development proposals must show high quality design and layout of
buildings and places demonstrating a process that has clearly considered the existing context, and
contributes to social, economic and environmental elements of sustainability…”. And in addition:
“Development proposals should protect individuals and property from […] unreasonable noise and
disturbance”.

6.16

Policy 13 on development standards states that: “All new development will be expected to achieve…
avoidance of adverse impacts, either individually of cumulatively, resulting from noise, dust, odour,
vibration… Such adverse impacts should be avoided or mitigated during the construction, operation or
restoration stage of development…”.

6.17

Policy 16 on health and wellbeing states that the council aims to: “protect, and alleviate risk to people and
the environment from unsafe, unhealthy and polluted environments by avoiding or mitigation against
harmful impacts and health risks such as air and noise pollution and water and land contamination and
potential hazards afforded from future climate change impacts”.

Impact Assessment Methodology
Scope of the Assessment
Construction

6.18

Since specific details of the exact timescales, plant, operating hours, number of vehicle movements etc.
for construction works have not been finalised at this time, a qualitative assessment of construction
noise/vibration impacts is provided focussing on the potential impact at the closest affected receptors to
areas of construction works along the Proposed Development.

Operation

6.19

A DMRB ‘detailed’ level assessment of operational traffic noise and vibration impacts is presented in this
chapter as outlined in the scoping report (Appendix 1-1).

Consultation Responses
6.20

Cornwall Council provided their scoping opinion on the Proposed Development in February 2018, which
included consultation responses from statutory consultees. With respect to noise and vibration, the
response stated that: “I am satisfied with the proposed methodology for the assessment of noise and
vibration for the construction and operational phases. There are queries regarding the derivation of
LOAEL and SOAEL, particularly for the construction phase (Table 7.2), but these can be clarified prior to
the next stage of assessment through PPA discussion. Consideration should be given in due course to the
submission of a S61 COPA application prior to commencement of the construction phase.”

Study Area
6.21

As stated in paragraph 6.18, the construction noise and vibration assessment focusses on the closest
affected receptors to areas of construction works along the Proposed Development.

6.22

As outlined in the scoping report, the operational vibration assessment focusses on properties within 40 m
of the Proposed Development, and at which traffic noise levels are predicted to be 58 dB, L A10,18h or more.

48

Cornwall Council (2016): Cornwall Local Plan, Strategic Policies 2010-2030
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The study area for the assessment of operational noise impacts, as defined by DMRB, is derived from the
Proposed Development, the existing routes through Roche including the B3274 being bypassed or
improved by the Proposed Development, and all surrounding existing roads that are predicted to be
subject to a change in traffic noise level as a result of the Proposed Development of:

6.23

6.24

49



1 dB(A) or more in the short-term (Do-Minimum (DM) opening year to Do-Something (DS) opening
year); or



3 dB or more in the long-term (Do-Minimum opening year to Do-Something 15 years after opening),
subject to a minimum change of 1 dB between the Do-Minimum and Do-Something, 15 years after
opening.
These roads are defined as affected routes and are identified by analysis of the traffic data. The
identification of affected routes has considered all roads with 18 hour (06:00-00:00) weekday traffic flows
49
above the 1,000 lower cut off of the Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN) prediction methodology in
all scenarios.

Department of Transport/Welsh Office (1998) Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN)
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The study area comprises a 600 m calculation area corridor either side of the Proposed Development,
600 m either side of the existing roads which are bypassed by the Proposed Development, and 600 m
either side of all affected routes within a 1 km boundary around the Proposed Development and existing
roads bypassed by the Proposed Development. This study area can be seen below in

6.25

Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1: Noise Location Plan
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6.26

A qualitative assessment of traffic noise impacts will be carried out for:


Dwellings and other sensitive receptors that are within the 1 km boundary around the
Proposed Development;



Existing roads bypassing the Proposed Development, but more than 600 m from an affected
route; and



The Proposed Development or existing roads replaced by the Proposed Development.

6.27

For affected routes which are outside the 1 km boundary, an assessment has been undertaken by
estimating the CRTN Basic Noise Level (BNL) for these routes with and without the Proposed
Development together with a count of the number of dwellings and other sensitive receptors within 50 m of
these routes.

6.28

The 1km and 600 m study areas are illustrated in Error! Reference source not found.. The identified
ffected routes are illustrated in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-2: Noise Affected Routes
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Methodology
Construction Noise

6.29

Because completion of the detailed design will be the selected contractor’s duty, detailed information on
the construction activities, programme or number and type of construction plant is still to be confirmed.
Therefore, detailed construction noise predictions at specific noise sensitive receptors (NSRs) have not
been undertaken. Instead, a qualitative assessment has been adopted, focussing on the guidance in BS
50
5228:2009+A1:2014 ‘Code of practice for noise and vibration control on construction and open sites',
considering proximity of receptors to the works, the potential works involved, potential working
hours/duration, existing noise levels from the baseline measurement survey, and best practice mitigation
measures.

6.30

BS 5228 contains a number of example methodologies for identifying significant construction noise effects
based on fixed thresholds or noise level changes. Taking into account the guidance set out in Table 6-1
below, the threshold values will be adopted for the EIA to define the SOAEL and the LOAEL for residential
receptors.

Table 6-1: Guidance and threshold values
Time of Day

SOAEL LAeq,T dB
(façade)

LOAEL LAeq,T dB
(façade)

Daytime (07:00 – 19:00) and Saturdays (07:00 – 13:00)

75

65

Evenings (19:00 – 23:00 weekdays) and Weekends (13:00 – 23:00
Saturdays and 07:00 – 23:00 Sundays)

65

55

Night-time (23:00 – 07:00)

55

45

6.31

The criterion for the SOAEL at residential receptors corresponds to the threshold values for Category C in
the BS 5228 example ABC method. Similarly, the criterion for the LOAEL corresponds to the threshold
values for Category A in the BS 5228 example ABC method. In accordance with the NPPF and NPSE, it
is important to consider receptors that exceed the LOAEL and ensure adverse effects are mitigated and
minimised.

6.32

When considering exceedances of the SOAEL and LOAEL, other project-specific factors are taken into
account, such as the existing ambient noise levels, number of receptors affected and the frequency and
duration of the impact.

6.33

Based upon the above, the magnitude of the impact of construction noise on residential receptors is
classified in accordance with the descriptors in Table 6-2. Non-residential receptors will be assessed as
required, based on their use.

Table 6-2: Noise descriptors
Magnitude of Impact

Daytime LAeq,T dB
(façade)

Evening / Weekend LAeq,T
dB (façade)

Night-time LAeq,T dB
(façade)

> 80

> 70

> 60

Moderate

>75-80

>65-70

>55-60

Minor

>65-75

>55-65

>45-55

≤ 65

≤ 55

≤ 45

Major

Negligible

50

British Standards Institute (2014) BS 5228-1:2009+A1:2014 – Code of practice for noise and vibration control on construction
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Construction Vibration

6.34

Construction vibration impacts are considered for any construction activities which are a potentially
significant source of vibration (for example, impact piling, use of vibratory rollers etc.) in close proximity
(within 100 m) of any identified sensitive receptors.

6.35

The transmission of ground-borne vibration is highly dependent on the nature of the intervening ground
between the source and receptor and the activities being undertaken. BS 5228 provides data on
measured levels of vibration for various construction works, with particular emphasis on piling and
blasting. Impacts are considered for both damage to buildings and annoyance to occupiers.

6.36

Table 6-3 details Peak Particle Velocity (PPV) vibration levels and provides a semantic scale for the
description of construction vibration effects on human receptors, based on guidance in BS 5228.

Table 6-3: Semantic scale for the description of construction vibration effects on human receptors
Peak Particle Velocity
Level
>= 10 mms

-1

Vibration is likely to be intolerable for any more than a very brief
exposure to this level.

1.0 to < 10 mms

0.3 to < 1 mms

Magnitude of
Impact

Description

-1

It is likely that vibration of this level in residential environments will
cause complaint, but can be tolerated if prior warning and
explanation has been given to residents.

-1

0.14 to < 0.3 mms

Vibration might be just perceptible in residential environments.
-1

Vibration might be just perceptible in the most sensitive situations
for most vibration frequencies associated with construction. At lower
frequencies, people are less sensitive to vibration.

Major
Moderate

Minor
Negligible

-1

6.37

For human receptors the LOAEL is defined as a PPV of 0.3 mms (millimetres per second), this being the
point at which construction vibration is likely to become perceptible. The SOAEL is defined as a PPV of
-1
1.0 mms , this being the level at which construction vibration can be tolerated with prior warning.

6.38

In addition to human annoyance, building structures may be damaged by high levels of vibration. The
levels of vibration that may cause building damage are far in excess of those that may cause annoyance.
Consequently, if vibration levels within buildings are controlled to those relating to annoyance (i.e. 1.0
-1
mms ), then it is highly unlikely that buildings will be damaged by construction vibration levels.

6.39

The criteria for this assessment relate to the potential for cosmetic damage and structural damage. The
principal concern is generally transient vibration, for example due to piling, or continuous vibration, for
example due to earthworks compaction using vibratory rollers.

6.40

BS 7385-2: 1993 ‘Evaluation and measurement for vibration in buildings – Part 2: Guide to damage
levels from ground borne vibration provides guidance on vibration levels likely to result in cosmetic
damage and is referenced in BS 5228. Guide values for transient vibration, above which cosmetic
damage could occur, are given in Table 6-4.

51
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British Standards Institute (1993) BS 7385-2 – Evaluation and measurement for vibration in buildings. Guide to damage
levels from groundborne vibration
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Table 6-4: Guide values for transient vibration
Type of Building

Peak Component Particle Velocity in Frequency Range of
Predominant Pulse
4Hz to 15Hz

Reinforced or framed structures
Industrial and heavy commercial buildings
Unreinforced or light framed structures
Residential or light commercial buildings

15Hz and above
-1

50 mms at 4Hz and above
-1

15 mms at 4Hz increasing to 20
-1
mms at 15Hz

-1

20 mms at 15Hz increasing
-1
to 50 mms at 40Hz and
above

NOTE 1: Values referred to are at the base of the building.
NOTE 2: For un-reinforced or light framed structures and residential or light commercial buildings, a maximum displacement of
0.6 mm (zero to peak) is not to be exceeded.

6.41

BS 7385-2:1993 states that the probability of building damage tends towards zero for transient vibration
-1
levels less than 12.5 mms PPV. For continuous vibration, such as from vibratory rollers, the threshold is
around half this value.

6.42

It is also noted that these values refer to the likelihood of cosmetic damage. ISO 4866:2010 ‘Mechanical
vibration and shock. Vibration of fixed structures. Guidelines for the measurement of vibrations and
evaluation of their effects on structures’ defines three different categories of building damage:

6.43

52



Cosmetic – formation of hairline cracks in plaster or drywall surfaces and in mortar joints of
brick/concrete block constructions;



Minor – formation of large cracks or loosening and falling of plaster or drywall surfaces or cracks
through brick/block; and



Major – damage to structural elements, cracks in support columns, loosening of joints, splaying of
masonry cracks.
BS 7385-2:1993 defines that minor damage occurs at a vibration level twice that of cosmetic damage and
major damage occurs at a vibration level twice that of minor damage. Therefore, this guidance can be
used to define the magnitude of impact identified in Table 6-5 below for continuous vibration.

Table 6-5: Magnitude of Impact
Magnitude of Impact

Damage Risk

Continuous Vibration Level
-1
PPV mms

Major

Major

> or equal to 30

Moderate

Minor

15-<30

Minor

Cosmetic

6-<15

Negligible

Negligible

<6

Operational Traffic Noise

6.44

Noise from a flow of road traffic is generated by both the vehicle engines and the interaction of tyres with
the road surface. The traffic noise level at a receptor, such as an observer at the roadside or residents
within a property, is influenced by a number of factors including traffic flow, speed, composition
(percentage of heavy duty vehicles (HDV)), gradient, type of road surface, distance from the road and the
presence of any obstructions between the road and the receptor.

6.45

Noise from a stream of traffic is not constant, but to assess the noise impact a single figure estimate of the
overall noise level is necessary. The index adopted in CRTN to assess traffic noise is L A10,18h. This value is
determined by taking the highest 10% of noise readings in each of the 18 one-hour periods between 06:00
and 00:00, and then calculating the arithmetic mean. As recorded in DMRB, a reasonably good correlation
has been shown to exist between this index and the perception of traffic noise by residents over a wide
range of noise exposures.

52

ISO (2010) ISO 4866:2010 Mechanical vibration and shock – Vibration of fixed structures – Guidelines for the measurement
of vibrations and evaluation of their effects on structures, 2010
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6.46

CRTN provides the standard methodology for predicting the LA10,18h road traffic noise level. Noise levels
are predicted at a point measured 1 m horizontally from the external façade of buildings.

6.47

DMRB also requires an assessment of night-time (i.e. between 23:00 and 07:00) traffic noise levels
(Lnight,outside). However, this parameter is not calculated by the standard CRTN methodology. DMRB refers
to three methods for calculating night-time traffic noise levels developed by the Transport Research
53
Laboratory . The most widely used is ‘Method 3’ which factors the Lnight from the LA10,18h, based on the
typical diurnal pattern of traffic flows in the UK; this method is used for this assessment.

6.48

Daytime and night-time traffic noise levels have been generated using noise modelling software. The
model is based on traffic data provided by a traffic model of the Proposed Development and surrounding
54
area. The traffic flow and % HGV data are taken directly from the model. The traffic speeds have not
been subject to a process called ‘speed banding’ which assigns one of four speeds to all non-motorway
roads. The model also includes the ground topography, ground type and buildings to form a 3D
representation of the study area.

6.49

DMRB also requires consideration of the likely annoyance to residents caused by traffic noise, in both the
short and long-term. Individuals vary widely in their responses to the same level of traffic noise
annoyance, however the majority are found to relate to the long-term steady state noise level. In addition,
research recorded in DMRB has shown that people are more sensitive to abrupt changes in traffic noise,
such as following the opening of a new road, than would be predicted from the steady state relationship
between traffic noise and annoyance (as described above). These effects last for a number of years.
However, in the longer term, the perceived noise annoyance tends towards the steady-state level due to
familiarisation.

6.50

The objective of the assessment, as set out in DMRB, is to gain an overall appreciation of the noise and
vibration climate, both with and without the Proposed Development, to identify where noise impacts occur
and to determine where mitigation to reduce these impacts may be appropriate. These conditions are
assessed for the baseline year (the year of Proposed Development opening) and the future assessment
year (15 years after Proposed Development opening).

6.51

DMRB outlines the steps to be carried out at the detailed assessment stage which have been followed for
this assessment:


Identify the study area and predict 18-hour (06:00 - 00:00) and night-time (23:00 - 07:00) traffic noise
levels at all residential properties within the 600 m calculation area for all assessment scenarios.



Carry out the following comparisons for each property in order to identify the number of properties
where residents may experience an increase or decrease in traffic noise levels and annoyance:
i.

The Do-Minimum scenario in the baseline year against the Do-Minimum scenario in the future
assessment year (long-term);

ii.

The Do-Minimum scenario in the baseline year against the Do-Something scenario in the baseline
year (short-term); and

iii.

The Do-Minimum scenario in the baseline year against the Do-Something scenario in the future
assessment year (long-term).



For night-time traffic noise levels, undertake comparisons for the two long-term scenarios and for
properties where the Lnight,outside level is 55 dB(A) or more in the relevant scenarios;



Assess the impact on sensitive receptors, other than residential properties, within the 600 m
calculation area. This is based on 18 hour (06:00 - 00:00) traffic noise levels and considers the same
three comparisons as outlined in (b) above for residential properties;



Complete a qualitative assessment of sensitive receptors which are within the 1 km boundary, but
outside the 600 m calculation area; and



For affected routes which are outside the 1 km boundary, complete an assessment by estimating the
CRTN BNL on these roads (the traffic noise level at 10 m) with and without the Proposed
Development. Count the number of dwellings and other sensitive receptors within 50m of these routes.

53

PG Abbott and PM Nelson (2002), Converting the UK traffic noise index LA10,18h to EU noise indices for noise mapping,
Transport Research Laboratory, PR/SE/451/02.
54
The traffic model does not account for buses and coaches and therefore provides %HGV as opposed to %HDV. The
consequences of this are discussed in the assumptions and limitations section.
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6.52

Different façades of the same property can experience different changes in traffic noise level depending
on their orientation to the noise source. DMRB requires that each of the above comparisons of traffic
noise levels is based on the façade which experiences the least beneficial change i.e. the largest
increase, or, if all façades undergo a decrease, the smallest decrease. Additionally, DMRB requires that
the above comparisons of annoyance use the highest levels of annoyance in the first 15 years. For
properties which experience an increase in noise due to the Proposed Development, the greatest
annoyance is likely to be immediately after the Proposed Development opens. For properties which
experience a decrease in noise (and also in the Do-Minimum comparison), the greatest annoyance is the
steady-state level of annoyance in the long term.

6.53

DMRB provides two example classifications for the magnitude of the traffic noise impact of a proposed
road scheme, as shown in Table 6-6. These relate to short-term changes in noise levels and long-term
changes in noise levels. The classifications detailed in Table 6-6 are used in the assessment of the
Proposed Development route.

Table 6-6: Classifications for the magnitude of the traffic noise impact
Short-Term Change

Long-Term Change

Noise Level Change
(rounded to 0.1dB) LA10,18h
dB

Magnitude of Impact

Noise Level Change
(rounded to 0.1dB)
LA10,18h dB

Magnitude of Impact

0

No change

0

No change

0.1 – 0.9

Negligible

0.1 – 2.9

Negligible

1 – 2.9

Minor

3 – 4.9

Minor

3 – 4.9

Moderate

5 – 9.9

Moderate

5+

Major

10 +

Major

6.54

The introduction of the NPPF, NPSNN and NPSE (see the Legislative Framework section) has increased
the focus on consideration of absolute noise levels as well as the change in noise levels due to a road
scheme. The current version of DMRB only considers the change in noise level when determining the
magnitude of impact of a road scheme. In light of the introduction of the NPPF, NPSNN and NPSE a
greater consideration of absolute noise levels is considered appropriate, including an acknowledgement
that where existing traffic noise levels are high (above the SOAEL as defined below), even small changes
in traffic noise in the short-term, on road scheme opening (1 dB or more), may be significant.

6.55

With respect to absolute road traffic noise levels, for daytime, the SOAEL is set at 63 dB L Aeq,16h (free
field). This is equivalent to 67.5 dB LA10,18h (façade), which is consistent with the daytime trigger level in
the Noise Insulation Regulations. The LOAEL is set at 50 dB L Aeq,16h (free field), based on the information
55
provided in the Guidelines for Community Noise .

6.56

For night-time, the SOAEL is set at 55 dB LAeq,8h (free field) for residential properties. This aligns with the
interim night-time outdoor target level provided in the Night Noise Guidelines for Europe. The LOAEL is
set at 40 dB LAeq,8h (free field), which is explicitly defined as the LOAEL for transport noise in the Night
56
Noise Guidelines for Europe .

Operational Traffic Vibration

6.57

Vibration from traffic can be transmitted through the air or through the ground. Airborne vibration is
produced by the engines and exhausts of road vehicles, with dominant frequencies typically in the range
of 50 - 100 Hz. Ground borne vibration is produced by the interaction of the vehicle tyres and the road
surface with dominant frequencies typically in the range of 8 – 20 Hz. The passage of vehicles over
irregularities in the road surface can also be a source of ground borne vibration.

6.58

Traffic vibration can potentially affect buildings and disturb occupiers. DMRB reports that extensive
research on a wide range of buildings has found no evidence of traffic induced ground borne vibration
being a source of significant damage to buildings and no evidence that exposure to airborne vibration has
caused even minor damage.

55
56

WHO Guidelines for Community Noise, 1999
WHO Night Noise Guidelines for Europe, 2009
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6.59

Airborne vibration is noticed by occupiers more often than ground borne vibration, as it may result in
detectable vibrations in building elements such as windows and doors.

6.60

DMRB states that perceptible vibration only occurs in rare cases and identifies that the normal use of a
building, such as closing doors and operating domestic appliances, can generate similar levels of vibration
to that from traffic in most circumstances.

6.61

It is a requirement of new highway constructions that the highway surface be smooth and free from any
discontinuities. Paragraph A5.26 of DMRB states, in relation to ground borne vibration: “Such vibrations
are unlikely to be important when considering disturbance from new roads and an assessment will only be
necessary in exceptional circumstances”. Hence, no significant effects from traffic induced ground borne
vibration due to the passage of vehicles over irregularities on the Proposed Development route are
anticipated and no further assessment has been completed.

6.62

To assess the magnitude of the impact of traffic induced airborne vibration on residents, a parameter is
needed which reflects a person’s subjective rating of vibration disturbance. DMRB recommends the use of
the LA10,18h. The relationship between the LA10,18h and annoyance due to vibration is similar to that for
annoyance due to steady state traffic noise, except that the percentage of people bothered by vibration is
lower. For a given level of noise exposure, the percentage of people bothered very much or quite a lot by
vibration is 10% lower than the corresponding figure for annoyance due to traffic noise. Below 58 dB(A)
the percentage of people bothered by traffic induced vibration is assumed to be zero.

6.63

The potential for vibration impacts is limited to the immediate vicinity of a road, and the relationship
between annoyance due to vibration and traffic noise level in DMRB is based on properties located within
40 m of a road. Therefore, at each property within 40 m of the Proposed Development, and at which traffic
noise levels are predicted to be 58 dB, LA10,18h or more, the percentage of people likely to be bothered very
much or quite a lot by vibration will be calculated.

Baseline Conditions
6.64

The existing noise climate in the area is dominated by traffic from the A30, the B3274 and local routes as
well as from a railway line running from Bugle to Roche and then parallel to the A30. The road network
experiences congestion through and around St Austell, especially during peak periods along the A391.
Seasonal traffic can increase the number of vehicles on the road network by 15%.

6.65

The area in the immediate vicinity of the Proposed Development is largely rural although there are a
number of residential buildings in Stenalees and to the west of Roche and Victoria which lie close to parts
of the Proposed Development.

6.66

There are two NIAs for roads on the B3274 (along the alignment of the old A30) close to Victoria and the
north end of the Proposed Development (ID 3301 and 3302 which are both the responsibility of Highways
England) and another (ID 13083 which is the responsibility of Cornwall Council) on the A391 at Stenalees
to the east of the southern end of the Proposed Development.

6.67

The Public Protection Department of Cornwall Council undertook a noise monitoring exercise in
September and October 2018, to determine noise levels at three roadside sites in Roche as well as eight
57
background sites in the vicinity of the Proposed Development . These monitoring sites are shown on
Error! Reference source not found..

6.68

The results from the roadside monitoring locations are presented in Table 6-7. At MP-C the measured
noise level is over 3 dB higher than the predicted traffic noise level. This is likely due to traffic along this
section of road accelerating up the hill at this location, as it is just prior to where the speed limit for the
road changes from 30 mph to a national speed limit. There were a number of noisy vehicle events noted
in the report and these are not captured by the traffic noise model, as it is limited to predicting noise levels
from traffic at steady speeds.

Table 6-7: Baseline noise monitoring
Ref.

Description

Measured LA10, 18h free-

Predicted traffic noise

57

Cornwall Council (2018), Sound Assessment St Austell to A30 Link Road, Business Regulatory Support, Community
Protection Team.
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field*

LA10, 18h free-field

MP-A

Rock Inn, 39 Fore St, Roche

69.2

69.1

MP-B

Victory Hall, 15 Victoria Road, Roche

62.8

65.2

MP-C

69 Edgcumbe Road, Roche

68.6

64.7

*result derived from 3 hour ‘shortened CRTN’ measurement
6.69

The recorded noise levels at the eight background sites ranged from 43 to 59 dB L A10, 18h (0600-2400)
during the day and 33 to 50 dB LAeq, 8hr (2300-0700) at night which may be considered typical for their rural
location.

Future Baseline
6.70

A summary of predicted Do-Minimum traffic noise levels and the change from the Proposed Development
opening year to the future assessment year is provided in Table 6-8.

Table 6-8: Long-term change in predicted Do-Minimum traffic noise levels (DM 2022 to DM 2037)
Change in noise level

Daytime

Night-time

Number of
residential
buildings

Number of other
sensitive
receptors

Number of
residential
buildings

0.1 - 2.9

1264

13

218

3.0 - 4.9

8

0

0

5.0 - 9.9

0

0

0

≥10

0

0

0

No change

0

0

0

2

Decrease in noise level
Daytime LA10,18h dB

0.1 - 2.9

3

0

0

3.0 - 4.9

0

0

0

5.0 - 9.9

0

0

0

≥10

0

0

0

Increase in noise level
Daytime LA10,18h dB
Night-time Lnight,outside dB

Night-time Lnight,outside dB

6.71

All speeds in the traffic model, for roads contributing to the predicted traffic noise levels in the study area,
are below 75 km/h and therefore future road surfacing considerations have no impact on these results.

6.72

Table 6-9 provides a summary of the corresponding change in traffic noise annoyance at residential
buildings from the Proposed Development’s opening year of 2022 to the future assessment year of 2037,
as required by DMRB.

Table 6-9: Long-term change in Do-Minimum traffic noise annoyance (DM 2022 to DM 2037)
Change in % Annoyed

Daytime
Number of Residential Buildings

Increase in
annoyance level

Prepared for: Cornwall Council

<10%

1254

10 <20%

0

20 <30%

0
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30 <40%

0

≥40%

0

No change

0

18

Decrease in annoyance
level

<10%

3

10 <20%

0

20 <30%

0

30 <40%

0

≥40%

0

6.73

An estimated total of 1,275 residential buildings are located within the 600m noise prediction study area,
as shown on Error! Reference source not found.. However, only 220 buildings meet the DMRB criterion
f 55 dB Lnight,outside at one or more façades in one or more scenarios for inclusion in the night-time traffic
noise assessment.

6.74

A total of 13 non-residential sensitive buildings are located within the 600m noise prediction study area,
consisting of one educational building (Roche County Primary School), one care home (Hollies Care
Home in Roche), six community facilities (social clubs and community halls in Stenalees and Roche) and
five places of worship (two near Stenalees and three in and around Roche). Table 6-8 and Table 6-9 are
based on the façades at each building which undergo the least beneficial change in traffic noise level from
the DM 2022 scenario to the DM 2037 scenario. The results are provided for the top floor of each building,
for example, 1.5m for a one storey house, 4m for a two storey house.

The traffic noise changes from DM 2022 to DM 2037 are presented as a noise difference contour plot in
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6.75

Figure 6-3. The map is based on free-field traffic noise levels at first floor level (4m above ground) using a
10m x 10m grid and is provided for illustration purposes.
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Figure 6-3: Long Term Change in Do-Minimum Traffic Noise
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6.76

Whilst a very small number of properties experience either a minor (3.0 – 4.9 dB) increase or negligible
(0.1 – 2.9 dB) decrease in daytime traffic noise levels, the vast majority of residential buildings and
sensitive non-residential receptors experience a negligible (0.1 - 2.9 dB) increase in daytime traffic noise
levels from 2022 to 2037 in the absence of the Proposed Development. This is due to the general growth
in traffic over time. Overall this results in a corresponding small increase in annoyance due to traffic noise
at most residential buildings.

6.77

A summary of the change in annoyance due to airborne vibration from road traffic between the two DoMinimum scenarios is provided in Table 6-10. A total of 66 residential buildings have been identified within
40m of the Proposed Development.

Table 6-10: Long-term change in Do-Minimum traffic vibration annoyance (DM 2022 to DM 2037)
Change in % Annoyed

Daytime
Number of residential buildings

Increase in
annoyance level

<10%

59

10 <20%

0

20 <30%

0

30 <40%

0

≥40%

0

No change

0

7

Decrease in annoyance
level

<10%

0

10 <20%

0

20 <30%

0

30 <40%

0

≥40%

0

6.78

Most of the residential buildings experience a small increase in annoyance level due to the normal growth
of traffic over time, from 2022 to 2037.

6.79

Table 6-11 details the long-term change in the Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN) Basic Noise Level
(BNL) at the identified affected routes beyond the 1 km maximum study area. The location of these roads
is illustrated in Figure 6-2.
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Table 6-11: Affected routes beyond 1km - change in traffic noise levels (DM 2022 to DM 2037)
Change in Basic Noise Level

Number of links

Number of receptors within 50m

0.1 - 2.9

318

3207

3.0 - 4.9

6

3

5.0 - 9.9

0

0

≥10

0

0

0

19

273

Decrease in noise level 0.1 - 2.9
Daytime LA10,18h dB
3.0 - 4.9

17

86

0

0

5.0 - 9.9

0

0

≥10

0

0

Increase in noise level
Daytime LA10,18h dB

No change

6.80

In total, 360 links outside of the 1 km study area have been identified as affected routes and, in line with
the long-term change in Do-Minimum traffic noise, most links are expected to experience a small increase
in traffic noise over the 15year period as a result of normal traffic growth over time. There are some
isolated reductions in traffic noise, such as on the Roche Road between Roche and Bugle, as this road
connects the B3274 to the south of Roche where traffic is expected to decrease as a result of the
Proposed Development.

Sensitivity of Receptors (Value)
6.81

Potentially sensitive receptors are defined in DMRB as dwellings, hospitals, schools community facilities,
designated areas (e.g. Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), National Parks, Special Areas of
Conservation (SAC), Special Protection Areas (SPA), Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI),
Scheduled Monuments (SM)) and Public Rights of Way (PRoW).

6.82

Table 6-12 details the sensitivity assigned to various receptors with regard to noise and vibration.
Residential properties, including hotels, educational buildings, and medical facilities are generally ranked
as of high sensitivity to noise and vibration impacts. Community facilities (such as places of worship) and
designated sites are ranked as of medium sensitivity. Other land uses such as public rights of way and
industrial/commercial uses are generally ranked as of low or negligible sensitivity.

Table 6-12: Sensitivity to noise of receptors
Sensitivity/ Value of Receptor

Description

Very High

Concert halls/ theatres, specialist vibration sensitive equipment

High

Residential properties, hotels, educational buildings, medical facilities

Medium

Community facilities such as places of worship, nationally designated sites
(AONB, National Park, SAC, SPA, SSSI, SM)

Low

Public rights of way

Negligible

Commercial and industrial premises
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Design, Mitigation and Enhancement Measures
Construction
Embedded Mitigation

A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) would be prepared and implemented by the
contractors appointed to construct the Proposed Development. The final CEMP would include relevant
noise criteria, proposed surveys and a range of best practice measures associated with mitigating
potential noise and vibration impacts - such measures may include:

6.83



the appointment of a Community Relations Manager (CRM) responsible for leading engagement with
affected communities;



the selection of quiet and low vibration equipment and methodologies;



a review of construction programme and methodology to consider low noise/low vibration methods
(including non-vibratory compaction plant where required);



the optimal location of equipment on site to minimise noise disturbance;



the provision of acoustic enclosures around static plant, where necessary;



the use of less intrusive alarms, such as broadband vehicle reversing warnings;



compliance with working hours, as agreed with Cornwall Council;



no start-up or shut down of vibratory plant e.g. rollers or compactors, within 50m of receptors.

6.84

BS 5228 advises that noise barriers can provide a reduction in noise levels of 5dB when the top of the
plant is just visible over the noise barrier and 10dB when the plant is completely screened from a receptor.
The effectiveness of a noise barrier depends upon its length, effective height, position relative to the noise
source and to the receptors, and the material from which it is constructed. Therefore the potential
attenuation provided by any such barriers cannot be quantified at this stage.

6.85

There will be a requirement to undertake l works on evenings/ weekends/nights, such as to tie the
Proposed Development into existing roads and working on existing roads. This would be determined by
the contractors and agreed with Cornwall Council through the finalised CEMP.

6.86

During the Proposed Development construction phase, appropriate mechanisms to communicate with
local residents would be set up to highlight potential periods of disruption (e.g. web-based, newsletters,
newspapers, radio announcements etc.). This would include the appointment of a Community Relations
Manager (CRM) responsible for leading engagement with affected communities. Residents would be
provided with a point of contact, the CRM, for any queries or complaints. Any noise and vibration
complaints would be investigated and appropriate action taken as required. The complainant would be
provided with a response outlining the results of the investigation and any action taken.

Surveys
6.87

Surveys would include physical measurements and observational checks/audits.

6.88

The contractors would undertake and report noise and vibration surveys as necessary, to ensure and
demonstrate compliance with all noise and vibration commitments and the requirements of the final
CEMP.

6.89

Regular on-site observation surveys and checks/audits would be undertaken to ensure that best practice
Best Practicable Means (BPM) are being employed at all times. The site reviews would be logged and any
remedial actions recorded. Such checks would include:


compliance with working hours;



presence of mitigation measures e.g. engine doors closed, airlines not leaking and plant switched off if
not being used;



compliance with agreed working methods; and
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compliance with any specific requirements of the final CEMP.
The survey and compliance assurance process would be set out in the noise and vibration management
plan(s), as part of the final CEMP.

6.90

Operation
Embedded Mitigation

The Proposed Development would minimise operational noise and vibration impacts by:

6.91


using a vertical alignment which sets the route within cuttings where possible;



maximising the use of earthworks as noise bunds where appropriate;



the use of a thin surfacing system, which results in lower levels of noise generation than a standard
hot rolled asphalt surface (although expected speeds on the link road suggest that the effectiveness of
this measure would be somewhat reduced compared to its impact on a high-speed road);



inclusion of Cornish hedges (see the section below on the consideration of residual effects); and



the provision of enhanced noise insulation on the exposed façade of certain adversely affected
residential properties.

Magnitude of Impacts (Change)
Construction
6.92

Finalised details of the construction works required are not currently available. However, there is the
potential for an increase in ambient noise levels resulting in adverse noise impacts at the closest NSRs to
the works, in particular if night time works are required.

6.93

The potentially worst affected NSRs to construction noise would be:


residents in the vicinity of Stenalees Hill at the southern end of the Proposed Development;



residents to the south / south west of Roche between the existing B3274 and Coldvreath Farm; and



residents on the western edge of Roche along Harmony Road and Harmony Meadow.

6.94

There is the potential for moderate or major impacts at these locations to result from the works, such as
from an increase in noise due to HGV traffic using new haul routes close to these locations.

6.95

Vibration impacts of a moderate or major impact magnitude at nearby NSRs might only be expected to
occur if works such as impact piling, blasting or vibratory ground improvement were required in close
proximity. Given the distance of most NSRs to the Proposed Development, impacts of this magnitude
would not generally be expected.

Operation
6.96

All the operational traffic noise comparisons are based on the façade at each building which undergoes
the least beneficial change in traffic noise level. The results are provided for the top floor of each building,
for example, 1.5m for a one storey house or 4m for a two-storey house.
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All the noise difference contour plots (Figure 6-4 and

6.97

Figure 6-5) are based on free-field traffic noise levels at first floor level (4m above ground) using a 10m x
10m grid and are provided for illustration purposes.
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Figure 6-4: Short Term Change in Traffic Noise Levels (DM 2022 to DS 2022)
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Figure 6-5: Long Term Change in Traffic Noise Levels (DM 2022 to DS 2037)
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Table 6-13 summarises the short-term change in predicted traffic noise levels in 2022 between the DoMinimum and Do-Something scenarios at both residential buildings and other noise sensitive receptors
within the 600m study area. The short-term traffic noise changes from Do-Minimum 2022 to Do-Something
2022 are presented as a noise difference contour plot in Figure 6-4.

6.98

Table 6-13: Short-term change in predicted Do-Something traffic noise levels (DM 2022 to DS 2022)
Change in noise level

Daytime
Number of residential
buildings

Number of other
sensitive receptors

0.1 - 0.9

251

3

1.0 - 2.9

157

3

3.0 - 4.9

62

1

≥5

47

0

No change

0

47

1

Decrease in noise level
Daytime LA10,18h dB
Night-time Lnight,outside dB

0.1 - 0.9

274

4

1.0 - 2.9

289

0

3.0 - 4.9

82

1

≥5

66

0

Increase in noise level
Daytime LA10,18h dB
Night-time Lnight,outside dB

In the opening year of 2022, 47 residential buildings are anticipated to experience a major (≥5 dB)
increase in traffic noise. These buildings are located in the following areas:

6.99


To the west of Roche Road (B3274) just north of the roundabout with the A391 in Stenalees at the
southern end of the Proposed Development (10 properties).



To the south and west of Trezaise Road (B3274) to the south of Roche and east of the Proposed
Development (13 properties).



Rural locations (such as Coldvreath Farm) to the south-west of Roche and west of the Proposed
Development (20 properties).



Along Harmony Road to the west of Roche (4 properties).

6.100 A further 62 residential buildings and one community facility (Treverbyn Community Hall) are anticipated to
experience a moderate increase (3.0 - 4.9 dB) at the closest façades to the road. These buildings are in
the same areas outlined above in paragraph 6.99, as well as:


on Treverbyn Road and Telephone Lane, Stenalees;



on Chapel Road and Fuller Tree Close in Roche; and



next to the old A30, just past the northern end of the Proposed Development, in Victoria.

6.101 The major and moderate increases in noise, at the locations described in paragraph 6.99 and 6.100, are
all predicted to occur on the façade facing the Proposed Development. It is often the case that the façades
facing away from the Proposed Development are expected to experience a reduction in traffic noise as
traffic flow is transferred to the new bypass. Absolute traffic noise levels at the façades expected to
experience the major increases in traffic noise are still relative low, typically 50 to 60 dB LA10, 18h even with
the Proposed Development in place.
6.102 The moderate increases in noise at properties on the old A30 in Victoria are as a result of a large increase
in traffic volume on this road as it joins up with the Proposed Development. Absolute noise levels at these
roadside locations in the Do-Something scenario are high for the area, generally being between above 65
dB LA10, 18h.
6.103 The moderate increases in noise at properties on Treverbyn Road and Telephone Lane in Stenalees and
Chapel Road and Fuller Tree Close in Roche are as a result of small increases in traffic flow and % HGV
in the 2022 Do-Something scenario. The ‘low flow’ correction in the CRTN traffic noise prediction
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methodology amplifies the resulting magnitude of the noise change in such small flows, which combined
with the slight increase in the percentage of HGVs and the very close proximity of the receptors to the
road, results in a moderate increase in traffic noise in terms of LA10, 18h. Absolute noise levels at these
locations in the Do-Something scenario are still typical for the area, generally being between 50 and 60 dB
LA10, 18h.
6.104 There are 148 residential properties and one community facility (Temperance Hall in Roche) expected to
experience a moderate or major reduction in traffic noise in the opening year, as a result of the Proposed
Development. The majority of these buildings are either in the centre of Roche or just to the south of
Roche and on the eastern edge of the existing B3274. These buildings are all expected to benefit from a
reduction in traffic on the existing B3274, as vehicles choose to use the new bypass instead, once the
Proposed Development is in place. Some of the results for properties on the B3274 between Roche and
Victoria, may be an overestimation of the potential reduction in traffic noise since the traffic model does
not account for buses which are expected to use this route with the Proposed Development in place.
6.105 There are also a few moderate reductions in traffic noise expected for properties in the vicinity of
Stenalees Hill, as traffic moves from the existing Roche Road to the new bypass which, for these
buildings, is further away. However these results should also be treated with caution since the new access
road proposed to join these properties to Stannary Road is not included in the traffic model upon which
the noise model is based. Flows on this access road are likely to be low as it would only be there to
service the properties around Stenalees Hill. However the traffic noise may be enough for the worst case
façade at some of these properties to no longer experience a moderate reduction in noise.
6.106 At all other residential and non-residential sensitive buildings, the impact of the Proposed Development in
the opening year is minor, negligible or no change. Around 60% of these buildings are either close to the
centre of Roche or in Stenalees and experience a reduction in noise, primarily from reduced traffic on the
B3274 and the A391 respectively, once the Proposed Development is in operation. Most of the remaining
buildings are properties in Roche which do not directly face the B3274 and experience a small increase in
local traffic in the Do-Something scenario.
6.107 The implementation of the Proposed Development would mitigate the Noise Important Area (NIA), ID
13083, on the A391 in Stenalees as a result of reduced traffic on this road. However, the NIAs on the old
A30 in Victoria, ID 3301 and 3302, would be subject to an increase in noise levels from traffic entering and
leaving the new bypass at the northern end.
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Table 6-14 summarises the long-term change between the 2022 Do-Minimum and 2037 Do-Something
scenarios. The long-term traffic noise changes from Do-Minimum 2022 to Do-Something 2037 are
presented as a noise difference contour plot in

6.108 Figure 6-5.
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Table 6-14: Long-term change in predicted Do-Something traffic noise levels (DM 2022 to DS 2037)
Change in noise level

Daytime
Number of residential
buildings

Number of other
sensitive receptors

0.1 - 2.9

604

9

3.0 - 4.9

93

1

5.0 - 9.9

46

2

≥10

20

0

No change

0

30

0

Decrease in noise level
Daytime LA10,18h dB
Night-time Lnight,outside dB

0.1 - 2.9

361

0

3.0 - 4.9

75

1

5.0 - 9.9

41

0

≥10

5

0

Increase in noise level
Daytime LA10,18h dB
Night-time Lnight,outside dB

6.109 In the long-term (2022 Do-Minimum to 2037 Do-Something) the same general pattern of change is
observed as in the short-term. At night, in the long-term, traffic noise levels at buildings expected to be
subject to a moderate or major increase (≥5 dB) in noise are below the Lnight,outside threshold of 55 dB,
therefore no moderate or major increases are reported.
6.110 Table 6-15 outlines the worst-case change in annoyance due to the Proposed Development. With regards
to annoyance, the greatest increases in annoyance are associated with the residential buildings in the
vicinity of the Proposed Development which are expected to be subject to a moderate or major increase in
traffic noise, as discussed in paragraph 6.99 and 6.100.
Table 6-15: Long-term change in traffic noise annoyance
Change in % Annoyed

Daytime
Number of Residential Buildings

Increase in
annoyance level

No change
Decrease in annoyance
level

<10%

255

10 <20%

197

20 <30%

168

30 <40%

80

≥40%

29

0

83

<10%

457

10 <20%

6

20 <30%

0

30 <40%

0

≥40%

0

Operational traffic noise – above SOAEL

6.111 Table 6-16 details the number of residential buildings in the 600m study area which would have one or
more façades above the daytime or night-time SOAEL for the four assessment scenarios.
6.112 The Proposed Development would result in an overall reduction in the number of residential buildings with
one or more façades experiencing traffic noise levels above the SOAEL in both the daytime and nighttime. This is due to the link road removing traffic from existing roads, such as the B3274 and A391, which
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have residents living close by and hence currently experiencing high levels of traffic noise. However, five
residential buildings next to the B3274 (the old A30) in Victoria which experience a moderate increase in
noise in the short-term are also subject to traffic noise levels above the SOAEL.
Table 6-16: Number of residential buildings above the SOAEL
Scenario

Day

Night

2022 DM

214

178

2037 DM

241

216

2022 DS

73

67

2037 DS

81

73

6.113 The majority of residential buildings which remain above the SOAEL as a result of the Proposed
Development are in close proximity to main roads in the study area such as the B3274 and A391, which
typically experience a reduction in traffic noise due to the Proposed Development.
Operational traffic noise – Noise Insulation Regulations

6.114 A preliminary consideration of residential properties which may qualify for noise insulation works, as
defined within the Regulations, has been undertaken. This has identified 11 residential properties,
including the 5 residential buildings in Victoria, discussed in paragraph 6.112, as well as properties close
to the B3274 and A391 just to the south west and south of the Proposed Development respectively. A full
Noise Insulation Regulations assessment would be completed at a later stage of the project when the
Scheme design is finalised and in accordance with the timescales set out in the Regulations.
Operational traffic noise – designated sites

6.115 The traffic noise modelling area overlaps the following designated sites:


The entirety of the Roche Rock Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)



Hensbarrow County Wildlife Site (CWS)



Mid-Cornwall Moors Special Area of Conservation (SAC)

6.116 Daytime traffic noise levels (LAeq, 16h) at the Roche Rock SSSI are largely unaffected by the Proposed
Development and are below the LOAEL (50 dB).
6.117 Daytime traffic noise levels within the Hensbarrow CWS increase where the new link road cuts through
the area, to the south of Roche. Daytime traffic noise levels are above the SOAEL (63 dB LAeq, 16h) very
close to the road and above the LOAEL for around 200m either side of the link road. Daytime traffic noise
levels decrease close to the existing B3274 as a result of a reduction in traffic on this road with the
Proposed Development in place.
6.118 Daytime traffic noise levels within the north-east corner of the Mid-Cornwall Moors SAC are largely
unaffected by the Proposed Development. Absolute levels are above the LOAEL within 200-300m of the
B3274 (old A30) and below this level further to the south.
Operational traffic vibration

6.119 A summary of the long-term change in annoyance due to airborne vibration from road traffic due to the
Proposed Development is provided in Table 6-17. A total of 66 residential buildings have been identified
within 40m of the Proposed Development.
Table 6-17: Long-term change in Do-Something traffic vibration annoyance (DM 2022 to DS 2037)
Change in % Annoyed

Daytime
Number of residential buildings
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<10%

28

10 <20%

1

20 <30%

0

30 <40%

0

≥40%

0

No change

0

36

Decrease in annoyance
level

<10%

1

10 <20%

0

20 <30%

0

30 <40%

0

≥40%

0

Increase in
annoyance level

6.120 Based on the façade with the worst-case change in traffic noise levels from 2022 Do-Minimum to 2037
Do-Something, most residential buildings experience either no change or a small increase in annoyance
level. This is generally due to the normal growth of traffic over time, since the identified properties are
typically closer to existing roads than the new bypass.
Operational traffic noise – affected routes

6.121 Table 6-18 summarises the short-term change in the Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN) Basic
Noise Level (BNL) at the identified affected routes beyond the 1km wider study area due to the Proposed
Development. The location of these roads is illustrated in Figure 6-2.
Table 6-18: Affected routes beyond 1km - change in traffic noise levels (DM 2022 to DS 2022)
Change in Basic Noise Level

Increase in noise level
Daytime LA10,18h dB

No change

Number of links – Short-term
change

Number of receptors within 50m

0.1 - 0.9

2

90

1.0 - 2.9

119

1281

3.0 - 4.9

2

103

≥5

0

0

0

0

0

Decrease in noise level 0.1 - 0.9
Daytime LA10,18h dB
1.0 - 2.9

8

2

148

1351

3.0 - 4.9

29

517

≥5

52

292

6.122 Most road links are expected to be subject to either a minor increase or decrease in traffic noise levels.
The minor increases are located on the B3274 at the northern and southern end of the Proposed
Development and on some minor routes several kilometres to the west of the noise modelling area. The
minor decreases are located on several roads in St Austell and some other minor routes scattered
throughout the wider area including the Roche Road, from Roche to Bugle.
6.123 There are some larger reductions in traffic noise expected on the A391 between Bugle and the A30 as
traffic is diverted to the new link road.
6.124 Table 6-19 summarises the corresponding long-term changes in BNL.
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Table 6-19: Affected routes beyond 1km - change in traffic noise levels (DM 2022 to DS 2037)
Change in Basic Noise Level

Number of links – Long-term
change

Number of receptors within 50m

0.1 - 2.9

174

1882

3.0 - 4.9

21

254

5.0 - 9.9

0

0

≥10

0

0

0

0

0

Decrease in noise level 0.1 - 2.9
Daytime LA10,18h dB
3.0 - 4.9

87

820

30

377

5.0 - 9.9

48

279

≥10

0

0

Increase in noise level
Daytime LA10,18h dB

No change

6.125 The long-term changes in traffic noise over the wider area exhibit the same trends as described above for
the short-term. In particular, it is expected that traffic noise on the A391 between Stenalees and the A30
will still be below opening year Do-Minimum levels.

Significant Effects
6.126 The significance of effect is a function of the value or sensitivity of the receptor and the magnitude of the
impact, combined with professional judgement which takes into account a range of other factors including:


the absolute noise levels e.g. are existing ambient levels already very high or very low;



the number of affected receptors;



the duration of the impact; and



for non-residential receptors; the nature, times of use and design of the receptor.

6.127 Table 6-20 presents the initial significance of effect, based on the predicted magnitude of impact and the
sensitivity of receptors, after which the additional factors detailed above are applied to reach a conclusion
on the significance of effect.
Table 6-20: Significance of effect table
Magnitude of Impact

Value/ Sensitivity of Receptor
Very High

High

Medium

Low

Negligible

Major

Very Large

Large

Moderate

Slight

Slight

Moderate

Large

Moderate

Moderate

Slight

Neutral

Minor

Moderate

Slight

Slight

Neutral

Neutral

Negligible

Slight

Slight

Slight

Neutral

Neutral

No Change

Neutral

Neutral
6.128 With respect to the significance of effect outcomes from Table 6-20, neutral and slight adverse (or
beneficial) effects are considered to be not significant, whereas moderate, large and very large adverse
(or beneficial) effects are considered to be significant.
Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Construction
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6.129 In the absence of mitigation and based upon the “high” sensitivity classification of residential receptors,
there is the potential for significant adverse effects due to the construction of the Proposed Development.
Such effects would be a result of temporary direct moderate/large adverse noise/vibration effects which
are most likely to occur at the locations outlined in paragraph 6.93, namely in the vicinity of Stenalees Hill
in Stenalees and to the west and south west of Roche.
6.130 However, the exact significance, duration and frequency of any adverse noise or vibration effect resulting
from the construction works will be highly dependent upon the methods, timing and duration of the works
required. Further consideration of the potential effects and identification of appropriate measures to
minimise effects as far as practicable will be made at the detailed design stage and may include measures
such as those laid out in paragraph 6.83.
Operation
6.131 Table 6-13 summarises the changes in traffic noise level in the short-term from the Proposed
Development. Without mitigation, significant adverse effects are expected at 109 residential properties
and one community facility. Later on in this chapter residual effects are considered after the inclusion of
sections of 3m high noise barriers along sections of the Proposed Development.
6.132 Significant effects along affected routes outside 1 km primarily consist of beneficial effects close to the
A391 between the Stenalees and Bugle area and the A30.
6.133 Changes in traffic noise levels in the long-term are summarised in Table 6-14 and highlight that, in the
absence of mitigation, there are 66 residential properties and two other noise sensitive receptors
significantly adversely affected as a result of the Proposed Development. The reason that fewer NSRs are
significantly adversely affected when compared to the opening year (see paragraph 6.131) is that the
classification bands for the magnitude of traffic noise changes are different between the long-term and
short-term. In the long-term residents tend to habituate to gradual changes in traffic noise over long
periods of time and hence larger differences are required to prompt significant effects.
6.134 Overall the trend in traffic noise changes between the short and long-term are relatively consistent
indicating that the cumulative schemes (see paragraph 6.133) are resulting in a negligible effect on traffic
noise levels in the study area.
6.135 The effect of the Proposed Development on operational airborne vibration is considered in paragraphs
6.119 and 6.120 and is classed as not significant.

Consideration of Cumulative Effects
6.136 The cumulative schemes to be incorporated within this assessment have been accounted for in the future
year (2037) traffic modelling upon which the long-term changes in traffic noise are based.
6.137 These long-term changes are summarised in Table 6-8 and Table 6-14 for the Do-Minimum and DoSomething scenarios respectively. Table 6-8 highlights that the effect of the cumulative schemes is largely
negligible on the traffic noise levels experienced in the area.

Consideration of Residual Effects
6.138 Options to mitigate the significant adverse effects are limited since speeds on the link road are expected
to be too low for low noise road surfacing to be particularly effective and most properties are too far away
from the link road for noise barriers to completely remove the significant effects.
6.139 It is possible to avoid these significant residual effects inside the properties through the use of façade
insulation (glazing and ventilation) but this would not alter the external levels reported in this chapter.

Assumptions and Limitations (Uncertainties)
6.140 The traffic model upon which the noise calculations have been based does not account for buses or
coaches. In general this is unlikely to have a large impact on the results but there are certain situations, in
particular the B3274 between Roche and Victoria in the Do-Something scenario, where this could be
significant dependent upon the number of buses using the route.
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6.141 The traffic model also does not account for the proposed access road to the east of Stenalees Hill, to
allow access to residents living in this area after the closure of the existing Roche Road. It is likely that
traffic on this access road will be low as it will not be a through route (and therefore there will not be any
significant noise effects resulting from it). Nevertheless, some properties predicted to experience a
beneficial effect in the area of Stenalees Hill may in fact experience a more neutral result with this road
included.
6.142 OS Address Base data detailing building usage and OS building height data have generally been used as
provided. However, the heights of residential buildings have been standardised, and a limited check for
errors (such as buildings with 0m height) has been completed using information available online, such as
aerial photography, and adjustments made accordingly.
6.143 The potential for operational ground borne vibration impacts is related to the presence of irregularities in
the road surface, which are not an issue with new road surfaces and are resolved by routine maintenance
of existing roads. Therefore, in accordance with the guidance in DMRB, operational ground borne
vibration impacts are scoped out of the assessment.
6.144 All non-Highway England roads in the study area are assumed to be surfaced with standard hot rolled
asphalt in all scenarios. Based on the advice in DMRB a road surface correction of -1 dB is applied at
speeds below 75 km/hr and -0.5 dB at and above 75 km/hr. Information on current road surfacing in the
area held by Highways England indicates that the A30 is predominantly surfaced with thin surfacing which
results in lower levels of noise generation than a standard hot rolled asphalt surface. Based on the advice
in DMRB, a road surface correction of -1 dB is applied at speeds below 75 km/hr and -3.5 dB at and
above 75 km/hr, although it should be noted that there are no road links with a mean traffic speed above
75 km/hr in the traffic model for the study area.
6.145 No existing noise barriers have been identified within the noise modelling area.

Summary and Conclusion
6.146 The Proposed Development is expected to result in significant beneficial effects for residents living close
to the B3274 in Roche and, to a lesser extent, the A391 in Stenalees, Bugle, Bilberry and Lockengate.
However, significant adverse effects are expected for properties in Stenalees close to the southern end of
the Proposed Development, isolated properties to the south-west and west of Roche and some properties
near the northern end of the Proposed Development in Victoria. These significant adverse effects can be
attributed to traffic on the proposed link road.
6.147 Additional significant adverse effects are expected at residential properties adjacent to a handful of minor
roads in Stenalees and Roche due to small increases in traffic and % HGV. However, the L A10, 18h noise
metric is very sensitive to changes in traffic under these ‘low flow’ conditions and these effects are not
necessarily apparent in the time-averaged noise levels.
6.148 Options to mitigate the significant adverse effects are limited since speeds on the link road are expected
to be too low for low noise road surfacing to be particularly effective and most properties are too far away
from the link road for noise barriers to completely remove the significant effects. It may be the case that
insulation measures for effected properties need to be offered to their residents.
6.149 Overall the Proposed Development reduces the number of residential properties exposed to traffic noise
levels above the SOAEL of 67.5 dB LA10,18h (façade) by more than 50% compared to the Do-Minimum
situation.
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7. Cultural Heritage
Introduction
7.1

This chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) reports the findings of an assessment of the likely
significant effects on cultural heritage as a result of the St Austell to A30 Link Road (hereafter referred to
as the ‘Proposed Development’ in Cornwall. For more details about the Proposed Development refer to
Chapter 2: Proposed Development of this ES.

7.2

This chapter presents an assessment of the potential effects of the Proposed Development on heritage
assets. It identifies the location, type, and significance of heritage assets, including, where relevant, the
contribution made to heritage significance by an asset’s setting, and reports on the predicted impacts of
the Proposed Development on this resource and the likely significance of effect. The combined
cumulative cultural heritage effects with other relevant developments (Type 1 and 2 effects) are
discussed in this chapter, and summarised in Chapter 16: Assessment of Cumulative Effects of this
ES.

7.3

Heritage assets are defined within the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) as “A building,
monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a degree of significance meriting
58
consideration in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest” . Heritage assets include those
that are designated under legislation (such as listed buildings and scheduled monuments) as well as
those that are non-designated. Non-designated heritage assets are assets that are considered to have a
degree of local interest or significance usually recognised by local planning authorities either by their
inclusion within the local Historic Environment Record (HER) or by local listing.

Objectives of the assessment
7.4

The objectives of the assessment were to:
─

Identify the heritage assets within the Site and 1km study area;

─

Determine the significance of heritage assets within the Site and study area;

─

Establish the likely potential of finding previously unrecorded archaeological remains within the
Proposed Development;

─

Identify the potential effects of the Proposed Development on heritage assets; and

─

Make recommendations for further work, if required.

Legislative Framework
National
The Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979
7.5

The Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act imposes a requirement for Scheduled Monument
Consent for any works of demolition, repair, and alteration that might affect a designated Scheduled
59
Monument .

The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
60

7.6

The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (the Act) sets out the principal
statutory provisions that must be considered in the determination of any application affecting listed
buildings and conservation areas.

7.7

Section 66 of the Act states that in considering whether to grant planning permission for development
which affects a listed building or its setting, the local planning authority or, as the case may be, the
Secretary of State shall have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or
any features of special architectural or historic interest which it possesses. By virtue of Section 1(5) of
the Act a listed building includes any object or structure within its curtilage.

58

Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG), 2012. National Planning Policy Framework, London: Her
Majesty’s Stationery Office
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Her Majesty’s Stationery Office (HMSO), 1979. Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979
60
Her Majesty’s Stationery Office (HMSO), 1990. Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
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7.8

Section 72 of the Act establishes a general duty on a local planning authority or the Secretary of State
with respect to any buildings or other land in a Conservation Area to pay special attention to the
desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of a conservation area.

National Planning Policy Framework
58

7.9

The NPPF (Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, 2018) sets out the
Government’s planning policies for England and how these should be applied to contribute to the
achievement of sustainable development. While the EIA methodology forms part of a separate planning
regime, the planning decision still takes account of national guidance. As such, it important to
understand where the development fits within this.

7.10

Section 16 of the NPPF deals specifically with the historic environment. Where changes are proposed,
the NPPF sets out a clear framework to ensure that heritage assets are conserved, and where
appropriate enhanced, in a manner that is consistent with their significance.

7.11

The NPPF sets out the importance of being able to assess the significance of heritage assets that may
be affected by a development. Significance is defined in Annex 2 as being the, “value of a heritage asset
to this and future generations because of its heritage interest. That interest may be archaeological,
architectural, artistic or historic”. Significance is not only derived from an asset's physical presence, but
also from its setting. The setting of a heritage asset is defined in Annex 2 as “the surroundings in which
a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may change as the asset and its surroundings
evolve”.

7.12

Paragraph 189 of the NPPF states that in determining applications, local planning authorities should
require an applicant to describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any
contribution made by their setting. The level of detail should be proportionate to the assets’ importance
and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of the proposal on their significance.
Similarly there is a requirement on local planning authorities, having assessed the particular significance
of any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal; to take this into account when considering the
impact of a proposal on a heritage asset (paragraph 190).

7.13

In determining planning applications, local planning authorities should take account of the following
points:
─

the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets and putting them
to viable uses consistent with their conservation;

─

the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets can make to sustainable
communities including their economic vitality;

─

the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local character and
distinctiveness (paragraph 192); and

─

opportunities to draw on the contribution made by the historic environment to the character of a
place.

7.14

Paragraphs 193 to 197 of the NPPF introduce the concept that heritage assets can be harmed or lost
through alteration, destruction or development within their setting. This harm ranges from less than
substantial through to substantial. With regard to designated assets, paragraph 193 states that great
weight should be placed on its conservation, irrespective of whether any potential harm is considered to
be substantial or less than substantial. The paragraph goes further to say that the more important the
asset, the greater the weight should be on its conservation. In paragraph 194, a distinction is made in
respect of those assets of the highest significance (e.g. Scheduled Monuments61, Grade I and grade II*
listed buildings) where substantial harm to or loss should be wholly exceptional.

7.15

In instances where development would cause substantial harm to or total loss of significance of a
designated asset consent should be refused unless it can be demonstrated that it is necessary to
achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh that harm or loss (paragraph 195). In instances where
development would cause less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated asset the harm
should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal to provide a balanced judgement
(paragraph 196).

61

Footnote 63 of the NPPF extends this classification to those heritage assets which are demonstrably of equivalent
significance to Scheduled Monuments, but which are currently non-designated.
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7.16

With regard to non-designated assets, paragraph 197 states that the effect of the application on the
significance of the asset should be taken into account in determining the application. A balanced
judgement will be required having regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the significance of the
heritage asset.

Local
Local Plan Policy
7.17

Local planning policies relevant to the Proposed Development are contained within Cornwall Local Plan
62
Strategic Policies 2010 -2030 (adopted November 2016) , Saved Policies of the Restormel Local Plan
63
(adopted October 2001) , and the Roche Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan (adopted June
64
2017) .

Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies 2010 - 2030 (adopted November 2016)
7.18

62

The Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies 2010-2030 recognises that Cornwall’s outstanding and
distinctive historic environment is an important, irreplaceable resource that contributes to the economy,
tourism, education, culture and community identity. Policy 24 provides for a series of expectations that
development would sustain and enhance the historic environment. It states that any proposal should be
accompanied by an appropriate level of assessment identifying the significance of all heritage assets
that would be affected by the proposals and the nature and degree of any effects and demonstrating
how, in order of preference, any harm will be avoided, minimised or mitigated. It further states that any
harm to the significance of a heritage asset either designated or non-designated should be justified.

Roche Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan (adopted June 2017)
64

7.19

Policy B1 of the Roche Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan supports the principal of an A30-St.
Austell link road west of Roche as a priority. Point (b) of the policy states that any proposals should seek
to respect the historic context of Roche and improve the central areas of Roche Village. This supports
policy F1 relating to the special architectural and historic interest of areas of Roche Village.

7.20

Policies relating to the historic environment are provided in section F of the plan including F1 mentioned
above. Other policies of relevance to the Proposed Development are policy F2, which protects the open
moorland setting of, and views into and from Roche Rock from the Village of Roche; policy F5 and F6
that provide for appropriate assessment of effects from proposals on non-designated and designated
heritage assets and measures to mitigate, record, retain, incorporate, protect, enhance and where
appropriate, manage the archaeological interest as part of the proposals.

Guidance
Planning Practice Guidance
65

7.21

The Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) (Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government,
2016) provides further advice and expands on the guidance and policy outlined in the NPPF

7.22

Significance of heritage assets and its importance in decision taking is explored in Paragraph 009 of the
PPG which states that heritage assets may be affected by direct physical change or by change in their
setting. Being able to properly assess the nature, extent and importance of the significance of a heritage
asset, and the contribution of its setting, is very important to understanding the potential impact and
acceptability of development proposals (ID 18a-009-20140306; Last updated July 2018).

7.23

The setting of the heritage asset is also of importance and a thorough assessment of the impact on
setting needs to take into account, and be proportionate to, the significance of the heritage asset under
consideration and the degree to which the proposed changes enhance or detract from that significance
and the ability to appreciate it. The extent and importance of setting is often expressed by reference to
visual considerations. Although views of or from an asset will play an important part, the way in which
an asset is experienced in its setting is also influenced by other environmental factors such as noise,
dust and vibration from other land uses in the vicinity, and by our understanding of the historic
relationship between places.

7.24

Paragraph 013 of the PPG recognises that the contribution that setting makes to the significance of the
heritage asset does not depend on there being public right or the ability to experience that setting. When

62

Cornwall Council, 2016. Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies 2010-2030
Cornwall Council, 2001. Saved Policies Restormel Borough Council Local Plan
64
Cornwall Council, 2017. Roche Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan 2016-2030
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HMGOV, 2017. Planning practice guidance. https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/planning-practice-guidance
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assessing any application for development which may affect the setting of a heritage asset, local
planning authorities may need to consider the implications of cumulative change (ID 18a-013-20140306
Last updated July 2018).
7.25

The PPG discusses how to assess if there is substantial harm. It states that what matters in assessing if
a proposal causes substantial harm is the impact of the significance of the heritage asset. Ultimately,
whether a proposal causes substantial harm will be a judgement for the decision taker. However, it
acknowledges that substantial harm is a high test so may not arise in many cases. A key consideration
when assessing whether there is an adverse impact on a listed building is whether the adverse impact
seriously affects a key element of its special architectural or historic interest. It is the degree of harm to
the asset’s significance rather than the scale of the development that is to be assessed (Paragraph: 017
Reference ID: 18a-017-20140306).

Historic England Good Practice Advice Notes
7.26

Historic England published a series of Good Practice Advice (GPA) of which those of most relevance to
66
this appraisal are GPA2 Managing Significance in Decision-taking (March 2015) and GPA3 The
67
Setting of Heritage Assets (2017) .

7.27

GPA2 emphasises the importance of having a knowledge and understanding of the significance of
heritage assets likely to be affected by the development and that the “first step for all applicants is to
understand the significance of any affected heritage asset and, if relevant the contribution of its setting
to its significance” (paragraph 4). Early knowledge of this information is also useful to a local planning
authority in pre-application engagement with an applicant and ultimately in decision making (paragraph
7).

7.28

GPA3 provides advice on the setting of heritage assets. Setting is as defined in the NPPF and
comprises the surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Elements of a setting can make
positive or negative contributions to the significance of an asset and affect the ways in which it is
experienced. Historic England state that setting does not have a boundary and what comprises an
asset’s setting may change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Setting can be extensive and,
particularly in urban areas or extensive landscapes, can overlap with other assets. The contribution of
setting to the significance of an asset is often expressed by reference to views and the GPA in
paragraph 11 identifies those views such as those that were designed or those that were intended, that
contribute to understanding the significance of assets.

Other Guidance
7.29

This appraisal follows relevant elements of key guidance, including the following:
─

DMRB Volume 11 Environmental Assessment Section 3 Part 2 Cultural Heritage (HA 208/07)
(Highways Agency 2007);

─

DMRB Volume 10, Section 6, Part 1: HA 75/01 – Trunk Roads and Archaeological Mitigation
(Highways Agency 2001);

─

Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, Code of Conduct (CIfA 2014) and Standard and Guidance
for Historic Environment Desk-based Assessment (CIfA 2017).

Research Frameworks
7.30

In addition to the principles detailed above, all archaeological works on the Proposed Development will
68
be conducted with full consideration of the South West Archaeological Research Framework .

7.31

Research frameworks provide an updated overview of current understanding, through the synthesis of
information from a range of sources such as the Historic Environment Record, and reports from
planning-led investigations. An agreed Research Agenda sets questions and areas of research where
knowledge gaps are identified, and allow planning-led projects to contribute effectively to public
understanding.

66

https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/gpa2-managing-significance-in-decision-taking/
Historic England, 2015. The Setting of Heritage Assets. Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning: 3. Historic
England Publications
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J. Grove and B. Croft., 2012. The Archaeology of South West England - South West Archaeological Research Framework Research Strategy 2012-2017. Somerset County Council, Taunton
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Impact Assessment Methodology
Scope of the Assessment
7.32

This section of the Environmental Statement chapter presents the following:
─

The methodology behind the baseline assessment including the definition of an appropriate
study area; and

─

The methodology and terminology used in the assessment of effects.
69 70

7.33

Two Archaeological Assessments have been produced for the Proposed Development
and has been
used to inform the baseline. This concluded that the Proposed Development has the potential for
significant effects on Cultural Heritage Resources. It further determined the potential for previously
unrecorded archaeological remains of prehistoric date to be present within the Proposed Development
corridor.

7.34

A detailed assessment is therefore required to obtain sufficient information to allow a full impact
assessment to be undertaken. The aim is to establish a robust in-depth understanding of the beneficial
and adverse cultural heritage consequences of the Proposed Development, during design, construction
and operational phases and provide sufficient information to determine a suitable mitigation strategy.

Consultation Responses
7.35

The scope of the assessment has also been informed by ongoing consultation with statutory consultees
throughout the design and assessment process, including Cornwall Council.

7.36

A summary of the comments raised and consultation responses are detailed in Table 7-1.

Table 7-1: Summary of consultation responses that have informed the scope and methodology of the
heritage assessment

Consultee

Date

AECOM Comment

Response

Historic Environment 26.01.2018
Planning
Archaeology

Scoping report recommending the
scope and methodology of ES
chapter

Revise cultural heritage chapter of the
Scoping Report accordingly to deal
with the Roche route

Cornwall Council
13.02.2018
Historic Environment

Data search request and enquiry
Recommends a view-shed visual
over suitable size for study area and impact assessment as part of a
nature of report
detailed EIA, and physical impacts of
assets need to be assessed by further
archaeological advice

Historic England

21.11.2018

General advice from Historic
England

Historic England

23.11.2018

Call in to meeting with EIA team and Recommendations regarding the ES
Nick Russell from HE
chapter methodology and the visual
assessment of heritage assets

Cornwall Council
23.11.2018
Historic Environment

Call in to meeting with EIA team and Recommendations regarding the ES
Phil Coppleston from CC
chapter methodology and the
likelihood of conditioned mitigation of

Highlights the designated heritage
assets that have the potential to be
significantly affected by the proposed
new road and provides detailed
advice in relation to the scope,
contents and methodologies to be
employed in the production of the
Cultural Heritage chapter of the EIA.
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Cornwall Archaeology Unit, 2017. A30 to St Austell Link Road: Goonbarrow Option Archaeological Assessment. Report No.
2017R012
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A30 to St Austell Link Road Cornwall Archaeological Assessment Reference 2016R067
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the anomalies identified within the
geophysical survey

Study Area
7.37

The study area for the cultural heritage baseline of the EIA is a linear corridor encompassing a 1km area
for designated assets, and a 100m area for non-designated assets, extending from the Proposed
Development boundary including any identified temporary works. For designated heritage assets the
Proposed Development’s Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) has been utilised, in order to identify
designated heritage assets with settings that may potentially be affected.

7.38

The extent of the 1km study area was set out in the EIA Scoping Report methodology (Appendix 1-1)

Methodology
7.39

General methodology for this assessment can be found in Chapter 4 – EIA Methodology.

7.40

The potential effects of the Proposed Development on the cultural heritage resource will be assessed on
the basis of their type (direct, indirect, cumulative), nature (beneficial, neutral or adverse), and longevity
(reversible, short-term or long-term; irreversible, permanent). The assessment takes into account the
heritage significance of the asset in line with NPPF, and the magnitude of impact to determine the
significance of effect.

7.41

The assessment of impacts, value of heritage assets and significance of effects has been carried out
71
utilising the methodology set out in DMRB Volume 11 Section 3 Part 2 (HA208/7) Cultural Heritage .
The assessment of value, impact and impact significance will be carried out following the methodology
outlined in Chapter 5, annexes 5, 6, and 7 of HA208/7.

7.42

The heritage significance of identified heritage assets has been determined by professional judgement
guided by statutory and non-statutory designations, national, regional and local policies, and
archaeological research frameworks.

Assessment of Value
7.43

The criteria outlined in Table 7-2 have been used to define the value of potentially affected assets in line
with Tables 5.1, 6.1 and 7.1 in DMRB Volume 11, Section 3 Part 2.

Table 7-2: Determination of the Value of Heritage Assets
Value
Very High

High

Archaeological Assets

Historic Buildings

Historic Landscape Character

 World Heritage Sites (including  Structures inscribed as of universal  World Heritage Sites inscribed for
nominated sites).
importance as World Heritage
their historic landscape qualities.
Sites.
 Assets of acknowledged
 Historic landscapes of international
international importance.
value, whether designated or not.
 Other buildings of recognised
international importance.
 Assets that can contribute
 Extremely well preserved historic
significantly to acknowledged
landscapes with exceptional
international research
coherence, time-depth, or other
objectives.
critical factor(s).
 Scheduled Monuments
(including proposed sites).
 Undesignated assets of
schedulable quality and
importance.
 Assets that can contribute
significantly to acknowledged
national research objectives.

 Scheduled Monuments with
standing remains.
 Grade I and Grade II* Listed
Buildings.
 Other listed buildings that can be
shown to have exceptional qualities
in their fabric or historical
associations not adequately
reflected in the listing grade.
 Conservation areas containing very
important buildings.
 Undesignated structures of clear
national importance

 Designated historic landscapes of
outstanding interest.
 Undesignated landscapes of
outstanding interest.
 Undesignated landscapes of high
quality and importance, and of
demonstrable national value.
 Well preserved historic landscapes,
exhibiting considerable coherence,
time-depth or other critical factor(s).
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Highways Agency, 2007. Design Manual For Roads And Bridges, Volume 11 Environmental, Assessment, Section 3
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Value
Medium

Archaeological Assets

Historic Buildings

 Designated or undesignated
assets that contribute to
regional research objectives.

 Grade II Listed Buildings.
 Designated special historic
landscapes.
 Historic (unlisted) buildings that can
be shown to have exceptional
 Undesignated historic landscapes
qualities in their fabric or historical
that would justify special historic
associations.
landscape designation, landscapes
of regional value.
 Conservation areas containing
buildings that contribute
 Averagely well-preserved historic
significantly to its historic character.
landscapes with reasonable
coherence, time-depth or other
 Historic Townscape or built-up
critical factor(s).
areas with important historic
integrity in their buildings, or built
settings (e.g. including street
furniture etc.).

Historic Landscape Character

 Designated and undesignated  ‘Locally Listed’ buildings.
 Robust undesignated historic
assets of local importance.
landscapes.
 Historic (unlisted) buildings of
modest quality in their fabric or
 Assets compromised by poor
 Historic landscapes with
preservation and/or poor
historical association.
importance to local interest groups.
survival of contextual
 Historic Townscape or built-up
 Historic landscapes whose value is
associations.
areas of limited historic integrity in
limited by poor preservation and/or
their buildings, or built settings (e.g.
poor survival of contextual
 Assets of limited value, but with
potential to contribute to local
including street furniture etc.).
associations.
research objectives.

Low

Negligible

Unknown

 Assets with very little or no
surviving archaeological
interest.

 Buildings of no architectural or
historical note; buildings of an
intrusive character.

 The importance of the resource  Buildings with some hidden (i.e.
has not been ascertained.
inaccessible) potential for historic
significance.

 Landscapes with little or no
significant historical interest.
n/a

Magnitude of Impact
7.44

The criteria outlined in Table 7-3 have been used to define the value of potentially affected assets in line
with Tables 5.3, 6.3 and 7.3 in DMRB Volume 11, Section 3 Part 2.

Table 7-3: Determination of the Magnitude of an Impact
Magnitude
Major

Moderate

Minor

Negligible

No Change

Archaeological Assets

Historic Buildings

Historic Landscape Character

 Change to most or all key  Change to key historic
 Change to most or all key historic landscape
archaeological materials,
building elements, such
elements, parcels or components; extreme
such that the resource is
that the resource is totally
visual effects; gross change of noise or change
totally altered.
altered.
to sound quality; fundamental changes to use
or access; resulting in total change to historic
 Comprehensive changes  Comprehensive changes to
landscape character unit.
to setting.
the setting.
 Changes to many key
 Change to many key
archaeological materials,
historic building elements,
such that the resource is
such that the resource is
clearly modified.
significantly modified.
 Considerable changes to  Changes to the setting of
setting that affect the
an historic building, such
character of the asset.
that it is significantly
modified.

 Changes to many key historic landscape
elements, parcels or components, visual
change to many key aspects of the historic
landscape, noticeable differences in noise or
sound quality, considerable changes to use or
access; resulting in moderate changes to
historic landscape character.

 Changes to key
 Change to key historic
 Changes to few key historic landscape
archaeological materials,
building elements, such
elements, parcels or components, slight visual
such that the asset is
that the asset is slightly
changes to few key aspects of historic
slightly altered.
different.
landscape, limited changes to noise levels or
sound quality; slight changes to use or access:
 Slight changes to setting.  Change to setting of an
resulting in limited changes to historic
historic building, such that it
landscape character.
is noticeably changed.
 Very minor changes to
 Slight changes to historic
archaeological materials,
buildings elements or
or setting.
setting that hardly affect it.

 Very minor changes to key historic landscape
elements, parcels or components, virtually
unchanged visual effects, very slight changes in
noise levels or sound quality; very slight
changes to use or access; resulting in a very
small change to historic landscape character

 No change.

 No change to elements, parcels or
components; no visual or audible changes; no
changes arising from in amenity or community
factors.
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Assessment of Significance
To determine the significance of effects on heritage assets, the value of each asset is combined with the
magnitude of impact as illustrated in the matrix of determination in Table 7-4.

VALUE

Table 7-4: Significance of Effect

Very High

Neutral

Slight

Moderate/
Large

Large/ Very
Large

Very Large

High

Neutral

Slight

Moderate/
Slight

Moderate/
Large

Large/ Very
Large

Medium

Neutral

Neutral/
Slight

Slight

Moderate

Moderate/
Large

Low

Neutral

Neutral/
Slight

Neutral/
Slight

Slight

Slight/Moderate

Negligible

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral/
Slight

Neutral/
Slight

Slight

Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Major

No change

MAGNITUDE OF IMPACT
7.45

Where a choice of two impact significance descriptors is available, only one should be chosen. This
allows for professional judgement and discrimination in assessing impacts. This approach is based on
the author’s professional judgement and is in line with DMRB methodology.

7.46

Impacts of the Scheme options upon heritage features are considered in terms of direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts. A direct impact is considered to constitute a direct physical impact upon a structure,
such as damage or demolition, or an impact on the setting of the feature, such as the severance of an
agricultural building from its rural setting. An indirect impact is taken to constitute a remote or complex
impact, such as a change in amenity that would endanger the future maintenance and survival of a
historic building. Cumulative impacts may be caused by an interaction of different impacts to constitute a
larger, more significant impact, such as increased visual intrusion and vibration, all occurring to a single
building. Alternatively, a cumulative impact may result from other reasonably foreseeable future changes
that may act in conjunction with those from the Scheme. Cumulative effects are judged with the
understanding that the proposal is one of many past and present impacts to the cultural heritage in the
area, and that the potential of other sites may be compromised by the proposals.

Baseline Conditions
Introduction
7.47

The baseline for this assessment has been defined in a Simple Assessment produced for the Proposed
68
Development by Cornwall Archaeological Unit (CAU) . The research for the assessment identified all
heritage assets within a 100m corridor surrounding the Proposed Development boundary and
designated assets within a study area extending to 1km surrounding the Proposed Development
boundary.

7.48

The Simple Assessment and the desk-based assessment identified 41 heritage assets within the 100m
corridor, 40 of which are of low value. These include china clay workings, deep mining, field systems
and long established route-ways and boundary stones, and evidence for medieval and post-medieval
settlement. The Proposed Development traverses a number of different historic landscape character
types as identified by the historic landscape character assessment for Cornwall.

Topography and geology
7.49

72

The route of the Proposed Development starts at the south in the St Austell (Hensbarrow) granite. The
route leaves the granite at Tresayes Downs and runs through Meadfoot rocks to the northern end of the
72
route, punctuated by a band of Lower Devonian lime-silicate metamorphic rock at Trerank Moor .

Bristow, C M, 1996. Cornwall’s geology and scenery, Cornish Hillside Publications, St Austell
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73

Alluvial deposits are limited to the upper Fal valley at Trerank Moor (BGS GIS mapping) . Soils range
from restored soils over clay workings between Stenalees and the northern flank of Hensbarrow, and
freely draining acid loamy soils over much of the surrounding area. The surviving original soils of
74
Hensbarrow are very acid loamy upland soils with a wet peaty surface .

Designated assets within 100m corridor
7.50

There is one scheduled monument located within the 100m corridor; a barrow south of Treranke
Cottages, one of three at the eastern end of Tregoss Moor under the same schedule. There is also one
listed building; the Milestone at Stenalees, listed at Grade II. Further details on these assets are
included below in paragraphs 7.56-7.57 and 7.87-7.88. These are illustrated on Figure 7-1.

7.51

Three bowl barrows between 120m and 820m south of Brynn Barton Cottage (NHLE 1004231)

7.52

The monument, which falls into three areas of protection, includes three bowl barrows, situated on a
plateau known as Tregoss Moor. The barrows survive as circular or slightly oval mounds surrounded by
buried quarry ditches, from which their construction material was derived.

7.53

The barrow that falls within the 100m corridor of the Proposed Development is the southernmost mound.
This mound is circular and measures 25m in diameter and 0.9m high with a small depression on the
north side.

Milestone at Stenalees (NHLE 1379512)
7.54

th

Grade II listed Milestone, dating to the early 19 century. The Milestone consists of a painted granite
monolith, triangular on plan with 2 inscribed faces. The left-hand face reads: ‘B over 8’. The right-hand
face reads: ‘St A over 3’.

Designated assets within 1km corridor
7.55

There are a total of twenty-four additional designated heritage assets outside of the 100m corridor, but
within the 1km corridor. These include seven scheduled monuments (one of which is also a listed
building), and eighteen listed buildings (including that which is also scheduled).

Scheduled monuments
Holy well northwest of Roche Station (NHLE 1004342)
7.56

This monument is a holy well situated beside a footpath in a secluded small valley of a tributary to the
River Camel close to a cottage which is also called Holywell. The holy well survives as a small square
structure with an arched granite roof standing approximately 1.6m high over a trough measuring 0.9m
square by 0.3m deep which is filled by a spring.

Three bowl barrows between 120m and 820m south of Brynn Barton Cottage (NHLE 1004231)
7.57

Two further barrows form part of the group with the barrow within the 100m study area (NHLE
1004231).One of these barrows forms the central circular mound, which measures up to 22m in
diameter and 3.2m high and has a slightly irregular profile. It is known locally as 'Holywell Barrow'.

7.58

The third barrow is the northern barrow, which is oval and stands up to 20m long by 16m wide and 0.9m
high.

Churchyard cross in Roche churchyard, south of the church (NHLE 1014232)
7.59

The churchyard cross at Roche has survived well. It forms a good and complete example of a wheelheaded cross. Its square shaped head is unusual as are the projections at the neck. Its incised and
dotted decoration is rare, and the incised sword motif on the shaft is unique. This cross dates to the
tenth century, and maintains its original function as a churchyard cross, in its original location.

7.60

The churchyard cross is visible as an upright granite shaft with an almost square shaped head,
measuring 1.88m in overall height. The cross leans markedly towards the west. The head measures
0.67m high by 0.6m wide, the principal faces orientated east-west. Both principal faces display a low
relief round boss with a bead around its base and four circular sinkings or shallow holes with slightly
raised centres, one in each corner.
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http://www.bgs.ac.uk/data/mapViewers/home.html
Cranfield Soil and Agrifood Institute Soilscapes, available at http://www.landis.org.uk/soilscapes/ Cranfield Soil and Agrifood
Institute Soilscapes
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Figure 7-1: Built Heritage Assets
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St Michael’s Chapel, Roche Rock (NHLE 1006664; Grade I, NHLE 1327342)
7.61

This asset comprises a medieval chapel built on the top of a rock outcrop formation, to the south-east of
the village of Roche. The monument is known as Roche Rock and dates from 1409. It is not known
when it went out of use; however it now survives as a ruin. Although there are some legends about the
use and reason of the construction of the chapel, there is no documentary evidence to support any of
these theories.

7.62

The monument has the appearance of a tower of three stages with a lower room for a chaplain (or an
anchorite) and the chapel above. It is constructed of squared dressed granite incorporating the rock
outcrop on which it stands. The lower room uses the natural rock for two of its sides and the upper room
uses the rock for part of its floor. A set of stone steps did link the chapel and room below; however these
were removed and probably reused in another building. Access to the now roofless monument is
currently provided by an iron ladder clamped to the rock.

Hen’s Barrow (NHLE 1004372)
7.63

The monument includes a round cairn, later re-used as a beacon, situated at the summit of an extremely
prominent hill known as Hensbarrow Beacon. The cairn survives as a circular stony mound with a bellshaped profile of up to 45m in diameter and 5.4m high.

7.64

Known locally as 'Hainsborough' or 'Hensborough' and documented in 1310 as 'Hynesbergh', it was
described by Carew in the 16th - 17th centuries as the site of the 'arch-beacon' of Cornwall,
commanding an extensive view. A triangulation pillar and parish boundary marker stone have been built
into the summit.

Platform Cairn west of Hensbarrow (NHLE 1007292; DCO)
7.65

The monument includes a platform cairn, situated on the upper south west facing slopes of Hensbarrow
Beacon, and between the extensive china clay works of Goonbarrow, Gunheath and Littlejohn's. The
cairn survives as a low, flat-topped circular platform of stones and earth measuring approximately 22m
in diameter with a peripheral rim bank on the platform of up to 0.5m high and 1.5m wide. There are three
early excavation hollows in the centre, east and west of varying size. The cairn was first described by R
Thomas in around 1850.

Listed Buildings
7.66

There are 30 listed buildings located within 1km of the Proposed Development. These are spread
around the new road scheme with the majority of them concentrated in the village of Roche, to the east
of the scheme and the village of Carthew, to the south-west. These assets are shown on Figure 7-2.The
assets that have to potential to be impacted by the Proposed Development are discussed below.
According to paragraph 189 of the NPPF, the significance of the assets that have the potential to be
affected is described, including any contribution made by their setting. The level of detail is proportionate
to the assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of the
proposal on their significance

7.67

Some buildings have been grouped according to their location or association to a place to enable a full
discussion of their significance.
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Figure 7-2: Archaeological Assets
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The Church of St Gomonda (Grade II*, NHLE 1158829) and associated monuments
th

7.68

The Church of St Gomonda or St Gomonda of the Rock dates from the 14 century; however there is
evidence to suggest that the site was in religious use since the 12th century, evidenced by the surviving
Bodmin type font that dates from c.1180 and a cross in the churchyard that dates from the same period.
th
The existing church was largely rebuilt in the mid-15 century with its tall west tower also dating from
th
that period. The interior of the church was extensively modified in the 19 century when Reverend
Thomas Fischer came to Roche as the newly appointed rector. Fischer repaired and rearranged the
church into a less ornamented design while he also built a new rectory for himself. In 1890, the church
was restored by J. D. Sedding who built a new south aisle arcade on the original foundations.

7.69

The church is constructed of granite rubble with granite dressings and executed in the Perpendicular
th
style. The 15 century tower is constructed of moorstone granite and the arcade is of polyphant. The
roof is mainly covered in slates.

7.70

The church is orientated west to east with the tower attached on the west elevation. It sits on a raised
churchyard defined by a rubble wall with the east elevation facing onto the B3274. Trees surround the
churchyard on all sides except the part facing onto the B3274. A footpath leads from the church to the
northwest, to an avenue of ash trees that leads to the village of Roche to the north. The avenue was
th
part of the Rev Thomas Fisher rearrangements in the church in the early 19 century and was offered
as a safe route for worshippers between the village and the church. There are numerous monuments in
the church including five listed at Grade II and one scheduled monument. Two of the monuments, the
Cock Monument (Grade II, NHLE 1144204) and the Yelland Monument (Grade II, NHLE 1144203), are
th
pedestal tombs of granite that date from the mid-19 century. Two monuments (Grade II, NHLE
th
1327343 and NHLE 1158860), to the south of the south aisle of the church, date from the 18 century
and comprise a chest tomb and a headstone, both with no legible inscriptions. The Stile (Grade II, NHLE
th
th
1158869) located to the north of the churchyard, dates from the late 18 or early 19 century and is
th
constructed of granite. A medieval cross (SM, NHLE 1014232) dating from the 10 century is also
located to the south of the church. This is a wheel-headed cross with a square shaped head.

The Old Rectory (Grade II, NHLE 1226634), Cross circa 35m south of The Old Rectory (Grade II,
NHLE 1158877)
7.71

The Old Rectory was built c 1819-22 for Reverend Thomas Fisher and is constructed of granite ashlar
with slate roofs and brick stacks. The building sits within a spacious garden defined to the west and
north by a high granite wall rising up to 3m high. To the south of the house, there is a stone-lined ha-ha
(a recessed landscape design element that creates a vertical barrier while preserving an uninterrupted
view of the landscape beyond) that follows a serpentine line separating The Old Rectory House and
Glebe Field to the south, while the Church of St Gomonda is located further south. The listing includes
the house, the walled garden and ha-ha.

7.72

Reverend Thomas Fischer came to Roche in 1819 as the newly appointed rector. Fischer repaired and
rearranged the Church of St Gomonda into a less ornamented design while he also built a new rectory
for himself. It is possible that Fischer reused some of the dressed granite that was removed from the
church during the alterations that he initiated.

7.73

The Old Rectory is a two-storey building in Regency style, constructed of granite ashlar with slate roofs,
th
and brick stacks. The garden to the south of the early 19 century rectory was designed as a smaller
scale typical garden of a country house at the time. Views from the house were focused to the southeast including the tower of the church and incorporating a standing Celtic cross (Grade II, NHLE
1327344) which stood beyond the ha-ha in the Glebe Field.

7.74

Along the western boundary of the site of The Old Rectory, Fischer created a long path between an
avenue of ash trees. The path started from the north-western edge of the churchyard and aimed to
provide a safe route for the worshippers between the church and the village to the north.

7.75

A stone cross (Grade II, NHLE 1158877) was added to the garden of The Old Rectory in 1921. The
th
cross is 1.2 m high and comprises a 20 century granite shaft and a stone cross-head of medieval
origins. The cross head is inscribed with two Latin crosses. The head of the cross, known as Trerank
Cross, was discovered in 1902 built into a Cornish hedge on Trerank Lane in Roche. Trerank Lane leads
from the Church of St Gomonda to Trerank Farm to the south-west. While it was initially considered that
the cross head originated as a finial of the church prior to Fisher’s remodelling, the size of the head
indicates that it probably belonged to a freestanding cross. According to the 1840’s Tithe Award, field
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names in the area coincide with the site of a cross at Trerank Farm. The Trerank Cross shares a line of
sight with the Celtic cross in the Glebe Field which stands beyond the ha-ha.

Celtic cross (Grade II, NHLE 1327344)
7.76

Approximately 65m south-east of the site of The Old Rectory, and north from the churchyard, there is a
Celtic cross (Grade II, NHLE 1327344). The wayside cross is located in a meadow adjacent to the
south-eastern boundary of The Old Rectory. It is 1.4 m high and comprises a wheel head displaying two
Maltese crosses (one on each side) with an almost plain shaft on a roughly square stone base.

Roche War Memorial (Grade II, NHLE 1453476)
7.77

Roche War Memorial dates from c. 1920 with additions and alterations after 1945. The cross comprises
a tapered shaft and wheel head and stands on a tapered base standing on two steps. The shaft and
head of the cross are decorated with Celtic reliefs. The cross is constructed of granite with metal
inscriptions in the base.

Roche Wesleyan Methodist Church and attached Schoolroom (Grade II, NHLE 1311309) and
Higman Monument in Churchyard about 5m west of Roche Wesleyan Methodist Church (Grade
II, NHLE 1144202)
7.78

The Wesleyan Methodist church was built in 1835 and the attached school room in 1874. The building
was restored by John Paul of Austell under the supervision of Mr Silvanus Trevail in 1877 and a new
interior was fitted.

7.79

The building is two storeys, constructed of granite rubble with granite dressings under a slate roof. The
main elevation to the south-east comprises a gable end with three bays. Each outer bay has two arched
windows at ground and first floor levels, while the central bay has al doorway under a round arch. Above
the doorway there is a central round-arched window with granite foiled tracery at the top. There is a
recessed circular datestone on this elevation dated 1877 and a partly illegible inscription. The
schoolroom is attached to the north-east and is set back from the main elevation. It is single-storey with
a plain double door to the west and two paired sash windows with brick heads and surrounds.

7.80

To the west of the church there is a listed chest tomb (Grade II, NHLE 1144202) that dates from the 19
century. It is constructed of granite and slate with a granite ashlar chest on plinth with plain corner
pilasters and heavy moulded lid. There is a slate inscription plate set into the lid that mentions “To
Joseph Higman, 1852”. The listed monument is closely associated with the church and its setting
coincides with the setting of the church.

th

Hendra Farmhouse (Grade II, NHLE 1158699)
7.81

Hendra Farmhouse is located to the south-east of the village of Roche, outside the main settlement. The
th
farmhouse was constructed in the late 18 century with a few later alterations. It is two storeys, of
vernacular style constructed of rubble and partly cob and is rendered. The farmhouse has a slate roof
and two gable end stacks.

7.82

The farmhouse is located in a farmstead including farm outbuildings with corrugated tin roofs and a
small granite outbuilding with slate roof to the south-west of the farmhouse. The asset is surrounded by
agricultural fields with the hamlet of Trezaise further west and the former Great St George and Wheal
Prosper China Clay Works further east and south east respectively, both disused. Hendra Cottage (not
listed) is located to the south-east of the farmhouse.

Coldvreath Mill (Grade II, NHLE 1144195)
th

7.83

Coldvreath Mill is a corn mill that dates from the late 19 century. It is constructed of granite rubble and
cob. The mill was used for its original purpose until the 1990s, crushing corn for the animals on
Coldvreath Farm.

7.84

Coldvreath Mill is two storeys, built into the bank of a leat which is taken off a stream of the River Fal
that rises to the south of the mill. There is a stone-lined wheel pit to the south-east and a single storey
shed attached to the north-west of the main building. The wheel pit contains a water wheel, constructed
by Oatey and Martyn of Wadebridge which is approx. 5m in diameter and constructed of cast iron with
timber buckets.

7.85

Situated to the south-west of the village of Roche, the Coldvreath complex includes a dwelling, barn,
cowhouse, cart shed as well as the Coldvreath Mill and associated leats, mill pond and tail race.
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Cottage west of Gunheath Farmhouse (Farmhouse not included) (Grade II, NHLE 1379511)
7.86

th

The cottage comprises an early 19 century clay worker’s or miner’s cottage. It is constructed of granite
rubble with granite dressings with its north elevation rendered. It has a slate roof and an outbuilt rubble
th
and dressed granite stack at the west end. It is two storeys with a 20 century porch and a lean to
addition to the east.

Royalton Mine Engine House at SX 977617 (Grade II, NHLE 1158758)
7.87

th

The Royalton Mine Engine House dates from the late 19 century and is constructed of granite rubble
and brick. The building comprises a rectangular engine house and a circular, tapered chimney, currently
overgrown.

Milestones at SW 970611 (Grade II, NHLE 1158726) and at SX 200 566 (Grade II, NHLE 1379512)
th

7.88

The Milestone at SW 970611 dates from the early 19 century. It comprises a granite monolith, of
triangular shape, c70 cm high. The west side of the milestone B8 measuring the distance to Bodmin and
T16 to the east side measuring the distance to Truro. It is located on the northern side of the road
running parallel to A30 to the west of B3274. Notwithstanding the upgrade of the road and its
surroundings, the milestone has retained its setting on the side of the road marking the distance to
Bodmin and Truro.

7.89

The Milestone at SX200566 sits within the Proposed Development site, to the south. It is located to the
west side of the roundabout at the junction of B3274 and A391. It dates from the early 19th century and
comprises a painted granite monolith. It is triangular in plan and has two inscribed sides, ‘B over 8’ to
the easternmost side, marking over 8 miles from Bodmin and ‘St A over 3’ to the westernmost side,
marking over 3 miles to Saint Austell.

Church of St Peter (Grade II, NHLE 1289533)
7.90

The Church of St Peter was constructed between 1848 and 1850. It is of Decorated style, constructed of
local rubble with Pentewan stone dressings under slate roofs. A bellcote surmounts the west gable of
the church. The Church of St Peter comprises a nave, lower chancel, south porch and a small vestry
transept to the north.

7.91

The church is located within a churchyard defined by a low rubble wall and mature trees. To the west,
dense woodland extends to the south and north providing a strong sense of enclosure to the church.
Gaps between the trees to the south allow glimpses of the church from Treverbyn Road.

Carbean Farmhouse (Grade II, NHLE 1379490)
th

th

7.92

The Carbean Farmhouse dates from the 18 century; however it incorporates parts of a 17 century
th
house that was probably on the same site as the farmhouse. These 17 century parts include a 1656
datestone. The farmhouse is two storeys, constructed of granite rubble with granite dressings under a
slate roof. There are two end stacks also constructed of granite.

7.93

The farmhouse is aligned roughly east to west and sits within a spacious site with two outbuildings also
constructed of granite. The farmhouse is located behind a low rubble wall that marks the southernmost
boundary of the site. The boundary wall is mirrored to the north-east which is separated from the site of
the Carbean Farmhouse by a wide road associated with extensive clay works to the north and south of
the farmhouse. B3274 runs to the south of the Carbean Farmhouse and continues to Stenalees to the
north-east.

Listed buildings at Carthew
7.94

There are 10 Grade II listed building in the village of Carthew that fall within the 1km study area, seven
of which are associated with Carthew Farmhouse (Grade II, NHLE 1379493); two are associated with
Carthew Cottage (Grade II, NHLE 1379491); and a single listed building comprises Carthew Mill, Mill
Cottage and Number 2 (Grade II, NHLE 1327289).

Carthew Farmhouse (Grade II, NHLE 1379493) and associated buildings
7.95

th

Carthew Farm includes seven listed buildings. They all date from the early 19 century and are
constructed of granite rubble and most of them have granite dressings. The listed farm buildings at
Carthew farm comprise Carthew Farmhouse (Grade II, NHLE 1379493) with a symmetrical main façade;
a Drying Barn (Grade II, NHLE 1379495), a quite rare building, defined by its large triangular openings
which are probably unique in Cornwall; a Saw House (Grade II, NHLE 1379508) that is included for
group value; a Mill (Grade II, NHLE 1379506), designed to have a dual function as a grist mill and a saw
mill which makes the mill building quite rare, with waterwheel by Derry and Sons of St Austell;
Outbuildings incorporating bee boles and attached garden wall (Grade II, NHLE 1379507); a Wash
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house (Grade II, NHLE 1379509) included for group value; and a Bank Barn (Grade II, NHLE 1379494)
that was probably used as a granary or as a timber store.

Carthew Cottage (Grade II, NHLE 1379491) and associated wash house (Grade II, NHLE
1379492) and Carthew Mill, Mill Cottage and Number 2 (Grade II, NHLE 1327289)
th

7.96

Carthew Cottage (Grade II, NHLE 1379491) is an estate cottage dating from the early to mid- 19
century. The associated Wash house (Grade II, NHLE 1379492) also dates from the same period. Both
buildings are constructed of granite rubble with granite dressings. They have historic interest as early
Victorian cottage and wash house illustrating the agricultural past of the area. Architectural interest
derives from their vernacular style and materials. They have group value with the wash house being a
rare surviving example of its type.

7.97

Carthew Mill, Mill Cottage and Number 2 (Grade II, NHLE 1327289) were originally a mill which has now
been converted to a house, incorporating two cottages attached to it. The building dates from the early
th
19 century. It is constructed of granite rubble with granite dressings.

Non-designated assets
7.98

The following summarises by period the previously recorded heritage resource identified by the previous
6970
archaeological Assessments
.

Prehistoric (10,000 BC – AD 43)
7.99

There are three recorded assets with evidence of prehistoric activity within the 100m corridor of the
Proposed Development. These comprise the aforementioned Barrow (DCO1626), which is a scheduled
monument and discussed further above, as well as a barrow (MCO3401) that was recorded in 1835 but
has no information regarding its specific location or whether any remains are still extant. The final
prehistoric non-designated asset is an Iron Age field system (MCO46056) in Goonbarrow, which is
visible on aerial photography but is recorded to have been mostly destroyed by the clay works.

Roman (AD 43 – AD 410)
7.100

There are no known assets of Roman date within the 100m corridor of the Proposed Development.
However, earthworks have been identified on Hensbarrow which are likely to date to this period,
although the majority now lie beneath the massive clay tip at Gunheath, including a bank that appears to
underlie later fields on the western edge of Hensbarrow Downs.

7.101

A number of rounds, fortified settlements of Iron Age to post-Roman date, are recorded in the wider
area. These sites may be identified as extant monuments preserved within the present field system, as
cropmark or earthwork sites, and from documentary evidence, generally in the form of Cornish place75
name elements such as ker, or in names such as ‘Round Field’, in the c.1840 Tithe Apportionments .
There is no evidence of these features being located within the Proposed Development Scheme.

Early medieval (AD 410 – AD 1066)
7.102

There is one asset of early medieval date recorded within the 100m corridor of the Proposed
Development. There is evidence of dams and stream workings (MCO50353) on Tregoss Moor,
comprising an area of prospecting pits including possible outcrop pits or shafts, along with banks.
Neither St Austell nor Roche appears in the Domesday Book of 1086, although there are several small
settlements recorded around St Austell, and one to the west of Roche.

Medieval (AD 1066 – AD 1500)
7.103

There are eight medieval assets recorded within the study area. Several routeways have been identified
as potentially of medieval origins. These include a hollow-way at Saffron Park (MCO50322) to the north
of the Proposed Development. There are also two examples of stream working activities in the western
(MCO25322) and southern (MCO26886) extent of the Proposed Development respectively.

7.104

Two settlements, Hallivet (MCO14708), of which no remains are still extant, and Pentivale (MCO16252),
which is still in use as a settlement, are recorded from the medieval period. A blowing house
(MCO25263) is recorded to the west of the Proposed Development, with no known remains. A boundary
hedge marking a field boundary (MCO52890) is also recorded on Hensbarrow Downs.

7.105

The alleged site of a possible wayside cross at Coldvreath (MCO5138) may mark the site of a former
routeway; a track is shown following the field boundary to the south on historic mapping. Early Christian

75

Cornwall Archaeological Unit, 2016. A30 to St Austell Link Road, Cornwall Archaeological Assessment unpublished report.
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sites are known at St Michael’s Chapel on Roche Rock (DCO1214) and the church of St Gomonda at
Roche (DCO841).

Post-medieval (AD 1500 – AD 1900)
7.106

There are twenty non-designated assets dating to the post-medieval period recorded in the 100m study
area. These predominantly comprise houses, settlements, and evidence of industrial activity. There are
two mines, Pits Mingle Mine (MCO12022), an opencast working for iron, and evidence of surface mining
on the north-east slopes of Hensbarrow (MCO26897). An extractive pit (MCO26884) is also known on
the north-west area of Hensbarrow Downs, which is recorded as evidence of surface mining. A second
extractive pit (MCO42731) is recorded to the north of the Proposed Development.

7.107

A quarry (MCO25386) is recorded at Stenalees, to the south of the Proposed Development, but no
remains are currently known. China clay works (MCO46041) are recorded on the 1880 OS map, with
extant remains recorded comprising a spoil heap and clay pit.

7.108

Two enclosures (MCO52892 and MCO53157) are recorded on Hensbarrow Downs, one of which has
been damaged by a tramway from the china clay works. Two milestones have been recorded. One of
these (MCO54223) is also Grade II listed and is situated to the south of the Proposed Development, in
Stenalees, and the other (MCO54223) has no known remains. A railway (MCO55876) constructed in the
th
19 century is also recorded to the south of the Proposed Development, and can still be seen to the
west of Stenalees.

7.109

A house (MCO33944) is recorded to the south of the Proposed Development, but has no extant
remains. Five settlements are recorded, two to the southern extent of the Proposed Development
(MCO53817 and MCO53508), of which one has extant remains, and one in the centre (MCO53818). A
hamlet (MCO53823) near Pentivale is still occupied. A further settlement at Reeshill (MCO53957) also
has extant remains.

7.110

Two buildings comprise a Christian chapel in Trezaise (MCO32981 and MCO32982). Both of these
buildings are present, but one has been newly reconstructed. An inscribed stone (MCO25347) was
recorded as having been located near the latter mine on Hensbarrow Downs, although no remains are
currently known.

7.111

An earthwork (MCO50537) which has been interpreted as either industrial activity or a shooting range
target butt has been recorded to the north of the Proposed Development. A small, oval-shaped mound
(MCO42440) has also been recorded from aerial photography to the west of the Proposed
Development, although its function and date are unknown.

7.112

The site walkover revealed a further asset that may be associated with the industrial activity found on
Hensbarrow Downs . It is in close proximity to mine shafts recorded on 19th century OS mapping, and is
thought to be part of a similar structure.

Modern (AD 1901 – Present)
7.113

There are seven assets of modern date within the Proposed Development. A railway bridge
(MCO33953), associated with the Goonbarrow and Carbean railway (MCO55876), was first recorded on
nd
the 2 edition 1907 OS map. It was recorded by CAU in 1990, but has subsequently been removed and
consolidated. An engine house (MCO42003) is also recorded by CAU as part of the same survey, at
North Goonbarrow in the centre of the Proposed Development.

7.114

The other five assets are related to the industrial activity of the area. Two settling pits (MCO46042 and
MCO46090) have been recorded, as well as a settling tank (MCO46088). There is also evidence of
china clay dries (MCO46087), with an extant stone wall, and mica drags (MCO46089). While records
indicate that these assets have extant remains, their location within the present quarry sites suggest that
they may have been damaged or destroyed since recording.

Previous archaeological investigations
7.115

Cornwall HER records twenty-three archaeological investigations within the 1km study area. These
comprise ten surveys, five desk-based assessments, three evaluations, three instances of curatorial
advice, one photographic survey, and one booklet report.

7.116

The first recorded surveys were undertaken in 1989, with two surveys of St Austell China Clay Area
(ECO1219 and ECO843), incorporating the results of a survey and assessment of the area’s
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archaeological and historical importance. The next survey was a 1993 survey of Hensbarrow Downs
(ECO1761) for the creation of new china-clay spoil heaps.
7.117

Subsequent surveys consist of a study of Great Wheel Prosper (ECO1800) in 1999; a survey of the
archaeological sites in the area of the Maudlin to Indian Queens Gas Pipelines (ECO926) also in 1999;
a survey of the marshland loss since the 1840s (ECO1698) in 2002; an archaeological and historic
survey of the Prosper Clay operational area (ECO1625); a gazetteer of sites and asset records in 2005
for sites in the Cornish Bridges, Milestones and Crosses Seminar (ECO4243); a topographical survey of
Tamar Valley (ECO3447) in 2009; and a GIS-mapping survey (ECO4575) in 2014.

7.118

The first desk-based assessment (ECO720) was undertaken in 1993, for the proposed route of the A30
Bodmin Bypass to Indian Queens road. It identified almost 200 sites of archaeological and historical
interest. CAU provided an assessment of the historic environment in the area of a potential new link
road between the A30 and A391 (ECO1523) in 2003. Two assessments in 2010 examined the proposed
Imerys regeneration site at West Carglaze (ECO3642 and ECO3644). A simple-level assessment
(ECO4647) was produced in 2016 to examine the options for a proposed road corridor linking the A30
trunk road to the A391.

7.119

An evaluation (ECO1) was undertaken in 1995 in the same area as the 1993 DBA, to mitigate damage
to sites at risk from the new road. In 2005 an evaluation was undertaken (ECO2211) which consisted of
an extensive programme of archaeological investigations along the route of the A30 Bodmin to Indian
Queens road improvement scheme. A further evaluation programme of watching briefs (ECO5110) was
undertaken in 2018 by CAU and CORMAC Solutions along the route of the proposed link road
connected the A30 at Victoria to St Austell.

7.120

Curatorial advice was sought in three instances, first in 1997 in order to explore options for promoting
the historic heritage of the china-clay works as a green tourism initiative (ECO49). The second and third
reports of curatorial advice were in relation to the Cornwall Industrial Settlements Initiative (CISI) to
assess the character and significance of the county’s 112 industrial settlements; these specific reports
related to Roche (ECO2494) and Stenalees (ECO2495) in 1998.

7.121

A photographic survey was undertaken in 2003 of the upstanding remains of the Shilton Tanks complex
near Stenalees (ECO825). A booklet report (ECO2212) was produced in 2007 summarising the work
done during the building of the new road across Goss Moor, including archaeology and wildlife and plant
protection.

Geophysical survey 2018
7.122

76

76

In 2018, TigerGeo was commissioned by Cornwall Archaeological Unit (CAU) to undertake a
geophysical survey of the Proposed Development area (Appendix 7-2). The geophysical survey area
was over 200m wide in places, encompassing approximately 135ha, of which c. 120ha was initially
thought to be potentially surveyable and 98.2ha was covered. The data has been plotted on Figure 7-3
to 7-5, and the numeric references within the summary text refer to the assets described within the
TigerGeo geophysical survey report, which has been attached as Appendix 7-2. The summary of results
below has also been taken from the report.

TigerGeo (2018): A391 St Austell to A30 Link Road. Geophysical Survey Report. Project code: AUS181
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Figure 7-3: Geophysical Survey Interpretation Plots
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Figure 7-4: Geophysical Survey Interpretation Plots
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Figure 7-5: Geophysical Survey Interpretation Plots
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Archaeology – probably mining-related
7.123

There are multiple locations of anomalies that are likely to be associated with extraction activity, while
others may also be related but are not directly identifiable as such. Each of the strong anomalies [6]
could be a lode back pit associated with tin mining, though a natural origin remains possible. The area of
disturbance at [7] is a site of a known pit. The linear boundary [8] is possibly associated with field
boundaries formed around spoil heaps – this kind of shape has been observed elsewhere at older
mining sites. Debris may be associated with the stream works. Four small discrete ferrous anomalies [9]
form an approximate square (10m), near a known filled hole [10] visible as a change in magnetic
character. The function of these is uncertain and their proximity to [8] may be relevant. A possible line of
pits has also been noted [43] – the alignment is suitable for lode back working in this area. The
earthwork in field margin [44] is at a known shaft location. The series of strongly magnetic discrete
anomalies [54] are probably backfilled lode back workings for tin.

Archaeology – other
7.124

Possible pit fill or hearth [5] may have a natural origin – its general proximity to [6] and [7] may be
relevant. A gently curving length of ditch fill [3] does not appear to form part of a field system. A strongly
enhanced linear [13] may represent a boundary between formerly wet and cultivated areas – the local
hydrology may account for the particularly strong anomaly. Ditch fill [17] is also a more strongly
enhanced anomaly than its neighbours, and lies near the eastern edge of a seasonally wet area.

7.125

Probable ditch fills [15a-d] are recorded, which appear to form part of a large straight-sided enclosure
with rounded corners, which would include Trerank Farm. The northern and southern sides are
approximately parallel and an eastern side would be outside the survey area. The north-south
dimension is c. 275m and a minimum east-west dimension c. 130m).

7.126

Ring ditches are identifiable at [23] (22m diameter), [25] (10m diameter), [26] (12m diameter), [27] (10m
diameter, with possible adjoining short arc of ditch fill), [29], [31] (14m diameter), [32] (8m diameter) and
[46] (partial, est. 9m diameter).

7.127

Arcs of a probable ditch fill [19 and 20] have been noted, though these are not necessarily parts of ring
ditches. The latter of these appears to be broader (or a little more deeply buried). These may have some
association with nearby likely ditch fills [21], which could represent edges of a former trackway, or with
the surrounding field system elements. Other ditches are likely to be represented by feature [22].These
cross the traces of former field boundaries. The probable ditch fill [24] is quite strongly magnetic.

7.128

The pair of short ditch fills at [28] could form part of a sub-rectangular enclosure against the existing field
boundary on the northern side, approximately 25m wide and now divided by a north-south field
boundary. This could have been a stock pound, with the eastern side coincident with a former field
boundary. This hints that the existing sinuous east-west boundary may have co-existed with the former
divisions. Ditch fill [34] could have a similar purpose to [28], given its context. Short lengths of curving
ditch fill are also visible at [30] and [33], with uncertain associations.

7.129

Other linear features include a possible field boundary, although this is not part of the extant field
system, a ditch forming part of an earlier field system [37], and a curving linear [53], which may be
associated with pits at [54].

7.130

There was no evidence for the barrow previously recorded at 198199, 60804 (DCO1626).

Site walkover survey
th

th

7.131

The walkover survey was carried out on the 17 and 18 of October 2018. The weather conditions for
the survey were cold, dry, and predominantly cloudy. During the survey, the non-designated assets
within the study area were, where possible, recorded to establish the impact of the Proposed
Development on their preservation.

7.132

The Proposed Development comprised several fields, urban areas, and moorland. Several of the assets
were situated within private land, which was inaccessible at the time of survey, and were therefore not
recorded. Some assets that were thought to be extant were no longer visible, particularly in the case of
those within the landscape of the quarry, and within settlements.

7.133

In the area of moorland within the study area, further evidence of industrial activity in the area was
recorded, with features comprising earthworks and a pit, located c.750m south of Trezaise in the centre
of the study area. The features are located in proximity to mine shafts shown on 1881 OS mapping, and
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it is therefore likely that the features observed during the walkover survey correspond with similar
activity.

Value of Receptors
7.134

The value of each heritage asset has been assessed in line with Table 7-2. The heritage significance of
each asset has been assessed in line with NPPF. This significance may be archaeological, architectural,
artistic, or historic58.

Holy well northwest of Roche Station (NHLE 1004342)
7.135

This monument is a holy well situated beside a footpath in a secluded small valley of a tributary to the
River Camel close to a cottage, which is also called Holywell. The holy well is of historic significance for
the evidence it contains related to the development of Christianity. It is located within a secluded valley
and therefore only this aspect of its setting contributes to its significance. There are no landscape views
of or from the monument. As a consequence, it is not considered further in the impact assessment
below. As a scheduled monument it is of high value

Three bowl barrows between 120m and 820m south of Brynn Barton Cottage (NHLE 1004231)
7.136

The round barrows are of archaeological significance for the information they contain in relation to
funerary activity within the Bronze Age. They are located on a plateau known as Tregoss Moor and were
designed to be prominent within the landscape. Consequently their setting contributes to their
significance. As a scheduled monument they are of high value.

Churchyard cross in Roche churchyard, south of the church (NHLE 1014232)
7.137

The medieval churchyard cross is of historic significance in relation to the development of the church, as
well as the development of Christianity in the area. Its setting is limted to the churchyard, and it has
associations with the church and other assets within the church yard. As a consequence, it is not
considered further in the impact assessment below. a scheduled monument it is of high value.

St Michael’s Chapel, Roche Rock (NHLE 1006664; Grade I, NHLE 1327342)
7.138

The monument has historic interest as a 1409 chapel in an unusual setting utilising a rocky outcrop.
Architectural and artistic interest stems from its design, plan, vernacular materials and atypical location.
Although parts of the walls and the roof are missing, the surviving external walls retain architectural
mouldings which surround the doorways and windows. The combination of the organic shape of the rock
and the dressed granite of the chapel constitutes an organic unity whether it is perceived as a medieval
chapel or as a romantic ruin.

7.139

The location of the chapel rising above the surrounding landscape outside the village, as well as its
formation utilising a rocky outcrop contribute to the aesthetic value of St Michael's Chapel. Architectural
and artistic interest also arises from the location and raised location of the monument now perceived as
a romantic folly. Further artisitic interest is derived from its relationship to local folklore, including the
legend of Tristan and Iseult (Isolde). St Michael’s is a local landmark and closely associated with the
area.

7.140

Roche Rock was built in the early 15 century and was dedicated to St Michael in 1409. The Church of
th
St Gomonda also known as St Gomonda of the Rock was also largely rebuilt in the 15 century. It is
likely that there is some association between these assets. This association was illustrated by the way
th
the assets were positioned in the landscape with a visible connection between them. The 15 century
west tower of the church was historically overlooking the monument to the south-east. However, this
context has now been lost due to the modern growth of the village.

7.141

The setting of the medieval chapel of St Michael's on Roche Rock is defined by its raised location
overlooking the surrounding landscape. It extends to the whole of Roche and surrounding landscape.

7.142

As a scheduled monument and Grade I listed building it is of high value.

th

Hen’s Barrow (NHLE 1004372)
7.143

The round barrow is of archaeological significance for the information it contains in relation to funerary
activity within the Bronze Age. While it was designed to be prominent on the landscape, the extensive
quarrying and China clay works that have taken place in this area means that the setting of the asset
has been lost. Its setting is no longer considered to contribute to its significance. As a consequence, it is
not considered further in the impact assessment below. As a scheduled monument it is of high value.
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Platform Cairn west of Hensbarrow (NHLE 1007292; DCO)
7.144

The platform is of archaeological significance for the information it contains in relation to funerary activity
within the Bronze Age. While it was designed to be prominent on the landscape, the extensive quarrying
and China clay works that have taken place in this area means that the setting of the asset has been
lost. Its setting is no longer considered to contribute to its significance. As a consequence, it is not
considered further in the impact assessment below. As a scheduled monument it is of high value.

The Church of St Gomonda (Grade II*, NHLE 1158829) and associated monuments
th

th

7.145

The church and other monuments in its grounds have historic interest as 18 and mid-19 century
monuments in the grounds of the Church of St Gomonda. They also hold some architectural and artistic
interest that derives from their design and materials. The stile holds historic and archaeological interest
th
th
as a late 18 or early 19 century stile. They all have group value with the Church of St Gomonda. The
churchyard cross is of unique design and is still in use as a churchyard cross. It has high archaeological
and historic interest. The setting of the monuments and stile are defined by their location within the
churchyard.

7.146

The church has historic interest as a 14 and 15 century church with Norman origins and later
alterations. It is dedicated to St Gomonda or Gonand. The cult of St Gonand was probably unique to
Roche adding to the historic interest of the church and its communal value. The church has
archaeological interest that derives from its early fabric and the numerous phases of construction and
alteration. Architectural and artistic interest derives from its design, plan and style

7.147

Although the church has an open frontage to the east, it is enclosed on all other sides, creating a sense
of enclosure. The setting of the church includes the village of Roche and extends to the surrounding
area where the tower of the church can be seen and experienced.

7.148

As a Grade II* listed building it is of high value

th

th

The Old Rectory (Grade II, NHLE 1226634), Cross circa 35m south of The Old Rectory (Grade II,
NHLE 1158877)
th

7.149

The significance of The Old Rectory lies in its architectural and historic interest as an early 19 century
rectory by Parson Fisher in Regency style that demonstrates good quality architectural design. The
meticulously planned landscape around the rectory, including the ha-ha, the garden wall and the views
towards the Celtic Cross (Grade II, NHLE 1327344) and the Church of St Gomonda (Grade II*, NHLE
1158829) contribute to the architectural and historic interest of the asset and contribute to their group
value, alongside the Trerank Cross (Grade II, NHLE 1158877).

7.150

As a Grade II listed building it is of medium value

Celtic cross (Grade II, NHLE 1327344)
7.151

The cross has historic and archaeological interest as a medieval Celtic cross that is considered to be in
situ. It also has some architectural and artistic interest that derives from its design especially its carving.
The cross has group value with the Trerank Cross and the churchyard cross.

7.152

The setting of the cross is defined by its location in the Glebe Field, between the church and edge of the
village of Roche. As a Grade II listed building it is of medium value.

Roche War Memorial (Grade II, NHLE 1453476)
th

7.153

The memorial has historic interest as a remembrance of the impact of world events of the 20 century
on the local community. It also has architectural interest that derives from the design and style of the
cross. The cross has group value with the Church of St Gomonda.

7.154

The setting of the memorial is defined by its location on the south-eastern corner of a staggered
crossroad at the heart of the village of Roche and opposite the church of St Gomonda.

7.155

This asset due to its location within the village of Roche, to the east of the Church of St Gomonda is
enclosed and the setting, as defined above, will not be affected by the Proposed Development.
Therefore this asset will not be considered further in this report. As a Grade II listed building it is of
medium value.
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Roche Wesleyan Methodist Church and attached Schoolroom (Grade II, NHLE 1311309) and
Higman Monument in Churchyard about 5m west of Roche Wesleyan Methodist Church (Grade
II, NHLE 1144202)
th

7.156

The Roche Wesleyan Methodist Church has historic interest as a 19 century Wesleyan Methodist
Church with an attached schoolroom. It illustrates the rise of Wesleyan Methodist communities in the
th
19 century. Architectural interest derives from the style, plan and vernacular materials of the building.

7.157

The church and schoolroom are set back from Chapel Road and are located within spacious grounds.
There are low rubble walls and grass banks defining the south-east boundaries and also separating the
vehicular access to the church and the pedestrian access to the school. The setting of the Roche
Wesleyan Methodist Church and attached Schoolroom is defined by its location within the village and is
well enclosed by surrounding houses. The assets will not be affected by the Proposed Development
therefore they will not be discussed further in this report. As a Grade II listed building it is of medium
value.

Hendra Farmhouse (Grade II, NHLE 1158699)
7.158

The setting of Hendra Farmhouse includes the farm complex and surrounding agricultural land with the
disused china clay works to the east and south-east forming a typical Cornish industrial landscape.
Modern development in the hamlet of Trezaise, to the east of B3274, acts as a physical barrier between
the setting and the Proposed Development. Taking this into consideration, alongside, the distance of the
Proposed Development from the asset, it is considered that the Proposed Development will not affect
the significance of the asset. As a Grade II listed building it is of medium value.

Coldvreath Mill (Grade II, NHLE 1144195)
7.159

As a group, the mill and its associated buildings illustrate the agricultural history of the area.
Architectural interest derives from the plan and design of the mill as well as its vernacular materials.
th
Coldvreath Mill has historic interest as a late 19 century mill including a water wheel constructed by
Oatey and Martyn of that is now disused.

7.160

The setting of Coldvreath Mill includes the farmstead, its associated leats and stream and farm
buildings. The mill is surrounded by agricultural fields with a few houses and farm buildings to the northwest. Further south there are the extensive Littlejohns China Clay Works. As a Grade II listed building it
is of medium value.

Cottage west of Gunheath Farmhouse (Farmhouse not included) (Grade II, NHLE 1379511)
7.161

The cottage has historic interest as an industrial worker’s dwelling and is a rare surviving example of its
type. Architectural interest derives from its vernacular design, plan and materials.

7.162

The cottage is located to the west of Gunheath Farmhouse and is surrounded by agricultural land which
comprises a narrow strip between extensive china clay works to the east, west and south. Although the
cottage appears to be part of the farm, it is its historic association with the surrounding industrial works
that contributes to its significance. As a Grade II listed building it is of medium value.

Royalton Mine Engine House at SX 977617 (Grade II, NHLE 1158758)
th

7.163

The Royalton Mine Engine House has historic interest as a late 19 century engine house. The
vernacular style and materials of the building contributes to its architectural interest while technological
value derives from its design.

7.164

The Royalton Mine Engine House is currently surrounded by mature hedges and trees with only the
upper part of the chimney being visible from the road that runs to the south of the building, north of A30
and east of B3274. Due to the location of the asset within a well screened site and the busy A30 acting
as a physical barrier between the asset and the Proposed Development, it is unlikely to be affected and
is not considered further in the assessment. As a Grade II listed building it is of medium value.

Milestones at SW 970611 (Grade II, NHLE 1158726) and at SX 200 566 (Grade II, NHLE 1379512)
7.165

th

th

The milestones have historic interest and illustrate the period of in the 18 and 19 century turnpike
trusts that were established in the country to provide better roads to the public. Their setting is limited to
a specific location on the road, and they were not designed to have far reaching views. Therefore NHLE
1158726 is not considered further for assessment. NHLE 1379512 is located within the Proposed
Development Site, and is considered below. As Grade II listed buildings they are of medium value.
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Church of St Peter (Grade II, NHLE 1289533)
7.166

The church is located within a churchyard defined by a low rubble wall and mature trees. To the west,
dense woodland extends to the south and north providing a strong sense of enclosure to the church.
Gaps between the trees to the south allow glimpses of the church from Treverbyn Road. It has
architectural significance.

7.167

The church sits on lower ground compared to the raised ground to the north where Stannary Road
(A391) lies. The church is secluded from its surrounding and its setting does not extend to the Proposed
Development site and it is excluded from further assessment. As a Grade II listed building it is of
medium value.

Carbean Farmhouse (Grade II, NHLE 1379490)
7.168

The farmhouse has historic interest as a good example of a Farmhouse of typical vernacular plan which
th
appeared in Cornwall from the later 17 century. It illustrates the agricultural history of the area in an
otherwise extensive industrial landscape that covers most of the area. Architectural interest also derives
from its vernacular plan, design and materials. The farmhouse has group value with the outbuildings on
the site where it stands which are of similar materials and style and they form a homogenous group.

7.169

The farmhouse sits in a small farmstead that was originally surrounded by a few agricultural fields.
Historically, industrial fields formed the landscape further east, west and south of the farmstead. In 1893,
a railway line, Carbean branch line opened between Stenalees and Treverbyn, to the south of Carbean
Farmhouse, which contributed to the further boom of the clay works. The branch line closed in 1965 and
now B3274 runs to the south of the site. Some of the agricultural land has been lost around the
farmhouse while the industrial landscape still covers most of the surrounding area. The asset is
screened by woodland to the north, south and west, and it is excluded from further assessment. As a
Grade II listed building it is of medium value

Carthew Farmhouse (Grade II, NHLE 1379493) and associated buildings
th

7.170

Carthew Farm includes seven listed buildings. The farm buildings are of historic interest as early 19
century agricultural building that are part of an interesting evolved and planned group. They illustrate the
agricultural history of the area. The group includes interesting elements such as the dual functioned mill
and the Drying Barn with unusual triangular openings. Architectural and artistic interest derives from the
vernacular style and materials of the buildings and from their distinct architectural and functional
features.

7.171

The setting of Carthew Farm is defined by its location within the farmstead and surrounding countryside.
Some modern buildings have been constructed around the farm while industrial works extend to the
west of the farm; however, the undulating topography of Menacuddle Valley and woodland that surround
the area have retained a rural feel. This topography and woodland screen the farm and the wider area
including the Proposed Development site. The farm buildings are excluded from further assessment. As
Grade II listed buildings they are of medium value.

Carthew Cottage (Grade II, NHLE 1379491) and associated wash house (Grade II, NHLE
1379492) and Carthew Mill, Mill Cottage and Number 2 (Grade II, NHLE 1327289)
7.172

The setting of Carthew Cottage and Wash House, as well as Carthew Mill and attached cottages, is
defined by their location within the village. These buildings are enclosed by the surrounding landscape
and topography defined by Menacuddle Valley and there is no intervisibility between the Proposed
Development and the assets. The buildings are excluded from further assessment. As Grade II listed
buildings they are of medium value.

Non-designated assets
7.173

There are six non-designated assets which may be affected by the Proposed Development. These
comprise two post-medieval milestones (MCO54172 & MCO54223), a post-medieval inscribed stone
(MCO25347), post-medieval china clay dries (MCO46087), a post-medieval quarry (MCO25386), postmedieval china clay works (MCO46041), and a post-medieval railway (MCO55876), These are all
considered to have limited archaeological and historic significance for the information they contain about
the development of the landscape. All but the railway are considered to be of low value. The railway has
been removed and is therefore of negligible value.

7.174

The features identified from geophysical survey that may be affected have been grouped for their
assessment of value and heritage significance. These form four broad groups: assets related to mining
[8, 9, 44 & 54], possible linear ditches, probably related to the agricultural use of the landscape [13, 21,
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30, 33, 37 & 53], possible enclosure features [15a-d, 28 & 34] and a possible ring ditch [27]. The final
asset which may be affected by the scheme is a possible pit or hearth [5].
7.175

All of these assets are of archaeological significance for the information they contain about the previous
use of the landscape. The mining related remains are also of historic interest for their connection to the
development of the mining industry in this area.

7.176

The mining remains and ditches [8, 9, 44 & 54 and 13, 21, 30, 33, 37 & 53] are unlikely to be of more
than low value. Similarly the pit [5] is also of low value. Two of the possible enclosures [28 & 34] are also
unlikely to be of more than low value. Site 15a-d, however, is considered to be of medium value. The
ring ditch [22] may represent settlement activity or could be the remains of further barrows. Therefore
they are also considered to be of medium value.

Design, Mitigation and Enhancement Measures
Construction Phase
Built Heritage
7.177 It is proposed to relocate the milestone at SX200566 which sits within the Proposed Development site,
to the south. In order to accommodate the construction road works, the milestone is going to be
relocated 16 m to the west of its existing location. It is recommended that a detailed schedule of the
proposed works to the milestone to be produced and submitted to the local planning authority prior to
commencement of any work. This would require listed building consent.
Archaeology
7.178 It is proposed to undertake archaeological excavation within areas of archaeological significance as
identified by the Geophysical Survey and in agreement with the local planning authority in advance of
construction. It is recommended that a detailed overarching written scheme of Investigation (OWSI)
detailing the methods of proposed open area excavation be produced and submitted to the local
planning authority for agreement at least 3 months prior to commencement of any archaeological work.
Further mitigation, in the form of archaeological watching brief, may be required during initial
groundworks construction. Watching brief areas would be detailed in a separate WSI(s).

Operational Phase
Built Heritage
7.179 Operational effects result from the operation of the Proposed Development after opening. These can
result from elements such as lighting and noise. In terms of lighting, only the Stenalees roundabout will
be lit as it is currently. No specific heritage mitigation measures are required.
7.180

In terms of noise, it is expected that the operation phase of the Proposed Development will result in a
significant increase in noise experienced by the Coldvreath Mill (Grade II, NHLE 1144195). This impact
can be mitigated by the installation of noise barriers.

Magnitude of Impacts (Change)
7.181

Having identified the value of the heritage asset, the next stage in the assessment is to identify the
magnitude of impact to an asset arising from the Proposed Development. This is undertaken in line with
the criteria in Table 7-3.

Construction Phase
7.182

Along with the below-ground impact likely to result from intrusive construction groundworks, the
construction phase of the scheme will introduce a change to the setting of a number of designated
assets and is considered to have potential to impact upon their significance. The construction stage
scheme-related impacts may be related to:



Ground investigations



Site clearance stage (e.g. removal of trees and vegetation; fencing; traffic movement)
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Road construction stage (construction traffic movement; siting of construction compounds; piling;
drainage; structures; landscaping/ earth-mounding; spoil disposal; signage, fencing etc.; road
alignment; and planting).
Physical effects

7.183

Six non-designated assets have been identified which may be affected by the Proposed Development.
The scheme is likely to result in the total loss of the milestones (MCO54172 & MCO54223), the postmedieval inscribed stone (MCO25347), post-medieval china clay dries (MCO46087), a post-medieval
quarry (MCO25386) and the post-medieval china clay works (MCO46041. This results in a magnitude of
impact of major adverse. The railway (MCO55876) has been removed and will have a magnitude of
impact of no change.

7.184

The anomalies of likely archaeological origin identified on the geophysical survey that will result in total
loss are the site of a possible pit or hearth [5], the possible ring ditch [27] and possible mining remains
[9]. This results in a magnitude of impact of major adverse.

7.185

Four further assets will result in partial loss of the asset, resulting in a change to many key aspects.
These comprise mining remains [8 & 54], a possible ditch [13] and the enclosure system [15a-d]. These
will experience a magnitude of impact of moderate adverse.

7.186

The remaining assets 21, 28, 30, 33, 34, 37 & 53] will experience a magnitude of impact of minor
adverse. These assets will only be partially affected by the scheme.

Setting effects
7.187 Of the group of three round barrows (NHLE 1004231), the southernmost is located with the 100m
corridor. This will experience change to the north, west and south, and will leave the monument within
an island of land surrounded by roads. This will result in a magnitude of impact of major adverse. The
other two barrows are located further north and will have a magnitude of impact of no change.
7.188

The medieval chapel of St Michael's on Roche Rock (SM, NHLE 1006664 and Grade I, NHLE 1327342)
is located on raised ground and on top of a rocky outcrop, overlooking the surrounding landscape. The
construction phase of the Proposed Development will affect views of the asset towards the open
countryside to the west, as well as views from the asset. The magnitude of impact is considered to be
no more than negligible.

7.189

The listed buildings that have the potential to be impacted by the Proposed Development include the
Church of St Gomonda (Grade II*, NHLE 1158829), The Old Rectory (Grade II, NHLE 1226634), the
Cross c 35m south of The Old Rectory (Grade II, NHLE 1158877), the Cross in the Glebe Field (Grade
II, NHLE 1327344), the Coldvreath Mill (Grade II, NHLE 1144195), the Cottage west of Gunheath
Farmhouse (Grade II, NHLE 1379511) and the milestone at SX 200 566 (Grade II, NHLE 1379512).
The Proposed Development might not have an impact upon the significance of some of these assets.
However, due to the high significance of the assets or their proximity to the Proposed Development, they
have been included in this section.

7.190

The Church of St Gomonda (Grade II*, NHLE 1158829) is located to the east of the Proposed
Development. The construction phase of the Proposed Development will include construction traffic
movement and will introduce a change in the countryside to the west of the church as a result of the
completed development. The church is secluded especially to the west and there is no intervisibility
between the Proposed Development and the asset. However, the Proposed Development will result in
the construction of a busy road in a rural area and views of the tower of the church will be affected as
movement of the construction vehicles has the potential to compete with the prominence of the tower to
the landscape. The Proposed Development will result in a negligible magnitude of impact on the ability
to understand the significance of the asset

7.191

The Old Rectory (Grade II, NHLE 1226634) is located to the east of the Proposed Development. The
western boundary of the site of The Old Rectory is a 3m garden wall while there is a path surrounded by
trees running just outside to the garden wall and an earth embankment to the west of the path. The
asset is enclosed from the west and well-screened from the Proposed Development. However, the
design of The Old Rectory and its gardens incorporate views to the south and south-east, particularly
towards the Church of St Gomonda. The construction phase of the Proposed Development will not
affect these key views to the church that also include the cross in the garden of the Old Rectory and the
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Celtic cross in the Glebe Field. The Proposed Development will therefore result in a magnitude of impact
of no change..
7.192

The Cross in the Glebe Field (Grade II, NHLE 1327344) is located to the east of the Proposed
Development. It is located between The Old Rectory and the Church of St Gomonda. The avenue of ash
trees, to the west, provides screening to this asset. It is its location within Glebe field and its relationship
with The Old Rectory and the Church of St Gomonda that define the setting of the cross. The Proposed
Development will result in a magnitude of impact of no change.

7.193

Coldvreath Mill (Grade II, NHLE 1144195) is located just west of the Proposed Development in close
proximity to the application site. The setting of the mill is defined by its location within the farmstead, its
association with the rest of the farm buildings and the surrounding agricultural land. The agricultural
setting of the mill has been preserved to a great extent. The construction of the Proposed Development
will detract from that setting and rural feel. It will have a minor adverse magnitude of impact on the ability
to understand the significance of the asset as it setting will be noticeably changed.

7.194

The Cottage west of Gunheath Farmhouse (Grade II, NHLE 1379511) is located to the west of the
Proposed Development. The setting of the cottage is rural. However, china clay works extend to the
east and west of the farmland that surrounds the cottage. As a clay worker’s or miner’s cottage that
industrial landscape contributes to its significance and provides some historic context. Due to the
intervening industrial landscape between the cottage and the new link road to the west, the construction
phase of the Proposed Development will result in a magnitude of effect of no change on the ability to
understand the significance of the asset. The Milestone at SX 200 566 (Grade II, NHLE 1379512) is
located within the Proposed Development Site. In order to accommodate the construction road works,
the milestone will be relocated 16 m to the west of its existing location. The milestone currently marks
approximately (over) 3 miles to St Austell to the south-east and (over) 8 miles to Bodmin to the northeast. The milestone in the new location will continue to mark approximately the same distance to
Bodmin and St Austell and it will continue to remain a roadside feature, standing on the side of the new
roundabout. Although the relocation of the milestone will constitute demolition of a listed building, due to
the nature of this asset and its reinstatement in a way that leaves the ability to understand the
significance of the asset intact, the Proposed Development will have a moderate magnitude of impact on
the significance of the asset.

Operation
7.195

Operational effects result from the operation of the Proposed Development after opening. These can
result from elements such as lighting and noise. In terms of lighting, only the Stenalees roundabout will
be lit as it is currently, therefore it is considered to be no effects resulting from lighting.

7.196

The Church of St Gomonda (Grade II*, NHLE 1158829) will benefit from the operation of the Proposed
Development as less vehicles will use the B3274 that runs through the village of Roche. Instead they will
be using the new link road to the west of the village. The operation phase of the Proposed Development
will have a negligible magnitude of impact on the significance of the asset. Due to the proximity of the
Proposed Development to the Coldvreath Mill (Grade II, NHLE 1144195), it is expected that the
operation phase of the Proposed Development will result in a significant increase in noise than it is
currently experienced by the asset. The operation phase of the Proposed Development will have a
minor magnitude of impact on the ability to understand the significance of the asset as it setting will be
noticeably changed.

7.197

The operation phase of the Proposed Development will introduce a magnitude of impact of no change
on the ability to understand the significance of the following assets: The Old Rectory (Grade II, NHLE
1226634), the Cross c 35m south of The Old Rectory (Grade II, NHLE 1158877), the Cross in the Glebe
Field (Grade II, NHLE 1327344), the medieval chapel of St Michael's on Roche Rock (SM, NHLE
1006664 and Grade I, NHLE 1327342), Roche Wesleyan Methodist Church and attached schoolroom
(Grade II, NHLE 1311309), the Cottage west of Gunheath Farmhouse (Grade II, NHLE 1379511) and
the milestone at SX 200 566 (Grade II, NHLE 1379512).

7.198

The southernmost round barrow of a group of three (NHLE 1004231), is located with the 100m corridor.
This will experience change to the north, west and south, and will leave the monument within an island
of land surrounded by roads which will adversely affect the historic setting of the monument. This will
result in a magnitude of impact of major adverse. The other two barrows are located further north and
will have a magnitude of impact of no change.
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Significance of Effects
Construction effects
7.199

Six non-designated assets of low value (MCO54172, MCO54223, MCO25347, MCO46087, MCO25386
& MCO46041) will experience a major magnitude of impact. This results in a significance of effect of
slight adverse.

7.200

The railway (MCO55876) will have a magnitude of impact of no change. This results in a significance of
effect of neutral.

7.201

The possible pit or hearth [5] will result in a magnitude of impact of major adverse. On an asset of low
value, this results in a significance of effect of slight adverse.

7.202

The possible ring ditch [27] identified on geophysical survey will result in a magnitude of impact of major
adverse. On an asset of medium value, this results in a significance of effect of moderate adverse.

7.203

Possible mining remains [9] identified on geophysical survey will result in a magnitude of impact of major
adverse. On an asset of low value, this results in a significance of effect of slight adverse.

7.204

Other mining remains [8 & 54] and a possible ditch [13] will experience a magnitude of impact of
moderate adverse. On assets of low value this results in a significance of effect of slight adverse.

7.205

The possible enclosure system [15a-d] is of medium value. It will experience a magnitude of impact of
moderate adverse, resulting in a significance of effect of moderate adverse.

7.206

The remaining assets [21, 28, 30, 33, 34, 37 & 53] will experience a magnitude of impact of minor
adverse. These assets are all of low value and this will result in a significance of effect of slight
adverse.

Setting effects
7.207

Of the group of three round barrows (NHLE 1004231), the southernmost will experience a magnitude of
impact of major adverse. On an asset of high value, this results in a significance of effect of major
adverse. The other two barrows are located further north and will have a magnitude of impact of no
change, resulting in a significance of effect of neutral.

7.208

The medieval chapel of St Michael's on Roche Rock (SM, NHLE 1006664 and Grade I, NHLE 1327342)
will experience a negligible magnitude of impact. The asset is of high value and therefore the
significance of effect will be slight adverse.

7.209

The Proposed Development will have a negligible magnitude of impact on the Church of St Gomonda
(Grade II*, NHLE 1158829).On an asset of high value this results in a significance of effect of slight
adverse.

7.210

The Old Rectory (Grade II, NHLE 1226634) is located to the east of the Proposed Development. The
Proposed Development will introduce no change on the ability to understand the significance of the
asset. The asset is of medium value, resulting in a significance of effect of neutral.

7.211

The Cross in the Glebe Field (Grade II, NHLE 1327344) will have a magnitude of impact of no change,
resulting in a significance of effect of neutral.

7.212

Coldvreath Mill (Grade II, NHLE 1144195) is located just west of the Proposed Development in close
proximity to the application site. It will have a minor magnitude of impact on the ability to understand the
significance of the asset. On an asset of medium value, there will be a significance of effect of slight
adverse.

7.213

The Cottage west of Gunheath Farmhouse (Grade II, NHLE 1379511) will have a magnitude of impact
of no change, resulting in a significance of effect of neutral.
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7.214

The Milestone at SX 200 566 (Grade II, NHLE 1379512) is located within the Proposed Development
Site and will need to be moved as part of the works. It will have a moderate magnitude of impact on the
significance of the asset. The asset is of medium value and therefore the significance of effect will be
moderate adverse.

Operational Phase
7.215

The Church of St Gomonda (Grade II*, NHLE 1158829) will benefit from the operation of the Proposed
Development as less vehicles will use the B3274 that runs through the village of Roche. The operation
phase of the Proposed Development will have a negligible magnitude of impact on the significance of
the asset. The asset is of high value and therefore the significance of effect will be slight beneficial.

7.216

Coldvreath Mill (Grade II, NHLE 1144195) is expected to experience an increase in noise during the
operation of the scheme, resulting in a minor magnitude of impact. On an asset of medium value, this
will result in a slight adverse significance of effect.

7.217

The operation phase of the Proposed Development will introduce no change on our ability to
understand the significance of the following assets: The Old Rectory (Grade II, NHLE 1226634) the
Cross c 35m south of The Old Rectory (Grade II, NHLE 1158877), the Cross in the Glebe Field (Grade
II, NHLE 1327344), the medieval chapel of St Michael's on Roche Rock (SM, NHLE 1006664 and Grade
I, NHLE 1327342), Roche Wesleyan Methodist Church and attached schoolroom (Grade II, NHLE
1311309), the Cottage west of Gunheath Farmhouse (Grade II, NHLE 1379511) and the Milestone at
SX 200 566 (Grade II, NHLE 1379512). Therefore the significance of effect will be neutral.

7.218

Of the group of three round barrows (NHLE 1004231), the southernmost will experience a magnitude of
impact of major adverse. On an asset of high value, this results in a significance of effect of major
adverse. The other two barrows are located further north and will have a magnitude of impact of no
change, resulting in a significance of effect of neutral.

Table 7-5: Summary of the significant effects
Phase

Receptor Name

Value/
Sensitivity of
Receptor

Potential
Impact(s) from
the Proposed
Development

Magnitude of
Impact(s)
(Change)

Summary of
Design,
Mitigation and
Enhancement
Measures

Significance of
Effect(s)

Church of St
High
Gomonda (Grade II*,
NHLE 1158829)

Change to setting

Negligible

None

Slight adverse

Medieval chapel of
St Michael's on
Roche Rock (SM,
NHLE 1006664 and
Grade I, NHLE
1327342)

High

Change to setting

Negligible

None

Slight adverse

Coldvreath Mill
(Grade II, NHLE
1144195)

Medium

Change to setting

Minor

None

Slight adverse

Construction
Phase
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Milestone at SX 200 Medium
566 (Grade II, NHLE
1379512)

Change to setting

Moderate

Relocation

Moderate
adverse

Southern round
High
barrow of group of
three at the eastern
end of Tregoss Moor
(NHLE 1004231)

Change to setting

Major

None

Major Adverse

Milestone
(MCO54172)

Low

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Milestone
(MCO54223)

Low

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Post-medieval
inscribed stone
(MCO25347)

Low

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Post-medieval
quarry (MCO25386)

Low

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Post-medieval china
clay works
(MCO46041

Low

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Possible pit or hearth Low
[5]

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Ring Ditch (27)

Medium

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Moderate
Adverse

Mining Remains (8)

Low

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Mining Remains (9)

Low

Physical effect

Moderate

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Mining Remains (54) Low

Physical effect

Moderate

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Ditch (13)

Low

Physical effect

Moderate

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Possible enclosure
system [15a-d]

Medium

Physical effect

Moderate

Archaeological
Mitigation

Moderate
Adverse

Possible feature
(21)

Low

Physical effect

Minor

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Possible feature
(28)

Low

Physical effect

Minor

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Possible feature (30) Low

Physical effect

Minor

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Possible feature (33) Low

Physical effect

Minor

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse
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Possible feature
(34)

Low

Physical effect

Minor

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Possible feature
(37)

Low

Physical effect

Minor

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Possible feature
(53)

Low

Physical effect

Minor

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Church of St
High
Gomonda (Grade II*,
NHLE 1158829)

Change to setting

Negligible

None

Slight beneficial

Coldvreath Mill
(Grade II, NHLE
1144195)

Change to setting

Minor

Noise barriers

Slight adverse

Operation Phase

High

Consideration of Cumulative Effects
7.219

Heritage receptors could experience intra-project cumulative effects from potential combined impacts of
dust and visual disturbance during construction works. These effects are likely to be Minor Adverse
Through implementation of standard and additional mitigation measures set out within the CEMP,
impacts can be minimised.

7.220

No inter-developmental cumulative effects are predicted. As shown in Table 16-5 of the cumulative
effects Chapter, there are two developments that have the potential to contribute to inter-developmental
cumulative effects; a residential development at the northern extent of the Proposed Development and
an eco-community at the southern extent of the Proposed Development. There are no interdevelopment effects for setting or for archaeological sites for the Carclaze Eco Community. The
development of Land North of Harmony Road has not reached planning so no effects have yet been
identified. However, this development could impact on similar types of mining remains and ditch
features, as identified on this scheme. Any effects are unlikely to be more than minor adverse.

Consideration of Residual Effects
7.221

The following table identifies all residual effects, following the implementation of mitigation and
monitoring measures, known as ‘residual effects’ which cannot be eliminated through design changes or
the application of standard mitigation measures.

Table 7-6: Residual Effects
Phase

Receptor Name

Value/
Sensitivity of
Receptor

Potential
Impact(s) from
the Proposed
Development

Magnitude of
Impact(s)
(Change)

Summary of
Significance of
Design, Mitigation Effect(s)
and Enhancement
Measures

Church of St
Gomonda (Grade II*,
NHLE 1158829)

High

Change to setting

Negligible

None

Slight adverse

Medieval chapel of St
Michael's on Roche
Rock (SM, NHLE

High

Change to setting

Negligible

None

Slight adverse

Construction
Phase
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Phase

Receptor Name

Value/
Sensitivity of
Receptor

Potential
Impact(s) from
the Proposed
Development

Magnitude of
Impact(s)
(Change)

Summary of
Significance of
Design, Mitigation Effect(s)
and Enhancement
Measures

Coldvreath Mill
(Grade II, NHLE
1144195)

Medium

Change to setting

Minor

None

Slight adverse

Milestone at SX 200
566 (Grade II, NHLE
1379512)

Medium

Change to setting

Moderate

Relocation

Moderate
adverse

Southern round
barrow of group of
three at the eastern
end of Tregoss Moor
(NHLE 1004231)

High

Change to setting

Major

None

Major Adverse

Milestone
(MCO54172)

Low

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Milestone
(MCO54223)

Low

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Post-medieval
inscribed stone
(MCO25347)

Low

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Post-medieval quarry
(MCO25386)

Low

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Post-medieval china
clay works
(MCO46041

Low

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Possible pit or hearth
[5]

low

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Ring Ditch (27)

Medium

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Moderate
Adverse

Mining Remains (8)

Low

Physical effect

Major

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Mining Remains (9)

Low

Physical effect

Moderate

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Mining Remains (54)

Low

Physical effect

Moderate

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Ditch (13)

Low

Physical effect

Moderate

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Possible enclosure
system [15a-d]

Medium

Physical effect

Moderate

Archaeological
Mitigation

Moderate
Adverse

1006664 and Grade I,
NHLE 1327342)
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Phase

Receptor Name

Value/
Sensitivity of
Receptor

Potential
Impact(s) from
the Proposed
Development

Magnitude of
Impact(s)
(Change)

Summary of
Significance of
Design, Mitigation Effect(s)
and Enhancement
Measures

Possible feature (21)

Low

Physical effect

Minor

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Possible feature (28)

Low

Physical effect

Minor

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Possible feature (30)

Low

Physical effect

Minor

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Possible feature (33)

Low

Physical effect

Minor

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Possible feature (34)

Low

Physical effect

Minor

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Possible feature (37)

Low

Physical effect

Minor

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Possible feature (53)

Low

Physical effect

Minor

Archaeological
Mitigation

Slight Adverse

Church of St
Gomonda (Grade II*,
NHLE 1158829)

High

Change to setting

Negligible

None

Slight beneficial

Coldvreath Mill
(Grade II, NHLE
1144195)

High

Change to setting

Minor

Noise barriers

Slight adverse

Operation Phase

Assumptions and Limitations (Uncertainties)
7.222

Where any conclusions and recommendations contained in this ES Chapter and supporting appendices
are based upon information provided by others, it has been assumed that all relevant information has
been provided by those parties and that such information is accurate.

7.223

The assessment has been based on the Scheme description detailed within Chapter 2: The Proposed
Development.

Summary and Conclusion
7.224

The Construction Phase of the Proposed Development has the potential to impact on five designated
heritage assets. These include one of a group of three scheduled bowl barrows (NHLE 1004231_, the
Church of St Gomonda (Grade II*, NHLE 1158829); the medieval chapel of St Michael's on Roche Rock
(SM, NHLE 1006664 and Grade I, NHLE 1327342); the Coldvreath Mill (Grade II, NHLE 1144195); and
the milestone at SX 200 566 (Grade II, NHLE 1379512). The significance of effect on the scheduled
bowl barrow is major adverse, while the effect on the milestone is moderate adverse. All other effects
are slight adverse.
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7.225

There will be physical effects on 19 archaeological features. These will all experience a slight adverse
effect, except for the remains of a ring ditch [27] and a possible enclosure system [15a-d], which will
have a significance of effet of moderate adverse.

7.226

The Operation Phase of the Proposed Development will have a slight adverse effect on the Coldvreath
Mill (Grade II, NHLE 1144195). However, the Church of St Gomonda (Grade II*, NHLE 1158829) will
experience a slight beneficial effect.
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8. Landscape and Visual
Introduction
8.1

This chapter, which assesses the potential landscape and visual effects of the construction and
operation of the Proposed Development, has been prepared by competent experts with relevant and
appropriate experience in undertaking Landscape and Visual Impact Assessments (LVIA). It details the
regulatory and policy framework related to landscape and visual matters, summarises the methodology
followed for the assessment, and describes the existing environment in the area surrounding the
Proposed Development. Following this, the design, mitigation and residual effects of the Proposed
Development are discussed, along with cumulative effects and limitations of the assessment

8.2

The combined cumulative effects with other relevant developments (Type 1 and 2 effects) are discussed
later in the chapter, and summarised in Chapter 16: Assessment of Cumulative Effects of this
Environmental Statement (ES).

8.3

The following terminology has been used throughout the assessment:

8.4

Landscape Character Areas (LCA): areas of relatively homogenous landscape character. They are
defined by the combination of elements that contribute to landscape context, character and value.
Typical landscape elements include landform, land cover patterns, built development, vegetation and
open space. More subjective criteria are also considered such as scale, unity and enclosure.

8.5

Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV): a computer generated map based on a 3D model of the Proposed
Development and the topography shows areas of land within which the Proposed Development will
theoretically be visible. This study includes two ZTVs:


ZTV Bare earth – treats the world as ‘bare earth’ and does not take account of potential screening by
vegetation or buildings.



ZTV Buildings and Woodland – takes into account buildings and woodland as well as topography.

8.6

Visual Receptors: special interest or viewer groups who will have views of the Proposed Development.
Visual receptors have been identified through desk study and fieldwork.

8.7

Specific viewpoint: key and promoted viewpoints, such as within a visitor attraction for example, which
may be designated.
Representative Viewpoint: viewpoints selected to represent the experience of different types of visual
receptor, where larger numbers of viewpoints cannot all be included individually and where the levels of
significant of effects are unlikely to differ.

Legislative Framework
This section reviews those policies that are relevant to the landscape and visual context of the Proposed
Development.

International
8.8

77

The European Landscape Convention (ELC) became binding in the UK from 2007 . It aims to promote
landscape protection, management and planning. The ELC includes a number of articles which include
both general and specific measures aimed at recognising the importance of landscapes, including urban
townscapes, in law, through the identification and assessment of landscapes.

77

Council of Europe (2000). European Landscape Convention. [online]. Available at:
https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=09000016802f80c6> [Last
accessed 8th October 2018]
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National
8.9

Relevant policies have been considered as part of the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA)
where these have informed the identification of receptors and resources and their sensitivity, the
assessment methodology, the potential for significant environmental effects and required mitigation.

8.10

National Planning Policy Framework (2018) outlines that the key objective of the planning system is “to
contribute to the achievement of sustainable development,” which will be achieved through three
overarching objectives including an “environmental objective to contribute to protecting and enhancing
our natural, built and historic environment.” Section 12 – Achieving well-designed places, outlines the
need to ensure developments are “sympathetic to local character and history, including the surrounding
built environment and landscape setting...” Section 15 (paragraph 170) - Conserving and enhancing the
natural environment, states that planning decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and
local environment and “recognise the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside.” Additionally,
(paragraph 170A) states that “Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the
natural and local environment by: a) protecting and enhancing valued landscapes, sites of biodiversity or
geological value and soils (in a manner commensurate with their statutory status or identified quality in
the development plan)”

8.11

Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) – (Natural Environment, sub-heading Landscape, paragraph 1),
supports the use of landscape character assessment as a tool for understanding the character and local
distinctiveness of the landscape and identifying the features that give it a sense of place, as a means of
informing, planning and managing change. PPG makes reference to Natural England’s approach to
80
Landscape Character Assessment .

78

79

Local
8.12

The Cornwall Local Plan requires development proposals to be of “appropriate scale, mass and design
that recognises and respects landscape character of both designated and un-designated landscapes.”
Development must respect the landscape sensitivity and capacity and the “wish to maintain dark skies
and tranquillity in areas that are relatively undisturbed” when considering cumulative impacts and draw
on guidance from the Cornwall Landscape Character Assessment.

8.13

Core Policy 12 – Design of the Cornwall Local Plan, Strategic Policies (2016) – , states that proposals
should create places with their own identity and promote local distinctiveness and should show a clear
understanding and response to the landscape and townscape setting. The supporting policy text notes
that “the impact of new development on Cornwall’s distinctiveness and character must be carefully
managed through the design and planning processes.” The council expects proposals “to demonstrate
how local distinctiveness and the landscape character assessment process have informed and shaped
the design of schemes.”

8.14

Core Policy 13 - Development Standards of the Cornwall Local Plan, states that all new development
should avoid adverse impacts, either individually or cumulatively, resulting from visual effects. Core
Policy 23 – Natural Environment, states that proposals “will need to sustain local distinctiveness and
character and protect wherever possible Cornwall’s natural environment...” The supporting policy text
notes that all landscape matters, not just nationally designated sites. Therefore the Council’s landscape
character assessment forms part of a range of evidence that will inform decisions about the impact on
landscape. Policy 25 – Green Infrastructure, includes restoring or enhancing connectivity for nature and
people and connecting green routes to provide better links between urban and rural areas.

8.15

Core Policy 23 – Natural Environment of the Cornwall Local Plan states, “Development must take into
account and respect the sensitivity and capacity of the landscape asset, considering cumulative impact
and the wish to maintain dark skies and tranquillity in areas that are relatively undisturbed, using

81

78

Department for Communities and Local Government (2018). National Planning Policy Framework. [online]. Available
at:https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/728643/Revised_NPPF_2
018-pdf> [Last accessed 13th August 2018]
79
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (2016). Planning Practice Guidance: Natural Environment. [online].
Available at: <https://www.gov.uk/guidance/natural-environment> [Last accessed 13th August 2018].
80
Natural England (2014) an Approach to Landscape Character Assessment. [online]. Available
at:https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/691184/landscapecharacter-assessment.pdf> [Last accessed 30th August 2018].
81
Cornwall Council (2016) Cornwall Local Plan, Strategic Policies 2010-2030. [online]. Available at:<
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/22936789/adopted-local-plan-strategic-policies-2016.pdf> [Last accessed 8th October 2018]
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guidance from the Cornwall Landscape Character Assessment and supported by the descriptions of
Areas of Great Landscape Value.”
8.16

Core Policy 24 – Historical Environment of the Cornwall Local Plan states, “Development proposals will
be permitted where they would sustain the cultural distinctiveness and significance of Cornwall’s historic
rural, urban and coastal environment by protecting, conserving and where appropriate enhancing the
significance of designated and non-designated assets and their settings”.

8.17

Core Policy 25 – Green Infrastructure of the Cornwall Local Plan states, “The existing green
infrastructure network in Cornwall, which is important to recreation, leisure, community use, townscape
and landscape quality and visual amenity will be protected and enhanced. Development proposals
should contribute to an enhanced connected and functional network of habitat, open spaces and
waterscapes.”
Core Policy 28 – Infrastructure of the Cornwall Local Plan states, “Developer contributions will be sought
to ensure that the necessary physical, social, economic and green infrastructure is in place to deliver
development. Contributions will be used to provide or enhance local infrastructure that is adversely
affected by the development of a site but which will not be delivered on that site.”
82

8.18

The Roche Parish Neighbourhood Plan 2016-2030 – Core Policy GI – Landscape, is intended
‘maintain & restore Cornish Hedges, stone walls, hedgerows and other boundary features whilst
respecting the varying pattern of ancient field systems’, and “retain open views from both within and out
of the Roche area of prominent features including Roche Rock, church tower and mining features typical
of the area.” Policy H1 – Reinforcing Character and Heritage, requires development proposals to
address context, character, landscaping and access, for open, green spaces. Policy H2 is intended
ensure the highest standards of development by protecting landscape character. It states that
development should “make sensitive use of local landscape features” and make provisions for open,
green spaces linking to the wider natural environment.

8.19

These policies have a common thread of aiming to conserve, enhance and protect the landscape, as
well as basing the development Proposed Development design upon an understanding of the existing
landscape context, supported by the use of landscape character assessments. Similarly, these policies
require negative impacts to be mitigated by sensitive landscape measures which respond to their
context.

8.20

There are no adopted Neighbourhood Plans for the Parish of Treverbyn, or the villages of Stenalees and
83
Bugle; however the Cornwall Landscape Character Assessment has been reviewed in relation to
landscape and visual matters.

Impact Assessment Methodology
Consultation
8.21

Cornwall Council provided their scoping opinion on the Proposed Development in February 2018, which
included consultation responses from statutory consultees.

8.22

A preliminary LVIA was included within the Scoping Report (October 2017) and was based upon a 2km
study area measured from the centre-line of the Proposed Development. In summary:
a.

The LVIA methodology presented in the Scoping Report was derived from GLVIA 3 and IAN135/10.

b.

Relevant policy and published landscape character assessments were defined.

c.

Initial fieldwork was undertaken between July 2017 and September 2017, when the vegetation was in
leaf.
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d.

Landscape receptors identified included district level published LCA, including those identified within
the Cornwall Landscape Character Assessment (2007) (Ref 8-11).

e.

Visual receptors identified included:



Leisure and tourism visitors to sites of interest, such as Roche Rock;



Leisure and tourism visitors to Nature Reserves such as Goss Moor and Tregoss Moor;



Users of recreational facilities, such as open access land;



Recreational users of public rights of way (PRoW) and bridleways, including walkers, cyclists and
equestrian users;



Residents of properties as follow: within Stenalees, the northern periphery of Coldvreath, Trezaise,
Higher Trezaise, Roche and Victoria;



Residents of scattered dwellings and farmsteads across the open downland areas; and



People working and visiting china clay sites such as Gunheath and Penhale.

f.

The townscape areas of Roche and Stenalees were scoped out as no direct impacts are anticipated,
due to the intervening landform, buildings and vegetation, which would screen views of the Proposed
Development.

g.

Likely adverse impacts identified during the construction phase included direct changes to landform,
removal of vegetation and the introduction of construction equipment, compounds and activity.

h.

Likely beneficial effects during the operational phase include a reduction of vehicle movement through
Roche via the B3274 to to the new carriageway bypassing the town, balanced with adverse effects
from additional highway infrastructure and roundabouts at junctions to the west of Roche.

Scoping Responses
8.23

Cornwall Council provided their scoping opinion on the Proposed Development in February 2018, which
included consultation responses from statutory consultees.

8.24

Table 8-1 summarises the consultee responses to the LVIA section of the Scoping Report and explains
how comments have been addressed within this chapter. Where assessment has been undertaken in
accordance with the scoping opinion point, the relevant ES section is provided. Where the scoping
opinion point is not agreed with or not addressed, an explanation of why is provided.

Table 8-1: Scoping responses
Consultee

Cornwall Council
In regards to viewpoints
(VP) within the study area

Scoping Opinion Response

Where addressed
within the ES

VP1.Typo B3274. Of little value as the Site appears screened by
the Victoria Business Park.

Scoped out

VP2.Very useful as there is a potential strong landscape concern
regarding the impact upon a notable tree line.

Included within the
assessment of likely
visual effects

VP3.Viewpoint shown is of limited value as it is set back from the
proposed junction with the B3274. Moving it closer to the junction
would better demonstrate the impact upon hedgerow trees and
field boundaries.

Viewpoint was
selected to
demonstrate the
impact on the
ridgeline and has not
been relocated
closer to the junction.

VP7.Viewpoint pointing the wrong way? Not south as written
description.

Amended
See Figure 8-13

VP9. It would be helpful to also include a view NW from Roche
Rock that includes St Gomanda’s Church (Grade II*).

Amended
See Figure 8-17

Suggested extra viewpoint; from the footpath directly to the rear of Amended
St Gomanda’s Church on what would have been the historic route See figure 8-19
to The Old Rectory (Grade II listed); taken from the point with the
most open aspect.
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Consultee

Scoping Opinion Response

Where addressed
within the ES

VP11.Is the direction of the view more SW than S?

This comment is
incorrect. The
viewpoint arrow is
north to north east
See Figure 8-21-822

VP13.Viewpoint arrow is pointing SW across the road rather than
S along the road as described.

This comment is
incorrect the
viewpoint arrow is
pointing north west.
See figure 8-2

VP14.Viewpoint arrow is not pointing N as described, looking SW? Amended viewpoint
arrow is pointing
south west.
See figure 8-2
VP15.Viewpoint arrow is not looking NE as described, looking
SW? This viewpoint would be better very close to the roundabout
to show the impact on vegetation and walling that currently fringes
the roundabout, something like the Google Earth street scene shot
provided.

Amended. VP14
addresses the
vegetation loss at the
roundabout.
Viewpoint is looking
SW.
See figure 8-25

VP 16, 17,18,19
No comment from Cornwall Council

Study Area
8.25

The study area is influenced by the complex topography, the openness of the landscape and views and
is informed by the ZTV’s. The ZTV’s are illustrated in Figures 8-2 and 8-3 (the methodology for the
ZTV’s is described in the Baseline Review below).

8.26

The study area has been refined through the scoping and design process in response to desk study and
fieldwork and changes to the Proposed Development. The assessment is focused on an area 2km
measured from the centreline of the Proposed Development and incorporates all aspects of the
construction and operational activity, and the areas of Roche, Stenalees and Bugle (see Figure 8-1).
The area of focus covers the elevated land within the River Camel Valley and Belowda Beacon,
extending west and covering the elevated landform across Goss Moor NNR, extending south of the Site
covering elevated land within the china clay workings, including Penhale China Clay Works (disused)
and extending east to include Carbis Moor.

8.27

Beyond this distance, it is considered that the Proposed Development would be unlikely to give rise to
significant effects on landscape or visual receptors due to the scale and massing of the proposed built
roads and signage and associated operational elements (e.g. the traffic moving along the road). To
demonstrate this, photographs (Figures 8-29-8-30 in Appendix 8-3) have also been included from key
publicly accessible viewpoints beyond 2km at Beacon Hill, Castle-an-Dinas and St. Dennis church.
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Figure 8-1: Study Area
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Figure 8-2: Zone of Theoretical Visibility A
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Figure 8-3: Zone of Theoretical Visibility B
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LVIA Methodology
8.28

This section sets out the LVIA methodology for the assessment of the Proposed Development.

8.29

The LVIA methodology is based upon the methodology presented in the Scoping Report and has been
agreed with Cornwall Council.

8.30

The LVIA methodology draws upon the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, Third
84
85
Edition, 2013, (GLVIA 3) and Highways England Interim Advice Note 135/10, 2010, (IAN135/10) .

8.31

IAN135/10 and GLVIA3 form the standard reference for undertaking LVIA for major road schemes in the
UK. The guidance is not prescriptive and therefore a tailored approach is required which is flexible and
recognises the importance of professional judgement.

8.32

GLVIA 3 and IAN135/10 are complimentary guidance and follow the same process of identifying
landscape and visual receptors, their sensitivity to the Proposed Development, the magnitude of impact
(change) and the significance of effect, based upon the relationship between the sensitivity of a receptor
and the magnitude of impact.

8.33

For this assessment, GLVIA 3 has been followed to establish the landscape and visual baseline and the
sensitivity of receptors. This is appropriate as GLVIA 3 reflects current best practice in establishing the
sensitivity of a receptor.

8.34

IAN 135/10 is followed to assess the magnitude of impact resulting from the Proposed Development.
This is appropriate as the definitions of change are specific to highway schemes. IAN 135/10 is also
followed to determine the significance of effect, similarly as the definitions of effect are specific to
highway schemes.

8.35

The landscape assessment relates to potential changes to the existing physical fabric or individual
features of the landscape, patterns of land use, land cover and the arrangement of landscape features
which determine the character, aesthetic and perceptual qualities of the landscape.

8.36

The visual assessment relates to potential changes to existing views from identified receptors, as a
result of the addition or loss of features to the view.

8-25

The LVIA methodology involves the following stages:
a.

Baseline review;

b.

Sensitivity (nature of receptor);

c.

Impact (nature of effect); and

d.

Significance of effect.

Baseline Review
8.37

For this assessment, GLVIA 3 has been followed for establishing the landscape and visual baseline and
the sensitivity of receptors.

8.38

Landscape and visual receptors have been identified through a review of published landscape character
assessments and relevant policy, ZTVs and fieldwork between July 2017 and September 2017, (when
the vegetation was in leaf) and between January 2018 and April 2018 (when the vegetation was not in
leaf).
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Methodology for Zones of Theoretical Visibility (ZTVs)
A ZTV is a computer generated map based on a 3D model of the Proposed Development and the
topography within the surrounding landscape, which shows areas of land within which the Proposed
Development will theoretically be visible. This study includes two ZTVs:

8.39



ZTV Bare earth – treats the world as ‘bare earth’ and does not take account of potential screening by
vegetation or buildings.



ZTV Buildings and Woodland – takes into account buildings and woodland as well as topography.

8.40

The ZTVs prepared for the Proposed Development have been modelled using the ‘Viewshed’ tool in
ESRI Spatial Analyst GIS Software. These are based on a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) of the existing
landform within the study area and a model of the Proposed Development. To develop this model, points
were placed every 10m along the centre line and modelled at a height of 4m above the road surface to
represent the average height of a lorry. Observer height was modelled at 1.5m.

8.41

The DTM was interpolated from 2m contours provided by the client to develop a “bare earth” ZTV. This
is considered to be the worst case as it does not account for existing landscape features, such as
vegetation and buildings and is illustrated in Figure 8-2.

8.42

To further refine the model, woodland was then incorporated from the National Forest Inventory 2015
and modelled at a height of 10m. Buildings were modelled from OS VectorMap District mapping at a
height of 8m. This is illustrated in Figure 8-3.

Methodology for fieldwork photography
8.43

Photographs from each representative viewpoint during winter and summer are shown in Figures 8-7 to
8-30 in Appendix 8-3.

8.44

Photographs assist in describing the existing baseline and reinforcing judgements made within the
assessment. The representative viewpoints selected are places which are publicly accessible, although
some receptors within private places are given consideration. In these cases, professional judgement is
made on the evidence available, such as topographic information, adjacent views and views from within
the Site looking towards the receptors.

8.45

The camera used was a high resolution; full frame digital Canon EOS D6. The camera and tripod were
set at heights of between 150cm and 170cm above ground to represent eye-level and gain the best
possible full view, free of immediate obstructions.

8.46

All photographs (unless specifically stated) are taken with a focal length equivalent to 50mm on a 35m
film camera, as this is considered to be the most accurate representation of the view as seen by the
human eye.

8.47

The time, date and camera position for each viewpoint was recorded in the British National Grid and
Level Datum using GPS with an accuracy of ≤3metres.

8.48

The photographs are intended to show a clear line of sight towards the Site, as well as illustrate the local
context. All photographs were taken and are presented in accordance with the ‘Photography and
Photomontage in Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment’, Advice Note 01/11, March 2011 by the
86
LI .

Sensitivity (nature of the receptor)
8.49

GLVIA 3 has been used to identify the sensitivity of landscape and visual receptors. This is appropriate
as GLVIA 3 reflects current best practice in establishing the sensitivity of a receptor through the
assessment of its value and susceptibility.

Landscape sensitivity
8.50

GLVIA 3 paragraph 3.24 notes that the value attached to the receptor and its susceptibility to change
arising from the specific proposal, should be considered separately and then combined to determine
sensitivity.
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Landscape value
Box 5.1 of GLVIA3
comprising:

8.51

8.52

87

sets out a range of factors that can help in the identification of landscape value,



Landscape quality;



Scenic quality;



Rarity;



Representativeness;



Conservation interests;



Recreation value;



Perceptual aspects; and



Associations.
In addition, consideration is also given to the geographic scale of the landscape, as per Table 8-2 below:

Table 8-2: Geographic value criteria

8.53

Classification

Criteria

National

Landscape with elements of national importance, e.g. protected by legislation.

Regional

Landscape with elements of regional importance, designated regional leisure routes and
conservation areas.

Local

Landscape with elements which are protected or valued through local or neighbourhood
planning policies, such as protected open space or groups of listed buildings or buildings
of townscape merit.

Community

Landscape with relatively common elements which are likely to be valued by the
community which lives and works in the area.

From the consideration of GLVIA 3 Box 5.1 and the geographic scale in Table 8-2, the assessment of
landscape value is set out in Table 8-3 below:

Table 8-3: Landscape value criteria
Classification

Value of LCA

High

The landscape is likely to be valued for one or more of its attributes at a national or
regional level and may be protected by a statutory landscape designation, e.g. National
Park or AONB. The landscape may contain elements/features which are rare or
perceived as very representative of the national or regional attributes and cultural
associations.
The landscape may provide a high scenic and landscape quality as well as many
recreational opportunities.

Medium

The landscape is likely to be valued for one or more of its attributes at a community or
local level and may be designated by a landscape policy designation, e.g. Area of Great
Landscape Value.
The landscape may contain elements/features which are representative of the community
or local level attributes and cultural associations.
The landscape may provide some scenic and landscape quality and some recreational
opportunities.

Low

The landscape is likely to be valued at a community level only and not covered by any
landscape designations.
The landscape may contain features which are common and therefore do not specifically
contribute to the wider landscape or cultural association.
The landscape may provide a limited scenic and landscape quality and few recreational
opportunities.

Landscape susceptibility
8.54

GLVIA 3 paragraph 5.40 defines landscape susceptibility as:
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“the ability of the landscape receptor (whether it be overall character or condition of a particular
landscape type or area, or an individual element and/or features, or a particular aesthetic and
perceptual aspect) to accommodate the Proposed Development without undue consequences
for the maintenance of the baseline situation and/or the achievement of landscape planning
policies and strategies.”
8.55

GLVIA 3 paragraph 5.43, states that judgements about susceptibility of landscape receptor changes
should be recorded on a verbal scale at the assessment stage. This is set out in Table 8-4 overleaf:

Table 8-4: Landscape susceptibility
Classification

Description

High

The receptor has a low capacity to accommodate the Proposed Development without
effects on its overall integrity. The landscape is likely to have a strong pattern/texture or
is a simple but distinctive landscape and/or is essentially intact.

Medium

The receptor has some capacity to accommodate the Proposed Development without
effects on its overall integrity. The pattern of the landscape is mostly intact and/or with a
degree of complexity and with features mostly in reasonable condition.

Low

The receptor is robust; it can accommodate the Proposed Development without effects
on its overall integrity. The landscape is likely to be simple, monotonous and/or partially
degraded with common/indistinct features and minimal variation in landscape pattern.

Landscape sensitivity
8.56

The judgements for landscape value and landscape susceptibility have been combined at the
assessment stage to define the sensitivity of the landscape receptor, with reference to the descriptions
provided in Table 8-5 below:

Table 8-5: Landscape sensitivity
Classification

Description

High

Landscape of national or regional value with distinctive elements and characteristics,
highly susceptible to small changes in the type of development proposed, without undue
consequences for the maintenance of the baseline situation. Typically these would be:
 Of high quality with distinctive elements and features making a positive contribution
to character and sense of place.
 Likely to be designated areas, but the aspects which underpin value may also be
present outside designated areas, especially at the local scale.
 Areas of special recognised value through use, perception or historic and cultural
associations.
Likely to contain features and elements that are rare and could not be replaced.

Medium

Landscape of local or community value, with mostly common elements and
characteristics, which by nature of their character, would be able to partly accommodate
changes in the type of development proposed, without undue consequences for the
maintenance of the baseline situation. Typically these would be:
 Comprised of mostly commonplace elements and features creating generally
unremarkable character but may include some rarer elements and with some sense
of place.
 Locally designated areas or value may be expressed through non-statutory local
publications.
 Containing some features of value through use, perception or historic and cultural
associations.
Likely to contain some features and elements that could not be replaced.

Low

Landscape of community value and relatively inconsequential elements and
characteristics, the nature of which is potentially tolerant of substantial change in the type
of development proposed. Typically these would be:
 Comprised of some features and elements that are discordant, derelict or in decline,
resulting in indistinct character with little or no sense of place.
 Not designated areas.
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Containing few, if any, features of value through use, perception or historic and
cultural associations.
Likely to contain few, if any, features and elements that could not be replaced.
Limited

Despoiled or degraded landscape with little or no evidence of being valued by the
community.

Visual sensitivity
GLVIA 3 notes that visual sensitivity is dependent upon:

8.57

“the susceptibility (of different receptors) to change in views and visual amenity they experience at
particular locations.”
Visual sensitivity includes a combination of parameters, such as the activity, occupation, or pastime of
receptors at specific locations and the extent to which their attention or interest may be focused on the
views and visual amenity they experience. It will comprise the location, relative focus and orientation of
particular views, the quality or importance of the existing view and its attractiveness or scenic quality,
the principal or secondary interest in that particular view, the static or sequential nature of views, the
ability of the view to accommodate the type of development and the frequency and duration of it.

8.58

Visual value
GLVIA 3 paragraph 6.37 outlines the importance of considering the value of views, for example in relation
to historic or cultural associations, or through planning designations and providing a list of indicators of the
value attached to views, including:

11.1

8.59

e.

Appearance in guidebooks or tourist maps;

f.

Provision of facilities, such as parking places, sign boards and interpretive materials; and

g.

References in literature or art.
The assessment of the value of views is also informed by the location of the viewing place and the
quality or designation of the existing elements in the view, as set out in Table 8-6:

Table 8-6: Visual geographic value

8.60

Classification

Criteria

Regional

Views or viewing places identified in landscape frameworks or regional strategies.

Local

Views across high quality landscape which might include features of interest, such as
landmarks, which may be identified in the Local Plan.

Community

Views of relatively common landscape elements, likely to be valued by the communities
which experience the view.

Limited

Views across poor quality landscape with a high degree of detracting or common
elements.

The overall assessment of the value of the view makes reference to the criteria set out in Table 8-7:

Table 8-7: Visual value
Visual value

Value of view

High

The view is likely to be recognised as a high quality view, which may be well frequented
and/or promoted as a beauty spot/visitor destination at a regional level.
The view may have strong cultural associations (recognised in art, literature or other
media) and is likely to be an important part or the primary reason for the receptor’s
presence at the location.

Medium

The view is likely to be recognised at a community or local level, and whilst frequented
and having an inherent quality, it is not likely to be a widely recognised view and may not
be the primary reason for the receptor’s presence at the location.

Low

The view is likely to be recognised at a limited level only. The view may not be
frequented very often or may not be a location visited specifically to experience the view.
Therefore whilst the view is appreciated by the receptor, it is incidental to the reason for
the receptor’s presence at the location. The view may contain a landscape of poor scenic
quality or that contains detracting features.
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Visual susceptibility
8.61

GLVIA 3 paragraph 6.35 notes that the divisions between categories are not always clear cut and “in
reality there will be a graduation in the susceptibility to change” (paragraph 6.35).

8.62

For the purposes of this assessment, susceptibility of visual receptors to change will consider the
balance between aspects in Table 8-8:

Table 8-8: Susceptibility to change of views
Susceptibility to change
Visual receptor

High

Medium

Occupation or activity

People living in or visiting the
area because of their high
landscape value

People passing through the People working inside or
area on designated routes passing through the area
on public roads or railway
lines

Degree of attention to the
view

Views are an important part of Views are relevant to the
the experience of the
experience or activity but
landscape
not central to it

Degree of exposure to the
view

Views are likely to be open

Views may be framed,
Views are likely to be
partially screened or filtered limited to glimpses or be
heavily screened

Length of exposure to the
view

Views are likely to be
experienced daily or for long
periods of time

Views are likely to be short
Views may be fleeting or
experienced as a sequence
of views moving through
the area

Low

Views are likely to focus on
the activity of the receptor,
rather than the view

Sensitivity of visual receptors
8.63

Visual receptors have been be assigned a category of sensitivity based on a combination of the value of
the view and their susceptibility to the type of change proposed, with reference to Table 8-9:

Table 8-9: Sensitivity of visual receptors
Classification

Sensitivity of visual receptors

High

Activity resulting in a particular interest or appreciation of the view (e.g. residents or
people engaged in outdoor recreation whose attention is focused on the landscape and
where people might visit purely to experience the view, such as promoted viewpoints)
and/or a view of regional value (e.g. within/towards a designated landscape).

Medium

Activity resulting in a general interest or appreciation of the view (e.g. outdoor workers,
people in schools or other institutional buildings and hotels and people passing through
the landscape) and/or a view of local or community value (e.g. agricultural land or urban
areas).

Low

Activity where interest, appreciation or period of exposure to the view is limited (e.g.
people at work, motorists travelling through the area or people engaged in outdoor
recreation that does not focus on an appreciation of the landscape) and/or a view of
limited value (e.g. industrial areas or derelict land).

Limited

Views across poor quality landscape with a high degree of detraction or common
elements.

Impact (magnitude)
Landscape
8.64

The descriptions provided in Table 1 of Annex 1 of IAN135/10 has been used to describe the impacts of
the Proposed Development on the landscape, as set out in Table 8-10:

Table 8-10: IAN 135/10 (Annex 1, Table 1) Magnitude of landscape impact criteria
Magnitude of impact

IAN 135/10 Typical criteria descriptors

Major Adverse

Total loss or large scale damage to existing character or distinctive features and
elements, and/or the addition of new but uncharacteristic conspicuous features and
elements.

Moderate Adverse

Partial loss or noticeable damage to existing character or distinctive features and
elements, and/or the addition of new but uncharacteristic noticeable features and
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elements.
Minor Adverse

Slight loss or damage to existing character or features and elements, and/or the addition
of new but uncharacteristic features and elements.

Negligible Adverse

Barely noticeable loss or damage to existing character or features and elements, and/or
the addition of new but uncharacteristic features and elements.

No change

No noticeable loss, damage or alteration to character or features or elements.

Negligible Beneficial

Barely noticeable improvement of character by the restoration of existing features and
elements, and/or the removal of uncharacteristic features and elements, or by the
addition of new characteristic elements.

Minor Beneficial

Slight improvement of character by the restoration of existing features and elements,
and/or the removal of uncharacteristic features and elements, or by the addition of new
characteristic elements.

Moderate Beneficial

Partial or noticeable improvement of character by the restoration of existing features and
elements, and/or the removal of uncharacteristic and noticeable features and elements,
or by the addition of new characteristic features.

Major Beneficial

Large scale improvement of character by the restoration of features and elements, and/or
the removal of uncharacteristic and conspicuous features and elements, or by the
addition of new distinctive features.

Visual
8.65

Reference has been made to Table 2 of Annex 2 of IAN135/10 to define the magnitude of visual
impacts of the scheme, as set out in Table 8-11 below:

Table 8-11: IAN135/10 Visual impact criteria
Magnitude of visual
impact

IAN 135/10 (Annex 2, Table 2) Typical visual criteria descriptors

Major

The project, or a part of it, would become the dominant feature or focal point of the view.

Moderate

The project, or a part of it, would form a noticeable feature or element of the view which
is readily apparent to the receptor.

Minor

The project, or a part of it, would be perceptible but not alter the overall balance of
features and elements that comprise the existing view.

Negligible

Only a very small part of the project would be discernible, or it is at such a distance that it
would form a barely noticeable feature or element of the view.

No Change

No part of the project, or work or activity associated with it, is discernible.

Significance of effect
8.66

Table 8-1, derived from Table 3 of Annex 1 IAN135/10, has been used as a guide to establish the
significance of landscape and visual effects, and is based upon the relationship between a receptor’s
sensitivity and the magnitude of impact. This considers the relationship between the sensitivity of the
receptor and the magnitude of impact. Where professional judgement considers that the assessment
should differ from this table, a reasoned justification is provided. A moderate, large or very large
significance of effect is considered ‘significant’, with the remaining categories of slight and neutral
considered ‘not significant’.
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Table 8-12: IAN135/10 (Annex 1, Table 3) Significance of landscape and visual effect categories

8.67

Sensitivity of
landscape/ visual
receptor

Magnitude of landscape/visual impact
Major

Moderate

Minor

Negligible

No change

High

Large or
Very Large

Moderate or
Large

Slight or
Moderate

Slight

Neutral

Medium

Moderate or
Large

Moderate

Slight

Neutral or
Slight

Neutral

Low

Slight or
Moderate

Slight

Neutral or
Slight

Neutral or
Slight

Neutral

Typical descriptors of the significance of effect categories for landscape effects are set out in table 4 of
Annex 1 of IAN135/10. Table 4 of Annex 2 of IAN 135/10 provides typical descriptors of the significance
of visual effect categories. These have been combined in Table 8-13 to assist in determining the
significance of effects of the Proposed Development.

Table 8-13: IAN 135/10 Landscape and visual typical effect descriptions
Effect

Landscape

Visual

Very large
Beneficial

The project would:

The project would create an iconic new
feature that would greatly enhance the
view.





Large
Beneficial

The project would:




Moderate
Beneficial














Not quite fit the character (including quality and value) of
the landscape.
Be at variance with characteristic features and
elements.
Detract from a sense of place.

The project would:
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The project would lead to a major
improvement in a view from a highly
sensitive receptor.

The proposals would cause obvious
improvement to a view from a
moderately sensitive receptor, or
perceptible improvement to a view from a
more sensitive receptor.

The project would cause limited
improvement to a view from a receptor of
medium sensitivity, or would cause
greater improvement to a view from a
receptor of low sensitivity.

No perceptible change in the view.

Maintain the character (including quality and value) of
the landscape.
Blend in with characteristic features and elements.
Enable a sense of place to be retained.

The project would:



Moderate

Complement the character (including quality and value)
of the landscape.
Maintain or enhance characteristic features and
elements.
Enable some sense of place to be restored.

The project would:


Slight
Adverse

Improve the character (including quality and value) of
the landscape.
Enable the restoration of characteristic features and
elements partially lost or diminished as a result of
changes from inappropriate management or
development.
Enable a sense of place to be restored.

The project would:



Neutral

Enhance the character (including quality and value) of
the landscape.
Enable the restoration of characteristic features and
elements lost as a result of changes from inappropriate
management or development.
Enable a sense of place to be enhanced.

The project would:



Slight
Beneficial

Greatly enhance the character (including quality and
value) of the landscape.
Create an iconic high-quality feature and/or series of
elements.
Enable a sense of place to be created or greatly
enhanced.

The project would cause limited
deterioration to a view from a
receptor of medium sensitivity, or
cause greater deterioration to a view
from a receptor of low sensitivity.
The project would cause obvious
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Adverse





Large
Adverse

The project would:




Very Large
Adverse

Conflict with the character (including quality and value)
of the landscape.
Have an adverse impact on characteristic features or
elements.
Diminish a sense of place.

Be at considerable variance with the character
(including quality and value) of the landscape.
Degrade or diminish the integrity of a range of
characteristic features and elements.
Damage a sense of place.

The project would:




Be at complete variance with the character (including
quality and value) of the landscape.
Cause the integrity of characteristic features and
elements to be lost.
Cause a sense of place to be lost.

deterioration to a view from a
moderately sensitive receptor, or
perceptible damage to a view from a
more sensitive receptor.
The project would cause major
deterioration to a view from a highly
sensitive receptor, and would
constitute a major discordant
element in the view.
The project would cause the loss of
views from a highly sensitive
receptor, and would constitute a
dominant discordant feature in the
view.

Baseline Conditions
8.68

The following is a summary of the current (2018) baseline conditions within the study area. This
information forms the basis of identifying and describing the likely impacts of the Proposed Development
and the resulting impacts and effects.

Topography and Watercourses
8.69

The land within the study area undulates as shown in Figure 8-4. A low-lying bowl of rolling farmland
defines the central and northern parts, resulting in a series of valleys and downlands flanked by higher
ground. The topography of the southern part of the study area has been substantially altered by the
many historic china clay quarries, which dominate the area. China clay spoil heaps with steep sides
form prominent and pointed peaks in the landscape.

8.70

Watercourses in the study area include the sources of the River Camel in the north of the study area,
the sources of the St. Austell River and Luxulyan Valley in the east and the sources of the River Fal in
the west.

8.71

In the north-west of the study area, north of the A30, the landform is elevated at Belowda Beacon (up to
approx. 227m AOD), with undulating landform between this and the River Camel Valley, which extends
north via a steep narrow valley (up to approx.150m m AOD).

8.72

In the west of the study area the landform across Goss Moor National Nature Reserve (NNR) is situated
in a broad and relatively flat valley basin interspersed with higher granite outcrops (up to approx.150 m
Above Ordnance Survey Datum (AOD))., which form the headwaters of the River Fal.

8.73

In the centre of the study area, to the south of the A30, the land undulates between the elevated Goss
Moor NNR (approx.150m AOD) in the west and Carbis Downs (approx.150m AOD) in the east.

8.74

Landform in the south continues to be substantially modified by the ongoing industrial use of the china
clay workings. Large spoil heaps, either conical or flat-topped in form are high points within the area
(approx. 250-300m AOD). Large quarry pits and aqua blue pools are also a distinctive feature of this
landscape. The summit of Hensbarrow Beacon is the highest point in the area (approx.350m AOD).

8.75

The existing B3274 is at ground level through Roche, before crossing the Hensbarrow Downs where it is
in a low cutting before continuing at ground level to the south of Stenalees.
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Figure 8-4: Hydrology and Topography
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Vegetation Pattern
8.76

The north and central sections of the study area consist of predominantly medium scale enclosed fields
with large expanses of open, low-lying wetland with wet woodland and rough grazing. Cornish
hedgerows with few trees delineate field boundaries and road networks.

8.77

In the south of the study area within the china clay landscape, there is natural regeneration of heathland,
new woodland planting and rough ground.

8.78

North of the A30, the Camel Valley is wooded with coniferous and mixed woodland. Field boundaries in
farmland areas on higher ground are bounded by Cornish hedges with few trees. The sloping land to the
south of the Camel Valley, where there is a considerably greater proportion of recently enclosed land,
has a stronger field pattern with many hedgerow trees. Mature woodland also surrounds arable farmland
north of the disused Royalton mine.

8.79

In the western part of the study area, wet woodland merges into woodland on the drier ground reflecting
the mosaic of wetland, heath and woodland habitats across Goss Moor NNR. On areas of higher ground
within Goss Moor NNR, expansive patches of European Gorse (Ulex europaeus) are located within the
largest areas of lowland heathland. Broadleaved woodland follows the river corridor of the River Fal.
The small fields between the low-lying wetland and woodland tend to be enclosed by Cornish hedges
88
with good scrubby growth but with few mature hedge trees.

8.80

Residential gardens and mature woodland, particularly in the grounds of large residential properties
including Longstone on the south western fringe make a strong contribution to the vegetation pattern
within Roche. The village is enclosed by mature trees which delineate the majority of its boundaries
although gaps occur where there is new development.

8.81

To the east of Roche, Cornish hedgerows with few trees are located on field boundaries and trees occur
along watercourses and delineate roads. Further east, Carbis Moor encompasses predominantly semi89
natural upland vegetation, rock outcrops and semi-natural vegetation, used primarily for rough grazing .

8.82

In the south of the study area, neglected landscapes within the disused china clay sites have been
colonised by both native and non-native plants, including Japanese Knotweed, Himalayan Balsam and
Rhododendron. Wetland species such as Grey Willow are found near waterbodies. Hensbarrow Downs
is also located in the south of the study area and contains areas of heath and bracken, undisturbed by
the surrounding china clay workings. A woodland block extends along the eastern slope of the china clay
workings to the east of Hensbarrow Downs. There are also patches on woodland planted on the eastern
slope of the Gilleys Mica Dam (disused), and semi-mature woodland is located on the fringe of the lower
slope.

8.83

There is a notable increase in the extent of semi-mature woodland and scrub on the periphery of the
village of Stanalees, located on historic china clay workings. Within the village the vegetation pattern
includes residential gardens and a belt of mature woodland through the village, from north east to south
west. Mature trees are also common within Cornish hedgebanks on field boundaries in the south of the
study.

Land Use
8.84

The principal land use within the south of the study area is the extraction of china clay, comprising a mix
of active open pit mining and disused sites. As a result, large-scale china clay pits and heaps occupy
much of the study area in the south including quarries, tips, water treatment infrastructure and
unsurfaced roads.

88

Cornwall Council (2007) Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Landscape Character Study. [online]. Available at: <
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/environment-and-planning/cornwalls-landscape/landscape-character-assessment/>[Last accessed
30th October 201889
Cornwall Council (2007) Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Landscape Character Study. [online]. Available at: <
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/environment-and-planning/cornwalls-landscape/landscape-character-assessment/>[Last accessed
30th October 2018-
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8.85

This is an area of ancient pasture and wetland with heath and wet woodland merging into woodland on
the drier ground. Relic mining areas, mainly for china clay, can be found close to the southern rising
ground of the St. Austell and Hensbarrow china clay areas and tin streaming on Goss Moor. Wolfram
was also mined on Goss Moor.

8.86

Land surrounding the central and northern section of the Proposed Development is predominantly
pasture with a low proportion of arable land, including the Morcom of Trerank Farm and Trerank Farm
on the southern fringe of Roche. North of the A30, land use is improved pasture used for grazing or
grassland with arable land in the better drained areas. Tourism is a minor use with a few caravan and
camping sites and holiday rental homes.

8.87

There are particularly well-preserved examples of fossilised medieval strip field systems at Belowda and
Tregoss, running downslope to the edge of the moor (the former now truncated by the current alignment
of the A30). Much of the former higher rough ground was enclosed in the post-medieval period, creating
large rectilinear fields with straight boundaries, often now demarcated by post and wire fencing; this is
particularly prevalent around Roche and Castle-an-Dinas. Low-lying moorland is not enclosed.

8.88

Goss Moor NNR consists of dry and wet heath, mire, fen and open water. Tregross Farm is located to
the north of the NNR in the hamlet of Tregross, which includes the residence of Tregross Manor. There
are various small farmsteads and isolated residential properties between Goss Moor and the A30 to the
north, including House on the Common, Kilbirnie, Moor View and Pendine.

8.89

Roche, Bugle and Stenalees are the larger villages nestled within this agricultural landscape setting and
land use is predominantly residential.

8.90

There are industrial and commercial land uses outside the settlement of Roche including The Bungalow
at Pit Mingle to the west along Harmony Road, used as boarding kennels and cattery; and the Trendale
Industrial Park to the south, which includes a recycling business and haulage company. There are
tourism uses to the east of the A391 including a riding centre, holiday cottages and a campsite. There is
also an area of industrial and commercial use at Victoria adjacent to the A30 including the Victoria
Trading Estate, Victoria Business Park and the adjacent Cornwall Services.

Settlement
8.91

Settlement in the study area is predominantly small villages of ribbon development along the A391 and
B3274. Additionally, there are small scale settlements scattered across the study area.

8.92

The nucleated village of Roche is the largest settlement, located south of the existing A30. Roche
th
comprises detached and semi-detached properties and early 20 century bungalows, predominantly set
out within estates. In the historical centre of the village there are a series of terraced properties along
Fore Street (B3274) and Harmony Road, various convenience stores, local shops and a village hall.

8.93

Development in Roche is clustered between the intersection of Victoria Road and Edgecumbe Road and
becomes a linear pattern to the south of Trezaise Road. The southern part of Roche consists of Roche
Community Primary School, Roche Football Club and associated sport pitches and Roche Rock, which
divide development into the northern and southern (Trezaise) sections of the village.

8.94

Victoria is a small village to the north west of Roche and includes Roche Railway Station. There is a
small proportion of residential development in the south of the village consisting of detached and semidetached properties. The north of the settlement is a trading estate of two and three storey buildings set
on large plots.

8.95

Bugle is a settlement distributed along the A391. The predominant housing types adjacent to the A391
are series of terraces set back from the street. Development is clustered in the centre of the village
where Fore Street (A391) intersects Roche Road (B3374). In the centre there is a public house, various
th
st
retail stores and Bugle Methodist Church. There are medium scale 20 and 21 century housing
developments in the north adjacent to Bugle railway station. To the south of the village the development
pattern becomes linear, influenced by the topography and steep sides of the china clay landscape.

8.96

Rockhill Business Park is located in the valley between Bugle and Stenalees along the A391 and
includes 2-3 storey buildings set on large footprints.
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8.97

Stenalees is located south west of Bugle. The settlement pattern is linear with terraced properties lining
the A391 that extend to the centre of the village. The settlement pattern forks in the south with
residential developments along Stanalees Hill and Singlerose Road. The Stenalees Methodist Church
is located within the village, while St Peter the Apostle Parish Church and a pre-school, Treverbyn Early
Years Unit, are situated to the east along Treverbyn Road.

8.98

Penwithick is a village in the south of the study area. In the centre of the village there is a post office,
th
st
food outlet and social club. The majority of housing is located within medium scale 20 and 21 Century
housing developments. Penwithick is elevated above the landscape to the south.

8.99

There are various other small settlements and hamlets scattered through the area that serve the
agricultural and mining industries.

Infrastructure
8.100

The A30 is the main road within the study area, comprising a dual-carriageway, which connects to a
network of roads through the villages of Stenalees and Bugle, where houses front onto the A391.

8.101

The B3274 (Victoria Road) joins the A30 via a grade separated junction at Cornwall Services. North of
Roche, a single carriageway section of the B3274 to Tregonetha crosses over the A30 in the west of the
study area.

8.102

The B3274 is broadly aligned with the study area from north west to south east from the A30 through
Roche to Stenalees. The B3274 (Victoria Road) connects with the B3274 from Tregonetha at Roche.
The B3274 is largely aligned with the existing landform such that it rises within the valley south of Roche
over Hensbarrow Downs then descends towards Stenalees with several sharp bends and steep
gradients.

8.103

The A391 is a single carriageway road form the A30 at Innis Downs in the north east and extends
through the study area from Bugle, southwest towards Stenalees. At Bugle the A391 (Station Road)
crosses over the Atlantic Coast railway line from Luxulyan to Roche. The Atlantic Coast Railway Line
runs through the eastern extent of the study area to Roche and extends west through the north of the
study area. There are stations at Bugle and Victoria (Roche).

8.104

In the centre of the study area Roche Road extends from Roche (west) to Bugle (south east) through
the small settlement of Carbis Moor.

8.105

In the north of the study area, electricity pylons are prevalent in the landscape from east to west on the
periphery of Roche and both north and south of the A30. Three powerlines extend across Goss Moor
NNR to the Indian Queens substation. Electricity pylons also extend north to south though the centre of
the study area adjacent to the B3274 to a substation just outside the southern boundary of the study
area.

8.106

Historic Infrastructure which once served disused quarries is also prevalent in the area. It includes a
disused railway line at Stenalees, south of Stannary Road (A391) and numerous disused slurry tanks,
such as those at Chenoweth.

8.107

Gilleys Solar Farm is located on the northern periphery of the china clay pits to the west of Coldvreath.

Public Rights of Way (PRoW) and other access (Figure 8-5)
8.108

In the north of the study area, PRoW 412/2/1 extends north from Tregross, under the A30 to the
Belowda Beacon. PRoW 565/18/1 also crosses under the A30 via a tunnel on the western periphery of
Victoria.

8.109

Permissive open access land within the Goss Moor NNR, covers an area to the south of the existing
A30. This extends between the edge of Roche and Indian Queens, with the exception of the rectangular
parcel of land which includes Tregoss. There are several PRoW within the study area that provide
access to the Goss Moor NNR:


PRoW 412/7/2 from Tregoss Mill south east to Tregoss Moor;
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PRoW 412/14/1 extends west from Roche to Trerank Farm where it connects to PRoW 412/28/1
Gilley Mill Farm and traverses north west onto the moor; and



PRoW 416/22/1 and PRoW 416/1/1 provide access to the moor.

8.110

PRoW 412/16 is located in the valley between the northern boundary of Gilleys Solar Farm and the
china clay workings. This footpath links to PRoW 412/27/1 which traverses south east through
agricultural land to Reeshill. South of Reeshill, PRoW 412/18/1 extends from Trezaise through Pentivale
to Coldvreath and links to PRoW 412/18/1, which extends west from Coldvreath Farm towards the
disused china clay workings.

8.111

There are several connecting footpaths that cross the agricultural land on the south west of Roche
including PRoW 412/6/1, PRoW 412/24/1 and PRoW 412/6/2. Several connecting footpaths are located
in the farmland to the south east of Roche including PRoW 412/8/1, PRoW 412/15/1 and 412/12/1 to
Carbis Moor.

8.112

Footpaths 412/13/11 and 412/23/1 connect to skirt the foot of the china clay workings south of Carbis
Moor. Footpaths 412/10/01 and connecting 412/25/1 and 412/9/1 traverse east out of the study area
from Carbis Moor.

8.113

There are various footpaths within the settlement of Bugle. Within the north east of the village PRoW
424/8/2, 424/18/6 and 424/20/1 align with roads. PRoW 424/20/1 is located along the western boundary
of the cricket ground to Roche Road. PRoW 424/19/1 and 424/19/2 connect the centre of the village to
the bowling green.

8.114

There are various footpaths within and on the fringe of the settlement of Stenalees (see Figure 8-5). To
the east of the village and south of a disused china clay pit the following footpaths are located within the
heathland; 424/40/1, 424/13/1, 424/13/2, 424/40/2 and 424/36/1. In the north west of Stenalees, PRoW
424/8/1 links to PRoW 424/9/1 at Roche Road and extends south west across Gunheath China Clay
Works (disused) to Carbean China Clay Works (disused).

8.115

In the south east of the study area several PRoW connect farmland to the northern fringe of Penwithick
including 424/29/1, 424/29/2 and 424/39/1. South of Penwithick PRoW 424/31/1, 424/22/1 and 424/26/1
align with the A391 and B3374 consecutively from Stenalees south west towards Trethurgy.

8.116

In the south of the study area PRoW 424/3/1 is located in farmland aligned to the eastern fringe of
Ruddlemoor from Providence Farm to Ruddle Farm.
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Figure 8-5: Public Rights of Way
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Designations
8.117

There are no landscape related designations within the study area.

8.118

Chapter 7: Cultural Heritage provides a detailed assessment of effects in relation to heritage.
However, cultural heritage designations also help to understand the value of the landscape. Heritage
designations include: one scheduled monument located within the 100m corridor (note the study area in
this chapter is 2km); a barrow south of Treranke Cottages, one of three at the eastern end of Tregoss
Moor under the same schedule. There is also one listed building; the Milestone at Stenalees, listed at
Grade II.

8.119

There are a total of twenty-four additional heritage assets outside of the 100m corridor, within the 1km
corridor (note the study area in this chapter is 2km). There are seven scheduled monuments outside of
the 100m corridor, within a 1km corridor of the Proposed Development (one of which is also listed), and
eighteen listed buildings (one of which is also scheduled). This assessment extends to these sites as
they are included in the Proposed Development’s visual impact, and identification of sites where
significant impacts on the settings of heritage assets may be expected.

8.120

With reference to Chapter 9: Biodiversity, ecological designations within the study area include: the St.
Austell Clay Pits # 2 (SSSI), St. Austell Clay Pits #3 (SSSI) Impact risk zone, St. Austell Clay Pits (SAC),
Roche Rock (SSSI), Goss Moor (NNR, SAC and SSSI), Tregoss Moor (SAC), Breney Common, River
Camel Valley & Tributaries (SSSI) and River Camel (SAC). Chapter 9: Biodiversity provides an
assessment of the likely impacts and effects of the Proposed Development on Biodiversity.

Tranquillity
8.121

IAN 135/10 paragraph 2.13 defines tranquillity as: “the remoteness and sense of isolation, or lack of it,
within the landscape, which is often determined by the presence or absence of built development and
traffic.”

8.122

Figure 8-6 illustrates the existing tranquillity across the study area as mapped by the Campaign to
Protect Rural England (CPRE). Whilst the data is from 2007, it demonstrates that the tranquillity rating
across the study area is generally mid-range, although it decreases in relation to the settlements and
parts of the road network, such as on the A30 at Victoria and the Cornwall Services junction.

8.123

With reference to Chapter 6: Noise and Vibration: existing sources of noise principally comprise traffic
from the A30, the B3274, local routes and the railway line running from Bugle to Roche, parallel to the
A30. The road network experiences congestion through and around St. Austell, especially during peak
periods along the A391.

8.124

There are two small Noise Important Areas on the B3274; one is located close to Victoria and the other
is situated on the A391, at Stenalees.

8.125

There is a greater sense of tranquillity within the Goss Moor NNR than other parts of the study area due
to the increased remoteness from infrastructure and settlement. However, in proximity to the existing
A30, vehicles are visible and audible from areas of higher ground.

8.126

There is a sense of tranquillity from PRoW across Hensbarrow Downs, however, this is disturbed by
activity associated with the china clay industries, including vehicles using the existing B3274 and the
A30, industrial infrastructure at Victoria and wind turbines scattered across the landscape.

8.127

There is a sense of tranquillity within the landscape surrounding Belowda Beacon, due to the reduced
perception of vehicles and settlements, and the panoramic extent of views. However, in proximity to the
existing A30, vehicles are visible and audible from areas of higher ground reducing the tranquillity.

8.128

Within Roche, there is a notable contrast between the quieter southern part of the village and the louder
northern part of the village, which contains the intersection of the B3274 and Victoria Road.

8.129

Traffic is highly visible and audible at Victoria and reduces the sense of tranquillity within the village.

8.130

Tranquillity within Stenalees is reduced due to noise of vehicles along the A391 and trains on the
Atlantic Coast railway line.
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8.131

Ultimately there is no true sense of remoteness or isolation given the agricultural land use, transport
routes, settlement pattern and industrial activity in the landscape.
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Figure 8-6: Tranquiity
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Future Baseline
The future baseline conditions are not the same as those that exist at the current time; they are the
conditions that would exist in the absence of the Proposed Development either:

8.132


at the time that construction is expected to start, for impacts arising from construction; or



at the time that the Proposed Development is expected to open to traffic, for impacts arising from the
operation of the Proposed Development.
Therefore, identification of the future baseline conditions involves predicting changes that are likely to
happen in the intervening period, for reasons unrelated to the Proposed Development. This entails
taking current conditions and committed development into consideration and using experience and
professional judgment to predict what baseline conditions might look like prior to start of construction
and operation.

8.133

Construction Year Baseline (2020)
8.134

At the start of the construction phase the landform across the study area will reflect the existing
baseline; rolling farmland and pockets of woodland in valleys contrasted by steep slopes and pointed
peaks of the china clay workings in the south. The vegetation pattern will remain as Cornish
hedgebanks and blocks of woodland interspersed across the rolling landscape.

8.135

The visual amenity of the identified visual receptors will also remain due to the open character of the
landscape.

8.136

The factors reducing tranquillity associated with the A30 and the B3274 and the activities of the china
clay industry will remain.

8.137

At the time of this assessment and review of the committed or planned developments within the study
area, there will be a number of additional buildings, which include:


Land north of Harmony Road, Roche, circa 150 dwellings (ref PA18/03255;



Carclaze Eco Community, up to 1500 dwellings, a local centre, incorporating local retail, health and
community facilities, a primary school, employment floor space (ref: PA14/12186);



Carluddon Technology Park, 2.8 ha technology park (ref: PA12/11546);



Nansledan extension to Newquay, more than 4,000 homes supporting a similar number of jobs);



Newquay Airport, Aerohub Enterprise Zone. 1,005sqm of office space in addition to a further eight
business/light industrial units totalling 1,904sqm;



Anticipated growth for Newquay (includes Nansledan). 4,800 houses, 27,750sqm B1a and B1b office
floorspace, and 30,250sqm other B employment floorspace);



Anticipated growth for St Austell. 3,200 houses, 9,750sqm B1a and B1b office floorspace, and
12,500sqm other B employment floorspace; and



Anticipated growth for Bodmin. 3,200 houses (includes Eco-Community), 22,833sqm B1a and B1b
office floorspace, and 24,667sqm other B employment floorspace).

Opening Year Baseline (2022)
8.138

By the operational phase of the Proposed Development, the landform, vegetation and land use within
the study area will remain as per the existing baseline, as will the visual amenities of the identified
receptors.

8.139

At the time of this assessment and the review of the committed or planned developments within the
study area, the developments described above will introduce new buildings as well as alterations to
existing infrastructure beyond the Proposed Development boundary:
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Published Landscape Character Assessments
8.140

The study area is covered by a number of published landscape character assessments, which have
been undertaken by various organisations at national and county scales.

8.141

Landscape character assessment is defined within GLVIA 3 as the:
“process of identifying and describing variation in the character of the landscape and using this
information to assist in the managing change in the landscape. It seeks to identify and explain
the unique combination of elements and features that make a landscape distinctive.”

8.142

Local Planning Authorities use their published landscape character assessments as part of their
planning policy evidence base and the published assessments often provide specific guidance or
recommendations on managing landscape change.

8.143

The published landscape character assessments are outlined below, with the relevant detail and
judgements on sensitivity provided within this assessment.

Published national landscape character assessments
8.144

Natural England has mapped 159 separate, distinctive national character areas (NCA) across the UK.
These are intended to inform and contribute towards policy development and local planning, action and
development (Natural England, 2013).

8.145

With reference to Figure 8-7 the majority of the study area is covered by NCA 154: Hensbarrow
the northern part of the study area covered by NCA 152: Cornish Killas.

8.146

which is named after the Hensbarrow Downs and is described as:

90

with

“a landscape dominated by granite moorstone and tors which was a main focus of the china
clay industry. The landscape typically comprises steep slopes and pointed peaks which
contrast with the rolling farmland, pockets of valley woodland, heath and moorland of the rest of
the area.”
8.147

The legacy that mining has left on the landscape can also been seen in the settlement patterns,
represented by dispersed hamlets and farmsteads with many villages associated with the china clay
industry; “China clay spoil tips dominate the landscape with both conical and terraced heaps. They are
often vegetated, but the tops of conical heaps can remain bare of vegetation.”

8.148

Other key characteristics relevant to the study area are:


“Buildings associated with the china clay industry including chimneys, drying kilns and mica dams;



Sheltered, wooded valleys with willow scrub and fast-flowing streams cut north to south through the
area heading to the sea;



Key habitats associated with the area include lowland heathland, purple moor grass and rush
pasture and fens, all of these being of European importance;



The eastern area is dominated by irregular small fields, fringed with Cornish hedges and supporting
small farmsteads and hamlets; and



The granite geology of the area is showcased by striking tors such as Helman Tor, Roche Rock and
huge granite boulders known as moorstone.”

8.149

Statements of environmental opportunity for NCA 154 Hensbarrow include protecting the ancient and
distinctive field patterns of the Hensbarrow landscape and historic Cornish hedges; protecting and
managing cultural resources so that the special landscape character and history are conserved; and
managing, restoring and enhancing the mosaic of semi-natural habitats throughout the NCA.

8.150

Overall, the landscape character of the study area according to NCA 154 is distinguished by three
principal features; china clay workings dominate the landscape in the south and west, the Goss Moor
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area to the west; and in the north and east “the scars of tin working have healed to form a landscape of
rural tranquillity threaded through with tree-filled valleys and wilder heathland, topped by airy tors.”
8.151

Although NCAs provide helpful context, they do not provide sufficient detail against which to assess the
potential effects of the Proposed Development. A more detailed assessment of the landscape character
within the study area has therefore been undertaken with reference t published county landscape
character assessments.
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Figure 8-7: Cornwall Character Areas (National)
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Figure 8-8: Cornwall Character Areas (National)
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Published county landscape character assessments
8.152

At the county scale, the study area lies within the following LCA, identified by the Cornwall Landscape
91
92
Character Assessment (2007) and Cornwall Council Interactive Map . These are shown on Figure 8-8
and have been taken forward to form the basis of the assessment of landscape effects.

8.153

Smaller Landscape Description Units (LDUs) are distinct and relatively homogenous units of land each
defined by a series of definitive attributes relating to their physiography, ground type, land cover and
cultural pattern. LDUs relevant to the study area include:


027: Hard rock slopes & ridges;



055: Hard rock uplands;



411: Hard rock slopes & ridges;



298: Hard rock slopes & ridges;



299: Hard rock lowlands;



300: Hard rock lowlands;



410: Hard rock uplands; and



357: Hard rock slopes & ridges.

Landscape Character Area CA17: St. Austell or Hensbarrow China Clay Area
The key characteristics of LCA CA17: St. Austell or Hensbarrow China Clay Area
area are:

93

relevant to the study



“High extensive spoil heaps and vivid blue settling ponds, lakes and mica dams;



Extensive industrial buildings, both active and derelict;



Fluctuation and change in condition and relationship of landscape elements;



Settlement pattern of large mining villages and terraces, and many industrial buildings;



Huge scale of spoil heaps, contrasting with small scale of farmland;



Small areas of pastoral farmland and rough grazing;



Fragmented areas of Lowland Heathland, scrub and broadleaved woodland with areas of natural
regeneration and restoration of heathland, woodland and rough ground;



High density of open water in the form of pools; and



Visible time-depth of structures and patterns within landscape - Bronze Age barrows, medieval field
th
pattern, 19 C mining relics and modern china clay workings.”

8.154

In relation to settlement and built character, the published study notes that the dispersed and agricultural
landscape has been fragmented by industrial development which has resulted in the distribution of small
holdings which are prevalent in the area. Larger nucleated settlements have expanded with industrial
growth including Stenalees and Bugle. China stone and granite from the local quarries is a common
building material in the area.

8.155

Distinctive features within LCA CA17: St. Austell or Hensbarrow China Clay Area include :
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”The dominant scale of the china clay workings and the size of the spoil heaps is dramatic, as is the
sense of a mobile and changing landscape. This contrasts with the intimate small field patterns of
the surrounding agricultural landscapes;



The Norman towers of both St Dennis and Roche are visual focal points when viewed from the north;



Roche Rock; and



Hensbarrow Beacon.”
The published study assesses the condition of the landscape and concludes the following:

8.156


“Subject to great change and poorly managed, with fragmented ecological corridors and intensive
land use;



Opportunities and examples of landscape scale habitat restoration;



Temporary buildings and caravans, the construction of large barns and the sheds and fencing
associated with horse keeping are recent trends which dilute visual Landscape Character and
degrade condition; and



Renovation and alteration to domestic buildings with changes of fenestration are altering the
character of the villages.”
The pressures within the LCA noted by the published study include:

8.157


“Pressure on this landscape and its settlements is the china clay industry's need for space for
excavation and tipping;



“Pressure for housing in the clay villages as well as the edge of St. Austell; and



“Some areas much invaded by the non-native invasive Rhododendron and Japanese Knotweed to
the detriment of native fauna and flora.”

8.158

The published study assesses LCA CA17: St. Austell or Hensbarrow China Clay Area as a “a vibrant
and dynamic industrial landscape of deep pits and steeply angled tips overlying an older farming and
mining landscape, the remnants of which can be found amongst the present-day workings. The
objective must be to accommodate the needs of the china clay industry and local communities whilst
restoring despoiled land in an appropriate manner so that the time depth of the land use can be properly
appreciated.”

8.159

The planning and land management strategy for LCA CA17: St. Austell or Hensbarrow China Clay Area
is to:


“Promote the use of the China Clay Tipping and Restoration Strategy updating it where appropriate;



Ensure management plans are in operation for the care of restored land such as the heath and
woodland;



Promote use of local building stone;



Prepare a strategy for controlling the spread of alien plant species, such as Rhododendron and
Japanese Knotweed; and



Identify and conserve important historic and ecological features while achieving balance with needs.”

Sensitivity of LCA CA 17: St. Austell or Hensbarrow China Clay Area
8.160

The condition of LCA CA 17 has been impacted as a result of intensive farming methods and poor land
management. It is noted that the china clay workings are a dominant feature and contrast the intimate
field patterns in the surrounding area. It is considered to be of overall low landscape value.

8.161

An industrial landscape of extensive china clay workings, common features, invasive species, and able
to accommodate a development of the type proposed. It is considered to be of low susceptibility, with
ability to accommodate change of the type proposed.

8.162

Subject to great change and poorly managed, with fragmented ecological corridors and intensive land
use. Opportunities and examples of landscape scale habitat restoration. Temporary buildings and
caravans, the construction of large barns and the sheds and fencing associated with horse keeping are
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recent trends which dilute visual Landscape Character and degrade condition. Renovation and
alteration to domestic buildings with changes of fenestration are altering the character of the villages
The combination of the low value and low susceptibility results in a low sensitivity to the Proposed
Development.

8.163

Landscape Character Area CA20: Mid Cornwall Moors
94

The key characteristics of LCA CA20: Mid Cornwall Moors , relevant to the study area are:

8.164


“High ground in a series of interlinked 'soft' ridges with outcrops of bare granite and tors;



Pastoral land use on rising ground, with large expanses of open low-lying wetland with wet woodland
and rough grazing;



Exposed upland feel, with few hedgerow trees;



Wooded around upper river valleys, with much wet woodland;



Lightly settled with isolated farms, but with major transport routes; and



Strong visual influence of adjoining china clay area.”

8.165

In relation to settlement and built character, it is noted in the published study that this is an area with a
sparse settlement pattern; the only nucleated settlement of any size is Roche which expanded under the
th
influence of the china clay industry. Victoria is a 19 century settlement focused on the main east-west
route (former A30) and Roche railway station. Small holdings are located on the fringes of the clay and
industrial areas where there are also small areas of working and industrial use.

8.166

Distinctive features within the mid-Cornwall Moors area include:


“The rough vegetation creates a very organic, textured visual Landscape Character with a strong
identity;



Castle-an-Dinas and Belowda Beacon to the west;



Helman Tor rock outcrop is a prominent and distinctive landmark from the neighbouring LCA;



Large boulders in fields, some of which have been removed for use in hedges and as gate posts;



Distinctive stone-faced hedges; and



Extensive areas of wet heath and wet woodland.”
The published study assesses the condition of the landscape as:

8.167


“Farmland generally intact and well-managed;



Wildland Landscape Character diluted by pylon;



Loss of semi-natural habitat to land raising schemes;



Recreation/tourism development and scrubbing up;



Ecological corridors are fragmented, especially on high ground and in centre around transport
network; and



Widespread high impact of transport corridor and industry - industrial estate on A30 and spreading
development around Roche.”
The pressures within the LCA include:

8.168


“Urbanisation industrial development around Roche;



Loss of low-lying wetlands to inert landfill; and



Impact of A30 improvement scheme new carriageway and associated development. Increased
equestrian use of farmland.”
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8.169

This published study assesses this as “an area that despite the presence of the A30 carriageway retains
its wild character. The objective must be to protect this landscape character and manage the valuable
habitats.”

8.170

The planning and land management strategy for the LCA is to:


“Restore disused china clay workings to enhance local landform and indigenous habitats and
species;



Restore and conserve derelict mine workings and associated structures, such as tramways and
tracks, and maximise their contribution to local biodiversity and amenity (footpaths);



Conserve important heathland habitats by encouraging grazing regime to prevent scrubbing up and
resisting further dumping of inert waste; and



Conserve significant and unusual former field systems by providing landowners with information and
incentives to ensure their survival.”

Sensitivity of CA 20: Mid Cornwall Moors
8.171

The Character Area is noted as being in good condition within farmland areas as a result of good
management, but moderate condition in other areas where fragmentation of ecological networks and
loss of semi-natural habitats is more prevalent. It is noted as having a wild landscape character but that
pylons detract from the quality of the area. The area does not contain any landscape designations.
Overall, it is considered to be of medium landscape value.

8.172

Within the Cornwall Landscape Character Assessment the LCA is noted as having pastoral land use and
large expanses of open low-lying wetland, heath and scrub, with the A30 road corridors, B3274 and
industrial land use reducing tranquillity at a local level. The pattern of the landscape is mostly intact
and/or with a degree of complexity and with features mostly in reasonable condition. The receptor has
some capacity to accommodate the Proposed Development without effects on its overall integrity. It is
considered to be of medium susceptibility, with some ability to accommodate change of the type
proposed.

8.173

The combination of the medium value and medium susceptibility results in a medium sensitivity to the
Proposed Development.

Landscape Character Area 33: Camel and Allen Valleys Area
The key characteristics of LCA CA33, Camel and Allen Valleys

8.174

95

are described as:



“Undulating plateau with valleys, steeply incised in places such as the Camel valley;



Valleys well wooded, especially the Camel, with estate plantations, coniferous in places and mixed
woodlands;



On the plateau, exposed higher land with medium scale fields and straight Cornish hedge
boundaries with few trees; and



In the valleys, smaller scale fields with sinuous boundaries and wetlands in places. On sloping land
to the south, medium scale fields with prominent Cornish hedges and hedgerow trees.”

8.175

In relation to settlement and built character, it is noted in the published study that this area is clustered
with estate farms to the north and small farms to the south. The largest settlement is Bodmin; other
settlements occur on higher ground above valleys. Materials include granite and slate to the south of the
Camel.

8.176

Distinctive features within the mid-Cornwall Moors area include:

8.177



“Steep valleys and rivers of the Camel and Allen and their associated woodland, wetland and
enclosed pastures; and



The granite of the buildings.”
The published study assesses the condition of the landscape as:
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“Generally, the agricultural land is in good condition;



Broadleaved woodlands are in poor condition in parts; and



Electricity pylons run through the Allen valley and are prominent.”
The pressures within the LCA include:

8.178


“Lack of broadleaved woodland management;



Expansion of settlements;



Road improvements;



Tourism developments related to the Camel Trail and other trails; and



Equine related development.”

8.179

This published study assesses this as “a landscape of contrasts. The valley bottoms…are well wooded
and enclosed with intimate vistas and tranquil Landscape Character.” Objectives should be to “conserve
and enhance the broadleaved woodlands in the valleys, the valley floor wetlands and the strong Cornish
hedges and hedgerows whilst controlling development strictly in rural/semi-rural areas.”

8.180

The planning and land management strategy for the LCA is to:


“Manage the broadleaved woodland to maintain landscape character. Replace coniferous planting
with broadleaved over time;



Conserve and enhance the Cornish hedges and hedgerows encouraging trees. Manage the valley
floor wetlands for biodiversity; and



Encourage appropriate planting around settlements which are expanding and are in exposed
locations.”

Sensitivity of LCA 33: Camel and Allen Valleys Area
8.181

The area has well wooded and enclosed valley bottoms providing a tranquil landscape character. In
contrast the area of higher ground where the landform plateaus there are exposed areas with open, long
96
ranging views. The south of the area is “finer grain with more trees and pleasant vistas ". It is
considered to be of overall high landscape value.

8.182

Within the Cornwall Landscape Character Assessment the agricultural land within the LCA was noted as
being in good condition. It is noted that broadleaved woodland is in poor condition and electricity pylons
run through the area and are prominent. It is considered to be of medium susceptibility, with some
ability to accommodate change of the type proposed.

8.183

The combination of the high value and medium susceptibility results in a high sensitivity to the
Proposed Development.

Visual Baseline
8.184

The ZTV has been used to identify 19 representative viewpoints which represent the visual context of
the study area and likely views of the Proposed Development, with the locations illustrated on Figures 82 and 8-3. The 19 viewpoints have been agreed with Cornwall Council and represent a range of close,
middle and long-distance views from receptor groups, including residents, recreational users, motorists
and tourists.

8.185

Fieldwork was undertaken across the study area between July 2017 and April 2018 covering winter and
summer months to verify the ZTV and to capture existing winter and summer photographs for the 19
viewpoints. These photographs are presented in Figures in Appendix 8-3, with a description of the views
provided, along with the sensitivity of receptors.

8.186

The following text provides an analysis of these existing views and therefore should be read in
combination with Figures in Appendix 8-3, which illustrate the existing winter and summer photography
from the 19 locations.
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Viewpoint 1: View south-west on Old A30 PRoW 412/3/1
8.187

This view is representative of people walking on the PRoW 412/3/1 which crosses north from the
existing A30 across the Atlantic Coast Railway Line to the Old A30. This marks the conclusion of the
PRoW and is located adjacent to the Old A30.

Winter
8.188

The Site is located within the centre of the foreground view. Views are truncated by the roadside
hedgerows and mature trees on the southern boundary of the B3274. The overall extent of the view is
limited by vegetation. However, there is a short distance where intermittent there are views through the
vegetation to the middle ground south of the PRoW, across agricultural fields delineated by vegetated
boundaries.

Summer
8.189

In summer, the composition of the view remains similar to that in winter, however, due to the roadside
vegetation being in leaf, views across the agricultural fields beyond are further restricted. With this
existing vegetation in leaf, the roadside vegetation is more notable along the alignment of the B3274.

Sensitivity
8.190

The view consists of relatively common components, such that the view is incidental to the reason for
the receptor being at the location and as it contains existing highway infrastructure. The value is
assessed as low.

8.191

As the receptor includes recreational users passing through the area whose views are heavily screened
by existing vegetation, the susceptibility to change is assessed as medium.

8.192

The combination of the low value and medium susceptibility results in a medium sensitivity to the
Proposed Development.

Viewpoint 2: View looking north-west from Edgcumbe Road on the northern
edge of Roche
8.193

The view is representative of people travelling in vehicles along this route.

Winter
8.194

The Site is located across the extent of the view. Views are channelled by roadside hedgerows and
vegetation along the existing B3274. Vehicles on the existing B3274 are visible across the majority of
the extent of view and disrupt views of the agricultural landscape, which detracts from the view. The
undulating landform limits middle distance views of the agricultural landscape that are channelled
through the centre of the view. Long distance views are channelled north-west of the existing A30, and
comprise agricultural fields which are bounded by hedgerows and agricultural barns in the background.
Higher ground at Belowda Beacon is visible in the background view.

Summer
8.195

The composition of the view remains similar to winter, due to the elevated position of the viewpoint
within the undulating agricultural landscape. The existing vegetation in the foreground in leaf screens
vehicles on the existing B3274 and channels views towards Goss Moor. However, overall the influence
of existing vehicles remains notable within the view.

Sensitivity
8.196

The view consists of relatively common components, including existing highway infrastructure. The view
is likely to be recognised at a local level due to Belowda Beacon being present in the background view,
however, it is not the primary reason for the receptor’s presence in this location and the value is
therefore medium.

8.197

As the receptor group consists of people passing through the area on public roads the susceptibility to
change is low.

8.198

The combination of the medium value and low susceptibility results in a medium sensitivity to the
Proposed Development.
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Viewpoint 3: View looking east from the Bridleway 412/5/1
8.199

This view is representative of recreational users (walkers, cyclists and equestrian users) on Bridleway
412/5/1, which crosses north west from Pitsmingle to Goss Moor.

Winter
8.200

The Site is located on the ridgeline across the extent of the background view. Views extend across a
rising landform consisting of an agricultural fields bounded by Cornish hedgerows.

Summer
8.201

The view remains similar to that of winter due to the elevated position of the ridgeline, with some
softening of the hedgerow on the field boundary due to the intervening vegetation being in leaf.

Sensitivity
8.202

The composition of the view includes fields and hedgerows in the middle ground which are common
landscape elements. The view is likely to be community level and therefore the value is medium.

8.203

The views of recreational users passing through the area are screened by the rising landform and the
susceptibility to change is assessed as medium.

8.204

The combination of the medium value and medium susceptibility results in a medium sensitivity to the
Proposed Development.

Viewpoint 4: View looking south east adjacent to Bridleway 412/5/1 on
Harmony Road, Pitsmingle
8.205

This view is representative of recreational users (walkers, cyclists and equestrian users) on Bridleway
412/5/1, which crosses north- west from Pitsmingle to Goss Moor NNR.

Winter
8.206

The Site is located across the extent of the middle ground view. The viewpoint illustrates views across
the low-lying agricultural landscape to the west of Roche, as a result of the elevated position of the
PRoW. The composition of the view includes fields, hedgerows and mature trees in the foreground;
residential properties of the settlement of Roche, St Gomanda’s Church in Roche, the existing B3274
and electricity pylons in the middle ground; and Carbis Moor and Goonbarrow China Clay Works in the
background.

Summer
8.207

In summer the composition of the view remains similar to winter due to the elevated position of the
viewpoint and the low height of the roadside vegetation. There is a more notable vegetated character
along the field boundaries and increased screening of views towards Roche. Views of the electricity
pylons, residential properties and St Gomanda’s Church remain, as well as vehicles passing along the
B3274.

Sensitivity
8.208

There are features of interest within the view including Carbis Moor, which is valued at a community and
local level, whilst frequented and having inherent quality, it is not likely to be a widely recognised view.
Value is therefore assessed to be medium.

8.209

As the receptor includes people passing through the area on designated routes with views relevant to
the activity but not central to it, the susceptibility to change is assessed as medium.

8.210

The combination of the medium value and high susceptibility results in a high sensitivity to the
Proposed Development.

Viewpoint 5: View looking east from the PRoW/Bridleway 412/5/1 at Pitsmingle
8.211

This view is representative of people walking on the PRoW which traverses north west from Harmony
Road to Goss Moor NNR.
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Winter
8.212

Views are channelled by the roadside hedgerows and vegetation lining Harmony Road. Vehicles on
Harmony Road are visible across the majority of the foreground of the view and disrupt views of the
agricultural landscape, detracting from the quality of the view. The undulating landform limits middle
distance views due to the elevated position of the viewpoint and terminates with woodland located on
elevated ground in the background.

Summer
8.213

The view remains similar to winter, due to the elevated position of the viewpoint. Roadside hedgerows in
leaf soften the view.

Sensitivity
8.214

As the view consists of relatively common components and contains existing highway infrastructure, the
value is low.

8.215

The views of recreational users passing through the area are less likely to be focussed on the
landscape, and therefore the susceptibility to change is assessed as medium.

8.216

The combination of the low value and medium susceptibility results in a medium sensitivity to the
Proposed Development.

Viewpoint 6: View looking south from PRoW 412/14/1
8.217

This view is representative of people walking on the PRoW which traverses east from Roche to the west
at Goss Moor.

Winter
8.218

The Site is located from the right to the centre of the view. The view demonstrates that there are views
across the low-lying agricultural landscape to the south of Roche, fragmented by the intervening
vegetation of field boundaries and mature hedgerows. The composition of the view includes agricultural
fields, hedgerows and electricity pylons in the foreground, further agricultural fields bounded by
hedgerows and mature trees in the middle ground and the elevated landform of Littlejohns China Clay
Works and Hensbarrow Downs in the background of the view.

Summer
8.219

In summer the composition of the view remains similar to winter, due to the slightly elevated position of
the viewpoint and the distance from the intervening vegetation. With existing vegetation in leaf there is a
more notable vegetated character along the field boundaries and where mature trees are present. Views
of electricity pylons and defined field boundaries remain.

Sensitivity
8.220

There are features of interest within the view including Hensbarrow Downs and whilst frequented and
having an inherent quality, it is not likely to be a widely recognised view. The landform is considered to
be valued at the local level, therefore the value is medium.

8.221

As the receptor includes people passing through the area on designated routes with open views, the
susceptibility to change is assessed as high.

8.222

The combination of the medium value and high susceptibility results in a high sensitivity to the
Proposed Development.

Viewpoint 7: View looking north-east from the settlement at Rees Hill
8.223

This view is representative of residential receptors within the settlement at Rees Hill.

Winter
8.224

The site is located on the ridgeline in the background view. Views are filtered across a rising landform
consisting of an agricultural field bounded by mature hedgerows. The view includes outbuildings
associated with a residential property and mature vegetation within a private garden in the foreground.
The middle ground of the view contains an agricultural field bounded by a mature hedgerow on the
ridgeline.
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Summer
8.225

The view remains similar to winter due to the elevated position of viewpoint on the ridgeline, with some
additional screening from hedgerows and ornamental vegetation due to the intervening vegetation being
in leaf.

Sensitivity
8.226

The view is contained by the topography and whilst likely to be recognised at a community level it is not
likely to be a widely recognised view and therefore the value is medium.

8.227

The receptor is residential and views are likely to be experienced daily, therefore the susceptibility to
change is considered to be high.

8.228

The combination of the medium value and high susceptibility results in a high sensitivity to the
Proposed Development.

Viewpoint 8a-e: Views from Roche Rock
8.229

The view is from the Scheduled Monument of Roche Rock. The view includes features of interest
including low-lying agricultural landscape on the fringe of Roche, defined by field boundaries, vegetated
ridgelines, Hensbarrow Downs and Goss Moor NNR and features associated with the china clay
landscape, including spoil heaps.

Winter
8.230

The Site is located across the middle ground view. There are open and panoramic, long distance views
across a predominantly undulating and low-lying residential and agricultural landscape, extending to
areas of higher ground including moorland and china clay quarries. The settlement is clearly visible and
prominent in the landscape while certain buildings within the settlement are screened or filtered by the
existing mature vegetation and trees.

8.231

The agricultural landscape is interspersed with woodland, occasional agricultural barns, sparse
settlement and road networks.

8.232

Residential properties at St. Dennis and the church are visible, although the majority of buildings within
the village are screened or filtered by the existing woodland and the village’s distance from the
viewpoint.

8.233

Vehicles on the existing B3274 are visible as they cross the elevated part of Hensbarrow Downs to the
south. Electricity pylons are also visible across the landscape and within the settlement of Roche.

8.234

Elevated land forms the background of the view including Goss Moor, Littlejohns China Clay Works and
Hensbarrow Downs.

Summer
8.235

In summer and with the existing vegetation in leaf, the extent of development visible within Roche is
reduced albeit still clearly visible, whilst open and panoramic views remain due to the elevated position
of the viewpoint. Views of vehicles on the existing B3274 at Hensbarrow Downs between Roche and
Stenalees also remain.

Sensitivity
8.236

The view is of a Scheduled Monument and includes features of interest including Hensbarrow Downs
and Goss Moor NNR. The value is therefore assessed as high.

8.237

As the receptors are engaged in outdoor recreation and leisure and tourism and as views are open
across the landscape, the susceptibility to change is high.

8.238

The combination of the high value and high susceptibility results in a high sensitivity to the Proposed
Development.

Viewpoint 9: View north-east from St. Gomanda's Church
8.239

The view is representative of residents of properties at the western fringe of Roche, adjacent to the
existing B3274. The view is from the access road west of St. Gomanda’s Church, across the low-lying
agricultural landscape towards Goss Moor NNR.
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Winter
8.240

There are views across the low-lying agricultural landscape extending towards Goss Moor NNR. The
view is across agricultural fields bounded by hedgerows in the foreground, residential properties on the
western fringe of Roche, electricity pylons and vehicles on Harmony Road in the middle ground and the
elevated landform at Goss Moor NNR is visible in the background.

Summer
8.241

In summer the composition of the view remains similar to that in winter due to the agricultural land use
and low-lying landform within the valley, with some additional screening from hedgerows on the field
boundaries due to the intervening vegetation being in leaf.

Sensitivity
8.242

There are features of interest within the view, including Goss Moor NNR. The view is likely to be
recognised at a local level and whilst having an inherent quality, it is not likely to be a widely recognised
view and is not the primary reason for the receptors presence in the location, therefore the value is
medium.

8.243

As the receptors include local residents, the susceptibility to change is assessed as high.

8.244

The combination of the medium value and high susceptibility results in a high sensitivity to the
Proposed Development.

Viewpoint 10: View looking west from PRoW 412/22/1 on Tresayes Down
8.245

This view is representative of people walking on the PRoW which crosses Hensbarrow Downs south
west from the existing B3274. This part of PRoW 412/22/1 is in a relatively elevated location.

Winter
8.246

The extent of the view is partly curtailed by the elevated landform of Gunheath China Clay Works and
the undulating landscape of Hensbarrow Downs, such that longer distance views of the agricultural
landscape are curtailed.

8.247

The view demonstrates areas of existing scrub and heathland in the foreground crossed by electricity
pylons which extend into the background of the view to the north-west. Agricultural fields bounded by
hedgerows and a single dwelling are located in the middle ground.

Summer
8.248

In summer the composition of the view remains similar to that in winter due to the agricultural land use
with some additional screening from hedgerows on the field boundaries due to the intervening
vegetation being in leaf.

Sensitivity
8.249

The view across Hensbarrow Downs moorland includes features of interest including rolling landform,
vegetated field boundaries and the disused Gunheath China Clay Works. The value is therefore
assessed as low.

8.250

As the receptors are engaged in outdoor recreation, passing through the area on designated routes with
views that are partially framed, the susceptibility to change is medium.

8.251

The combination of the low value and medium susceptibility results in a medium sensitivity to the
Proposed Development.

Viewpoint 11a-b: View looking north from PRoW 412/19/2 on Hensbarrow
Downs
8.252

This view is representative of people walking on the PRoW which crosses Hensbarrow Downs south
west from the existing B3274. This part of PRoW 412/19/2 is in an elevated location.

Winter
8.253

The extent of the view is partly curtailed by the elevated Gunheath China Clay Works to the west and
Great Wheal Prosper China Clay Works to the east. There are also longer, more distant views across
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the agricultural landscape and views of the settlement of Roche are possible due to the elevated
position of the viewpoint.
8.254

The view extends across areas of existing scrub and heathland in the foreground which includes
electricity pylons which extend into the background of the view, to the north-west. The middle ground
comprises heathland, agricultural fields bounded by hedgerows and residential properties on the fringe
of Roche. There are also intermittent views of the existing B3274 and vehicles through gaps in
hedgerows.

8.255

Due to the elevated position of the viewpoint, expansive views extend across a rolling landform of
agricultural fields. Patches of woodland and wind turbines are visible in the landscape to the east and
north of Roche in the background.

Summer
8.256

The composition of the view is similar in summer due to the open character of the heathland in the
foreground, with residential properties of Roche and vehicles on the existing B3274 remaining visible.

Sensitivity
8.257

The view is across Hensbarrow Downs Moorland, and granite hills and includes features of interest
including a rolling landform, vegetated field boundaries and the disused Gunheath China Clay Works
and Great Wheal Prosper China Clay Works. The value is therefore assessed as medium.

8.258

As the receptors are engaged in outdoor recreation, passing through the landscape on designated
routes with open views, the susceptibility to change is high.

8.259

The combination of the medium value and high susceptibility results in a high sensitivity to the
Proposed Development.

Viewpoint 12: View looking north-west along B3274 from Goonbarrow China
Clay Works
8.260

The view is representative of people travelling in vehicles on this route.

Winter
8.261

Views are framed by roadside hedgerows and vegetation located on the slopes of the cutting of the
B3274. Vehicles on the existing B3274 are visible across the majority of the view and detract from the
quality of the view.

8.262

The elevated position of the viewpoint provides opportunities for long distance views, channelled northwest towards the settlement of Roche and areas of elevated ground beyond.

8.263

Electricity pylons are present in both the middle ground and the background of the view, extending
north-west across the study area.

Summer
8.264

The composition of the view remains similar to that of winter, due to the elevated position of the
receptor. The existing vegetation in the foreground further screens of views from Hensbarrow Downs to
the west. The B3274 and the influence of the existing vehicles remain notable within the view.

Sensitivity
8.265

The view consists of relatively common components, such that the view is incidental to the reason for
the receptor being at the location. Also, as it contains existing highway infrastructure, the value is low.

8.266

As the receptor group consists of people passing through the area on public highways with framed
views, the susceptibility to change is low.

8.267

The combination of the low value and low susceptibility results in a low sensitivity to the Proposed
Development.

Viewpoint 13: View looking east from the PRoW 424/09/1
8.268

This view is representative of recreational users (walkers) on the PRoW which traverses east from the
existing B3274 along the north west fringe of Caudledown in the settlement of Stenalees.
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Winter
8.269

Views are framed by the steep landform of the Bluebarrow China Clay Works and the roadside
hedgerows and vegetation located on the cutting slopes of the B3274. Vehicles on the existing B3274
are visible across the majority of the view which fragment the unity of the moorland landscape and
detract from the view.

8.270

Heathland and scrub vegetation is present within the Bluebarrow China Clay Works to the west in the
foreground and middle ground of the view.

8.271

Electricity pylons and telegraph poles are offset from the western extent of the B3274 and traverse the
route from the foreground to the background of the view.

Summer
8.272

The composition of the view remains similar with the existing vegetation in the foreground in leaf there is
enhanced screening to prevent views of Bluebarrow China Clay Works to the west of the receptor. The
B3274 and the influence of the existing vehicles remain notable within the view.

Sensitivity
8.273

The view consists of relatively common components, such that the view is incidental to the reason for
the receptor being at the location. Also, as it contains existing highway infrastructure, the value is low.

8.274

As the receptors are engaged in outdoor recreation passing through the area on designated routes with
framed views, the susceptibility to change is medium.

8.275

The combination of the low value and medium susceptibility results in a medium sensitivity to the
Proposed Development.

Viewpoint 14: View looking south-west to Stenalees roundabout on the A391
8.276

The view is representative of people travelling in vehicles on this route.

Winter
8.277

The view is partly curtailed by the Bluebarrow China Clay Works in the west and the Penhale China
Clay Works in the south, which frame longer distance views of the Wheal Martyn China Clay Works in
the background.

8.278

The garage of a residential property on the fringe of Stenalees is visible on the edge of the roundabout
in the middle ground of the view. Vehicles, signage and lighting columns on the roundabout of the
existing B3274 and A391 are visible across the majority of the view. A gabion retaining wall on the road
boundary lies and vegetation and scrub on the elevated landforms of the Bluebarrow China and Penhale
China Clay Works occupy the middle ground of the view.

Summer
8.279

Framed views towards Wheal Martyn China Clay Works remain across the land to the south west in the
background of the view.

Sensitivity
8.280

The view consists of relatively common components and as it contains existing highway infrastructure,
the value is low.

8.281

As the receptor is passing through the area on public roads, the susceptibility to change is low.

8.282

The combination of the low value and low susceptibility results in a low sensitivity to the Proposed
Development.

Viewpoint 15: View looking north-west from Caerloggas Downs
8.283

This view is representative of people visiting Caerloggas Downs for leisure and recreation.
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Winter
8.284

There are views across the heathland landscape which has been heavily influenced by china clay
workings. The China Clay Works of Gunheath and Bluebarrow occupy the centre of the middle and
foreground of the view respectively.

8.285

The view is curtailed to the west by Wheal Martyn China Clay Works and is partially curtailed by
Goonbarrow China Clay Works to the north. Areas of elevated landform are visible beyond Goonbarrow
China Clay Works in the background of the view to the north of the viewpoint, including wind turbines
which break the skyline.

8.286

Areas of scrub and woodland are visible across the foreground with residential properties of Stenalees,
electricity pylons, vehicles on the existing B327, moorland vegetation of Hensbarrow Downs, agricultural
fields bounded by vegetated hedgerows and a wind turbine visible across the middle ground of the view.

Summer
8.287

Due to the elevated location of the viewpoint the composition of the view remains similar to winter with
some additional screening from the hedgerows on the field boundaries and woodland.

Sensitivity
8.288

There are features of interest within the view, including Hensbarrow Downs Moor. The landform in the
view is also distinctive and therefore the value is medium.

8.289

As the receptor includes leisure and recreation users with an open view the susceptibility to change is
assessed as high.

8.290

The combination of the medium value and high susceptibility results in a high sensitivity to the
Proposed Development.

Viewpoint 16: View looking south-west from Carbis Moor
8.291

This view is representative of people walking across open access land on Carbis Moor.

Winter
8.292

Moorland scrub vegetation and woodland occupy the foreground of the view. This woodland and the
elevated position of the viewpoint limit views beyond. The peaks of St Gomanda’s Church, Roche and
Roche Rock and electricity pylons are visible in the middle ground view above this woodland in the
middle distance.

8.293

The elevated landform of Hensbarrow Downs and Littlejohns China Clay Works defines the background
of the view.

Summer
8.294

The composition of the view remains similar to that of winter. With the existing vegetation in the
foreground in leaf, views of St Gomanda’s Church, Roche and Roche Rock are screened. Hensbarrow
Downs and Littlejohns China Clay Works remain notable within the view.

Sensitivity
8.295

The view includes features of interest including the scheduled monument of Roche Rock and
Hensbarrow Downs Moor and therefore the value is high.

8.296

As the receptors are engaged in outdoor recreation passing through the area on designated routes with
partially screened views, the susceptibility to change is medium.

8.297

The combination of the high value and medium susceptibility results in a high sensitivity to the
Proposed Development.

Viewpoint 17: View looking south-east from PRoW at Belowda Beacon
8.298

This view is representative of people walking on the PRoW which traverses south from the existing
B3274 towards the settlement of Belowda.
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Winter
8.299

Due to the elevated position of the viewpoint there are views across the low-lying agricultural landscape
extending towards Roche and Hensbarrow Downs.

8.300

The foreground of the view comprises moorland and heathland vegetation, the existing B3274,
agricultural fields bounded by hedgerows, isolated residential property and a disused chimney which
forms a local landmark. Agricultural fields bounded by hedgerows with electricity pylons and a wind
turbine in the middle-distance view, alongside the elevated landform at Goss Moor NNR in the west
characterise the middle ground.

8.301

The background is defined by the steep, elevated landforms of Goonbarrow China Clay Works,
Hensbarrow Downs and Littlejohns China Clay Works. The settlement of Roche is also visible in the
background, including long distance views of Roche Rock.

Summer
8.302

In summer the composition of the view remains similar to that in winter due to the elevated position of
the viewpoint and the low-lying landform within the valley Hedgerows on field boundaries provide some
additional screening due to the intervening vegetation being in leaf.

Sensitivity
8.303

There are features of interest within the view, including Goss Moor NNR and the Roche Rock Scheduled
Monument and therefore value is high.

8.304

As the receptors are engaged in outdoor recreation passing through the area on designated routes with
open views susceptibility to change is high.

8.305

The combination of the high value and high susceptibility results in a high sensitivity to the Proposed
Development.

Viewpoint 18: View looking south-east from Castle-en-Dinas
8.306

The view is representative of people visiting the Castle-en-Dinas Hillfort (Scheduled Monument) for
leisure, which is situated north of the existing A30.

Winter
8.307

Due to the elevated position of the viewpoint there are views across the low-lying agricultural landscape,
extending south east towards Roche and Hensbarrow Downs.

8.308

The foreground of the view comprises scrub and heathland vegetation within the boundary of the Hillfort.
Beyond this the historic agricultural field boundaries defined by hedgerows and mature trees, the
existing B3274 and A30, Victoria Business Park, isolated residential properties and electricity pylons
extend into the middle-distance , with the elevated landform at Goss Moor visible in the west.

8.309

The background of the view is defined by the steep, elevated landforms of Goonbarrow China Clay
Works, Hensbarrow Downs and Littlejohns China Clay Works. The settlement of Roche is also visible in
the background. There are long distance views to elevated land in the far south east, including
agricultural land and wind turbines.

Summer
8.310

In summer the composition of the view remains similar to that in winter due to the elevated position of
the viewpoint and the low-lying landform within the valley. Hedgerows on field boundaries further screen
views due to the intervening vegetation being in leaf.

Sensitivity
8.311

The view is an important part of the experience of the Scheduled Monument and includes features of
interest including Goss Moor NNR, hedgerows and historic field boundaries. . The value is therefore
high.

8.312

As the receptors are engaged in outdoor recreation passing through the area on designated routes with
open views, the susceptibility to change is high.
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8.313

The combination of the high value and high susceptibility results in a high sensitivity to the Proposed
Development

Viewpoint 19: View looking east from St. Dennis Church
8.314

This view is representative of residential receptors at the settlement of St. Dennis as the church is
located adjacent to residential properties outside the western boundary of the study area.

Winter
8.315

Due to the elevated position of the receptor there are views across the low-lying agricultural landscape
extending towards Roche and Carbis Moor.

8.316

The view demonstrates that there are extensive views across the low-lying agricultural landscape,
including historic agricultural field boundaries with vegetated hedgerows and mature trees, areas of
woodland, isolated residential properties and electricity pylons in the middle-distance, alongside the
elevated landform at Goss Moor NNR, north of the viewpoint.

8.317

The background of the view is distant and extends to Beacon Hill and Victoria services to the north east
and the settlement of Roche including Roche Rock and Carbis Moor to the east. There are long distance
views to elevated land in the far east of the view, beyond Carbis Moor to Criggan Moor where wind
turbines are visible.

Summer
8.318

In summer the composition of the view remains similar to that in winter due to the elevated position of
the viewpoint and the low-lying landform within the valley Hedgerows on field boundaries and woodland
screen views due to the intervening vegetation being in leaf.

Sensitivity
8.319

The view includes features of interest including Goss Moor NNR, Roche Rock (Scheduled Monument),
hedgerows and historic field boundaries and the value is therefore high.

8.320

As the receptor represents people living in the area, the susceptibility to change is assessed as high.

8.321

The combination of the high value and high susceptibility results in a high sensitivity to the Proposed
Development.

Summary of the visual baseline
The Proposed Development is located within a predominantly remote area of varied character, which gives rise to
open views in the centre and north of the area. In the south, a landscape of high ground and heathland
dominated by the China Clay industries again gives rise to open views. There are scattered pockets of small
settlements including the villages of Roche and Stenalees where views are more enclosed due to the built form
and in Stenalees surrounding areas of higher ground.

Design, Mitigation and Enhancement Measures
Design Principles
8.322

The first stages of the design process established a series of landscape and visual principles in
97
response to the vision of Highways England’s ‘The Road to Good Design’ which requires road
networks to:
“reflect in its design the beauty of the natural, built and historic environment through which it
passes, and enhancing it where possible.”

8.323

This Highways England publication identifies 10 design principles; with the fourth design principle being
‘fits in context’, where by good road design demonstrates sensitivity to the landscape and builds a
legacy for the future.

97

Highways England (2018) The Road To Good Design. [online]. Available at:<
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/672822/Good_road_design_
Jan_18-pdf> [Last accessed 8th October 2018]
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8.324

The landscape and visual principles for the Proposed Development were therefore based upon the local
landscape character areas so as to successfully identify the existing character and integrate the
Proposed Development within the existing landscape. The design principles are outlined below.

Heathland
8.325

In heathland areas the design principles are based upon landscape enhancement through the recreation of heathland habitat. This, is a key characteristic of Hensbarrow Downs and a nationally rare
habitat, as highlighted in the Hensbarrow NCA Statement of Environmental Opportunity.

8.326

The design principles are:

h.

No lighting on elevated sections of Hensbarrow Downs;

i.

Appropriate landscape/townscape response to the proposed roundabouts: Trezaise and Singlerose,
providing improved non-motorised vehicle (NMU) connectivity and opportunity for landscape
interpretation and sculptural elements in conjunction with the proposals from the Eden Project;

j.

Enhancing NMU links along the Proposed Development via shared foot/cycle and equestrian
pathways, to counter the severance to recreational routes and respond positively to the stated
landscape guidance for NCA 154;

k.

A planting strategy of heathland seeding to incorporate key landscape species from the NCA
Hensbarrow including: purple moor grass and devil's-bit scabious, the latter supporting habitats of the
rare marsh fritillary butterfly; and

l.

Post and wire, low visibility stock proof fencing.

Enclosed agricultural land
8.327

In the areas of enclosed agricultural land, the design principles are:

m.

Integration of Cornish hedge banks to provide a linear green corridor and integrate it into the existing
agricultural landscape;

n.

Cutting between Tregoss and Harmony Roundabout’s to provide enhanced visual mitigation for Goss
Moor NNR;

o.

Appropriate landscape/townscape response to the proposed roundabouts: Tregoss and Harmony and
providing improved NMU connectivity and opportunity for landscape interpretation and sculptural
elements in conjunction with the proposals from the Eden Project;

p.

A planting strategy to respond to the landscape character with species rich seeding;

q.

Tree planting to provide enhanced visual screening; and

r.

Post and rail low visibility stock proof fencing.

8.328

The second stage of the landscape design process was based upon the Design Manual for Roads and
98
Bridges Volume 10 Part 2: Environmental Functions . This sets out a range of function codes related to
the design and management of a highway, e.g. visual screening to mitigate against adverse visual
impacts. The Landscape Design Drawings illustrate the detailed environmental function codes, and
those relevant landscape and visual codes are:

s.

EFA – Visual Screening (mitigation against adverse visual impacts);

t.

EFB – Landscape Integration (integrating the highway with the surrounding landscape);

u.

EFC – Enhancing the Built Environment (enhancing the landscape and built elements of the highway
to reflect the local townscape or community); and

v.

EFE – Visual Amenity (maintain interest, variety and an acceptable visual appearance for road users
and public viewers).
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Highways Agency (2001) Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, Volume 10 Environmental Design and Management.
[online]. Available at:< http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/dmrb/vol10/section0/ha8701.pdf> [Last accessed
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Construction
8.329

For landscape and visual matters, the construction phase and associated mitigation refers to the
construction compounds, activities, machinery and processes, to implement the Proposed Development.

8.330

Construction mitigation measures are set out in Table 8-14. Specific landscape and visual construction
mitigation measures will also be described in the Construction Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP).

Table 8-14: Construction Mitigation
ES Category

LVIA Mitigation






Embedded
Mitigation






Secondary
Mitigation



Locating the topsoil and construction compound away from Goss Moor NNR (EFA).
Internal site traffic haul roads to minimise impact on surrounding settlements, re-use of
downgraded sections (EFA).
Protection for intact Cornish hedge banks and tree protection fencing for all retained hedges
and trees (EFB).
Enclosing the main contractor compound with topsoil/subsoil storage so as to soften views
from within the surrounding landscape (EFA).
Ensuring soil structures are protected where land would be used temporarily, such as for
compounds, haul roads, re-grading areas, etc. so that when it is returned to the existing land
use, it is in a suitable condition for reuse (EFB).
Restricting building height within contractor compounds to one storey in height and in areas
away from high sensitivity receptors (EFA).
Implementation of the CEMP (EFB).
Where soil is removed from characteristic areas such as agriculture, heathland, woodland,
soils are to be safeguarded and returned to the same characteristic areas (EFB).
Where changes in landform are visible from outside the Proposed Development, these areas
are to be mitigated where practicable to shallower gradients that reflect existing landscape
character (EFA).
Temporary construction buildings, fencing and facilities could be rendered in tonal colours to
reflect the landscape as well as screened in part by solid hoardings (EFA).

Operation
8.331

The design of the Proposed Development is recorded as part of its operational phase, as this is its
finished and usable state and allows for the establishment of proposed planting, which forms the basis
of the operational assessment. This scenario reflects the IAN 135/10 and GLVIA 3 assessment
guidance.

8.332

Operation mitigation measures are set out Table 8-15. Specific landscape and visual operational
mitigation measures are illustrated on the Landscape Design drawings and are supported by the LEMP.

Table 8-15: Operation Mitigation
ES Category

LVIA Mitigation






Embedded
Mitigation
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Advanced planting where practicable for accelerated site integration and visual screening
(EFA, EFB, and EFE).
Bunds sown with species rich grass to provide visual mitigation (EFE, EFB).
Downgraded sections of road to be reconfigured to reduce the impact on landscape
character and visual amenity (EFE, EFB).
New woodland planting at Tregoss and Harmony roundabouts to provide enhanced visual
screening for residents of Roche (EFE, EFB).
New woodland planting in sections between Harmony and Trezaise roundabouts, to provide
enhanced visual screening for residents of Roche and Trezaise (EFE, EFB).
Mitigation planting at all elevated sections of the Proposed Development, including: junctions,
bridges, underpasses and embankments (EFE, EFB).
Sympathetic re-grading of earthworks to integrate those within the existing landform in
combination with some areas of cutting (EFA, EFB, EFE).
Replacement planting around the new attenuation basins as landscape features and
biodiversity enhancements (EFB, EFE).
The extensive use of Cornish hedges in the north of the scheme to provide visual screening,
biodiversity enhancement and aid scheme integration (EFA, EFB, EFE). And to reinforce the
character of the field boundaries.
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Heathland planting to enhance the landscape character of Hensbarrow Downs and extending
its range towards Stenalees through the eradication of invasive species located in the south
of the Proposed Development.
The use of species rich grassland reflecting the surrounding landscape character adjacent to
Goss Moor NNR.
The development of locally distinctive planting palettes produced jointly with the Eden
Project.

Assessment Phases
8.333

The construction phase assessment is based upon winter conditions, when most vegetation is not in leaf
and there would be greater visibility of the construction activity compared to summer. This represents a
worst case scenario.

8.334

The operational assessment is undertaken at:

8.335



Year 1 and during winter, when most vegetation is not in leaf and there would be greater visibility of
the Proposed Development compared to summer months. This represents a worst-case scenario.



Year 15 and during summer, when the existing vegetation and proposed planting will be established
and in leaf, such it represents a best-case scenario.
Landscape and visual effects are assessed separately. Visual effects are described in Appendix 8.A with
a Schedule of Significant Effects in Appendix

Impacts and Significance of Effects
Landscape – Construction Phase
8.336

At the northern part of the Proposed Development, construction activity would include excavation for a
cutting between Treegoss Roundabout and Harmony Roundabout and would last two years.

8.337

The main construction compound would require localised regrading of landform and vegetation removal,
as well as security fencing and temporary lighting.

8.338

The Singlerose Roundabout would require excavation on routes that extend off the junction, including
the A391 and the B3274.

Impacts on Landform
8.339

The construction phase would result in direct changes to the landform along the full extent of the
Proposed Development. Impacts would arise from topsoil stripping, excavation for the sections of
cutting, as well as the re-profiling of fields to facilitate the construction compounds.

8.340

New drainage basins would utilise existing drainage features and depressions within the ground.

Impact on Vegetation
8.341

There would be extensive removal of existing vegetation within the Proposed Development boundary at
the beginning of the construction phase.

8.342

Vegetation removal will include extensive areas of Japanese Knotweed and Rhododendron located
within the Site boundary.

8.343

Areas of vegetation removal limited to the scheme boundary would include trees, hedgerows, heathland
and scrub. This removal will be limited to the construction compounds, as well as facilitating the
operational phase of the carriageway.

8.344

Existing trees on the Proposed Development boundary will be retained and protected via the measures
set out within the CEMP.

8.345

There would be vegetation removal within Singlerose Roundabout and between the existing
carriageways of the B3274, including removal of invasive Rhododendron species, to enable the
construction of the embankments and cutting.
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8.346

The construction of the drainage basins along the extent of the route would result in the removal of trees
and vegetation in these localised areas i.e. to the west of the embankment and south of Harmony Road.

Impacts on Tranquillity
8.347

The main impacts on tranquillity would be between Tregoss Roundabout and Trezaise Roundabout,
reflecting the main surface level construction activity. There would also be an adverse impact on the
tranquillity within the Hensbarrow Downs, due to the construction of the cutting approach and excavation
for southern extent of the Proposed Development. The construction phase would also implement high
solid fencing around these areas of excavation.

8.348

In combination with the existing carriageway remaining operational during the construction phase, the
construction phase would adversely impact the tranquillity within the Proposed Development boundary.

8.349

The adverse impact on tranquillity is due to machinery and general construction activity, fencing,
compounds and lighting over a 2 year period.

8.350

The Proposed Development would have an adverse impact on the tranquillity across Goss Moor NNR.
This is because of the close proximity of the construction activity to the NNR and the excavation for the
proposed cutting.

8.351

The Proposed Development would not adversely impact the tranquillity across the Camel Valley. This is
because of the intervening topography and distance between the Proposed Development and the
Camel Valley and the construction works and the limited inter-visibility.

Effects of Construction on Published Landscape Character Areas
LCA CA 20: Mid Cornwall Moors
8.352

During construction there would be notable disruption to the landform, landscape pattern, and tranquillity
within the Proposed Development boundary. There would be extensive re-grading works west of Roche,
as well as localised earthworks along the length of the Proposed Development to create embankments
and cuttings

8.353

Additionally, there would be temporary haul roads, compounds and storage of materials. The existing
B3274 and the old A30 would remain operational during the construction phase, thereby retaining the
existing transport linkages across the character area. The construction phase in relation to the extent of
the character area will therefore result in noticeable change to the character area.

8.354

Overall, the magnitude of impact would be moderate adverse. This, assessed alongside the medium
sensitivity of the receptor, would result in a moderate adverse effect, which is significant.

LCA CA 17: St. Austell or Hensbarrow China Clay Area
8.355

During construction there would be disruption to the land use of the LCA, with construction activity
prominent in the vicinity of the construction compounds and associated haul roads and the Singlerose
Roundabout. There would also be further disruption within the decommissioning of the existing B3274.
The engineering works within this LCA would be localised to a part of the LCA which is already
influenced by the existing B3274. The openness of the landscape and dramatic views would be
disturbed as a result of the combined impact of the extensive construction compounds and construction
of the Singlerose Roundabout. Overall the scale of the construction activity would result in a noticeable
change to the character area during construction and variance with characteristic features.

8.356

Overall, the magnitude of impact will be moderate adverse. This, assessed alongside the low sensitivity
of the receptor, will result in a slight adverse effect, which is not significant.

LCA CA 33: Camel and Allen Valleys
8.357

Part of the construction of the junction with the old A30, west of Victoria would be located just outside
the southern boundary of the character area, associated with the existing road junction, therefore no
changes to landform or vegetation within the study area. The construction activity would locally disrupt
tranquillity.

8.358

Overall, the magnitude of impact will be negligible. This, assessed alongside the high sensitivity of the
receptor, will result in a slight adverse effect, which is not significant.
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Landscape – Operation Year 1
8.359

The Proposed Development would increase in the extent of road between the Tregoss Roundabout and
the Trezaise Roundabout, due to the new carriageway and the B3274 remaining operational, albeit
downgraded to a local road.

8.360

There would also be additional structures within the landscape, including the underpass south of
Harmony Roundabout and the granite faced walls along the cutting approach across Hensbarrow
Downs. This would include variable message signs and additional highways signage.

8.361

The extent of construction impact across Hensbarrow Downs would be less in comparison to that across
the northern part of the Proposed Development, due to the existence of the B3274.

8.362

The new route would substantially reduce traffic along the B3274 within Roche, reducing levels of
activity and increasing relative tranquillity within the settlement.

8.363

The new routes would also create recreational opportunities between Roche and Goss Moor; new
pedestrian links would also be provided across the new route, including an underpass south of Harmony
Roundabout.

8.364

The potential adverse impacts of the new carriageway and highways infrastructure would be minimised
by the carefully designed earthworks, which include cuttings, hedge banks, tree planting and heathland,
albeit the new planting would not have established at year 1. .

Impacts on Landform
8.365

At year 1 of operation, the finished state of the completed earthworks would have begun to be integrated
into the existing pattern of the landform across the study area, via the grading out of cuttings and
embankments.

8.366

The sense of scale of roundabout junctions would be visible across the extent of the scheme; softened
by immature tree planting bordering the junctions, along with the extent of Cornish hedge banks
adjacent to both embankments and cuttings.

8.367

The impact on the landform within the Proposed Development boundary is therefore the direct loss of
landform along the carriageway.

Impacts on Vegetation
8.368

With reference to the embedded mitigation section, planting would include species rich seeding,
heathland, trees and Cornish hedge banks and wetland planting.

8.369

There would be new hedgerow planting along the top of the cutting, north of Harmony Roundabout. This
new planting would offset the removal of the hedgerow within the Site boundary in this area.

8.370

There would be replacement planting around the new drainage basins.

8.371

There would be replacement planting around the new roundabouts along with the potential of local
vernacular features and interpretation art works.

8.372

New woodland planting, particularly on the embankment between Harmony Roundabout and Trezaise
Roundabout, would offset the loss of trees and woodland within the construction of the scheme.

8.373

In the context of the existing open landscape within the Proposed Development boundary, the extent of
new planting is considered appropriate to replace vegetation lost during the construction phase.

Impacts on Tranquillity
8.374

There would be an adverse impact on the tranquillity within the Proposed Development boundary, due to
the carriageway and the existence of vehicles along the route.

8.375

The exception to this reduction in tranquillity would be at Roche, where there would be a beneficial
impact on the tranquillity, due to the visual and audible reduction in vehicles along the B3274.

8.376

The scale and mass of the Hensbarrow Downs cutting would reduce the tranquillity in the southern
extent of the scheme.
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8.377

The Proposed Development would not adversely impact the tranquillity across Goss Moor NNR due to
the distance of the NNR from the carriageway, in combination with the road being in cutting.

8.378

The Proposed Development would not adversely impact the tranquillity across the Camel Valley due to
the topography of the existing landscape and the distance from the carriageway, in combination with the
road being in cutting.

Effects on Published Landscape Character Areas Operation Year 1
8.379

The Proposed Development would result in a range of impacts on the published character areas.
However, the wider extent of the published LCAs in relation to the localised extent of the Proposed
Development would mean that there would not be significant effects at year 1 of operation, as outlined
below. The Proposed Development would retain the key characteristics of the published LCAs. The
scheme responds to the Statements of Environmental Opportunity for NCA 154 Hensbarrow by
protecting the ancient and distinctive field patterns of the Hensbarrow landscape and historic Cornish
hedges and ensuring the locally distinctive landscape characters within the area are restored and
enhanced. This will be achieved through a planting strategy that accommodates the different vegetation
patterns within each character area and re-connects Cornish hedges into the existing landscape.

LCA 17: St. Austell or Hensbarrow China Clay Area
8.380

The new earthworks associated with the Proposed Development will reflect the existing landform of a
road across Hensbarrow Down, albeit with a wider carriageway and the addition of an equestrian route
and cycleway. There will be adverse impacts associated with the upgrading of the B3274 including
widening of the carriage and associated infrastructure including additional signage within the rural
landscape, and a localised reduction in tranquillity in the landscape across Hensbarrow Down. This will
be balanced with the negligible beneficial impacts associated with the recreation of substantial areas of
characteristic heathland (albeit not established). The impacts that would be localised to the area within
and immediately surrounding the Proposed Development.

8.381

Overall, the magnitude of impact will be minor adverse. This, assessed alongside the low sensitivity of
the receptor, will result in a slight adverse effect, which is not significant.

LCA 20: Mid Cornwall Moors
8.382

The Proposed Development will retain the key characteristics of very large expanses of open low-lying
wetland, wet woodland and rough grazing, with any loss of field patterns or vegetation being minor and
localised in scale. The noise and movement of traffic on the existing B3274 through Roche will be
reduced by the Proposed Development located outside of the settlement, increasing the sense of
relative tranquillity within the village. There will be adverse impacts associated with the addition of the
A30 carriageway within the rural landscape, and a localised reduction in tranquillity in the landscape
west of Roche.

8.383

This will be balanced by slight beneficial impacts associated with the recreation of substantial areas of
species rich seeding woodland planting (albeit not established) and the creation of characteristic lengths
of new Cornish hedge.

8.384

The magnitude of impact will be minor adverse. This, assessed alongside the medium sensitivity of the
receptor, will result in a slight averse effect during year 1 of operation, which is not significant.

LCA 33: Camel and Allen Valleys
8.385

In operation, the old A30 Junction will reflect the existing land use and road network character, such that
there would be no noticeable loss or alteration to the features within the character area.

8.386

There will be no perceptible change to the character of the area which results in a no change magnitude
of impact. This assessed alongside the high sensitivity receptor will result in a neutral effect, which is
not significant.

Landscape – Operation Year 15
8.387

By year 15, the tree and hedgerow planting, heathland and species rich grassland will have established
to reduce adverse impacts resulting from the operation of the new road.
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Impacts on Landform
8.388

The sense of scale of roundabout junctions would be lessened by the tree planting bordering the
junctions, along with the extent of Cornish hedge banks adjacent to both embankments and cuttings
which integrate the scheme into the surrounding agricultural landscape bounded by Cornish hedges.

8.389

The establishment of the species rich grassland within the cutting on the approach north of Harmony
Roundabout will integrate the Proposed Development within the surrounding agricultural landscape.

Impacts on Vegetation
8.390

By year 15, the establishment of species rich grassland, heathland and Cornish hedge banks, would be
integrated into the existing landform. This would be most notable in the central section of the scheme,
where the established tree planting would also aid in reducing the sense of scale of the embankment to
the north of Trezaise Roundabout.

8.391

Woodland would provide connectivity along the embankment of the carriageway with the surrounding
green infrastructure networks. The establishment of these trees along the embankment would replace
the trees lost during the construction phase, with the trees on the embankments.

8.392

The Cornish hedge bank planting in the northern extent of the Proposed Development would reflect the
existing character of roadside hedgerows within this part of the landscape. The extent of hedgerow
would also mitigate the reduction in the hedgerow belt lost during the construction phase.

Impacts on Tranquillity
8.393

Across the study area, the establishment of tree planting and vegetation would aid in the reduction of
adverse impacts on tranquillity from the carriageway by reducing the perception of movement from the
surrounding area, particularly from the settlement of Roche.

Impacts to Published Landscape Character Areas during Year 15 of Operation
8.394

The beneficial impacts on the published landscape character areas would increase as for the year 1
assessment as the planting has established and the earthworks have become more integrated. The
Proposed Development would result in a range of both beneficial and adverse impacts on the published
character areas. However, the wider extent of the published landscape character areas in relation to the
localised extent of the Proposed Development would mean that there would not be significant adverse
effects at year 15 of operation. The Proposed Development would retain the key characteristics of the
published landscape character areas.

LCA CA17: St. Austell or Hensbarrow China Clay Area
8.395

By year 15, the areas of heathland that were unestablished in year 1 will have established, reducing the
perception of disturbed landform across Hensbarrow Down. Similarly, the areas of tree planting around
Tresayes Downs and the north of Hensbarrow Downs, and sections of hedgerow and tree planting
around the re-aligned carriageway will have matured; integrating the Proposed Development with the
existing landscape.

8.396

There will be a balance between the restoration of existing features and adverse impact of the Proposed
Development, and barely noticeable improvement to the key characteristics of LCA 17, supported by the
description above resulting in a negligible beneficial magnitude if impact. This, along with the low
sensitivity of the receptor will result in a slight beneficial effect, which is not significant.

LCA 20: Mid Cornwall Moors
8.397

At year 15, the areas of species rich grassland will have established, reducing the perception of
disturbed landform west of Roche. Similarly, the areas of tree planting on embankments south of Roche,
and sections of hedgerow will have matured, integrating the Proposed Development with the existing
landscape.

8.398

Due to the balance between the beneficial and adverse impacts of the Proposed Development and the
establishment of the characteristic planting there will be a negligible beneficial impact on the character
of LCA 20. This, along with the medium sensitivity of the receptor will result in a slight beneficial effect
in summer of year 15 of operation, which is not significant.
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LCA 33: Camel and Allen Valleys
8.399

In operation year 15, the old A30 Junction will reflect the existing land use and road network character,
such that there would be no noticeable loss or alteration to the features within the character area.

8.400

There will be no perceptible change to the character of the area which results in a no change magnitude
of impact. This assessed alongside the high sensitivity receptor will result in a neutral effect, which is
not significant.

Visual Effects
8.401

The visual effects are outlined in full in Appendix 8-1 for each of the identified visual receptors A
summary and table of effects are provided below.

Summary of visual effects Construction
8.402

A summary of the likely visual effects of construction from each of the representative viewpoints and
visual receptors identified within the study area is provided below and a detailed description is provided
in Appendix 8-1.

8.403

Of the 19 visual receptors identified, 17 would be likely to experience significant adverse effects as a
result of the construction of the Proposed Development. This is a result of the widespread construction
activity within the open landscape. The majority of the 17receptors are residents located within close
proximity to the application site, and recreational users of PRoW in the proximity of the Proposed
Development.

8.404

Effects on the remaining two receptors would be adverse for visual receptor 12 although not significant;
and neutral for visual receptor 16 due to the intervening vegetation, topography and distance from the
scheme.

8.405

In general, effects would reduce with distance from the construction activity as views are increasingly
screened by intervening vegetation.

Table 8-16: Schedule of Visual Effects - Construction
Visual
receptor

Receptor

01

Recreational users of PRoW 412/3/1.

Moderate Adverse

02

Motorists Edgecumbe Road

Moderate Adverse

03

Recreational users (walkers, cyclists and equestrian users) on
the Bridleway 412/5/1

Moderate Adverse

04

Recreational users (walkers, cyclists and equestrian users) on
the Bridleway 412/5/1

Large Adverse

05

Recreational users (walkers, cyclists and equestrian users) on
the Bridleway 412/5/1

Large Adverse

06

Recreational users (walkers) on the PRoW 412/14/1

Large Adverse

07

Residential receptors from the settlement at Rees Hill

Large Adverse

08

Views from Roche Rock

Moderate Adverse

09

Residential properties at the western fringe of Roche

Large Adverse

10

Recreational users (walkers) on the PRoW 412/22/1

Large Adverse

11

Recreational users (walkers) on the PRoW 412/19/2

Moderate Adverse

12

Motorists on B3274

Slight Adverse

13

Recreational users (walkers) on the PRoW 424/09/1

Large Adverse

14

Motorists Stenalees roundabout

Moderate Adverse

15

Recreation visitors at Caerloggas Downs

Moderate Adverse
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Visual
receptor

Receptor

Construction Effect

16

Recreational users (walkers) on open access land on Carbis
Moor.

Neutral

17

Recreational users (walkers) from PRoW at Belowda Beacon

Moderate Adverse

18

Leisure and tourism visitors at the Castle-en-Dinas Hillfort

Moderate Adverse

19

Residential receptors at the settlement of St Dennis

Moderate Adverse

Summary of visual effects Year 1 Operation
8.406

A summary of the likely visual effects of Year 1 Operation from each of the representative viewpoints
and visual receptors identified within the study area is provided below and a detailed description is
provided in Appendix 8-1.

8.407

Effects would be similar in Year 1 of Operation to that in construction. A total of 15 visual receptors
would be likely to experience significant adverse effects as a result of the Proposed Development. This
is a result of the large scale of the scheme including carriageway, signage and earthworks and the open
character of the landscape. The majority of the 15 receptors are residents located within close proximity
to the application site, and recreational users of PRoW in the proximity of the Proposed Development.

8.408

Effects on the remaining four receptors the effects would be adverse for three of these receptors,
although not significant. Effects would be neutral for visual receptor 16 due to the intervening vegetation,
topography and distance from the Proposed Development.

8.409

In general, effects will reduce with increase distance from the construction activity as views are
increasingly constrained by intervening vegetation.

Table 8-17: Schedule of Visual Effects – Operation Year 1
Visual
receptor

Receptor

01

Recreational users of PRoW 412/3/1.

Moderate Adverse

02

Motorists Edgecumbe Road

Moderate Adverse

03

Recreational users (walkers, cyclists and equestrian users) on
the Bridleway 412/5/1

Slight Adverse

04

Recreational users (walkers, cyclists and equestrian users) on
the Bridleway 412/5/1

Large Adverse

05

Recreational users (walkers, cyclists and equestrian users) on
the Bridleway 412/5/1

Moderate Adverse

06

Recreational users (walkers) on the PRoW 412/14/1

Large Adverse

07

Residential receptors from the settlement at Rees Hill

Large Adverse

08

Views from Roche Rock

Moderate Adverse

09

Residential properties at the western fringe of Roche

Large Adverse

10

Recreational users (walkers) on the PRoW 412/22/1

Large Adverse

11

Recreational users (walkers) on the PRoW 412/19/2

Moderate Adverse

12

Motorists on B3274

Slight Adverse

13

Recreational users (walkers) on the PRoW 424/09/1

Slight Adverse

14

Motorists Stenalees roundabout

Moderate Adverse

15

Recreation visitors at Caerloggas Downs

Moderate Adverse

16

Recreational users (walkers) on open access land on Carbis
Moor.

No Change
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Visual
receptor

Receptor

Operation Year 1 Effect

17

Recreational users (walkers) from PRoW at Belowda Beacon

Moderate Adverse

18

Leisure and tourism visitors at the Castle-en-Dinas Hillfort

Moderate Adverse

19

Residential receptors at the settlement of St Dennis

Moderate Adverse

Summary of visual effects Year 15 Operation
8.410

A summary of the likely visual effects of Year 15 Operation from each of the representative viewpoints
and visual receptors identified within the study area is provided below and a detailed description is
provided in Appendix 8-1.

8.411

At Year 15 of Operation there are far fewer significant effects reported due to the mitigation
enhancements including the planting and vegetation that will have matured. Of the 19 visual receptors,
only four would be likely to experience significant adverse effects as a result of the Proposed
Development. This is a result of the large scale of the scheme including the carriageway and vehicles
and the open character of the landscape. The 4 receptors are either residents located within close
proximity to the application site, or recreational users of PRoW and Bridleways in the proximity of the
Proposed Development.

8.412

Apart from receptors 3 and 16 which will remain neutral, effects on 10 of the remaining receptors would
be adverse, however not significant. These effects will improve from operation year 1 due to the
establishment of planting carried out as part of the Proposed Development to provide visual screening of
the new road, vehicles and signage and to integrate the scheme back into the existing setting.
Additionally, effects on three receptors will be beneficial; the planting scheme as well as providing
structure to views will provide vegetation characteristic of the area on particularly on Hensbarrow
Downs.

Table 8-18: Schedule of Visual Effects – Operation Year 15
Visual
receptor

Receptor

01

Recreational users of PRoW 412/3/1.

Slight Adverse

02

Motorists Edgecumbe Road

Slight Adverse

03

Recreational users (walkers, cyclists and equestrian users) on
the Bridleway 412/5/1

Neutral

04

Recreational users (walkers, cyclists and equestrian users) on
the Bridleway 412/5/1

Moderate Adverse

05

Recreational users (walkers, cyclists and equestrian users) on
the Bridleway 412/5/1

Slight Adverse

06

Recreational users (walkers) on the PRoW 412/14/1

Moderate Adverse

07

Residential receptors from the settlement at Rees Hill

Moderate Adverse

08

Views from Roche Rock

Slight Adverse

09

Residential properties at the western fringe of Roche

Slight Adverse

10

Recreational users (walkers) on the PRoW 412/22/1

Moderate Adverse

11

Recreational users (walkers) on the PRoW 412/19/2

Slight Adverse

12

Motorists on B3274

Slight Beneficial

13

Recreational users (walkers) on the PRoW 424/09/1

Slight Beneficial

14

Motorists Stenalees roundabout

Slight Beneficial

15

Recreation visitors at Caerloggas Downs

Slight Adverse
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Visual
receptor

Receptor

Construction Effect

16

Recreational users (walkers) on open access land on Carbis
Moor.

Neutral

17

Recreational users (walkers) from PRoW at Belowda Beacon

Slight Adverse

18

Leisure and tourism visitors at the Castle-en-Dinas Hillfort

Slight Adverse

19

Residential receptors at the settlement of St Dennis

Slight Adverse

Significant Effects
The significant effects are outlined in full in Appendix 8-2 for each of the identified landscape and visual
receptors.

8.413

Consideration of Cumulative Effects
8.414

The potential for significant cumulative effects arising from the Proposed Development will be confined
to an area within which one or more built, approved or ‘in planning’ developments are located within the
2km study area and the receptors defined within the main landscape and visual assessment above.

8.415

This section does not consider the magnitude or significance of the effects arising from the individual
cumulative developments, or all of them together, but looks at the additional landscape and visual
effects arising from the Proposed Development, with one or more of the identified developments or land
allocations, on the identified study area.

8.416

The following developments are cumulative schemes that have been considered:

8.417



PA18/03255 Land north of Harmony Road, Roche (circa 150 dwellings).



PA14/12186 Carclaze Eco Community (up to 1500 dwellings, a local centre, incorporating local retail,
health and community facilities, a primary school, employment floor space).



PA12/11546 Carluddon Technology Park (2.8 ha technology park).



PA18/03255 Land north of Harmony Road, Roche (circa 150 dwellings).



PA14/12186 Carclaze Eco Community (up to 1500 dwellings, a local centre, incorporating local retail,
health and community facilities, a primary school, employment floor space).



PA12/11546 Carluddon Technology Park (2.8 ha technology park).



Nansledan extension to Newquay (more than 4,000 homes supporting a similar number of jobs).



Newquay Airport: Aerohub Enterprise Zone (1,005sqm of office space in addition to a further eight
business/light industrial units totalling 1,904sqm).



Anticipated growth for Newquay (includes Nansledan) (4,800 houses, 27,750sqm B1a and B1b office
floorspace, and 30,250sqm other B employment floorspace).



Anticipated growth for St Austell: (3,200 houses, 9,750sqm B1a and B1b office floorspace, and
12,500sqm other B employment floorspace).



Anticipated growth for Bodmin: (3,200 houses (includes Eco-Community), 22,833sqm B1a and B1b
office floorspace, and 24,667sqm other B employment floorspace).
Each development is discussed with regard to its potential for additional landscape and visual impacts at
construction and operation with the Proposed Development below.

PA18/03255 Land north of Harmony Road, Roche (circa 150 dwellings).
Description: The site area extends to approximately 13ha farmland located on the northwestern outskirts
of the built form of Roche between Harmony Road and Edgcumbe Road.
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The development would extend the built-up area of Roche to the north west, comprising predominantly
residential housing and a landscape scheme to integrate the development into the urban edge of Roche.
The development is currently in planning so the completion date is unknown. Once completed the
development would be directly adjacent to the Proposed Development and would change the physical
setting of the Site. The Proposed Development would severe the Application site from east to west.
Current status: Unknown
Landscape impacts: The development would be located within CA 20 Mid Cornwall Moors as defined in
the Cornwall Landscape Character Assessment. The introduction of a new residential estate on the north
western edge of Roche would alter the predicted landscape impact of the Proposed Development. The
effect of the combined developments will cause changes to the fabric of the landscape, through the
introduction of dwellings replacing areas of pasture with development.
Visual impacts: The development would be located on the north west side of Roche and there would be
views of this and the Proposed Development. Additionally, visual receptors in the wider landscape would
have views that include both the development and the Proposed Development.

PA14/12186 Carclaze Eco Community (up to 1500 dwellings, a local centre,
incorporating local retail, health and community facilities, a primary school,
employment floor space).
Outline permission has been granted for 'West Carclaze Eco-community' comprising the demolition, site
clearance and associated earthworks and the phased development of up to 1,500 dwellings, a local
centre, incorporating local retail, health and community facilities, a primary school, employment
floorspace and associated areas of open space, renewable energy provision and energy centre(s) and
drainage. Once completed the development will be directly adjacent to the Proposed Development.

8.418

Current status: Granted outline permission (21st September 2018)
8.419

Landscape impacts: The development would be located within CA 17 St Austell Or Hensbarrow China
Clay Area as defined in the Cornwall Landscape Character Assessment. The introduction of a new
residential estate on to the south of Stenalees would alter the predicted landscape impact of the
Proposed Development. The effect of the combined developments will cause major changes to the
fabric of the landscape, through the introduction of the carriageway, Stenalees Roundabout and
earthworks alongside residential dwellings and associated infrastructure.

8.420

Although the following schemes have been identified as resulting in possible cumulative effects, they
have been scoped out of the Landscape and Visual Assessment as they are outside the study area:


PA12/11546 Carluddon Technology Park (2.8 ha technology park).



Nansledan extension to Newquay (more than 4,000 homes supporting a similar number of jobs).



Newquay Airport: Aerohub Enterprise Zone (1,005sqm of office space in addition to a further eight
business/light industrial units totalling 1,904sqm).



Anticipated growth for Newquay (includes Nansledan) (4,800 houses, 27,750sqm B1a and B1b office
floorspace, and 30,250sqm other B employment floorspace).



Anticipated growth for St Austell: (3,200 houses, 9,750sqm B1a and B1b office floorspace, and
12,500sqm other B employment floorspace).



Anticipated growth for Bodmin: (3,200 houses (includes Eco-Community), 22,833sqm B1a and B1b
office floorspace, and 24,667sqm other B employment floorspace).

Consideration of Residual Effects
8.421

Appendix 8-2 identifies all residual effects. Following the implementation of mitigation and monitoring
measures, ‘residual effects’ cannot be eliminated through design changes or the application of standard
mitigation measures.
At year 15, the landscape proposals associated with the Proposed Development will be fully established.
This will assist in reducing the perception of scale of the Proposed Development, particularly the
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carriageway, vehicles and earthworks. This will help to soften the Proposed Development and help
integrate it within the wider landscape.
8.422

At Year 15 of Operation there are far fewer significant effects reported due to the mitigation
enhancements including the planting and vegetation that will have matured. Only four visual receptors
would be likely to experience significant adverse effects as a result of the Proposed Development. This
is a result of the large scale of the scheme including the carriageway and vehicles and the open
character of the landscape. The 4 receptors are either residents located within close proximity to the
application site, or recreational users of PRoW and Bridleways in the proximity of the Proposed
Development.

Assumptions and Limitations (Uncertainties)
8.423

The LVIA fieldwork and photography have been undertaken from publicly accessible areas, e.g. Public
Rights of Way (PRoW) or pavements adjacent to residential properties or roads. As viewpoint
photography has not been undertaken from private properties, professional judgement has been used to
assess the potential effect to these private receptors.

8.424

The construction LVIA assumptions are as follows:

w.

Topsoil stockpiles will be two metres (m) in height, the main office compounds and site offices are one
storey in height;

x.

The Proposed Development boundary would be fenced with heras type fencing where necessary.

8.425

The year 1 Operation LVIA assumptions are as follows::

y.

New tree planting would be between 0.6-0.8metres (whips/transplants) and 1.5m-1.75m in height
(feathered trees) and new hedgerows would be 0.6-0.8m in height (whips/transplants) on top of a 1.5m
Cornish hedge;

z.

New species rich grassland areas would not have fully established, such that they would be largely
bare subsoil; and

8.426

At year 15 summer of operation and with the establishment of the new planting:

aa. Trees would be upto 6.5m in height (based on growth of 1m every three years) and hedgerows would
be 3m in height;
bb. The species rich grassland areas would have fully established such that the subsoil would not be
visible; and
8.427

The establishment of the new planting is supported by a landscape and ecology management plan and
strategy (LEMP).

8.428

Signage and lighting was not included on the ZTV as this information was not available at the time of the
assessment.

8.429

The ZTV does not show street trees or urban trees.

Summary and Conclusion
Landscape
The landscape principles for the Proposed Development are based upon the local landscape character areas so
as to successfully identify the existing character and integrate the Proposed Development within the existing
landscape. By year 15, the establishment of species rich grassland, heathland and Cornish hedge banks, would
be integrated into the existing landform. The Cornish hedge bank planting in the northern extent of the Proposed
Development would reflect the existing character of roadside hedgerows and field boundaries within this part of
the landscape. Whilst effects on the setting of LCA CA Mid Cornwall Moors would be significantly adverse during
construction this would be mitigated through the landscape strategy and once the new vegetation has established
by Year 15 effects would be slight beneficial.

Visual
Due to the undulating topography in the north of the study area and opportunities for open views; areas of high
ground in the south overlooking the Proposed Development; and the sparse settlement pattern which
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characterises much of the study area; views of the Proposed Development will be available across the study
area. However, the landscape strategy including strategically designed earthworks and vegetation will mitigate
the impacts on these views across the majority of the Proposed Development. This would be most notable in the
central section of the scheme, where the established tree planting would also aid in reducing the sense of scale
of the embankment to the north of Trezaise Roundabout.
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9. Habitats and Biodiversity
Introduction
9.1

This chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) reports the findings of an assessment of the likely
significant effects on habitats and biodiversity as a result of the St Austell to A30 Link Road (hereafter
referred to as the ‘Proposed Development’) in Cornwall. For more details about the Proposed
Development, refer to Chapter 2: Proposed Development of this ES.

9.2

This chapter assesses the potential impacts on habitats and biodiversity from the construction and
operation of the Proposed Development, following the methodology set out in Design Manual of Roads
99
and Bridges (“DMRB”) Volume 11, Section 3, Part 4 and associated Interim Advice Note (“IAN”)
100
130/10 and in accordance with standard good practice from the Chartered Institute of Ecology and
101
Environmental Management (CIEEM) . This chapter details the methodology followed for the
assessment, summarises the regulatory and policy framework related to habitats and biodiversity and
describes the existing environment in the area surrounding the Proposed Development. Following this, the
design, mitigation and residual effects of the Proposed Development are discussed, along with the
limitations of the assessment.

9.3

The combined cumulative habitat and biodiversity effects with other relevant developments (Type 1 and 2
effects) are discussed later in the chapter, and summarised in Chapter 16: Assessment of Cumulative
Effects of this ES.

Scope of the Assessment
9.4

The scope of the Ecological Impact Assessment (EcIA) for the Proposed Development outlined within this
Chapter of the EIA includes:
a.

the identification of baseline habitats and biodiversity receptors;

b.

assessment of the habitat and biodiversity receptors conservation value/ importance;

c.

summary of design, mitigation and enhancement measures required to ensure no significant adverse
effects on habitats and biodiversity receptors;

d.

assessment of the effects of potential impacts during construction;

e.

assessment of the effects of potential longer term operational impacts;

f.

assessment of compensatory measures required in order to comply with relevant local and national
planning policy;

g.

consideration of cumulative effects; and

h.

consideration of residual effects.

Legislative Framework
Legislation
9.5

The following international agreements and European Directives and UK legislation are applicable:
a.

Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the Conservation of Natural Habitats and of Wild Fauna and Flora
(1992);

b.

Council Directive 2009/147/EC on the Conservation of Wild Birds (2009);

c.

The Water Environment (Water Framework Directive) (England and Wales) Regulations 2017;

d.

The Ramsar Convention 1976;

99

Highways Agency, 2007. Design Manual for Roads and Bridges: Volume 11. [Online] Available at:
http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/dmrb/vol11/index.htm [Accessed 24 09 2018].
100
Highways Agency, 2010. Interim Advice Note 130/10 Ecology and Nature Conservation: Criteria for Impact Assessment.
[Online] Available at: http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/ians/pdfs/ian130.pdf [Accessed 24 09 2018].
101
CIEEM, 2018. Guidelines for Ecological Impact Assessment in the UK and Ireland: Terrestrial, Freshwater, Coastal and
Marine, Winchester: Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management,
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e.

The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017;

f.

The Wildlife and Countryside Act (WCA) 1981 (as amended);

g.

The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000;

h.

The Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006;

i.

The Hedgerows Regulations 1997;

j.

The Protection of Badgers Act 1992; and

k.

The EU Invasive Alien Species Regulation 2014.

Policy
9.6

The policies stated below are relevant to habitats and biodiversity and have been considered as part of
the habitats and biodiversity assessment.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
th

9.7

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was originally published on 27 March 2012 and
detailed the Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected to be applied. The
th
102
NPFF was then revised on 24 July 2018 .

9.8

The NPPF states the commitment of the UK Government to minimising impacts on biodiversity and
providing net gains in biodiversity where possible, contributing to the Government’s commitment to halt
the overall decline in biodiversity.

9.9

It specifies the obligations that the Local Authorities and the UK Government have regarding statutory
designated sites and protected species under UK and international legislation and how this it to be
delivered in the planning system. Protected or notable habitats and species can be a material
consideration in planning decisions and may therefore make some sites unsuitable for particular types of
development, or if development is permitted, mitigation measures may be required to avoid or minimise
impacts on certain habitats and species, or where impact is unavoidable, compensation may be required.

9.10

The NPPF is clear that pursuing sustainable development includes moving from a net loss of biodiversity
to achieving net gains for nature, and that a core principle for planning is that it should contribute to
conserving and enhancing the natural environment and reducing pollution.

Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies 2010-2030 (Adopted November 2016)103
9.11

Relevant policies relating to habitats and biodiversity in the Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies 20102030 are consistent with the NPPF and aim to protect important habitat and biodiversity features where
possible. Policies include (for the precise wording please refer back to the source document):
a.

Policy 21: Best use of Land and Existing Buildings. Encourages sustainably located developments;

b.

Policy 23: Natural Environment: Requires developments to sustain local distinctiveness and
character and protect and where possible enhance Cornwall’s natural environment and assets
according to their international, national and local significance. Particular emphasis is given on the
following sites: The Cornwall and Tamar Valley Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, the Heritage
Coast and Areas of Great Landscape Value, European sites, National sites, Local sites, priority
species and habitats, ancient woodland and veteran trees. Adverse impacts should be avoided
although if this is not the case they must be adequately and proportionately mitigated. If full
mitigation cannot be provided, compensation must be provided as a last resort; and

c.

Policy 25: Green infrastructure. Encourages developments to contribute to an enhanced connected
and functional network of habitat, open spaces and waterscapes. Through: retaining and enhancing
the most important environmental infrastructure assets and connections, demonstrating that these
assets and corridors have been taken into account during the design of the development, providing

102

Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government, 2018. National Planning Policy Framework, London: Ministry of
Housing, Communities & Local Government.
103
Cornwall Council, 2016. Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies 2010-2030 [Online] Available at:
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/22936789/adopted-local-plan-strategic-policies-2016.pdf [Accessed 07 November 2018]
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appropriate buffers, restoring or enhancing connectivity, providing accessible and good quality open
space and providing clear arrangements for the long-term maintenance and management of these
assets and connections. Where these assets and corridors cannot be retained they should be
replaced by equivalent or better provisions.
9.12

The Cornwall Local Plan is supported by Neighbourhood Plans, prepared by local councils. The
neighbourhood plan for the area covered Proposed Development is the Roche Parish Development Plan
relevant policies within this document are detailed below.

Roche Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan 2016-2030 (adopted June
2017)104
9.13

Neighbourhood Planning builds on the NPPF and the Cornwall Local Plan to give an extra level of detail at
the local level. In accordance with the NPPF the Neighbourhood Plan has been produced to generally
conform with the strategic policies of the Cornwall Local Plan. Relevant policies relating to habitats and
biodiversity outlined in the Neighbourhood Plan are as follows (for the precise wording please refer back
to the source document):
a.

Policy B1: Link Road west of Roche - A30 – St. Austell link. Outlines that the support for a link road is
subject to conditions, including evidence that the scheme would not result in an adverse effect on the
integrity of any internationally important wildlife sites, either alone or in combination with other plans
and projects;

b.

Policy G1: Landscape. Outlines that developments should be of a scale, mass and design that
reflects local landscape character. Including through the maintenance and restoration of Cornish
hedges, stone walls, hedgerows and other boundary features, whilst respecting the varying patterns
of ancient field systems; and

c.

Policy G2: Conserving and enhancing biodiversity and geodiversity. Developments with adverse
impacts on sites of European (including candidate sites) and national importance would not be
permitted, other than in exceptional circumstances. Any adverse impacts on sites and features of
local importance should be appropriately mitigated and compensated for. The provision for nesting
birds, roosting bats and hedgehogs and maximising opportunities for enhancing wildlife is
encouraged.

Other relevant documents
The Natural Environment White Paper105
9.14

The paper set out a framework for protecting and enhancing the natural environment, to be backed up
with targets for practical action to halt the loss of UK and International species and habitats. It set out
themes towards:
a.

facilitating greater local action to protect and improve nature;

b.

creating a green economy in which economic growth and the health of our natural resources sustain
each other, and markets, business and Government better reflect the value of nature;

c.

strengthening the connections between people and nature to the benefit of both; and

d.

showing leadership in the European Union and internationally, to protect and enhance natural assets
globally.

Biodiversity 2020: A Strategy for England’s Wildlife and Ecosystem Services106
9.15

This document published in 2011, following the White Paper, states that its Mission by 2020 is to: halt
overall biodiversity loss, support healthy well-functioning ecosystems and establish coherent ecological
networks, with more and better places for nature for the benefit of wildlife and people.

104

Cornwall Council, 2017. Roche Parish Neighbourhood Plan. [Online] Available at:
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/27218390/roche-parish-ndp-final-adopted.pdf [Accessed 28 November 2018].
105
Defra, 2011a. The natural choice: securing the value of nature, The Stationary Office.
106
Defra, 2011b. Biodiversity 2020: A strategy for England's wildlife and ecosystem services,
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The UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework107
9.16

The UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework was published in 2012. It was produced by the Joint Nature
Conservation Committee (JNCC) and Defra, on behalf of the Four Countries' Biodiversity Group, through
which the environment departments of all four governments in the UK work together. The Framework
covers the period from 2011 to 2020, and was developed in response to two main drivers: the Convention
on Biological Diversity’s Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011-2020 and its 5 strategic goals and 20 ‘Aichi
Biodiversity Targets’, published in 2010; and the EU Biodiversity Strategy, released in 2011.The
Framework is designed to identify the activities needed to incite and complement country strategies, in
pursuit of the Aichi targets.

Cornwall’s Biodiversity Action Plan (2004)108
9.17

The Cornwall Biodiversity Action Plan (Cornwall BAP) 2004 was produced to conform to the UK
Biodiversity Action Plan (UK BAP). Action Plans were produced for Cornish priority habitats and species,
including 25 habitat and 127 species action plans, with the aim to guide local conservation. This document
is currently being revised and a new volume is in the process of being produced. This new document;
Volume 4: Priority Projects, will take into account the new UK list of priority habitats and species, and the
new England Biodiversity Strategy delivery framework.

Biodiversity and Geological Conservation: Planning Good Practice Guidance
for Cornwall (2007)109
9.18

This good practice guidance has been prepared by a working group including Planning Officers from local
authorities, the Cornwall Wildlife Trust, Natural England and the Environment Agency. The aim of the
document is to assist planning applications in Cornwall to help ensure that biodiversity and where relevant
geodiversity, are protected, conserved and enhanced as a consequence of the development.

A Green Future: A 25 Year Plan to Improve the Environment110
9.19

The government’s 25 year plan which sets out the actions required to the natural environment regain and
retain good health. Sets out the following aims: to deliver cleaner air and water in cities and rural
landscapes, protect threatened species and provide richer habitats.

Methodology
Consultation Responses
9.20

A request for an EIA scoping opinion was sent to the Cornwall Council in relation to the Proposed
Development in February 2018, presenting the scope of work and methodology for the EIA. A summary of
the full scoping opinion is provided in Chapter 4: EIA Methodology and the scoping opinion as received
is provided in Appendix 1-2.

9.21

Further consultation has been undertaken with the following stakeholders:
a.

Cornwall Council Ecologists (Natasha Collings-Costello and Bruce Forrest): Present at Cornwall
Council Meetings;

b.

Natural England (David Hazlehurst): on 01 February 2018 and 23 December 2018; and

c.

Cornwall Wildlife Trust (Tom Shelley): on 01 February 2018.

107

JNCC and Defra (on behalf of the Four Counties' Biodiversity Group), 2012. UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework. [Online]
Available at: http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-6189.[Accessed 3 October 2018].
108
Cornwall Biodiversity Initiative, 2011. Cornwall Biodiversity Action Plan Volume 4: Priority Projects,
109
Cornwall Council, 2007. Biodiversity and Geological Conservation Planning Good Practice Guidance for Cornwall. [Online]
Available at: https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/3622896/Biodiversity-BPG-FINAL-JAN-08.pdf [Accessed 7 December 2018].
110
Defra, 2018. A Green Future: Our 25 Year Plan to Improve the Environment. [Online] Available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/693158/25-yearenvironment-plan.pdf [Accessed 3 October 2018].
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Desk Study Area and Methodology
9.22

9.23

9.24

9.25

A desk study was carried out in July 2017 and updated in October 2018. The desk study focused on
obtaining records of the following types of protected or notable designated sites and habitats:
d.

Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) and candidate SACs;

e.

Special Protection Areas (SPAs) and proposed SPAs;

f.

Ramsar sites;

g.

Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) (designated for habitat and biodiversity features) and
proposed SSSIs;

h.

National Nature Reserves (NNRs);

i.

Local Nature Reserves (LNRs);

j.

County Wildlife Sites (CWSs);

k.

Ancient Woodland Inventory sites;

l.

Habitats of Principal Importance (HPIs) in England included on Section 41 of the NERC Act 2006;

m.

Important hedgerows as defined by the Hedgerows Regulations 1997; and

n.

Habitats on the Cornwall BAP.

Relevant information was sought on species included on any of the following statutes or lists:
a.

Annex 1, 2 or 3 of the Habitats Directive (Council Directive 92/43/EEC);

b.

Annex 1 of the Birds Directive (Council Directive 2009/147/EC);

c.

Schedules 1, 5, 8 or 9 of the WCA 1981;

d.

Species of Principal Importance (SPIs) in England included on Section 41 of the NERC Act 2006;

e.

Birds of Conservation Concern (Red or Amber list);

f.

Joint Nature Conservation Committee Conservation (JNCC) designations for UK taxa spreadsheet
containing details of species listed on the UK or England Red Data Book (RDB) and National
Notable, Nationally Rare or Nationally Scarce species; and

g.

Species with a specific plan on the Cornwall BAP.

The following desk study sources were used. Records of protected and notable species were considered
relevant from the past 10 years; records older than this were reviewed but not included in the assessment.
Data sources included:
a.

Ordnance survey mapping;

b.

a data search provided by ERCCIS, supplied by CORMAC;

c.

the Governments MAGIC website;

d.

Natural England’s Ancient Woodland Inventory and Priority Habitats maps;

e.

the Woodland Trust’s Ancient Tree Hunt map for the UK; and

f.

Publicly available aerial imagery.

The desk study area (hereafter referred to as the ‘Study Area’) was defined within the Scoping report and
111112113
follows available guidance provided in DMRB
and other sources of survey good practice
referenced in Appendices 9-1-9-13. The Study Area for the desk study and a summary of data sources are
shown in Table 9-1. The Zone of Influence (ZoI) differs for each habitat and biodiversity feature and the
impacts considered. For designated sites the ZoI is dependent on the reasons for it’s designation.

111

Highways Agency, 2005. Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Volume 10 Section 4. [Online] Available at:
http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/dmrb/vol10/section4.html [Accessed 3 October 2018].
112
Highways Agency, 2007. Design Manual for Roads and Bridges: Volume 11. [Online] Available at:
http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/dmrb/vol11/index.htm [Accessed 24 09 2018].
113
Highways Agency, 2010. Interim Advice Note 130/10 Ecology and Nature Conservation: Criteria for Impact Assessment.
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Table 9-1: Desk Study Area and data sources
Data
updated

Habitats/ Biodiversity Feature

Study Area

Data Sources

International statutory nature
conservation designations (SACs,
candidate SACs, SPAs, proposed
SPAs and Ramsar)

Within 5 km of the Proposed
Development boundary

Multi-Agency Geographic
17th
Information for the
October
Countryside (MAGIC) website 2018

SACs designated for bats

Within 30 km of the Proposed
Development boundary

MAGIC and Natural England
website

17th
October
2018

National statutory nature conservation
designations (SSSIs, proposed SSSIs
and NNRs)

Within 5 km of the Proposed
Development boundary or where
impact zones, as defined by
Natural England, extend into the
Proposed Development
boundary.

MAGIC and Natural England
website

17th
October
2018

LNRs, CWSs, ancient woodland and
RSPB nature reserves

Within 500 m of the Proposed
Development boundary

The Environmental Records
Centre for Cornwall and the
Isles of Scilly (ERCCIS),
Ancient Woodland Inventory
for England and MAGIC
website

17th
October
2018

Protected and notable habitats (HPIs)

Within 500 m of the Proposed
Development boundary

MAGIC and Natural England
website

17th
October
2018

Water bodies

Within 500 m of the Proposed
Development boundary

1:25,000 Ordnance Survey
17th
maps, Aerial photography and October
MAGIC and website
2018

Protected and notable species

Within 2 km of the Proposed
Development boundary

ERCCIS

July 2017

Field survey area and methodology
9.26

In order to address gaps in baseline data in the Study Area, habitat and species surveys listed in Table 9-2
were undertaken. The survey area covered the proposed corridor of the new link road and two additional
areas of road verge improvements, one in Victoria and one to the north of the A30 (hereafter referred to as
the ‘Survey Area’). The Proposed Development boundary does not include the two additional areas of
road verge improvements and extends out further than the Survey Area boundary in some areas. The
Survey Area boundary was provided by CORMAC Solutions to allow contingency for a buffer and
movement should the road alignment change slightly, this boundary was used for all of the ecology
surveys. The Proposed Development boundary was issued in October 2018 and therefore some areas
have not been included as part of these surveys. Although the baseline data collected within the Survey
Area should give a comprehensive overview of the landscape in general and therefore is not thought to
pose a constraint when considering the Proposed Development boundary. Figure 9-1 (Appendix 9-16)
shows the variance in the Survey Area boundary and Proposed Development boundary.

9.27

The ZoI for protected and notable species and habitats considers the direct effects of habitat loss due to
the construction of the Proposed Development and potential indirect impacts, such as severance of
territories or routes of dispersal. As such, the extent of the ZoI varies according to species and habitats.
114115116
The definition of each survey area followed available guidance provided in DMRB
and other
sources of survey good practice referenced in Appendices 9-1 to13. Table 9-2 below outlines the survey
areas and survey methods undertaken for each survey.

114

Highways Agency, 2005. Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Volume 10 Section 4. [Online] Available at:
http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/dmrb/vol10/section4.html [Accessed 3 October 2018].
115
Highways Agency, 2007. Design Manual for Roads and Bridges: Volume 11. [Online] Available at:
http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/dmrb/vol11/index.htm [Accessed 24 September 2018].
116
Highways Agency, 2010. Interim Advice Note 130/10 Ecology and Nature Conservation: Criteria for Impact Assessment.
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Table 9-2: Field survey areas and methods
Dates of
survey

Appendix/
Figure

14, 15, 16,
21, 22 and
23/06/2017
and 03/2018

Appendix 91
Appendix 916, Figure
9-4 to 9-6

Survey type

Survey area and field survey methods

Phase 1
Habitat

The Phase 1 Habitat Survey was undertaken in accordance with the standard
survey method117. The Phase 1 Habitat Survey Area encompassed all safely
accessible areas, where access permission had been granted in advance of the
survey, within Survey Area boundary as requested by CORMAC.
Where relevant ecological receptors were present, target notes were recorded
and the position of these shown on the Phase 1 Habitat map. Typical and
notable plant species were recorded for different habitat types and reflect the
conditions at the time of the survey. This was not intended to be a detailed
inventory of the plant species present in the survey area, as this is not required
for the purposes of Phase 1 Habitat Survey.

Appendix 92
Appendix 916, Figure
9-7 to 9-11

National
Vegetation
Classification
(NVC)

25 and
The NVC Survey Area included more botanically interesting habitats, identified
26/07/2018
within the Survey Area boundary, from the Phase 1 habitat survey. As well as
habitats with the potential to meet the criteria for Habitats of Principal Importance
(HPI). These included areas of woodland, heathland, species-rich neutral
grassland, acid grassland and marshy grassland.
The NVC Survey Area was spilt into nine further areas :
 Area 1: Wet woodland and heathland at Stenalees;
 Area 2: Heathland to the south of IMERYS Goonbarrow Quarry;
 Area 3: Grassland verges to the south;
 Area 4: Hensbarrow;
 Area 5: Woodland and marshy grassland at Coldvreath;
 Area 6: Marshy grassland within agricultural fields further north;
 Area 7: Marshy grassland to the north;
 Area 8: Woodland to the north; and
 Area 9: Gossmoor.
Vegetation was classified using the NVC scheme118 in accordance with NVC
survey guidelines119. Areas of interest were subject to a walkover survey to
record homogeneous stands and mosaics of vegetation. Each species observed
was recorded, along with its relative abundance using the DAFOR scale. NVC
communities were attributed using surveyor experience and matching field data
against published floristic tables20. Stands were classified to sub- community
level where possible.

Important
hedgerows

All hedgerows in the Survey Area boundary, identified in the Phase 1 Habitat
04Survey (See Appendix 9-16, Figure 9-12 to 9-16), were surveyed paying due
12/07/2018
120
regard to the methodology outlined in the Hedgerow Survey Handbook . A set
of parameters were recorded for each hedgerow covering hedgerow type,
connections, characteristics (length, height, width), shape, associated features,
integrity, trees, non-native species, woody species, ground flora species and
hedgerow management. This data was then assessed against the Ecological
Criteria of the Hedgerow Regulations 1997 to ascertain if the hedgerow could be
classified as ‘Important’.

Appendix 93
Appendix 916, Figure
9-12 to 9-16

08 –
11/10/2018

Bryophyte

Suitable habitats within the Survey Area boundary was thoroughly searched for
bryophytes, with a particular focus on locating colonies of western rustwort
(Marsupella profunda), a legally protected species known from the china clay
region. An inventory of all species found was made. Locations of colonies of
notable species were recorded by a handheld GPS and small samples of critical
species were collected for determination by microscopy.

Appendix 94
Appendix 916, Figure
9-17

117

JNCC, 2010a. Handbook for Phase 1 habitat survey - a technique for environmental audit, ISBN 086139 636 7,
Peterborough: Joint Nature Conservation Committee.
118
Rodwell, J. S. 1991-2000. British Plant Communities (5 volumes). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
119
Rodwell, J. S., 2006. NVC Users' Handbook.
120
Defra, 2007. Hedgerow Survey Handbook - A standard procedure for local surveys in the UK. Prepared on behalf of the
Steering Group for the UK Biodiversity Action Plan for Hedgerows. 2nd ed.
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Dates of
survey

Appendix/
Figure

1620/07/2018

Appendix 95
Appendix 916, Figure
9-18 to 9-22

Invasive Non
Native Species
(INNS)

A site scoping survey was undertaken by two appropriately experienced
ecologists with the primary remit of noting the presence of INNS species within
and immediately adjacent to the Survey Area. Any other invasive plant species
observed during the inspection were also recorded (if present) with a focus on:
 INNS listed in Schedule 9 of the WCA 1981 (as amended); and
 Invasive Alien Species of Union concern (as per EU IAS Regulation
1143/2014).
The survey comprised:
 a high level scoping walkover of the Survey Area; and,
 a high level assessment of the Survey Area features that might affect
biosecurity.
The presence of any invasive species observed were recorded using a GPS
enabled mobile mapping device.

05 10/06/3018
16 19/07/2018
and
13 16/09/2018

Appendix 96
Appendix 916, Figure
9-23 to9-25

Invertebrates

An initial walkover of all areas within the Survey Area boundary was undertaken
to assess habitats for their suitability to support invertebrates. An Invertebrate
Survey Area was selected for more detailed invertebrate surveys. This included
good examples of a range of habitats with the greatest invertebrate interest and
some examples of less suitable habitats, to ensure complete coverage of the
site.
General spot-searching techniques were employed across the Survey Area and
some more specialised sampling techniques were used to ensure all potentially
important habitat features were sampled effectively. Grassland, wetland and
ruderal vegetation was mostly sampled by sweeping the vegetation with a
heavy-duty entomological sweep net and beating of tall herbaceous plants over
a white plastic tray. Ground-active invertebrates in grass tussocks and litter were
sampled by shaking them out over a white plastic tray. Aquatic habitats were
either sampled with a pond net, or in the case of small runnels and shallow,
ephemeral pools, with a sieve. Catches were collected into tubes with either
ethyl acetate or iso-propyl alcohol. Subsequently, all samples were identified
down to species level.
Habitats surveyed included: lowland heath, scrub, china, clay pools, field ponds,
woodland, arable fields and margins, ruderal grassland, semi-improved
grassland, marshy grassland and improved grassland.

Appendix 913

Great crested
newt (Triturus
cristatus)

26/06/2018
The range of great crested newt is not considered to extend into Cornwall;
however a local resident had anecdotal evidence of great crested newt present
in a pond on land located within the central area of the Survey Area. Therefore
an eDNA survey was undertaken to determine the presence/absence of great
crested newt. The eDNA sampling was undertaken following best practice
methodologies121. An eDNA kit was purchased from Nature Metrics. Water
sampling was undertaken by two Natural England licenced surveyors. Water
samples were taken from 20 locations around the pond. Samples were stored in
accordance with the instructions provided by Nature Metrics and returned to
Nature Metrics for analysis. Care was taken at all steps in the procedure to avoid
contamination of samples.

Appendix 97
Appendix 916, Figure
9-26 to 9-30

Reptile

Four areas of suitable reptile habitat within the Survey Area boundary were
identified using the Phase 1 Habitat Survey map and OS mapping. These four
areas made up the Reptile Survey Area and included:
 Area 1: Imerys (heathland, scrub and rough grassland);
 Area 2: Hensbarrow (heathland, acid grassland and scrub);
 Area 3: Agricultural fields (improved grassland and hedgerows); and
 Area 4: Gossmoor (heathland, scrub and grassland)
Presence/ likely absence surveys were undertaken in the Reptile Survey Area
following Froglife122 and Herpetofauna Worker’s Manual123 reptile survey
guidelines. A total of 306 artificial refugia (meeting the minimum density of 10
mats per hectare) were placed in suitable locations and left to bed in for 21 days.
Each refugia were checked on seven occasions in suitable weather conditions
(between 10-20°C, sunny and settled with no rain, although sunny spells after
rain can be suitable), first checked from a distance and then up close. Other
natural refugia were also checked e.g. log piles and basking rocks.

Survey type

Survey area and field survey methods

Visit 1: 15, 16
& 17/08/2018
Visit 2: 23 &
24/08/2018
Visit 3: 30 &
31/08/2018
Visit 4: 05, 06
& 07/09/2018
Visit 5: 12 &
13/09/2018
Visit 6: 18, 19
& 21/09/2018
Visit 7: 27 &
28/09/2018

121

Biggs J, Ewald N, Valentini A, Gaboriaud C, Griffiths RA, Foster J, Wilkinson J, Arnett A, Williams P and Dunn F. 2014.
Analytical and methodological development for improved surveillance of the Great Crested Newt. Appendix 5. Technical advice
note for field and laboratory sampling of great crested newt (Triturus cristatus) environmental DNA. Freshwater Habitats Trust,
Oxford.
122
Froglife, 1999. Reptile Survey: An introduction to planning, conducting and interpreting surveys for snake and lizard
conservation, Froglife Advice Sheet 10. Halesworth: Froglife.
123
Gent, T. a. G. S., 1998. Herpetofauna Workers' Manual. Peterborough: JNCC.
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Dates of
survey

Appendix/
Figure

Visit 1a:
07/11/2017
Visit 1b:
08/11/2017
Visit 2a:
27/11/2017
Visit 2b:
28/11/2017
Visit 3a:
11/12/2017
Visit 3b:
12/12/2017
Visit 4a:
25/01/2018
Visit 4b:
26/01/2018
Visit 5a:
21/02/2018
Visit5b:
22/02/2018
Visit 6a:
20/03/2018
Visit 6b:
21/03/2018

Appendix 98
Appendix 916, Figure
9-31 to 9-48

Visit 1a:
26/03/18
Visit 1b:
27/03/18
Visit 2a:
18/04/18
Visit 2b:
19/04/18
Visit 2c:
20/04/18
Visit 3a:
14/05/18
Visit 3b:
17/05/18
Visit 4a:
12/06/18
Visit 4b:
13/06/18

Appendix 98
Appendix 916, Figure
9-49 to 9-60

Barn owl (Tyto
alba)

A building at Coldvreath (building 1) and a second building (building 2), identified
during the dormouse survey, were inspected by an experienced licensed
ornithologist to check for signs of barn owl activity or potential roosting/ nesting
locations. The buildings were also checked for signs of other bird species that
may be present. The methodology and survey technique were informed by the
Barn Owl Conservation Handbook126. Following the initial inspection a vantage
point survey was undertaken on the Coldvreath building to determine if the
building was being use by nesting barn owl and to identify potential foraging
habitat. The survey started at sunset and lasted for one hour.

building 1
survey:
12/12/2017
VP survey:
16/04/2018
building 2
survey:
03/09/2018

Appendix 98
Appendix 916, Figure
9-61
(Confidential
)

05-07/2018

Nightjar
(Caprimulgus
europaeus)

Three surveys were undertaken following guidance27, to determine the potential
presence of breeding nightjar. A transect was walked in areas of habitat
comprising heathland habitats within Hensbarrow CWS and Goss Moor NNR.
The transect commenced at sunset and lasted up to two hours. Consideration
was also given during the summer bat activity surveys to detect nightjar within
suitable habitat.

Appendix 98

Survey type

Survey area and field survey methods

Wintering birds

A survey transect was designed to encompass habitat within the Survey Area
boundary suitable for supporting wintering birds. Due to the size of the Survey
Area surveys were split over two separate days within two Wintering Bird Survey
Areas.
 Area 1 – Imerys and Hensbarrow: located in the southern and central
section of the Survey Area, primarily comprising heathland, scrub, acid
grassland and areas of rough grassland.
 Area 2 – Agricultural fields located between Hensbarrow and Gossmoor:
located in the northern section of the Survey Area, primarily comprising
heathland, scrub and grassland habitats.
Six survey visits were undertaken between November 2017 and March 2018,
following an adaptation of the British Trust of Ornithology’s Winter Farmland
Survey methodology124. Species were identified by sight or sound and details of
location, behaviour and activity were recorded. A range of optical equipment
including binoculars and telescope were used as required and to minimise
disturbance of potentially sensitive species. The start and end point of the
transects were swapped for each survey to help reduce bias.
Two vantage point (VP) surveys lasting between 1 and 3 hours were also
undertaken in Area 2 each month, during the same dates as the transect
surveys. The purpose of these surveys was to record wintering birds on lower
ground that may have been missed during the walked transect.
Surveys were carried out on days with little or no wind, rain or mist in order to
maximise the potential for detection of birds and to avoid the possibility of bird
activity being suppressed by inclement weather conditions.

Breeding birds

A survey transect was designed to encompass habitat within the Survey Area
boundary suitable for supporting breeding birds such as hedgerows, woodland
and scrub. Due to the size of the Survey Area surveys were split over two
separate days within two Breeding Bird Survey Areas. These survey areas were
the same as detailed in the Wintering Bird Survey Areas detailed above.
Four survey visits were undertaken between March and June 2018 paying due
regard to guidance provided in breeding bird survey methodology125. Species
were identified by sight or sound and details of location, behaviour and activity
were recorded. A range of optical equipment including binoculars and telescope
were used as required and to minimise disturbance to potentially breeding
species. The direction of the transects were swapped for each survey to help
reduce bias. The surveys commenced at approximately sunrise and finished
before 11:30 am when birds become less active.
Surveys were carried out on days with little or no wind, rain or mist in order to
maximise the potential for detection of birds and to avoid the possibility of bird
activity being suppressed by inclement weather conditions
The results of breeding bird surveys were analysed to assess the status of the
birds on site as one of the following: non-breeding, possible breeding, probable
breeding or confirmed breeding.

124

Gillings, S. et al., 2008. Winter Farmland Bird Survey BTO Research Report No. 494, Norfolk: British Trust for Ornithology.
Gilbert, G., Gibbons, D. W. & Evans, J., 1998. Bird Monitoring Methods:RSPB.
126
Barn Owl Trust, 2012. Barn Owl Conservation Handbook..:Pelagic Publishing.
125
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Survey type

Survey area and field survey methods

Bats

Preliminary Roost Assessments: all buildings, structures and trees in the
Survey Area were appraised for their potential to support roosting bats by a
suitably experienced and licensed ecologist. Following current best practice
survey methodology127. The survey comprised a ground based visual
assessment using binoculars and a high-powered torch to search for Potential
Roost Features (PRFs). Based on the results of the preliminary roost
assessment, buildings and trees were categorised as having negligible, low,
moderate or high suitability for roosting bats.
Aerial tree inspections: of all trees assessed as having moderate or high
potential to support roosting bats was undertaken. Involving a suitably qualified
and licensed surveyor climbing the tree using ropes, with the supervision of a
suitably trained assistant. All identified bat roosting features were examined with
an endoscope, mirror and high-powered torch. Any bats or evidence of bats
were noted, as well as the internal conditions and characteristics of each feature.
An updated assessment of the potential to support roosting bats was then made.
Bat Emergence/ Re-Entry Surveys were undertaken on all structures assessed
as having suitability for roosting bats and any trees considered to have moderate
or higher suitability but were not climbed. The number of survey visits was
determined in accordance with current best practice guidance29. Each survey
consisted of surveyors positioned around the building/tree so that all PRFs could
watched for any bats leaving or re-entering the feature. Surveyors used
Batlogger M, EM3 and Anabat Express bat detectors. Emergence surveys
started at least 15 minutes before sunset and continued for approximately 1 hour
after sunset. Dawn re-entry surveys started 1.5 hours before sunrise and
continued until approximately 15 minutes after sunrise.
Walked Transect Surveys: were undertaken at dusk or dawn along each
transect route twice a month during April 2018 to October 2018. Each dusk
survey commenced at sunset and lasted for at least two hours. The dawn
surveys commenced at least two hours before sunrise and finished at sunrise.
The surveys involved an appropriately experienced ecologist and assistant
walking a defined transect route that provided representative coverage of the
habitats of potential value to bats. Each transect route had eight listening point
locations, where the surveyors would stand for approximately three minutes to
record bat activity data. The direction of the transects were alternated during
each survey visit in order to sample different areas of the Survey Area at
different times of night. All bat activity detected during the survey was recorded
and GPS mapped using an Elekon BatLogger M handheld bat detector, along
with notes on behaviour/direction if the bat was seen.
Automated detector surveys: Fifteen Anabat Swift static detectors were
deployed within the Survey Area (three located along each of the five transect
routes) on monthly occasions during April 2018 to October 2018. Detectors
started recorded half an hour before sunset and ended recording half an hour
after sunrise. Anabats were left in situ for a minimum of five nights per
monitoring period. Where technical issues caused the device to not record for
the full five nights, detectors were re-deployed during the same calendar month
to obtain further data where possible.
All bat calls were analysed using Elekon’s Bat Explorer or Titley Scientific
Anabat Insight software to confirm the species present. Reference was made to
bat call identification guidance 128where necessary.

Dates of
survey

Appendix/
Figure

Preliminary
roost
assessments
28/03/18 and
03/04/18
Aerial tree
inspections:
12/07/18
Emergence/
re-entry
surveys:
14/08/18 to
18/09/18
Transect
surveys:
09/04/18 to
24/10/18
Automated
surveys:
16/04/18 to
25/10/18

Appendix 99
Appendix 916,
Figure 9-62
to 9-96
Figure 9-97
(Confidential
)
Figure 9-98
to 104
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Collins, J. (ed.) 2016. Bat Surveys for Professional Ecologists: Good Practice Guidelines (3rd edn). The Bat Conservation
Trust, London
128
Russ, J. 2012. British bat calls: a guide to species identification. Pelagic publishing. Exeter
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Survey type

Survey area and field survey methods

Dates of
survey

Appendix/
Figure

Nest boxes/
tubes
searched:
06 and
07/11/2017
14, 15 and
16/03/2018
09 and
10/07/2018
03 and
04/09/2018
15, 16 and
17/10/2018
Note. only
nest tubes/
boxes
deployed in
2017 were
inspected in
November
Nut
searches: 03
and
04/10/2018
15, 16 and
17/10/2018

Appendix 910
Appendix 916, Figure
9-105 to 9109

Hazel
dormouse
(Muscardinus
avellanarius)

Surveys were undertaken following best practice guidelines in the dormouse
conservation handbook129. Nest survey tubes (n=c.437 in total) and nest boxes
(n=c.100) were installed in suitable habitats in the Survey Area boundary as
shown in Appendix 9-16 on Figure 9-105 to Error! Reference source not
ound.09.
Nest survey tubes (c.200 tubes) were first installed to the south of the Survey
Area on Imerys land only between the 20 September and 6 October 2017.
Further nest tubes (c. 237 tubes) were installed around the rest of the Survey
Area between the 21 and 26 March 2018. The nest tubes were split into two
instalments due to accessibility issues within the Survey Area at the time. The
survey tubes were retrieved on 15, 16 and 17 October and November 2018.
The nest boxes were also split into two instalments with c. 50 installed in 2017
and c. 50 in 2018.
Survey effort was calculated using the Index of Probability of finding dormice
presence in nest tubes31 to meet the minimum search effort score of 20130.
The tubes/boxes were inspected for the presence of dormice and any signs,
including nests and dormice. One licensed dormouse surveyor was present
during all visits.
Nut searches were also carried out following best practice guidelines31. In this
survey the surveyor would look for characteristically dormouse opened hazel
nuts. This would entail selecting areas of heavily fruiting hazel were selected and
a square of ground measuring 10 m x 10 m was searched for 20 minutes for
dormouse opened hazelnuts for each selected area. This method was repeated
throughout the site, although as there was limited availability of fruiting hazel
searches were also conducted under fruiting hazel with areas less than 10 x
10 m. Only a few areas were searched as many hedgerows did not have fruiting
hazel .

Water vole
(Arvicola
amphibius)

18/05/2018
Areas of suitable water vole habitat within the Survey Area boundary were
identified using the Phase 1 Habitat Survey map and OS mapping. This included
a total of five watercourses and six waterbodies (Appendix 9-16, Figure 110).
Where suitable water vole habitat was found surveys were undertaken following
best practice guidance131. This consisted of identifying the extent and distribution
of water vole through searches of both banks (where possible) of watercourses
for field signs indicating recent activity (i.e. feeding stations and latrines), as well
as signs of past and potentially present activity (i.e. burrows). Where conditions
allowed, a surveyor walked in the watercourse channel to check for field signs
along the water’s edge.

Appendix 911
Appendix 916, Figure
110

Areas of suitable otter habitat within the Survey Area boundary were identified
using the Phase 1 Habitat Survey map and OS mapping. This included a total of
five watercourses and six waterbodies (Appendix 9-16, Figure 110). Surveys in
the identified habitat were undertaken following best practice guidance132. All
evidence of otter activity was recorded.

18/05/2018

Otter (Lutra
lutra)

Appendix 911
Appendix 916, Figure
110

Badger (Meles
meles)

The Badger Survey Area encompasses all suitable habitats accessible within the
Survey Area boundary (including woodland, scrub, field margins and arable land,
recorded during the Phase 1 Habitat Survey). Searches for badger activity within
the Badger Survey Area were undertaken following best practice guidance133.
Setts were classified using nationally recognised sett classification criteria 134135.

Surveys
undertaken
between
20/03/2018
and
05/04/2018

Appendix 912
Appendix 916, Figure
9-111 to 9115

Other Species
of Principal
Importance
(SPIs)

Incidental sightings of SPIs were recorded although no specific surveys were
undertaken.

Not applicable Not
applicable

129

Bright, P., Morris, P. & Mitchell-Jones, T., 2006. The dormouse conservation handbook. 2nd ed. Peterborough: English
Nature.
130
Chanin, P. & Woods, M., 2003. Surveying dormice using nest tubes. Results and experiences from the South West
Dormouse Project. Research Report No. 524, s.l.: English Nature.
131
Dean, M., Strachan, R., Gow, D. & Andres, R., 2016. The water vole mitigation handbook (The Mammal Society Guiddance
Series). Eds Fiona Matthews and Paul Chanin., London: The Mammal Society.
132
Chanin & Smith, 2003. Monitoring the otter Lutra lutra. Conserving Natura 2000 Rivers Monitoring Serier No 10,
Peterborough: English Nature.
133
Harris, S., Cresswell, P. & Jefferies, D., 1989. Surveying Badgers. London: The Mammal Society.
134
Harris, S., Jefferies, D., Cheeseman, C. & Booty, C., 1994. Problems with badgers?. 3rd ed. Horsham: RSPCA.
135
Cresswell, P., Harris, S. & Jefferies, D., 1990. The history, distribution, status and habitat requirements of the badger in
Britain. Peterborough: Nature Conservancy Council.
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Assessment Methodology
9.28

An assessment of the identified likely habitat and biodiversity impacts associated with the Proposed
136
Development was undertaken in accordance with the EcIA guidelines published by CIEEM . And
137
138
139
guidance provided in Highways England’s IAN 130/10 DMRB Volume 11 Section 2 , IAN 125/15
and professional judgment. The method is described in paragraphs 9.29-9.38

9.29

The CIEEM approach to assessment has several stages:

9.30

a.

scoping;

b.

establishing the baseline and evaluating the importance of habitat and biodiversity features
(described as determining the importance of ecological features in CIEEM guidance); and

c.

impact assessment and identification of significant effects.

The importance (conservation value) of habitat and biodiversity features (designated sites, habitats,
species assemblages and populations of species) is evaluated in the Baseline Conditions Section,
(paragraphs 9.49-9.138). Importance is assessed with reference to their nature conservation status (i.e.
rarity or threat status); their conservation value (which relates to the need to conserve representative
areas of different habitats and the genetic diversity of species populations); and legal status. A review of
the legislation, policy and the sensitivity of the habitat and biodiversity features has been undertaken and
the importance of the habitat and biodiversity features was determined in a geographic context on the
following basis:
a.

International and European;

b.

National (England);

c.

Regional (South West England);

d.

County (Cornwall);

e.

Local; and

f.

Site (below Local).

9.31

A number of characteristics are considered to contribute to the importance of habitat and biodiversity
features including, for example (but not exclusively), the rarity of a habitat or species, habitat diversity,
whether the species population size is notable in a wider context, rich assemblages of species at the on
the edge of their habitat range, particularly where their distribution is changing as a result of global trends
and climate change.

9.32

Conservation value does not necessarily equate directly to sensitivity, as a biodiversity feature of high
conservation value may comprise a robust ecosystem that is resilient to effects caused by external factors
and therefore is not highly sensitive. Alternatively, a species may be highly sensitive to change but
widespread or abundant in occurrence at the geographic scale considered and therefore the population
within the survey area may not be important at that scale. The relationship between the feature value
140
(sensitivity) and importance, in accordance with DMRB IAN 130/10 guidance is shown in Table 9-3.

Table 9-3: Criteria for assessing the importance of habitat and biodiversity features and relating
geographic importance to value
Importance
(CIEEM)

Conservation value
(DMRB)

Criteria from DMRB (IAN 130/10)

136

CIEEM, 2018. Guidelines for Ecological Impact Assessment in the UK and Ireland: Terrestrial, Freshwater, Coastal and
Marine, Winchester: Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management,
137
Highways Agency, 2010. Interim Advice Note 130/10 Ecology and Nature Conservation: Criteria for Impact Assessment.
[Online] Available at: http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/ians/pdfs/ian130.pdf [Accessed 24 09 2018].
138
Highways Agency, 2007. Design Manual for Roads and Bridges: Volume 11. [Online] Available at:
http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/dmrb/vol11/index.htm [Accessed 24 09 2018].
139
Highways England, 2015. Interim Advice Note 125/15 Environmental Assessment Update. [Online] Available at:
http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/ians/pdfs/ian125r2.pdf [Accessed 11 November 2018].
140
Highways Agency, 2010. Interim Advice Note 130/10 Ecology and Nature Conservation: Criteria for Impact Assessment.
[Online] Available at: http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/ians/pdfs/ian130.pdf [Accessed 24 09 2018].
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Importance
(CIEEM)

International
(European)

National
(England)

Regional
(South West
England)

County
(Cornwall)

Local

Conservation value
(DMRB)

Criteria from DMRB (IAN 130/10)

Very High

Habitats: Natura 2000 sites including: Sites of Community Importance;
SPAs; potential SPAs; SACs; candidate or possible SACs; and Wetlands of
International Importance (Ramsar sites).
Biogenetic Reserves, World Heritage Sites and Biosphere Reserves.
Areas which meet the published selection criteria for those sites listed above
but which are not themselves designated as such.
Species: resident, or regularly occurring, populations of species which may
be considered at an International or European level where:
 the loss of these populations would adversely affect the conservation
status or distribution of the species at this geographic scale; or
 the population forms a critical part of a wider population at this scale; or
 the species is at a critical phase of its life cycle at this scale.

High

Habitats: Designated sites including: SSSIs; Marine Protected Areas
including Marine Conservation Zones; and NNRs.
Areas which meet the published selection criteria for e.g. JNCC Selection
criteria for SSSI (1998) for those sites listed above but which are not
themselves designated as such.
Areas of key/priority habitats identified in the UK BAP, including those
published in accordance with Section 41 of the Natural Environment and
Rural Communities Act (2006) and those considered to be of principal
importance for the conservation of biodiversity (HPI).
Areas of Ancient Woodland e.g. woodland listed within the Ancient Woodland
Inventory.
Species: resident, or regularly occurring, populations of species which may
be considered at an International, European, UK or National level (SPI)
where:
the loss of these populations would adversely affect the conservation status
or distribution of the species at this scale; or
the population forms a critical part of a wider population at this scale; or
the species is at a critical phase of its life cycle at this scale.

Medium

Habitats: areas of key/ priority habitats identified in the Regional BAP (where
available); areas of key/ priority habitat identified as being of Regional value
in the appropriate Natural Area Profile (or equivalent); areas that have been
identified by regional plans or strategies as areas for restoration or recreation of priority habitats (e.g. South West Nature Map); and areas of key/
priority habitat listed within the Highways Agency’s BAP.
Species: Resident, or regularly occurring, populations of species which may
be considered at an International, European, UK or National level and key/
priority species listed within the Highways Agency’s BAP where:
 the loss of these populations would adversely affect the conservation
status or distribution of the species at this scale; or
 the population forms a critical part of a wider population; or
 the species is at a critical phase of its life cycle.

Medium

Habitats: Designated sites including: CWSs; and LNRs designated in the
county context.
Areas which meet the published selection criteria for those sites listed above
but which are not themselves designated as such.
Areas of key/ priority habitats identified in the Local BAP; and areas of habitat
identified in the appropriate Natural Area Profile (or equivalent).
Species: Resident, or regularly occurring, populations of species which may
be considered at an International, European, UK or National level where:
 the loss of these populations would adversely affect the conservation
status or distribution of the species across the County; or
 the population forms a critical part of a wider population; or
 the species is at a critical phase of its life cycle.

Low

Habitats: Trees that are protected by Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs).
Areas of habitat considered to appreciably enrich the habitat resource within
the local context (such as veteran trees), including features of value for
migration, dispersal or genetic exchange.
Species: Populations/ communities of species considered to appreciably
enrich the biodiversity resource within the local context.
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Importance
(CIEEM)

Conservation value
(DMRB)

Criteria from DMRB (IAN 130/10)
(not defined in DMRB)
Habitat that is of value in the context of the site only.

Site

Less than Low

Habitats: Areas of heavily modified or managed vegetation of low species
diversity, or of low value as habitat to species of importance for conservation
at county or national scale that do not meet criteria for Local or higher scale.
Species: A good example of a population of a common or widespread
species.

Characterising the habitat and biodiversity impacts
9.33

The identification and assessment of impacts on biodiversity features takes into account embedded
mitigation or compensation measures. Where detailed assessment of specific receptors is considered
appropriate, the potential impacts on these receptors are described and characterised in accordance with
141
142
CIEEM and DMRB guidance.

9.34

Characterisation of the impacts takes into consideration the following aspects (where appropriate):
a.

Sign (SI): positive (beneficial; +ve) or negative (adverse; -ve) impact.

b.

Probability of Occurring (PO) Confidence in predictions (levels of certainty that an impact would
occur as predicted), based on the following four point scale:
-Certain/ Near Certain (≥ 95% probability);
-Probable (50 - 95% probability);
-Unlikely (5 - 49% probability); or
-Extremely Unlikely (≤ 5% probability).

c.

Complexity (CO): Direct and Indirect Impacts: Both direct and indirect impacts are considered within
the assessment. A direct impact is directly attributable to a defined action such as the physical loss
of a habitat or the immediate mortality of an individual of a particular species. Indirect impacts are
attributable to an action, but which affect ecological resources through effects on an intermediary
ecosystem, process or receptor. An example of an indirect effect would be the loss of an important
prey species for a predator.

d.

Cumulative Impacts: Effects on the environment caused by the combined results of past, current and
future activities.

e.

Extent (EC): Spatial/ geographical area over which the impact or effect may occur.

f.

Size (SZ): Description of level of severity of influence (e.g. amount, intensity, percentage, complete
loss, number of animals affected). Also, referred to as magnitude, determined on a quantitative basis
if possible. When the receptor being considered is a habitat itself, size (magnitude) and extent may
be synonymous.

g.

Reversibility (RE): Reversible (temporary) or Not Reversible (permanent) impact (can the impact/
effect be reversed, whether or not this is planned).

h.

Duration (DU): The time for which an impact is expected to last prior to recovery or replacement of
the resource or feature. This is in ecological terms (e.g. in relation to the life-cycle of the receptor)
not human timeframes.

i.

Timing and Frequency (TF): Important seasonal and/ or life-cycle constraints and any relationship
with frequency considered e.g. bird nesting season.

141

CIEEM, 2018. Guidelines for Ecological Impact Assessment in the UK and Ireland: Terrestrial, Freshwater, Coastal and
Marine, Winchester: Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management,
142
Highways Agency, 2010. Interim Advice Note 130/10 Ecology and Nature Conservation: Criteria for Impact Assessment.
[Online] Available at: http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/ians/pdfs/ian130.pdf [Accessed 24 09 2018].
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Characterising the habitat and biodiversity effects
9.35

The significance of effects has been assessed according to the CIEEM guidance

143

:

“For the purpose of ecological impact assessment, ‘significant effect’ is an effect that either
supports or undermines biodiversity conservation objectives for ‘important ecological
features’…or for biodiversity in general. Conservation objectives may be specific (e.g. for a
designated site) or broad (e.g. national/local nature conservation policy) or more wide-ranging
(enhancement of biodiversity)".
9.36

Effects have been described with respect to the geographic scale at which they may be regarded as
significant from international to site level (Table 9-3).

9.37

Highways England IAN 130/10 uses a slightly different terminology to CIEEM to grade the significance of
impacts. However, the IAN 130/10 approach is fully compatible with the CIEEM approach and does not
alter the conclusions which have been reached in this assessment using the latter method. A comparison
of the approaches is detailed in Table 9-4.

Table 9-4: Relating geographic scale to significance
IAN 130/10 category
for impact
significance of effects

9.38

DMRB definition

Very Large

Generally, an impact on one or more receptor(s) of International, European or National or
UK value.
Only adverse effects are normally assigned this level of significance. They represent key
factors in the decision-making process. These effects are generally, but not exclusively,
associated with sites or features of international and national importance that are likely to
suffer a most damaging impact and loss of resource integrity.

Large

Generally, an impact on one or more receptor(s) of Regional Value.
These beneficial or adverse effects are considered to be very important considerations and
are likely to be material in the decision-making process.

Moderate

Generally, an impact on one or more receptor(s) of County or Unitary Authority Area.
These beneficial or adverse effects may be important, but are not likely to be key decisionmaking factors. The cumulative effects of such factors may influence decision making if they
lead to an increase in the overall adverse effects on a particular resource or receptor.

Slight

Generally, an impact on one or more receptor(s) of Local Value.
These beneficial or adverse effects may be raised as local factors. They are unlikely to be
critical in the decision-making process, but are important in enhancing the subsequent
design of the project.

Neutral

No significant impacts on key nature conservation receptors.
No effects or those that are beneath levels of perception, within normal bounds of variation
or within the margin of forecasting error.

For the purposes of this ES an effect is considered to be significant if it has a Moderate effect or greater.
In terms of protected species, it should be noted that irrespective of the significance of the ecological
effect, mitigation would be required to ensure the law is not contravened.

Air quality methodology
9.39

An air quality assessment was undertaken due to the proximity of seven designated sites potentially
affected by the Proposed Development. The methodology for this assessment is outlined below and full
details of the air quality assessment are detailed in Chapter 5: Air Quality. The air quality modelling
undertaken followed DMRB Vol 11 Section 3 Part 1: Air Quality (HA207/07) and specifically Annex F
(Assessment of Designated Sites). It also followed Interim Advice Note 174/13 (Updated advice for
evaluating significant local air quality effects for users of DMRB Volume 11, Section 3, Part 1 ‘Air Quality
(HA207/07)) and particularly section 6 regarding designated sites. The key interpretive excerpt from the
methodology set out in that guidance is as follows: ‘Where NOx concentrations are assessed to be below
their objective [30 µgm-3] then significant effects are not anticipated. If the objective is exceeded, then
significant effects may occur, and further consideration should be given to the magnitude of change. The

143

CIEEM, 2018. Guidelines for Ecological Impact Assessment in the UK and Ireland: Terrestrial, Freshwater, Coastal and
Marine, Winchester: Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management
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exception to this is where changes are less than 0.4µg/m³; then effects are considered to be imperceptible
and unlikely to be significant. Where changes [increases] in NOx concentrations are greater than 0.4µg/m³
then this information along with changes in nutrient nitrogen deposition should be provided to the scheme
ecologist to determine the significance of effects based on their professional judgement’.
9.40

The study area for the air quality assessment differs from the Study Area undertaken within this chapter.
The study area for the air quality assessment incorporates all areas within 200 m of the Affected Road
Network (ARN). The extent of the ARN was identified by comparing traffic data with the Proposed
Development (Do Something) and without the Proposed Development (Do Minimum) against the local air
quality screening criteria presented in DMRB and set out below:
a. road alignment will change by 5m or more; or
b. annual average daily traffic (AADT) flows will change by 1,000; or
c. heavy duty vehicles (HDV) (vehicles greater than 3.5 tonnes, including buses and coaches) flows will
change by 200 AADT or more; or
d. daily average speeds will change by 10 km/hr or more; or
e. peak hour speed will change by 20km/hr or more.

9.41

The air quality modelling presents data for the baseline year (2016), the assessment year (2022) Do
Minimum (i.e. without the Proposed Development but including expected traffic growth arising from a
combination of organic growth and increased housing and employment provision) and the assessment
year Do Something (i.e. same as Do Minimum but with the addition of the Proposed Development).

9.42

With the exception of St Austell Clay Pits SAC and SSSI, the analyses reported in the Assessment of
Effects section only discuss those parts of the ARN where traffic flows are expected to increase as a result
of the Proposed Development. Traffic flows are expected to decrease as a result of the Proposed
Development on roads within 200 m St Austell Clay Pits SSSI and SAC. Therefore, transects have not
been included for these designations.

9.43

The air quality transects detailed in Table 9-5 were used during the air quality assessment for designated
sites.

Table 9-5: Air quality transects utilised for relevant designated sites
Designated Site

Air quality transects

Breney Common and
Goss and Tregoss
Moors SAC

Three air quality transects were placed within this SAC on the roads that were forecast to
receive an increase in traffic flows as a result of the Proposed Development. Two of
these transects were placed on the unclassified road that connects the Proposed
Development with Castle Caravan Park north of the A30. The third transect was placed
at the closest point of the Proposed Development to the SAC. Note that the A30 itself
was not modelled because the A30 within 200 m of the SAC is not part of the ARN.

River Camel SAC/ SSSI One transect was placed on the A30 as it lies south of the SAC/SSSI. The A30 in this
location is not part of the ARN but the same part of the SAC/SSSI is also 123 m from the
nearest point of the ARN (the B3274 south of the A30).
Mid-Cornwall Moors
SSSI

Three of the modelled transects for this SSSI have already been discussed above, as
this SSSI overlaps with Breney Common and Goss & Tregoss Moors SAC. A further
seven transects were modelled into the SSSI from the ARN at locations where the SSSI
lay within 200 m of the ARN.

Hensbarrow CWS

Two transects were modelled for Hensbarrow CWS.

Austell Clay Pits SAC/
SSSI

Transects were not included for Austell Clay Pits SAC/ SSSI for the following reasons:
─ the Proposed Development would have a beneficial effect on air quality at the
SAC/ SSSI by taking traffic that currently flows close to St Austell Clay Pits and
rerouting it onto a road more than 300m away; and
─ the most ecologically important pollutant associated with traffic is nitrogen. In
order to undertake a detailed numerical assessment (which would justify
modelling) a reference critical load for the relevant habitat/ species is required; to
enable the comparison of deposition rates. There is no such critical load available
for western rustwort (the primary reason for designation of this site).
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Limitations
9.44

Data provided by biological records centres’ is often subject to the spatial coverage of biodiversity
recording schemes, many of which are not carried out in a systematic way. This data frequently does not
include negative survey data (data showing where surveys have occurred and species absence has been
proven likely). In particular, certain areas (e.g. nature reserves) have been heavily recorded whereas other
areas (e.g. private farmland) have not been well studied. For this reason, the absence of desk study
records for a species has not been taken to indicate species absence. Desk study records have been
used alongside habitat data and the known/ anticipated species distributions to infer whether these
species may be present. The desk study has been used to inform the field survey scope and has been
subsequently updated by the field surveys.

9.45

The Survey Area shown in Appendix 9-16, Figure 9-1 was provided by CORMAC Solutions in 2017 and
was used as the boundary for all ecology surveys. The Proposed Development boundary was issued in
October 2018. There are variations between the two, as seen in Appendix 9-16, on Figure 9-1 and some
land within the Proposed Development boundary has not been included in the species surveys. Surveys
have been completed within a sample of suitable habitats in the Proposed Development boundary and
surrounding area. As such, it is concluded that the baseline data collected within the Survey Area gives a
comprehensive overview of the species population within the Proposed Development boundary and is
therefore not thought to pose a significant constraint to the assessment.

9.46

Field survey limitations are stated in the individual technical reports Appendix 9-1 to 9-13. It is not
considered that any of these survey specific constraints constitute a significant limitation to identifying and
assessing the value of the habitat and biodiversity receptors.

9.47

Mitigation measures are described in the Design, Mitigation and Enhancement Measures Section of this
Chapter. The final environmental design may alter slightly during the detailed design prior to construction.
However, the impact assessment has taken into account the worst case scenarios and mitigation
measures are included within the Proposed Development design accordingly.

9.48

Habitats gains and losses have been calculated from Phase 1 Habitat maps and Landscape plans
(outlining habitat creation for the Proposed Development). As the Landscape plans have not been
finalised, they are subject to change. In addition not all areas within the Proposed Development boundary
have been mapped. Thus the habitat gains and losses calculations are a rough estimation of the
anticipated change in habitats and are subject to change.

Baseline Conditions
9.49

The following section sets out baseline information of statutory and non-statutory designated sites,
habitats and species used to inform the assessment of ecological impacts on habitats and biodiversity
features.

9.50

The findings of the desk study and field surveys are discussed for each designated site, habitat type and
species/ species group/ species assemblage. Detailed survey reports are included within Appendices 9-1
to 9-13.

Statutory designated sites
9.51

Statutory designated sites in the Study Area are shown in

9.52

Table 9-6 and Appendix 9-16, Figure 9-2.

9.53

Baseline information on designated sites presented in this section is based on data provided by the JNCC,
Natural England or ERCCIS. Valuations of designated sites are based on interpretation of this baseline
information.

9.54

There are three statutory designated sites of International Importance/ Very High Value within 5 km of
the Proposed Development boundary. There are four statutory designated sites of National Importance/
High Value within 5 km of the Proposed Development boundary, all of which are wholly or partially
contained within a site of International importance.

No SACs designated for bats were identified within 30 km of the Proposed Development boundary.
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Table 9-6: Statutory designated sites of biodiversity value within the Study Area
Designated
Sites

Location in relation to the
Proposed Development

Summary of reason for designation

Statutory designated sites of International Importance / Very High Value

Breney
Common and
Goss and
Tregoss Moors
SAC

Located partially within the
Proposed Development boundary,
although works will be restricted to
the B3274 road

The site supports the following Annex I Habitats (primary reason
for site selection):
 Northern Atlantic wet heaths with Erica tetralix;
 European dry heaths;
 Northern Atlantic wet heaths with Erica tetralix; and
 transition mires and quaking bogs.
Annex II species (primary reason for site selection):
 marsh fritillary butterfly Euphydryas (Eurodryas, Hypodryas)
aurinia sub-populations over a complex of wet heathland
sites. This site supports the largest metapopulation in
Cornwall and probably the most westerly viable population
in England.

River Camel
SAC

Located c.0.45 km north of the
Proposed Development. The main
A30 provides a barrier between this
site and the Proposed
Development.
A tributary which flows into the
SAC, Demelza Stream, is located
approximately 75 m from the
Proposed Development. In addition
the SAC lies approximately 120 m
from the nearest point of the ARN
(the B3274 on the opposite side of
the A30).

The site supports the following Annex I Habitats (qualifying reason
for site selection):
 European dry heaths;
 old sessile oak woods with Ilex and Blehnum in the British
Isles; and
 Alluvial forests with Alnus glutinosa and Fraxinus excelsior
(Alno-Padion, Alnion incanae, Salcion albae).
Annex II species (primary reason for site selection):
 bull head (Cottus gobio); and
 otter.
Annex II species (qualifying reason for site selection):
 Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar)

Two of the three sites are located
within the Study Area. The first is
located c.0.3 km east and the
second is located c.2 km south of
St Austell Clay
the Proposed Development. Clay
Pits SAC
pits dominate the landscape to the
southern extent of the Proposed
Development, offering connections
between quarry pits.

St Austell Clay Pits are located in mid-Cornwall within china clay
workings, and comprises three sub-sites. These sites have been
selected primarily for the presence of the Annex II species
western rustwort (Marsupella profunda).

Statutory designated sites of National Importance/ High Value

Mid Cornwall
Moors Site of
SSSI

Located partially within the
Proposed Development boundary,
although works will be restricted to
the B3274 road.

A network of 14 areas, all within close proximity to one another,
extending for 17 km, forming a diverse mosaic of semi-natural
habitats. Habitats and biodiversity features of special interest
include:
 wet and dry lowland heathland;
 lowland fens;
 wet and dry broad-leaved woodlands;
 species-rich neutral grasslands;
 an assemblage of nationally scarce plants and ferns;
 populations of Cornish eyebright (Euphrasia vigursii), coralnecklace (Illecebrum verticillatum), chamomile
(Chamaemelum nobile), lesser butterfly-orchid (Platanthera
bifolia), chaffweed (Centunculus minimus), lesser waterplantain (Baldellia ranunculoides) and allseed (Radiola
linoides);
 marsh fritillary butterfly (Euphydryas aurinia);
 assemblage of invertebrates chiefly associated with scrub
heath and moorland;
 populations of the water beetle (Hydrochus nitidicollis) and
the mud snail (Omphiscola glabra); and
 breeding willow tit (Poecile montanus).

Goss Moor
NNR

Located partially within the
Proposed Development boundary,
although works will be restricted to
the B3274 road.

Situated in a broad relatively flat, valley basin which forms the
headwaters of the River Fal. It contains areas of dry and wet
heath, mire, fen and open water, and a diverse mix of wildlife
habitats. Main habitats are peatland and lowland heath.
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Designated
Sites

Location in relation to the
Proposed Development

Summary of reason for designation

Located c.0.3 km east of the
This site is notified for the presence of important populations of an
Proposed Development and 2 km
internationally very rare liverwort, western rustwort (Marsupella
south. Clay pits dominate the
profunda).
St Austell Clay
landscape to the southern extent of
Pits SSSI
the Proposed Development,
offering connections between
quarry pits.

River Camel
Valley and
Tributaries
SSSI

Located c.0.45 km to the north of
the Proposed Development
boundary. The main A30 provides
a barrier between this site and the
proposed link road.
A tributary which flows into the
SSSI, Demelza Stream, is located
approximately 75 m away from the
Proposed Development. In addition
the SSSI lies approximately 120 m
from the nearest point of the ARN
(the B3274 on the opposite side of
the A30).

The Rivers Camel, Allen and tributaries, their associated
woodlands, carr, fen, heath and wet meadows are of special
interest for wildlife. The system is particularly important for otters
(Lutra lutra), Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), bullhead (Cottus
goblo), sea trout (Salmo trutta) and sea lamprey (Petromyzon
marinus), also greater and lesser horseshoe bats (Rhinolophus
ferrumequinum) and (R. hipposideros) feed along the
watercourses along with the kingfisher (Alcedo atthis), dipper
(Cinclus cinclus), grey wagtail (Motacilla cinerea) and water vole
(Arvicola amphibious).

Non-statutory designated sites
9.55

Hensbarrow County Wildlife Site (CWS) is located within the Proposed Development boundary and will be
directly affected by the Proposed Development (Appendix 9-16, Figure 9-2) Hensbarrow CWS is located
on an exposed, steep-sided hill and represents one of the few remaining areas of semi-natural vegetation
in the china clay district. The central hilltop supports a large area of heathland dominated by common
heather (Calluna vulgaris) with localised patches of cross-leaved heath (Erica tetralix) and often codominant with bristle bent (Agrostis curtisii) and purple moor grass (Molinia caerulea). Marginal areas of
scrub predominantly comprise European gorse (Ulex europaeus), bracken (Pteridium aquilinum) and
bramble (Rubus fruticosus agg.). An area to the south supports a bog/ scrub/ wet woodland mosaic, a
small area of mixed broadleaved woodland with a well-developed bryophyte flora and some moderately
species-rich grassland.

9.56

Non-statutory sites have been designated by the local planning authority and are protected through local
planning policies as they support important habitats and/ or species of nature conservation value within
the county. As such, Hensbarrow CWS is considered to be of County Importance/ Medium Value.

Habitats
9.57

Five Habitats of Principal Importance (HPIs) were identified within the 500 m Study Area, shown in
Appendix 9-16, Figure 9-3. These include deciduous woodland, grass moorland, lowland fens, lowland
heathland and upland heathland. Deciduous woodland, grass moorland, lowland heathland and upland
heathland occur within the Proposed Development boundary.

9.58

The description of the habitats present is based on the Phase 1 Habitat Survey (Appendix 9-1),
supplemented by the NVC survey (Appendix 9-2) and important hedgerows survey (Appendix 9-3). The
main habitats associated with the Proposed Development are summarised in Table 9-7 and illustrated in
Appendix 9-16, Figure 9-4 to 9-6.

9.59

A total of 33 habitat types were recorded in the Phase 1 Habitat Survey. Dense, continuous and scattered
scrub is the main habitat in terms of area across the Proposed Development. This habitat generally forms
the dominant part of a habitat mosaic with heathland, acid grassland, bracken and rush. The mosaic
commonly occurs in the southern section of the Proposed Development boundary, where the landscape is
largely quarry works with a mixture of used and disused pits. The landscape in the northern section of the
Proposed Development boundary is mainly dominated by grassland with improved, poor semi-improved,
semi-improved and marshy grassland and occasionally arable fields. The majority of the semi-improved
grassland occurs in the central section of the Proposed Development boundary. Fields within this
grassland landscape are often bordered by species-poor, species rich and important Cornish hedgerows.
The nearest watercourse lies in the central section of the Proposed Development boundary and forms the
River Fal and its tributaries.
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Table 9-7: Summary evaluation of habitats present within the Survey Area boundary, ranked in order of proportion of area within the survey area (largest to smallest)
Value

Appendix

Summary description and rationale for evaluation

Location in relation to
the Proposed
Development

Importance

Habitat

Dense
continuous
scrub and
scattered
scrub

Occurs as the dominant habitat within a mosaic of dry heathland, acid grassland, tall ruderals and scrub. The
main community is W23 Ulex europaeus - Rubus fruticosus scrub containing various quantities of European
gorse, broom (Cytisus scoparius) forming the canopy with rhododendron (Rhododendron ponticum) scattered
throughout and an understory of common heather.
As well as W21 Crataegus monogyna - Hedera helix scrub, dominated by hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna).

In the Proposed
Development boundary,
mainly in the southern
section including
Hensbarrow CWS and
outside at Gossmoor.

Local County

Low Medium

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
and 9-2
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-11

This agriculturally productive grassland has low species diversity and limited biodiversity value. Perennial rye
grass (Lolium perenne) dominates the sward with common dandelion (Taraxacum officinale agg.), white clover
(Trifolium repens), common daisy (Bellis perennis), creeping thistle (Cirsium arvense), and broad-leaved dock
(Rumex obtusifolius) also present.

In the Proposed
Development boundary,
mainly in the northern
section.

Site

Improved
grassland

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
Less
than Low
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-6

Poor semiimproved
grassland

These grasslands have lower species diversity then semi-improved neutral grassland. Species are similar to
those recorded in the improved grassland with additional components of meadow foxtail (Alopecurus pratensis),
Yorkshire fog (Holcus lanatus), cock’s foot (Dactylis glomerata), meadow buttercup (Ranunculus acris), common
mouse-ear (Cerastium fontanum) and ribwort plantain (Plantago lanceolata).

In the Proposed
Development boundary,
mainly in the northern
section.

Site

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
Less
than Low
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-6

In the Proposed
Development boundary,
mainly in the northern
section and grassland
verges within the southern
section.

Local

Low

Neutral semiimproved
grassland

These habitats include hay meadows and some roadside verges that have higher species diversity. Species
include those outlined within the poor semi-improved habitats, with the following addition species; red fescue
(Festuca rubra), red clover (Trifolium pratense), crested dog’s tail (Cynosurus cristatus), sweet vernal grass
(Anthoxanthum odoratum), yellow rattle (Rhinanthus minor), ragwort (Senecio jacobaea), bird’s-foot trefoil (Lotus
corniculatus), foxglove (Digitalis purpurea), southern marsh orchid (Dactylorhiza praetermissa), germander
speedwell (Veronica chamaedrys), yarrow (Achillea millefolium), common sorrel (Rumex acetosa), common
knapweed (Centaurea nigra) and hogweed (Heracleum sphondylium).
MG6a Lolium perenne - Cynosurus cristatus grassland, typical sub-community is the main plant community
present with MG6b Anthoxanthum odoratum sub-community to a lesser extent.
The grassland verges surveyed in Area 3 (Error! Reference source not found. to Error! Reference source
t found.) appear to have a mesotrophic wild flower seed mix applied as calcifuge species that are associated
with nearby acid grassland including heath bedstraw (Galium saxatile) and tormentil are locally prominent and
there are occasional seedlings of common heather within the grassland. The closest fit NVC community is MG5c
Centaurea nigra - Cynosurus cristatus grassland Danthonia decumbens sub-community.
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Location in relation to
the Proposed
Development

Importance

Value

Appendix

In the Proposed
Development boundary, in
the southern section
including Hensbarrow
CWS and outside the
Proposed Development
boundary at Gossmoor.

County

Medium

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
and 9-2
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-11

In the Proposed
Development boundary, in
the south of the southern
section.

Local

Low

Arable

In the Proposed
Development boundary, in
the northern section.

Site

Arable field margin habitats are listed as HPI, although no field margins of value for biodiversity were recorded.
This habitat has low biodiversity value with various crops being grown.

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
Less
than Low
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-6

Bare ground

In Proposed Development
boundary, near the central
section.

Site

This habitat is mainly associated with tracks in association with the former clay pits and is mainly composed of
gravel or clay. This habitat will not be considered further in this Chapter.

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
Less
than Low
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-6

In the Proposed
Development boundary, in
the south of the southern
section

Site

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
Less
than Low
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-6

Habitat

Lowland
heathland,
acid
grassland,
bracken and
rush mosaic

Summary description and rationale for evaluation
This mosaic of habitats mainly occurs where lowland heath has been restored following quarrying. To the northeast of Hensbarrow CWS U4a Festuca ovina - Agrostis capillaris-Galium saxatile grassland, typical subcommunity is found forming a mosaic with encroaching dense bracken (U20 Pteridium aquilinum-Galium saxatile
community). The U4a ground flora is dominated by common bent (Agrostis capillaris) and sheep’s fescue
(Festuca ovina) with abundant sweet vernal grass, tormentil (Potentilla erecta) and heath bedstraw. Other
frequent to occasional species include carnation sedge (Carex panacea), common sedge (Carex nigra), heath
milkwort (Polygala serpyllifolia), wood sage (Teucrium scorodonia), hard fern (Blechnum spicant), green-ribbed
sedge (Carex binervis), common dog violet (Viola riviniana), sheep’s bit, betony (Stachys officinalis) and
bryophytes. The heathland community found within Hensbarrow CWS is a relatively damp H4 Ulex gallii –
Agrostis curtisii heath, with common heather, western gorse (Ulex gallii), bell heather (Erica cinerea), bristle
bent, purple moor grass and cross leaved heath (Erica tetralix) as constant species This heathland forms a
mosaic with U3 Agrostis curtisii grassland in areas where grazing is more intensive, bristle bent is dominant with
frequent common bent, sheep’s fescue and scattered ericoid dwarf shrubs. Locally there are patchy areas of a
soft rush (Juncus effusus) acid grassland community and a small area of M23b Juncus effusus/acutiflorusGalium palustre rush-pasture, Juncus effusus sub-community found to the west of the CWS.
The heathland in Gossmoor is also H4 Ulex gallii – Agrostis curtisii heath with a similar composition of species.
Components of this mosaic meet the criteria for lowland dry acid grassland, lowland heathland and purple moor
grass and rush pastures HPIs.
A small area of heathland supporting common heather with frequent sheep’s fescue, common bent and
bryophytes. This area is not as diverse as the heathland described above and is much smaller in extent.

Planted mixed This woodland has a relatively species poor ground flora and is small in extent. Trees include a mixture of
woodland
planted deciduous and coniferous species.
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Value

Appendix

Local
In the Proposed
Development boundary, in
the northern section and
either side of the road near
Coldvreath

Low

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
and 9-2
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-11

In the Proposed
Development boundary, in
the southern section.

Local

Low

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
and 9-2
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-11

In the Proposed
Development boundary, at
various locations.

Site

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
Less
than Low
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-6

Location in relation to
the Proposed
Development

Habitat

Summary description and rationale for evaluation

Broadleaved
semi-natural
woodland

No ancient woodlands were identified within the Study Area.
Two small areas of broadleaved semi-natural woodland were identified in the survey area these were:
 A sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) dominated W10 Quercus robur- Pteridium aquilinum - Rubus fruticosus
woodland with a scrub layer of hazel (Corylus avellana), grey willow (Salix cinera), holly (Ilex aquifolium) and
hawthorn and a ground flora largely dominated by bramble.
 A woodland dominated by grey willow with occasional sycamore and a species poor ground flora dominated
by Indian balsam (Impatiens glandulifera).
These woodlands do not meet the criteria for lowland mixed deciduous woodland HPI.

Two small areas of wet woodland were identified in the Survey Area boundary these were both classified as W7
Alnus glutinosa – Fraxinus excelsior – Lysimachia nemorum woodland. These woodlands are mainly dominated
by alder (Alnus glutinosa) with frequent ash (Fraxinus excelsior) and hazel and occasional sycamore and
hawthorn. Grey willow is frequent in the understory and the ground layer supports broad buckler-fern (Dryopteris
Wet woodland dilatata), soft rush, lady fern (Athyrium filix-femina), creeping buttercup (Ranunculus repens), rough meadow
grass (Poa trivialis), pendulous sedge (Carex pendula), common valerian (Valeriana officinalis) and bramble.
Bryophytes including Thuidium tamariscinum, Eurhynchium striatum, Kindbergia praelonga, Brachythecium
rivulare, Plagiomnium undulatum and Polytrichum commune are found throughout the woodland.
These woodlands fit the criteria for wet woodland HPI.

Importance

Figure

Scattered
trees

No veteran trees were identified within the Study Area.
Commonly occurring species of scattered trees include alder, ash, hazel, horse chestnut (Aesculus
hippocastanum), willow sp., pedunculate oak (Quercus robur), sycamore, ash (Fraxinus excelsior), hawthorn,
Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and Monterey pine (Pinus radiate).

Local

Low

Marshy
grassland

This habitat generally forms in wetter areas within the poor semi-improved grassland habitats. The following two In the Proposed
plant communities were found:
Development boundary, in
 MG10a Holcus lanatus-Juncus effusus rush-pasture, Juncus effusus sub-community with abundant soft rush the northern section.
and Yorkshire fog, frequent creeping bent, occasional white clover, oval sedge (Carex ovalis), marsh foxtail
(Alopecurus geniculatus) and creeping buttercup and locally frequent redshank (Persicaria maculosa) and
water-pepper (Persicaria hydropiper).
 M23b Juncus effusus/ acutiflorus-Galium palustre rush-pasture, Juncus effusus sub-community with a
neutral sedge flush mosaic dominated by soft rush and compact rush with occasional sharp-flowered rush
(Juncus acutiflorus).

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
and 9-2
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-11

Local

Low

Quarry

This habitat is formed of large china clay quarry pits and associated spoil heaps with dry heath/ acid grassland
and patchy scrub. The vegetation is dominated by a low canopy of common heather with a generally species
poor ground layer and a carpet of mosses. There are extensive areas of bare ground and a number of bog pools.
Many of the areas have been planted with tree species including hazel, grey willow and silver birch (Betula
pendula). The surrounding area is dominated by rhododendron and frequent grey willow.
The habitat within this area meets the criteria for open mosaic habitat on previously developed land HPI.

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
and 9-2
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-11
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Habitat

Summary description and rationale for evaluation

Standing
water

This habitat includes flooded disused quarry pits and field or garden ponds. The dominate species surrounding
these water bodies is willow. Invasive species occur around some water bodies, including Indian balsam and
giant rhubarb (Gunnera tinctoria).

Buildings

The buildings consist of residential properties in various locations within the Survey Area boundary. These areas
could not be surveyed due to access permissions. Buildings range from corrugated tin sheds to brick built
houses. This habitat will not be considered further in this Chapter.

Amenity
grassland

Amenity grassland is present throughout the Survey Area, mainly associated with residential gardens. In general
this habitat has low species diversity and limited biodiversity value and will not be considered further in this
Chapter.

Tall ruderals

This habitat occurs where land had been left unmanaged and species such as broad-leaved willowherb
(Epilobium montanum), common nettle (Urtica dioica), common figwort (Scrophularia nodosa) and creeping
thistle have colonised. This habitat will not be considered further in this Chapter.

Introduced
scrub

This habitat is generally associated with residential gardens and consists of non-native garden species. This
habitat will not be considered further in this Chapter.

Hedgerows

All hedgerows with at least one woody UK native species are listed as a HPI.
93 hedgerows not deemed ecologically ‘Important’ in relation to the Hedgerow Regulations 1997 are located
within the Survey Area boundary (Figure 9-3.1.). These mainly consist of species poor hedgerows and one
species poor hedgerow with trees. The species poor hedgerows are mainly associated with Cornish hedgerows
supporting hawthorn and blackthorn (Prunus spinosa) and occasionally hazel.
71 of the hedgerows within the Study Area are deemed as ecologically ‘Important’ in relation to the Hedgerow
Regulations 1997(Figure 9-3.1.). These hedgerows are mainly species-rich and support species including
pedunculate oak, Japanese rose (Rosa rugosa), holly, sycamore, ash and elder (Sambucus nigra).
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Location in relation to
the Proposed
Development

Importance

Value

Appendix

Figure

In the Proposed
Development boundary, at
various locations.

Site

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
Less
than Low
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-6

In the Proposed
Development boundary, at
various locations.

Site

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
Less
than Low
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-6

In the Proposed
Development boundary, at
various locations.

Site

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
Less
than Low
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-6

In the Proposed
Development boundary, at
various locations.

Site

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
Less
than Low
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-6

In the Proposed
Development boundary, in
association with gardens.

Site

Less
Appendix 9-1 Appendix
than Low and 9-5
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-6
and
Figure 918 to 922

In the Proposed
Development boundary, in
the northern section.

Local

Low

County

Medium

Appendix 9-1 Appendix
and 9-3
9-16,
Figure 94 to 9-6
and 9-12
to 9-16
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Habitat

Summary description and rationale for evaluation

Running
water

Rivers are listed as an HPI, although the watercourses within the survey area do not meet the criteria to be
classed as a HPI as they are small streams with limited ecological value.
The Proposed Development crosses small tributaries of the River Fal in four locations and the main River Fal in
one location. Other watercourses in the Survey Area boundary include an unnamed tributary of the St Austell
River, unnamed tributaries of the Par River and the Demelza stream.
All watercourses within the Proposed Development boundary are small headwaters; less than 2 m in width, with
low biodiversity value.
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Species and species assemblages
9.60

A summary of the species and species assemblages present within the survey area and their evaluation is
presented below. Full descriptions of the baseline conditions are given in Appendices 9-1 to 9-13.

Bryophytes
Legislation
9.61

Five bryophyte species are listed under Annex II of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations
2017. A total of 37 bryophyte species are protected under Schedule 8 of the WCA 1981, making it an
offence to intentionally pick, uproot or destroy these species. In additional 79 bryophyte species are listed
as SPIs.
Desk Study

9.62

A total of 121 of bryophytes species records were returned from the records centre for the Study Area.
This included 109 records of the liverwort western rustwort (Marsupella profunda), listed under Annex II
and four included in the RDB for Cornwall and Isles of Scilly species. Including the nationally rare
Scapania curta (not seen in East Cornwall since 1985), the nationally scarce Brachydpntium trichodes
(recorded in nearby Baal Pit in 2009) and Didymodon nicolsonii (not known to be a common species and
not of conservation concern).

9.63

Western rustwort is listed under Annex II of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017
and is a primary reason for the selection of St Austell Clay Pits SAC. It is a very early pioneer species
colonising bare granite rock, preferring soft and crumbling mica rich boulders embedded in the ground,
especially on sheltered north facing banks. Far less frequently, it occurs in similar micro-habitats on firm
144
clay spoil, rather than on granite. Globally, it is restricted to Britain, Macaronesia and Portugal . In
Britain, it is known only from the china clay producing areas of Cornwall and is locally frequent in the St
Austell pits, where it is dependent on quarrying activity to provide a continued supply of bare rock for
colonisation. Without disturbance, the liverwort eventually becomes extinct due to vegetation succession
2
and over-growth by larger species. Unit 2 of St Austell Clay Pits SAC, comprising a tiny (472 m ) part of
2
145
Prosper Pit, supported a very small (35 cm ) and declining population of the liverwort in 2011 , it’s
current status is unknown.
Field Survey

9.64

A total of 95 bryophyte species were found within the Bryophyte Survey Area. This included western
rustwort and three nationally scarce bryophyte species: Didymodon acutus, Gymnostomum viridulum and
Marsupella sprucei. The agricultural land in the northern section of the Proposed Development boundary
was found to have very little bryophyte interest. However, the china clay works, especially the nonoperational areas which support a mosaic of semi-natural habitats, were of significant interest.
A total of 48 colonies of western rustwort were found, all on granite rock, within parts of Goonbarrow and
Gunheath China Clay Works. The three nationally scarce species included two small populations of
Didymodon acutus and Gymnostomum viridulum were found growing over derelict concrete padding in
Gunheath China Clay Works and a very small population of Marsupella sprucei was found growing over
old mine spoil in Gunheath China Clay Works (Appendix 9-16, Figure 9-17Error! Reference source not
ound.).
Valuation

9.65

The record of Didymodon acutus is only the second record of this species in East Cornwall. However, the
146
species is often taxonomically confused and is under-recorded in ruderal situations in Britain.
Gymnostomum viridulum is not especially rare in Cornwall, occurring in particular on old masonry of
147
derelict mine buildings. Marsupella sprucei occurs frequently on china clay spoil in Cornwall .
Consequently these species are considered to be of Local Importance/ Low Value. Due to its global

144

Paton, J. A., 1999. The liverwort flora of the British Isles. Chichester: Harley Books.
Callaghan, D. A., 2011. Bryophyte survey and condition assessment of St Austell Clay Pits SSSI/SAC, Cornwall.
Unpublished report to Natural England.
146
Blockeel, T., Bosanquet, S., Hill, S. & Preston, C., 2014. Atlas of British and Irish bryophytes. Newbury: Pisces Publications.
147
Holyoak, D. T., 2012. The bryophytes of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. [Online] Available at:
http://www.cisfbr.org.uk/Bryo/Cornish_Bryophytes_Introduction.html [Accessed 22 October 2018].
145
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rarity, the populations of western rustwort are assessed to be of International Importance/ Very High
Value.

Invasive non-native species
Legislation
9.66

INNS are listed under Schedule 9 of the WCA 1981 and the EU Invasive Alien Species Regulation 2014,
making it an offence to cause their spread in the wild. The prevention of their spread is also listed as one
148
of the Cornwall BAP’s Priority projects .
Desk study

9.67

ERCCIS returned records of 15 INNS listed under Schedule 9 of the WCA 1981 for the Study Area. These
included three-corned garlic (Allium triquetum), water fern (Arzolla filiculoides), wall cotoneaster
(Cotoneaster horizontalis), entire-leaved cotoneaster (Cotoneaster integrifolius), Himalayan cotoneaster
(Cotoneaster simonsii), New Zealand pygmyweed (Crassula helmsii), montbretia (Crocosmia x
crocosmiiflora), Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica), giant rhubarb, rhododendron, Indian balsam,
curly waterweed (Lagarosiphon major), variegated yellow-archangel (Lamiastrum galeobdolon subsp.
argentatum), parrot’s feature (Myriophyllum aquaticum) and Japanese rose.
Field Survey

9.68

Japanese knotweed, rhododendron, Indian balsam, three cotoneaster species, New Zealand pygmyweed,
parrots feather, giant rhubarb, montbretia and variegated yellow-archangel were all recorded within the
Survey Area boundary. Extent and distribution of these species can be seen in Appendix 9-16, Figure 9-18
to 9-22.

9.69

A description of the locations of the INNS within the Survey Area boundary and their risk of spread is
detailed within Table 9-8.

Table 9-8: Location and risk of spread of INNS within the Proposed Development boundary
INNS

Japanese
knotweed

Rhododendron

Indian balsam

Cotoneaster
species

New Zealand
pygmyweed

Location within the Proposed
Development
Most extensive within the southern section of
Survey Area. Smaller stands located towards
the central section.
Completely naturalised within the southern
section of Survey Area. Smaller stands are
located within the central and northern
sections, although none are located within
the agricultural fields.
Primarily located within or adjacent to
watercourses in the central section of the
Survey Area, but not in the southern and
northern sections.

Risk of Spread
High to the
south of the
Proposed
Development
High to the
south of the
Proposed
Development

High

High levels of disturbance from
active quarries.

Presence of interconnecting
watercourses across the
Proposed Development and
close proximity to roads and
residential areas.
Low level of infestation
Located within a highly disturbed
area.

Located in the central section of the Survey
Area in a privately owned waterbody

Moderate

Isolated within one waterbody.
No other waterbodies in close
proximity.

Moderate

Requires water to spread
No other waterbodies in close
proximity.

Dry waterbody

148

High levels of disturbance from
active quarries (namely by
footwear and vehicles).

Located in all sections of the Survey Area
with the highest levels in the southern section Moderate
adjacent to the clay pit quarries.

Parrots feather

Giant rhubarb

Reasons for level of risk

Located within the central section of the
Survey Area, bordering two separate
waterbodies located on opposite sides of the
road in Coldvreath.

Moderate

Lower levels of disturbance in
the area.

Cornwall Biodiversity Initiative, 2011. Cornwall Biodiversity Action Plan Volume 4: Priority Projects,
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Location within the Proposed
Development

INNS

Montbretia

Risk of Spread

Located primarily on roadside verges in all
sections of the Proposed Development
boundary.

Variegated yellow- Southern and central sections of the Survey
archangel
Area in woodland and hedgerow habitat.

Reasons for level of risk

High

Frequent and regular vegetation
management is undertaken on
the roadside verges where this
species is present, which may
transport corms and seeds.

Moderate

Lower levels of disturbance in
the area.

Valuation
9.70

As INNS have no nature conservation value they will not be valued using the same approach as the other
biodiversity features. Although, as it is an offence to cause their spread in the wild, impacts from the
Proposed Development are considered within the Assessment of Effects Section and mitigation is detailed
in the Design, Mitigation and Enhancement Measures Section.

Invertebrates
Legislation
9.71

Many British invertebrates are protected under Schedule 5 of the WCA 1981. In total there are 379
terrestrial invertebrates listed as SPIs, including the marsh fritillary (Euphydryas aurinia) which is also
listed under Annex II of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 as a primary reason
for designation of the Breney Common and Goss and Tregoss Moors SAC.
Desk Study

9.72

ERCCIS returned approximately 2000 records of invertebrates for the Study Area, including marsh
fritillary. Other species included SPIs, British RDB species and Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly RDB
species.
Field Survey

9.73

9.74

18 key invertebrate species were identified from the samples collected from the Survey Area. Key species
are defined as belonging to one of the following status categories:
a.

Annex II Species Directive;

b.

IUCN UK threatened or near threatened (VU or NT)

c.

SPI in England; and

d.

RDB, Nationally Rare (NR) or Nationally Scarce (Nb, N, NS

149

;

150

).

Table 9-9 below outlines the key species recorded in the Survey Area and includes the reason for their
selection as a key species, the typical habitat in which they are normally found and their location within the
Survey Area.

149

VU – IUCN UK Red List, Vulnerable. Taxa which either have a very small British range and/or are declining rapidly with a
quantifiable probability of becoming extinct if the causal factors for decline continue to operate.
NT - IUCN UK Red List, Near Threatened. A taxon is Near Threatened when it has been evaluated against the IUCN criteria
and does not currently qualify for Critically Endangered, Endangered or Vulnerable status, but is close to qualifying, or is likely
to do so soon.
150
NR - Nationally Rare. In recent National Reviews the plethora of Red Data Book categories used in earlier publications have
been subsumed into a single category covering species occurring in 15 or fewer hectads.
Nb – Nationally Scarce Category B. Taxa thought to occur in between 30 and 100 10 km squares of the National Grid.
N – Nationally Scarce. Taxa which are estimated to occur within the range of 16 to 100 10 km squares, but where division into
Na or Nb status has not been attempted due to limited availability of information on British distribution. Second status review
not yet completed and status therefore taken from first review.
NS – Nationally Scarce. In more recent second status reviews, the Na and Nb sub-divisions have been subsumed into a single
category covering species occurring in 16 to 100 10km squares of the National Grid. Unlike the previous ‘N’ category, which
covered the same range, the amalgamation does not necessarily result from inadequate information on the British distribution.
pNS – Provisional Nationally Scarce. The rove beetle Neobisinius lathrobioides will certainly be accorded Nationally Scarce
status in the forthcoming Review of this group, but has no formal conservation status currently.
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9.75

The locations and habitats of notable invertebrate species found within the Study Area is shown in
Appendix 9-16, Figure 9-23 to 9-25.

Table 9-9: Summary of key invertebrate species recorded in the Survey Area
Key invertebrate
species

Reason
for
selection

Typical habitat

Location within Survey Area

Scarce blue-tailed
damselfly Ischnura
pumilio

IUCN UK
NT.

Shallow pools and runnels in both natural and
man-made habitats.

Shallow, ephemeral china clay
pools in disused china clay pits at
Goonbarrow and Gun heath.

A diving beetle
Stictonectes
lepidus

RDB NS

Frequent in two china clay pools on
Running or still waterbodies, usually in
situations where there are bare peaty or rocky the Gunheath china clay works.
substrates with little or no aquatic vegetation.

A ground beetle
Stenolophus
teutonus

RDB NS

Wetland habitats where there are substantial
areas of bare mineral substrates

A water beetle
Hydrochus
nitidicollis

IUCN UK
VU.

Large china clay pool on the
Backwaters and slow-flowing margins of
areas of running water and less frequently,
Gunheath china clay works.
shallow water at the edge of ponds and lakes.
Bare muddy or rocky substrates and little or
no aquatic vegetation.

A water beetle
Helochares
punctatus

RDB NS

Lowland acid bog pools, with Sphagnum.

Deep, permanent china clay pools
and shallow, ephemeral pools on
Goonbarrow and Gunheath china
clay works.

A rove beetle
Atheta aquatilis

RDB NS

Wet woodland flushes with opposite-leaved
golden-saxifrage sometimes in more open
wetland habitats.

Wet moss by a stream in a
woodland

A rove beetle
Myllaena kraatzi

RDB NS

Valley mires and high-quality acid bogs.

Litter and bare clay at the edge of
ephemeral china clay pools on the
Gunheath china clay works

A rove beetle
Neobisnius
lathrobioides

RDB pNS

Exposed sediments on riverbanks or edges of At the damp, bare clay edge of two
china clay pools in the disused
reservoirs.
china clay works at Gunheath.

A leaf beetle
Chrysolina
haemoptera

RDB NS

Semi-improved grassland with very
Grassland habitats, with abundant plantains.
Most often, occurs in association with buck’s- abundant ribwort
horn plantain in maritime grassland but also
occurs very locally away from the coast on
other species, including some chalk downland
localities where hoary plantain is utilised.

A flea beetle
IUCN UK
Phyllotreta striolata VU and
RDB NR

A single specimen was found in June
under a stone at the edge of an
ephemeral china clay pool on the
Gunheath china clay works

Range of dry, open weedy vegetation,
including arable margins, brownfield sites and
river shingle bars

Weedy arable field margin within
short, ruderal vegetation.

A tortoise beetle
Cassida
sanguinosa

RDB NR.

Habitats with Asteraceae, including
pineappleweed and scentless mayweed.

Weedy arable field margin on a
scentless mayweed.

A weevil
Pelenomus
canaliculatus

RDB Nb.

Aquatic habitats with the water-milfoils
including Myriophyllum spicatum and M.
verticillatum

Field pond in association with
parrot’s feather

A weevil
Pelenomus olssoni

RDB3.

Margins of shallow pools

In drawdown zone of a shallow china
clay pool and at the edge of pools
(created by vehicle ruts) in the
disused china clay pits at Gunheath.

Six-belted
clearwing moth
Bembecia
ichneumoniformis

RDB Nb.

Very warm, south-facing coastal grassland
where disturbance creates an abundance of
bare ground. Larval food plant: common
bird’s-foot trefoil and kidney vetch.

Ruderal grassland in the
Goonbarrow china clay works
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9.76

Key invertebrate
species

Reason
for
selection

Typical habitat

Location within Survey Area

Dingy skipper
butterfly Erynnis
tages

SPI.

Wide range of habitats, including coastal
dunes and undercliffs, chalk grassland,
woodland rides, heathland and road verges.
Larval food plant: common bird’s-foot trefoil,
horseshoe vetch and greater bird’s - foot
trefoil. The latter plant being utilised in damp
meadows.

A large and important population on
ruderal grassland in the Gunheath
and Goonbarrow china clay works.

Grayling butterfly
Hipparchia semele

SPI.

Warm, dry microclimate within dry, open,
coastal grassland and heathland and
sometimes inland lowland heaths of southern
England. Low clumps of grass surrounded by
bare ground are favoured. Larval food plant:
range of grasses, with fine-leaved bents and
fescues being especially favoured.

Adults found on undisturbed lowland
heathland at Tregoss Moor and
Hensbarrow and also lowland
heathland that has regenerated on
old china clay workings at
Goonbarrow.

Marsh fritillary
Annex II
butterfly
species
Euphydryas aurinia and SPI

Warm sheltered locations on heathland,
moorland, calcareous grassland, wet
meadows, or in large open clearings in
woodland. Larval food plant: devil’s-bit
scabious, field scabious and small scabious.

One adult recorded in flight over
lowland heathland at Hensbarrow
not suspected to be breeding.

Wall brown butterfly SPI.
Lasiommata
megera

Recorded in a weedy arable field
Warm, unimproved grassland sites with an
element of bare ground. Or coastal undercliffs margin and species-rich ruderal
grassland in an old china clay pit.
and dunes, and open rides in woodland.
Larval food plant: variety of grass species

Table 9-10 below outlines the value of each habitat assessed within the Survey Area and a justification of
the value given.

Table 9-10: Habitats surveyed and their associated importance and value
Habitat types

Description of notable Invertebrate assemblages present

China clay pools Despite the very small area in which they occupy, these shallow, ephemeral pools support an
important invertebrate fauna. They constitute the single most important invertebrate habitat feature,
with populations of a number of key species, including the scarce blue-tailed damselfly and the weevil
Pelenomus olssoni. This habitat is found as an element within a mosaic of habitats on the china clay
works that also includes other important ruderal heath and grassland types.
Lowland heath

Stands of lowland heath are the least disturbed semi-natural habitats on the site. Although a few key
species were recorded, the samples collected here were disappointing, given the apparent quality of
the habitat.
Many stands of heathland on the Goonbarrow and Gunheath china clay works had pioneer heath
vegetation with much bare ground and looked to have very high potential to support important
invertebrate assemblages. Although some species of interest, such as the grayling butterfly were
present, they also produced surprisingly small invertebrate samples.
The very dry conditions during summer 2018 had a marked effect in depressing the invertebrate
catches in the region. This effect was particularly evident on the blocks of semi-natural heathland
surveyed. Given the generally high quality of the heathland vegetation, it is possible that the current
survey has underestimated the invertebrate interest of this habitat.

Ruderal
grassland

Flower-rich, open grassland with a significant element of open, disturbed ground on the disused china
clay workings has a diverse invertebrate population that includes a very large population of the
nationally declining dingy skipper and wall brown butterflies. This is also the habitat of the Nationally
Scarce six-belted clearwing moth.

Weedy arable
field margins

Areas of extensive arable margins supported a rich invertebrate fauna, including the threatened flea
beetle Phyllotreta striolata and the tortoise beetle Cassida sanguinosa.

Semi-improved
grassland

No unimproved dry grassland remains within the Survey Area. However, some of the fields have been
less intensively managed and have vestiges of a more diverse grassland flora. The best examples
surveyed were the group of small fields at Higher Trezaise

Marshy
grassland

Remaining stands of marshy grassland are mostly semi-improved and in sub-optimal condition. Many
of the pasture fields on enclosed farmland in the northern half of the site are likely to have originally
had such vegetation. Currently, there are no key species using these habitats, due to their poor
quality.

Woodland and
scrub

The areas of woodland and scrub on the site are generally of low quality.

Improved

The extensive swathes of improved pasture and those arable fields without weedy margins are of low
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grassland and
arable

significance in respect of their invertebrate assemblages.

Valuation
9.77

Due to the variable nature of the habitats present across the Survey Area it would be impractical to value
the Survey Area as a whole; therefore the areas have been split into key habitat types. The invertebrate
assemblages found in association with the china clay pools, lowland heathland and ruderal grassland
have been assessed as being of Regional Importance/ Medium Value. Invertebrate assemblages found
in association with weedy arable field margins have been assessed as being of County Importance/
Medium Value and invertebrate assemblages found in association with semi-improved grassland and
marshy grassland have been assessed as of Local Importance/ Low Value. All remaining Invertebrates
assemblages have been assessed as being of Site Importance/ Less than Low Value.

Amphibians
Legislation
9.78

Great crested newt is protected under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 and
Schedule 5 of the WCA 1981. Great crested newt and common toad (Bufo bufo) are both SPIs.

9.79

It is illegal to deliberately capture, injure or kill great crested newt, to intentionally or recklessly disturb it, or
to deliberately take or destroy its eggs. It is also illegal to damage, destroy or intentionally or recklessly
obstruct access to a breeding or resting place used by a great crested newt. All life stages of great crested
newt are afforded the same level of protection.
Desk study

9.80

Multiple records of common toad were returned for the Study Area. No records of great crested newt were
returned and great crested newt is considered to be absent from Cornwall.
Field Survey

9.81

The eDNA survey undertaken returned with a negative result, meaning that no great crest newt DNA was
detected in the water body.

9.82

Common toads were recorded under the reptile survey mats across the Reptile Survey Area, including
juvenile and adults, therefore it can be assumed that common toad is breeding within or near to the
Reptile Survey Area.
Valuation

9.83

As great crested newt is considered to be absent from the Survey Area they will not be considered further
in this Chapter.

9.84

As common toad is a common and widespread across the UK and Cornwall it has been assessed to be of
Site Importance/ Less than Low Value and will not be considered further within this Chapter. As
common toad is an SPI best practice measures will be followed to limit impacts on this species, methods
of work will be outlined within the Outline CEMP.

Reptiles
Legislation
9.85

All four native species of reptile slow worm (Anguis fragilis), grass snake (Natrix helvetica helvetica),
common lizard (Zootoca vivipara) and adder (Vipera berus) are partially protected under Schedule 5 of
The WCA 1981, under part of Section 9(1) and all of Section 9(5), and are listed as SPIs. Making it an
offence to intentionally kill, injure or trade these species.
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Desk Study
9.86

ERCCIS returned records of common lizard, slow-worm and grass snake for the Study Area. Multiple
records of common lizard and slow-worm were located within the Proposed Development boundary. The
closest record of grass snake was located 0.7 km east of the Proposed Development boundary.
Field Survey

9.87

Common lizard, slow-worm and grass snake were recorded within the Reptile Survey Area, with reptiles in
general recorded across the majority of the Reptile Survey Area, with the exception of Area 3 - Agricultural
fields where only a single slow-worm was recorded (see Appendix 9-16, Figure 9-26 to 9-30).

9.88

Common lizard was the mostly commonly recorded species within the Reptile Survey Area, with a total of
141 observations (including both adults and juveniles) and a peak count of nine adults recorded on one
survey visit. The highest population was recorded in Area 2 - Hensbarrow . Slow-worm was recorded
across the Reptile Survey Area, with a total of 19 observations (including both adults and juveniles) and a
peak count of three adults recorded on one survey visit. One incidental record of grass snake was
identified adjacent to an access track to the south of the Blockworks in Area 1 - Imerys land. As such, it
should be assumed that grass snake is likely to be present within the Reptile Survey Area and
surrounding habitat.

9.89

Male, female and juvenile common lizard and slow-worms were recorded, confirming the presence of
breeding populations of these species within the Reptile Survey Area.
Valuation

9.90

Based on the survey results the Reptile Survey Area supports a ‘Good population’ of common lizard, ‘Low
population’ of slow-worm and ‘Low population’ of grass snake. The Reptile Survey Area also meets the
151
criteria for a ‘Key Reptile Site’ as it supports three reptile species .

9.91

Common lizard is a declining species in the UK but widespread across the UK and common in the south
152
west . Slow-worm is a declining species in the UK with a patchy distribution across the UK but common
153
in the south west . Grass snake is a declining species in the midlands, south west and north west and
154
uncommon in the south west but widespread across the UK . Considering the declining nature of reptiles
in the UK, their legislative protection, the ‘Good population’ of common lizard and the fact that the Reptile
Survey Area meets the criteria for a ‘Key Reptile Site’ the reptile assemblage is valued as Local
Importance/ Low Value.

Breeding and wintering birds
Legislation
9.92

All birds, their nests and eggs are protected under the WCA 1981. It is an offence to intentionally kill,
injure, or take any wild bird, or take or destroy an egg of any wild bird. It is also an offence to damage or
destroy the nest of any wild bird (whilst being built, or in use).

9.93

A number of bird species are also listed as SPIs, and/ or are Birds of Conservation Concern , Red List or
Amber List species (these are considered to be of conservation concern because their populations have
shown significant decreases since the 1970s).

155

151

Froglife, 1999. Reptile Survey: An introduction to planning, conducting and interpreting surveys for snake and lizard
conservation, Froglife Advice Sheet 10. Halesworth: Froglife.
152
JNCC, 2010b. UK Priority Species data collation Zootoca vivipara version 2. [Online] Available at:
http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/_speciespages/2356.pdf [Accessed 10 October 2018].
153
JNCC, 2010c. UK Priority Species data collation Anguis fragilis version 2. [Online] Available at:
http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/_speciespages/2039.pdf[Accessed 10 October 2018].
154
JNCC, 2010d. UK Priority Species data collation Natrix natrix version 2. [Online] Available at:
http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/_speciespages/2446.pdf[Accessed 10 October 2018].
155
The UK’s leading bird conservation organisations reviewed the most up to date information on the status of birds in the UK
and elsewhere in their range to produce the third review of the status of birds which occur regularly in the UK. This is presented
as the Birds of Conservation Concern 4 (Eaton, et al., 2015), comprising a ‘red list’ of species of high conservation concern, an
‘amber’ list of species of moderate conservation concern, with other species that do not qualify under red or amber list criteria
on the green list. To qualify on the red list species may be listed as globally threatened by IUCN, have suffered a historical
decline without substantial recent recovery, or a decline of more than 50% in breeding or non-breeding populations, or a 50%
contraction in breeding range over 25 years (or the longer term). Amber list species can be those listed as Species of European
Conservation Concern, those which have suffered a historical decline but shown significant recent recovery, have shown a
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9.94

Some bird species have more extensive protection and are listed under Schedule 1 of WCA 1981. It is
illegal to intentionally or recklessly disturb a bird listed on Schedule 1 while it is nest building, or at a nest
containing eggs or young, or disturb the dependent young of such a bird.
Desk Study

9.95

ERCCIS returned records for a number of Schedule 1 species, SPIs and Red and Amber List species
Including the following Schedule 1 species: barn owl, black redstart (Phoenicurus ochruros), hen harrier
(Circus cyaneus), merlin (Falco columbarius), osprey (Pandion haliaetus), red kite (Milvus milvus),
redwing (Turdus iliacus), red-backed shrike (Lanius collurio), hobby (Falco subbuteo), whimbrel
(Numenius phaeopus) and wood sandpiper (Tringa glareola).
Field Survey

9.96

54 species of wintering birds were recorded within the Proposed Development Boundary during the
wintering bird survey. Including four Schedule 1 species, nine SPIs, eleven Red List species and ten
Amber List species. Table 9-11 summarises the results of the wintering bird survey and Figure 9-31 to 948 displays the survey results

Table 9-11: Summary of wintering bird survey
Common name and Birds of
Conservation Concern (BoCC)
status (red, amber, green)

Latin name

BD Annex I

Barn owl

Tyto alba

Black-headed gull

Larus marinus

Bullfinch

Pyrrhula pyrrhula

Common snipe

Gallinago gallinago

Dartford warbler

Sylvia undata

Dunnock

Prunella modularis

Fieldfare

Turdus pilaris

Herring gull

Larus argentatus

X

House sparrow

Passer domesticus

X

Kestrel

Falco tinnunculus

Linnet

Carduelis cannabina

Mallard

Anas platyrhynchos

Meadow pipit

Anthus pratensis

Mistle thrush

Turdus viscivorus

Redwing

Turdus iliacus

Reed bunting

Emberiza schoeniclus

Skylark

Alauda arvensis

X

Song thrush

Turdus philomelos

X

Starling

Sturnus vulgaris

X

Stock dove

Columba oenas

Woodcock

Scolopax rusticola

WCA
Schedule 1

SPI

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

decline of between 25 and 50% in breeding or non-breeding populations, or a contraction in breeding range of between 25 and
50% over 25 years (or the longer term) or be rare or localised breeders in the UK, or be species for which 20% of the breeding
or non-breeding population is found in the UK.
Red or amber listing does not confer additional protection under legislation or planning policy, however it provides a basis for
informing evaluation of a Site and for targeting conservation effort and is a widely used resource for interpreting bird
populations.
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9.97

Out of a total of 57 species recorded during the breeding bird survey, barn owl a Schedule 1 species, ten
SPIs, nine red list species and five amber list species were recorded to have potentially bred within the
Proposed Development Boundary or immediate surrounds.

9.98

Table 9-12 summarises the breeding bird survey results and Appendix 9-16,Figure 9-49 to 9-60 displays
the survey results

Table 9-12: Summary results of breeding bird survey
Latin name
Common name and
BoCC status (red, amber,
green)

9.99

BD Annex I

WCA
Schedule 1

SPI

X

Breeding status

Barn owl

Tyto alba

Confirmed

Bullfinch

Pyrrhula pyrrhula

X

Probable

Cuckoo

Cuculus canorus

X

Probable

Dunnock

Prunella modularis

X

Probable

Grasshopper warbler

Locustella naevia

X

Possible

House sparrow

Passer domesticus

X

Confirmed

Linnet

Carduelis cannabina

X

Probable

Mallard

Anas platyrhynchos

Possible

Meadow pipit

Anthus pratensis

Probable

Mistle thrush

Turdus viscivorus

Probable

Skylark

Alauda arvensis

X

Probable

Song thrush

Turdus philomelos

X

Possible

Spotted flycatcher

Muscicapa striata

X

Possible

Starling

Sturnus vulgaris

X

Probable

Willow warbler

Phylloscopus trochilus

Probable

Two buildings, which are not anticipated to be demolished, were identified as being used by roosting and
breeding barn owl (Appendix 9-16, 9-61 (Confidential)). Pellets found at both buildings suggest that they
were being used during the previous breeding season as nesting sites. A male barn owl was recorded
flying out of the building at Coldvreath during the breeding bird survey in March 2018 and a barn owl was
seen using the nest box during the daytime whilst undertaking other protected species surveys during the
breeding season. Foraging barn owl was heard throughout the summer during the bat activity surveys in
the agricultural fields within the vicinity of the buildings where the nesting sites were found.

9.100 Nightjar was not recorded during the nightjar surveys. However, a singing male was recorded on 20th
June 2018 within Hensbarrow CWS during the June bat activity survey. Nightjar was not recorded during
any subsequent surveys.
Valuation
The wintering and breeding bird species recorded during the field surveys are typical of the habitats
present within the Proposed Development boundary and are therefore valued as of Site Importance/
Less than Low Value. Although barn owl is listed under Schedule 1 of the WCA 1981 it is relatively
widespread across the south west and the two barn owl nesting locations are assessed as of Local
Importance/ Low Value.

Bats
Legislation
9.101 All UK bat species are protected under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 and
the WCA 1981. Various bats species are listed as SPIs.
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9.102 It is illegal to deliberately capture, injure or kill a bat, to intentionally or recklessly disturb them, or to
deliberately take a bat. It is also illegal to damage, destroy or intentionally or recklessly obstruct access to
a breeding or resting place used by a bat.
Desk Study
9.103 Records of barbastelle, Brandt’s bat (Myotis brandti), Natterer’s bat (Myotis nattereri), brown long-eared
bat(Plecotus auritus), common pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pipistrellus), soprano pipistrelle (Pipistrellus
pygmaeus), greater horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus ferrumequinum), lesser horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus
hipposideros), Leisler’s bat (Nyctalus leisleri), and noctule (Nyctalus noctula) were returned from within
2 km of the Proposed Development boundary.
Field Survey
9.104 Two buildings within the Survey Area were found to have low suitability for roosting bats and one further
building was considered to have moderate suitability for roosting bats. Following further surveys, none of
these buildings were found to support bat roosts.
9.105 During the ground based and aerial roost assessments of trees within the Survey Area, three trees were
identified as having moderate suitability for roosting bats and 12 trees were found to have low suitability
for roosting bats. Furthermore, a roost was confirmed within a dead tree (namely tree 09), located at the
northern end of the Survey Area. This roost comprised a single bat; the species could not be ascertained.
9.106 During the walked transect surveys the vast majority of bat activity recorded was from common
pipistrelles, foraging along the tree lines and hedgerows within the Survey Area. This activity was
generally quite evenly spread across the Survey Area. A small amount of activity, mostly foraging, from a
range of other species was also occasionally recorded, including soprano pipistrelle, myotis and noctule.
Considering the rarity and difficulty in detecting lesser horseshoe bats, a reasonable amount of activity
from this species was recorded. This activity comprised both foraging and commuting behaviour and was
mostly located in the south of the Survey Area. A small number of serotine passes and a single greater
horseshoe pass were also recorded throughout the survey season.
9.107 During the automated detector surveys, a moderate amount of bat activity was recorded from a total of at
least eleven species of bat (Myotis sp. and Plecotus sp. have not been identified to species level). The
vast majority of the bat activity recorded was from common pipistrelle (92.42% of all automated detector
recordings), followed by myotis (5.66%), long-eared bat (0.64%), lesser horseshoe bat (0.50%), noctule
(0.35%) and soprano pipistrelle (0.22%). The species recorded less frequently include barbastelle, greater
horseshoe bat, serotine, Nathusius’ pipistrelle and Leisler’s bat (all <0.1%). Activity was generally much
higher in the centre of the Survey Area near to Trezaise, but this activity was dominated by common
pipistrelle passess. Less activity was recorded in the south of the Survey Area, but this area tended to be
more diverse, with a higher proportion of myotis and the majority of lesser horseshoe bat activity recorded
here.
Valuation
9.108 The vast majority of the bat activity within the Proposed Development boundary is from the common and
widespread common pipistrelle bat. A rarer species, the lesser horseshoe bat, was recorded relatively
frequently, however, given this species population and distribution across Cornwall this level of activity is
not of huge significance. A very small amount of activity from rarer species of bat, including greater
horseshoe and barbastelle, was recorded throughout the survey season. Considering this information, the
bat assemblage supported by the habitats within the Proposed Development boundary is assessed to be
of Local Importance/ Low Value.

Hazel dormouse
Legislation
9.109 Hazel dormouse is protected under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 and
under the WCA 1981 and listed as a SPI.
9.110 It is illegal to deliberately capture, injure or kill a hazel dormouse, to intentionally or recklessly disturb
them, or to deliberately take a hazel dormouse. It is also illegal to damage, destroy or intentionally or
recklessly obstruct access to a breeding or resting place used by a hazel dormouse.
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Desk study
9.111 No records of hazel dormouse were returned from ERCCIS for the Study Area, although previous survey
156
evidence show records found directly adjacent to the Victoria extension.
9.112 Cornwall County Council’s ecologist responded saying that dormice are not known to be present in the
Proposed Development boundary or surrounding area. Although Cornwall Mammal Group (CMG)
responded saying that the area had not historically been extensively surveyed, but their presence should
be assumed across the Study Area. CMG had one record of dormice located approximately 0.8 km north
west of the Proposed Development boundary. CMG’s most recent records are from East of Truro, with
numerous records from the Mid Cornwall Moors (Goss, Redmoor and Breny Common).
Field Survey
9.113 The nest tube surveys confirmed the presence of dormice within the Dormouse Survey Area. A single
dormouse nest was recorded in tube 107 to the south of the Dormouse Survey Area (Appendix 9-16,
Figure 9-105 to 9-109) during the November 2017 and May 2018 survey. This was assessed to be the
same nest due to its age/condition on the May survey. In addition, a dormouse gnawed nut was recorded
in the centre of the Dormouse Survey Area (Appendix 9-16, Figure 9-105 to 9-109) during the November
2017 survey.
9.114 Suitable habitat in the Dormouse Survey Area includes dense continuous and scattered scrub, woodland,
hedgerows, and dry heath/acid grassland habitats. Dormice are normally found in very low densities over
large areas, therefore a lack of field signs in suitable habitats does not necessarily mean dormice are
absent from those areas. On this basis it should be assumed that dormice may be present in all suitable
habitats within the Dormouse Survey Area.
Valuation
157

9.115 Hazel dormouse is widespread across the south of England , although the species has seen marked
158
declines in recent years, due to, landscape change and habitat loss and fragmentation . Given the low
density of dormouse found during the field survey and the widespread nature of dormouse in the south it
is considered to be of Local Importance/ Low Value.

Water vole
Legislation
9.116 Water vole is protected under the WCA 1981, and listed as a SPI. It is illegal to intentionally kill or injure
water voles. It is also an offence to intentionally or recklessly damage, destroy or obstruct access to a
place that water voles use for shelter or protection or disturb water voles whilst using such a place.
Desk Study
9.117 The River Camel Valley and Tributaries SSSI located 0.5 km to the north of the Proposed Development
boundary is noted for its importance for water vole. Although the A30 provides a barrier to movement from
this SSSI to the Proposed Development.
9.118 No records of water vole were returned from ERCCIS for the Study Area.
Field Survey
9.119 The water vole survey recorded no suitable habitat or evidence of water vole (Appendix 9-16, Figure 110).
In addition, American mink (Neovision vision) was recorded during the surveys, which are known to
significantly predate on water vole. Therefore it is assumed that water vole is absent from the survey area
and will not be considered further in this Chapter.

156

Scott Wilson, 2012. A30 Bodmin - Indian Queens Road Improvement Scheme. Dormouse monitoring reports 2008 - 2012,
Bright, P., Morris, P. & Mitchell-Jones, T., 2006. The dormouse conservation handbook. 2nd ed. Peterborough: English
Nature.
158
JNCC, 2010e. UK Priority Species data collation Micromys minutus version 2. [Online] Available at:
http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/_speciespages/2428.pdf [Accessed 15 October 2018].
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Otter
Legislation
9.120 Otter is protected under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 and the WCA 1981
and listed as a SPI.
9.121 It is illegal to deliberately capture, injure or kill an otter, to intentionally or recklessly disturb them, or to
deliberately take an otter. It is also illegal to damage, destroy or intentionally or recklessly obstruct access
to a breeding or resting place used by an otter.
Desk Study
9.122 Otter is a primary reason for the designation of The River Camel SAC and of importance for the
designation of River Camel Valley and Tributaries SSSI. Both of these designations are located 0.5 km
north of the Proposed Development, the A30 provides a barrier from these sites to the Proposed
Development.
9.123 The Proposed Development crosses small tributaries of the River Fal in four locations and the main River
Fal in one location. Other watercourses in the Proposed Development boundary include an unnamed
tributary of the St Austell River, unnamed tributaries of the Par River and the Demelza stream.
Field Survey
9.124 No evidence of otter activity or potential resting places (holts or couches) were recorded during the
survey. The River Fal and its tributaries; which are small headwaters; less than 2 m in width, with limited
biodiversity value, were assessed as unsuitable for foraging otters, but suitable for commuting otters
(Appendix 9-16,Figure 110)
Valuation
9.125 Although no evidence of otter was found during the field survey and the River Fal and its tributaries that
are crossed by the Proposed Development are too small to provide foraging habitat for otter, they do
provide potential commuting routes. Therefore there is potential for otter to pass through the site; otter has
been assessed to be of Site Importance/ Less than Low Value.

Badger
Legislation
9.126 Badgers are protected under the Protection of Badgers Act 1992. It is illegal to wilfully take, kill, injure or
ill-treat a badger, or possess a dead badger or any part of a badger. Under the Act their setts are also
protected against obstruction, destruction, or damage in any part.
Desk Study
9.127 One record for badger was returned by ERCCIS for the Study Area. This was located approximately 2 km
from the Proposed Development boundary.
Field Survey
9.128 Badger was found to regularly use habitat within the Proposed Development boundary for sett building,
foraging and commuting. A total of 40 badger setts were recorded within the Survey Area including three
active subsidiary setts, eight active outlier setts, seven partially used outlier setts, three disused outlier
sett, three active potential outlier setts, 13 partially used potential outlier setts and one disused potential
outlier setts.
9.129 A total of 18 setts could not be confirmed as badger at the time of survey, either due to access issues or
no associated physical evidence of badgers (such as hairs, bedding or prints). There is potential these
setts could be used by other mammals, or just less regularly by badger. Therefore, these setts should be
re-visited prior to works commencing to check the current status of these potential setts.
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9.130 The majority of setts were located on hedge banks and field boundaries within improved grassland, poor
semi-improved grassland or arable fields. Two were located in areas of dense scrub adjacent to heathland
habitats. All sett locations are shown on Appendix 9-16, Figure 9-111 to 9-115 (Confidential).
9.131 Badger signs were recorded across the entire Survey Area, however more so in the northern and central
areas. Two areas were also marked as high risk badger habitat areas, as mammal runs were recorded
leading to these areas, but access for survey was not possible due to dense vegetation cover. These
areas have potential for badger and should be considered in the mitigation. Field signs of badger were
also found in broad-leaved semi-natural woodland, heathland and areas of scattered scrub which also
provide suitable habitat for setts for this species.
9.132 It was not possible to assess territory boundaries as no main setts were recorded.
Valuation
9.133 Badgers are widespread across the UK and common in the south west. Numbers in Cornwall are stable or
159
possibly increasing . Badgers are therefore considered to be of Site Importance/ Less than Low
Value, but will be considered for mitigation to ensure their protection within the Proposed Development
boundary due to the legal protection they receive.

Other Species of Principal Importance
Desk Study
9.134 The desk study identified that the following SPIs are potentially present within the Proposed Development
boundary: brown hare (Lepus europaeus), pole cat (Mustela putorius) and hedgehog (Erinaceus
europaeus).
9.135 Brown hare has a patchy, fragmented distribution and is probably under recorded across Cornwall. Recent
61
records within Cornwall are from the north coast and Bodmin Moor , no records were returned for the
Study Area.
9.136 Polecat has a very limited distribution in Cornwall; although there is evidence that polecat is spreading into
160
the area eastwards from Dorset and Devon . One record of polecat was returned for the Study Area, this
is located approximately 1.9 km to the north west of the Proposed Development boundary, and this was
recorded dead on the road.
62

9.137 Hedgehogs are widespread and common across the UK and Cornwall, especially in lowland areas .
Multiple records of hedgehog were returned for the Study Area.
Valuation
9.138 Given the widespread and common nature of these SPIs they are considered to be of Site Importance/
Less than low Value and will not be considered further in this Chapter. Best practice working methods
would be followed during construction works. This is anticipated to include covering and fencing off all
open excavations at the end of each day to prevent any access from wildlife, or by providing ramps
(suitable for all sizes of local wildlife) to allow any wildlife to escape. The details of these working practices
would be provided within the Outline CEMP.

Design, Mitigation and Enhancement Measures
9.139 The Proposed Development incorporates measures within the design to mitigate adverse effects on
habitats and biodiversity features within the Proposed Development. The following section outlines the
measures and how they would minimise the impact of the Proposed Development on habitats and
biodiversity. It also briefly outlines working practices which would be outlined in a Construction
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) to avoid impacts on habitats and biodiversity features during
the construction phase.

159

Cornwall Mammal Group, 2013. The mammals of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. Truro: Environmental Records Centre for
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.
160
Cornwall Mammal Group, 2013. The mammals of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. Truro: Environmental Records Centre for
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.
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Construction phase
9.140 The Landscape plans illustrate the proposed landscaping of the Proposed Development.
Habitat creation
9.141 Where semi-natural habitat is permanently lost similar or better habitat would be created to ensure that
there is an overall net gain of semi-natural habitat. The habitats created would include semi-natural
habitats which would complement the surrounding landscape. Habitats include species-rich grassland,
Cornish hedgerows, woodland planting, water bodies (attenuation ponds) and lowland heathland.
9.142 The species-rich grassland including the wildflower meadow planting proposed by EDEN would
predominantly be located within the soft estate in the northern extent of the Proposed Development
boundary where the landscape is dominated by agricultural land. Species-rich grassland would ideally be
created through the utilisation of hay cut from a good quality local donor site. If this is not available a
species-rich grassland seed mix would be used. The seed mix would contain seeds of plants which are
locally native, typical of the area, suited to the soil and easy to establish. In order to provide enhancement
for key invertebrates’ larval food plants would be included. This may include ribwort plantain, common
bird’s-foot trefoil, horseshoe vetch, fine-leaved bents and fescues. The hay cut or seed mix would
preferably be spread over minimal topsoil in order to encourage the creation of species-rich unimproved
grassland.
9.143 The boundaries of the soft estate would be bordered with native species-rich Cornish hedgerows to
mitigate for the loss and fragmentation of existing Cornish hedgerows. These hedgerows would provide
linear green corridors, creating north south connectivity and providing valuable habitat for a variety of
species including, but not limited to, birds, bats, reptiles, invertebrates and dormice. These hedgerows
would ideally make use of materials, soils and mature plants from the hedgerows requiring removal. It is
important that is not undertaken on hedgerows with non-native invasive species present. This transfer of
materials, soils and mature plants from mature Cornish hedgerows would help the establishment of the
newly created hedgerows.
9.144 Woodland blocks and corridors would be created across the Proposed Development. Areas of planting
would include woodland blocks near Tregoss Roundabout and Singlerose Roundabout and woodland
corridors adjacent to the Roche Road Access and within the soft estate between Harmony Roundabout
and Trezaise Roundabout. These woodlands would be planted with native species and would provide
valuable habitat for a number of species including invertebrates, birds, badgers, bats and dormice. In
order to provide enhancement a wide variety of locally occurring native flowering trees and shrubs would
be included to provide sources of nectar, pollen and fruit throughout the growing season. The planting
would also be located in areas and managed at suitable height (>2m) to help encourage bird and bat
species to fly up and over the road at a safe height helping to prevent road mortalities.
9.145 Areas of scrub containing species known to support dormouse such as hazel and honeysuckle (Lonicera
periclymenum) would be created linked with areas known to support dormouse anticipated to be lost to
the Proposed Development. The exact locations of these scrub plantings would be incorporated into the
detailed design by the selected contractor.
9.146 The water attenuation basins created as part of the drainage design would also provide valuable habitat
for amphibians and invertebrates. Attenuation basins would be naturally shaped and planted with a range
of native species, providing a greater variety of habitat features, thus increasing their suitability for a wider
range of species. Where possible fencing would not be used.
9.147 Heathland would be created on the soft estate through soil transfer, incorporated with a locally harvested
seed mix containing species including purple moor grass and devil’s bit scabious (Succisa pratensis), the
latter being a key food plant for the marsh fritillary butterfly. The soil would be collected from areas of good
quality heathland anticipated to be lost from the Proposed Development. The transfer of this soil would
ensure that the local genetic diversity of plant species is maintained as well as transferring soil bacterial
and fungal communities and potentially invertebrates. Small scale turf transfer, targeting individual plant
species/ species mixes may also be undertaken for plant species which don’t often germinate well from
seed or bud banks. These measures would help the successful establishment of the habitat, detailed
methods for habitat creation would be detailed in the Landscape and Ecological Management Plan
(LEMP).
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9.148 The design of habitat creation areas would ideally maximise structural diversity, through the provision of a
wide variety of features, from bare ground and areas of short grass, to longer tussocky grassland, scrubby
scalloped edges to planting areas and increased density planting. Wherever reasonably practicable,
topographical variation should also be provided, through the creation of mounds, banks and ditches,
ideally creating a number of south-facing slopes.
9.149 Barn owl boxes would be installed in appropriate locations on land over 1 km from the Proposed
Development. Agreements with land owners would be sought for the instalment of between six and eight
barn owl boxes. It is anticipated that the barn owl boxes would be monitored by the local barn owl or
raptor group.
Direct mortality
9.150 To prevent direct mortality of any identified western rustwort colonies within the Proposed Development
boundary any identified colonies would be translocated under licence. This is would be undertaken by
moving the boulder or substrate, on which they are located, to a suitable receptor site. This site is
anticipated to be nearby Penhale Pit, located 1.3 km south. Penhale Pit comprises a 300 m length of north
facing boulder bank, specifically created for western rustwort by IMERYS in 2012. It presently provides
very good habitat for the species, with many boulders having been colonised naturally by western rustwort
colonies.
9.151 Mammal proof fencing where needed would be installed in suitable locations to help prevent otter and
badger road mortalities and to guide otters and badgers to the safe crossing points identified below in the
habitat fragmentation section. This fencing will be constructed following DMRB guidance. The exact
location of otter and badger fencing will be resolved by the selected contractor at the detailed design
stage.
Habitat fragmentation
9.152 The Proposed Development would help reduce habitat fragmentation through habitat creation in the soft
estate, underpasses, mammal tunnels and mammal ledges within the culverts.
9.153 The habitat within the soft estate has been designed to maintain north south connectivity with the creation
of a range of habitats to maintain a strong ecological network in order to improve connectivity for a range
of species. On both sides of the Proposed Development the soft estate habitats would form a near
continuous link from the north end of the Proposed Development to the south end.
9.154 Two underpasses are included within the Proposed Development design, located along PRoW south of
Harmony Roundabout and on the northern edge of Hensbarrow CWS. These underpasses would be 15 m
wide to allow natural light to enter the underpass and would not be lit by artificial lighting. Wherever
practicable vegetation or linear structures would be maintained leading up to and through the underpass
to guide species including badger, dormice and bats towards and through the underpass and will be used
in conjunction with mammal fencing as described above. The underpass located at Hensbarrow CWS
would help reduce the fragmentation effects of the Proposed Development on the CWS.
9.155 Mammal tunnels would be incorporated into the Proposed Development along known badger routes
where practicable. These mammal tunnels are anticipated to help maintain the east west connectivity and
would maintain the permeability of the Proposed Development. Locations would be agreed as part of the
detailed design by the selected contractor.
9.156 All five culverts within the Proposed Development would be a box construction, set below the stream bed
level and would contain mammal ledges. These mammal ledges would allow the safe passage of
commuting otters as well as other species including badgers through the culverts, hence reducing habitat
fragmentation and helping prevent road mortalities. The mammal ledges would be a minimum of 500 mm,
with a ramp at both ends and would be located a minimum of 150 mm above the 5 year flood level. The
mammal ledge will be a solid structure and sufficiently roughened to provide grip.
Enhancement
9.157 Bird, bat and dormouse boxes would be installed in appropriate locations to provide additional nesting or
roosting habitats while newly created woodland, hedgerow and scrub habitat is maturing.
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9.158 Wherever possible areas with invasive non-native species would be replaced with habitat with greater
conservation value such as lowland heathland.
CEMP
9.159 The majority of potential impacts would arise during the construction phase. Construction impacts would
be mitigated through avoidance/ mitigation measures outlined in a CEMP. These measures would include
the following:
a.

Fencing of sensitive habitats to prevent access to retained important habitats, to protect the habitat,
avoid accidental damage or species mortality. This would include areas to which species have been
temporarily displaced;

b.

Location of works compounds, access tracks and other construction activities away from sensitive
habitats to minimise disturbance;

c.

Details on guidance to follow when working near watercourses;

d.

Dust suppression measures to limit the impact on sensitive habitats;

e.

Lighting strategies to reduce light spill on important biodiversity features;

f.

Mitigation and avoidance measure to be implemented to avoid disturbance to breeding birds;

g.

Mitigation to be implemented to avoid injury to badgers and other wildlife present during the works.
This would include exclusion measures of badgers and other vertebrate animals from excavations, and
if access cannot be prevented, then provision of means for escape from open excavations would be
provided;

h.

Exclusion areas and other protection to be used as appropriate around sensitive, protected or notable
features including all vegetation to be retained, such as trees, woodland and hedgerows; mitigation
areas or features for wildlife and any temporarily required areas such as bird nesting sites;

i.

Invasive non-native species management plan;

j.

The requirement for any Natural England licences (e.g. dormouse and badger) and associated working
practices would be set out, communicated to staff, implemented and reported. Including details for
exclusion of badgers. As none of the setts identified as requiring closure are main setts; the creation of
any artificial setts would not be required;

k.

Measures to be included to maintain wildlife dispersal corridors across the Proposed Development,
using culverts, structural planting, retention of habitat and retention of dark corridors along sensitive
habitat;

l.

Schedule of pre-construction ecological surveys; and

m.

Requirement of an Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoW) to be on site during the works, when required.

9.160 It is considered that accounting for the implementation of measures set out within the CEMP, significant
construction impacts to important biodiversity features associated with dust deposition, air pollution,
pollution incidents, water quality, light, noise, and vibration would be avoided.

Operational phase
Drainage design
9.161 A Surface Water Management Strategy (SWMS) has been prepared setting out the way the proposed new
road will drain during operation (See Appendix 11-2). The SWMS has been prepared following the
161
162
Drainage Guidance for Cornwall (DGfC) and in accordance with the SUDS Manual - CIRIA C753 .
The SWMS proposes to use sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) to attenuate and treat highway run-off.
Water from highway run-off would be treated to remove suspended solids, metals and hydrocarbons to
minimise any impacts of pollution on local watercourses and ground water. Further details of the drainage
design are detailed in Chapter 11: Road Drainage and the Water Environment.
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Drainage Guidance for Cornwall (DGfC) 2010 Version 2 (it is noted the DGfC is currently withdrawn and is being updated for
re-issue)
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CIRIA 2015. C753. The SuDS Manual (update of the C697, SuDS Manual)
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Lighting design
9.162 A sensitive lighting scheme should be designed to avoid (or minimise where avoidance is not possible for
health and safety reasons) light spill upon adjacent retained and new habitats. This should follow the Bat
163
Conservation Trust & Institution of Lighting Professionals (2018) Guidance Note and would require use
of a lighting designer in consultation with a bat ecologist.
Habitat management and monitoring
9.163 Habitat management should be undertaken on all habitat created within the Proposed Development
boundary. This should include mowing of all species-rich grassland annually. The grassland should be
mowed at the end of summer ideally using the cut and collect method to help increase the species
diversity of the sward. Habitat management required is detailed fully in the LEMP.
9.164 Monitoring of all newly created habitat within the Proposed Development boundary should be undertaken
for at least five years following establishment. Monitoring should also be undertaken for western rustwort,
to assess the effectiveness of the translocation and inform any ongoing management. Monitoring required
is detailed fully in the LEMP.
9.165 Continued management of invasive non-native species would be undertaken during the operational phase
of the Proposed Development as detailed within the Invasive non-native species management plan.

Potential Impacts
9.166 The Proposed Development has the potential for a range of impacts on important habitats and biodiversity
features. Impacts can either be direct or indirect, and/ or cumulative as follows:
a.

A direct impact is considered to a direct/ immediate consequence of the Proposed Development, or
particular activity, without any intervening steps. In this instance this is a physical loss or gain of a
habitat, or direct mortality/ damage of an individual, or species population;

b.

An indirect impact is considered to be an impact of one individual population, or habitat arising from
an impact on an intermediary or as a result of an impact pathway; and

c.

A cumulative impact is considered to be the impact resulting from the combination of several
schemes or activities together.

9.167 The characteristics of these impacts are discussed in relation to important habitats and biodiversity
features identified in the Baseline Conditions Section (paragraphs 9.49-9.138).

Construction phase
9.168 The majority of potential impacts would arise during the construction phase. The potential impacts of the
Proposed Development that are likely to relate to habitats and important biodiversity features comprise:
a.

Habitat loss or gain: This relates to a change in land use from the Proposed Development.
Including vegetation clearance, change in use such as creation of drainage ponds, habitat creation
and enhancement;

b.

Fragmentation (populations or habitats): Indirect impacts due to breaking up of a habitat,
ecosystem, or land use type into smaller parcels, or the creation of partial or complete barriers to the
movement of species;

c.

Disturbance: An indirect impact resulting from a change in normal conditions (light, noise, vibration,
human activity) that would result in the habitat or species changing its typical behaviour;

d.

Habitat degradation: A direct or indirect impact resulting in the reduction in the suitability of the
habitat for the identified receptor (such as changes in water quality, air quality, habitat conditions);
and

e.

Species mortality: A direct impact on an individual or population of a species associated with
mortalities due to construction activities.
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Operational phase
9.169 The operational phase of the Proposed Development is considered to be when the Proposed
Development becomes active; as such, all of the potential impacts are associated with the activity of
vehicles using the Proposed Development itself. The potential impacts of the Proposed Development
during the operational phase that are likely to relate to important habitat and biodiversity features
comprise:
a.

Fragmentation: An indirect impact resulting in fragmentation of populations of species that are
specifically associated with the operational phase, such as light spill associated with active vehicles;

b.

Disturbance: An indirect impact resulting from a change in normal conditions that would result in the
species changing its typical behaviour;

c.

Habitat degradation: An indirect impact resulting in reduction of the suitability of a habitat following
construction for the identified biodiversity features. Generally associated with increased light, noise,
vibration and chemical pollution, associated with vehicles being active on the road (including salt
spray); and

d.

Species mortality: A direct impact on an individual or population of a species associated with
mortalities from collisions with vehicles, possible pollution incidents and management practices.

Assessment of Effects
Construction Phase
9.170 The majority of potential effects would arise during the construction phase. These are described below.

Statutory Designated Sites
Breney Common and Goss and Tregoss Moors SAC
9.171 No direct habitat loss from Breney Common and Goss and Tregoss Moors SAC is anticipated as a result
of the Proposed Development, although the Proposed Development boundary partially enters the SAC,
this part of the Proposed Development would utilise the existing B3274 road (see Appendix 9-16, Figure
9-2). The site is also notified as a SSSI and a NNR. Further detailed information on the impact
assessment for the SAC is provided within the Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) (Appendix 9-14).
9.172 An approximately 30 m stretch of the existing B3274 adjacent to the SAC would be resurfaced as part of
the Proposed Development, while a 100 m stretch of the same road immediately adjacent to the SAC
would be closed such that the traffic flow would be moved further from the SAC than is currently the case.
Key features of the site (notably heathland habitats) are present within this part of the SAC.
9.173 A potential indirect impact of construction would be habitat degradation. Construction activities associated
with Proposed Development may result in an increase in dust deposition changes in air quality and water
quality and dewatering.
9.174 Dust deposition from construction activities could potentially affect areas of the SAC within 200 m of
construction works, by coating the vegetation and affecting photosynthesis and evapotranspiration. This
would be mitigated through dust prevention measures set out in the CEMP.
9.175 On all three air quality transects baseline (2016) NOx concentrations at the closest point to the SAC are
-3
low, being below the critical level (30 µgm ), which indicates that NOx does not play a significant role in
nitrogen deposition. Moreover, concentrations are forecast to fall further over the period between 2016
and the opening year of the Proposed Development due to improvements in vehicle emissions
technology. At the closest point of the Proposed Development to the SAC, traffic flows would increase but,
due to closure of the existing section of road adjacent to the SAC, traffic would also be located further
from the SAC than is currently the case.
9.176 Since the critical level for NOx would not be breached under any scenario it can be concluded in
accordance with the DMRB that ‘significant effects are not anticipated’. As such, nitrogen deposition does
not need to be specifically examined because the low NOx concentrations indicate that combustion is not
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a significant course of deposited nitrogen in this area compared to other sources such as agriculture. This
164
is supported by source attribution data on Air Pollution Information System (APIS) for the 5 km grid
square within which this part of the SAC is situated and which shows that 39% of deposited nitrogen
derives from UK agriculture (livestock and fertiliser) compared to 5% from UK road traffic (note that this is
the entire UK vehicle fleet rather than just the local road network).
9.177 Construction activities within 200 m of the SAC has the potential to result in spillage of fuels or other
contaminating substances and the mobilisation of contamination following disturbance of contaminated
ground or groundwater, release or leaching of substances (e.g. cement or grout), which may negatively
impact groundwater quality, which could, in turn adversely impact the habitats and species of the SAC by
changing botanical composition of the sward and thus potentially resulting in a reduction of the
conservation status of qualifying habitats. The potential for water pollution would be avoided through the
implementation of water pollution prevention measures set out in the CEMP.
9.178 Dewatering activities during construction, if required, could cause drawdown of the local water table.
Water abstraction is considered a pressure/threat to the SAC and could potentially adversely affect wet
heath (H4010), dry heaths (H4030) and wet mires (H7140). Water abstraction could also have an indirect
effect on marsh fritillary butterflies if abstraction impacts the presence of its larval food plant, devil’s bit
scabious (Succisa pratensis). The creation of new road surfaces could also lead to an increased flooding
risk which could similarly alter the ground water levels to that beyond the optimum conditions for these
habitats, potentially resulting in an adverse effect to the habitat’s botanical composition. The effects of
dewatering would be avoided through the implementation of measures included within the CEMP.
9.179 The inclusion of the mitigation outlined above would result in effects that are considered to be neutral and
not significant.

River Camel SAC
9.180 No direct habitat loss from the River Camel SAC is anticipated as a result of the Proposed Development.
At its closest point the SAC is located 0.45 km north of the Proposed Development boundary, to the north
of the A30. A tributary which flows into the SAC, Demelza Stream, is located approximately 75 m away
from the Proposed Development. In addition the SAC lies approximately 120 m from the nearest point of
the ARN (the B3274 on the opposite side of the A30). The site is also notified as a SSSI. Further detailed
information on the impact assessment for the SAC is provided within the HRA (Appendix 9-14).
9.181 In theory any pollutants entering Demelza Stream could enter the SAC. Although Demelza Stream is
considered a minor headwater which currently runs beneath the A30 from the existing B3274 and any
potential effects from water pollution on this stream would be avoided through the pollution prevention
measure set out in the CEMP.
9.182 No further indirect impacts are anticipated on the primary or qualifying reasons for designation of the SAC
(European dry heaths, old sessile oak woods, alluvial forests, bull head, otter and Atlantic salmon), as the
SAC is located beyond the area in which indirect impacts from construction works such as, dust and air
quality impacts would be anticipated and no tributaries are present connecting the Proposed Development
to the site.
9.183 Although many of the interest features of the SAC are likely to be phosphate-limited (i.e. phosphate rather
than nitrogen would be the key growth limiting nutrient and thus the key to eutrophication) the area of
SAC/SSSI closest to the A30 constitutes woodland, which is sensitive to nitrogen deposition from NOx
and other sources.
9.184 Due to the distance of the SAC from both the B3274 and the A30 baseline NOx concentrations are below
the critical level (30 µgm-3), which indicates that NOx does not play a significant role in nitrogen
deposition. Moreover, concentrations are forecast to fall further over the period between 2016 and the
opening year of the Proposed Development due to improvements in vehicle emissions technology.
9.185 Since the critical level for NOx would not be breached under any scenario it can be concluded in
accordance with the DMRB that ‘significant effects are not anticipated’. As such, nitrogen deposition does
not need to be specifically examined because the low NOx concentrations indicate that combustion is not
a significant course of deposited nitrogen in this area compared to other sources such as agriculture. This
164
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is supported by source attribution data on APIS for the 5 km grid square within which this part of the SAC
is situated and which shows that 42% of deposited nitrogen derives from UK agriculture (livestock and
fertiliser) compared to 5% from UK road traffic (note that this is the entire UK vehicle fleet rather than just
the local road network). Therefore, the effects on the SAC are considered to be neutral and not significant.

St Austell Clay Pits SAC
9.186 No direct habitat loss from St Austell Clay Pits SAC is anticipated as a result of the Proposed
Development. At its closest the SAC is located approximately 0.3 km from the Proposed Development.
The site is also notified as a SSSI. Further detailed information on the impact assessment for the SAC is
provided within the HRA (Appendix 9-14).
9.187 There are potential indirect impacts through the loss or degradation of habitats supporting western
rustwort colonies (Appendix 9-16, Figure 9-17). These western rustwort colonies are considered
supporting populations to those of St Austell Clay Pits SAC and are therefore considered within this
assessment. Habitat supporting at least one colony of western rustwort would be lost during construction
of the Proposed Development.
9.188 A pre-construction update survey of western rustwort would be outlined in the CEMP. This survey would
determine which colonies of western rustwort would require translocation and which would require
temporary fencing placed around them, to prevent accidental damage. Any colonies requiring
translocation would be translocated under licence by moving the boulder or substrate, on which they are
located, to a suitable receptor site. This site is anticipated to be nearby Penhale Pit, located 1.3 km south.
Penhale Pit comprises a 300 m length of north facing boulder bank, specifically created for western
rustwort by IMERYS in 2012. It presently provides very good habitat for the species, with many boulders
having been colonised naturally by western rustwort colonies.
9.189 Construction activities may result in an increase in dust and nitrous oxide deposition. The deposition of
dust may coat western rustwort in proximity to the construction works, affecting the evapotranspiration and
photosynthesis ability of this species. The effects of dust deposition would be avoided through the
implementation of dust suppression measures included within the CEMP.
9.190 No nitrogen deposition modelling or critical load assessment can be undertaken for St Austell Clay Pits
SAC because there are no nitrogen critical loads (assessment thresholds) available which are applicable
to the interest feature for which the site is designated: its populations of western rustwort. In principle, this
plant is likely to be indirectly vulnerable to nitrogen deposition resulting from NOx emissions, in that
elevated nitrogen deposition may stimulate scrub growth; the western rustwort is most abundant on acidic
clay surfaces that had been exposed for little more than five years, where other vegetation is only just
beginning to colonise. However, progression of such growth would be much more influenced by site
management such as scrub removal and the regular exposure of new areas of clay for colonisation, since
succession to closed vegetation and scrub would occur even in low nutrient environments and the effects
of atmospheric nitrogen deposition would be subtle in comparison.
9.191 APIS data for the grid reference at the part of St Austell Clay Pits near Roche (199623, 58610) indicates
that background NOx concentrations are very low (7.2 µgm-3 compared to a critical level for protection of
vegetation of 30 µgm-3), as they are across much of Cornwall. This indicates that NOx (combustion)
generally plays a minor role in nitrogen deposition compared to other sources, notably ammonia from
agriculture, and this is supported by APIS source attribution data which indicate that 38% of the nitrogen
deposited within the 5 km grid square in which the SAC is situated derives from UK agriculture (livestock
and fertiliser), compared to 5% deriving from UK road traffic (note that this is not just the local road
network but the entire UK vehicle fleet). Therefore the Proposed Development is likely to have a neutral
effect on St Austell Clay Pits SAC.
9.192 With the inclusion of the mitigation outlined above, the effects on the SAC are considered to be neutral
and not significant.

Goss Moor NNR and Mid Cornwall Moors SSSI
9.193 No direct habitat loss from Goss Moor NNR or Mid Cornwall Moors SSSI is anticipated as a result of the
Proposed Development. There is a potential indirect impact from construction through habitat degradation
as a result of dust and nitrogen deposition. This is discussed in the Breney Common and Goss and
Tregoss Moors SAC section (paragraphs 9.171 –9.179). With the inclusion of the mitigation outlined the
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effects on Goss Moor NNR and Mid Cornwall Moors SSSI during construction are anticipated to be neutral
and not significant.

River Camel Valley and Tributaries SSSI
9.194 No direct or indirect impacts on the River Camel Valley and Tributaries SSSI are anticipated as a result of
the Proposed Development. The potential construction impacts associated with the River Camel Valley
and Tributaries SSSI are described in the River Camel SAC section (paragraphs 9.180-9.185) as the
boundaries of the SSSI fall entirely within the boundaries of the River Camel SAC and are designated for
similar reasons. The effects on the SSSI are considered to be neutral and not significant.

St Austell Clay Pits SSSI
9.195 No direct habitat loss from the St Austell Clay Pits SSSI is anticipated as a result of the Proposed
Development. The potential construction impacts associated with the St Austell Clay Pits SSSI are
described in the St Austell Clay Pits SAC section (paragraphs 9.186-9.191) as the SSSI fall entirely within
the boundary of the St Austell Clay Pits SAC and are designated for the same reasons. With the inclusion
of the mitigation outlined the effects on St Austell Clay Pits SSSI are anticipated to be neutral and not
significant.

Non-Statutory Designated Sites
Hensbarrow CWS
9.196 The potential impacts of construction would be:
a. habitat loss;
b. habitat fragmentation; and
c. habitat degradation.
9.197 Habitat loss: Approximately 5.88 ha of habitat would be permanently lost and 0.77 ha would be
temporarily lost from Hensbarrow CWS. This includes areas of scrub, lowland heathland and acid
grassland mosaic. Where possible the loss habitats of these habitats would be compensated for by the
habitat creation of scrub and lowland heathland within the soft estate. In total the creation of 30.2 ha of
lowland heathland is proposed.
9.198 This heathland will be created through a mixture of soil transfer and small scale turf transfer (targeting
individual plant species/ species mixes) of good quality heathland from the CWS, which would otherwise
be lost during the construction of the Proposed Development. This soil and turf transfer would be
incorporated with a local seed mix containing species including purple moor grass and devil’s bit scabious
to help ensure the successful establishment of the heathland.
9.199 Habitat fragmentation: The Proposed Development would cause the CWS to be fragmented in two. This
fragmentation would prevent the migration of species from one side of the CWS to the other. In order to
help mitigate this fragmentation an underpass to the northern edge of the CWS has been incorporated
into the design of the Proposed Development. This underpass would be 15 m wide to allow natural light to
enter and will not be lit by artificial lighting. Where practicable vegetation would be maintained leading up
to and through the underpass to guide species including badger, dormice, reptiles and bats towards and
through the underpass.
9.200 Heathland habitat created within the soft estate would provide connecting habitat, maintaining good north
south connectivity for a range of species along the length of the Proposed Development.
9.201 Habitat degradation: Temporary indirect impacts associated with dust deposition and increased NOx
deposition during the construction phase may occur. The potential increase in dust deposition would be
avoided through the use of dust suppression methods outlined in the CEMP. In addition details of fencing
around sensitive habitats, to prevent any accidental harm to these habitats would also be included in the
CEMP.
9.202 Baseline NOx concentrations are below the critical level (30 µgm-3), which indicates that NOx does not
play a significant role in nitrogen deposition. Moreover, concentrations are forecast to fall further over the
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period between 2016 and the opening year of the Proposed Development due to improvements in vehicle
emissions technology. Since the critical level for NOx will not be breached under any scenario it can be
concluded in accordance with the DMRB that ‘significant effects are not anticipated’. As such, nitrogen
deposition does not need to be specifically examined because the low NOx concentrations indicate that
combustion is not a significant course of deposited nitrogen compared to other sources such as
agriculture (livestock and fertiliser). This is supported by source attribution data on APIS, as already
discussed for statutory wildlife sites.
9.203 With the inclusion of the mitigation measures outlined above the effects on Hensbarrow CWS are still
considered to be moderate adverse and therefore significant.

Habitats
9.204 No irreplaceable habitats such as ancient woodland or veteran trees would be affected by the Proposed
Development.
9.205 The potential impacts associated with the construction phase would be:
a. habitat loss and gain; and
b. habitat degradation.
9.206 Habitat loss and gain: The construction phase of the Proposed Development would result in both
permanent and temporary habitat losses and gains. The Landscape plans have not been finalised, they
are subject to change. In addition not all areas within the Proposed Development boundary have been
mapped and only areas within the Survey Area have been verified, therefore the areas cannot be directly
compared. Therefore the habitat gains and losses calculations cannot be undertaken based on this
information.
9.207 The net gain calculation will be submitted for planning at a later date, this will be based on Defra’s
Biodiversity Offsetting Metric and will result in a net gain as this takes into account habitat value.
9.208 The species-rich grassland, including the wildflower meadow planting proposed by EDEN would
predominantly be located within the soft estate in the northern extent of the Proposed Development
boundary where the landscape is dominated by agricultural land. Species-rich grassland would ideally be
created through the utilisation of hay cut from a good quality local donor site. If this is not available a
species-rich grassland seed mix would be used. The seed mix would contain seeds of plants which are
locally native, typical of the area, suited to the soil and easy to establish. The hay cut or seed mix would
preferably be spread over minimal topsoil in order to encourage the creation of species-rich unimproved
grassland.
9.209 Woodland blocks and corridors would be created across the Proposed Development. Areas of planting
would include woodland blocks near Tregoss Roundabout and Singlerose Roundabout and woodland
corridors adjacent to the Roche Road Access and within the soft estate between Harmony Roundabout
and Trezaise Roundabout. These woodlands would be planted with native species.
9.210 The water attenuation basins created as part of the drainage design would also provide valuable habitat
for amphibians and invertebrates. Ideally the attenuation basins would be naturally shaped, providing a
greater variety of habitat features, thus increasing their suitability for a wider range of species.
9.211 Heathland would be created on the soft estate ideally through soil transfer, incorporated with a local seed
mix containing species including purple moor grass and devil’s bit scabious (Succisa pratensis). The soil
would be collected from areas of good quality heathland anticipated to be lost from the Proposed
Development. The transfer of this soil would ensure that the local genetic diversity of plant species is
maintained as well as transferring soil bacterial and fungal communities and potentially invertebrates.
Small scale turf transfer, targeting individual plant species/ species mixes may also be undertaken for
plant species which don’t often germinate well from seed or bud banks. These measures would help the
successful establishment of the habitat.
9.212 Cornish hedgerows would be created along the boundaries of the soft-estate. These hedgerows would
ideally make use of materials, soils and mature plants from the hedgerows requiring removal. It is
important that is not undertaken on hedgerows with non-native invasive species present. This transfer of
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materials, soils and mature plants from mature Cornish hedgerows would help the establishment of the
newly created hedgerows.
9.213 The design of habitat creation areas would ideally maximise structural diversity, through the provision of a
wide variety of features, from bare ground and areas of short grass, to longer tussocky grassland, scrubby
scalloped edges to planting areas and increased density planting. Wherever reasonably practicable,
topographical variation should also be provided, through the creation of mounds, banks and ditches,
ideally creating a number of south-facing slopes. In addition areas with non-native invasive species would
be replaced with habitat with greater conservation value wherever possible.
9.214 All newly created habitats within the Proposed Development would be created following guidance outlined
in LEMP. Additionally all newly created habitats would be managed and monitored (for at least a 5 year
period) as detailed within the Environmental Mitigation Schedule (EMS).
9.215 Habitat degradation: Temporary indirect impacts associated with dust deposition during the construction
phase may occur. This impact would be avoided through the use of dust suppression methods outlined in
the CEMP. No significant, short term or long term impact are anticipated.
9.216 With the inclusion of the addition habitat creation and mitigation outlined above the Proposed
Development is anticipated to result in effects that are considered to be slight adverse but not significant.

Bryophytes
9.217 The presence of western rustwort within the Bryophyte Survey Area has been assessed as being of
International Importance/ High Value. The potential impacts associated with the construction phase would
be:
a. habitat loss and degradation; and
b. direct mortality.
9.218 Habitat loss: The Proposed Development would result in the direct, permanent and temporary loss of
areas of habitat found to contain populations of western rustwort, as well as areas of habitat potentially
suitable for this species. Even though habitat will be lost compensatory habitat creation is still not judged
appropriate in the present context, since large-scale quarrying in the local region continues to provide
ample new habitat for western rustwort.
9.219 Construction activities may result in an increase in dust and nitrous oxide deposition. The deposition of
dust may coat the vegetation including western rustwort affecting the evapotranspiration and
photosynthesis ability of these species. The effects of dust deposition would be avoided through the
implementation of dust suppression measures included within the CEMP.
9.220 Direct mortality: One known colony of western rustwort would be lost from the Proposed Development
(Appendix 9-16, Figure 9-17). This is would be translocated under licence by moving the boulder or
substrate, on which they are located, to a suitable receptor site. This site is anticipated to be nearby
Penhale Pit, located 1.3 km south. Penhale Pit comprises a 300 m length of north facing boulder bank,
specifically created for western rustwort by IMERYS in 2012. It presently provides very good habitat for
the species, with many boulders having been colonised naturally by western rustwort colonies.
9.221 A pre-construction update survey of western rustwort would be outlined in the CEMP. This survey would
determine which colonies of western rustwort would require translocation and which would require
temporary fencing placed around them, to prevent accidental damage.
9.222 The inclusion of the mitigation outlined above would result in effects that are considered to be slight
adverse but not significant.

INNS
9.223 The risk of spread of a number INNS within the Proposed Development boundary was assessed to be
High. These species included Japanese knotweed, rhododendron and Indian balsam. In addition the risk
of spread of cotoneaster species and montbretia was assessed to be moderate.
9.224 It is anticipated that an INNS management plan, would be included within the CEMP. This INNS
management plan would follow relevant best practice guidance on the control and removal of INNS. If the
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INNS management plan is followed, it is considered that the potential risk of spread of INNS within the
construction phase of the Proposed Development would be low. Therefore the effects are anticipated to be
neutral and not significant.

Invertebrates
9.225 The potential impacts on invertebrate assemblages associated with the construction phase would be:
a. habitat loss;
b. habitat fragmentation; and
c. habitat degradation
9.226 Table 9-13 below summarises the habitats within the Proposed Development boundary found to support
important invertebrate assemblages i.e. of local importance/ low value or greater.
Table 9-13: Habitats within the Proposed Development and their assessed importance/ value for
invertebrate assemblages
Regional Importance/ Medium Value County Importance/ Medium Value

Local Importance/ Low Value








china clay pools
lowland heath
ruderal grassland



weedy arable field margins

semi-improved grassland
marshy grassland

9.227 Habitat loss: The Proposed Development would result in the permanent loss of habitats assessed as
being of Regional, County and Local Importance for their invertebrate assemblages. Habitat creation
within the Proposed Development boundary would provide similar or better habitats, to directly replace
any permanent loss of habitat. Habitat creation would include lowland heathland and species-rich
grassland. These habitats are anticipated to be sown with food plants of key invertebrate species
identified within the Proposed Development boundary. Table 9-14 outlines the key invertebrate species,
their food plant and the habitat in which they are anticipated to be sown. Attenuation ponds are anticipated
to be naturally shaped, providing a greater variety of habitat features, thus increasing their suitability for a
wider range of invertebrate species. Furthermore, there is an abundance of suitable habitat in the local
area especially within the active and dis-used china clay workings, which contain habitats such as china
clay pools, lowland heath and ruderal grassland which were assessed as of Regional Importance for
invertebrate assemblages.
Table 9-14: Key invertebrate species identified, their food plant and associated habitats
Key Invertebrate species

Food plant

Habitat sown within

A leaf beetle Chrysolina haemoptera

Rib-wort plantain

Species-rich grassland

Six-belted clearwing moth Bembecia
ichneumoniformis

Common bird’s-foot trefoil and kidney vetch

Species-rich grassland

Dingy skipper butterfly Erynnis tages

Common bird’s-foot trefoil, horseshoe vetch and
greater bird’s - foot trefoil.

Species-rich grassland

Grayling butterfly Hipparchia semele

Range of grasses, with fine-leaved bents and
fescues being especially favoured.

Species-rich grassland

Marsh fritillary butterfly Euphydryas
aurinia

Devil’s-bit scabious

Lowland heathland

Wall brown butterfly Lasiommata megera Variety of grass species

Species-rich grassland

9.228 Habitat fragmentation: The Proposed Development may result in an east to west fragmentation of
suitable invertebrate habitats. It is anticipated that the habitats created within the soft estate would help
mitigate this by creating a green corridor with suitable invertebrate habitats. This would allow invertebrates
to move north to south along the Proposed Development, potentially linking habitat in Breney Common
and Goss and Tregoss Moors SAC to Hensbarrow CWS.
9.229 Habitat degradation: The degradation of sensitive invertebrate habitats may occur during the
construction phase through dust deposition, pollution and disturbance. It is anticipated that the CEMP
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would outline best practice working methods and mitigation measures to help prevent these impacts. This
would include the fencing of all sensitive habitats, pollution prevention measures and dust depression
measures.
9.230 It is anticipated that with the inclusion of the mitigation outlined above the Proposed Development would
result in effects that are considered to be slight adverse and not significant.

Reptiles
9.231 The assemblage of reptiles within the Reptile Survey Area has been assessed as being of Local
Importance/ Low Value.
9.232 The potential impacts associated with the construction phase would be:
a. habitat loss and fragmentation; and
b. direct mortality.
9.233 Habitat loss and fragmentation: The Proposed Development would result in the loss and fragmentation
of semi-natural habitats considered suitable to support reptiles, particularly areas of heathland, scrub,
hedgerows and rough grassland. Habitat creation within the Proposed Development boundary would
provide an overall net gain of semi-natural habitats, to directly replace any permanent loss or
fragmentation of habitats. In addition the creation of log piles and hibernacula within these habitats would
enhance the suitability of these habitats for reptiles. The underpasses located south of Harmony
Roundabout and on the northern edge of Hensbarrow CWS and mammal ledges in the five culverts would
provide opportunities for reptiles to pass under the road, hence reducing habitat fragmentation.
9.234 Direct mortality: Vegetation clearance during construction works is likely to harm or kill reptiles. Where
vegetation clearance is undertaken in areas of suitable reptile habitat the avoidance and mitigation
measures set out in the CEMP would be followed. This would include pre-construction habitat
management through strimming of vegetation at staged intervals to encourage reptiles to move into
nearby suitable habitat. If no suitable habitat is available reptiles would be captured and translocated to an
allocated receptor site. The inclusion of the mitigation outlined above would result in effects that are
considered to be slight adverse and not significant.

Breeding and wintering Birds
9.235 The assemblages of breeding and wintering birds within the Breeding and Wintering Birds Survey Area
were both assessed as being of Site Importance/ Less than Low Value, aside from barn owl which was
assessed as of Local Importance/ Low Value.
9.236 No known barn owl nesting/ breeding sites are expected to be lost during the construction phase. A total of
two known nesting sites were identified with the Proposed Development boundary.
9.237 The potential impacts associated with the construction phase would be:
a. habitat loss;
b. habitat fragmentation;
c. disturbance; and
d. direct mortality.
9.238 Habitat loss: A variety of farmland birds including barn owl were confirmed, probably or possibly breeding
within the Proposed Development boundary. The permanent and temporary loss of suitable foraging and
nesting habitat such as hedgerows, scrub, scattered trees, woodland and farmland may displace these
bird species from their territories and reduce the availability of food sources. It is unlikely that the
temporary loss of foraging and nesting habitat would impact the local bird assemblage due to the large
expanse of suitable habitat in the area. Where suitable nesting and foraging habitat is permanently lost
similar habitat would be created within the Proposed Development boundary to ensure that there is an
overall net gain of semi-natural habitat. This would include woodland blocks near Tregoss Roundabout
and Singlerose Roundabout, woodland corridors adjacent to the Roche Road Access and within the soft
estate between Harmony Roundabout and Trezaise Roundabout and Cornish hedgerows along the
boundaries of the soft estate. Trees and shrubs in these plantings would contain a wide variety of locally
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occurring native flowering trees and shrubs which would provide sources of fruit and seeds throughout the
growing season. In addition nest boxes would be installed in appropriate locations in order to provide
suitable nesting habitat while the newly created habitat is maturing. The loss of barn owl foraging habitat
would also be partially mitigated for by the instalment of barn owl boxes (6-8) over 1 km from the
Proposed Development.
9.239 Habitat fragmentation: The construction of the Proposed Development may result in the permanent
severance of foraging habitat for barn owl. Although with the abundance of suitable habitat within the local
area, the incorporation of plantings to guide barn owls up and over the Proposed Development and
instalment of barn owl boxes this is anticipated to be sufficiently mitigated for.
9.240 Disturbance: Increases in noise and visual disruption would likely cause disturbance to nesting birds and
hence temporarily reduce the availability of suitable nesting habitat adjacent to construction works,
although in time birds are likely to habituate to this disturbance. Overnight working practices associated
with the construction works would require lighting that may disturb foraging barn owls. Both of the known
barn owl nest boxes are located approximately 150 m from the proposed route alignment, therefore
construction activities may cause disturbance to breeding barn owl. This disturbance is likely to be
temporary adverse at the site level and barn owl is known to habituate fairly quickly to disturbance or may
relocate to a more suitable location. Further mitigation measures would be outlined in the CEMP in order
to help reduce any potential impacts of disturbance to breeding birds.
9.241 Direct mortality: Vegetation clearance activities during the construction phase undertaken during the
nesting bird season (March-September) may result in the damage and destruction of active birds’ nests
including the harm to the unfledged young. This would be avoided through the mitigation measures
outlined in the CEMP, which would restrict vegetation clearance activities to outside of the breeding bird
season, where practicable and would provide protection for birds and nests throughout the construction
period.
9.242 The inclusion of the mitigation outlined above would result in effects that are considered to be slight
adverse and not significant.

Bats
9.243 The potential impacts associated with the construction phase are anticipated to be:
a. habitat loss;
b. habitat fragmentation; and
c. disturbance.
9.244 Habitat loss: The Proposed Development is not anticipated to result in the loss of any confirmed bat
roosts, although a small number of trees with moderate and low bat roost potential would be lost.
Mitigation measures outlined in the CEMP would specify if any update surveys are necessary and the
sensitive removal of these trees to avoid any direct mortality of bats. The construction of the Proposed
Development would also result in the permanent loss of foraging areas, including tree lines, hedgerows,
grassland and heathland. Where possible, important foraging features would be retained within the
construction site compounds. Habitat creation within the Proposed Development boundary would provide
semi-natural habitats to directly replace any permanent loss of suitable habitats. In addition, bat boxes
would be installed in suitable locations in order to replace the small amount of suitable roosting features
lost and to provide increased roosting opportunities for bats in the local area.
9.245 Habitat fragmentation: The Proposed Development would result in east to west habitat fragmentation.
The underpasses embedded in the design of the road would provide opportunities for bats to pass under
the road and hence reduce habitat fragmentation impacts. One of these underpasses is located in an area
where highest levels of common pipistrelle activity were recorded and the other is located in the area
where the majority of lesser horseshoe bat activity was recorded. Hedgerows and scrub would be planted
to guide and encourage bats through these underpasses. In addition, habitats within the soft estate are
anticipated to provide enhanced north to south connectivity for bats and woodland plantings created along
the route would encourage bats to pass up and over the road.
9.246 Disturbance: Activities resulting in increased levels of noise, vibration or light during the construction
period can disturb roosting, foraging and commuting bats. Bats are particularly susceptible to disturbance
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impacts during the sensitive hibernation and maternity periods. Working measures detailed in the CEMP,
including restrictions on working at night, would reduce any disturbance impacts as a result of construction
activity to acceptable levels. The CEMP would also include measures to avoid light spill on any important
commuting routes or foraging areas.
9.247 The inclusion of the mitigation outlined above would result in effects that are considered to be slight
adverse and not significant.

Hazel dormouse
9.248 The population of hazel dormouse within the Survey Area is considered to be of Local Importance/ Low
Value.
9.249 The potential impacts associated with the construction phase would be:
a. habitat loss;
b. habitat fragmentation; and
c. direct mortality.
9.250 Habitat loss: The Proposed Development would result in the loss and fragmentation of hedgerows, scrub
and woodland considered suitable habitat for dormouse. Habitat creation within the Proposed
Development boundary including, Cornish hedgerows along the boundaries and scrub and woodland
planting, would provide an overall net gain of habitat, to directly replace any permanent loss. In addition
dormouse nest boxes would also be installed in areas of newly created scrub to the south of the Proposed
Development where dormouse was found to occur providing replacement hibernation opportunities for
dormice whilst plantings are maturing. Additional planting would include species known to support
dormouse such as hazel and honeysuckle.
9.251 Habitat fragmentation: The Proposed Development would result in the fragmentation of hedgerows,
scrub and woodland considered suitable habitat for hazel dormouse. The underpasses located south of
Harmony Roundabout and on the northern edge of Hensbarrow CWS would provide opportunities for
dormice to pass under the road, hence reducing habitat fragmentation. Hedgerows and scrub would be
planted to guide and encourage dormice through these underpasses. Scrub would be planted in suitable
locations and Cornish hedgerows will be created along the boundary of the soft estate, these would
provide green corridors, potentially providing habitat links to the wider landscape.
9.252 Direct mortality: The removal of hedgerows, scrub and woodland has the potential to harm or kill
dormice. Mitigation measures outlined in the CEMP would specify the sensitive removal of hedgerows,
scrub and woodland under a Natural England licence. Above ground vegetation would be removed within
the dormouse hibernation period (November –March) and the removal of the remaining root stock would
be removed outside of the hibernation period.
9.253 The inclusion of the mitigation outlined above would result in effects that are considered to be neutral and
not significant

Otter
9.254 No evidence of otters were found during the field survey however, the River Fal tributaries still provide
potential commuting routes for otter, therefore otter is considered to be of Site Importance/ Less than Low
Value.
9.255 One potential impact associated with the construction phase of the Proposed Development would be
habitat fragmentation. The Proposed Development would cross the River Fal and its tributaries in five
locations. In order to ensure the continuity of habitat all the culverts incorporated in the Proposed
Development design would include the following mitigation measures, setting the culvert bases below the
bed levels to allow the sediment, habitat and migratory species continuity through the structures and
mammal ledges to encourage the passage of otters during increased water levels. It is anticipated that
mammal/ otter fencing would be included either side of these culverts.
9.256 The inclusion of the mitigation outlined above would result in effects that are considered to be neutral and
not significant
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Badger
9.257 The population of badgers within the Badger Survey Area is considered to be of Site Importance/ Less
than Low Value.
9.258 The potential impacts associated with the construction phase would be:
a. habitat loss and fragmentation; and
b. direct mortality and disturbance.
9.259 Habitat loss and fragmentation: No main setts would be lost as part of the Proposed Development. A
total 40 badger setts including three active subsidiary setts, eight active outlier setts, seven partially used
outlier setts, three disused outlier setts, three active potential outlier setts, 13 partially used potential
outlier setts and one disused potential outlier setts may be lost as part of the Proposed Development
(Appendix 9-16, Figure 9-111 to 9-115 (Confidential)). All badger sett closures would be undertaken under
a Natural England badger sett closure licence, which would be detailed in the CEMP.
9.260 The Proposed Development would result in the fragmentation and loss of foraging habitat. The provision
of the underpasses (located south of Harmony Roundabout and on the northern edge of Hensbarrow
CWS) and potential mammal tunnels would provide opportunities for badger to pass under the road and
hence reduce the impacts of habitat fragmentation. It is anticipated that fencing, hedgerows and scrub
would be planted in order to guide and encourage badgers through these underpasses and mammal
tunnels.
9.261 Direct mortality and disturbance: Construction activities may result in the direct mortality of badgers or
the indirect disturbance of badgers whilst occupying a sett. To avoid this situation working practices would
be outlined in the CEMP, including pre-construction surveys of all construction area and restricting working
practices around known setts to prevent injury to badgers during construction.
9.262 The inclusion of the mitigation outlined above would result in effects that are considered to be slight
adverse but not significant

Operational Phase
Statutory designated sites
Breney Common and Goss and Tregoss Moors SAC
9.263 No direct impacts are anticipated on Breney Common and Goss and Tregoss Moors SAC during the
operational phase of the Proposed Development. A potential indirect impact may be habitat degradation.
9.264 NOx concentrations from the Proposed Development during the operational phase are anticipated to
remain below the critical level due to improvements in vehicle emissions technology.
9.265 Spillage of fuels or other contaminating substances may negatively impact groundwater quality, which
could, in turn adversely impact the habitats and species of the SAC by changing botanical composition of
the sward and thus potentially resulting in a reduction of the conservation status of qualifying habitats. The
use of SuDS within the drainage design would attenuate and treat highway run-off by removing the
suspended solids, metals and hydrocarbons and minimising any impacts of pollution on local
watercourses and groundwater.
9.266 The road edge related effects such as de-icing, salt and micro-climatic changes are anticipated to only
165
affect the road verges within approximately a 30 m buffer of the edge of the road alignment . The
Proposed Development joins the B3274 northwest of Roche. At this point the road lies within 30 m of a
small area of the SAC, which predominantly comprises dry heath, scrub or acid grassland. Dry heath and
acid grassland are both qualifying features of the SAC, both of which are situated north of the existing
B3274. Although the Proposed Development joins onto this road on its southern side, there is still potential
for salt deposition from winter salt spraying on the road, which could lead to changes in the vegetative
composition of qualifying habitats which could consequently adversely affect marsh fritillary butterflies.
However, there is an existing road adjacent to the SAC in this location. Part of the road will be subsumed
165

Forest Research. 2011. Pathology Research Note: De-icing Salt Damage to Trees
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within the link road scheme and it is not considered that a net increase in road salt application will arise;
the remainder of the road alignment will be moved further from the SAC than is currently the case thus
reducing the exposure of the SAC to road salt. As such, effects during the operational phase of the
Proposed Development are considered to be neutral and not significant.

River Camel SAC
9.267 No direct impacts are anticipated on the River Camel SAC during the operational phase of the Proposed
Development. A potential indirect impact may be habitat degradation through changes in air quality and
water quality. NOx concentrations from the Proposed Development during the operational phase are
anticipated to remain below the critical level due to improvements in vehicle emissions technology.
Demelza Stream, an ephemeral headwater, is the only tributary identified within 200 m of the Proposed
Development. In theory any pollutants entering this tributary could enter the SAC; however Demelza
Stream is considered a minor headwater which currently runs beneath the A30 from the existing B3274. In
addition the drainage design incorporated in the Proposed Development would treat and run-off to remove
suspended solids, metals and hydrocarbons to minimise any impacts of pollution on local watercourses.
As such, effects during the operational phase of the Proposed Development are considered to be neutral
and not significant.

St Austell Clay Pits SAC
9.268 No direct impacts are anticipated on St Austell Clay Pits SAC during the operational phase of the
Proposed Development. A potential indirect impact may be habitat degradation.
9.269 The Proposed Development would result in a net reduction in vehicle flows (and thus NOx concentrations
and nitrogen deposition rates) on the B3274 through Roche, compared to a situation without the Proposed
Development, as vehicles use the Proposed Development as an alternative. The new road alignment
would be situated over 300 m from the SAC and thus well beyond the zone within which road traffic would
contribute to elevated local NOx concentrations (and thus nitrogen deposition rates).In addition the NOx
concentrations from the Proposed Development during the operational phase are anticipated to remain
below the critical level due to improvements in vehicle emissions technology. As such, the effects on the
SAC are therefore considered to be slight beneficial.

Mid Cornwall Moors SSSI
9.270 No direct impacts are anticipated on Mid Cornwall Moors SSSI during the operational phase of the
Proposed Development. A potential indirect impact may be habitat degradation through salt spray,
changes in air quality and water quality. The impacts of salt spray and changes in water quality are
discussed in the Breney Common and Goss and Tregoss Moors SAC section (paragraphs 9.263 to
9.266).
9.271 At all the air quality transects, NOx concentrations are currently elevated above the critical level and would
be above the critical level up to 15 m into the SSSI by 2022 with the Proposed Development in operation.
For three of the transects total concentrations throughout the transects would nonetheless be
considerably lower in 2022 than the baseline due to improvements in vehicle emission factors. For one
transect (Mid Cornwall Moors 5) NOx concentrations at the closest point to the ARN would be slightly (0.5
-3
µgm ) higher than the baseline in 2022 with the Proposed Development in operation but by 5 m into the
SAC a net reduction in total NOx concentrations is also forecast on this transect. For all four transects the
Proposed Development is forecast to result in additional NOx at the closest point of the SSSI of between
-3
2.45 and 13.69 µgm , compared to 2022 without the Proposed Development. This is clearly greater than
-3
0.4 µgm (the threshold for an imperceptible change in concentrations as defined in DMRB). Therefore, in
terms of NOx, the critical level would continue to be exceeded by 2022 and the contribution of the
Proposed Development to that exceedance cannot be described as imperceptible, although an overall net
improvement in NOx is still expected. It is therefore necessary to consider what this means for nitrogen
deposition.
9.272 For all four transects total nitrogen deposition rates (even with the Proposed Development) are forecast to
be between 2.8 and 3.8 kgN/ha/yr lower than the baseline in 2022 at the closest point to the ARN, due to
the aforementioned improvement in vehicle emission factors. The Proposed Development would result in
additional nitrogen deposition compared to a 2022 situation without the Proposed Development (See
Table 9-15).
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Table 9-15: Nitrogen deposition rates at the closest point to the ARN for the four Mid-Cornwall Moors
SSSI transects where the critical level for NOx would continue to be exceeded in 2022 with the Proposed
Development.
Transect number (grid
reference)

2016
Baseline
(KgN/ha/yr)
at the
closest point
to the road

2022 prior to
inclusion of
the Proposed
Development
(Do Minimum)
at the closest
point to the
road
(KgN/ha/yr)

2022 after
inclusion of
the Proposed
Development
(Do
Something) at
the closest
point to the
road
(KgN/ha/yr)

Proposed Development
contribution to nitrogen
deposition (kgN/ha/yr)
and as a percentage of
the most stringent
critical load for
heathland166 (10
kgN/ha/yr)
Plus values mean an
increase

Net change in
nitrogen deposition
between 2016 and
2022 with Proposed
Development
contribution in
operation
Minus values mean
a net reduction

Mid-Cornwall Moors 2
(198874, 61902)

30.16

26.60

26.72

+ 0.12 (1% of the critical
load)

-3.44

Mid-Cornwall Moors 3
(202285, 62918)

35.55

31.41

31.74

+ 0.33 (3% of the critical
load)

-3.81

Mid-Cornwall Moors 4
(202285, 62887)

35.50

31.41

31.68

+0.27 (3% of the critical
load)

-3.81

Mid-Cornwall Moors 5
(199722, 62104)

29.25

25.75

26.43

+0.68 (7% of the critical
load)

-2.82

9.273 A change equivalent to 1% of the critical load is widely used in the UK to define a change in nitrogen
deposition as imperceptible. Using this metric, transect Mid-Cornwall Moors 2 would experience an
imperceptible change in nitrogen deposition due to the Proposed Development, which would therefore be
insignificant, particularly considering that this is within the context of a large net improvement in total
nitrogen deposition rather than a net deterioration.
9.274 The other three transects would result in changes in nitrogen deposition exceeding the 1% threshold and
which cannot therefore be described as imperceptible. However, this is within the context of a net
improvement (reduction) in total nitrogen deposition rates to 2022, so the effect of the Proposed
Development is properly characterised as a retardation of improvement rather than a net deterioration. In
other words, there would still be an improvement in deposition rates to 2022 but it would be somewhat
less with the Proposed Development than it would be without the Proposed Development.
9.275 In order to establish the ecological significance of this retardation of improvement, it is necessary to
consult published nitrogen dose-response relationships for heathland to understand what the effect on
vegetation parameters would be at the forecast background deposition rates. Deposition of nitrogen can
cause a variety of responses in heathland: transition from heather to grass dominance, decline in lichens
167
(such as Cladonia species), changes in plant biochemistry and increased sensitivity to stress . The
physical, measurable and observable manifestations of these responses are generally in terms of
168
reduction in species richness , reduction in cover (or increase in grass cover) and resulting changes in
broad habitat structure.
9.276 The amount of extra nitrogen needed to cause a measurable ecological effect at different background
concentrations has been shown from a range of studies on a range of sites to be considerably greater in
lowland heathland subject to high existing deposition rates than it is in those with low existing deposition
rates. This is true for most parameters, whether that effect is defined in terms of reduction in species
169
richness, reduction in species cover, or probability of species presence . The only metric for which this
170
relationship appears not to be true is with regard to increases in grass cover . Putting it simply, a small
amount of additional nitrogen is much less likely to significantly affect a heathland already subject to high
166

Heathland being the main habitat in Management Unit 8
Caporn, S., Field, C., Payne, R., Dise, N., Britton, A., Emmett, B., Jones, L., Phoenix, G., S Power, S., Sheppard, L. &
Stevens, C. 2016. Assessing the effects of small increments of atmospheric nitrogen deposition (above the critical load) on
semi-natural habitats of conservation importance. Natural England Commissioned Reports, Number 210. Table 1 page 2
168 Note that ‘reduction in species richness’ only means that fewer species are recorded in a randomly placed 2m x 2m
quadrat. Therefore, it does not mean species are ‘lost’ from the affected area; it simply means that at least one species occurs
at a reduced frequency.
169 Ibid. Tables 20-22, pages 57-60 show that, for lowland heathland, as background deposition rates increase the effect of
adding a given amount of extra nitrogen decreases for most parameters
170 Grasses often benefit at the expense of other species in habitats subject to elevated nitrogen deposition and as such their
abundance increases rather than decreases; however, grass cover is also heavily influenced by other factors unrelated to
nitrogen deposition
167
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inputs than it is to affect one subject to low inputs. Ultimately, it is the predicted effect on the site
vegetation (and thus its ability to achieve its conservation objectives) that is the key factor in determining
whether there would actually be a significant effect on a site, rather than NOx concentrations or nitrogen
deposition rates in the abstract. Therefore, it is possible for an increase in nitrogen deposition to fail to
result in a measurable (and thus significant) ecological effect on the ground, even when the critical load is
far exceeded, depending on the size of the ‘dose’.
171

9.277 Reference to Table 21 of Caporn et al (2016) suggests that at background deposition rates of c.
25kgN/ha/yr (the approximate minimum deposition rate forecast at the closest part of Mid-Cornwall Moors
SSSI to the relevant transects in this modelling) species richness in lowland heathland would not be
expected to change until a dose of c. 2 kgN/ha/yr was applied. This compares to a worst-case additional
nitrogen deposition to heathland on the modelled transects of c. 0.7 kgN/ha/yr, which would occur
immediately adjacent to the A30. Appendix 5 of Caporn et al suggests that at this same location a 0.7%
increase in grass cover may be expected. Therefore, the worst that might be expected as a result of the
forecast nitrogen deposition to due to the Proposed Development is that there might be slightly less
reduction in percentage grass cover than one might otherwise see in the absence of the scheme if other
factors that have a much bigger influence on grass cover (such as management) are appropriate.
9.278 In terms of changes in coarse habitat structure it is considered that the small forecast additional nitrogen
deposition (equivalent to c. 3% of the deposition rate otherwise forecast in these locations by 2022) would
not stimulate growth to such an extent that a material change in management burden occurred, and the
structure of the sward is dictated primarily by management.
9.279 It is therefore considered that effects as a result of the Proposed Development on the SSSI would be
neutral and not significant. Due to a combination of a) NOx concentrations being below the critical level on
six of the ten modelled transects, b) a net improvement in nitrogen deposition being forecast on all ten
transects (including the four where NOx is expected to exceed the critical level) even including the
Proposed Development, and c) key vegetation parameters being effectively unchanged by the contribution
of the Proposed Development to nitrogen deposition.

Goss Moor NNR
9.280 No direct impacts are anticipated on Goss Moor NNR during the operational phase of the Proposed
Development. A potential indirect impact may be habitat degradation including salt spray and changes in
air quality and water quality. These impacts are discussed in the Breney Common and Goss and Tregoss
Moors SAC section (paragraphs 9.263 to 9.266) As such, effects during the operational phase of the
Proposed Development are considered to be neutral and not significant.

River Camel Valley and Tributaries SSSI
9.281 No direct impacts are anticipated on the River Camel Valley and Tributaries SSSI during the operational
phase of the Proposed Development. A potential direct impact of habitat degradation is discusses in the
River Camel SAC section (paragraph 9.267). All effects during the operational phase of the Proposed
Development are considered to be neutral and not significant.

St Austell Clay Pits SSSI
9.282 No direct impacts are anticipated on St Austell clay pits SSSI during the operational phase of the
Proposed Development. A potential impact is habitat degradation this is discussed in the St Austell Clay
Pits SAC section (paragraph 9.269). All effects during the operational phase of the Proposed
Development are considered to be neutral and not significant.

171
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Non-statutory designated sites
Hensbarrow CWS
9.283 No direct impacts are anticipated on Hensbarrow CWS during the operational phase of the Proposed
Development. A potential indirect impact may be habitat degradation through salt spray and changes in air
quality and water quality.
9.284 The road edge related effects such as de-icing, salt and micro-climatic changes are anticipated to only
172
affect the road verges within approximately a 30 m buffer of the edge of the road alignment . There is
potential for salt deposition from winter salt spraying on the road, which could lead to changes in the
vegetative composition. However, these changes are anticipated to be minimal and mainly restricted to
the road visibility splay with low ecological value.
9.285 NOx concentrations from the Proposed Development during the operational phase are anticipated to
remain below the critical level due to improvements in vehicle emissions technology.
9.286 Spillage of fuels or other contaminating substances may negatively impact groundwater quality, which
could, in turn adversely impact the habitats and species by changing botanical composition of the sward
and thus potentially resulting in a reduction of the conservation value of habitats. The use of SuDS within
the drainage design would attenuate and treat highway run-off through removing the suspended solids,
metals and hydrocarbons and minimising any impacts of pollution on local watercourses and groundwater.
9.287 As such, effects during the operational phase of the Proposed Development are considered to be neutral
and not significant.

Habitats
9.288 No direct impacts are anticipated on habitats during the operational phase of the Proposed Development.
A potential indirect impact may be habitat degradation including, pollution (from incidents such as traffic
collisions), increased nitrogen deposition, chemical changes to soil due to salt intrusion from road spray
and micro-climatic changes in the fringe habitats adjacent to the road.
9.289 NOx concentrations from the Proposed Development during the operational phase are anticipated to
remain below the critical level due to improvements in vehicle emissions technology. In addition the
embedded mitigation measures set out in Chapter 11 (Road Drainage and the Water Environment), for
managing surface water run-off from the road, include provision of appropriate measures for treatment of
surface water to mitigate pollution from surface run-off.
9.290 The road edge related effects such as de-icing, salt and micro-climatic changes are anticipated to only
affect the road verges within approximately a 5 m buffer of the edge of the road alignment. The habitats
within this buffer would form the visibility splay of the Proposed Development and are therefore likely to be
regularly managed through cutting. As a result this habitat is anticipated to be of less than low value.
9.291 With the mitigation measures outlined above the effects on habitats within the Proposed Development
boundary are considered to be neutral and not significant.

Bryophytes
9.292 No direct impacts are anticipated on bryophytes during the operational phase of the Proposed
Development. A potential indirect impact may be habitat degradation. The change in air quality from the
emissions produced by the traffic associated with the Proposed Development may cause an increase in
the deposition of nitrates on habitats within 200 m of the road. This increase in nitrates may result in an
increase in vegetation growth. As western rustwort communities are very sensitive to shading the increase
in vegetation may reduce the habitat suitability for this species, resulting in a decline in their population
numbers within 200 m of the road alignment. NOx concentrations from the Proposed Development during
the operational phase are anticipated to remain below the critical level due to improvements in vehicle
emissions technology. Therefore, the effects on bryophytes are considered neutral and not significant

172
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Breeding and Wintering Birds
9.293 A potential impact of the operational phase of the Proposed Development would be limited to direct
mortality. Barn owls are particularly vulnerable to direct mortality by road traffic collisions173.There is an
increased risk of barn owl collision where the road is at grade or on an embankment and where a new
road severs existing foraging area. This risk is especially relevant where the road passes close to known
barn owl nesting locations . The incorporation of plantings in appropriate locations (where the road is at
grade or on an embankment and where a new road severs existing foraging area) would aid to guide barn
owls up and over the Proposed Development and help prevent barn owl road mortality. The two known
barn owl nesting locations are both located approximately 150 m form the proposed route alignment.
Plantings have been incorporated into the Proposed Development design along all sections of the road
closest to these barn owl nesting locations.
9.294 With the inclusion of the mitigation outlined above the operational effects of the Proposed Development on
breeding and wintering birds is considered to be slight adverse but not significant.

Bats
9.295 A potential impact of the operational phase of the Proposed Development would be direct mortality. Direct
collision resulting in mortality of bats occurs in areas where bats would attempt to cross the Proposed
Development. Vehicle collision resulting in direct mortality tends to be associated with the species adapted
to edge habitat, such as pipistrelles, which are more likely to attempt to cross larger unsheltered and open
spaces, at heights that may bring them into the path of oncoming vehicles. Studies have highlighted three
mortality peaks during the year. Juvenile bats are considered to be more vulnerable to collision mortality;
as such, the close proximity of any maternity roost may heighten the risk of collision.
9.296 Embedded mitigation includes the provision of woodland planting alongside the road to provide suitable
cover to help raise bat flight paths above the level of traffic. In addition, the two underpasses, which would
have appropriate hedgerow and scrub planting to guide and encourage bats through them, would provide
safe crossing points for bat species.
9.297 A further potential impact of the operational phase of the Proposed Development would be disturbance
from increased lighting associated with the road. A sensitive lighting scheme should therefore be designed
to avoid (or minimise where avoidance is not possible for health and safety reasons) light spill upon
adjacent retained and new habitats. This should follow the Bat Conservation Trust & Institution of Lighting
174
Professionals (2018) Guidance Note and will require use of a lighting designer in consultation with a bat
ecologist.
9.298 The inclusion of the mitigation outlined above would result in effects that are considered to be slight
adverse and not significant.

Otter
9.299 A potential impact of the operational phase of the Proposed Development would be limited to direct
mortality. This would be mitigated for by the inclusion of mammal ledges in the culverts where the
Proposed Development crossed the River Fal and its tributaries. Mammal fencing would also be included
either side of the culverts to guide otters towards these culverts. With the inclusion of these mitigation
measures the Proposed Development is unlikely to increase the risk of otter road mortalities; as such, the
effect is considered to be neutral and not significant.

Badger
9.300 A potential impact of the operational phase of the Proposed Development would be limited to direct
mortality. The inclusion of the mammal ledges within the five culverts and the anticipated mammal fencing
and mammal tunnels would reduce the likelihood of badgers accessing the road verge and reduce the risk
of vehicle collision. Therefore, the effects on badger are considered to be neutral and not significant.

173

Shawyer, C. R. & Dixon, N., 1999. Impact of roads on barn owl Tyto alba populations, London: Highways Agency.
Institution of Lighting Professionals (2018) Bats and artificial lighting in the UK: Bats and the Built Environment Series.
Institution of Lighting Professionals, Rugby and Bat Conservation Trust, London
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Other Species
9.301 No note-worthy impacts on invertebrates, reptiles and hazel dormouse are anticipated in the operational
phase of the Proposed Development. Management of the road verge may cause temporary disturbance
and mortality but this isn’t considered significant enough to warrant any additional mitigation.
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Table 9-16: Summary of effects for construction and operation
Habitat or Biodiversity Receptor

Importance

Value

Potential Impact(s) from the
Proposed Development

Construction/
Operation

Breney Common and Goss and
Tregoss Moors SAC

International

Very High

Habitat degradation

Construction and Pollution prevention measures outlined in CEMP
Operation

Neutral, Not Significant

River Camel SAC

International

Very High

None

Not applicable

Not applicable

Neutral, Not Significant

St Austell Clay Pits SAC

International

Very High

Habitat degradation

Construction

Pollution prevention measures outlined in CEMP

Neutral, Not Significant

Mid Cornwall Moors SSSI

National

High

Habitat degradation

Construction and Pollution prevention measures outlined in CEMP
Operation

Neutral, Not Significant

Goss Moor NNR

National

High

Habitat degradation

Construction and Pollution prevention measures outlined in CEMP
Operation

Neutral, Not Significant

River Camel Valley and Tributaries
SSSI

National

High

None

Not applicable

Not applicable

Neutral, Not Significant

St Austell Clay Pits SSSI

National

High

Habitat degradation

Construction

Pollution prevention measures outlined in CEMP

Neutral, Not Significant

Hensbarrow CWS

County

Medium

Habitat loss

Construction

Habitat fragmentation

Construction

Moderate Adverse,
Significant

Habitat degradation

Construction and
Operation

Pollution prevention measures outlined in CEMP
Habitat creation
Underpass to the northern edge of the CWS

Low Medium

Habitat loss

Construction

Habitat degradation

Habitat creation
Construction and Mitigation measures outlined in CEMP
Operation

Slight Adverse, Not
Significant

Local International

Low – Very
High

Habitat loss

Construction

Habitat degradation

Operation

Translocation of western rustwort colonies.
Pollution prevention measures outlined in CEMP

Slight Adverse, Not
Significant

Direct mortality

Construction

INNS

Not applicable

Not
applicable

Spread of INNS

Construction

INNS management plan

Neutral, Not Significant

Invertebrates

Site - Regional

Low Medium

Habitat loss

Construction

Habitat fragmentation

Construction

Habitat creation
Mitigation measures outlined in CEMP

Slight Adverse, Not
Significant

Habitat degradation

Construction

Habitat loss

Construction

Direct mortality

Construction

Slight Adverse, Not
Significant

Habitat fragmentation

Construction

Mitigation measures outlined in CEMP
Habitat creation
Underpasses and mammal ledges

Habitat loss

Construction

Mitigation measures outlined in CEMP

Slight Adverse, Not

Habitats

Bryophytes

Reptiles

Breeding and wintering birds
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Habitat or Biodiversity Receptor

Importance

Value

Potential Impact(s) from the
Proposed Development

Construction/
Operation

Low - Low

Habitat fragmentation

Construction

Disturbance

Bats

Local

Low

Construction and
Operation

Habitat loss

Construction

Badger

Prepared for: Cornwall Council

Site

Site

Significant

Slight Adverse, Not
Significant

Habitat loss

Construction

Neutral

Habitat fragmentation

Construction

Direct mortality

Construction

Mitigation measures outlined in CEMP
Habitat creation
Underpasses

Less than
Low

Direct mortality

Operation
Construction

Mitigation measures outlined in CEMP
Mammal ledges within the culverts
Mammal fencing

Neutral

Habitat fragmentation

Less than
Low

Habitat loss

Construction

Direct mortality

Otter

Significance of Effect

Mitigation measures outlined in CEMP
Habitat creation
Construction
Sensiitive lighting scheme
Construction
Planting to guide species up and over the road
Construction and Underpasses
Operation

Habitat fragmentation

Local

Habitat creation
Construction and Planting to guide species up and over the road
Operation

Direct mortality

Disturbance

Hazel dormouse

Summary of Design, Mitigation and Enhancement
Measures

Low

Direct mortality

Mitigation measures outlined in CEMP
Construction and Mammal tunnels and mammal ledges
Mammal fencing
Operation

Disturbance

Construction

Habitat fragmentation

Construction
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Consideration of Cumulative Effects
9.302 This section assesses the potential for significant cumulative effects arising from the Proposed Scheme.
9.303 The following developments are cumulative schemes that have been considered:
a.

PA18/03255 Land north of Harmony Road, Roche (circa 150 dwellings).

b.

PA14/12186 Carclaze Eco Community (up to 1500 dwellings, a local centre, incorporating local retail,
health and community facilities, a primary school, employment floor space).

c.

PA12/11546 Carluddon Technology Park (2.8 ha technology park).

d.

PA18/03255 Land north of Harmony Road, Roche (circa 150 dwellings).

e.

PA14/12186 Carclaze Eco Community (up to 1500 dwellings, a local centre, incorporating local retail,
health and community facilities, a primary school, employment floor space).

f.

PA12/11546 Carluddon Technology Park (2.8 ha technology park).

g.

Nansledan extension to Newquay (more than 4,000 homes supporting a similar number of jobs).

h.

Newquay Airport: Aerohub Enterprise Zone (1,005sqm of office space in addition to a further eight
business/light industrial units totalling 1,904sqm).

i.

Anticipated growth for Newquay (includes Nansledan) (4,800 houses, 27,750sqm B1a and B1b office
floorspace, and 30,250sqm other B employment floorspace).

j.

Anticipated growth for St Austell: (3,200 houses, 9,750sqm B1a and B1b office floorspace, and
12,500sqm other B employment floorspace).

k.

Anticipated growth for Bodmin: (3,200 houses (includes Eco-Community), 22,833sqm B1a and B1b
office floorspace, and 24,667sqm other B employment floorspace).

l.

The majority of the sites listed within Table 10-15 are not located sufficiently close to the Proposed
Development to have a cumulative effect, with regard to geology, soils and contaminated land.

9.304 In relation to habitats and biodiversity the only cumulative effects anticipated relate to direct habitat loss.
Of the cumulative schemes listed above two are located within the Proposed Development boundary.
These are PA18/03255 Land north of Harmony Road, Roche and PA14/12186 Carclaze Eco Community.
Both of these developments are located partially within the Proposed Development boundary and only
require minimal land take of low value habitats.
9.305 There is a potential cumulative effect associated with housing and employment growth in Cornwall. This
growth is likely to result in a greater volume of traffic using the ARN and could also result in a change to
the NOx concentrations (and thus nitrogen deposition) within 200 m of the Proposed Development.
Although, this has been taken into account in the traffic and air quality modelling for this project.
9.306 Consequently, no significant cumulative effects are anticipated in relation to habitats and biodiversity for
the Proposed Development.

Summary and Conclusion
9.307 In summary it is considered that the only significant adverse effect to habitats or biodiversity would be the
habitat loss, fragmentation and degradation of Hensbarrow CWS. Approximately 5.88 ha of habitat would
be permanently lost and 0.77 ha would be temporarily lost from this site. This would be partially mitigated
for by the creation of 30.2 ha of lowland heathland within the Proposed Development boundary although
these habitats would take time to mature. The Proposed Development would cause the CWS to be
fragmented in two. This fragmentation would prevent the migration of species from one side of the CWS to
the other. In order to partially mitigate this fragmentation an underpass to the northern edge of the CWS
has been incorporated into the design of the Proposed Development. In addition temporary indirect
impacts associated with dust deposition, increased NOx deposition and habitat disturbance during the
construction phase may occur. The potential increase in dust deposition would be avoided through the use
of dust suppression methods outlined in the CEMP. In addition details of fencing around sensitive habitats,
to prevent any accidental harm to these habitats would also be included in the CEMP. Even with the
incorporation of the mitigation outlined above residual effects are still anticipated on Hensbarrow CWS.
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9.308 No further significant effects are anticipated.
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10. Geology Soils and Contaminated
Land
Introduction
10.1

This chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) provides an assessment of the likely geo-environmental
effects arising from construction and operation of the St Austell to A30 Link Road (hereafter referred to as
the ‘Proposed Development’.

10.2

This chapter of the ES reports the findings of an assessment of the likely significant effects on ground
conditions and groundwater-controlled receptors as a result of the Proposed Development in Cornwall.
For more details about the Proposed Development, refer to Chapter 2: Proposed Development of this
ES.

10.3

The combined cumulative effects with other relevant developments (Type 1 and 2 effects) are discussed
later in the chapter and summarised in Chapter 16: Assessment of Cumulative Effects of this ES.

Legislative Framework
10.4

This section identifies and describes relevant legislation, policy, and guidance for the assessment of the
potential geo-environmental impacts associated with the removal and replacement of facilities and their
subsequent operations.

10.5

Legislation and policy has been considered on an international, national, regional and local level. The
following is considered to be relevant to the geo-environmental assessment as it has influenced the
sensitivity of receptors and requirements for mitigation or the scope and/or methodology of the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA).

National Planning Policy
10.6

The National Planning Policy for England is set out in the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF)175. The policy provisions in relation to this Chapter include;

10.7

Section 15 ‘Conserving and enhancing the natural environment’ of the NPPF states that planning policy
and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment by:
-

“protecting and enhancing valued landscapes, sites of biodiversity or geological value and soils (in a
manner commensurate with their statutory status or identified quality in the development plan)”;

-

“recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside, and the wider benefits from natural
capital and ecosystem services – including the economic and other benefits of the best and most
versatile agricultural land, and of trees and woodland”;

-

“preventing both new and existing development from contributing to or being put at unacceptable risk
from, or being adversely affected by unacceptable levels of soil, air, water or noise pollution or land
instability”; and

-

“remediating and mitigating despoiled, degraded, derelict, contaminated and unstable land, where
appropriate”.

10.8

Section 15 of the policy also states that: “after remediation, as a minimum, land should not be capable of
being determined as contaminated land under Part IIA of the Environmental Protection Act 1990; and
adequate site investigation information, prepared by a competent person, is available to inform these
assessments”.

10.9

Section 14 ‘Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change’ of the NPPF states that
the planning system should avoid “inappropriate development in areas of risk of flooding” or where

175

Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (2018). National Planning Policy Framework. July 2018
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necessary, “the development should be made safe for its lifetime without increasing flood risk elsewhere”,
including the incorporation of sustainable drainage systems.

Local Planning Policy
10.10 This chapter of the ES is in line with the Cornwall County Local Plan (2016) Strategic Polices 2010 –
176
2030 .
177

10.11 The Roche Neighbourhood Development Plan (RNDP) , adopted in May 2017, includes Policy G2
Conserving and Enhancing Biodiversity and Geodiversity ;
-

“The highest level of protection will be given to sites of European importance and those sites which
have been identified as being of potential European importance within the Parish (i.e. potential,
candidate and existing Special Protection Areas, and possible, candidate and existing Special Areas
of Conservation and Ramsar2 sites). Proposals having an adverse impact on the integrity of such
sites will not be permitted other than in exceptional circumstances. Measures to avoid any adverse
impacts on these sites will be sought as a first principle. Part 2A of the Environmental Protection Act
1990”.

-

“Sites of national importance (Sites of Special Scientific Interest) will be protected. Development
having an adverse impact on these sites will not normally be permitted, other than in exceptional
circumstances. Measures to avoid any adverse impacts on these sites will be sought as a first
principle”.

-

“Features and locally designated sites of biological or geological interest (including Biodiversity
Action Plan habitats and species, and soils, Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINCs)
and Regionally Important Geology Sites (RIGs)), will be conserved, protected and enhanced.
Unavoidable impacts on such sites should be appropriately mitigated and compensated for”.

Part 2A of the Environmental Protection Act 1990
178

10.12 The contaminated land regime in Part 2A of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 was introduced
specifically to address the historical legacy of land contamination. Part 2A of the Environmental Protection
Act 1990 (as amended April 2012) introduced the following statutory definition for ‘contaminated land’.
“any land which appears to the local authority in whose area it is situated to be in such a condition by
reason of substances in, on, or under the land, that:
a) Significant harm is being caused or there is significant possibility of such harm being caused; or
b) Significant pollution of controlled waters is being caused, or there is a significant possibility of
such pollution being caused.”
10.13 Part 2A provides a means of dealing with unacceptable risks posed by land contamination to human
health and the environment. Enforcing authorities are required to identify and deal with such land under
other policy and frameworks; Part 2A is only to be used by the Enforcing Authority where no appropriate
alternative solutions exist.

Contaminated Land Statutory Guidance (2012)
179

10.14 The Contaminated Land Statutory Guidance 2012 describes risk assessment methodology in terms of
‘significant pollutants’ and ‘significant pollutant linkages’ within a ‘source-pathway-receptor’ conceptual
model. The model comprises:


The principal pollutant hazards (sources) associated with a site;



The principal receptor(s) at risk from the identified hazards (for example, people, environmental
assets, surface water and/or groundwater); and



The existence, or absence, of a plausible pathway which may exist between the identified
hazards and receptor(s).

10.15 For land to be determined as ‘contaminated’ in a regulatory sense and therefore requiring remediation (or
a change to less sensitive use), all three elements (source-pathway-receptor) of a significant pollutant
176

Cornwall County Local Plan (2016) Strategic Polices 2010 – 2030
The Roche Neighbourhood Development Plan 2016 to 2030. Adopted May 2017
Environmental Protection Act 1990
179
DEFRA (2012). Environmental Protection Act 1990: Part 2 A – Contaminated Land Statutory Guidance (2012). DEFRA.
London.
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linkage must be present. The legislation places a responsibility on the local planning authority (LPA) to
determine whether the land in its area is in such a condition, by reason of substances in, on or under the
land that:


“Significant harm is being caused or there is significant possibility of such harm being caused;
or



Significant pollution of controlled waters is being caused or there is a significant possibility of
such pollution being caused”.

Water Framework Directive
180

10.16 The EU Water Framework Directive 2000/60/EC provides a system to protect all water bodies including
surface water and groundwater. Additionally, the Directive states that measures should be implemented to
‘prevent or limit inputs of pollutants into groundwater’ and ‘to reverse any significant and sustained
upwards trends’.
181

10.17 The Groundwater Daughter Directive 2006/118/EC sets groundwater quality standards and introduces
measures to prevent or limit pollutants entering groundwater, including those listed within the ‘List of
Priority substances’.

The Water Resources Act 1991 (Amendment) (England and Wales) Regulations
(2009)182
10.18 The following criteria are used to establish whether significant pollution of controlled waters has occurred:


Pollution equivalent to ‘environmental damage’ to surface water or groundwater as defined by
The Environmental Damage (Prevention and Remediation) Regulations 2015;



Inputs resulting in the deterioration of the quality of water abstracted, or intended to be used in
the future;



A breach of a statutory surface water Environmental Quality Standard, either directly or via a
groundwater pathway;



Input of a substance into groundwater resulting in a significant and sustained upward trend in
concentration of contaminants.

10.19 In England and Wales, the Act gives the EA powers and duties to prevent or remedy the pollution of
controlled waters. Previously under the Act and now under the Environmental Permitting (England and
Wales) Regulations 2010, it is a criminal offence if a person causes or knowingly permits pollution of
controlled water.

Soils
10.20 Limited direct regulation currently exists with respect to the protection of soils, although they are indirectly
protected by other legislation such as that covering the prevention of pollution and contamination and for
land use planning.
10.21 The European Union adopted a Soil Thematic Strategy and a proposal for a Soil Framework Directive,
with the objective of providing protection to soils across the EU in September 2006, although currently no
agreement has been implemented. In response the Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
(DEFRA), on behalf of the UK Government has undertaken stakeholder consultation and in September
2009 issued the “Soil Strategy for England – Safeguarding our Soils” supporting the aims of the Soil
Thematic Strategy with respect to the national interests of England with the subsequent publication of a
code of practice on the sustainable use of soils on construction sites.
10.22 The NPPF expects local planning authorities to take into account the economic and other benefits of the
best and most versatile agricultural land (defined as land in grades 1, 2 and 3a of the Agricultural Land
Classification). This is also reflected in Policy 21 (d) of the Cornwall County Local Plan Strategic Polices
2010 – 2030.

180

Water Framework Directive (WFD). Directive 2007/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2007
on the assessment and management of flood risks.
181
Water Framework Directive (WFD). Directive 2006/118/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 December
2006 on the Protection of groundwater against pollution and deterioration. Valid from 16-01-2007. (Daughter to 2007/60/EC).
182
The Water Resources Act 1991 (Amendment) (England and Wales) Regulations 2009.
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Minerals Safeguarding
10.23 The British Geological Survey (BGS) has published guidance on good practice in the conservation and
safeguarding of non-renewable resources such as minerals in its report “Mineral safeguarding in England:
Good Practice Advice”. This is supported by a series of reports covering the various administrative areas
as part of the project “Mineral Resource Information in Support of National Regional and Local Planning”
10.24 The NPPF has replaced Minerals Policy Statements 1 and 2. The key parts of the policy specifically
relating to minerals are detailed in Section 13 - Facilitating the sustainable use of minerals.
10.25 The principles of Mineral Safeguarding are presented in the Cornwall Council Minerals Safeguarding
Development Plan Document (DPD), currently being prepared to identify areas of mineral resource and
infrastructure which will be safeguarded for future use. This safeguarding principle is also reflected in
Policy 18 (d) of the Cornwall County Local Plan Strategic Polices 2010 – 2030.

Assessment Methodology
Scope of the Assessment
10.26 An EIA Scoping Report which was prepared by AECOM was submitted to Cornwall Council in December
2017. Details of this process can be found in Chapter 1 – Introduction of this ES. The Scoping Report
identified the issues which would be addressed in the EIA and documented within the ES, outlining what
should be ‘scoped in’ and what should be ‘scoped out’ of the Report.

Consultation Responses
10.27 A response to the request for a scoping opinion was provided by Cornwall Council in February 2018
183
(Appendix 4-1 of the Preliminary Sources Study - Desk Study Report (PSSR) , including consultation
responses from statutory consultees.

Study Area
10.28 The site comprises a proposed road link approximately 6.2km in length within a predominantly rural
setting. The road link will run from the A30 west of Victoria in the north to the A391 at Stenalees in the
south. The aim of the route is to bypass the village of Roche and Higher Trezaise and run south-east
towards the B3274, to the south-east of Coldvreath, past Hensbarrow Downs and Gunheath China Clay
works.
10.29 A ground investigation (GI) was undertaken in 2018 by CORMAC and is included within the A391 to A30
184
link road main alignment: GI Report, 2018 .
10.30 The study area for groundwater-controlled receptors comprises a 1km radius of the site. This is based on
a review of baseline receptors, the nature of the underlying aquifers and an understanding of the wider
geographical area. This is also the distance defined as ‘close proximity’ by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB), Volume 11, Part 10, HD45/09 Road Drainage and the Water Environment
185
(Highways Agency, 2009) .

Proposed Level and Scope of Assessment
10.31 The assessment of potential effects to geology, soils, contaminated land and groundwater-controlled
receptors during the construction and operational phases of the Proposed Development will be
undertaken in general accordance with the guidance presented in the following sections of the DMRB:


Volume 11, Section 2, Part 5 Assessment and Management of Environmental Effects HA
186
205/08



Volume 11, Section 3, Part 6, Land Use, 2001



Volume 11, Section 3, Part 10, Road Drainage and the Water Environment HD 45/09

187

;
188

; and,

183

CORMAC Solutions Ltd, 2016. A30(T) to A391 Link: Roche Option Preliminary Sources Study Report: Options Appraisal
(PSSR). 2016
184
CORMAC Solutions Ltd, 2018. A391 to A30 link Road Main Alignment: Ground Investigation Report. Project Number 64307.
2018
185
The Highways Agency et al., 2009. Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, Volume 11, Part 10, HD45/09 Road Drainage
and the Water Environment.
186
The Highways Agency et al., 2008. Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, Volume 11, Part 5 Assessment and Management
of Environmental Effects HA 205/08
187
Highways Agency. Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, Volume 11, Part 6 Land Use, August 2001
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Volume 11, Section 3, Part 11 Geology and Soils, 1993

189

10.32 A coal mining search was undertaken for the site area, supplied by The Coal Authority, and a non-coal
mining search was supplied by the BGS.
10.33 An assessment of the Radon potential at the Site has been undertaken following guidance in the BRE
190
Report BR211 (2015) Radon: Guidance On Protective Measures for New Buildings , including site
specific consultation with Public Health England (PHE) / BGS, as required. Although, the Proposed
Development does not include buildings.
10.34 A site walkover survey has been undertaken to identify where hydrogeological issues could arise during
191
construction and to ascertain whether the installation of additional monitoring features may be required .
10.35 Following the derivation of the preliminary Conceptual Site Model (CSM), a preliminary intrusive
investigation was undertaken in accordance with BS5930:1999 Code of Practice for Site Investigations
(BSI) (BS10175:2011 +A2 2017 Investigation of Potentially Contaminated Sites – Code of Practice
192
(BSI) , by CORMAC between October 2017 and June 2018. Results from the GI are described below
and will be used to assess the impact of the Proposed Development on ground conditions.
10.36 Understanding the baseline conditions allows for an assessment of the degree of change that would be
caused by the Proposed Development to be quantified/qualified.
10.37 The baseline conditions are not necessarily the same as those that exist at the current time; they are the
conditions that would exist in the absence of the Proposed Development, either:


at the time that construction is expected to start, for impacts arising from construction; or



at the time that the Proposed Development is expected to open to traffic, for impacts arising from
the operation of the Proposed Development.

10.38 Therefore, the identification of the baseline conditions involves predicting changes that are likely to
happen in the intervening period, for reasons unrelated to the Proposed Development. This will entail
taking current conditions and committed development into consideration and using experience and
professional judgment to predict what the baseline conditions might look like prior to the start of
construction and operation.

Sensitivity of Receptors (Value)
10.39 The identification of potential receptors has been undertaken in accordance with current best practice,
including guidance published by EA / DEFRA Contaminated Land Report 11 ‘Model Procedures for the
Management of Land Contamination’. These include:

-

Human Health
Future site users
Adjacent site users
Construction and maintenance workers

-

Controlled Waters
Groundwater
Surface water

-

Property
Future Proposed Development structures and services

-

Ecological and Resource
Ecological designations
Agricultural soils
Mineral safeguarding areas

188

Highways Agency. Design Manual for Roads and Bridges HD/45/09. Chapter 11, November 2009
Highways Agency. Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, Volume 11, Part 11 Geology and Soils, June 1993
BRE Guidance on protective measure for new buildings BR 211 (2015)
191
AECOM, June 2018. Hydrogeological Support to the Ground Investigation. A30 to St Austell Link Road.
192
British Standards Institution (2015) BS 5930:2-15 Code of Practice for Ground Investigations. London, BSI.
189
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10.40 The baseline information has been used to identify the relevant receptors and establish their sensitivity.
10.41 The value (importance) of an attribute, ranges from Very High to Low and is dependent on the Site or
feature’s sensitivity, importance and conservation value. The criteria for determining the value of an
attribute is given below in Table 10-1.
Table 10-1: Sensitivity of Receptors
Value/Sensitivity of
Receptor

Criteria

Receptor

Surface Water

Typical Descriptors
─
─
─

─

Very High

Attribute has a high
quality and rarity on a
regional or national
scale.

Groundwater

─
─

─

Geology/Soils

─

─
Surface water

─
─

Groundwater

─
─

─
High

Attribute has a high
quality and rarity on a
local scale.

─
Geology/Soils

─

─
─
─
─
Surface Water

─
─
─

Moderate

Attribute has a
medium quality and
rarity on the scale

Groundwater

─
─

─
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Water Framework Directive Class
‘High’.
EC Designated Salmonid / Cyprinid
fishery.
Site protected by international, EU or
UK legislation: Special Area of
Conservation, Special Protection Area,
Ramsar Site or Site of Specific
Scientific Interest.
Species protected by EC legislation.
EA ‘Principal Aquifer’.
Principal Aquifer providing a regionally
important resource or supporting site
protection under the ED and UK habitat
legislation.
Source Protection Zone (SPZ) 1 –
Inner Protection Zone for public
drinking water supply.
Site protected by international, EU or
UK legislation (World Heritage Site,
Geopark, Site of Special Scientific
Interest)
Human Health – residential with plant
uptake.
Water Framework Directive Class
‘Good:
Species protected under UK habitat
legislation.
EA ‘Principal Aquifer’.
Principal Aquifer providing locally
important resources or supporting river
ecosystems.
Source Protection Zone (SPZ) 2 –
Outer Protection Zone for public
drinking water supply.
Private drinking water supply.
Site of local geological importance
(Local Geological Site – previously
Regionally Important Geological Site).
Mineral Safeguarding Area.
Areas with soils of best and most
versatile agricultural value.
Human Health – residential without
plant uptake.
Human Health – allotments.
Water Framework Directive Class;
‘Moderate’.
Non-EC Designated Fishery.
Sites designated by local authority as
having local conservation status.
EA ‘Secondary Aquifer’.
Aquifer providing water for agricultural
or industrial use with limited connection
to surface water.
Source Protection Zone (SPZ) 3 –
Source catchment protection zone for
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Value/Sensitivity of
Receptor

Criteria

Receptor

Typical Descriptors

─
─
─

Geology/Soils

─
─

Surface Water

─
Low

Attribute has a low
quality and rarity on a
local scale

public drinking water supply.
Industrial water supply.
Localised mineral resources.
Lower grade agricultural land (grade 3b
and 4)
Human Health - commercial/public
open space, construction workers.
Water Framework Directive Class;
‘Poor’.
Low grade or common habitat with no
conservation status.

Groundwater

─

EA ‘Unproductive Strata’

Geology/Soils

─

Sites with little or no local geological
/soil interest.
Low grade agricultural land (grade 5)

─

Magnitude of Effect
10.42 The magnitude of potential effects on environmental baseline conditions is identified through the Site
taking into account the scale or degree of change from the existing situation as a result of the effect; the
duration and reversibility of the effect as well as consideration of relevant legislative or policy standards or
guidelines. The criteria for determining the magnitude of impact on an attribute ranges from high adverse
to negligible, as given below in Table 10-2.
Table 10-2: Assessment of Magnitude of Effect
Magnitude

Criteria

Aspect

Typical Examples

High Adverse

Result in loss of
attribute and/or
quality and integrity
of the attribute.

Surface Water

-

Groundwater

-

Loss of, or extensive change to an aquifer.
Potential high risk of pollution to groundwater.
Loss of, or extensive change to groundwater
supported by designated wetlands.

Geology and
Soil

-

Loss/sterilisation of mineral resource and/or
quality and integrity of mineral resource, severe
damage to key characteristics, features or
elements of geologically important site.
For contaminated land, this would relate to a very
high to high risk.

Medium Adverse

Results in effect on
integrity of attribute,
or loss of part of
attribute.

Surface Water

-

Detectable but non-fundamental change to
hydrogeological conditions.
Some deterioration in water quality likely to
temporarily affect sensitive receptors.
Partial loss in productivity of a fishery.
Medium risk of pollution from surface water runoff or accidental spillages.

Groundwater

-

Partial loss or change to an aquifer.
Potential medium risk of pollution to groundwater.
Partial loss of integrity of groundwater supported
designated wetlands.

Geology and
Soil

-

The site’s integrity will not be adversely affected,
but the Project may lead to a loss of or damage to
key characteristics, features or attributes of
geologically important sites or partial sterilisation
of mineral resource.
For contaminated land this would relate to a
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Fundamental change to hydrological conditions
including deterioration in water quality.
Loss or extensive damage to a designated
conservation site.
High risk of pollution from surface water run-off or
accidental spillages.
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Magnitude

Criteria

Aspect

Typical Examples
moderate risk.

Low Adverse

Results in some
measurable change
in attributes, quality
or vulnerability.

Surface Water

-

Groundwater

-

Potential low risk of pollution to groundwater.
Minor effects on groundwater supported
wetlands.

Geology and
Soil

-

A measurable minor negative impact on key
characteristics, features or attributes of
geologically important sites or minor sterilisation
of mineral resource.
For contaminated land this would relate to a low
risk.

Negligible

Results in effect on
attribute, but of
insufficient
magnitude to affect
the use or integrity.

Surface Water

-

Groundwater

-

Geology and soil -

-

Prepared for: Cornwall Council

Detectable but minor change to hydrological
conditions.
Slight deterioration in water quality unlikely to
affect sensitive receptors.
Low risk of pollution from surface water run-off or
accidental spillages.

Undetectable change in hydrological conditions,
including water quality.
The Proposed Development is unlikely to affect
the integrity of the water environment.
Very low risk of pollution from surface water runoff or accidental spillages
No measurable change upon an aquifer and risk
of pollution from spillages.
Minor alteration to one or more characteristics,
features or elements of geologically important site
or no observable change.
For contaminated land, this would relate to a very
low to no potential risk.
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Effect Definitions
10.43 A level of significance has been assigned to both potential effects (pre-mitigation) and residual effects
(post mitigation). Essentially, the combination of the sensitivity of the receptor and the magnitude of
change (effect) from the baseline condition as a result of the Proposed Development, inform the
significance of the effect, as shown in Table 10-3.
Table 10-3: Effect Significance
Sensitivity of Receptor

Magnitude of
Effect

Very High

High

Moderate

Low

High Adverse

Major

Major

Moderate

Negligible

Medium Adverse

Major

Moderate

Minor

Negligible

Low Adverse

Moderate

Minor

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

Minor

Minor

Negligible

Negligible

10.44 Shaded boxes of Table 10-3 indicate a ‘Significant Effect’. All others are ‘Not significant’. Where a choice
of two impact significance descriptors is available, only one should be chosen. This allows for professional
judgement and discrimination in assessing impact.
10.45 Following the classification of an effect as detailed in Table 10-3 above, a clear statement is made as to
whether the effect is ‘significant’ or ‘not significant’. As a general rule, major and moderate effects are
considered to be significant and minor and negligible effects are considered to be not significant.
However, professional judgement is also applied where appropriate.
10.46 The potential effects upon the Proposed Development from contaminated soils have been assessed.
These effects have been identified by a qualitative assessment using the ‘source-pathway-receptor’
approach to determine the potential risks posed to the construction workers, buildings/infrastructure and
maintenance workers of the Proposed Development.
10.47 The potential significance of these effects will be reported in line with the above table, which is broadly
based on guidelines given in R&D Publication 66, National House-Building Council (NHBC) and EA,
193
2008 . The rationale for the assessment of magnitude of effect is based on the risk assessment process
and therefore takes account of the different sensitivities (importance) of the potential receptors as shown
in Table 10-4.
Table 10-4: Assessment Significance Criteria
Effect Category

Rationale for assessment of significance

Major Adverse

-

-

-

-

-

-

Highly elevated concentrations likely to result in “significant
harm” to human health as defined by the EPA 1990, Part 2A, if
exposure occurs.
Equivalent to a Local Authority Category 1 classification under
the DEFRA (2012) Part 2A Contaminated Land Statutory
Guidance.
Major damage to aquatic or other ecosystems, including soils
and geology, which is likely to result in a substantial adverse
change in its functioning.
Equivalent to EA Category 1 pollution incident, including
persistent and/or extensive effects on water quality; leading to
closure of a potable abstraction point; major impact on amenity
value or major damage to agriculture or commerce.
An extensive reduction in well yields at licensed and private
abstractions, extensively reduced groundwater contributions to
groundwater dependent terrestrial ecosystems (GWDTEs) and
springs and extensively reduced flow within the aquifer itself.
Catastrophic damage to crops, buildings or property.

193

NHBC, Environment Agency and CIEH (2004) Guidance for the Safe Development of Housing on Land Affected by
Contamination. R&D Publication 66
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Effect Category

Rationale for assessment of significance

Moderate Adverse

-

-

-

-

-

Minor Adverse

-

-

-

-

Negligible

-

-

-

Elevated concentrations which could result in “significant harm”
to human health as defined by the EPA 1990, Part 2A if exposure
occurs.
Equivalent to a Local Authority Category 2 classification under
the DEFRA (2012) Part 2A Contaminated Land Statutory
Guidance.
Significant damage to aquatic or other ecosystems, including
soils and geology which may result in a substantial adverse
change in its functioning.
Equivalent to EA Category 2 pollution incident including
significant effect on water quality; notification required to
abstractors; reduction in amenity value or significant damage to
agriculture or commerce.
A significant reduction in well yields at licensed and private
abstractions, significantly reduced groundwater contributions to
GWDTEs and springs and significantly reduced flow within the
aquifer itself.
Significant damage to crops, buildings or property.
Exposure to human health unlikely to lead to “significant harm”.
Equivalent to a Local Authority Category 3 classification under
the DEFRA (2012) Part 2A Contaminated Land Statutory
Guidance.
Minor or short-lived damage to aquatic or other ecosystems,
including soils and geology which is unlikely to result in a
substantial adverse change in its functioning.
Equivalent to EA Category 3 pollution incident including minimal
or short-lived effects on water quality and marginal effects on
amenity value, agriculture or commerce.
A minimal reduction in well yields at licensed and private
abstractions, minimal reduced groundwater contributions to
GWDTEs and springs and minimal reduced flow within the
aquifer itself.
Minor damage to crops, buildings or property.
No measurable effect on humans.
Equivalent to a Local Authority Category 4 classification under
the DEFRA (2012) Part 2A Contaminated Land Statutory
Guidance.
Repairable effects of damage to soils, geology, buildings,
structure and services.
No reduction in well yields at licensed and private abstractions,
no reduced groundwater contributions to GWDTEs and springs
and no reduced flow within the aquifer itself.
Equivalent to insubstantial pollution incident with no observed
effect on water quality or ecosystems.

10.48 Predicted impacts on soils, geology, groundwater and ground contamination have been assessed prior to
consideration of standard or embedded mitigation measures and good practice construction techniques.
Effects that remain once embedded mitigation measures have been taken into consideration are residual
effects, for which additional mitigation measures are required.

Assumptions, Constraints and Limitations
10.49 The following assumptions have been made in this assessment:






The assessment is based on the Proposed Development as described in Chapter 2: The
Proposed Development of this ES;
An asbestos survey will be undertaken to ascertain if asbestos material is present within
any structures which require demolition. If found, this will be removed and disposed of in
accordance with relevant good practices, including notifying the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) if the asbestos is notifiable;
Site clearance will involve the removal of any hardstanding across the Site. This will
include existing roadways within the Proposed Development area. The methods for this
removal will be determined by a specialist subcontractor and is likely to be driven by the
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proposed re-use of the on-site material to minimise further processing. It is expected that
this material will be used for Site roads and sub-base in permanent roads and general fill.
These arisings will be segregated, processed and stockpiled on-site ready for reuse;
It is anticipated that any non-hazardous generated material may be reused on-site for
landscaping or other purposes, therefore only minimal volumes of non-hazardous
material may require off-site disposal. Hazardous materials, such as asbestos, would be
disposed off-site in an appropriate manner.
Where the excavation of cuttings and underpasses encounter groundwater, temporary
dewatering will be required during construction and potentially, groundwater control
during operation. It has been assumed that dewatering will be required to a depth of 1m
below these excavations.

10.50 The following limitations have been identified:








Where any conclusions and suggestions contained in this report are based upon
information provided by others, it has been assumed that all relevant information has
been provided by those parties and that such information is accurate.
Groundwater monitoring points were installed during the 2017-2018 GI; however, no
results of groundwater level or quality monitoring are available to this report;
Water quality samples were collected at the private water supplies within the study area;
however, the results of sampling are limited to one sample per location;
An initial site walkover has been undertaken to look broadly at the site and identify
suitable locations for groundwater monitoring point installation; however, no further
surveying work has been undertaken to identify and monitor springs, ponds and water
features with the study area.
The assessment of the potential effects of the development on groundwater-controlled
receptors is based on the limited data currently available to this report.
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Baseline Conditions
10.51 This assessment has been undertaken in accordance with the latest applicable regulations as outlined in
Section 10.9 above and with specific guidance comprising Contaminated Land Report (CLR) 11 Model
194
Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination . This provides guidance on the processes of
risk assessment and identification/ evaluation of remediation options.
10.52 This assessment has consisted of a desk-based study to establish baseline ground conditions
(hydrological, hydrogeological and geological conditions) at the Site and surroundings. An in-depth review
was undertaken of all existing information including a PSSR by CORMAC in 2016 which included
technical documents, and reports and drawings. The information was assessed with reference to the
Proposed Development in the context of current and any potential amendments to legislation. In addition,
further sources were consulted to supplement existing information and to update datasets.
10.53 Contamination at the Site was assessed through a process of risk assessment of the identified plausible
contaminant linkages undertaken for the Site in line with current legislation. The assessment takes into
consideration the sources of possible contamination risk and the presence of any plausible pathways or
receptors, as outlined in the assessment process set out in CLR 11.

Site Walkover
10.54 A site walkover was undertaken by CORMAC in June 2016 to form part of the PSSR to identify any
potential geotechnical issues. The findings of the walkover include:











Areas of marshy, soft ground corresponding to areas of alluvium within valley areas
towards the north of the route of the Proposed Development.
Numerous issues, drain, collects and fishponds associated with headwaters of the River
Fal and the Upper Par River, suggesting that groundwater is to be anticipated close to the
surface along the majority of the site, with the possible exception of the land which is
owned and operated by Imerys Minerals Ltd (Imerys), where the groundwater regime
would have been artificially altered to facilitate its operations. The site is within proximity
of numerous manmade lakes, ponds and leats predominantly associated with the China
Clay industry.
The Hensbarrow Downs area of the site may comprise rich compressible soils.
Areas containing historical China Clay tips are noted to have significant artificial slopes.
Depending upon the age and the extent of the restoration work, these tips are either bare,
terraced or vegetated; with slope angles of up to 35°, they may represent stability and
long-term serviceability concerns.
Steeply sloping ground will require significant cuttings and embankment through areas of
Made Ground to accommodate level changes in the order of 55m over 700m Stenalees to
the entrance to Gunheath/Goonbarrow China Clay Works).
The proposed route crosses small headwater streams and tributaries of the River Fal and
the Upper Par River on Hensbarrow Downs, where the ground was observed to be
saturated.
There are two covered South West Water reservoirs, both of which are located along the
boundary of the Proposed Route.

Development History
10.55 The Historical Ordnance Survey Maps included in the PSSR date between 1888 and 2014 and showed
the following;
10.56 A review of the earliest historical mapping from 1888-1889 shows that the Proposed Development to the
north (from Victoria to Higher Trezaise) originally comprised agricultural fields, moorland and remote
settlements. The northern extent of the Proposed Development was characterised by a bypass road and
railway to the north. Coldvreath a disused iron mine and spring were located along the Proposed Route to
the northeast of Coldvreath. To the south of Tresayes another spring is also noted along the Proposed
Route. To the south (from Higher Trezaise to Stenalees) the site was generally occupied by widespread
194

Department of Environment Food and Rural Affairs (2004) Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination.
(Contaminated Land Report 11).
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mining. The old Bluebarrow China Clay Pit was situated in Stenalees and a disused tin mine, Old Bonny
Mine, was located to the north of this. The proposed route previously comprised a number of mine shafts,
quarries and associated water bodies (likely to be historical quarry pits) from Stenalees up to Higher
Trezaise. The Groundsure Report identifies historical railway sidings along the southern part of the
Proposed Development from 1881 to 1938, associated with the various china clay works in this area.
10.57 A review of detailed 1:1,250 and 1:2,500 historical mapping from 1971, included in the Groundsure Report
was undertaken and indicated two historical tank features within the southern section of the Proposed
Development boundary which were likely to be associated with the china clay works located along this
section of the proposed route. One of these features was located at the Hensbarrow China Clay Works,
present along the southern part of the Proposed Development.
10.58 Along the northern section of the proposed route no significant changes are apparent after 1889, with the
exception of a disused tip between Coldvreath, Pentivale and Roche reservoirs, which were both noted in
1980. The configuration of the land has remained the same to the present day. Along the southern section
of the proposed route, the china clay works of Little Johns, Gunheath and Carbean were present and
showed evidence of rapid expansion. The pits and associated waste tips had extended over parts of the
Proposed Development and the surrounding area, covering historical mining works and some of the
Hensbarrow Downs heathland.

Unexploded Ordnance
10.59 According to regional unexploded bomb (UXB) mapping, published by Zetica for Cornwall, the route of the
Proposed Development is not located in an area at risk from UXB.

Soil Mapping
10.60 The following information has been obtained from the UK Soil Observatory’s (UKSO) online maps:
10.61 The southern part of the route is defined as “Restored soils mostly from quarry and opencast spoil”.
10.62 The central area of the site, in the area of Hensbarrow Beacon, is defined as “Very acid loamy upland
soils with a wet peaty surface”.
10.63 The northern part of the site is defined as “Freely draining acid loamy soils over rock”.

Soil Chemistry
10.64 The PSSR referred to the Groundsure GeoInsight Report which estimates background Soil Chemistry
Values based on 49 samples either on-site or within 50m of the site:







Arsenic – predominantly less than 60mg/kg with occasional 60-120mg/kg
Cadmium – less than 1.8mg/kg
Chromium - concentrations of between 40-60mg/kg or 60-90mg/kg
Nickel – predominantly concentrations of 15-30mg/kg
Lead – concentrations of less than 100mg/kg

Agricultural Land Classification
10.65 Agricultural land is classified into five grades under the Agricultural Land Classification, with Grade 1 being
the best quality and Grade 5 being the poorest quality. The Best and Most Versatile (BMV) agricultural
land is defined as Grades 1, 2 and 3a.
10.66 According to information provided in the PSSR and Natural England’s natural environment geographic
195
information platform, MAGIC , agricultural land within the Proposed Development is classified as follows:
10.67 Agricultural land to the north of the site, particularly the land that is used for livestock farming is classified
as Grade 3-4. The Grade 3 land is undifferentiated between 3a and 3b and as such cannot be determined
as BMV land or not.
10.68 The agricultural land at Hensbarrow Downs has been classified as Grade 5.
195

Available online at https://magic.defra.gov.uk/home.htm. Accessed October 2018
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Geology
10.69 With reference to the published BGS 1:50,000 Scale Geological Map (Bodmin Sheet 347) from the
196
published geological maps and BGS online mapping Geological Viewer of Britain ’ the anticipated
underlying geology comprises the following:

Superficial Deposits
10.1

Superficial alluvial and colluvial deposits are present along areas of the proposed link road route (Figure
10-1). The general sequence of regolith may follow peat overlying a series of sands and gravels above the
bedrock. Within the sands and gravels are deposits of alluvial tin which have been extensively worked in
the past. The alluvial deposits are mapped where surface water features are, or were present and within
their river valleys.

Meadfoot Group
10.2

The Devonian Meadfoot Group, the parent rock to the Bovisand Formation comprising Hornfelsed Slate
and Hornfelsed Sandstone, is situated within the northern extents of the site (the most northern 4km of the
Proposed Route) (Figure 10-1). The Bovisand Formation is described by the BGS as ‘Slatey mudstone,
medium to dark grey, with thin sandstone beds and sporadic thin limestone beds.’

10.3

A small pocket of Metalimestone and Pelite (metamorphosed mudstone) is situated to the south and south
west of Roche.

St Austell Granite
10.4

Along the southern extent of the Proposed Development the bedrock comprises the St Austell Granite
(Intrusion) which is made up of granite, micro granite and aplitic granite (Figure 10-1). The bulk of the
Upper Carboniferous St Austell Granite consists of a single coarse grained adamellitic phase containing
large while feldspar megacrysts.

10.5

Since the emplacement of the granite, it has been subjected to considerable hydrothermal alteration
resulting in large kaolin (china clay) deposits. Such deposits have been and are currently being exploited,
including the Imerys quarrying operations located on the route of the link road.

Unnamed Dyke (Permian)
10.6

Three felsite dykes are recorded to traverse the southern extents of the link road route, they are situated
at the following National Grid References: 199841,56405; 200410,57705 and 201122,56686 (Figure 10-1).

Faults
10.7

196

One fault is recorded to traverse the southern part of the site and is recorded as an ‘observed mineral
vein’. The fault is located at National Grid Reference 200665,57102. A further six faults are recorded
within 500m of the site and are recorded as ‘observed’ or ‘inferred mineral veins’ (Figure 10-1).

Available online at http://mapapps.bgs.ac.uk/geologyofbritain/home.html. Accessed October 2018
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Figure 10-1: Bedrock and Superficial Geological Map
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Intrusive Investigation
10.8

An extensive GI was completed by CORMAC under three phases of work. The investigation works were
th
th
completed between 5 October 2017 and 28 June 2018. The specific aims were to confirm the published
geology / ground conditions, confirm the extent of the Made Ground, undertake geotechnical testing and
to confirm the groundwater conditions on the site.

10.9

The GI was focussed on three main alignment segments which were separated into chainage sections as
follows:



Main Alignment 1 (M1) Ch 0 to Ch 3287 – Stainless Roundabout to Higher Trezaise
Roundabout



Main Alignment 2 (M2) Ch 0 to Ch 1530 – Higher Trezaise Roundabout to Harmony
Road Roundabout



Main Alignment 3 (M3) Ch 0 to Ch 1086 – Harmony Road Roundabout to Tregoss
Roundabout

10.10 A chainage layout of the intrusive locations is detailed within the GI Report.
10.11 In total, one hundred and twenty-three trial pits were excavated, twenty-three soakaway tests were
undertaken as well as forty seven percussive boreholes, ten of which were advanced by rotary drilling.
Seventeen of the boreholes were installed with 50mm piezometer to allow groundwater sampling and
monitoring.
10.12 Trial pits were excavated along the centre line of chainage every 50m.
10.13 Soil samples were analysed for: Arsenic, Cadmium, Chromium, Copper, Lead, Mercury, Nickel, Selenium,
Zinc, Water Soluble Sulphate, elemental Sulphur, total Cyanide, total Sulphur, Acid Soluble Sulphate.
Water soluble Boron, pH, Total Organic Carbon, Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons C8-C40,total Phenols,
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs), BTEX, and Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs).
10.14 A total of forty-two soil samples were analysed for sulphate and pH to allow assessment of the soil
chemical aggressivity.
10.15 Samples were also scheduled for geotechnical testing which included: particle size distribution, moisture
content, plasticity index and single stage unconsolidated undrained triaxial tests.

Summary of Investigation Ground Conditions
10.16 The underlying geology can be categorised into two distinct units – the St Austell Granite formation and
the metamorphosed Metasiltstone and Metalimestone/pelite.
10.17 The ground conditions encountered during the GI are summarised in Table 10-5.
Table 10-5: Summary of Encountered Ground Conditions
Encountered Thickness (m)
Strata

Minimum

Maximum

Topsoil

0.05

0.5

Relict Topsoil

0.1

0.55

Made Ground – China Clay Waste

0.15

11.251

Made Ground – road construction

0.14

0.7

Residual Soil

0.051

3.55

Weathered Hornsfelsed slate and sandstone

0.61

9.851

Weathered metalimestone/pelite

0.6

0.751

Weathered St Austell granite

0.75

1.75

Unweathered St Austell granite

4.451

7.71
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Hydrology
10.18 The hydrology of the study area is detailed in Chapter 11: Road Drainage and Water Environment of
this ES and presented in Figure 11-2. In summary, the proposed link road falls within the catchment of four
river systems, as follows:



St Austell River (draining land in south of the study area);



River Par (Upper) (draining land in east of the study area);



Upper River Fal (draining land in west of the study area); and



Demelza Stream (Ruthern) (draining land in north of the study area).
197

10.19 The Environment Agency’s Catchment Data Explorer website provides information on the WFD
designation for the St Austell River, Upper River Fal, Par River (Upper) and Demelza Stream. The overall
catchment classification (2016) for both the St. Austell and Par River was Moderate, and for both the
Upper River Fal and Demelza Stream was Good.

Hydrogeology
Aquifer Designations
10.20 The EA’s Groundwater Protection Policy adopts aquifer designations that are consistent with the Water
Framework Directive. According to this system, the Meadfoot Formation and the St Austell Granite
formation are both classified as Secondary A aquifers, defined as ‘permeable layers capable of supporting
water supplies at local rather than strategic scale, and in some cases forming an important source of base
flows to rivers’.
10.21 The fluvial deposits, where present within the study area, are classified as Secondary A superficial
deposits aquifers, while the head deposits, where present, are classified as Secondary Undifferentiated
aquifers. The term undifferentiated aquifer is ‘assigned in cases where it has not been possible to attribute
either category A or B to a rock type (or superficial deposit). In most cases, it means that the layer in
question has previously been designated as both minor and non-aquifer in different locations due to the
variable characteristics of the rock type’.

Groundwater Levels
10.22 Due to the low permeability bedrock in the study area, regional groundwater levels have not been mapped
and no water level data is available from the Environment Agency.
10.23 In the absence of monitored groundwater levels and for assessment purposes, groundwater strikes, or
rest water levels measured immediately following drilling from the CORMAC 2017-2018 GI have been
used to understand the likely position of the water table. These are summarised in Table 10-6.
Groundwater was only encountered in ten (10No.) trial pits and five (5No.) boreholes of the one hundred
and seventy (170No.) investigation points completed.
Table 10-6: Groundwater strikes encountered during 2017-2018 ground investigation

197

TP/ BH No. Ground Level
(maOD)

Chainage

Water Strike
Depth (mbGL)

Water Strike
Level (maOD)

Geology Recorded at Water
Strike

TP32

263.00

M1-127m

2.0

261.00

Residual Soil

TP65

205.10

M1-3255m

2.7

202.40

Residual Soil

TP67B

186.00

R2W-825m

2.7

183.30

TP89

195.00

M2-230m

2.0

193.00

TP104

169.00

M2-973m

2.6

166.40

Residual Soil

Available online: http://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/ManagementCatchment/3061 (accessed 20/07/18)
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TP/ BH No. Ground Level
(maOD)

Chainage

Water Strike
Depth (mbGL)

Water Strike
Level (maOD)

Geology Recorded at Water
Strike

TP105

165.00

M2-1020m

1.6

163.40

Hornfelsed slate (Bovisand
Formation)

TP106

166.00

M2-1068m

2.6

163.40

Metasiltstone (Bovisand
Formation)

TP107

168.67

M2-1117m

2.9

165.77

Residual Soil

TP108

167.09

M2-1165m

2.8

164.29

TP109

166.48

M2-1215m

0.7

165.78

BH04

240.00

M1-130m

8.5

231.50

BH05

243.00

M1-200m

9.25

233.75

BH41

190.00

R2W-

1.5

188.50

Residual Soil

BH42

194.00

R2W-

2.0

192.00

Residual Soil

BH54

190.45

M2-1100m

2.56

187.89

Metasiltstone (Bovisand
Formation)

BH55

164.00

M2-1190m

1.5

162.50

Residual Soil

BH56

174.00

M2-1225m

2.25

171.75

Metasiltstone (Bovisand
Formation)

BH60

163.00

M2-1145m

1.5

161.80

Residual Soil

Made ground (granite)

10.24 Where present, groundwater strikes were recorded within 1 to 3m of the ground surface, regardless of the
strata encountered, with the exception of an area of thick deposits of Made Ground between chainage
130.00 and 200.00 along the Main Alignment 2 (M1). This suggests that groundwater flow is shallow and
that a high degree of connectivity between groundwater and surface water is likely, particularly in the lowlying areas and where alluvium deposits have been mapped.
10.25 Previous mining operations within the study area have resulted in poor drainage and the development of
perched water tables within numerous open water ponds, as evidenced by the shallow nature of the
groundwater strikes.

Groundwater Occurrence and Flow
10.26 Bedrock permeability information supplied within the Groundsure GeoInsight report included in the PSSR,
indicates that the bedrock underlying the Site is classified as having low to moderate fracture permeability.
Groundwater storage and flow within the Meadfoot Formation and St Austell Granite Formation are
dictated by the structure of the formations rather than the lithology. Transmissivity values for the Devonian
2
rocks of South West England range from 1 to 17m /d; while values for granite rocks of South West
2 198
England range from 0.1 to 26m /d .
10.27 Enhanced groundwater flow may occur within parallel dykes which cross cut the granite due to frequent
micro fracturing present in the dykes. Conversely well yields may be much reduced where kaolinisation
has occurred along fractures thereby reducing the fracture permeability (see Figure 10-1).
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Jones H.K, et al., 2000. The physical properties of minor aquifers in England and Wales. BGS Technical Report WD/00/4.
Environment Agency R&D Publication 68.
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10.28 Groundwater flow is likely to be through subsurface weathered zones and joint systems within the
bedrock, towards the Upper River Fal and Par. In areas underlain by granite, groundwater flow can
generally tend to be from outcrops on high ground outwards in a roughly radial pattern. Hydraulic
gradients are generally steep, indicating low permeability.
10.29 Superficial deposit permeability information supplied within the Groundsure GeoInsight report, included in
the PSSR, indicates that the superficial deposits underlying the Site are classified as having very low to
very high intergranular permeability. The alluvium deposits are likely to be saturated and groundwater flow
in these deposits to follow the flow direction within the Upper River Fal and Par.
10.30 The EA’s Groundwater Vulnerability Map of the area shows that the soils overlying the aquifer have a Low
199
to High leaching potential. For the purpose of the assessment, the highest sensitivity i.e. the Secondary
A Aquifer will be considered.

Water Framework Directive Status
10.31 According to Environment Agency Catchment Data Explorer, the South Cornwall groundwater body
200
(GB40802G800200) underlies most of the study area . A small area north of Roche is underlain by the
North Cornwall groundwater body (GB40802G800300), where the preferred route connects to the A30
(west of Victoria Services) (Figure 10-2).
10.32 The overall WFD classification for the North and South Cornwall groundwater bodies given in 2016 (Cycle
2) are Poor, with a quantitative classification of Good and a chemical classification of Poor. The reasons
for these classifications were identified in 2015 as probable diffuse pollution from rural areas, in particular
livestock and poor nutrient and pesticide management (confirmed poor pesticide management in the case
of North Cornwall), and suspected diffuse pollution from abandoned mines (and confirmed in the case of
North Cornwall).
10.33 The objectives for these groundwater bodies for 2015 was given as ‘disproportionate burdens and
disproportionately expensive’. The objectives for these groundwater bodies for 2021 and 2027 are given
as ‘predicted’.
10.31 There are four protected areas within the South Cornwall groundwater body; three of which are protected
for nitrates and are classified as a Nitrate Vulnerable Zones (NVZs), and the entire groundwater body is
protected and classified as a Drinking Water Protected Area (DWPA)199 (Figure 10-2).
10.32 There are two protected areas within the North Cornwall groundwater body; one which is protected for
nitrates and is classified as a NVZ and the entire groundwater body is protected and classified as a DWPA
(Figure 10-2).

199

Environment Agency online web mapping tool ‘What’s in your backyard’. Accessed October 2018.
Environment Agency online Catchment Data Explorer.
http://environment.data.gov.uk/catchmentplanning/OperationalCatchment/3352. Accessed 29th October 2018.
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Figure 10-2: Water Framework Directive Groundwater Bodies and Designations
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Groundwater Quality
10.33 In order to establish the baseline site data, the Public Protection department of Cornwall Council carried
out a series of quality analysis of 13No. private potable water supplies within the vicinity of the Proposed
Development. The locations of these supplies are presented in Figure 10-3, the results of the analysis are
presented in Appendix 10-1 and the findings are summarised as follows.


The samples were analysed for metals, aluminium, iron, manganese, copper, lead, cadmium,
chromium, nickel, tin, antimony, arsenic and mercury;



The results were compared to Prescribed Concentration or Value (PCV) which are the legal
thresholds for acceptable limits of contamination in drinking waters; and



The following exceedances of the PCV were identified:
o

pH outside pf PCV range in two samples;

o

Manganese above the PCV in two samples;

o

Iron above the PCV in one sample;

o

Copper above the PCV in one sample; and

o

Nickel above the PCV in two samples.

10.34 Additionally, the EA collects groundwater quality data at the Lower Coldvreath Farm within the Trendrean
Mudstone Formation consisting of hornfelsed slate and sandstone (Figure 10-3). A total of 30 groundwater
quality sample rounds were undertaken here between 1992 and 2017. The results of the analysis are
presented in Appendix 10-1 and the findings are summarised as follows.



The samples were analysed for pH, cadmium, copper, zinc, lead, nickel and
manganese;



The results were screened against the Water Quality (Water Supply) Regulation 2016
(i.e. Drinking Water Standards, DWS) and the Water Framework Directive (WFD), 2010
and the following exceedances were identified:

o

pH outside of DWS range in 32 samples;

o
o

Total copper, zinc and cadmium outside of WFD range in 23 samples;

o

Total lead outside of DWS range in 10 samples and WFD range in 18 samples;

o

Dissolved lead outside of DWS range in 1 sample and WFD range in 5 samples;

o

Total nickel outside of DWS and WFD range in 1 sample; and

o

Total manganese outside of DWS range in 1 sample.

Dissolved copper, zinc and cadmium outside of WFD range in 8 samples;

10.35 The determinands which exceed the comparative standards are all consistent with the main source of
contamination in the catchment, i.e. China Clay mining, and diffuse and point source pollution from
abandoned metal mines.
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Figure 10-3: Private Water Supplies and Environment Agency Observation Boreholes
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Licensed Discharges
10.36 There is a total of eight (8No.) licenced discharges to ground located within 1 km of the Proposed
Development. These licences discharges are listed in Error! Reference source not found.7 and
resented in Figure 10-4.
Table 10-7: Licensed Discharges within 1 km of the Proposed Development
Permit Number
NRA-SW-3779
SWWA 2515
300671/PA

Organisation
name
Mr & Mrs
Denninson
Mrs Yvonne
Howells
Cornwall County
Council

Receiving
Watercourse
Soakaway
Soakaway
Soakaway

NRA-SW-6586

Mr & Mrs Hancock

Soakaway

NRA-SW-7204

Mr & Mrs Hawken

Soakaway

303124

Whitemoor Primary
School

Soakaway

204070

South West Water

Soakaway

302787

Mr Rhine

Soakaway

Prepared for: Cornwall Council

Outlet Type
Agriculture
Sewage - not water
company
Sewage - not water
company
Sewage - not water
company
Sewage - not water
company
Sewage - not water
company
Sewage - water
company
Sewage - not water
company

Daily Flow
3
Total (m /day)
1
2.4
11.75
1
2
8.78
4.8
5
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Figure 10-4: Licensed Abstractions and Discharges
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Flood Risk
201

10.37 The EA website, Cornwall Strategic Flood Risk Assessment and BGS Groundwater Flooding
202
Susceptibility mapping have been consulted with regards to flood records for the Site. The details of risk
of flooding from surface water are presented in Chapter 11: Road Drainage and Water Environment of
this ES.
10.38 With respect to groundwater flooding, the Cornwall SFRA states that this type of flooding is low risk due to
the presence of minor aquifers, except for those areas with extensive mine drainage systems, where
blockages in tunnels can lead to unexpected breakout of groundwater at the surface.
10.39 The BGS Susceptibility to Groundwater Flooding mapping shows an area located within 50m of the site
which is susceptible to groundwater flooding. This is described as relating to ‘superficial deposits flooding’
203
with the potential for surface flooding.

Groundwater-Controlled Receptors
Groundwater Source Protection Zones
10.40 Source Protection Zones (SPZs) are defined around large and public potable groundwater abstraction
sites, the purpose of which is to provide additional protection to safeguard drinking water quality through
constraining the proximity of an activity that may impact upon a drinking water abstraction.
10.41 According to the Environment Agency’s online mapping tool, there are no SPZs located within the study
204
area . The closest SPZ to the proposed route is located at approximately 3 km to the northeast.

Groundwater Dependent Terrestrial Ecosystems
10.42 According to Natural England’s online mapping tool, there are four (4 No.) Sites of Special Scientific
205
Interest (SSSI) and 2 Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) located within the study area (Figure 10-2).
10.43 The Proposed Development crosses the eastern boundary of the Mid Cornwall Moors SSSI/ SAC and
Goss and Tregoss Moors SAC complex. These sites are located within the Upper River Fal catchment
area. According to Natural England:



The soils underlying Goss and Tregoss Moors SAC are ‘raw, man-made and
disturbed due to previous mining operations, which have also resulted in poor
drainage, and the development of perched water tables with numerous open water
pools’. The site is an actively developing fen, habitats which are usually fed by
mineral-rich surface water or groundwater. Therefore, the Goss and Tregoss Moors
SSSI/ SAC is assumed to be fed at least in part by groundwater and to behave as a
groundwater dependent terrestrial ecosystem (GWDTE);



The Mid Cornwall Moors SSSI supports a diverse mosaic of habitats including
lowland fens, with the wetter parts of each site receiving ‘much of their water from
groundwater seepage and springs’. With contributions from groundwater, this site is
likely to behave as a GWDTE.

10.44 The remaining SSSIs and SACs, including the St Austell Clay Pits SSSI, are designated for neutral
grassland, earth heritage and inland rock habitats, which are unlikely to be significant in terms of
groundwater dependence.

Licensed Groundwater Abstractions
10.45 Following the submission of a data request to the Environment Agency in September 2017, a list of the
206
current licenced groundwater abstractions within the study area was obtained . The licenced
groundwater abstractions are listed in Table 10-8 and presented in Figure 10-4.

201

Cornwall Council, 2009. Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA)
British Geological Survey, Susceptibility to groundwater flooding mapping. Accessed November 2018.
203
CORMAC Solutions Ltd, 2016. A30(T) to A391 Link: Roche Option Preliminary Sources Study Report: Options Appraisal
(PSSR). 2016.
204
Environment Agency online web mapping tool ‘What’s in your backyard’. Accessed October 2018.
205
Natural England’s online web mapping tool ‘MAGIC’. Accessed October 2018.
206
Environment Agency response to data request, 11th September 2017.
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10.46 The licenced groundwater abstractions located more than 1 km from the Proposed Development have not
been considered. All licenced groundwater abstractions are for water required during the processing stage
at the China Clay quarries held by Imerys.
Table 10-8: Active Licensed Groundwater Abstractions within 1 km of the Proposed Development
Abstraction
Licence
Number

15/48/193/G/026

Name

Distance (m) and
Direction

Gunheath pit

0

Shilton pit

115 W

Carbean pit

536 SW

Lower Ninestones pit

699 S

Penhale/higher
Ninestones pit
Treverbyn/ Greater
Treverbyn Pit

Max Annual
3
(m /yr)

Max Daily
3
(m /day)

1,705,280

38,255

Use

Process
Water

897 SE
950 SE

Private Groundwater Abstractions
10.47 Following the submission of a data request to the Cornwall County Council, a list of the private
207
groundwater abstractions within the study area was obtained . The private groundwater abstractions are
listed in Table 10-9 and presented in Figure 10-3. The private groundwater abstractions located more than
1 km from the proposed A30 link road have not been considered.
Table 10-9: Private Abstractions within 1 km of the Proposed Development
Reference

Location

Type of
Abstraction

Distance (m) and
Direction

Volume

Use

PW10_0002463

Trerank Farm, Higher Trerank
Lane, Roche, St Austell,
Cornwall

Borehole

70 E

1000

Single
Domestic
Dwelling

PW10_0002482

Falbrook Cottage, Reeshill
Road, Reeshill, Roche, St
Austell Cornwall

Spring

125 W

450

Single
Domestic
Dwelling

PW10_0002480

Lower Trerank Farm, Lower
Trerank, Roche, St Austell
Cornwall

Borehole

161 W

400

Domestic

PW10_0002486

Nans Avallen, Reeshill Road,
Reeshill, Roche, St Austell,
Cornwall

Spring

181 W

300

Commercial

PW10_0002484

Gwel An Praze, Reeshill Road,
Reeshill, Roche, St Austell,
Borehole
Cornwall

201 W

300

Single
Domestic
Dwelling

PW10_0002487

Riverside Cottage, Reeshill,
Roche, St Austell, Cornwall

Borehole

216 W

300

Single
Domestic
Dwelling

PW10_0002485

Moorlands, Reeshill Road,
Reeshill, Roche, St Austell
Cornwall

Borehole

237 W

150

Single
Domestic
Dwelling

PW10_0002483

Hazeldene, Reeshill Road,
Reeshill, Roche, St Austell,
Cornwall

Borehole

249 W

300

Single
Domestic
Dwelling

PW10_0002481

Lower Coldvreath Farm,

Borehole

342 W

300

Single
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Reference

Type of
Abstraction

Location

Distance (m) and
Direction

Volume

Reeshill, Roche, St Austell,
Cornwall

Use
Domestic
Dwelling

PW10_0002488

Coldvreath Cottage,
Coldvreath, Roche, St Austell,
Cornwall

Borehole

458 W

300

Single
Domestic
Dwelling

PW10_0001097

Trerank Moor, Cleers, Roche,
St Austell, Cornwall

Spring

459 W

300

To be
Confirmed

PW10_0002519

Higher Holywell, Roche, St
Austell, Cornwall

Well

485 NE

300

Single
Domestic
Dwelling

PW10_0002489

Coldvreath Farm, Coldvreath,
Roche, St Austell, Cornwall

Borehole

519 W

1000

Single
Domestic
Dwelling

PW10_0001099

Holy Well, Roche, Cornwall

Well

623 NE

300

Single
Domestic
Dwelling

PW10_0002464

Upper Hendra, Trezaize,
Roche, St Austell, Cornwall

Well

932 E

300

Single
Domestic
Dwelling

10.48 Borehole construction logs and recorded groundwater levels were obtained from the BGS Onshore
GeoIndex website for some of the private abstractions listed in Error! Reference source not found. 10208
0 . The coordinates stated on the borehole construction logs don’t always match the coordinates given
with the private groundwater abstractions, so the coordinates will have to be confirmed. The recorded
groundwater levels can provide only a snapshot of the position of the water table in time and space.
Table 10-10: Private Abstractions and GeoIndex Borehole Logs

Private
Abstraction
Reference

Location

GeoIndex Reference

Borehole
Depth
(metres
below
ground level)

Groundwater
Level (metres
below well top)

Aquifer
Geology

Trerank Moor,
PW10_0001097 Cleers, Roch, St
Austell, Cornwall

SW95NE41

19.8

2.4

Clay and
Brown Kellis*
(Meadfoot
Group)

Lower Coldvreath
Farm, Reeshill,
PW10_0002481
Roche, St Austell,
Cornwall

SW95NE42

24.4

9.1

Kellis
(Meadfoot
Group)

Coldvreath Cottage
PW10_0002488 or
or
Coldvreath Farm,
PW10_0002489 Coldvreath, Roche,
St Austell, Cornwall

SW95NE43

18.3

4.3

Brown Shale
(Meadfoot
Group)

Lower Trerank
Farm, Lower
PW10_0002480
Trerank, Roche, St
Austell Cornwall

SW95NE46

22.9

4.3

Brown Shale
(Meadfoot
Group)

PW10_0002482 Falbrook Cottage
or
or

SW95NE47

27.4

6.1

Brown rock
and blue
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Private
Abstraction
Reference

Location

GeoIndex Reference

Borehole
Depth
(metres
below
ground level)

PW10_0002486 Nans Avallen,
Reeshill Road,
Reeshill, Roche, St
Austell, Cornwall

Groundwater
Level (metres
below well top)

Aquifer
Geology

gravel
(Meadfoot
Group)

Note: Kellis is a Cornish mining term for metamorphic rock of sedimentary origin

Springs
10.49 There are numerous springs along the length of the proposed route and these are detailed within the
209
Groundsure Report issued as part of the PSSR . The Reeshill area was visited during the initial
210
walkover as a large number of springs were identified with the Ordnance Survey topographic map . The
springs in the area are found to flow into the Upper Fal and Upper Par rivers. Additionally, three springs
were identified in the search for private abstractions within the study area, as detailed in Table 10-8. No
further spring survey work has been carried out within the study area.

Groundwater-fed Ponds and Flooded Quarries
10.50 There are numerous ponds and flood quarries along the length of the proposed route and these are
detailed within the Groundsure Report issued as part of the PSSR. No pond or flooded quarry survey work
within the study area has been carried out as part of this report.

Mining and Quarrying
10.51 The Cornwall Consultants Ltd (2016) Mining Search, presented within the PSSR, highlighted that the
route passes through areas affected by the main extractive industry in the area, comprising the china clay
works operated by Imerys. Also, some localised areas contain potential risks associated with the historical
exploitation of metalliferous minerals.
10.52 With reference to Cornwall Council online mapping, the Proposed Route south of Trezaise lies in a
proposed Mineral Safeguarding Zone, as detailed in the Minerals Safeguarding Development Plan
Document (DPD) (June 2017).

Waste
10.53 The EA website indicates that there are two landfill sites within 500m of the route; one is located 200m to
the northeast at Glebe Quarry and is licensed for Non-Biodegradable Wastes. The other lies 35m to the
west at Pits Mingle and the licence has been surrendered for this site (21/12/1950), but historically was
licensed for inert, industrial, commercial and household wastes.
10.54 According to the Groundsure Report included in the PSSR there are three records of waste treatment,
transfer or disposal sites within 500m of the Proposed Development. These consist of two waste recycling
centres; one is located 246m north of the Proposed Development and the other is located 285m north
east of the Proposed Development. The third comprises a waste transfer station located 314m north east
of the site.

Sensitive Land Uses
10.55 The Sensitive Land Uses Map of the Groundsure Report, provided as part of the PSSR, indicates that
there is one Sensitive Land Use located within 250m of the Site. Goss and Tregoss Moors, recorded 116m
to the west of the Site, have national and international designations. It is a registered Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI), a National Nature Reserve (NNR) and a Special Area of Conservation (SAC).
10.56 The site is recorded to lie within a Nitrate Vulnerable Zone (NVZ).
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CORMAC Solutions Ltd, 2016. A30(T) to A391 Link: Roche Option Preliminary Sources Study Report: Options Appraisal
(PSSR). 2016.
210
AECOM, June 2018. Hydrogeological Support to Ground Investigation. A30 to St Austell Link Road.
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General Ground Stability
10.57 A Groundsure Enviro report obtained for the study area had searched the British Geological Survey (BGS)
data to determine natural ground stability hazards for the study area. This report identified that there is a
moderate compressible ground stability hazard in certain parts of the Site and, although the hazard
potential for landslides and running sands are considered low, although the report has not taken into
account the unconsolidated China Clay spoil.

Legacy Mining
211

10.58 The Cornwall Consultants Ltd (2016) Mining Search , included in the PSSR, states that the majority of
the Proposed Development is likely to be free of risk from historic metalliferous mining activity, apart from
the disused tin mine (Old Bonny Mine) and disused iron mine to the north east of Coldvreath on-site.
These were identified through historical mapping supplied in the PSSR report. The Mining Report also
identifies six specific areas where and increased risk of ground instability may exist, as follows:








The presence of an adit outlet northeast of Coldvreath Farm (approximately mid-way
along the Proposed Development) may be connected to unrecorded shallow workings
which could present a localised ground stability risk.
Potential for disturbed ground, shallow pits and trenches have been found in an area of
uncultivated ground in the vicinity of Roche reservoir, which are associated with mine
trials and prospecting.
An isolated shaft has been recorded approximately 50m south of the road on Hensbarrow
Downs. This shaft could be associated with unrecorded shallow workings of North Bonny
Mine.
There is a possible presence of unrecorded shallow mined workings in the vicinity of
Goonbarrow China Clay Works, along the outcrop of several lodes that have been
exploited at the nearby Wheal Bunny to the south. The nearest recorded shafts
associated with this lode lie approximately 20m south and 20m north of the Proposed
Development.
The Proposed Development is indicated to pass over, or be adjacent to, the former
Bluebarrow China Clay Pit at Stenalees and close to two shafts believed to be associated
with china clay extraction. Although not metalliferous mining features, these could have
significant implications on the road design.

10.59 The Mining Report concludes that there is likely to have been a lot of general prospecting for mineral
lodes carried out in this area, most of which has not been recorded, which should be considered should
anomalous ground stability conditions be identified away from the areas detailed above.
10.60 Small-scale mapping was reviewed for the Groundsure GeoInsight report included in the PSSR and the
following legacy workings were identified on-site:




Forty-six historical surface ground working features (including tips, heaps, ponds, refuse
heaps, clay pits, cuttings and ‘unspecified ground workings’).
Eight historical underground workings (including shafts, an ‘unspecified disused mine’
and a disused iron mine).

Radon
10.61 The PSSR identifies that the area is in a Radon Affected Area (RAA) and that more than 30% of the
properties within the area are above the Radon Action level. As described within chapter 2 of the 2007
BR211 publication on Radon and Buildings, further protection than that offered by the basic radon
protection will be needed in the construction of new dwellings or extensions. New buildings in areas of
higher radon potential should incorporate full radon protection comprising a radon-proof barrier across the
ground floor supplemented by provision for subfloor depressurisation or ventilation (either a radon sump
or a ventilated subfloor void). The Proposed Development does not include the construction of new
buildings or dwellings, therefore protection measures will not be required and the risk posed by radon will
not be assessed further.

211

Cornwall Consultants Ltd, 2016. Mining Search: Metalliferous Minerals. Ref TSB/TDB/CMS/117871. July 2016
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Preliminary Conceptual Site Model (CSM)
10.62 On the basis of the information summarised above, a preliminary CSM has been developed for the Site.
The CSM identifies potential contaminants, receptors (both on and off-site) and exposure pathways that
may be present for the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Development. The
identification of such Potential Pollutant Linkages (PPL) is a key aspect of the evaluation of potentially
contaminated land. PPLs associated with the Site are summarised within Tables 10-11 and 10-12.
10.63 It should be noted that the identification of PPLs does not indicate that they are significant or the Site is
unsuitable for its proposed end-use. Its purpose is to collate future data at the Site and identify any key
potential risks associated with the Site.

Potential Sources of Contamination
10.64 The PSSR identified a number of potential significant sources of contamination in proximity to the
Proposed Development. These include:








Potential historical industrial land uses including infilled land, spoil tips and tanks related to past
mining and quarrying activities, throughout the extent of the Proposed Route;
Contamination associated with current china clay extraction activities; i.e. tips and quarries,
Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials (NORMS) within pipes and china clay industry
infrastructure;
Historic landfilling (waste), the closest being 35m west of the Proposed Route in the Pits Mingle
area;
Agricultural activities;
Historical railway sidings along the southern part of the route from 1881 to 1938, associated with
the various china clay works in this area; and
Two electricity substations, one of which is reported in the PSSR to be located within the route at
the southern extent. However, it is considered that this refers to a previous route option and not that
considered by this ES. As there are no known electricity substations on or in the close vicinity of the
Proposed Route, the risk from electricity substations has not been assessed further.
212

10.65 With reference to the historical review and guidance contained in DoE Industry Profiles and CLR 8 ,
potential contaminants of concern that may be associated with the Site are summarised in Table 10-11.
Table 10-11: Potential Sources of Contamination

Source

Activity / Location

Potential Contaminants of Concern

Made Ground

China Clay waste

Potentially mixed constituents of Made Ground
including; metals, phenols, sulphates, asbestos,
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), total
petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH) and volatile
organic compounds (VOC), NORM, ground gases
such as carbon dioxide, methane and hydrogen
sulphide generated from fill materials of unknown
constituents.

Former mine works
Existing roads
Fill material (waste)
Historical railway

Agricultural land use

In various locations along the Fertilisers, pesticides, herbicides, fuel and oil
Proposed Route
hydrocarbons, asbestos, organic and biological
contaminants including anthrax.

Tanks

Storage in tanks on former and Potentially fuels (TPH), NORM associated with
current industrial works
clay settling tanks

Construction
of
the Accidental
Proposed Development contaminants

release

of Fuels, lubricants

212

Department of Environment Food and Rural Affairs (2002) Potential Contaminants for the Assessment of Land (withdrawn
2008)
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Risk to Human Health
10.66 The results of the soil analysis from the CORMAC GI were assessed within the GI report, with either
generic Category 4 Screening Levels (C4SLs) issued by DEFRA or Land Quality management
(LQM/CIEH) derived screening values for a Public Open Access (POS) (park) end-use. Using this
approach, the critical receptor used was a female child within the age class of 4 to 9, which includes ages
3 to 9 years.
10.67 The assessment makes the assumption that, where the road is surfaced and associated paved walkways
exist, there is no pathway to contaminants. The risk to human health is only applicable in areas which are
grassed or comprise soft landscaping and which are within a close enough proximity to housing for
potential of tracking soil into the home.
10.68 The CORMAC GIR 2018 report assumed that Public Open Access (Park) had been deemed the most
appropriate land use which appropriately covers the above pathways, as it would include scenarios such
as family visits, picnics, dog walking and informal sporting activities.
10.69 Samples taken during the GIR 2018 were analysed as described above. The results were separated
based on geology and are presented as sampled with either an underlying geology of granite or
metamorphosed sediments, comprising metasiltstone/hornfelsed slate and sandstones.
10.70 Twenty-two samples of granite were sampled and screened against values for Public Open Space (Park),
for Metals and Polycyclic aromatic Hydrocarbons – all samples were below the corresponding screening
levels.
10.71 Seventy-five samples within the metamorphosed sediments were screened against values for Public
Open Space (Park), for Metals – all of which were below the corresponding screening values.
10.72 The same seventy-five samples were also screened for Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons – of which
there were a small number of exceedances. The exceedances are described as marginal and at a level
which was well below the most conservative land use scenario of the Residential Land Use with plant
uptake.

Soil Aggressivity
10.73 The CORMAC GI report included an assessment of the soil chemical aggressivity in general accordance
with guidance in BRE Special Digest 1, 2005. The assessment concluded the following:


The Design Sulphate class for all samples was SD-1;



The Aggressiveness Chemical Environment for Concrete (ACEC) class, assuming mobile
groundwater was AC-1(d) for all except 8No. samples which were slightly more acidic, for which
an ACEC class AC-(z) was assigned.

Pathways
10.74 Exposure pathways are the potential routes and mechanisms by which potential on-site sources could be
linked to the identified potential receptors and thereby be exposed to potential harm. The following
potential pathways have been identified:








Dermal contact, inhalation or ingestion of the contaminants present in topsoil or
underlying strata, during the construction and operational phase, including homegrown
vegetables (allotments, residential private gardens);
Leaching of contaminants, impact and migration of groundwater and private water
supplies (Construction and operation phases);
Surface water run-off and/or direct percolation from surface (Construction and
operation phases);
Ingress and / or accumulation of ground gas/vapours (Construction and operation
phases);
Direct contact of ground with in-ground structures (Construction and operation phases);
Migration via preferential flow paths e.g. services, deep foundation, backfill
(Construction and operation phases); and
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Wind-blown migration of contaminated dust (Construction phase only).

Receptors
10.75 Human health receptors include:




On-site (Road users including recreational and construction/ maintenance workers);
and,
Adjacent site users (Residential, recreational and commercial).

10.76 Controlled waters receptors include:





Private potable water supplies;
Groundwater (Secondary A); and
Surface Water (Two reservoirs, tributaries of St. Austell and Par rivers, ponds and
flooded quarries).

10.77 Structures:



Proposed Development (Road and associated services)

10.78 Ecological and resource receptors include:





Goss NNR, Breney Common and Goss and Tregoss Moors SAC and Goss and
Tregoss Moor SSSI;
Undifferentiated Grade 3 to Grade 5 Agricultural Land; and
Proposed Mineral Safeguarding Zone (China Clay Resources).

Summary of Sensitivity of Receptors
10.79 Based on a review of the baseline conditions, Table 10-12 presents the sensitivity of those receptors likely
to be affected by activities associated with the Proposed Development during both the construction and
operation phases.
Table 10-12: Sensitivity of Receptors
Receptor

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Justification of sensitivity

On-site users (Human health)
Road users (Operational phase only)

Moderate

Road users potentially include a child age receptor,
although the sensitivity is reduced due to the
confined location within vehicles.

Commercial, construction and maintenance
(Construction and operational phases)

Moderate

Commercial, construction and maintenance
workers would be of adult age only, but would
potentially be in direct contact with site soils and
water.

Residential (Construction and operational
phases)

High

Residential receptors are potentially of child-age
but sensitivity is reduced to high, due to off-site
location.

Recreation (Construction and operational
phases)

Moderate

Recreational receptors are potentially of child-age
but sensitivity is reduced to moderate during the
construction phase, due to off-site location

Commercial, construction and maintenance
(Construction and operational phases)

Low

Commercial, construction and maintenance
workers would be of adult age and would not be in

Adjacent site users (Human health):
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Receptor

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Justification of sensitivity

direct contact with site soils or water.
Controlled waters receptors:
Secondary A Aquifers (Construction and
operational phases)

Moderate

Moderate sensitivity for Secondary A aquifer, as
per guidance in Table 10-1.

At least 13No. active private potable water
supplies are present in the vicinity of the
Proposed Development (Construction and
operational phases)

High

High sensitivity as active potable water supply.

Moderate

Moderate sensitivity as groundwater used for
industrial purposes.

Numerous springs identified within the
study area

Moderate

Moderate sensitivity as groundwater provides
baseflow to watercourses defined as a moderate
sensitivity receptor (tributaries of St. Austell and
Par rivers)

Numerous groundwater-fed ponds and
flood quarries identified within the study
area

Low

Low grade or common habitat with no conservation
status, as per guidance in Table 10-1.

Roche and Stenalees reservoirs
(Construction and operational phases)

Very high

Very high sensitivity as public potable water supply
very close to the southern extent Proposed Route
at Stenalees.

Tributaries of St. Austell and Par rivers
(Construction and operational phases)

Moderate

Moderate sensitivity due to ‘Moderate’ water quality
class of St. Austell and Par rivers, as per guidance
in Table 10-1.

Ponds and flooded quarries (Construction
and operational phases)

Low

Low grade or common habitat with no conservation
status, as per guidance in Table 10-1.

Low

Proposed road only

Mid Cornwall Moors and Goss and Tregoss
Moors SSSI/ SAC complex (GWDTE)

Very High

Very high sensitivity as of international importance.

Grade 3 - 5 Agricultural Land

Moderate

Grade 3 agricultural land may be considered to
have moderate sensitivity, although the Grade 3 is
undifferentiated and other grades within the vicinity
of the Proposed Route are grades 4 and 5,
therefore the sensitivity is considered to be
moderate.

Proposed Mineral Safeguarding Zone

Moderate

Mineral safeguarding areas have a high sensitivity,
as per guidance in Table 10-1, however, the china
clay safeguarding area south of Trezaise is

1No. active licensed groundwater
abstraction used for process water is
present in the vicinity of Proposed
Development (Construction and operational
phases).

Structures and services:
Proposed Development (Road) and
associated services (Construction and
operational phases)
Ecological and resource:
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Receptor

Sensitivity
of
Receptor

Justification of sensitivity

currently only proposed and therefore the
sensitivity is considered to be moderate.

Effects of Impact to Groundwater
Groundwater Levels
10.80 The Proposed Development has the potential to impact on groundwater levels in the aquifers (Secondary
A superficial deposits aquifer, and Secondary A Meadfoot Formation and St. Austell Granite aquifers) and
on groundwater contributions to receptors including well yields at licensed and private abstractions,
spring flows and groundwater contributions to GWDTEs, groundwater-fed ponds and flooded quarries.
10.81 Where road cuttings and underpasses are planned, temporary dewatering may be required during
construction to lower groundwater levels within the excavations. Additionally, groundwater control may be
required during operation within cuttings and underpasses. The lowering of groundwater levels could
result in reduced well yields at licensed and private abstractions, reduced groundwater contributions to
GWDTEs and springs and reduced flow within the aquifer itself.
10.82 Table 10-13 summarises the areas in which road construction is expected to extend below the existing
ground surface, the depth of the maximum cutting within these areas and the recorded groundwater strike,
213
if and where encountered .
10.83 It has been assumed that groundwater dewatering / control will be required to a depth of 1m below the
base of cuttings and underpass depths. Therefore, it is possible that all the proposed road cuttings will
require dewatering and it is probable that the deep cuttings along the R2 and M1 parts of the scheme will
require dewatering.
Table 10-13: Proposed Road Cuttings
Part of scheme

Chainage

Maximum cut*
(mbGL)

R4_E_CL

320-400

-1.11

R3_X_CR

0-30

-2.54

R3_E_CL

30-40

-1.19

R3_W_CL

30-101.2

-1.20

R3_TM_CL

30-41

-1.06

R2_X_CR

0-40

-1.89

R2_X_CR

130-131.9

R2_E_CL

Water strike
encountered
(mbGL)

Water strike above or
below maximum cut
(+/-m)

Dewatering/
groundwater
control required

No intrusive points nearby in which
groundwater was encountered*

Unknown

-1.5 (BH21)

+0.39

Probably

-1.42

-0.08

Possibly

10-334.3

-5.51

+4.01

Probably

R2_W_CL

320-380

-1.12

-0.38

Possibly

R2_WH_CL

0-10

-2.53

-0.17

Possibly

M1_W-CL

0-20

-1.11

-0.39

M1_W-CL

50-60

-1.13

-0.87

M1_E_CL

20-45.6

-1.21

-0.29

RR_X_CL

0-10

-1.22

RR_X_CL

80-90

-1.39

RR_X_CL

160-240

-2.27

213

No intrusive points nearby in which
groundwater was encountered*

Unknown

AECOM construction information ‘x profiles and cross section.dwg’, dated 5th November 2018.
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R1_X_CR

10-20

-1.06

R1_X_CR

70-106.8

-5.65

-8.5 (BH04)

R1_E_CL

100-101.7

-1.13

Unknown

R1_S_CL

40-60

-1.14

No intrusive points nearby in which
groundwater was encountered*

R1_S_CL

150-160

-1.03

R1_W_CL

70-100

-1.26

M3_X_CL

0-680

-10.03

M2_X_CL

0-240

-1.85

-2 (TP89)

-0.15

Possibly

Reinforced earth
embankment

790-885

-3.5**

-2.25 (BH56)

+1.25

Probably

Northern
underpass

Circa 1323

-1.00***

-1.5 (BH55)

-0.50

Possibly

M1_X_CL

0-160

-11.11

Unknown

M1_X_CL

330-860

-14.47

No intrusive points nearby in which
groundwater was encountered*

M1_X_CL

1190-1520

-9.11

-1.5 (BH21)

Probably

M1_X_CL

1840-2210

-8.39

+6.89

M1_X_CL

2450-2950

-2.87

+1.37

M1_X_CL

3150-3160

-1.01

M1_X_CL

3220-3250

-1.15

-2.7 (TP65)

-2.85

+7.61

-1.55

Possibly

Possibly

* It has been assumed that groundwater dewatering/ control will be required to a depth of 1m below the maximum excavation
depth. ** This is an approximate excavation depth taken from drawing 0718_CSL_SGN_M1XX_DE_CB_2002. *** This is an
approximate excavation depth taken from drawing 0718_CSL_M1XX_DE_CB_2005.

Groundwater Quality
10.84 The Proposed Development has the potential to impact groundwater quality in the aquifers (Secondary A
superficial deposits aquifer, and Secondary A Meadfoot Formation and St. Austell Granite aquifers) and on
the quality of groundwater contributions to receptors including well yields at licensed and private
abstractions, spring flows and groundwater contributions to GWDTEs, groundwater-fed ponds and flooded
quarries.
10.85 Where sources of soil contamination (identified or unidentified) are disturbed and exposed during
construction, the leaching of contaminants into groundwater could occur and migrate towards and into
identified receptors along groundwater flow paths. Dewatering and groundwater control has the potential
to cause contaminants to migrate as groundwater is drawn towards the point of abstraction. As a result,
the excavation work and dewatering could result in reduced water quality at licensed and private
abstractions, at GWDTEs and springs, and within the aquifer itself.
10.86 Additionally, the Proposed Development has the potential to impact on groundwater quality at licensed
and private abstractions, at GWDTEs and springs, and within the aquifer itself from routine runoff
discharges to ground during operation. Method C of the DRMB Annex I, Volume 11, Section 3, Part 10,
HD45/09 has been used to assess the pollution impacts from routine runoff on groundwaters. The working
and findings of the assessment are presented in Appendix 10-2. The overall risk score put the Proposed
Development at the upper end of the medium risk category, suggesting that additional risk assessment
and mitigation measures to protect groundwater are required.
10.87 The assessment of potential effects on springs, ponds and water features within the study area, as
presented in Tables 10-17 and 10-18, is based on the limited data currently available.

Assessment of Effects
10.88 In determining the potential impacts upon the Proposed Development from contaminated soils,
groundwater and ground gas, a qualitative risk assessment, using the source-pathway-receptor approach,
has been undertaken to determine potential risks. The potential significance of these impacts is
addressed using criteria which are loosely based on the guidance provided in the Construction Industry
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Research and Information Association (CIRIA) C552 guidance report. The criteria are not designed to be
prescriptive and are for guidance purposes only.
10.89 The classifications of probability are taken from Research and Development (R&D) Publication 66 and
214
based on guidance within CIRIA C552 . AECOM has chosen to apply the classifications to a broad
range of development scenarios. It should be noted that the categories of pollution incident have no
relation to the categories of significant possibility of significant harm to human health or significant
possibility of significant pollution of controlled waters in respect of the Part 2A Statutory Guidance. Also, in
the Part 2A Statutory Guidance PPL is now termed "contaminant linkage", although it is noted that the
terms are effectively synonymous.
10.90 Error! Reference source not found.Tables 10-14 to 10-16 summarise the risk categorisation definitions and
ables 10-11 to 10-12 summarise the PPLs, prior to consideration of mitigation.
Table 10-14: Classification of Severity
Category

Definition

Severe

Short-term (acute) risk to human health likely to result in “significant harm”. Shortterm risk of significant pollution of water resource (i.e. major spill of contaminants
from Site into controlled waters) or long-term degradation of water resources.
Catastrophic damage to buildings/property (i.e. explosion causing collapse of
structure). Short-term risk to ecosystem or organism forming part of ecosystem.
Substantial loss in value of livestock or crops as a result of death, disease, or
physical damage

Medium

Chronic risk to human health. Significant pollution of sensitive water resources (i.e.
leaching of contaminants from Site into Principal or Secondary Aquifer). A significant
impact on ecosystem or organism forming part of ecosystem. Moderate loss in
value of livestock or crops as a result of death, disease, or physical damage.

Mild

Reversible short-term effects to human health. Pollution of non-sensitive water
resources (i.e. pollution of non-productive strata). Damage to crops, buildings,
structures and services (i.e. damage to foundations rendering it unsafe to occupy,
minor loss in value of livestock or crops as a result of health impacts or physical
damage).

Minor

Non-permanent effects on human health (i.e. low concentrations requiring PPE).
Easily repairable damage to buildings/structures (i.e. discoloration of concrete).
Minor impact to environment (i.e. loss of landscaping plants).

Table 10-15: Classification of Probability
Category

Definition

High Likelihood

There is a pollutant linkage and an event would appear very likely in the short-term
and almost inevitable over the long-term, or there is evidence at the receptor of
harm or pollution

Likely

There is a pollutant linkage and all the elements are present and in the right place
which means that it is probable that an event will occur. Circumstances are such
that an event is not inevitable, but possible in the short-term and likely over the
long-term.

Low Likelihood

There is a pollutant linkage and circumstances are possible under which an event
could occur. However, it is by no means certain that even over a long period such
an event would take place and is less likely in the shorter term.

Unlikely

There is a pollutant linkage but circumstances are such that it is improbable that an
event would occur, even in the very long term.

214

Rudland et al. (2001). Contaminated Land Risk Assessment: A Guide to Good Practice. CIRIA Report C552. CIRIA. London.
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Table 10-16: Categorisation of Risk

Probability
(Likelihood)

Severity
Severe

Medium

Mild

Minor

High Likelihood

Major

Major

Moderate

Negligible

Likely

Major

Moderate

Minor

Negligible

Low Likelihood

Moderate

Minor

Minor

Negligible

Unlikely

Minor

Minor

Negligible

Negligible
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Table 10-17: Summary of Pollutant / Impact Linkages – Construction Phase
Source (s)

Pathway

Receptor (Sensitivity)

Hazard

Probability

Potential Risk

Justification

Minor

The GI did not record significant
contamination / indicators of contamination
that is likely to pose an unacceptable risk to
human health. Although, it is possible that
currently unknown contamination is
encountered during construction, in particular
contaminants which were not analysed during
the CORMAC GI, including asbestos,
fertilisers, pesticides, herbicides, and organic
and biological contaminants including anthrax.

Minor

The GI did not record significant
contamination / indicators of contamination
that is likely to pose an unacceptable risk to
human health. Although, it is possible that
currently unknown contamination is
encountered during construction, in particular
contaminants which were not analysed during
the CORMAC GI, including asbestos,
fertilisers, pesticides, herbicides, and organic
and biological contaminants including anthrax.

Moderate - Minor

The GI did not record evidence of
contamination, however, should currently
unknown contamination be encountered
during construction, including contaminants
not analysed in the initial GI, on-site
construction workers are likely to come into
direct contact with impacted soil or water
without appropriate mitigation measures being
in place. It is unlikely that construction and
maintenance workers on adjacent sites would
be impacted however.

Hazards to Human Health

Potentially mixed
constituents of made
ground including; metals,
phenols, sulphates,
asbestos, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAH), total petroleum
hydrocarbons (TPH) and
volatile organic
compounds (VOC),
NORM, ground gases
such as carbon dioxide,
methane and hydrogen
sulphide generated from
fill materials of unknown
constituents.

Human Health –
Residential (Adjacent
site users)

Medium

Low Likelihood

High

Dermal contact,
inhalation or ingestion of
the contaminants
present in topsoil or
underlying strata

Fertilisers, pesticides,
herbicides, fuel and oil
hydrocarbons, asbestos,
organic and biological
contaminants including
anthrax.

Human Health –
Recreational (Adjacent
site users)

Unlikely

Moderate

Human Health –
Construction and
maintenance (On-site
and adjacent)
Moderate
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Table 10-17: Summary of Pollutant / Impact Linkages – Construction Phase
Source (s)

Pathway

Receptor (Sensitivity)

Human Health –
Residential (Adjacent
site users)

Hazard

Probability

Potential Risk

Justification
Residential receptors are located adjacent to
the Proposed Route and therefore it is unlikely
that any ground gases or vapours which may
be mobilised during the construction phase,
would accumulate and cause a significant risk.

Severe

Unlikely

Minor

High

Although the GI did not monitor the installed
wells for ground gases of vapours, no
significant potential source was identified.
No NORM analysis or assessment has been
carried out and therefore the potential risk
from NORM is currently unknown.

Ingress and /or
accumulation of ground
gas /vapours/NORM

Human Health –
Construction and
maintenance (On-site
and adjacent)

The GI did not identify made ground as having
significant potential to generate hazardous
ground gases or vapours, however no specific
monitoring for ground gases or vapours was
carried out.
Severe

Unlikely

Minor

Moderate

Should currently unknown contamination be
encountered during construction, there is a
low likelihood of hazardous ground gas or
vapours accumulating in temporary structures.
No NORM analysis or assessment has been
carried out and therefore the potential risk
from NORM is currently unknown.

Hazards to Controlled Waters Receptors
Potentially mixed
constituents of made
ground including; metals,
phenols, sulphates,
asbestos, polycyclic

Site runoff or leaching of
contaminants, via
rainwater percolation,
into groundwater. The
impact of run off directly
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Groundwater
(Secondary A aquifer)

Medium

Likely

Moderate

Mild

Low Likelihood

Minor

Moderate
Licensed industrial

The GI did not record significant
contamination / indicators of contamination
that is likely to pose an unacceptable risk to
groundwater. However, it is possible that
currently unknown contamination is
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Table 10-17: Summary of Pollutant / Impact Linkages – Construction Phase
Source (s)

Pathway

Receptor (Sensitivity)

aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAH), total petroleum
hydrocarbons (TPH)

to surface water
receptors is assessed
within Chapter 11 of the
ES.

groundwater abstraction

Fertilisers, pesticides,
herbicides, fuel and oil
hydrocarbons, asbestos,
organic and biological
contaminants including
anthrax

Hazard

Probability

Potential Risk

Justification
encountered and mobilised during
construction. It is likely that contamination
could impact these receptors without
appropriate mitigation measures being in
place. Also, there is potential of accidental
release of contamination during the
construction of the Proposed Development,
without appropriate mitigation measures being
in place.

Moderate
Private potable water
supplies

Severe

Likely

Major

Medium

Low Likelihood

Minor

High
Springs
Moderate

Groundwater fed ponds
and flooded quarries

Mild

Low Likelihood

Minor

The ponds and flooded quarries have a low
sensitivity and therefore if during the
construction phase, these receptors become
contaminated, the impact would be mild and
therefore it is not considered to be a
significant risk.

Minor

The sensitivity of the reservoir is very high as
they are public potable water supplies and the
potential hazard is severe. Despite this, the
probability of the reservoirs becoming
impacted by contaminants released during the
construction of the Proposed Development is
unlikely, due to the reservoirs being covered
and therefore the potential risk is minor.

Moderate

The GI did not record significant
contamination / indicators of contamination
that is likely to pose an unacceptable risk to
groundwater. However, it is possible that
currently unknown contamination is
encountered and mobilised via groundwater
during construction and it is therefore
considered likely that contamination could
impact the rivers without appropriate

Low

Roche and Stenalees
reservoirs

Severe

Unlikely

Very High

Tributaries of St. Austell
and Par rivers
Moderate
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Table 10-17: Summary of Pollutant / Impact Linkages – Construction Phase
Source (s)

Pathway

Receptor (Sensitivity)

Hazard

Probability

Potential Risk

Justification
mitigation measures being in place.

Temporary groundwater
dewatering for cuttings
and foundations

Reduction in
groundwater levels
impacting on the well
yields of and
groundwater
contributions to the
identified receptors.

Groundwater
(Secondary A aquifer)

Medium

Likely

Moderate

Moderate
Licensed industrial
groundwater abstraction

Mild

Low Likelihood

Negligible

Medium

Likely

Moderate

Medium

Low Likelihood

Minor

Moderate
Private potable water
supplies
High

It is possible that the temporary lowering of
groundwater levels for the excavation of
cuttings and foundations could impact on
groundwater levels, well yields and
groundwater contributions during the
construction phase. However, the aquifers are
likely to be characterised by short flow paths,
and the effects of dewatering are likely to
remain local to the abstraction point.

Springs
Moderate

Groundwater fed ponds
and flooded quarries

Mild

Low Likelihood

Minor

The ponds and flooded quarries have a low
sensitivity and therefore if during the
construction phase, these receptors were
impacted by dewatering, the impact would be
mild and therefore it is not considered to be a
significant risk.

Mild

Low Likelihood

Minor

The GI assessed 42 samples for SD1 and
concluded the following. DS-1, AC-1(d) and
AC-2(z).

Low

Hazards to Building Fabric, Structures and Services
Potentially mixed
constituents of made
ground including;
sulphates, total
petroleum hydrocarbons

Direct contact of with inground structures
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Proposed Development
(Road) and associated
services
Low
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Table 10-17: Summary of Pollutant / Impact Linkages – Construction Phase
Source (s)
(TPH) and volatile
organic compounds
(VOC), ground gases
such as carbon dioxide,
methane and hydrogen
sulphide generated from
fill materials of unknown
constituents.

Pathway

Ingress and /or
accumulation of ground
gases or vapours

Receptor (Sensitivity)

Proposed Development
(Road) and associated
services

Hazard

Probability

Potential Risk

Justification
The GI did not identify made ground with a
significant potential to generate hazardous
ground gases or vapours, however no specific
monitoring for ground gases or vapours was
carried out.

Severe

Low Likelihood

Moderate
Should currently unknown contamination be
encountered during construction, there is a
low likelihood of hazardous ground gas or
vapours accumulating in temporary structures.

Low

Ecological and Resource

Potentially mixed
constituents of made
ground including: metals,
phenols, sulphates,
asbestos, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAH), total petroleum
hydrocarbons (TPH)
Fertilisers, pesticides,
herbicides, fuel and oil
hydrocarbons, asbestos,
organic and biological
contaminants including
anthrax.

Wind-blown migration of
contaminated dust.
Leaching of
contaminants, impact
and migration of
impacted groundwater
or surface water run-off
and/or direct percolation
from surface

Mid Cornwall Moors and
Goss and Tregoss
Moors SSSI/ SAC
complex (GWDTE)

Likely

Major

Very High

As the likelihood is low, the potential risk is
considered to be minor.

Grade 3 - 5 Agricultural
Land
Moderate
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Severe

The GI did not identify significantly impacted
made ground, although there is the potential
for currently unknown contamination to be
encountered and mobilised as dust or via
groundwater or surface water during
construction, without appropriate mitigation.
Contaminants which were not analysed during
the CORMAC GI include asbestos, fertilisers,
pesticides, herbicides, and organic and
biological contaminants including anthrax.

Mild

Low Likelihood

Minor

The GI did not identify significantly impacted
made ground, although there is potential for
currently unknown contamination to be
encountered and mobilised as dust or via
groundwater or surface water during
construction, without appropriate mitigation.
Contaminants which were not analysed during
the CORMAC GI include asbestos, fertilisers,
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Table 10-17: Summary of Pollutant / Impact Linkages – Construction Phase
Source (s)

Pathway

Receptor (Sensitivity)

Hazard

Probability

Potential Risk

Justification
pesticides, herbicides, and organic and
biological contaminants including anthrax.
As the likelihood is low, the potential risk is
considered to be minor.

Leaching of
contaminants, impact
and migration of
impacted groundwater
or surface water run-off
and/or direct percolation
from surface degrading
underlying mineral
resource

Proposed Mineral
Safeguarding Zone

Mild

Low Likelihood

Minor

Moderate

The GI did not identify significantly impacted
made ground, although there is the potential
for currently unknown contamination to be
encountered and mobilised as dust or via
groundwater or surface water during
construction, without appropriate mitigation.
Contaminants which were not analysed during
the CORMAC GI include asbestos, fertilisers,
pesticides, herbicides, and organic and
biological contaminants including anthrax.
As the likelihood is low, the potential risk is
considered to be minor.

Temporary groundwater
dewatering for cuttings
and foundations

Reduction in
groundwater levels
impacting on the well
yields of and
groundwater
contributions to the
identified receptors.
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Mid Cornwall Moors and
Goss and Tregoss
Moors SSSI/ SAC
complex (GWDTE)
Very High

Medium

Likely

Moderate

It is possible that the temporary lowering of
groundwater levels for the excavation of
cuttings and foundations could impact on
groundwater levels, well yields and
groundwater contributions during the
construction phase. However, the aquifers are
likely to be characterised by short flow paths,
and the effects of dewatering are likely to
remain local to the abstraction point.
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Table 10-18: Summary of Pollutant / Impact Linkages – Operational Phase
Source (s)

Pathway

Receptor (Sensitivity)

Hazard

Probability

Potential Risk

Justification

Human Health – Road
users

Medium

Unlikely

Minor

Road users are very unlikely to come into
contact with contaminants within the site soil
or water.

Hazards to Human Health

Potentially mixed
constituents of made
ground including; metals,
phenols, sulphates,
asbestos, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAH), total petroleum
hydrocarbons (TPH) and
volatile organic
compounds (VOC),
NORM, ground gases
such as carbon dioxide,
methane and hydrogen
sulphide generated from
fill materials of unknown
constituents.

Moderate

Human Health –
Residential (Adjacent
site users)

Medium

Unlikely

Minor

The GI did not record significant
contamination / indicators of contamination
that is likely to pose an unacceptable risk to
human health. Although it is possible that
currently unknown contamination is
encountered during construction, during the
operational phase, there is very low potential
for the mobilisation of contaminants within site
soil or water.

Medium

Unlikely

Minor

Recreational users of adjacent sites are very
unlikely to come into contact with
contaminants within the site soil or water.

High
Dermal contact,
inhalation or ingestion of
contaminants present in
topsoil or underlying
strata

Human Health –
Recreational (Adjacent
site users)
Moderate

Fertilisers, pesticides,
herbicides, fuel and oil
hydrocarbons, asbestos,
organic and biological
contaminants including
anthrax

Human Health –
Construction and
maintenance (On site
and adjacent)

Medium

Likely Unlikely

Moderate - Minor

The GI did not record evidence of
contamination, however, should currently
unknown contamination be encountered
during construction, construction workers are
likely to come into direct contact with impacted
soil or water without appropriate mitigation
measures being in place. It is unlikely that
construction and maintenance workers on
adjacent sites would be impacted however.

Severe

Unlikely

Minor

It is unlikely that any ground gases or vapours
would be mobilised during the operational
phase.

Moderate

Ingress and /or
accumulation of ground
gas /vapours
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Table 10-18: Summary of Pollutant / Impact Linkages – Operational Phase
Source (s)

Pathway

Receptor (Sensitivity)

Hazard

Probability

Potential Risk

Justification

High
No NORM analysis or assessment has been
carried out and therefore the potential risk
from NORM is currently unknown.

Human Health –
Construction and
maintenance (On site
and adjacent)

It is unlikely that any ground gases or vapours
would be mobilised during the operational
phase.
Severe

Unlikely

Minor
No NORM analysis or assessment has been
carried out and therefore the potential risk
from NORM is currently unknown.

Moderate

Hazards to Controlled Water Receptors
Groundwater
(Secondary A aquifer)
Potentially mixed
constituents of made
ground including: metals,
phenols, sulphates,
asbestos, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAH), total petroleum
hydrocarbons (TPH)

Medium

Likely

Moderate

Mild

Low Likelihood

Minor

Moderate
Licensed industrial
groundwater abstraction
Routine road run-off and
direct percolation to
groundwater

Fertilisers, pesticides,
herbicides, fuel and oil
hydrocarbons, asbestos,
organic and biological
contaminants including
anthrax

Moderate
Private potable water
supplies

Medium

Likely

Moderate

Medium

Low Likelihood

Minor

Mild

Low Likelihood

Minor

It is possible that routine road run-off and
direct percolation to ground during the
operational phase could impact on the water
quality of the identified receptors

High
Springs
Moderate
Groundwater fed ponds
and flooded quarries
Low
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Table 10-18: Summary of Pollutant / Impact Linkages – Operational Phase
Source (s)

Pathway

Receptor (Sensitivity)

Hazard

Probability

Potential Risk

Groundwater
(Secondary A aquifer)

Medium

Low Likelihood

Minor

Mild

Low Likelihood

Minor

Justification

Moderate
Licensed industrial
groundwater abstraction
Moderate

Potentially mixed
constituents of made
ground including: metals,
phenols, sulphates,
asbestos, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAH), total petroleum
hydrocarbons (TPH)
Fertilisers, pesticides,
herbicides, fuel and oil
hydrocarbons, asbestos,
organic and biological
contaminants including
anthrax

Private potable water
supplies

Medium

Low Likelihood

Minor

Medium

Low Likelihood

Minor

Mild

Low Likelihood

Minor

High
Direct percolation of
rainwater through site
soil and leaching of
contaminants to
groundwater.
The impact of run off
directly to surface water
receptors is assessed
within Chapter 11 of this
ES.

Springs
Moderate
Groundwater fed ponds
and flooded quarries
Low

Roche and Stenalees
reservoirs

Severe

Unlikely

Minor

The sensitivity of the reservoir is very high as
they are public potable water supplies and the
potential hazard is a severe. Despite this, the
probability of the reservoirs becoming
impacted by contaminants released during the
operation of the Proposed Development
remains unlikely and the risk is therefore
minor.

Minor

The presence of the road and therefore
increase in hardstanding during operation will
significantly reduce the probability of rainwater
infiltrating and leaching contaminants and it is
therefore unlikely that the tributaries would be
impacted by contaminated groundwater.

Very High

Tributaries of St. Austell
and Par rivers
Moderate
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Table 10-18: Summary of Pollutant / Impact Linkages – Operational Phase
Source (s)

Pathway

Receptor (Sensitivity)

Hazard

Probability

Potential Risk

Long-term groundwater
management for cuttings

Reduction in
groundwater levels
impacting on the well
yields of and
groundwater
contributions to the
identified receptors.

Private potable water
supplies

Medium

Likely

Moderate

High
Licensed industrial
groundwater abstraction

Mild

Low Likelihood

Negligible

Medium

Likely

Moderate

Moderate
Groundwater
(Secondary A aquifer)

Justification

It is possible that the long-term lowering of
groundwater levels for cuttings could impact
on groundwater levels, well yields and
groundwater contributions during the
operational phase. However, the aquifers are
likely to be characterised by short flow paths,
and the effects of dewatering are likely to
remain local to the abstraction point.

Moderate
Springs
Medium

Low Likelihood

Minor

Mild

Low Likelihood

Minor

Mild

Low Likelihood

Minor

The GI assessed 42 samples for SD1 and
concluded the following. DS-1, AC-1(d) and
AC-2(z).

Severe

Unlikely

Minor

It is unlikely that any ground gases or vapours
would be mobilised during the operational
phase.

Moderate
Groundwater fed ponds
and flooded quarries

The private water supplies in the Reeshill area
are particularly at risk due to their proximity to
cuttings which are likely to require dewatering.

Low
Hazards to Building Fabric, Structures and Services
Potentially mixed
constituents of Made
Ground including;
sulphates, total
petroleum hydrocarbons
(TPH) and volatile
organic compounds
(VOC), ground gases
such as carbon dioxide,
methane and hydrogen
sulphide generated from
fill materials of unknown
constituents.

Direct contact of with inground structures

Proposed Development
(Road) and associated
services
Low

Ingress and /or
accumulation of ground
gases and/or vapours
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Table 10-18: Summary of Pollutant / Impact Linkages – Operational Phase
Source (s)

Pathway

Receptor (Sensitivity)

Hazard

Probability

Potential Risk

Justification

Minor

When the Proposed Development is
operational, the generation of impacted dusts
or leaching of contaminants from the site soil
is unlikely to occur.

Minor

When the Proposed Development is
operational, the generation of impacted dusts
or leaching of contaminants from the site soil
or water to groundwater is unlikely to occur.

Minor

When the Proposed Development is
operational, the leaching of contaminants from
the site soil or water to groundwater is unlikely
to occur.

Moderate

It is possible that routine road run-off and
direct percolation to ground during the
operational phase could impact on the water
quality of the GWDTE and the Goss and
Tregoss GWDTE are particularly at risk due to
their proximity to cuttings which are likely to
require dewatering

Ecological and Resource

Potentially mixed
constituents of Made
Ground including;
metals, phenols,
sulphates, asbestos,
polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH),
total petroleum
hydrocarbons (TPH)
Fertilisers, pesticides,
herbicides, fuel and oil
hydrocarbons, asbestos,
organic and biological
contaminants including
anthrax

Long-term groundwater
management for cuttings

Wind-blown migration of
contaminated dust.
Leaching of
contaminants, impact
and migration of
impacted groundwater
or surface water run-off
and/or direct percolation
from surface

Leaching of
contaminants, impact
and migration of
impacted groundwater
or surface water run-off
and/or direct percolation
from surface degrading
underlying mineral
resource.
Reduction in
groundwater levels
impacting on the well
yields of and
groundwater
contributions to the
identified receptors.
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Mid Cornwall Moors and
Goss and Tregoss
Moors SSSI/ SAC
complex (GWDTE)

Medium

Unlikely

Very High
Grade 3 - 5 Agricultural
Land

Mild

Unlikely

Moderate

Proposed Mineral
Safeguarding Zone

Mild

Unlikely

Moderate

Mid Cornwall Moors and
Goss and Tregoss
Moors SSSI/ SAC
complex (GWDTE)
Very High

Medium

Likely
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Design, Mitigation and Enhancement Measures
10.91 The assessment of potential effects to geology, soils and contaminated land during the construction and
operational phases of the Proposed Development, summarised in Tables 10-17 and 10-18, did not
consider mitigation measures and identified the following potentially significant impacts:

Construction Phase








A moderate risk to on-site construction workers from contaminants within site soil and
water;
A currently unknown risk to human health from NORM and contaminants not analysed
during the initial GI including asbestos, fertilisers, pesticides, herbicides, and organic and
biological contaminants including anthrax;
A moderate risk to groundwater within the aquifer from the leaching and mobilising of
contaminants, and accidental spills during construction;
A major risk to private potable water supplies and the Mid Cornwall Moors and Goss and
Tregoss Moors SSSI/ SAC complex within the study area from the leaching and
mobilising of contaminants and/or accidental spills during construction;
A moderate risk to private potable water supplies, the Mid Cornwall Moors and Goss and
Tregoss Moors SSSI/ SAC complex and to groundwater within the aquifer within the
study area from the lowering of groundwater levels during construction;
A moderate risk to tributaries of the St. Austell and Par rivers from impacted groundwater
during construction; and
A moderate risk of the accumulation of ground gases or vapours within services
associated with the Proposed Development.

Operational Phase




A moderate risk to on-site maintenance workers from contaminants within site soil and
water;
A moderate risk to private potable water supplies, the Mid Cornwall Moors and Goss and
Tregoss Moors SSSI/ SAC complex and groundwater within the aquifers within the study
area from routine road run-off and direct percolation to ground during operation; and
A moderate risk to private potable water supplies, the Mid Cornwall Moors and Goss and
Tregoss Moors SSSI/ SAC complex and groundwater within the aquifers within the study
area from groundwater control during operation.

10.92 The following details a number of embedded mitigation measures that have been identified through the
iterative EIA process and have been incorporated into the design and construction planning of the
Proposed Development.
10.93 As these mitigation measures have been embedded into the design, are legal requirements, or are
standard practices that will be implemented, the following assessment of likely significant effects assumes
they are in place. They are summarised in this section so that it is clear where and why these measures
have been included and the way in which they have contributed to the management and reduction of
environmental effects.
10.94 For ground conditions, the following mitigation measures have been embedded into the design and
construction management of the Proposed Development. Measures to control impacts from construction
activities will be detailed within a forthcoming Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)
which will be prepared and agreed in advance of any works commencing.
10.95 The CEMP will include roles and responsibilities, detail on control measures and activities to be
undertaken to minimise environmental effects and monitoring and record-keeping requirements that will
be prepared prior to construction taking place. A commitment will be made to periodically review the
CEMP and undertake regular environmental audits of its implementation during each development phase.
For each potential impact, the measures that will be embedded via environmental design are set out
below.
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Embedded Mitigation - Construction Phase
10.96 Mitigation of construction effects will be implemented through the development of an effective CEMP that
will ensure good practice and emphasise environmental protection and will include the following
requirements:

i. Oil and Chemical Usage/Storage






Appropriate storage and handling measures for all hydrocarbon fuels and lubricating
oils, including the use of bunded storage areas, double-skinned storage tanks and/ or
impermeable surfacing. Fuel containers should be locked, and a designated secure
COSHH store for all other chemicals will need a regularly updated inventory;
The use of drip trays for static plant and designated refuelling areas for mobile plant;
The implementation of appropriate contingency measures, including the use of spillage
kits, to mitigate the impact of such spillages on the surface and groundwater regimes;
and
Appropriate personnel awareness training of the potential environmental implications of
all enabling works, demolition and construction work on-site and existing sensitivities
(including nearby watercourses).

ii. Contaminated Land


EA guidance on the assessment of risks from potentially contaminated land will be followed on a
site-specific basis in line with Contaminated Land Report 11 (CLR11);



Work will stop in the vicinity of any previously unidentified contamination encountered, until the
nature and concentration of the contaminant(s) are determined and appropriate risk control
measures implemented;



It will be necessary to mitigate the impact on human health of construction works when coming
into contact with potentially contaminated soils and groundwater during construction. Health and
Safety risk assessments will be carried to identify working methods to reduce potential risks to
site workers and visitors. All construction workers will be advised on Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE)/Respiratory Protective Equipment (RPE) required for the work in specific areas
of the Site. With the implementation of these control measures, no residual risk to construction
and maintenance workers is expected;



Buried services, including potable water pipes and concrete required for the Proposed
Development, will be designed to withstand identified ground conditions using appropriate
construction materials to prevent degradation and therefore there will be no residual risk to
services;



If remediation is carried out, a Verification Report will be prepared to document how the
Remediation Strategy was complied. Any deviation or additional work outlined in the Remediation
Strategy due to unexpected ground conditions, will be documented.

iii. Material Management


With careful handling, stockpiling and selection under a suitable Materials Management Plan
(MMP), spoil generated from construction could be reused on-site to reduce loss and exportation
of soils from the Application Site;



Some arisings will require offsite disposal, such as tars from the exiting road. These will be
subject to legislative and regulatory control implemented through the CEMP and MMP;



Potential effects on soils during the construction activities will be minimised by following DEFRA
guidance, Construction Code of Practice for the Sustainable Use of Soils on Construction
215
Sites ;



All excavated soils must be stored at a minimum distance of 10m from any water course and any
material which is identified as being contaminated must be stored on an impermeable surface
and covered to avoid leachate generation and potential migration to surface waters. Detail

215

Department of Environment Food and Rural Affairs (2009) Code of Practice for Sustainable Use of Soils on Construction
Sites.
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regarding the type and quantity of wastes likely to be generated is included in Chapter 14:
Materials of this ES;


Construction works that could lead to sediment erosion should not be undertaken in extreme wet
weather, especially former mining works which could increase the risk of flooding; and



Cuttings / excavations may require dewatering. Water removed from the excavations will need to
be treated to remove any silt and preventing the passage of silt into local water courses. If there
was a requirement to discharge treated water to surface water, then a discharge permit would be
sought from the EA prior to undertaking such operations during the construction phase.

iv. Dust Mitigation


Measures for controlling dust from the construction operations will be detailed in a CEMP. This
may include measures such as dampening down and correct personal protective equipment - in
particular dust generation from former mine workings. Dampening down will need to be controlled
so that no leachate is generated as outlined above.



Additionally, if demolition is required, a pre-demolition survey will be undertaken and if required,
removal of all identified ACMs from the structure will be carried out. Asbestos awareness training
will be provided to construction/demolition workers.

v. Soil Aggressivity


Concrete classification for the study area will be assessed and designed in accordance with the
216
approach outlined in BRE SD1 . The CORMAC GI assessed 42 samples for SD1 and concluded
the following. DS-1, AC-1(d) and AC-2(z).

vi. Temporary Dewatering Mitigation


Measures to mitigate the effects of temporary dewatering including reduction in well yields at
licensed and private abstractions, reduced groundwater contributions to GWDTEs and springs
and reduced flow within the aquifer itself, will be detailed in the CEMP. This may include measures
such as:
o

Monitoring of groundwater levels and quality at identified receptors, before and during
construction with trigger water levels determined at the receptors to warn of a potential
impact;

o

Staff gauges installed within the GWDTEs and at springs to monitor the surface water
levels with trigger water levels put in place;

o

Avoiding underground construction in the saturated zone, if possible;

o

Using sheet piles to isolate the ground requiring dewatering, if possible; and

o

Discharging pumped groundwater to appropriately located recharge trenches.

vii. Road Drainage


216

Measures to mitigate the effects of surface water run-off from the site during construction which
could carry contaminants to groundwater within the aquifer and the protected Moor sites, will be
detailed in the CEMP. This may include measures such as:
o

Bunding for areas that may generate contaminated water;

o

Monitoring of groundwater and surface water quality at identified receptors, before and
during construction with the baseline water quality data used to determine natural
conditions;

o

Floodplain working would be minimised as far as reasonably practicable; and

BRE (2005) Special Digest 1: Concrete in Aggressive Ground. BRE. Berkshire
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o

The discharge of proposed drainage systems would be away from the Mid Cornwall
Moors and Goss and Tregoss Moors SSSI/ SAC complex and potable groundwater
abstractions.

Embedded Mitigation – Operational Phase
10.97 Mitigation measures for contaminated land are determined following the preliminary GI in the early stages
and detailed geo-environmental investigation under the requirements stated within BS
10175:2011+A1:2013 and the generic/detailed risk assessment procedures, with remediation options
appraisal and strategies in accordance with CLR11.
10.98 Potential effects on soils and controlled waters from the long-term operations of the Proposed
Development will be mitigated through compliance with relevant environmental pollution control measures
and implementation of best design practices, for example, groundwater level and quality monitoring at
identified receptors, construction and maintenance of hardcover and cover systems may be implemented
as mitigation measures. The GI did not identify any areas of contamination concern, however the above
will be implemented if contamination is encountered.
10.99 Potential impacts on soils and controlled waters from the long-term operations of the scheme are to be
mitigated through compliance with relevant environmental pollution control measures and implementation
of best design practices, for example the use of SuDS to provide suitable control and treatment of road
runoff.
10.100 Emergency procedures/plans will be set in place for all spills and incidents.
10.101 Implementation of appropriate gas protection measures in adjacent buildings will be determined though a
gas monitoring and sampling programme with final vapour and gas protection measures to be verified and
217
designed after full categorisation of the Site based on final design layout with reference to CIRIA C665
218
and BS8485:2015 guidance .

Effect Significance (with embedded mitigation)
10.102 This section presents the effect significance of ground contamination on the identified receptors for the
construction and the operational phases of the Proposed Development, including consideration of the
above embedded mitigation.
10.103 This section will address any significant potential risks identified from the initial assessment i.e. those
moderate or above only. The findings and final effect significance for all PPLs are summarised in Tables
10-13 and 10-14.

Human Health
10.104 The initial assessment identified a moderate risk to on-site construction workers from direct contact with
contaminants within site soil and water during the construction phase. Also, a moderate risk to on-site
maintenance workers from contaminated site soil and water during the operational phase. Applicable
embedded mitigation includes the requirement for Health and Safety risk assessments and
implementation of identified mitigation such as the use of appropriate PPE. Also, should currently
unknown contamination be encountered, works would stop, an assessment of the contamination would be
carried out and control measures implemented. Considering the embedded mitigation, the magnitude of
effect would be low adverse. It is possible that additional mitigation measures may include remediation
and following this the residual effect would be negligible.

Controlled Waters
10.105 The initial assessment identified a potential major risk to private potable water supplies and moderate
risk to groundwater in the Secondary A aquifers as well as tributaries of the St. Austell and Par rivers from
the potential leaching of contaminants either encountered or that released via accidental spills during
construction and a potential moderate risk from routine road run-off during the operational phase.
217
218

CIRIA C665 (2007) Assessing Risk Posed by Hazardous Ground Gases to Buildings. CIRIA. London.
British Standard Institution (2015) BS 8485: 2015
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Applicable embedded mitigation includes the appropriate storage and handling measures for all
hydrocarbon fuels and lubricating oils, appropriate storage of excavated soils i.e. a minimum of 10m from
any water course or body and appropriate control, storage and disposal of water removed from
excavations, monitoring of groundwater quality, and the reduction or containment of the effects of
dewatering, where possible. Considering the embedded mitigation, the magnitude of effect would be low
adverse.
10.106 The initial assessment identified a potential moderate risk to private potable water supplies and
groundwater in the Secondary A aquifers from the reduction in groundwater levels, well yields and
groundwater contributions by temporary dewatering during construction and by groundwater control during
operation. Applicable embedded mitigation includes the monitoring of groundwater levels, and the
reduction or containment of the effects of groundwater control, where possible. Considering the
embedded mitigation, the magnitude of effect would be low adverse.

Structures and Services
10.107 No potentially significant risks were identified for the Proposed Development and no associated services
were identified during the initial assessment.

Ecological and Resource
10.108 The initial assessment identified a potential major risk to the Mid Cornwall Moors and Goss and Tregoss
Moors SSSI/ SAC complex from the potential leaching of contaminants either encountered or that
released via accidental spills during construction and a potential moderate risk from routine road run-off
during the operational phase. Applicable embedded mitigation includes the appropriate storage and
handling measures for all hydrocarbon fuels and lubricating oils, appropriate storage of excavated soils
i.e. a minimum of 10m from any water course or body and appropriate control, storage and disposal of
water removed from excavations, monitoring of groundwater quality, and the reduction or containment of
the effects of dewatering, where possible. Considering the embedded mitigation, the magnitude of effect
would be low adverse.
10.109 The initial assessment identified a potential moderate risk to the Mid Cornwall Moors and Goss and
Tregoss Moors SSSI/ SAC complex from the reduction in groundwater levels and groundwater
contributions by temporary dewatering during construction and by groundwater control during operation.
Applicable embedded mitigation includes the monitoring of groundwater levels, and the reduction or
containment of the effects of groundwater control, where possible. Considering the embedded mitigation,
the magnitude of effect would be low adverse.
10.110 No potentially significant risks were identified for the agricultural land or potential mineral safeguarding
areas during the initial assessment.

Additional Mitigation and Monitoring
10.111 Embedded mitigation measures, which have been incorporated within the design of the Proposed
Development or are standard practice measures that have been committed to, are summarised above and
will be included within the CEMP, as part of the detailed design applications and prior to any works taking
place on the Site.
10.112 The potential need for mitigation, considered to be ‘additional’ to embedded mitigation, has been identified
as follows:


Potential remediation of impacted soil and/or water as included in a Remediation Strategy for
contamination identified during detailed GI or during construction.



Although the embedded mitigation includes the assessment of risks from potentially
contaminated land on a site-specific basis in line with Contaminated Land Report 11 (CLR11),
this should notably include site investigation elements not included in the initial GI, as follow:
o

the assessment of the present NORM;

o

soil analysis of asbestos in made ground and potential analysis of fertilisers, pesticides,
herbicides and organic and biological contaminants including anthrax;

o

groundwater level and quality monitoring at identified receptors; and
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o

the monitoring of boreholes for hazardous ground gases and vapours.



The potential presence of NORM also needs to be considered for the disposal of former china
clay extraction infrastructure.



The Mining Report included in the PSSR identified the need for through ground investigations in
the vicinity of the six areas identified as potentially having a high risk of mining instability.



The Mining Report included in the PSSR recommended that the Kaolin and China Clay
Association be contacted regarding the risk associated with former or proposed future china clay
extraction.



The potential requirement to monitor the impact to the ecological designations, which would be
discussed in Chapter 9: Habitats and Biodiversity of this ES.

Summary of Effect Significance
10.113 Tables 10-19 and 10-20 present a summary of the ground conditions effect significance for both the
construction and operational phase.
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Table 10-19: Summary of Effect Significance – Construction Phase
Receptor
Sensitivity

Description of Effect

Magnitude of Effect After
Embedded Mitigation

Additional
Mitigation

Classification of
Residual Effect

Effect Significance

On-site
Construction workers
Moderate

Potential effect from dermal contact, inhalation,
or ingestion of contamination in site soils and
water, including hazardous gas and vapours,
mobilised during construction.

Low Adverse

No additional
mitigation measures
other than potential
remediation and
validation, should
currently unknown
contamination be
encountered

Negligible

Negligible (Not
Significant)

Adjacent Site Users
Residential High,
Recreational Moderate,
Commercial,
construction and
maintenance Low

Potential effect from dermal contact, inhalation,
or ingestion of contamination in site soils and
water, including hazardous gas and vapours,
mobilised during construction.

Low Adverse

No additional
mitigation measures
other than potential
remediation and
validation, should
currently unknown
contamination be
encountered

Negligible

Minor – Negligible (Not
Significant)

Potential effect on water quality from leaching
of contaminants within site soil and water and
migrating along flow paths.

Low Adverse

No additional
mitigation measures
other than potential
remediation and
validation, should
currently unknown
contamination be
encountered.

Negligible

Negligible (Not
Significant)

Low Adverse

No additional
mitigation measures
other than potential
remediation and
validation, should
currently unknown
contamination be
encountered.

Negligible

Minor (Not Significant)

Human Health

Controlled Waters
Secondary A Aquifer
Moderate

Potential effect on groundwater contributions
from temporary dewatering at cuttings,
underpasses and deep foundations.
Private potable water
supplies
High

Potential effect on water quality from leaching
of contaminants within site soil and water and
migrating along flow paths.
Potential effect on well yields from temporary
dewatering at cuttings, underpasses and deep
foundations.
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Table 10-19: Summary of Effect Significance – Construction Phase
Receptor
Sensitivity

Description of Effect

Magnitude of Effect After
Embedded Mitigation

Additional
Mitigation

Classification of
Residual Effect

Effect Significance

Tributaries of St.
Austell and Par rivers
Moderate

Potential effects from surface water run-off and
migration via groundwater.
Migration via potential flow paths (e.g.
services, foundations and backfill) during
construction works.

Low Adverse

No additional
mitigation measures

Low Adverse

Minor (Not Significant)

Low Adverse

No additional
mitigation measures
other than potential
remediation and
validation, should
currently unknown
contamination be
encountered.

Negligible

Minor (Not Significant)

Ecological and Resource
Mid Cornwall Moors
and Goss and Tregoss
Moors SSSI/ SAC
complex
Very High

Prepared for: Cornwall Council

Potential effect on water quality from leaching
of contaminants within site soil and water and
migrating along flow paths.
Potential effect on groundwater contributions
from temporary dewatering at cuttings,
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Table 10-20: Summary of Effect Significance – Operational Phase
Receptor
Sensitivity

Description of Effect

Magnitude of Effect After
Embedded Mitigation

Additional
Mitigation

Classification of
Residual Effect

Effect Significance

On-site
Maintenance workers
Moderate
Road Users
Moderate

Potential effect from dermal contact, inhalation,
or ingestion of contamination in site soils and
water, including vapours, mobilised during
maintenance work.

Negligible

No additional
mitigation measures

Negligible

Negligible (Not
Significant)

Adjacent Site Users
Residential High,
Recreational Moderate,
Commercial,
construction and
maintenance Low

Potential effect from dermal contact, inhalation,
or ingestion of contamination in site soils and
water, including hazardous gas and vapours,
mobilised during construction.

Negligible

No additional
mitigation measures

Negligible

Minor – Negligible (Not
Significant)

Potential effect on water quality from routine
road run-off percolating to ground and
migrating along flow paths.

Low Adverse

No additional
mitigation measures
other than potential
remediation and
validation, should
currently unknown
contamination be
encountered.

Negligible

Negligible (Not
Significant)

Low Adverse

No additional
mitigation measures
other than potential
remediation and
validation, should
currently unknown
contamination be
encountered.

Negligible

Minor (Not Significant)

Negligible

No additional
mitigation measures

Negligible

Negligible (Not
Significant)

Human Health

Controlled Waters
Secondary A Aquifer
Moderate

Potential effect on groundwater levels from
groundwater control at cuttings and
underpasses.
Private potable water
supplies
High

Potential effect on water quality from routine
road run-off percolating to ground and
migrating along flow paths.
Potential effect on well yields from
groundwater control at cuttings and
underpasses.

Tributaries of St.
Austell and Par rivers
Moderate.
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Table 10-20: Summary of Effect Significance – Operational Phase
Receptor
Sensitivity

Description of Effect

Magnitude of Effect After
Embedded Mitigation

Additional
Mitigation

Classification of
Residual Effect

Effect Significance

Low Adverse

Potential monitoring
of sites following
construction

Negligible

Minor (Not Significant)

Ecological and Resource
Mid Cornwall Moors
and Goss and Tregoss
Moors SSSI/ SAC
complex
Very High
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Residual Effects
10.114 All effects from the Proposed Development are considered to be negligible or minor adverse and
therefore are not considered to be significant residual effects.

Cumulative Effects
10.115 This section of the chapter assesses the potential effects from the Proposed Development in combination
with the potential effects from other development schemes within the surrounding area within respect to
ground conditions, as listed within Chapter 4: EIA Approach and Methodology of this ES.
10.116 Potential effects on sensitive receptors (Human health, controlled waters, structures and services and
environment and resource) during other demolition and construction processes and operational phases
are associated with disturbance of contaminated land from historical activities carried out on the Site and
generation of additional pollution from construction activities and the lowering of groundwater levels,
disturbance of groundwater flows and reduction in groundwater contributions to identified receptors.
10.117 The cumulative developments that have been considered are presented in Table 10-21.
Table 10-21: Cumulative Developments
Development

Description

Location Relative to Proposed
Development

Land north of Harmony
Road, Roche

App ref PA18/03255 (circa 150
dwellings);

On site – at northern extent of
Proposed Development

Carclaze Eco
Community

App ref: PA14/12186 (up to 1500
dwellings, a local centre,
incorporating local retail, health and
community facilities, a primary
school, employment floor space);

On site – at southern extent of
Proposed Development

Carluddon Technology
Park

App ref: PA12/11546 (2.8 ha
technology park);

Within 1km of the southern extent

Nansledan extension to
Newquay

more than 4,000 homes supporting a Greater than 15km west of the
similar number of jobs
northern extent

Newquay Airport:
Aerohub Enterprise
Zone

1,005sqm of office space in addition
to a further eight business/light
industrial units totalling 1,904sqm);

Greater than 10km north west of the
northern extent

Anticipated growth for
Newquay (includes
Nansledan)

4,800 houses, 27,750sqm B1a and
B1b office floorspace, and
30,250sqm other B employment
floorspace);

Greater than 15km west of the
northern extent

Anticipated growth for St 3,200 houses, 9,750sqm B1a and
Austell
B1b office floorspace, and
12,500sqm other B employment
floorspace);
Anticipated growth for
Bodmin

3,200 houses (includes EcoCommunity), 22,833sqm B1a and
B1b office floorspace, and
24,667sqm other B employment
floorspace).
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10.118 The majority of the sites listed within Table 10-15 are not located sufficiently close to the Proposed
Development to have a cumulative effect, with regard to geology, soils and contaminated land.
10.119 The two Proposed Developments on Site; proposed residential development on land north of Harmony
Road, Roche and the proposed Carclaze eco-community could potentially create a cumulative effect from
the disturbance of soils during construction. This may include the cumulative release of contaminated dust
or a cumulative impact from infiltration through impacted soil into groundwater or via runoff into surface
water features.
10.120 No cumulative effect is anticipated, with regard to geology, soils and contaminated land, during operation.
10.121 The potential cumulative effects, from the disturbance of soils would only be recognised should the
construction phase of the development take place at the same time. Should this be the case, effective and
good industry practice guidance and measures exist to manage and control these potential effects and
reduce the magnitude and significance of effects to a minimum, as outlined throughout this Chapter.
These measures are expected to be adopted at other local demolition and construction sites as a matter
of good industry practice. As a result of these control measures it is considered that other schemes in the
area do not change the significance of effect associated with the Proposed Development and therefore no
significant cumulative effects are anticipated.
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11. Road Drainage and the Water
Environment
Introduction
11.1

This chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) reports the findings of an assessment of the likely
significant effects on surface water and groundwater receptors and flood risk as a result of the St Austell
to A30 Link Road (hereafter referred to as the ‘Proposed Development’). Please refer to Chapter 2:
Proposed Development of this ES for more details about the Proposed Development.

11.2

This chapter is supported by:


A Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) with Surface Water Management Strategy (henceforth referred
to as FRA) (Appendix 11-1);



A Preliminary Water Framework Directive (WFD) Assessment (Appendix 11-2);



Appendix 11-3, HAWRAT Technical Note;

11.3

All groundwater / hydrogeological impacts are assessed in the Chapter 10 –Geology, Soils and
Contaminated Land. This assessment should also be read alongside the Chapter 9 –Habitats and
Biodiversity.

11.4

The combined cumulative effects with other relevant developments (Type 1 and 2 effects) are discussed
later in the chapter, and summarised in Chapter 16: Assessment of Cumulative Effects of this ES.

Legislative Framework
11.5

This section establishes the legislative and planning context for the Proposed Development in relation to
the water environment. The Proposed Development will have to comply with the following legislation and
planning policy.

Legislative Context
11.6

The Water Framework Directive (WFD)219 is a European Union (EU) Directive that commits EU Member
States to protect and enhance the water environment. Its overarching aim is to provide consistent
legislation that is designed to improve and integrate the way waterbodies are managed throughout
Europe. The WFD sets out a legislative framework for the analysis, planning and management of water
resources and the protection of aquatic ecosystems. The overarching aims of the WFD are to:


Enhance the status and prevent further deterioration of aquatic ecosystems and associated
wetlands which depend on the aquatic ecosystems;



Promote the sustainable use of water;



Reduce pollution of water; and



Ensure progressive reduction of groundwater pollution.

11.7

The original intention was for Member States to aim for all inland and coastal waters to reach ‘good status’
by 2015, which is defined in terms of biological, chemical and physical conditions. However, if meeting
objectives by 2015 proved to be disproportionately expensive or technically infeasible certain exceptions
are permitted to defer achievement of good status until 2021 or 2027.

11.8

The Environment Agency (EA) is the ‘Competent Authority’ for the delivery of WFD objectives in England,
and this includes a regulating role to ensure other stakeholders meet their duties and support the
Environment Agency in the delivery of WFD.

219

The European Union (EU), 2000. Water Framework Directive, Directive 2000/60/EC
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11.9

Other European and national legislation relevant to this scheme include the following:


EC Directive 2007/60/EC: The Floods Directive



The Water Environment (Water Framework Directive) (England and Wales) Regulations 2017
221
(superseding the 2003 Regulations ;



Priority Substances Directive 2008/105/EC



The Groundwater (England and Wales) Regulations 2009

222

220

;

;
223

;



Groundwater Directives 2008/105/EC and 2006/118/EC



Floods Directive 2007/60/EC



The Floods and Water Management Act 2010



The Environmental Liability Directive 2004/35/EC



The Environmental Damage (Prevention and Remediation) Regulations 2015



The Freshwater Fish Directive 2006/44/EC



Original implementing national legislation has since been superseded by the WFD Regulations
230
2017 .

225

224

;

;

229

226

;
227

;
228

;

; and

11.10 The above European Directives are transposed into national legislation via a number of different statutory
instruments. There is also other national legislation that activities associated with the Proposed
Development will need to conform with. Overall, national legislation relevant to this assessment that
applies in England includes:
8



Flood and Water Management Act 2010 designates all Upper Tier and Unitary Councils in
England and Wales as Lead Local Flood Authorities (LLFA). Cornwall Council is therefore the
LLFA for Cornwall and has new responsibilities regarding flood risk management. It has direct
responsibility for ordinary watercourse, surface water and groundwater flooding and works
closely with other risk management authorities;



The Water Resources Act 1991 (as amended) sets out relevant regulatory controls that
provide protection to waterbodies and water resources (from abstraction pressures and
pollution);



The Water Act 2014 governs the control of water abstraction, discharge to water bodies, water
impoundment, conservation and drought provision;



The Environmental Protection Act 1990 provides for integrated pollution control; and



The Land Drainage Act 1991 (as amended)
main rivers;



The Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act 1975 as amended



The Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2016

231

232

233

provides for drainage management related to non234

;
235

;

220

EU, 2007. Directive 2007/60/EC The Floods Directive
The Stationary Office, 2017. The Water Environment (Water Framework Directive) (England and Wales) Regulations 2017
(superseding the 2003 Regulations)
222
EU, 2008. Priority Substances Directive 2008/105/EC
221

223

The Stationary Office, 2009, The Groundwater (England and Wales) Regulations
EU, 2006 and 2008. Groundwater Directives 2008/105/EC and 2006/118/EC
EU, 2007. The EU Floods Directive, 2007/60/EC
226
The Stationary Office, 2010, The Floods and Water Management Act
227
EU, 2004. The Environmental Liability Directive 2004/35/EC
228
The Stationary Office, 2015, The Environmental Damage (Prevention and Remediation) Regulations
229
EU, 2006. The Freshwater Fish Directive 2006/44/EC
230
The Stationary Office, 2017. The Water Environment (Water Framework Directive) (England and Wales) Regulations 2017
(superseding the 2003 Regulations)
231
The Stationary Office, 1991, The Water Resources Act
232
The Stationary Office, 2014, The Water Act
233
The Stationary Office, 1991, The Land Drainage Act
234
The Stationary Office, 1975, The Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act
224
225
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The Eels (England and Wales) Regulation 2009



The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002 (as amended)



The Control of Pollution (Oil Storage) (England) Regulations 2001

236

;

238

237

;

.

Planning Policy Context
National Planning Policy, 2018
11.11 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)239 emphasises that planning policies should enhance
the sustainability of communities.
11.12 NPPF principles, which relate to the Proposed Development, include conserving and enhancing the
natural environment. Development should minimise pollution and other adverse effects on the local and
natural environment and should plan positively for the creation, protection, enhancement and
management of networks of biodiversity and green infrastructure.
11.13 The NPPF Planning Practice Guidance provides further guidance centred on specific subject areas. The
following sections relate to the water environment:


Flood Risk and Coastal Change – Advises on how planning can take account of the risks
associated with flooding and coastal change (including an allowance for climate change) in planmaking and the application process; and



Water Supply, Wastewater and Water Quality – Advises on how planning can ensure water
quality and the delivery of adequate water and wastewater infrastructure.

The Government's Water Strategy for England, Future Water, 2011
11.14 The Government's water strategy for England, Future Water published in June 2011240 sets out the
Government's long-term vision for water and the framework for water management in England. It aims to
permit the supply of secured water supplies whilst ensuring an improved and protected water
environment. Future Water brings together the issues of water demand, water supply, water quality in the
natural environment, surface water drainage and river/coastal flooding into a single coherent long-term
strategy, in the context of the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The water environment and
water quality have significant economic, biodiversity, amenity and recreational value, playing an important
role in many aspects of modern day society, and thus the functions provided must be sustainably
managed to ensure they remain available to future generations without compromising environmental
quality.
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) Guidance, 2015
11.15 Planning policy at all levels encourages developers to include SuDS in their proposals where practicable.
SuDS provide a way to limit runoff from a site to the rate agreed with the Environment Agency to avoid
increasing flood risk, but they are also important in reducing the quantities and concentration of diffuse
urban pollutants within surface water runoff.
11.16 The Government is currently working closely with the Environment Agency, local authorities and house
builders to develop a set of National Standards for SuDS. The standards will reflect the need to reduce
flood risk from surface water, improve water quality, improve the environment, and also ensure that the
SuDS systems are robust, safe, and affordable and that requirements are predictable. Also worthy of
mention is that a memorandum of understanding exists between Highways England and the Environment
Agency.
11.17 Defra has published guidance on the use, design and construction of SuDS. The type of SuDS proposed
depends on local circumstances (e.g. ground conditions and the nature of the development) and should
235

The Stationary Office, 2016, The Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations
The Stationary Office, 2009, The Eels Regulations
The Stationary Office, 2002, The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002 (as amended)
238
The Stationary Office, 2001, the Control of Pollution (Oil Storage) England Regulations
239
Department for Communities and Local Government, Updated 2018, National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
240
Department of Food and Rural Affairs, June 2011, Government’s Water Strategy for England, Future Water
236
237
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be selected in the following order of preference as set out in the Building Regulations 2010 Approved
241:
Document H


Soakaway (therefore to groundwater) or some other adequate infiltration system. When that is not
practical;



Watercourse. When that is not practical; and if the above are not possible; and



Surface water sewer.

11.18 Current best practice national guidance on the planning for and design of SuDS is provided by the
Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA) C753 The SuDS Manual242. Further
information with relation to highways can be found in the DMRB HA 103/06and DMRB HD 33/06 Surface
and Subsurface Drainage Systems for Highways.
Regional
11.19 The scheme is located within the South West River Basin District (RBD) and associated River Basin
Management Plan (RBMP)243. This document sets out the current state and pressures affecting of the
water environment, as well as the environmental objectives for protecting and improving the waters,
including a programme of measures and actions needed to achieve the objectives progress since the
previous plan (2009). It also informs decisions on land-use planning because water and land resources
are closely linked.
Local
11.20 The Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies 2010 - 2030 (adopted November 2016)244 document has key
policies relevant to water resources and flood risk management.
11.21 Policy 16 (health and wellbeing) seeks to improve the health and wellbeing of Cornwall’s communities,
residents, workers and visitors. It states that development should:
11.22 “Protect, and alleviate risk to, people and the environment from unsafe, unhealthy and polluted
environments by avoiding or mitigating against harmful impacts and health risks. This includes


air and noise pollution,



water and land contamination, and



potential hazards afforded from future climate change impacts.”

11.23 Policy 26 (flood risk management and coastal change) seeks to ensure development is consistent with
adopted Catchment Flood Management Plans for Cornwall and the South West River Basin Plan and that
development is located and designed to increase the flood resilience of an area taking into account
climate change impacts. Policy 26 also advocates the use of SuDS to manage flood risk and replicate
natural ground and surface water flows. Policy 26 also requires development proposals over 0.5 ha to
provide a long term water management plan. This should include maintenance of surface water drainage
systems, measures to improve the network of surface water drainage systems on and around the site
(e.g. culverts etc.) and identifies opportunities and funding for future enhancement. Cornwall Council has
prepared a series of guidance documents for drainage and flood risk management which are further
discussed in the FRA document (see Appendix 11-1): Drainage Guidance for Cornwall (2010, Version
2)245 and Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA)246 and interactive flood risk map247.

241

Regulatory Instruments, 2010. The Building Regulations 2010
CIRIA, 2015,The SuDS Manual C753
EA, 2015. South West River Basin District River Basin Management Plan
244
Cornwall Council, 2016. The Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies 2010 – 2030
245
Cornwall Council, 2010. Drainage Guidance for Cornwall, Version 2
246
Cornwall Council, 2009. Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA)
247
Cornwall Council,
https://map.cornwall.gov.uk/website/ccmap/index.html?zoomlevel=1&xcoord=162690&ycoord=64380&wsName=sfra&layerNa
me= [Accessed July 2018]
242
243
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Impact Assessment Methodology
11.24 This section sets out the methodology that has been used to identify and assess the significance of effects
on the surface water environment.

Scope of the Assessment
11.25 The Proposed Development has the potential to adversely affect water receptors within the study area
during the construction and operational phases.
11.26 The assessment has considered the impacts of the construction phase on water quality and flood risk,
including discharges of potentially contaminated water, chemical spillages, and changes in runoff rates
and volumes. For the operational phase the assessment has considered the potential for water quality
impacts from highway runoff and spillages that could pollute the water environment, morphological
impacts to water bodies, and changes in the rate and volume of runoff. The potential effect of the scheme
on flood risk for third parties has been considered, as has compliance with the WFD objectives for
affected water bodies.
11.27 A desk study and a site walkover survey have been undertaken to establish a baseline and to identify
potential key environmental constraints. This has reviewed information from online sources and the
Environment Agency, including WFD classifications, nature conservation sites, active discharge consents
and water abstractions, water quality data, pollution incidents and fisheries information. Observations
made during the site visit and baseline data collated during the desk study have been used to identify the
risks to the water environment and to determine the importance of the water features that might be
affected.
11.28 A qualitative assessment of potential effects on water quality and flood risk from construction works and
some aspects of during the operational phase of the Proposed Development has been undertaken. The
potential effects on surface water quality from the operational phase of the Proposed Development from
routine runoff and spillage risk have been assessed quantitatively using the methodology set out on the
Highways Agency Volume 11, Section 3, Part 10 of the DMRB (henceforth referred to as HD45/09)248.
The routine runoff and spillage risk assessment follows Method A using the Water Risk Assessment Tool
(HAWRAT) and Method D set out in HD45/09, respectively (see Appendix 11-3 for more details).
11.29 If soakaway drainage or unlined drainage channels are proposed the risk of pollution impacts from routine
run-off on groundwater quality will be assessed in accordance with Method C as set out in HD45/09 (see
Chapter 10 –Geology, Soils and Contaminated Land for more details).
11.30 The assessment of flood risk during operation is based on the information contained within FRA for the
Proposed Development (See Appendix 11-1). The FRA report has been undertaken in accordance with
the NPPF, considering both on-site flood risk and flood risk for third parties due to the Proposed
Development (see Appendix 11-1). The FRA report considers all potential sources of flood risk and the
projected impacts of climate change, and makes recommendations for appropriate mitigation measures to
be implemented. An assessment of potential flood risks related to construction is also included within this
chapter.
11.31 A preliminary assessment of the potential for non-compliance with the objectives of the WFD has also
been undertaken. Please refer to Appendix 11-2 for details of the assessment and results.

Consultation Responses
11.32 A scoping report was submitted to Cornwall Council in December 2017. Cornwall Council provided their
scoping opinion on the Proposed Development in February 2018, which included consultation responses
from statutory consultees.
11.33 The Environment Agency commented on the scoping report submitted, stating that they consider that the
proposed scope of assessments related to the water environment adequately covers matters within their
remit.

248

Highways Agency, 2009. Volume 11, Section 3, Part 10 of the DMRB (HD45/09)
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11.34 Natural England commented on the scoping report regarding the benefits that the scheme should deliver.
Their comment was as follows: “Natural England will be looking for the scheme to deliver multiple benefits
for the natural environment in terms of wildlife, water resources, landscape quality and access to the
countryside. We see these not as desirable additions but as essential elements for delivering new
infrastructure investments which contributes economic and social benefits for Cornwall. It must ensure the
investment meets Highways England's responsibilities in terms of the natural environment.”
11.35 A data request was also submitted directly to the Environment Agency requesting relevant information
regarding:


WFD data and water quality data;



Details of active discharge consents and abstraction licences within 1 km;



Information on water pollution events within 1 km during the past 5 years;



Information on fisheries and fish species in nearby watercourses; and



Flood risk data.

Study Area
11.36 Based on a review of baseline receptors and our understanding and knowledge of the wider geographical
area, the following study area criteria in relation to the Proposed Development has been identified:


Surface water receptors within a 1 km radius of the Proposed Development will be considered.
Downstream surface water receptors within 2km of the Proposed Development that are in
hydraulic connectivity with the study area will also be considered (including surface water
abstractions) and downstream watercourses. If sensitive receptors located further than 2km from
the Proposed Development are identified to be at risk, these features will also be considered
within the assessment;

Methodology
11.37 The qualitative assessment of impact significance has been broadly based on professional judgement and
the methodology set out in HD45/09 of the DMRB, which sets out a robust methodology, first designed to
assess road schemes, to determine the significance of residual effects based on the importance of the
water receptors and the magnitude of effects. Effects can be adverse, beneficial or have no effect.
11.38 In assessing the significance of potential effects of the Proposed Development on the water environment,
three key factors have been taken into consideration:
i.

The likelihood of that impact occurring;

ii.

The importance of the receiving environment; and

iii.

The potential magnitude of impact.

11.39 The likelihood of an impact occurring is based on a scale of certain, likely or unlikely. The importance of
the receiving environment is defined in Table 11-1.
11.40 The importance of the receptor rather than sensitivity was considered in determining the significance of
effect (see Table 11-1). This was because when considering the water environment, the availability of
dilution means that there can be a difference in the sensitivity and importance of a water body.
Table 11-1: Criteria to Assess the Importance/Sensitivity of Water Receptors
Value/
Sensitivity of
Receptor

Very High

Criteria

Selected Examples

Attribute has a high Classified as High Ecological Status or Potential under WFD;
quality and rarity on European Designated Salmonid fishery (or salmonid & cyprinid fishery);
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Value/
Sensitivity of
Receptor

Criteria

Selected Examples

regional or national Site protected under EU or UK wildlife legislation (SAC, SPA, SSSI,
scale
Ramsar site);
Critical social or economic uses (water supply, navigation or mineral
extraction);
Flood plain or defence protecting more than 100 residential properties
from flooding; and
Morphology unmodified, near to or pristine conditions, with welldeveloped and diverse geomorphic forms and processes characteristic of
river type*.
High

Attribute has a high Classified as Good Ecological Status or Potential under WFD;
quality and rarity on European Designated Cyprinid Fishery;
local scale
Aquatic species protected under EU or UK wildlife legislation (e.g. Great
Created Newt);
Important social and/or economic uses such as water supply, navigation
or mineral extraction;
Morphology conforms closely to natural, unaltered state and would often
exhibit well-developed and diverse geomorphic forms and processes
characteristic of river type, with abundant bank side vegetation. Deviates
from natural conditions due to direct and/or indirect channel, floodplain,
and/or catchment development pressures*; and
Flood plain or defence protecting between 1 and 100 residential
premises from flooding.

Medium

Attribute has a
Classified as Moderate Ecological Status or Potential under WFD;
medium quality and Limited social or economic uses;
rarity on local scale Morphology shows signs of previous alteration and / or minor flow
regulation but still retains some natural features, or may be recovering
towards conditions indicative of the higher category*; and
Flood plain or defence protecting 10 or fewer industrial properties from
flooding.

Low

Attribute has a low Classified as Poor Ecological Status or Potential under WFD; and
quality and rarity on Morphology substantially modified by past land use, previous
local scale
engineering works or flow regulation and likely to possess an artificial
cross-section (e.g. trapezoidal) and would probably be deficient in
bedforms and bankside vegetation*. Could be realigned or channelised
with hard bank protection, or culverted and enclosed. May be
significantly impounded or abstracted for water resources use. Could be
impacted by navigation, with associated high degree of flow regulation
and bank protection, and probable strategic need for maintenance
dredging. Artificial and minor drains and ditches would fall into this
category; and minimal economic or social uses; and flood plain with
limited constraints and a low probability of flooding of residential
properties.
Source: Reproduced and amended from HD45/09 (Highways Agency, 2009)

(*) Based on the water body ‘Reach Conservation Status’ presently being adopted for HS2 (and developed originally by :
Sear, Newson and Thorne249)

11.41 The magnitude of a potential impact is described in Table 11-2 below.
249

Sear, Newson and Thorne (2003) Defra/Environment Agency Flood and Coastal Defence R&D Programme - Guidebook of
Applied Fluvial Geomorphology R&D Technical Report FD1914
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Table 11-2: Criteria to Assess the Magnitude of the Predicted Impact on a Water Receptor
Magnitude

Criteria

Selected Examples

Major
Adverse

Results in loss of
attribute and/ or
quality and integrity
of the attribute

Failure of both soluble and sediment HAWRAT assessment and
Environmental Quality Standards (EQSs);
Spillage risk >2% annually;
Loss of Protected Area;
Pollution of potable sources of water abstraction;
Deterioration of a water body leading to a failure to meet Good Ecological
Status (GES) and reduction in Class;
Loss of, or extensive change to, an aquifer;
Potential high risk of pollution to groundwater from routine runoff – risk
score >250; and
Increase in peak flood level (1% annual probability) >100 millimetre (mm).

Moderate
Adverse

Results in effect on
integrity of attribute,
or loss of part of
attribute

Failure of both soluble and sediment HAWRAT assessment but compliant
with EQSs;
Spillage risk >1% - < 2% annually;
Loss in production of fishery;
Discharge of a polluting substance to a watercourse but insufficient to
change its water quality status (WFD class) in the long term;
If not already at GES, prevents improvement to meet GES or other WFD
target if applicable; and
Partial loss or change to an aquifer
Potential medium risk of pollution to groundwater from routine runoff – risk
score 150-250
Increase in peak flood level (1% annual probability) >50 mm.

Minor
Adverse

Results in some
measurable change
in attributes quality
or vulnerability

Failure of either soluble or sediment HAWRAT assessment;
Spillage risk >0.5% - <1% annually;
Noticeable effect on features, or key attributes of features, on the
Protected Areas Register;
Measurable changes in attribute but of limited size and / or proportion,
which does not lead to a reduction in WFD status or failure to improve;
Potential low risk of pollution to groundwater from routine runoff – risk
score <150; and
Increase in peak flood level (1% annual probability) >10mm.

Negligible

Results in effect on
attribute, but of
insufficient
magnitude to affect
the use or integrity

No failure of HAWRAT assessment and spillage risk <0.5% annually;
No effect on features, or key attributes of features, on the Protected Areas
Register;
Discharges to watercourse but no significant loss in quality, fishery
productivity or biodiversity;
No effect on WFD classification or water body target;
No measurable impact upon an aquifer; and
Negligible change in peak flood level (1% annual probability)<+/-10 mm

Minor
Beneficial

Results in some
beneficial effect on
attribute or a
reduced risk of
negative effect
occurring

Where the proposal provides an opportunity to enhance the water
environment but does not result in an improvement in class, status, output
or other quality indicator; and
Calculated reduction in existing spillage risk by 50% or more to an aquifer
(when existing spillage risk <1% annually)
Reduction in peak flood level (1% annual probability) >10 mm.

Source: Reproduced and amended from HD45/09 (Highways Agency, 2009)
Note: we have not provided criteria for Moderate and Major Benefit, although this can be viewed in HD45/09
11.42 By combining the importance of the receptor and the likely magnitude or extent of the impact on the
receptor, the significance of specific potential effects on water receptors can be derived, as shown in Table
11-3.
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Table 11-3: Assessment of Significance Matrix
Magnitude of Impact

Importance of
Attribute

Major

Moderate

Minor

Negligible

Very High

Very Large

Large/ very large

Moderate/ large

Neutral

High

Large/ very large

Moderate/ large

Slight/ moderate

Neutral

Medium

Large

Moderate

Slight

Neutral

Low

Slight / Moderate

Slight

Neutral

Neutral

Source: From HD 45/09 Volume 11, Section 3, Part 10 Road Drainage and the Water Environment
11.43 Potential effects which are assessed to be moderate or greater are considered to be significant in
planning terms (see shaded cells). Whereas those that are slight or neutral are considered to be
manageable.
11.44 Potential effects which are assessed to be moderate or greater are considered to be significant in
planning terms (see shaded cells). Whereas those that are slight or neutral are considered to be
manageable and therefore not considered to be significant. Temporary effects have been considered in
the construction period whilst permanent effects have been discussed in the operational phase, albeit that
the effect may first occur during construction. The criteria in Table 11-3 sometime provide a range of effect
depending on the importance of the receptor and the magnitude of impact. Where this occurs professional
judgement is used to determine the residual effect.
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Baseline Conditions
11.45 This section summarises information on the baseline conditions of water environment within the study
area. Particular attention is given to identifying any notably sensitive water bodies with specific
environmental targets or specific resource uses. The study area has been defined in Paragraph 1.30 and
includes water receptors within a 1 km radius of the Proposed Development that could reasonably be
affected. Baseline flood risk information is described fully in the FRA presented in Appendix 11-1 and
summarised in the following sections.

Description of the Study Area
11.46 The following provides a description of the study area describing topography, climate, and past and
present land uses.
11.47 Ground levels range from 100 m to 300 m Above Ordnance Datum (AOD). All watercourses within the
study area are classified as Ordinary Watercourses.
11.48 The southern half of the study area (from Stenalees Roundabout in the south to Trezaise Roundabout in
the centre of the Site) is characterised by despoiled land from past and present mining activities, with
some remnant heath and moorland, as well as small areas woodland and farm land. The China clay
extraction process has been extensive and has heavily impacted the topography and hydrology of the
local landscape with the creation of several lagoons and lakes and artificial spoil heaps. Distinct
vegetation re-growth can be found in certain areas, often on Made Ground.
11.49 Other historic mining activities in this area include:


Metalliferous mining at the Wheal Bunney and Wheal Bonney mines (remains are buried under
the clay waste);



Mediaeval tin streaming on Hensbarrow Down;



Iron mining in Trezaise;



Lead mine in Coldvreath.

11.50 The northern half of the study area (from Trezaise Roundabout in the centre of the Site to Tregoss
Junction in the north) is predominantly arable cultivation for a variety of crops around and south of Roche,
the main urban areas within the study area.
11.51 However, there has been mining activities in this northern half of the study area as well. Glebe quarry in
Trezaise was used for limestone extraction. There was an open cast iron mine south of Pits Mingles and
tin streaming north of Trerank Farm in mediaeval times.
250

11.52 On the Meteorological Office website the closest weather station is located at St. Austell (SX 01768
52279) approximately 5 km south of the southern most extent of the Proposed Development. Based on
the available data from this weather station it is estimated that the study area is likely to receive on
average approximately 1200 mm of rainfall per year, with it raining more than 1 mm on typically around
158 days per year. Anecdotal reports, however, suggest that due to its altitude and topography the study
area may have greater rainfall and colder temperatures than the coastal areas to the south.
11.53 Figure 11-1 illustrates this data to show how the average rainfall varies throughout the year. This shows
that it is typically wettest in the late spring to autumn and driest in late winter. Rainfall is generally high,
with more than 40 mm each month from April to January, and 30-40 mm per month in February and
March.

250

Meteorological Office website, https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/public/weather/climate/gbuw75d29 [Accessed July 2018]
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Figure 11-1: St. Austell Weather Station, Rainfall and Days of Rainfall >1 mm
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Figure 11-2: Surface Water Features and Attributes
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11.54 There are four Main River catchments within the study area (see Figure 11-2 above), namely:


St Austell River (draining land in south of the study area);



River Par (Upper) (draining land in east of the study area);



Upper River Fal (draining land in west of the study area); and



Demelza Stream (Ruthern) (draining land in north of the study area).

11.55 There are two historic landfills in the study area and these are listed below in Table 11-4.
Table 11-4: Historic Landfills within 1 km of the Proposed Development
Name

Easting

Northing

Last Waste
Input Date

Waste Type

Distance and Direction from
Proposed Development

Glebe
Quarry

198800

59200

30/03/1993

Inert household and
industrial

200 m NE

Little Bryn

197800

62200

Unknown

Household

860 m N

Soils and Geology
251

11.56 According to the Soilscape website , the area is underlain by soils of different characteristics due to
natural changes and a history of extensive quarrying. North of the scheme, around Roche, the soils are
described as “freely draining acid loamy soils over rock”. South of the scheme the area is dominated by
“restored soils mostly from quarry and opencast spoil”. Between these two areas, “very acid loamy upland
soils with a wet peaty surface” are found.
11.57 The bedrock and superficial geology for the Proposed Development site has been identified from a review
252
of the British Geological Society (BGS) online mapping . The majority of the southern section of the
Study area is underlain by St Austell Intrusion – Granite with pockets of St Austell Intrusion - Microgranite,
Aplitic. The northern and central sections of the Study area are underlain by the Bovisand Formation and
the Trendrean Mudstone Formation, respectively, both consisting of hornfelsed slate and hornfelsed
sandstone, with a narrow section of Meadfoot Group - Metalimestone and Pelite located to the south west
of Roche. BGS mapping indicates coverage of superficial deposits is limited to headwaters of streams and
consists of Alluvium formed of Clay, Silt, Sand and Gravel. Chapter 10 - Geology, Soils and
Contaminated Land of the Environmental Statement provide more details of the superficial and solid
geology beneath the study area.
11.58 No known faults are found along the proposed route, but faulting is likely to be present due to the
deposition of the bedrock geology involving compression from plate movements and displacement from
igneous intrusions.

Surface Water Receptors
11.59 A number of water features (predominantly drains and ditches) have been identified within the 1km radius
study area. This has been achieved through review of online OS mapping and a site walkover undertaken
on the 19th July 2018.
11.60 Surface water receptors have been grouped and described based on the primary river catchment in which
they are located (i.e. St Austell River, Upper River Fal, River Par (Upper) and Demelza Stream). Each
surface water body has been given a reference code (e.g. A_WC_2). The first part of the reference code
is based on the waterbody catchment that it is located in (e.g. A for St Austell River, P for River Par, F for
Upper River Fal and D for Demelza Stream), followed by WC for watercourses and WB for waterbodies
(i.e. lakes, ponds etc). All features referred to below follow this system and reference codes are also

251
252

Soilscape website, http://www.landis.org.uk/soilscapes/ [Accessed July 2018]
BGS online mapping, http://mapapps.bgs.ac.uk/geologyofbritain/home.html [Accessed July 2018]
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shown on Figure 11-2. Photographs of the observed watercourses are presented within WFD Appendix
11-2.
St Austell River Catchment
11.61 Stenalees Roundabout and areas to the south and west are located within the St Austell River catchment.
The following surface water receptors have been identified:


To the south of Stenalees Roundabout there is a small ephemeral drain (A_WC_2) that receives
highway runoff from the A391. Downstream this ditch is culverted in sections. Approximately
900m downstream A_WC_2 flows into the St Austell River in Carthew. During the site visit in July
the ditch was dry and surrounded by thick vegetation;



The St Austell River (A_WC_3) is hydraulically connected to the above small drainage ditch
(A_WC_2) and is therefore a downstream receptor. The St Austell River is culverted in sections
in vicinity of Carthew. Open channel sections are approximately 2m wide and within a deep
manmade channel; and



Two large lagoons (A_WB_2 and A_WB_4) are located to the south of the Stenalees
Roundabout in the vicinity of Carthew. They form part of the Penhale China Clay Works
Operational Area The lagoons are surrounded by steep rock faces and are not considered to be
in hydraulic connectivity with the Proposed Development or St Austell River.

River Par (Upper) Catchment
11.62 The majority of the southern half of the study area (north of Stenalees Roundabout to just south of
Trezaise Roundabout) is located within the River Par (Upper) catchment. This section of the proposed
alignment is located on a downward slope (travelling north) and will follow an improved section of the
B3274 to the north and south of Blockworks Junction. The far north-east of the study area (east of
Tregoss Junction) is also located within the River Par (Upper) catchment. The following surface water
receptors have been identified:


To the east of Stenalees Roundabout there are three ditches (P_WC_1, P_WC_10 and
P_WC_11), located within the River Par (Upper) catchment. These ditches drain north-east away
from the Proposed Development. P_WC_1 is not hydraulically connected to the Proposed
Development, however P_WC_10 and P_WC_11 potentially are connected via surface water
runoff;



Four small to medium size lagoons (P_WB_1, P_WB_2, P_WB_3 and P_WB_4), understood to
be associated with Gunheath, Rock Hill and Great Wheal Prosper China Clay Works Operational
Areas are located within the study area in the vicinity of Blockworks Junction. These lagoons are
surrounded by steep rock faces and are not considered to be in hydraulic connectivity with the
Proposed Development;



A disused dimension stone quarry (approximately 40m x 50m) has filled with surface water runoff
to create a pond (P_WB_5). The pond is understood to accept surface water runoff from the
adjacent Imerys haul road. It is currently understood that the pond provides limited attenuation as
incoming flows are directly displaced into a deep “V” channel which extends approximately 200m
north of the pond. An outfall for this channel has not as yet been identified and potentially flows
overtop from the pond into the channel and infiltrates into the ground. Difficult site access has
made confirmation/investigation in this area problematic and a full topographic survey of this area
is not yet available. Any amendments to the pond will need to consider appropriate management
of surface water from the Imerys site haul road to appropriately manage flood risk;



Downstream of the Blockworks Junction the V shaped channel crosses the existing B3274 via a
300mm diameter pipe and drains to P_WC_9;



Downstream ditch P_WC_9 is heavily vegetated and observed to be dry during the site visit. This
drainage ditch runs adjacent to the existing B3274 and is thought to join the headwaters of
Carbis Stream (P_WC_6), approximately 500 m downstream, however this is unconfirmed;
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Carbis Stream (P_WC_6) rises in Hensbarrow Downs and is culverted beneath the existing
B3274. During the site visit the watercourse was observed dry and heavily vegetated. The
channel was set within a man-made 1 in 1 channel. The existing culvert is estimated to be a 1.2
m diameter pipe. Downstream the watercourse flows to north-east to join the River Par outside of
the study area, collecting the waters from some of the small lakes of Great Wheal Prosper China
Clay;



Three other minor headwaters (P_WC_3, P_WC_4 and P_WC_5) draining to Carbis Stream are
located within the study area to the east of Trezaise Roundabout. The Proposed Development
alignment is located within the neighbouring Upper River Fal catchment at this location and
therefore these headwaters are not considered to be in hydraulic connectivity with the Proposed
Development;



In the far north-east of the study area (east of Tregoss Junction) there are two further minor
headwaters of the River Par (Upper). The Proposed Development alignment is located within the
neighbouring Demelza Stream catchment within this far northern section and therefore these
headwaters are not considered to be in hydraulic connectivity with the Proposed Development.

Upper River Fal Catchment
11.63 The majority of the northern half of the Proposed Development alignment (south of Trezaise Roundabout
to Tregoss Junction) is located within the Upper River Fal catchment. This section of the proposed
alignment continues on a downward slope (travelling north), before meeting an upward slope south of
Harmony Junction. This section of the Proposed Development crosses predominantly arable land.
Downstream of the Proposed Development a number of the Upper River Fal tributaries flow through Goss
Moor, which is designated as a National Nature Reserve (NNR), Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and
a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).
11.64 The following surface water receptors have been identified:


To the south-east of Trezaise Roundabout a number of streams/ditches, which form the
headwaters of the Upper River Fal are present. A main headwater channel (F_WC_8) rises to the
south of Coldvreath, in the vicinity of Little John’s Quarry. South of Coldvreath the channel is
culverted beneath an existing road. The channel upstream of this culvert (observed during the
site visit) is 0.6 m wide and 0.6 m deep and had a steady flow to a depth of 0.3 m during the site
visit. The site visit was undertaken during a particularly dry period and the presence of water
indicates it is being fed by a spring;



Downstream of this culvert a number of other smaller tributaries/ditches connect into this main
channel (i.e. F_WC_7 and F_WC_6). Further downstream this watercourse is culverted again
beneath an existing road within Coldvreath. The outlet is a box culvert and the downstream
channel is stone lined and approximately 2 m wide and 2 m deep;



A small drainage ditch (F_WC_7) flowing west to join F_WC_8 was observed during the site
walkover. The channel was 0.6 m wide with a water depth of 0.1 m deep. Again the presence of
water indicates it is fed by an upstream spring;



Two further drainage ditches (F_WC_6a and F_WC_6b) were identified during the site walkover.
These short sections of ditch join F_WC_8. The ditches were surrounded by thick vegetation and
it was not possible to make any observations of the channel;



Further west there are two further headwaters (F_WC_9 and F_WC_10) draining north towards
F_WC_8. These headwaters are located over 200 m and 400 m respectively from the Proposed
Development alignment. Due to the local topography these headwaters are not in hydraulic
connectivity with the Proposed Development;



To the north two further minor unnamed tributaries (F_WC_4 and F_WC_5) of the Upper River
Fal drain towards the main Upper River Fal Tributary (F_WC_8). These tributaries were not
observed during the site visit due to restricted access; and



North of these two further unnamed tributaries (F_WC_11 and F_WC_3) drain west towards the
main Upper River Fal Tributary (F_WC_8). The downstream channel of F_WC_11 in the vicinity
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of Cleers Hill was observed during the site visit. At this location the channel is stone lined and
approximately 0.8 m wide and 0.8 m deep. The watercourse is culverted beneath Cleers Hill road
within a twin 450 mm diameter culvert. The water depth observed within the channel was
approximately 0.1 m.
Demelza Stream Catchment
11.65 The far northern section of the study area (north of Tregoss Junction) is located within the Demelza
Stream Catchment (which flows into the River Camel (beyond the study area boundary) and discharges to
the sea on the north coast of Cornwall). This section of the proposed alignment is on a downward slope to
where it connects to the existing B3274 and crosses predominantly arable land. This section of the
Proposed Development does not cross any watercourses. The following surface water receptors have
been identified:


To the north of the existing B3274 an unnamed tributary (headwater) of the Demelza Stream
(D_WC_2) drains north, where it is culverted beneath the railway line and the A30. The tributary
runs along a field boundary within a heavily vegetated channel; and



To further tributaries of the Demelza Stream (D_WC_1 and D_WC_3) are located to the north of
the railway line and the A30. These tributaries are not considered to be in hydraulic connectivity
within the Proposed Development.

Surface Water Abstractions
11.66 According to data provided by the Environment Agency (3/07/2018) data there are two licenced surface
water abstractions in the vicinity the study area, which are included on Figure 11-3 and Table 11-5. The
licensed abstractions cited above are located approximately 100 west of the new road realignment at
Trezaise.
Table 11-5: Licenced Surface Water Abstractions
Ref on

Abstraction Licence
Number

Purpose Description

Source
Description

National Grid
Reference (NGR)

Max Daily
Volume

LSWA1

PW10_0002482

PWSDD

Spring

SW9860258900

450

LSWA2

PW10_0002486

PWCOM

Spring

SW9857858881

300

Fig11-3

Source: Environment Agency public online data

253

Private Water Supplies
11.67 Following the submission of a data request to the Cornwall County Council, a list of the private water
supplies (i.e. unlicensed small abstractions for domestic uses) within the study area was obtained. The
private abstractions were all from groundwater sources and are described in Chapter 10 Geology, Soils
and Contaminated Land. They are not considered any further by this assessment.
Surface Water Discharges
35

11.68 Data published by the Environment Agency indicate that there are around seven active discharge
consents in the study area going to surface watercourses, and these are listed in Table 11-6. There are
two trade discharges to surface water bodies both of which are from site drainage. Three licensed
discharges are from South West Water Ltd as storm overflow from their treatment works into surface
water bodies and there is just one local sewage discharge.

253

EA discharge consents, http://environment.data.gov.uk/ds/catalogue/#/catalogue [Accessed 23/07/18]
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Figure 11-3: Surface Water Abstractions, Discharges and Pollution Incidents
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Table 11-6: Surface Licensed Discharges within 1 km of the Proposed Development

Permit Number

Organisation
name

Receiving
Watercourse

Outlet Type

Daily Flow Total
3
(m /day)

301124

Combellack Vehicle
Re-cyclers Ltd

Tributary of Carbis
Stream

Trade

Site Drainage

NRA-SW-5799

Imerys Minerals Ltd

Tributary of Par
(Luxulyan) River

Trade

Site Drainage

301561

South West Water

Tributary of the River Sewage - water
Fal
company

Storm Overflow

301682

South West Water

Un-named stream

Sewage - water
company

Storm Overflow

301631

South West Water

River Camel

Sewage - water
company

Storm Overflow

EPRCB3194AJ

Private Property

Tributary of Demelza Sewage - not water
Stream
company

1.2

Pollution Incidents
254

11.69 According to the information published by the Environment Agency , there has been six National
Incident Reporting (NIRS) Category 2 (significant) and one Category 1 (major) water pollution incidents
within the study area since 2001 (see Figure 11-3).
11.70 Incidents are associated with mining activity, involved in either discharge of inert material or water
contaminated with high concentrations of suspended solids (see Table 11-7).
Table 11-7: Pollution incidents
Ref on

EA
Reference

Date EA
notified

NGR

Incident Level
(Water)

Type of pollutant

P1

5401

14/05/2001

SX 019 565

Category 1
(Major)

Inert Materials and Wastes, Soils and
Clay

P2

33679

29/09/2001

SX 01522 57532

Category 2
(Significant)

Contaminated Water, Suspended
Solids

P3

205933

10/12/2003

SX 00161 55764

Category 2
(Significant)

Inert Materials and Wastes, Soils and
Clay

P4

404677

06/06/2006

SW 99263 62077

Category 2
(Significant)

Contaminated Water, Suspended
Solids

P5

467502

06/02/2007

SW 99457 56537

Category 2
(Significant)

Inert Materials and Wastes, Soils and
Clay

P6

665167

28/03/2009

SW 98063 58381

Category 2
(Significant)

Inert Materials and Wastes, Soils and
Clay

P7

1264898

05/08/2014

SW 97976 58349

Category 2
(Significant)

Contaminated Water, Suspended
Solids

Fig11-3

11.71 The mid-section of the Proposed Development is located within a Nitrate Vulnerable Zone (NVZ). NVZs
are areas designated as being at risk from agricultural nitrate pollution.
254

EA pollution incidents, https://data.gov.uk/dataset/6888a80d-c011-4614-9dfd-58ac26dd1dcf/environmental-pollutionincidents [Accessed 20/07/18]
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Surface Water Quality
255

11.72 The Environment Agency’s Catchment Data Explorer website provides information on the WFD
designation for the St Austell River (A_WC_3), Upper River Fal (F_WC_8), Par River (Upper) and
Demelza Stream (D_WC_2), which are located within the 1 km study area along the scheme. Carbis
Stream (P_WC_6) is also considered part of the Par (Upper) WFD waterbody. The WFD designation for
these rivers applies to all tributaries within their catchments. The latest available WFD classification data
(for 2016) is shown in Error! Reference source not found.-8.
Table 11-8: WFD Classification – 2016 Cycle 2

RBMP Parameter

St Austell
River

River Par
(Upper)

Upper River Fal

Demelza Stream
(Ruthern)

Stenalees
Roundabout (and
circa 500m north)

North of
Stenalees
Roundabout to
Trezaise
Roundabout

Trezaise Roundabout
to north of Roche

Connection to the A30

South West

South West

South West

South West

Waterbody Name
and ID

St Austell River,
GB10804800228
0

Par River
(Upper),
GB10804800231
0

Upper River Fal,
GB108048001390

Demelza Stream
(Ruthern),
GB108049000020

Water Body Type

Heavily modified

Not designated
artificial or heavily
modified

Not designated
artificial or heavily
modified

Not designated
artificial or heavily
modified

Area 3747.146
ha, Length
20.834 km
Moderate

Area 3249.901
ha, Length 15.214
km
Moderate

Area 4356.189 ha,
Length 22.707 km

Area 1133.45 ha,
Length 8.548 km

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

St Austell

Par River (Lower)

Lower River Fal

Lower River Ruthern

Good

Moderate

Good

High

Fish

Good

Moderate

Good

No applicable

Invertebrates

Good

Good

Good

High

Macrophytes and
Phytobenthos
combined

Good

High

Good

No applicable

Moderate

Good

High

Good

Acid Neutralising
Capacity

High

High

High

No applicable

Ammonia (physchem)

Good

High

High

High

Moderate

High

High

No applicable

Dissolved Oxygen

High

High

High

High

pH

High

High

High

High

Phosphate

Good

Good

High

Good

Temperature

High

High

High

High

Supports Good

Supports Good

Supports Good

Supports Good

Section of Preferred
Route

RBMP

Size (Area, Length)

Overall Ecological
Potential
Chemical Status
Downstream
Waterbody
Biological Quality
Elements

Physico-Chemical
Parameters

Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (BOD)

Hydromorphologica
l Parameters
255

EA’s Catchment Data Explorer website, http://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/ManagementCatchment/3061
[accessed 20/07/18]
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RBMP Parameter

St Austell
River

River Par
(Upper)

Upper River Fal

Demelza Stream
(Ruthern)

Supports Good

Does not
supports Good

Supports Good

High

Moderate or less

No applicable

No applicable

No applicable

High

High

High

No applicable

Hydrological regime
Mitigation Measures
Assessment
Specific pollutants

St Austell River
11.73 The St Austell River (A_WC_3) is designated as water body GB108048002280 of the South West River
Basin Management Plan (RBMP). This watercourse flows in a southerly direction approximately 0.5 km to
1 km south of the Stenalees Roundabout. It is an ordinary watercourse while flowing through the study
area. It becomes a Main River before the confluence with the Gover Stream, north of St Austell, and
2
discharges into the sea at Pentewan Beach. It is 20.8 km in length and has a catchment area of 37 km .
11.74 It is designated as a heavily modified waterbody under the WFD, being at Moderate Ecological Potential
and Good Chemical Status under the 2016 Cycle 2 classification. It has a target of Good Ecological
Potential by 2027. The reasons for not yet being at Good Ecological Potential are due to disproportionate
burdens to meet objectives sooner related to biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and not all mitigation
measures being implemented.
11.75 The main pressures affecting the St Austell River are:


Physical modification, including urban and transport development and flood protection structures;



Point source pollution from sewage discharge, leaking from utility sewers, abandoned mining;



Invasive species: North American signal crayfish; and



Diffuse pollution from active mining;



Diffused pollution from farming.

Par River
11.76 The Par River is designated as water body GB108048002310 of the South West RBMP. This watercourse
flows in a westerly direction to Criggan Moors, where it changes direction, flowing south to the sea at Par
Sands. Carbis Stream (P_WC_6) forms part of this waterbody, and flows east and joins River Par after
2
crossing the existing B3274 at Bilberry. It is 15.2 km in length and the catchment area is 32.5 km .
11.77 It is not designated as a heavily modified waterbody under the WFD, being at Moderate Ecological Status
and Good Chemical Status under the 2016 Cycle 2 classification. The reasons for not being at Good
Ecological Potential now are fish (current Moderate). Natural mineralisation and active and abandoned
mining (point and diffuse pollution and physical modification (reservoir/impoundment) are the main
pressures on this watercourse. However, due to background condition and disproportionate burdens the
Environment Agency has determined that the target status for this water body is Moderate Ecological
Status, which it achieves.

River Fal (Upper)
11.78 The River Fal (Upper) (F_WC_8) is designated as water body GB108048001390 of the South West
RBMP. This watercourse, located in the central area of the scheme, flows in a west direction to Goss Moor
NNR and then changes to south direction, discharging into the tidal Fal Estuary before it discharges to the
2
sea near Falmouth. It is 22.7 km in length and the catchment area is 43.6 km .
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11.79 The upper River Fal is not designated as a heavily modified waterbody under the WFD, being at Good
Ecological and Chemical Status under the 2016 Cycle 2 classification (i.e. it is at its WFD target status).
The main pressures affecting the Fal River are natural mineralisation and active and abandoned mining
(point and diffuse pollution, which may impact on survival/biodiversity of invertebrates populations and
affect their classification status).
Demelza Stream
11.80 The Demelza Stream (D_WC_2) is designated as water body GB108049000020 of the South West
RBMP. This watercourse rises north of Roche and flows in a northerly direction to the River Ruthern. It is
2
8.5 km in length and the catchment area is 11.3 km . It is not designated as a heavily modified waterbody
under the WFD, being at Good Ecological and Chemical Status under the 2016 Cycle 2 classification and
has met its WFD objective since 2015.
Surface Water Quality Monitoring
11.81 Three river locations are monitored by the Environment Agency within 2 km of the Proposed
Development. Surface water quality sampling is undertaken at the following three locations:


Carbis Stream below Wheal Prosper Mica Dam (tributary of the Upper Par River) is 1.4 km north
east of the Proposed Development;



Carbis Stream above Wheal Prosper Mica Dam (tributary of the Upper Par River)is 970 m north
east of the Proposed Development; and



St Austell River at Lansalson Bridge is 1.9 km south of the Proposed Development.

11.82 A total of 420 surface water quality sample rounds were undertaken:


28 at Carbis Stream below Wheal Prosper Mica Dam;



337 at Carbis Stream above Wheal Prosper Mica Dam; and



55 at St Austell River at Lansalson Bridge).

11.83 The surface water quality data has been collected by the Environment Agency between 1990 and 2017.
256
This data was screened against the WFD Standards, 2015 .
11.84 Table 11-9 shows the number of times a determinand exceeded the relevant standards therefore provides
an indication of the most problematic contaminants in the study area.
Table 11-9: Summary of exceedances in the WFD 2015 Standards for Surface Water
Values

WFD
2015

Units

No. of WFD
2015
breaches

Total No of
samples
measured

pH (Lab)

6.5-9.7

pH units

0

397

8.8

4.9

6.9

pH: In Situ

6.5-9.7

pH units

0

9

7.25

6.38

6.84

Zinc, Total

8

μg/l

296

339

459

4

16.98

Copper,
Dissolved

1

μg/l

272

276

186

0.99

3.28

Copper, Total

1

μg/l

189

196

137

1

4.90

Iron, Total

1000

μg/l

13

176

44900

47

727

Iron, Dissolved

1000

μg/l

0

149

463

42

101

Zinc, Dissolved

10.9

μg/l

114

149

20.5

3.21

10.47

Turbidity, Total

n/a

NTU

0

98

164

0.6

19.2

Determinand

Max

Min

Average

256

The Statutory Instruments, 2015. The Water Framework Directive (Standards and Classification) Directions (England and
Wales) 2015
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Units

No. of WFD
2015
breaches

Total No of
samples
measured

50

μg/l

2

156

Manganese,
Total

n/a

μg/l

0

67

Lead, Total

1.2

μg/l

4

Cadmium, Total

0.08

μg/l

4

WFD
2015

Arsenic, Total

Determinand

Ammoniacal
Nitrogen
(Ammonia, mg
N/L)

Values
Max

Min

Average

368

0.2

8.01

287

2

33

170

117

<1

196

3

0.11

0.9

1.94

0.01

0.08

n/a

mg/l

0

134

Nickel, Dissolved

4

μg/l

1

136

36.7

<5

-

Lead, Dissolved

7.2

μg/l

1

237

14.6

<1

-

Manganese,
Dissolved

123

μg/l

0

19

56.3

4

24.59



Concentrations of zinc and copper (total and dissolved) were higher than the WFD 2010
standards in a majority of the samples taken from the surface water monitoring points.



WFD standard for arsenic is breached in two occasions.



The concentrations of manganese (total and dissolved), lead (total and dissolved), total
cadmium, dissolved nickel and ammoniacal nitrogen were only occasionally higher than the WFD
standards. Once again it is worth noting that metals are generally more soluble at a lower pH
therefore it is likely that the lower pH has contributed to the high concentrations of metals.



The majority of the breaches are associated with Carbis Stream below Wheal Prosper Mica Dam
and the least with Carbis Stream (P_WC_6) above Wheal Prosper Mica Dam. It is possible that
significant contamination is introduced at or just after the Carbis Stream below Wheal Prosper
Mica Dam monitoring point.

11.85 The determinands which exceed comparative standards are all consistent with the main source of
contamination in the catchment i.e. China Clay mining, and diffuse and point source pollution from existing
and abandoned metal mines.

Ecology and Nature Conservation Attributes of Water Bodies
11.86 When determining the importance of the water environment it is necessary to understand the fauna and
flora that depends on good water quality and hydromorphological conditions. All designated sites, habitats
and protected species are discussed in more detail in Chapter 9: Habitats and Biodiversity. The
following is a summary of relevant ecological attributes to the water bodies within the study area.
11.87 According to Chapter 9: Habitat and Biodiversity there are no records of any great crested newts,
white-clawed crayfish, otter or water vole for any water body within the study area. Although no evidence
of otters was found during the field survey, the River Fal tributaries still provide potential commuting routes
for otter. Besides, otter and vole are primary reasons for the designation of The River Camel SAC and
SSSI.
11.88 There are several statutory designated sites of ecological interest within the study area (i.e. SSSIs, SAC,
Special Protection Areas (SPAs), Ramsar and / or NNR (see more details in Figure 11-2):


Breney and Goss & Tregoss Moors SAC, Goss Mor LNR Mid Cornwall Moors SSSI. Lowland site
with mosaics of various habitats, including “4030 European dry heaths, wet heaths, acid grassland,
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bog, swamp, fen and open water communities” . It supports a diverse mosaic of semi-natural
258
habitats, with ponds and waterways . These protected areas located within the Upper River Fal
catchment, extend between 300-500 m west of the new road alignment that is west of Roche for
more than 4 km, and are crossed by River Fal north-west of the scheme. They are connected with
Upper River Fal and several of its headwaters included within the drainage zone (600 m west of D7
and 860 m north-west of D8-A/D);


River Camel Valley and Tributaries SAC/SSSI (located within the Camel catchment), is protected
mainly because presence of protected European dry heathlands, Old sessile oak woods and
Allubvial forests (Annex I Habitat Directive) and species bullhead Cottus gobio and Otter Lutra lutra
259
(Annex II Habitat Directive) . The southern section of this SAC/SSSI is crossed by Demelza
Stream and tributaries within the study area north of Roche, approximately 500 m north from the new
road alignment (drainage zone D9); and



Roche Rock SSSI, a geological SSSI designated for its rocky outcrop and protected as part of the
260
earth heritage , it is located approximately 800 m north-east of Trezaise roundabout, but it does not
seem connected with any of the watercourses in the study area.

11.89 Sections of the route are also located within Roche Rock SSSI and St Austell Clay Pit SAC/SSSI Impact
Risk Zones. Consideration of the Roche Rock SSSI is scoped out of the assessment as it is a geological
SSSI and therefore unlikely to be significantly impacted from a water environment perspective.
11.90 The Environment Agency has published data on fish, macrophytes, diatoms and macroinvertebrates for
the different rivers included in the study area.
11.91 Fish data was not available for River St Austell, Par or Fal in a location near to the study area. In Demelza
Stream, fish was obtained in several occasions from 1985 to 2017 at Prince Park (SW9806064730), 2 km
north of the study area. In the last catch depletion of summer 2017, the following species were present:
Brown / sea trout (Salmo trutta), Bullhead (Cottus gobio), Brook lamprey ammocoetes (Lampetra planeri)
and European eels / elvers (Anguilla anguilla). In 2017, the principal species were Brown/sea trout and
Bullhead, which are pollution sensitive species typically present in good water quality and habitat. The
Demelza Stream at this location was not assessed by SEPA for fish under the WFD Cycle 2 (2016).
11.92 Macrophyte and diatoms (i.e. phytobenthos in WFD classification) survey data were available for River
Par and St Austell approximately 5km downstream of the Proposed Development, while only diatoms
were available for River Fal (Upper), 10 km downstream of the study area.
11.93 In Par River, macrophytes were sampled below Rosevean Stream (SX0363058790) in July 2017. This
had a River Macrophyte Nutrient Index (RMNI) score of 5.1, indicative of poor nutrient conditions. The
Macrophyte River Hydraulic Index Score (RMHI) of 5.8 is indicative of relatively high flow conditions. In St
Austell River, these data were collected Upstream St Austell STW in June 2010, with better quality results
(i.e. RMNI score of 3.7 and RMHI of 4.6).
11.94 Diatoms in Par River catchment were sampled in Carbis Stream, just before this watercourse becomes
the ‘Prior to Par River’ WFD waterbody (SX0269059400) and Lavrean Bridge in spring and autumn 2013
and 2014. During the 2014 sampling campaigns, the River Trophic Diatom Index (TDI) at Carbis Stream
had an average score of 26 and in April 2014 (no autumn data available) was 19.7 at the mentioned
station in River Par. Diatoms in St Austell River were collected at the same location as macrophytes,
Upstream St Austell STW, in 2010, 2012 and 2015. TDI average value from spring-autumn 2015 was
33.7. In River Fal (Upper), diatoms were collected in 2013 and 2015. TDI score for April 2015 was 33.6. All
TDI results are indicative of no nutrient enrichment conditions, as stated before by macrophytes.
11.95 Overall, macrophytes (combined with phytobenthos) were assessed as Good under the WFD Cycle 2
classification for River St Austell and Fal and High for River Par.
11.96 Macroinvertebrate survey data was summarised as Average Score Per Taxa (ASPT) and Biological
Monitoring Working Party (BMWP) scores, which together can be used to evaluate sensitivity of
257

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) website,
http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/protectedsites/sacselection/sac.asp?EUCode=UK0030098 [Accessed 20/07/18]
258
Natural England, 2017. Mid Cornwall Moors SSSI Supporting Information
259
Defra website, http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/protectedsites/sacselection/sac.asp?EUCode=UK0030056 [Accessed 20/07/18]
260
Natural England website,
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1001058&SiteName=Rock&countyCode=6&responsi
blePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea [Accessed 20/07/18]
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macroinvertebrate communities to pollution (mainly organic pollution and nutrient enrichment). The BMWP
scores reflect the sensitivity of macroinvertebrates to oxygen depletion. So the number and type of
species in the stream is a good indication of whether it is impacted by organic or chemical pollution. As
per Table 11-10 BMWP scores below 10 suggest that the watercourse is heavily polluted, and BMWP
scores above 100 indicate water that is unpolluted.
Table 11-10: BMWP Scores

BMWP score

Category

Interpretation

0-10

Very poor

Heavily polluted

11-40

Poor

Polluted or impacted

41-70

Moderate

Moderately impacted

71-100

Good

Clean but slightly impacted

>100

Very good

Unpolluted, un-impacted

11.97 Invertebrates at St Austell River were sampled at Lansalson Bridge (SX0088054780), less than 2 km
downstream of the Proposed Development, in 1991 and 1993. The average 1993 ASPT was 4.6 and
BMWP 37.5. The River Fal was sampled at Tregoss Bridge (SW9663060090), less than 2 km downstream
from the study area, in 1991, 1993 and 1994. During the last campaign, ASPT was 5.1 and BMWP 75.7.
The St Austell River shows very low BMWP values, which are indicative of polluted or impacted waters,
while the River Fal is only slightly impacted. However, these values need to be considered cautiously
since they are very old. In Demelza Stream, they were obtained in 2013 and 2015 at Prince Park
(SW9806064730). The 2015 ASPT was 6.9 and BMWP 201, indicating unpolluted conditions.
11.98 In the Par catchment, invertebrates were collected at two different locations approximately 5 km
downstream of the Proposed Development: in Carbis Stream Prior to Par River (SX0269059400) in
several occasions from 1991 to 2014, with an average ASPT of 5.9 and BMWP of 113.5 in the latest 2014
campaigns; and in Par River Upstream of Carbis Stream (SX0285059480), during 2003 and 2006, with an
average ASPT of 5.5 and BMWP of 119 the latest year. With these two points the invertebrates quality for
the two branches of WFD River Par (Upper) affected by the Proposed Development are covered. These
two sites show similar ASPT and BMWP values (see table 11-12), suggesting that both waterbodies are
“clean but slightly impacted” and not impacted by organic pollutants.
11.99 Macroinvertebrates were assessed as Good under the WFD Cycle 2 classification for St Austell, Par River
and Upper River Fal waterbodies and High for Demelza Stream.
11.100 All of the biological monitoring data suggest that the watercourses are slightly impacted, with almost no
influence of nutrient excess.

Flood Risk Baseline
11.101 A FRA is presented in full in Appendix 11-1. The following is a summary of the existing flood risk to the Site
11.102 A review of the Environment Agency Flood Map for Planning (Rivers and Sea) and Cornwall Council Food
Risk mapping in the FRA (Appendix 11-1) indicates that the preferred route of the Proposed Development
is located entirely within Flood Zone 1 (low risk), where the risk of flooding from fluvial and tidal sources is
less than 1 in 1000 (0.1%) in any year. Although indicative mapping states there is a low fluvial flood risk,
the scheme design crosses four minor watercourses tributaries to the River Fal. Further south, the Carbis
Stream on the Upper River Par is also crossed by the alignment.
11.103 With respect to tidal flooding, the development area is high within the catchment well beyond any tidal
flood plain extent. The risk of tidal flooding is not present and as such tidal influences will not be
considered further.
11.104 A review of the Environment Agency Risk of Flooding from Surface Water map (Ref 11-42) and the
28
Cornwall Council SFRA indicates that sections of the preferred route and wider study area are at risk of
surface water flooding. However, these areas are limited to narrow extents where the route crosses
headwaters of watercourses.
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11.105 The Environment Agency Flood Risk from Reservoirs Map has been reviewed . The reservoir map
indicates that the proposed route (and study area) is not located within an area considered to be at risk
from a reservoir breach. The present mining excavation pits appear at a lower level and/or downstream of
the development area and do not constitute a significant flood risk to the scheme. Therefore, the risk from
reservoirs and pits is scoped out of the assessment, however with the exception of the storage pond for
which modifications are included in the design (i.e. Dimension Stone Quarry (SX 00431 57731,
P_WB_5)).
11.106 The current design proposal has the potential to influence the hydrology of the Dimension Stone Quarry
(SX 00431 57731, P_WB_5). This excavation has been filled with surface water to create a pond, which
will be passed through the east face by the new road alignment. The pond is understood to accept surface
water runoff from the adjacent Imerys haul road. It is currently understood that the pond provides limited
attenuation as incoming flows are directly displaced into a deep ‘V’ channel which extends approximately
200 m north of the pond. An outfall for this channel has not as yet been identified and potentially flows
overtop from the pond into the channel and infiltrates into the ground. Site access in this area is limited
and a full topographic survey is not available.
11.107 The study area is located within a predominantly rural area with the majority of receptors comprising of
land used for mining (present and historic), agricultural land and farm buildings. The study area also
includes urban areas of Stenalees, Trezaise and Roche. Existing utilities such as existing potable water,
sewage, surface water and Imerys clay supply pipes have associated flood risks.
28

11.108 With respect to groundwater flooding, The Cornwall SFRA states that this type of flooding is low risk due
to the presence of minor aquifers, except for those areas with extensive mine drainage systems, where
blockages in tunnels can lead to unexpected breakout of groundwater at the surface.

Summary of Water Features
Surface Water Receptors
11.109 The study area includes the headwaters of a number of river catchments, including the St Austell River
(A_WC_2), River Par (P_WC_1, 2, 6), River Fal (F_WC_1 to 10) and Delmelza Stream (D_WC_1, 2). The
preferred route for the Proposed Development is shown to cross five headwaters. Two within the River
Par (upper) catchment (along the route of the existing B3274) and three within the River Fal (upper)
catchment.
11.110 The upper headwaters of these river catchments are all classified as Ordinary Watercourses, but feed into
Main Rivers further downstream (but beyond 2 km from the Proposed Development). All watercourses
form part of wider catchments that are monitored against the objectives of the WFD and are assessed to
have moderate to good ecological status / potential and good chemical quality, despite the fact that
analysis of the raw data suggests that these watercourse may be impacted by high levels of background
metal concentrations from the lithology and mining activities in the area.
11.111 A number of the watercourses flow through designated sites. For example the headwaters associated with
the River Fal (Upper) catchment (F_WC_1 to 10) flow through the Breney and Gossm Tregoss Moors
SAC/SSSI and Mid Cornwall Moors SSSI, which is located partly within the study area; the headwaters of
the River Camel (Demelza Stream, D_WC_1, 2) flows through the River Camel Valley and Tributaries
SAC/SSI.
11.112 A number of other waterbodies / lagoons many thought to be associated with (former) China Clay pits are
also located within a 1 km radius of the preferred route. They have no known designations and are not
known to be monitored in terms of quality and ecological value. The waterbodies are located within
predominantly mining areas and have no known significant recreational value, but many may be of
economic value if still used within the mining process.
11.113 Table 11-13 provides a summary of the importance of surface water bodies.
Flood Risk Receptors

261

EA Risk of Flooding from Surface Water map, https://flood-warning-information.service.gov.uk/long-term-floodrisk/map?map=RiversOrSea [Accessed October 2018]
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11.114 Potential flood risk receptors include all present watercourses along the scheme and associated
floodplain.
11.115 The Proposed Development is located entirely within Flood Zone 1, with the main risk of fluvial flooding
associated to the road watercourse crossings through culverts (i.e. six tributaries of River Fal – F_WC_3
to 8 and Carbis Stream (Upper River Pal tributaries, P_WC_5, 6).
11.116 The flood plain adjacent to the tributaries of River Fal and Carbis where they cross the A30 through
different culvert is predominantly rural, with localized buildings present. The FRA shows that this area is
well beyond the 1:1,000 year flood extent, as all watercourses are considered headwaters. Therefore, the
sensitivity of Upper River Fal and Carbis Stream floodplain for impact assessment purposes is considered
Low.
11.117 No risk of flooding has been identified from tidal sources and thus this will not be considered any further.
11.118 The Dimension Stone Quarry pond (P_WB_5) will be affected by the new road alignment and this will be
considered further as Low sensitive receptor, as there are no residential properties around it. No other
risks from reservoirs or pits have been identified.
11.119 At this stage there is limited information on the potential flood risk from existing utilities and drainage
assets. One anecdotal report of localised flooding occurring on land adjacent to the Wheal Prosper has
been communicated. Water is reported to flow from Hensbarrow Down in the tin streamed valley, under
the B3274 and into the geological SSSI. Imerys have constructed Bunds to mitigate this and direct flow
back into the Wheal Prosper.
11.120 The above, together with other existing drainage assets will need to be investigated further in advance of
works starting on Site, although it is anticipated that the risk could be managed.
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Sensitivity of Receptors (Value)
11.121 Table 11-11 lists the various surface water bodies that have been considered by this assessment and their
importance in terms of water quality, morphology and flood risk, following the criteria established in Table
11-1 of the Methodology Section.
Table 11-11: Water Body Receptors and their Importance
Water Body

Baseline Summary

Water
Quality

Hydromorphology

A_WC_2, P_WC_10,
P_WC_11, P_WC_9,
F_WC_3, F_WC_4,
F_WC_5

These small drains/watercourses have medium importance in
terms of water quality on the basis of a relatively short distance
from more important water bodies and/or being tributaries of a
WFD reportable reach, but low importance in terms of
morphology due to their relative small size, past modification
and poorly defined channels lacking morphological features
and functional flows.

Medium

Low

St Austell River
(A_WC_3)

A_WC_3 forms the headwaters of Austell River, which is a
WFD reportable waterbody currently at Moderate Ecological
Potential (although Chemical Potential is Good). St Austell river
is very small in this section and partially culverted. It has
Medium
suffered physical modification from urban and transport
developments and flood protection structures and so it is
considered as heavily modified under the WFD.

Low

A_WB_2, A_WB_4
P_WB_1, P_WB_2,
P_WB_3, P_WB_4

Several lagoons around clay works operational areas,
surrounded by steep rock faces and not considered to be in
hydraulic connectivity with the Proposed Development or WFD
watercourses, and therefore assessment for them is not taken
any further.

N/A

N/A

P_WC_1, P Minor
headwaters (Carbis
Stream and River Par
(Upper)), F_WC_9,
F_WC_10, D_WC_1,
D_WC_3

Small drains not hydraulically connected to the Proposed
Development so will not be considered any further.

N/A

N/A

Dimension Stone Pond,
P_WB_5

A small lagoon not covered by any nature conservation
designations, not known to support any protected species or
important social and economic uses. It is an artificial pond from
a former pit and filled with surface water whose east side bank
will be crossed by the new road alignment.

Low

Low

Carbis Stream, P_WC_6

This ephemeral watercourse is heavily modified, although the
headwaters have a natural character and are heavily
vegetated. It is considered part of the Par River (Upper) WFD
Medium
waterbody, currently at Moderate Ecological Potential. It will be
crossed by the Proposed Development.

Main Upper River Fal
Tributary (F_WC_8),
F_WC_7, F_WC_6
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These small watercourses form the headwaters of the Upper
River Fal, a WFD waterbody currently at Good Ecological
Status. They are also hydraulically connected to Breney and
Very High
Goss & Tregoss Moors SAC, Goss Mor NNR and Mid Cornwall
Moors SSSI, which are located within 1 km downstream.
F_WC_8 is modified with several culverts, but F_WC_6 and 7

Low

Medium
(F_WC_6, 7)
Low (F_WC_8)
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have fairly natural channels.

D_WC_2

Prepared for: Cornwall Council

This is an unnamed tributary (headwater) considered part of
the Demelza Stream WFD, which is at Good Ecological Status.
It is connected with the River Camel Valley and Tributaries
SAC/SSI (450 m downstream of D_WC_2), protected because
of its importance for wildlife and little disturbance, especially for
the presence otters (Lutra lutra) and fish species such as the
High
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), bullhead (Cottus goblo), sea
trout (Salmo trutta) and sea lamprey (Petromyzon marinus).
The watercourse was dry heavily vegetated ditch during a site
visit and so has little conservation value. Therefore, High
importance is precautionary (as the ditch is ephemeral).

Medium
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Design, Mitigation and Enhancement Measures
11.122 Environmental considerations were taken into account during the design of the Proposed Development in
order to avoid and/or reduce potential impacts on water environment receptors. This iterative approach
has led to a range of mitigation measures, capable of reducing the magnitude of water environment
impacts, being embedded within the design of the Proposed Development or captured within standard
construction practices. These mitigation measures are explained in the following sections.

Construction
11.123 During construction pollution may arise directly from spillages of oil or other polluting substances, or
indirectly from runoff from hard standing and other sealed surfaces or from construction machinery. Such
pollution is likely to contain high levels of suspended solids and/or chemicals spilt on the Site.
11.124 Although these construction phase adverse impacts tend to be temporary and short term; in order to
avoid, prevent, minimise and reduce adverse effects where possible, both direct and indirect, on the local
surface water and groundwater receiving environment, a Construction Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP) will be developed by the Contractor. This will contain the procedures for managing the water
resources implications of the Proposed Developments construction.
11.125 The CEMP will be reviewed, revised and updated once the project progresses towards construction to
ensure all potential impacts are considered and addressed as far as practicable, in keeping with available
good practice at that point in time. The principles of mitigation and the measures set out below are the
minimum standards that the Contractor will implement. However, for some issues, it is acknowledged that
there are multiple ways in which they may be addressed, or that the methods of dealing with the pollutant
risk will need to continually be reviewed and adapted as construction works progress (e.g. the
management of construction site runoff containing excessive levels of fine sediments).
11.126 The CEMP will describe the principles for the protection of the water environment during construction. The
CEMP will be supported by a Water Management Plan (WMP) that will provide greater detail regarding the
mitigation to be implemented to protect the water environment from adverse effects during construction.
11.127 The construction of the Proposed Development will be undertaken following the principles set in the
CEMP and Water Management Plan (WMP) and in accordance with good practice (e.g. CIRIA document
th
262
C741, 4 Edition (2015) Environmental Good Practice on Site , which contains examples of best
practice measures that can be used in specific situations.
th

11.128 As of the 17 December 2015 all Pollution Prevention Guidance (PPG) Documents published by the UK
263
environment agencies were withdrawn. A new series of Guidance for Pollution Prevention (GPP) is in
development, which provides updated good practice guidance to the UK.
11.129 While this is not regulatory guidance in England where the UK government website outlines regulatory
requirements, it remains a useful resource for best practice. The following relevant GPPs have been
released in 2018 and should be considered as good practice within the CEMP:


GPP 2: Above ground oil storage;



GPP 5: Works and maintenance in or near water for construction or maintenance works near, in, or
over water;



GPP 8: Safe storage and disposal of used oils;



GPP 13: Vehicle washing and cleaning;



GPP 19: Vehicles: Service and Repair;



GPP 21: Pollution Incident Response Plans; and



GPP22 Dealing with Spills;

11.130 Where new GPPs are yet to be published, previous PPGs may still provide useful advice on the
management of construction to avoid, minimise and reduce environmental impacts, they should not be
262

CIRIA, 2015, C741 Environmental Good Practice on Site Guide
GPP documents, http://www.netregs.org.uk/environmental-topics/pollution-prevention-guidelines-ppgs-and-replacementseries/guidance-for-pollution-prevention-gpps-full-list/ [Accessed 11/11/18]
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relied upon to provide accurate details of the current legal and regulatory requirements and processes.
They are referred to in this document alongside other current guidance and in the context of the Proposed
Development and site specific mitigation measures. Construction phase operations would be carried out in
264
accordance with guidance contained within the Environment Agency PPG , including:


General Guide to the Prevention of Pollution: PPG1;



Use and Design of Oil Separators in Surface Water Drainage Systems: PPG3;



Working at Construction and Demolition Sites: PPG6;



Control of Spillages and Fire Fighting Runoff: PPG18; and



Storage and Handling of Drums and Intermediate Bulk Containers: PPG26.

11.131 Additional good practice guidance for mitigation to protect the water environment can be found in the
46
following key Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA) documents :


C741 (2015, 4th Edition) Environmental good practice on site guide;



C609 (2004) Sustainable Drainage Systems, hydraulic, structural and water quality advice;



C624 (2004) Development and flood risk – Guidance for the construction industry;



C522 (2001) Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems – Design manual for England and Wales;



C523 (2001) Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems – Best practice manual for England, Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland; and



C532 (2001) Control of water pollution from construction sites – Guidance for consultants and
contractors.

11.132 The following broad measures will be adopted on site:


Site clearance and areas of bare earthworks will be kept to a minimum, and/or shaped to ensure
temporary run off falls to temporary storage ponds .Batter slopes will be -seeded as soon as
practically possible.



Pumping or discharges (e.g. of displaced ground or surface water) to controlled waters
will
require a Water Activity Permit (i.e. Discharge Consent) obtained from the Environment Agency
(unless clean water or an exception from the EA). The Principal Contractor will comply with any
conditions imposed by any permits.



The Principal Contractor will obtain a bespoke Water Activity Permit from the Environment Agency
before commencing any relevant or temporary works within 8 m of the top of the bank of a Main
River (i.e. Upper River Fal). The Principal Contractor will comply with any conditions imposed by any
permits.



Temporary and permanent consents from the LLFA for works affecting Ordinary Watercourses (i.e.
F_WC_4) will be obtained by the Principal Contractor as appropriate and in advance of any such
works.



Permission in the form of an abstraction licence and a permit may also need to be obtained from the
Environment Agency for draining the pond at Dimension Stone Quarry (P_WB_5) and discharging
the water to a nearby watercourse or to ground.



During construction, any discharges to a Controlled Water of ‘unclean runoff’ would require a Water
Activity Permit from the Environment Agency. All permissions for temporary works would be
obtained well in advance of when the works would be undertaken and any conditions attached to
such permissions, such as to limit the concentration of oils, suspended solids and other potentially
polluting chemicals, would be adhered to.

265
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CIRIA documents,
https://www.ciria.org/CIRIA/Resources/Free_CIRIA_publications/Resources/Free_CIRIA_publications.aspx?hkey=622b85b37d21-4e59-8093-459571496a0a [Accessed 11/11/18]
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As defined by Section 104 of the Water Resources Act 1991 (as amended) a Controlled Water included with relevance to
this Proposed Development all inland freshwaters such as a watercourse (including an underground river or watercourse and
an artificial river or watercourse; which is neither a public sewer nor a sewer or drain which drains into a public sewer), lake,
reservoir or pond (whether it is natural or artificial or above or below ground; and discharges into a relevant river or watercourse
or into another lake or pond which is itself a relevant lake or pond) and groundwater. Where a lake, pond or watercourse may
be ephemeral, the section or reach that may periodically dry up is also considered a Controlled Water.
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There will be no pumping into surface water drains or combined sewer without the permission of the
statutory undertaker (South West Water Ltd).



During the construction process, any surface water land drains or existing road gullies present on the
Site will be identified and covered up, to ensure construction site runoff or any accidental spillages
cannot enter the drainage system without appropriate treatment.



Where water needs to be removed from excavations, it will be suitably treated (e.g. settlement to
remove suspended solids) and transported the minimum practical distance before discharge to a
suitable water body or sewer under the appropriate consents or otherwise pumped to a tanker for
off-site disposal at an appropriate licenced waste facility.



In order to prevent water pollution resulting from spillages of foul waste water generated by on site
welfare facilities, these will be managed either by connection to the local mains or stored in a
suitable system and regularly emptied for off-site disposal by a specialist contractor.



Spill kits will be available on site, regularly checked and topped up, and appropriate training given to
employees in their use.



Storage of fuel and chemicals will be in accordance with The Control of Pollution (Oil Storage)
20
(England) Regulations 2001, GPP2 and GPP8 , and particular care will be taken with the delivery
and use of concrete and cement as it is highly corrosive and alkaline.



No washing out of delivery vehicles will take place on site without suitable provision for the washing
out water and provision of a suitable location that is lined with a geotextile to prevent infiltration to
ground. Such washing will not be allowed to flow into any drain and the CEMP will contain a
methodology for dealing with any washing out water, or wheel wash water.



Floodplain working will be kept to a minimum; with temporary land-take required for construction to
be located out of the flood plain as far as reasonably practicable or allowances made for floodplain
control measures. Should construction work impede on the floodplain, temporary floodplain
compensation will be considered to minimise net loss of floodplain storage, to ensure that water
flows are unobstructed and that flood risk does not increase elsewhere.



During the construction phase, the Contractor will monitor weather forecasts on a monthly, weekly
and daily basis, and plan works accordingly. This is particularly important for works in close proximity
to watercourses. For example, works in the channel of any watercourse will be avoided or halted
where there to be a risk of high flows or even flooding.



The Contractor will describe actions it will take in the event of a possible flood event. These actions
will be hierarchal meaning that as the risk increases the Contractor will implement more stringent
protection measures. This is important to ensure all workers, the construction site and third party
land, property and people are adequately protected from flooding during the construction phase.



The Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan would need to be enforced from the first day of
construction works through to the end of all works on site, 24 hours per day, seven days per week
(i.e. if action is required on non-working days procedures and resources would be available as
required by the action plan in the Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan);



The risk from groundwater flooding would need to be managed accordingly through appropriate
working practices and with adequate plans and equipment in place for de-watering to ensure safe
dry working environments and safe working in confined spaces (such as the provision of escape
routes and banksman to monitor works). It is proposed that these measures would be included in a
comprehensive groundwater mitigation strategy that should be developed at the detailed design
stage to mitigate the risk of groundwater flooding during both the construction phase and postconstruction



The CEMP will include an Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan including actions to be
taken in the event of forecast heavy rainfall and potential flooding. A ‘spill’ response plan will be
implemented in the event of an environmental incident.

11.133 For the new outfalls, pre-fabricated concrete headwalls will be used where possible to avoid the need for
pouring wet concrete close to the watercourse, and the number of new outfalls has been minimised. In
addition, when new outfalls are needed to accommodate road drainage these should be constructed in the
same structure as those for land runoff, minimizing the impacts.

Water quality monitoring
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11.134 In advance of any construction works, a programme of pre-construction water quality monitoring is
required to augment existing data and to provide a robust baseline against which changes in water quality
during construction works can be compared. This monitoring should include regular monthly (as a
minimum) visits to all watercourses and major water bodies that could be impacted by the Proposed
Development for the collection of visual and olfactory observation, in situ monitoring and water samples
for laboratory analysis.
11.135 During construction it is proposed to undertake further water quality monitoring to ensure that mitigation
measures are operating as planned and preventing pollution. The purpose of the monitoring programme
would also be to ensure that should pollution occur it is identified as quickly as possible and appropriate
action is taken in line with the Emergency Preparedness and Control Plan. Although regular site visits to
all water bodies that may be affected should be continued (as in the pre-construction monitoring), it is
expected that daily observations by the Environmental Management / Environmental Clerk of Works
would be carried out while works are ongoing that may cause impact, together with ad hoc sampling as
required or in response to signs of pollution (e.g. as part of an investigation).
11.136 It is anticipated that post completion of the works water quality monitoring will continue to verify that the
works have been completed without adversely affecting water quality. The monitoring period is to be
confirmed but should be a minimum of three months and at least three water samples from each water
body.
11.137 It is important following completion of the improvement scheme that there is a requirement for regular
inspection and maintenance of the drainage systems and culverts. This would be carried out in
accordance with good practice guidance. Information regarding the maintenance regime would be
provided in Operation and Maintenance manuals. Systems would be designed in accordance with current
guidance to ensure that the potential for siltation and blockages is minimised under normal operation.
11.138 The maintenance regime for ponds, culverts and road drainage zone would be identified to reduce the
residual risk from failure or improper function of the drainage system due to blockages. This risk of
flooding can also be alleviated during detailed design by improving the existing drainage system where
impermeable areas are increased. Also there is a risk of spread of a number of non-native invasive
species (INNS) (please see Chapter 9 : Habitats and Biodiversity for further details) and so a INNS
Management Plan will be included within the CEMP to control and minimise this.

Operation
11.139 The Proposed Development will introduce new areas of hard standing and soft landscaping that will
generate increased surface water runoff that will need to be managed to prevent flooding and control any
pollution risk to receiving watercourses. The creation of new structures, embankments and cuttings will
also alter existing surface and groundwater flow pathways and these changes will also need to be
addressed by the design.
11.140 A Surface Water Management Strategy (SWMS) has been prepared setting out the way the proposed new
road will drain during operation (See Appendix 11-1). The SWMS is based on nine drainage zones (D1 to
D9) along the new road separated by high and low points or where there are opportunities to discharge
highway runoff. As infiltration rates into the ground are generally poor across the study area or the ground
has been previously modified no highway discharges to ground are proposed, Surface water runoff from
the new road will be discharged to local watercourses following appropriate attenuation and treatment.
266

11.141 The SWMS has been prepared following the Drainage Guidance for Cornwall (DGfC) and in
24
accordance with the SUDS Manual - CIRIA C753 . The total discharge from the Proposed Development
aims to replicate Greenfield runoff rates and be controlled for up to the 100-year storm plus 40%
allowance for climate change.
11.142 The SWMS (See Appendix 11-1) proposes to use sustainable drainage systems or SuDS to attenuate and
treat highway runoff. SuDS are methods of controlling surface water in a more sustainable way than the
traditional method of pipes to direct the water from the Site as quickly as possible. Using SuDS is a way to
minimise the risk and impact of flooding, however, their design and use depends on the development type.
266

Cornwall Council, 2010. Drainage Guidance for Cornwall (DGfC) 2010 Version 2 (it is noted the DGfC is currently withdrawn
and is being updated for re-issue)
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Ponds, wetlands and swales are preferred sustainable solutions as these mimic natural drainage and can
provide a number of other benefits. However, where SuDS are not possible or there is a high risk,
alternative proprietary treatment systems may be considered to provide some / additional treatment of
highway runoff. Appropriate drainage treatment is generally decided as part of the detailed design using
267
HD 33/16 DMRB Volume 4, Section 2, Part 3 . Selection criteria include cost, performance, maintenance
requirements, land availability and nature of the receiving waters.
11.143 Highway drainage from the eight road network areas will be treated to remove suspended solids, metals
and hydrocarbons from the road run-off. Highway runoff from all networks will be collected and conveyed
to new attenuation ponds after pre-treatment by a Vortex Flow Separator (VFS). Outflows from the pond
will be limited to Greenfield runoff by the use of a vortex flow control device. Drawings related to surface
water drainage proposals are 0718_CSL_HDG_00MZ_DR_CD_0001 to 0013. The ponds have been
designed with reference to the indicative exemplar design of a pond with a forebay in the DMRB’s
268
HA103/06 Vegetated Drainage Systems for Highway Runoff .
11.144 Drawings in Appendix A in the FRA and SWMS (Appendix 11-1) provide further details. At this stage each
pond has not been designed in detail.
11.145 The preliminary design includes the following SuDS and proprietary features where possible, to add
stages of filtration and treatment:


In verge, grass V channels for flow collection and conveyance directly off the carriageway, providing
the first stage of the SuDS treatment train;



When the design is in cut, the collecting surface V channels will be able to discharge to Filter Drains;



Grass embankments, which are intended to operate similarly to grass filter strips will be located on
both sides of the carriageway wherever possible (for more details see drawings in the Appendix A of
the FRA and SWMS in Appendix 11-1);



High capacity grass swales will be located off verges and downstream of the over bank filter strips;



The high capacity swales will feed VFSs that will be located in chambers directly upstream of the
attenuation ponds; and



The attenuation ponds will be typically located close to the receiving watercourse (see details on
drawing 0718_CSL_HDG_00MZ_DR _CD_0019). The pond details include provision for a
forbay/bund, low flow channels, permanently wet areas, planting and downstream flow control.

11.146 Each attenuation pond has been designed to provide treatment for road runoff (and could intercept any
large accidental chemical spillages if the spill cannot be contained earlier in the drainage system so as to
not contaminate the pond) and will incorporate permanent standing water and planting to provide
landscaping and ecological benefits.
11.147 Infiltration assessment confirmed to be slow to moderate and so the drainage strategy designed
40
predominantly utilises attenuation based systems . This ensures an appropriate drainage system can be
installed onsite within the site constraints. Any inherent infiltration within the system; via basins, swales or
filter drains, is considered as a secondary benefit and not included within the preliminary sizing of the
system.
11.148 Detailed attenuation for each drainage zone is provided in Table 11-12.
Table 11-12: Drainage proposals by road drainage zone
Drainage
Network

Receiving
Watercourse

Outfall
NGR

Description of drainage proposals and treatment train*

D1

P_WC_11

SX
01612
57042

Low infiltration rate and attenuated drainage system has been proposed. Flow
collection via traditional road gullies and inclusion of swales at the existing
road edge.
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Highways England, Transport Scotland, Welsh Assembly Government, The Department For Regional Development
Northern Ireland, 2016. Design Manual For Roads And Bridges, Volume 4, Section 2, Part 3. HD 33/16 Design Of Highway
Drainage Systems.
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The Highways Agency, Transport Scotland, Welsh Assembly Government, The Department For Regional Development
Northern Ireland 2006. DMRB Volume 4, Section 2. HA103/06 Vegetated Drainage Systems for Highway Runoff
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D2

A_WC_2

SX
01032
56517

Discharge into the existing drainage system, although pipe network needs
review of viability. The northern area of this network will have an intermediate
attenuation pond (Basin 2), the same as the southern area around the Single
Rose Roundabout. The drainage from Roche Road will be limited to a vortex
separator and a small modular storage tank (Basin 3). Due to lack of suitable
locations for attenuation storage on the south-west arm of Single Rose
Roundabout, part of the system will not be intercepted by the attenuation
system.

D3

P_WC_10

SX
01082
57522

Flow collection via road gullies or liner kerb drainage. Attenuation pond and
swales at the existing road edge.

D4 & D5

P_WC_6

SW
99552
58482

Surface water collection via ‘over the edge’ drainage to a verge situated grass
lined V channel with 1:5 side slopes, and linear kerb drainage across the
Hensbarrow underpass to convey flows back toward the main drainage flow
route. Attenuation pond and filter drain at the existing road edge.

D6

F_WC_6

SW
98671
58764

Surface water collection via ‘over the edge’, except for the region around
Trezaise roundabout, where flow will be collected through road gullies.
Attenuation pond and filter drain at the existing road edge.

D7

F_WC_4

SW
98431
59386

Flow collection via ‘over the edge’ drainage to a verge situated grass lined V
channel with 1:5 side slopes. Attenuation pond and filter drain at the existing
road edge.

D8

F_WC_3

D9

D_WC_2

SW
98108
59816

SW
98536
61516

Network divided in four sub-catchments. Flow in D8 Network A pass through
two attenuation ponds, in D8 Network B and C discharge into an infiltration
system (covered in the Chapter 10 Geology, Soils and Contaminated Land)
and in D8 Network D through an attenuation pond. In D8 Network A, surface
water will be collected via ‘over the edge’, while in D8 Network B will be upon
a fill embankment (act similar to a filter strip), and will include swales.
Flows will go directly over-bank, with collection upon a fill embankment (similar
treatment to a filter strip), although suitability of this system needs
confirmation. Flows collection in the southern side of the main alignment south
of Tregoss will be via ‘over the edge’. It will also include swales that convey
flows onto the attenuation pond.

11.149 Some of the watercourses will be crossed by the new road alignment and will require installation of
culverts. These include:


F_WC_3 (Culvert A);



F_WC_4 (Culvert B);



F_WC_5 (culvert C);



F_WC_8 (Culvert D);



F_WC_7 (Culvert E); and



P_WC_6 (existing culvert structure that would be maintained).

11.150 Detailed designs of the culverts are shown in Drawings 0718_CSL_SGN_XX_DE_CB_0001 to 0003.


To minimise and reduce the adverse impacts of each culvert on the receiving watercourse a number
of measures have been embedded in the design as follows:



The lengths of each culvert has been minimised as far as possible;



Culverts will be box structures with bases set at least 0.3 m below the bed of the watercourse, to
allow sediment transport to continue through the structure for morphological and habitat continuity;
and



Mammal shelfs are to be incorporated to allow the safe passage of species such as otter (Lutra
lutra), although it is noted that there is potential to reduce culvert dimensions if mammal ledges are
not required, subject to ecological mitigation recommendations.
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11.151 All new drainage assets (e.g. ponds) and structures (e.g. ponds) will be maintained by Cornwall Council
as the highway authority. For example, regular inspection will be undertaken to ensure that the drainage
system operates as intended and that there are no blockages to culverts.
11.152 During the operational phase of the Proposed Development, drainage systems will be regularly inspected
and maintained in accordance with good practice guidance. Information regarding the maintenance
regime will be provided in the Operation and Maintenance manuals. Systems will be designed to ensure
that the potential for siltation and blockages is minimised under normal operation (refer to FRA Appendix
11-1 for further details).

Flood Risk Assessment
11.153 The drainage strategy outlined in the FRA and SWMS (See Appendix 11-1) concludes that the surface
water runoff from the Proposed Development can be suitably managed within the scheme extents without
increasing flood risk elsewhere. Where possible the strategy has proposed measures beyond the
minimum requirements outlined by policy and the current design guidance.
11.154 The proposed alignment of the new road runs adjacent to the artificial pond of Dimension Stone Quarry
(P_WB_5) an the works and design needs to carefully consider that the associated flood risks are suitably
avoided or mitigated, including the risk of destabilisation of the bank and future seepage (see more details
269
in the FRA and GIR report Risk Register . The current proposal include for the draining of the artificial
pond at Dimension Stone Quarry (P_WB_5) during construction and a posterior design plan to reinstate it
as a water body. No details of where the water will be discharged to are yet known, but these will need to
be agreed with the Environment Agency as part of an abstraction licence application. Potentially the pond
could be removed in its entirety but it is not proposed at present as ecological impact investigations are
ongoing. Any amendments to the pond will need to consider appropriate management of surface water
from the Imerys site haul road to appropriately manage flood risk. The proposals will be subject to flood
risk, geotechnical and Road Safety Audit (RSA) safety reviews as part of the process to obtain technical
approval.
11.155 The flood risk from existing utilities can be increased when excavation works are proposed in close
proximity to them, although the majority of the Proposed Development is in a rural location with few
residential and commercial properties or other vulnerable infrastructure. There is potential that breaks to
utilities and resulting flows could be directed via the road network to more vulnerable locations. According
to the FRA (Appendix 11-1), to mitigate this risk, desktop research and site based investigation works (of
which the first phase included approximately seventy five trial pits) is ongoing to identify utilities and
confirm their locations and depths within the site extents. If an appropriate Risk Assessed Method
Statement (RAMS) is employed by a competent contactor, as would be expected for this scheme, the risk
of utilities flooding is considered low.
11.156 Field access accommodation works, culverts, crossings, bridges and access tracks in and around the
existing waterbodies will be designed in detail and constructed in accordance with the current guidance to
ensure capacity for the predicted 1 in 100 year plus 40% flow rate, and so it is unlikely to have a negative
impact on flood risk. Footpath crossings will be elevated a minimum of 600mm above existing top bank
levels of the existing watercourses and the surrounding soft ground, to prevent the structure to have a
negative effect on local flood flows/levels (see more details in the FRA in Appendix 11-1). These include
the following (see drawings from Appendix A of FRA, Appendix 11-1 and descriptions in Appendix 11-2
WFD Assessment):


Upper River Fal tributaries:

o

F_WC_3: a 57.137m long culvert (Culvert A in Appendix A of the FRA in Appendix 11-1) will be
constructed below the carriageway and adjoining pathway at the crossing of this watercourse, with
internal dimensions of 2.5 m width and 2m height, with the culvert base set 0.3 m below the
substrate bed level;

o

F_WC_4: anew culvert, 43.7 m in length (Culvert B in Appendix A of the FRA in Appendix 11-1) is
proposed where the link road crosses this watercourse, with internal dimensions of 2.5 m width by
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Cornwall Council Winter Service Plan https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/transport-and-streets/transport-policy/winter-service-plan2017-18/ [Accessed 1/11/18]
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2 m height. The culvert bed level will be set 0.3 m below the natural bed surface, and mammal
ledges are proposed for inclusion;
o

F_WC_5: a new culvert, 44.4 m in length (Culvert C in Appendix A of the FRA in Appendix 11-1), is
proposed where the link road crosses this watercourse, with internal dimensions of 2.5 m width by
2 m height, and a hard base set 0.3 m below substrate bed level. The culvert bed level will be set
below the natural bed surface, and mammal ledges are proposed for inclusion;

o

F_WC_6: its upstream extents may need to be culverted beneath proposed new road to tie into
new Trezaise Roundabout;

o

F_WC_7: culvert is required near to the confluence with F_WC_8. The new culvert will be
approximately 21.6 m long with internal dimensions of 2.5 m width and 2 m height, and a hard
base set 0.3 m below substrate bed level (refer to Culvert E in Appendix A of the FRA in Appendix
11-1);

o

F_WC_8: modifications the existing box culvert at Coldvreath, which is presently 18.3 m long, and
is to be extended by an additional 18.9 m. The current culvert dimensions are 1.8 m width by 1.32
m height. The new culvert dimensions have not been confirmed but the design is included in
Appendix A of the FRA (in Appendix 11-1)as Culvert D; and

o

Three footpath crossings downstream of the Proposed Development.



Upper River Pal:

o

P_WC_5: ditch culverted beneath the existing B3274 road; and

o

P_WC_6: watercourse is to be culverted beneath two new footways associated with the
development, but will remain an open channel through the underpass. There is an existing
crossing of the B3274 via a 1.2m diameter plastic pipe and set in man-made 1 in 1 cut.

Magnitude of Impacts (Change)
11.157 The following section outlines the potential impacts on the water environment that were considered in the
assessment during both the construction and operational phases.

Construction
11.158 During the construction phase, adverse impacts may include:


Changes to surface water quality, due to deposition or spillage of soils, sediment, oils, fuels, or other
construction chemicals, or through uncontrolled site run-off and spillages; and



There is also the potential for increases in the risk of flooding due to changes in land drainage and
the risk of blockages in receiving watercourses.

Impact on Surface Water Quality
11.159 Where construction works are proposed within and in close proximity to water bodies, close to existing
land drains providing a pathway to surface watercourses or ponds, or on steeper terrain angled towards a
waterbody, there is the potential for adverse impacts on water quality from uncontrolled construction site
runoff, which may include excessive quantities of fine sediments, oils, fuels, or other construction
chemicals spilt on site, which can propagate along the initial receiving watercourse.
11.160 Construction of road outfalls for the Proposed Development will require some works close to and
potentially within watercourses. There is the potential for conveyance of spills and fine sediment during
any of these works to result in direct impacts to the receiving watercourses, namely St. Austell River, Par
River (Upper) (A_WC_2), Upper River Fal (F_WC_3 to 10) and Demelza Stream, (Ruthern) (D_WC_2)
and tributaries.
11.161 Several watercourses will need to be culverted where the new road crosses them. The construction works
for culverting these watercourses has the potential to adversely impact water quality through sediment
disturbance and direct runoff, and from the risk of chemical spillages from plant, equipment and materials.
However, these watercourses are small and depending on the timing of works may be dry. Standard
construction techniques to over pump the flow around the works or flume the watercourse to create a dry
working area would provide an effective barrier to interrupt any pollutant pathway.
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11.162 The number of new surface water outfalls will be eight. For these new outfalls, pre-fabricated concrete
headwalls will be used where possible to avoid the need for pouring wet concrete close to the watercourse
as this represents a spillage risk.
11.163 All potential construction impacts would be short term, temporary, but could be direct or indirect depending
on the nature of the works and the pathway between source and receptor. The magnitude of impact from
runoff contaminated with fine sediments and risk of chemical spillage causing pollution to the existing
waterbodies, considered all mitigation measures are implemented, is (see Figure 11-1 for location of the
waterbodies):


Minor adverse where works will be carried out directly or close to the waterbodies: A_WC_2
tributary of St Austell River, P_WC_6 and P_WC_9-11 tributaries of River Par (Upper), P_WB_5
(Dimension Stone Quarry pond) and F_WC_4-8 tributaries of Upper River Fal.



Negligible for those waterbodies far from the development: A_WC_3 tributary of St Austell River and
D_WC_2 tributary of Demelza Stream.

Flood Risk
11.164 The Proposed Development has the potential to increase the rate of surface water runoff to downstream
receptors, due to covering of vegetated surfaces with more impermeable materials or removing vegetation
and compacting the soil. It also has the potential to affect natural conveyance routes within the
catchments. In addition, there is the possibility that works take place close to existing utilities. To manage
changes in surface water runoff during construction a WMP will be prepared as part of the CEMP. This
includes setting up and management of a temporary surface water drainage system, including the use of
construction SuDS to intercept and attenuate surface water runoff to manage the flood risk to construction
workers and prevent any increase in risk to nearby third party property. With these measures implemented
it is predicted that there would be no increased flood risk during the works and a Negligible impact is
predicted on fluvial and surface water flood risk, and the risk from existing utilities.
11.165 Construction activities also have the potential to alter groundwater levels and flows, especially where
construction works include cuttings, or works that encroach into areas which would involve works below
the water table. The FRA (Appendix 11-1) states that groundwater levels may be located at a shallow level
beneath the Site (i.e. BGS logs indicate the potential for groundwater to be located at 1.5 m to 2.7 m
below existing ground level and some areas may be at risk of sudden groundwater emergence due to the
modified land from past quarrying). Where groundwater may be encountered, it is assumed there will be a
requirement for temporary dewatering and this has the potential to temporarily alter groundwater levels,
depending on what construction method is used. A ground investigation is ongoing (at the time of writing)
and this will inform the identification of which areas pose the greatest risk and what appropriate mitigation
measures the Contractor should adopt.
11.166 Considering the full proposals for the Proposed Development, the majority of infrastructure would be
constructed over ground on embankments and apart from foundations for structures (e.g. the bridge over
the railway line); there are no significant below ground construction activities proposed. As such, it is not
considered likely that there would be significant changes to groundwater levels or flow. Given that the
construction works would be temporary in nature, and taking into account the above mitigation measures,
it is considered that the impact to groundwater flow would be Negligible.
11.167 The construction phase of the Proposed Development will involve works in areas close to and over
watercourses flowing through the study area. Should a fluvial flood event occur during construction this
could be a significant risk to Construction Workers in the vicinity of watercourse. The baseline risk could
be exacerbated during construction works by the temporary increase in the rate and volume of surface
water runoff from exposed and compacted soils, any on-going in channel works that may constrict or alter
the flow within it, and the presence of stockpiled materials and equipment temporarily stored on the
floodplain. Sediment, construction materials and equipment may also be washed downstream where it
may block the channel and lead to or increase the risk of flooding. However, the watercourses on the site
are small and extensive flooding is unlikely to occur. With the application of standard construction
methods and mitigation as described in the CEMP this risk can be effectively managed (e.g. by monitoring
weather forecasts, by undertaking works close to watercourses during periods of dry weather, by ensuring
an adequate temporary drainage system is in place and maintained throughout the construction phase,
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and avoiding stockpiling material on floodplains). As such, flooding from these sources during
construction is considered to be Negligible.
11.168 The Site is at a Low risk from surface water flooding. However, during the works existing surface flow
paths may be disrupted and altered due to site clearance, earthworks, and excavation work. The exposure
and compaction of bare earth and the construction of new embankments and impermeable surfaces may
increase the rates and volume of runoff and increase the risk from surface water flooding. However, with
the application of standard construction methods and mitigation this risk can be effectively managed (e.g.
by monitoring weather forecasts and Environment Agency flood warnings, by undertaking works close to
watercourses during periods of dry weather, and by ensuring an adequate temporary drainage system is
in place and maintained throughout the construction phase). As such, flooding from these sources during
construction is considered to be negligible, except for the artificial pond P_WB_5, which will be directly
affected by the road realignment and so the effect is considered Minor adverse.
11.169 The impact on flood risk derived from the construction activities will be Negligible for the rest of the
watercourses and waterbodies present in the vicinity of the Proposed Development, as they will not be
directly affected by the new road alignment.

Operation
11.170 During the operational phase, the following adverse impacts may occur:


Impacts on water quality in receiving water bodies receiving highway drainage either through routine
runoff or as a result of accidental spillage;



Impacts on hydraulic processes, sediment dynamics and morphology in watercourses and their
floodplains; and



Potential changes in flood risk.

Surface Water Quality: Routine Road Runoff
11.171 The Proposed Development will drain to eight new outfalls to different watercourses and each with slightly
different treatment trains as set out in Table 11-12.
11.172 A DMRB HD45/09 HAWRAT Method A Step 3 Tier 1 compliant assessment of routine runoff and an
assessment of spillage risk has been undertaken for the Proposed Development. This determines the
potential impact of road runoff on the local water environment, taking account of the dilution in the
watercourse under low flow conditions, and assists with the identification of appropriate treatment
measures. Appendix 11-2 HAWRAT Technical Note shows the data used in the HAWRAT assessments
and their sources.
11.173 The results of the Step 2 Tier 1 assessment are presented in Table 11-13 both without and with mitigation
as applicable (detailed assessment in Diagrams 11-1 to 11-11 in Appendix 11-3). Where mitigation is
applied, treatment efficiencies are derived from DMRB HD33/16 (Table 11-14) with mitigation treatment
efficiency shown in the same table. Where there are more than one mitigations within the treatment train
the percentage removal efficiencies have been added together, to a maximum of 100% in the case of
suspended solids removal.
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Table 11-13: HAWRAT Method A Assessment Results with and without mitigation
Step 2 Tier 1

Soluble
Acute
Impact
Copper

Soluble
Acute
Impact
Zinc

D1

PASS

D2

Outfall

Sediment Chronic Impact
Deposition Index
(% treatment
required)
149 (requires 33%
treatment)
306 (requires 68%
treatment)
302 (requires 67%
treatment)
586 (requires 83%
treatment)
579 (requires 83%
treatment)
120 (requires 17%
treatment)
574 (requires 83%
treatment)
219 (requires 55%
treatment)
415 (requires 76%
treatment)

Annual
Average
Cu

Annual
Average
Soluble
Zn

EQS: 1
µg/l

EQS:
7.8 µg/l

0.30

1.34

0.59

2.57

0.67

2.91

8

1.05

4.54

34

0.88

3.81

0.15

0.67

0.88

3.82

46

0.43

1.88

-

0.69

3.00

43

Metal
treatment
Required
(%)

Accumulating
?

Extensive
?

PASS

Yes

Yes

PASS

PASS

Yes

Yes

D3

PASS

FAILS

Yes

Yes

D4 & D5

FAILS

FAILS

Yes

Yes

D6

PASS

PASS

Yes

Yes

D7

PASS

PASS

Yes

Yes

D8-A

PASS

FAILS

Yes

Yes

D8-D

PASS

PASS

Yes

Yes

D9

PASS

FAILS

Yes

Yes

PASS

FAILS

-

-

-

0.52

2.26

30

FAILS

FAILS

Yes

Yes

794 (requires 88%
treatment)

1.09

4.70

51

D6 &
D71
D8AD8D1

With mitigation in the form of a VFS and attenuation pond

-

-

2,3

D1

PASS

PASS

Yes

No

0

0.18

0.74

-

5

D2

PASS

PASS

Yes

No

0

0.35

1.41

-

D3

PASS

PASS

Yes

No

0

0.40

1.60

-

D4 & D5

PASS

PASS

Yes

No

0

0.63

2.50

11

D6

PASS

PASS

Yes

No

0

0.53

2.09

-

Yes

4

0

0.09

0.37

-

4

D7

PASS

PASS

No

D8-A

PASS

FAILS

Yes

No

0

0.53

2.67

1

D8-D

PASS

PASS

Yes

No4

0

0.26

1.03

-

4

D9
D6 &
D71
D8AD8D1

PASS

PASS

Yes

No

0

0.41

1.65

-

PASS

PASS

-

-

-

0.31

1.25

-

PASS

FAILS

Yes

No4

0

0.66

2.58

5

Additional mitigation: VFS, attenuation pond and swales

6

D1

PASS

PASS

Yes

No

0

0.03

0.07

-

D3

PASS

PASS

Yes

No

0

0.07

0.15

-

D8-D

PASS

PASS

Yes

No4

0

0.04

0.09

-

D9

PASS

PASS

Yes

No4

0

0.07

0.15

-

Additional mitigation: VFS, attenuation pond and filter drain

7

D4 & D5

PASS

PASS

Yes

No

0

0.63

0.45

-

D6

PASS

PASS

Yes

No

0

0.53

0.38

-

D7

PASS

PASS

Yes

No4

0

0.09

0.07

-

D8-A

PASS

PASS

Yes

No4

0

0.53

0.38

-

D6 &
D71

PASS

PASS

-

-

-

0.31

0.23
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D8AD8D1

PASS

PASS

Yes

0

No4

0.38

-

0.47

1)

Cumulative assessment.

2)

A reduction of 45% of Zn (15% vortex, 30%pond), 40% of Cu (0% vortex, 40%pond), and 40% and 60%
sediment settlement from a VFS and a pond, respectively) has been applied for mitigation with vortex and
wet pond, following guidance in DMRB HD33/16. Please see Diagrams 11-1 to 11-11 in Appendix 11-3 for
detailed assessments. Please note that screenshot numbers refer to the treatment applied for one of the
soluble pollutants (either Zn or Cu), so read the associated notes below each of them to see treatment
applied to the other pollutant.

3)

The treatment applied is based on a simple wet pond design. A hybrid sediment forebay with wet pond is
proposed and this may have a enhanced treatment potential.

4)

Protected area and / or a downstream structure is present that may mean the receiving watercourse is more
sensitive or the channel more prone to sediment deposition.

5)

Drainage zone D2 is divided in four small draining areas with different mitigation proposed due to limited
space available (Please refer to Table 14-14). Two of them (Basin 1 and 2) have an attenuation pond and
another one (Basin 3) a storage tank apart from the vortex separator. The four area, consisting of the southwest arm of Single Rose Roundabout (less than 10% of the total impermeable area of D2) does not receive
any treatment. Thus, the real figures may vary slightly to the ones presented here. Using the precautionary
principle, even with a reduction of 30% in the efficiency of sediment settlement applied with the mitigation
measures D2 passes the HAWRAT assessment.

6)

According to DMRB HD33/16 swales and grassed channels, have the potential to remove 80% of
suspended solids and 50% of Zn and Cu, respectively. These additional attenuation values have been
added to the reductions already applied for VFS and a wet pond.

7)

An extra reduction of 45% of Zn and 60% of sediment settlement (following guidance in DMRB HD33/16)
has been applied for mitigation with the application of a filter drain after a vortex separator and a pond.

Table 11-14: Indicative Treatment Efficiencies of Drainage Systems (source DMRB HD33/16)
Treatment System Type

Suspended Solids (%
removal)

Dissolved Copper (%
removal)

Dissolved Zinc (%
removal)

80

50

50

See note b

See note b

See note b

a

50

0

0

Wet/Retention Ponds

60

40

30

Wetlands (Surface Flow)

60

30

50

Vortex Grit Separators

40

0

c

15

Sediment Tanks

40

0

c

0

Oil Separators

0

d

0

d

0

Reservoir Pavements/Porous Asphalt

50

0

0

25

15

15

60

0

45

25

15

15

Swales and Grassed Channels

a

Infiltration Basins/Soakaways
Dry/Detention Ponds

Vegetated Filter Strips

a

Combined Surface and Sub-surface
a
Drains/Filter Drains
Ditches

a

a.

c

d

If the treatment system is designed with an element of infiltration, the risk to groundwater should be
evaluated using Method C in HD 45.
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b.

c.
d.

The effluent from infiltration systems cannot be measured in the same way as systems which discharge to
surface waterbodies. While the risk to groundwater from well-designed infiltration systems is generally low,
a groundwater risk assessment should be carried out using Method C in HD 45.
Variable and negative values recorded for dissolved copper and zinc – therefore not considered reliable by
the Overseeing Organisation for removal of dissolved metals.
Oil separators can only be chosen for treating oils and must not be relied upon to treat suspended solids,
or dissolved metals.

11.174 The results presented in Table 11-13 indicate that in the absence of mitigation all outfalls fail the
assessment for chronic sediment-bound pollutants. This would mean that in the absence of treatment
measures, there would be unacceptable accumulation of sediment and sediment-bound pollutants, such
as hydrocarbons, in the channel which could lead to long term adverse impacts on water quality and the
aquatic ecosystem. To pass the assessment, treatment requirements vary between 17% and 83%
depending on the outfall.
11.175 D3, D4 & D5, D8-A and D9 all fail for short term dissolved metal impact (acute Zn) and require 8%, 34 %,
46% and 43% treatment, respectively. Treatment of dissolved metals is difficult without the application of
SuDS techniques. D4&D5 also fails for the long term WFD annual average Cu EQS.
11.176 There is an existing ‘wetted area’ just downstream of the D8 outfall that is probably groundwater fed and
ephemeral. This has currently been included in the assessment as a feature within 100 m that could
encourage fine sediments to settle out, which increases the risk and thus the mitigation requirement.
11.177 Outfalls D6 and D7 discharge to the Upper River Fal within 1 km of each other, and so have been
assessed cumulatively for dissolved metals. D6 & D7 fail for acute Zn, needing a 30% reduction for
passing HAWRAT assessment. However, with the proposed treatment, they pass the assessment and do
not represent a pollution risk to the Upper River Fal.
11.178 Outfalls D8-A and D8-D discharge to the same tributary of Upper River Fal within 100 m of each other,
and so have also been assessed cumulatively for chronic sediment impact. D8-A and D8-D fail for
sediment accumulation (requires 88% settlement), short term dissolved metal impact (acute Zn, needs
51% reduction) and long term WFD annual average Cu EQS, respectively when the treatment measures
being proposed are not considered. However, with the proposed measures (VFS, pond and filter drain),
adequate treatment is provided to pass all standards.
11.179 Alternative evaluation system has been also tested to corroborate all outfalls pass the assessment with
270
mitigation, following the guidance set in the C753 The SuDS Manual . According to this guidance, when
second, third and so on mitigation measures are considered, their treatment performance is reduced by
50%. All outfalls pass the HAWRAT assessment considering this 50% reduction in efficiency of
subsequent measures implemented after the vortex separator, confirming the previous results of no risk.
11.180 All outfalls include vortex separators and attenuation ponds to ensure no deterioration in water quality of
the different watercourses and the status of the different SSSI present along the scheme. This treatment
also ensures that the Proposed Development would not prevent future improvements in the Ecological
Status of the Upper River Fall, St Austell River, Par River and Demelza Stream (Ruthern), as required by
the WFD (please refer to the Introduction WFD Report).
11.181 With the application of all mitigation measures proposed in the drainage strategy adequate treatment
should be provided for all networks, as shown in the two latest sections of table 11-17, under ‘Additional
mitigation’. It is also noted that a portion of runoff from D8-A will drain via a second attenuation pond,
thereby improving the extent of treatment provided.
11.182 Based on the above assessment of the impact of routine road runoff, a Negligible impact is predicted for
all watercourses (i.e. A_WC_2, P_WC_6, 10 and 11, F_WC 3, 4, 6 and D_WC_2) provided that the
proposed SWMS15 (See Appendix 11-1) is implemented.

Surface Water Quality: Accidental Spillages

270

CIRIA (2016). The SuDS Manual (C753)
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11.183 Method D in DMRB HD45/09 (Highways Agency, 2009) provides a method to determine the risk as a
return period that a spillage from a road traffic accident leads to a serious pollution incident on a receiving
water body.
11.184 Water bodies should be protected so that the risk of a serious pollution incident has an annual probability
of less than 1% (equivalent to a return period of 1 in 100 years), unless the water body is considered to be
sensitive (e.g. covered by a SSSI designation), in which case a more stringent annual probability of 0.5%
is applied (i.e. 1 in 200 years). Where the risk is greater than the allowable standard, spillage containment
measures can be built into the drainage designs to reduce the risk.
11.185 The probability that a spillage would cause a pollution incident has been calculated for the outfalls using
the data shown in Table 11.4 in Appendix 11-3 (HAWRAT Technical Note).
11.186 Results from the spillage risk assessment are shown in Table 11-15 below. The risk of a serious incident is
less than 1% (1 in 100 years) for all outfalls even without inclusion of planned mitigation, and furthermore,
is less than 0.5% (1 in 200 years) for all outfalls, as required given outfalls D4-D5, D7, D8-A, D8-D and D9 discharge upstream of SSSI designated sites.
Table 11-15: Spillage Risk Results without Mitigation
Outfall (s)

Annual Probability of Spillage (%)

Predicted Return Period (years)

D1

0.0001

7,660

D2

0.0001

6,822

D3

0.0000

31,003

D4 & D5

0.0001

9,438

D6

0.0001

10,347

D7

0.0000

20,620

D8-A

0.0003

3,891

D8-D

0.0000

57,307

D9

0.0003

2,857

All outfalls to
tributaries of Par
River (Upper)*

0.0002

3,721

All outfalls to
tributaries of
Upper River Fal*

0.0004

2,383

*As precautionary approach, cumulative risk of spillages has also been calculated for those watercourses flowing
to the same main river. When this is done the risk is still acceptable.
11.187 The risk of an accidental spillage resulting in a pollution incident is therefore considered acceptable for all
outfalls without mitigation. According to the DMRB HD45/09 (Highways Agency, 2009), where filter drains
are proposed along the carriageway the risk may be reduced by up to 40%. The ponds may also reduce
the risk by 50%, although it would be preferred to avoid contaminating a pond as this would require
additional works to remediate post-spillage. Therefore, the actual risk would be even lower than the above
return periods.
11.188 Based on the results in Table 11.17, and when taking into account the risk reducing components of the
proposed drainage system, it is considered that there would be a Negligible impact on surface water
quality of all receiving watercourses from accidental spillages as a result of the Proposed Development.

Surface Water Quality: Surface De-icing
11.189 During cold periods, which typically occur between October and April each year, when temperatures are
around 1°C or less, de-icing salts will be applied to the Proposed Development to maintain a safe driving
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surface and to help clear away any snow fall. The application of de-icing salts tends to be intermittent and
can be variable between years, depending on how many cold days there are, and how long cold snaps
last. During this time, highway runoff (that may also include snow melt) may contain sodium chloride
(NaCl) and lesser amounts of clay, cyanide, sediment, and a number of metals. De-icing salts can also be
corrosive to metals and may potentially increase the mobilisation of heavy metals in sediments (such as in
highway treatment ponds). Similarly, NaCl can cause damage to vegetation, and can potentially trigger the
release into solution of accumulated nutrients and heavy metals absorbed to suspended solids.
11.190 Generally, it is considered that significant long term adverse impacts are not likely to occur since de-icing
salts are used only infrequently and in the colder months, over short periods, and with frequent higher
flows in between in which to dilute and disperse ‘salty’ water, also when flora tends to have died back and
fauna less active and dormant. In addition, SuDS systems may also provide some dilution of salt, although
they are not generally considered to reduce concentrations, and there is a risk that the salt re-mobilises
metals deposited in the sediments.
11.191 Cornwall Council Winter Service Plan indicates the precautionary routes for gritting, which are mapped on
the council’s website and include 45% of the county’s roads. These key routes include the existing A30,
the current B3247 and minor roads around St. Austell, and would be expected to cover the Proposed
Development, once built. Decisions on when to grit with rock salt are made daily based on local forecasts
and on road temperatures rather than air temperatures.
11.192 Salting is likely to occur should road temperatures be forecast to fall below +1°C and when ice is expected
to form. Rates of spread are in accordance with the treatment matrix guide within Cornwall Council’s
29
Winter Service Plan . Decision takes into account residual salt on the network and surface moisture, as
well as the weather forecast. Broadly, Road surface temperatures at or above -2 degrees then the
2
2
treatment is 10g salt (g/m ). If road surface temps are below -2 degrees treatment is 20g salt (g/m ), as
recommended in the final report The Resilience of England’s Transport Systems in Winter published in
271
October 2010 . Generally, Cornwall Council uses rock salt, which is tested through the winter to ensure
compliance with relevant British Standards.
11.193 While de-icing salts have often been linked to detrimental impacts to aquatic ecosystems, and
272
macroinvertebrates in particular . Effects of winter road salt application and episodic pulses on southern
Appalachian headwater stream macroinvertebrates. Appalachian State University Thesis), there are also
numerous scientific reports and papers indicating that road salts do not induce significant acute negative
responses on macroinvertebrate communities, but that responses are variable at the species level, where
273
different tolerances are observed . These latter studies considered short term/pulsed exposures of road
salt on macroinvertebrate communities where there were short residence times for the de-icant. It was
considered that salt could accumulate and have more detrimental impacts in more restricted-flow systems
leading to potential chronic effects on fauna.
11.194 Given the scientific research described above, it is anticipated that effects from de-icing salts would be
greatest where receiving waterbodies are small and have limited dilution, such as is the case with all
outfalls for the Proposed Development. The Q95 flows for these watercourses (estimated from Lowflows
software analysis) are in the region of 0.001-0.003 m3/s, and so there will be limited dispersal efficiency.
For these watercourses, it is expected that the impact from de-icing salts in highway runoff would be a
localised, occasional (and variable between years), and generally a short-term minor impact. Biological
activity is also reduced in the colder months when de-icing roads is required. Given the temporary,
intermittent nature of this impact, it is judged to be of Minor adverse magnitude on all present
watercourses.

Hydromorphology
11.195 The Proposed Development includes several components that could potentially alter the morphology of
water bodies in the study area. These components include eight new outfalls, and four new culverts, and a
new clear span footpath crossing. Please refer to Appendix 11-2 WFD Assessment for further details of
271

Fleetwood, M.J. 2017. Effects Of Winter Road Salt Application And Episodic Pulses On Southern Appalachian Headwater
Stream Macroinvertebrates. Thesis, Appalachian State University.
272
Bent, C., 2009. The effects of road salt on the composition of macroinvertebrate fauna in three different streams receiving
highway runoff. Masters Thesis, Norwegian University of Life Sciences.
273
Blasius, B.J. and Merritt, R.W., 2002. Field and laboratory investigations on the effects of road salt (NaCl) on stream
macroinvertebrate communities. Environmental Pollution, 120: 219-231
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the hydromorphological impacts, and the proposed culvert design drawings in Appendix A of FRA
(Appendix 11-1).
11.196 There is a potential loss of dimension storage in pond P_WB_5 (Dimension Stone Quarry) due to the new
road alignment. This is precautionary as the pond may well not be drained down permanently.

Culverts and Footpath crossing
11.197 The construction of culverts is proposed to allow the new road to cross minor watercourses. Culvert are
proposed as follows:


Culvert of several watercourses: F_WC_3 (Culvert A), F_WC_4 (Culvert B), F_WC_5 (Culvert C),
F_WC_7 (Culvert E); and



Realigning of P_WC_9, that is partially culverted beneath the existing B3274 (on route of new
alignment). The existing culvert structure is planned to be maintained. Modifications of F_WC_8
(Culvert D).

11.198 The culverts will unavoidably cause direct loss of riparian, bank and bed habitats, and cause indirect
losses through shading effects. Shading is likely to reduce light intensity, photosynthesis, metabolic
activity and biochemical cycling within the watercourse, thereby impacting on the aquatic ecosystem. The
structures may also hamper movement of mammals, and are likely to interrupt continuity of the natural
hydraulic and sediment regimes.
11.199 Perpendicular alignments will minimise culvert lengths, and while some loss of open channel is inevitable,
culvert span widths and soffit heights have been suitably sized for flood conveyance, which will reduce
impacts on stream corridor continuity. Culvert bases will also be set below stream bed levels to allow
continuity in water flows, sediment transport, bed habitats, and species migration. Culverts have been
designed with a 40% climate change allowance and will subjected to further analysis as the design
develops to ensure there is only a very low risk of blockages, ensuring the future safe and predictable
operation in a variety of scenarios. Despite these approaches to reducing the impacts of the culverts, a
Moderate adverse impact to morphology of these minor watercourses is predicted, except for F_WC_8
and P_WC_9, where existing culverts are already present, and so the modifications would only produce a
Minor adverse impact.
11.200 Three clear span footpath crossing are proposed to cross Upper River Fal downstream of the Proposed
Development (at F_WC_3, F_WC_4 and F_WC_5). All will have a timber boardwalk design elevated a
minimum of 600 mm above existing top bank levels of the existing watercourse and the surrounding soft
ground. These could also affect shading although the effect is predicted to be localized and Minor
adverse.

Road outfalls
11.201 There is potential for morphological impact from the small loss of bank habitat and alterations to
watercourse flow regime and localised erosion due to the placement of the outfall or potentially from the
build-up of sediment in the channel from highway runoff. However, the drainage designs include suitable
mitigation measures to account for the predicted sediment impact. The HAWRAT Method A assessment
described above indicates that provided the proposed mitigation measures are implemented for each
outfall in the form of filter drains, swales, attenuation ponds and a vortex separator, then there would be
no impact in terms of chronic sediment impact. Outfalls will be relatively small structures and will be
carefully sited and orientated to ensure that no erosion impacts to the channel occur. Overall, a Minor
adverse impact is predicted on all receiving watercourses (A_WC_2, P_WC_6, 10 and 11, F_WC 3, 4, 6
and D_WC_2).

Flood Risk during Operation
11.202 Proposed drainage zone include a bespoke surface water drainage system using a combination of SuDS
and proprietary measures that restrict runoff to Greenfield rates using a flow control device fitted on the
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outfall to new storage ponds. With these systems implemented, a Negligible impact on fluvial flood risk is
predicted during operation.
11.203 Based on the FRA (See Appendix 11-1) the entirety of the Proposed Development is situated in Flood
Zone 1, beyond the 1 in 1,000 year flood extent. However, the scheme design crosses several
watercourses and therefore flood risk could be exacerbated in these specific locations. The provisions for
the proposed watercourse crossings have been designed to allow unimpeded flows of the watercourse,
thus in keeping with the existing situation as far as reasonably practicable. It is not considered that the
implementation of the Proposed Development will have an adverse impact on flood risk risk, either in the
location of a new or modified culvert, or on downstream receptors associated with the Upper River Fal
tributaries, Upper River Par and Carbis Stream, as long as the new structures are designed and
constructed in accordance with the current guidance (Negligible impact).
11.204 No impacts (Negligible) are predicted in relation to groundwater given the very low risk present (from
FRA) and the implementation of corresponding mitigation to manage flood risks.
11.205 With respect to flooding from enclosed waterbodies, a Moderate adverse impact is predicted in the
artificial pond of Dimension Stone Quarry considering current design. However, there is some uncertainty
in the design and so further assessment will be done to investigate how this waterbody works and what
requirements are needed to prevent effects in flood risk from this waterbody.
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Significant Effects
11.206 Table 11-16 assesses the potential impacts on water resources, which may occur during construction and
operation of the Proposed Development. The assessment takes into account the design mitigation and
enhancement measures to be included within the Proposed Development.
11.207 In accordance with the Impact Assessment methodology (Table 11-2 to 11-3) set out in this chapter
potential effects which are assessed to be moderate or greater are considered to be significant in planning
terms. Whereas those that are slight or neutral are considered to be manageable and therefore not
considered to be significant. Temporary effects have been considered in the construction period whilst
permanent effects have been discussed in the operational phase, albeit that the effect may first occur
during construction.
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Table 11-16: Significant Effects with Embedded and Standard Mitigation
Receptor Name

Value of Receptor

Potential Impact(s) from the Proposed
Development

Magnitude of Impact(s)
(Change)

Summary of Design, Mitigation and
Enhancement Measures

Significance of
Effect(s)

Runoff contaminated with fine sediment

Minor adverse

Risk of chemical spillage causing pollution

Minor adverse

Risk of flooding

Negligible

Neutral

Runoff contaminated with fine sediment

Negligible

Neutral

Risk of chemical spillage causing pollution

Negligible

Risk of flooding

Negligible

Runoff contaminated with fine sediment

Minor adverse

Risk of chemical spillage causing pollution

Minor adverse

Risk of flooding

Minor adverse

Runoff contaminated with fine sediment

Minor adverse

Risk of chemical spillage causing pollution

Minor adverse

Risk of flooding

Negligible

Construction Phase

A_WC_2, P_WC_10,
P_WC_11, P_WC_9,
F_WC_3, F_WC_4,
F_WC_5

St Austell River
(A_WC_3)

Dimension Stone Pond,
P_WB_5

Carbis Stream, P_WC_6

Medium

High

Low

Medium

Slight adverse
CEMP and SWMS(Appendix 11-1)

CEMP and SWMS(Appendix 11-1)

Very High

Runoff contaminated with fine sediment

Neutral
Neutral

Detailed design, including draining during
construction and RSA, to prevent and manage
risk of destabilisation of the bank and future
seepage, and to prevent effects in flood risk.

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Slight adverse

CEMP and SWMS(Appendix 11-1)

Slight adverse
Neutral

CEMP and SWMS (Appendix 11-1)
F_WC_8, F_WC_7,
F_WC_6, F_WC_6a,
F_WC_6b

Slight adverse

Minor adverse

Moderate adverse
(due to proximity of
construction works)
(Significant)
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Risk of chemical spillage causing pollution

Minor adverse

Moderate adverse
(due to proximity of
construction works)
(Significant)

Risk of flooding

Negligible

Neutral

Runoff contaminated with fine sediment

Negligible

Neutral
CEMP and SWMS(Appendix 11-1)

D_WC_2

High

Risk of chemical spillage causing pollution

Negligible

Neutral

Risk of flooding

Negligible

Neutral

Operation Phase

P_WC_9

Medium

Culvert – Hydromorphology

Minor adverse

Medium

Highway drainage either through routine runoff
or as a result of accidental spillage

Negligible

Surface De-icing runoff

Minor adverse

Appropriate drainage treatment including swales,
filter drains, ponds, a VFS (treatment train
depends on drainage zone) SuDS mitigation
measures

Low

Road outfalls – Hydromorphology

Moderate adverse

Appropriate outfall design

Medium

Culvert – Hydromorphology

Minor adverse

Very High

Culvert –Flood Risk

Negligible

Drainage strategy outlined in the FRA and SWMS Slight adverse
(Appendix 11-1). Design and culvert capacity
large enough to mitigate effects on flood flows and
ecology. Culverts designed so that naturalised
Neutral
bed can be provided

Very High

Highway drainage either through routine runoff
or as a result of accidental spillage

Negligible

P_WC_10, P_WC_11,
A_WC_2

F_WC_7

F_WC_6
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mitigate effects on flood flows and ecology.
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Appropriate drainage treatment including swales,
filter drains, ponds, a VFS (treatment train
depends on drainage zone)
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Surface De-icing runoff (temporal)

Minor adverse

None proposed

Moderate/ Large
adverse
(Significant)

Medium

Road outfalls – Hydromorphology

Minor adverse

Appropriate outfalls design

Slight adverse

Low

Culvert– Hydromorphology

Moderate adverse

Footpath –Hydromorphology

Minor adverse

Medium

Culvert and footpath –Flood Risk

Negligible

Drainage strategy outlined in the FRA and SWMS Slight adverse
(Appendix 11-1). Design and culvert capacity
large enough to mitigate effects on flood flows and Neutral
ecology. Culverts designed so that naturalised
bed can be provided.
Neutral

Medium

Highway drainage either through routine runoff
or as a result of accidental spillage

Negligible

Surface De-icing runoff (temporal)

Minor adverse

Culvert –Flood Risk

Negligible

Culvert– Hydromorphology

Moderate adverse

Slight adverse

Footpath –Hydromorphology

Minor adverse

Neutral

Road outfalls – Hydromorphology

Minor adverse

Appropriate outfalls design

Neutral

Highway drainage either through routine runoff
or as a result of accidental spillage (indirect
effect from A_WC_2)

Negligible

Appropriate drainage treatment including swales,
filter drains, ponds, a VFS (treatment train
depends on drainage zone)

Neutral

Surface De-icing runoff (temporal)

Minor adverse

Flood Risk

Moderate adverse

Hydromorphology – Potential for pond to be
infilled (if of significant ecological value)

Major adverse

F_WC_5

F_WC_3, F_WC_4,

Low

St Austell River
(A_WC_3)

Dimension Stone Pond,
P_WB_5
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High

Low

Neutral
Drainage strategy outlined in the FRA and SWMS
(Appendix 11-1). Design and culvert capacity
Slight adverse
large enough to mitigate effects on flood flows and
ecology. Culverts designed so that naturalised
Neutral
bed can be provided.

Slight adverse
During detailed design further surveys and
assessments shall be undertaken as to the need
to in-fill this water body. The assessment has
assumed that it will be permanently lost.
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Carbis Stream, P_WC_6

Highway drainage either through routine runoff
or as a result of accidental spillage

Negligible

Appropriate drainage treatment including swales,
filter drains, ponds, a VFS (treatment train
depends on road drainage network)

Neutral

Surface De-icing runoff (temporal)

Minor adverse

None proposed

Slight adverse

Road outfalls – Hydromorphology

Minor adverse

Appropriate outfall design

Slight adverse

Highway drainage either through routine runoff
or as a result of accidental spillage (indirect
effect from F_WC_6)

Negligible

Appropriate drainage treatment including swales,
filter drains, ponds, a VFS (treatment train
depends on drainage zone)

Neutral

Surface De-icing runoff (temporal)

Minor adverse

None proposed

Moderate/ Large
adverse
(Significant)

Culvert – Hydromorphology

Minor adverse

Culvert –Flood Risk

Negligible

Highway drainage either through routine runoff
or as a result of accidental spillage

Negligible

Appropriate drainage treatment including swales,
filter drains, ponds, a VFS (treatment train
depends on drainage zone)

Neutral

Surface De-icing runoff (temporal)

Minor adverse

None proposed

Slight/ Moderate
adverse
(Significant)

Road outfalls – Hydromorphology

Minor adverse

Appropriate outfall design

Slight adverse

Medium

Very High

F_WC_8

Low

Drainage strategy outlined in the FRA and SWMS
Neutral
(Appendix 11-1). Design and culvert capacity
large enough to mitigate effects on flood flows and
ecology. Culverts designed so that naturalised
Neutral
bed can be provided.

High
D_WC_2

Medium
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Consideration of Cumulative Effects
11.208 Cumulative effects are the result of multiple impacts on environmental receptors or resources. There are
principally two types of cumulative impact:


Type 1: the combined action of a number of different environmental topic specific impacts upon a
single resource/receptor (in combination); and



Type 2: the combined action of a number of different projects, cumulatively with the project being
assessed, on a single resource/receptor (cumulative).

11.209 There are three other Proposed Developments within 2 km of the Proposed Development that could give
rise to cumulative effects:


Land north of Harmony Road, Roche, app ref PA18/03255 (circa 150 dwellings). These
developments will be located east side of Tregoss roundabout, and a distance from any
watercourse to be affected;



Carclaze Eco Community, app ref: PA14/12186 (up to 1500 dwellings, a local centre, incorporating
local retail, health and community facilities, a primary school, employment floor space). This
development will be located south of Single Rose Roundabot (Stenaless), with the northern and
west boundary limiting with A_WC_2, A_WC_3 and main channel of St Austell River WFD
waterbody. A_WB_2 and A_WB_3 will be located inside of the complex; and



Carluddon Technology Park, app ref: PA12/11546 (2.8 ha technology park). This development will
be located more than 1 km from the main watercourses affected by the Proposed Development.

11.210 No cumulative effects from these developments are predicted at this stage, provided that appropriate
mitigation measures are applied to them during construction in accordance with good practice, and that
they are served by appropriate surface water and foul drainage systems that provide for the necessary
treatment. Special attention needs to be taken to A_WB_2, A_WB_3 and St Austell River due to their
proximity to Carclaze Eco Community.
11.211 There are some other projects more than 2 km away that are not considered to be affected by the new
road realignment:


Nansledan extension to Newquay; Newquay Airport; and



Anticipated growth for Newquay; Anticipated growth for St Austell and Anticipated growth for
Bodmin.

Consideration of Residual Effects
11.212 Table 11.18 identifies all residual effects, following the implementation of mitigation and monitoring
measures considered in the previous sections, known as ‘residual effects’ which cannot be eliminated
through design changes or the application of standard mitigation measures.
11.213 With appropriate mitigation included in the CEMP and SWMS and inclusion of SuDS systems, the majority
of impacts will be minimized and reduced and will not be significant to the water environment. Significant
residual effects relate to the risk from construction site runoff to water bodies F_WC_8, F_WC_7,
F_WC_6, F_WC_6a, F_WC_6b, due to their very high importance. However, these adverse impacts will
be short term and temporary.
11.214 During operation, despite of being of minor magnitude, de-icing runoff is also significant for F_WC_6 and
F_WC_8 (Very High importance) and D_WC_2 (High importance). However, this effect will be also short
term and temporary, only during cold conditions. No other significant effects are predicted.

Assumptions and Limitations (Uncertainties)
11.215 The assessment has been undertaken using available data and scheme design details at the time of
writing in November 2018.
11.216 Site access in some areas is limited and therefore a full topographic survey of all area relevant to water
features has not been possible at this stage.
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11.217 No construction method statements are available at the time of writing. However, the construction
methodologies and practices will take place using the advice and procedures to be set out within a
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP). The CEMP will be developed by the contractor
once appointed.
11.218 The SWMS is subject to further development at the detailed design stage, in consultation with the
Environment Agency and Cornwall Council (LLFA), taking into account the findings of the FRA (See
Appendix 11-1).
11.219 No water quality monitoring or flow monitoring has been undertaken. Background water quality was
determined from the nearest downstream Environment Agency monitoring station. Determination of Q95
low flows was calculated in a desk based exercise using catchment data and Wallingford Hydrosolutions
Ltd LowFlows software. These are estimates of the Q95 flow and do not take account of the increasing
proportional variability between the natural flow and the artificial influences, such as abstractions,
discharges and storage changes as the river flow diminishes.
11.220 At this stage there is no information on the potential flood risk from existing utilities and drainage assets.
This will need to be investigated in advance of works starting on Site, although it is anticipated that the risk
could be managed.
11.221 The application of the likely treatment performance of different SuDS methods is based on advice
reported in the DMRB. These are estimates and professional judgement was used when deciding what
percentage treatment a particular option may provide, taking into account the design of that SuDS feature
and whether it is considered to be optimum or sub-optimum due to other constraints.
11.222 The water quality risk assessment of routine runoff and spillage risk is based on traffic data modelled for
the Proposed Development. Please refer to the Transport Appraisal in Appendix 4-1 for further details.

Summary and Conclusion
11.223 The Proposed Development of a link road between St Austell and the A30 in Cornwall will involve the
construction of a new 6.2 km highway and associated minor roads.
11.224 The Proposed Development has the potential for impacts on the water environment during both
construction and operation phases.
11.225 During construction, potential impacts include changes to water quality due to deposition or spillage of
soils, sediment, oils, fuels, or other construction chemicals, or through uncontrolled site run-off and
spillages. There is also the potential for increases in the risk of flooding due to changes in land drainage
and the risk of blockages in receiving watercourses.
11.226 During the operational phase, impacts on water quality may occur from discharges from the highway
(routine runoff and / or spillages) in receiving water bodies. There is also potential impacts on hydraulic
processes, sediment dynamics and morphology in watercourses and their floodplains from new structures
(e.g. culverts); and potential changes in flood risk. Included in this is the possibility that the Dimensions
Storage Pond is in-filled, which would result in the permanent loss of a water body. However, with
appropriate mitigation, implementation of CEMP and SWM Strategy and inclusion of SuDS systems, the
majority of impacts will be minimized and reduced and will not be significant to the water environment.
Significant residual effects relate to the risk from construction site runoff to water bodies F_WC_8,
F_WC_7, F_WC_6, F_WC_6a, F_WC_6b, due to their very high importance. However, these adverse
impacts will be short term and temporary. No other significant effects are predicted.

Water Framework Directive Assessment Summary
11.227 Impacts and mitigation measures have been assessed in Appendix 11-2 for compliance with the Water
Framework Directive (WFD).
11.228 The scheme lies within four water bodies: Par River (Upper) (GB108048002310); Upper River Fal
(GB108048001390); St Austell River (GB108048002280); and Demelza Stream (Ruthern)
(GB108049000020). Potential impacts on connecting surface water and groundwater bodies have also
been assessed, but these have been screened out.
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11.229 The Upper River Fal will be affected by five separate culverts, which will impact stream hydromorphology
and ecology by destruction of existing open channel habitats due to structural changes and shading.
Culverts can also require channel bank and bed reinforcement upstream and downstream of the
structures, to align streams to the culverts and prevent scour at natural and engineered interfaces.
11.230 Overall, the five culverts have a cumulative length of approximately 204 m within the Upper River Fal
waterbody, four of which are on minor tributaries and the culvert on the main River Fal being an extension
to an existing structure. Aquatic organisms including fish, invertebrates and macrophytes may be
impacted by the destruction of habitat, although the total length of all the culverts combined represents
only a small percentage of the waterbodies concerned so total habitat loss will be negligible. All culverts
have mitigation measures including setting bases below bed levels to allow the sediment, habitat and
migratory species continuity through the structures, and mammal shelfs. The positioning of new culverts at
upland headwaters helps minimise encroachment onto the water body. The new culvert footprint
represents just 0.9% of the 22.707 km long waterbody, so the cumulative impact is not considered
significantly detrimental at the waterbody scale.
11.231 The other water bodies do not have culvert impacts, but could be affected by pollutant mobilisation from
construction works and new impermeable surfaces and drainage systems.
11.232 Construction works associated with the culvert and road construction could also temporarily result in
sediment and pollutants being mobilised and entering the watercourses, but this can be managed with
appropriate construction environmental management plans and good construction practices.
11.233 Operational phase impacts from new discharges of highway runoff would be regulated with SuDS
including ponds for flow attenuation, sediment separation, and quality treatment, before controlled
discharges are released back to the water bodies. With this mitigation, no chemical or physico-chemical,
or hydromorphological or biological, impacts would be anticipated.
11.234 Some culvert impacts are inevitable as the only cost proportionate means of crossing a small, headwater
reaches and tributaries of the river. The size of the streams at the crossing locations makes them
relatively minor and low conservation value reaches, and there is clearly greater public benefit in the
Proposed Development than in preserving or enhancing the small streams.
11.235 Overall, the Proposed Development is considered necessary to help the regeneration of St Austell, and
increase connectivity between the town and surrounding settlements. Although there will be some minor
impacts on local biological elements and hydromorphology, these are proportionately small scale in
relation to the size of the water bodies, and are necessary for the wider public interest.
11.236 As such the proposals including mitigation are all considered compliant with WFD objectives.
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12. People and Communities
Introduction
12.1

This chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) reports the findings of an assessment of the likely
significant effects on people and communities as a result of the St Austell to A30 Link Road (hereafter
referred to as the ‘Proposed Development’ in Cornwall. For more details about the Proposed
Development, refer to Chapter 2: Proposed Development of this ES.

12.2

The combined cumulative people and community effects with other relevant developments (Type 1 and 2
effects) are discussed later in the chapter, and summarised in Chapter 16: Assessment of Cumulative
Effects of this ES.

Policy Framework
National Policy
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2018)
274

12.3

The revised National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published in July 2018. It sets out the
Government’s planning policies for England and Wales and how these are expected to be applied. It
provides a framework within which local people and their relevant councils produce their own local and
neighbourhood plans. The NPPF contains policies that are applicable to both Motorised Travellers (MT)
and Non-motorised Users (NMU), and community and private assets.

12.4

Chapter 8 of the NPPF refers to promoting healthy and safe communities. It sets out the need for planning
policies to promote healthy, inclusive and safe places. This includes provision of social, recreational and
cultural facilities which the community needs. The NPPF recognises the importance of high quality open
spaces and opportunities for sport for the health and wellbeing of communities; it calls for planning
policies to be based on robust assessments of such provision. Furthermore, the NPPF states that
planning policies should protect and enhance public rights of way and access, including provision of better
facilities for users.

12.5

Section 9 of the NPPF focuses on promoting sustainable transport. It emphasises the need to identify
opportunities for walking, cycling and public transport use from the early stages of development proposals.
It states planning policies should provide for walking and cycling facilities, and encourage sustainable
transport solutions.

Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) (2018)
275

Accompanying the revised NPPF, updates to the national PPG was also published in July 2018. The
PPG continues to provide guidance on planning and planning obligations. There is no specific guidance
with regard to People and Communities, however, the guidance on open spaces, sports and recreational
facilities, public rights of way and local green spaces is relevant to this assessment. It states that:

12.6

274
275

─

Open space should be taken into account in planning for new development and considering proposals
that may affect existing open space;

─

Open space (including all open space of public value) can take many forms, from formal sports pitches
to open areas within a development, linear corridors, and country parks; and

─

It can provide health and recreation benefits to people living and working nearby, have an ecological
value, and contribute to green infrastructure, as well as being an important part of the landscape and
setting of built development, and an important component in the achievement of sustainable
development.

DCLG, (2018); Revised National Planning Policy Framework
DCLG, (2018); Planning Practice Guidance
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Local
Cornwall Local Plan: Strategic Policies 2010-2030 (2016)
276

In November 2016, Cornwall County Council adopted its Local Plan . The Local Plan sets out the
development strategy, policies and proposals which will guide land use and development in the County up
to 2030. It supports economic growth and delivery of necessary infrastructure, including roads, housing
and employment growth across Cornwall. The Local Plan is structured around four themes:

12.7

─

Supporting economic growth;

─

Enabling self-sufficient and resilient communities;

─

Promoting good health and wellbeing;

─

Making the most of the environment.
Under these four themes, there are a number of planning policies which are relevant to the Proposed
Development:

12.8

─

Policy 1- Presumption in favour of sustainable development supports proposals which improve the
economic, social and environmental conditions in Cornwall.

─

Policy 2- Spatial Strategy states development proposals should provide a sustainable approach to
accommodating growth. The policy indicates new development should assist the creation of resilient
and cohesive communities, and improve conditions for business and investment in the area.

─

Policy 16 – Health and wellbeing aims to improve the health and wellbeing of communities in Cornwall
by stating development should alleviate health risk; maximise opportunity for physical activity through
the use of open space and sports by providing or enhancing active travel networks; and provide
flexible community open spaces that can be adapted to health needs and encourage community
interaction.

─

Policy 25 – Green infrastructure aims to ensure protection and enhancement of existing green
infrastructure. To achieve this, it states development proposals should restore and enhance
connectivity for nature and people through site and linking to adjacent sites or green routes, thereby
creating attractive places for communities. Development proposals should provide accessible open
space.

─

Policy 27 – Transport and accessibility states developments should maximise sustainable transport
modes by prioritising safe access by walking, cycling and public transport to minimise car travel.

Cornwall Countryside Access Strategy (2007)
12.9

277

The Cornwall Countryside Access Strategy is a 10-year document which incorporates the statutory
requirement for a Cornwall’s Rights of Way Improvement Plan, but has a broader scope incorporating all
aspects of countryside access. The document sets out policies and an action plan for the County Council,
which will guide the delivery of the Strategy.

12.10 The Strategy seeks to “develop countryside access in a way that maximises social, economic and
environmental benefit to the community” (General Policy – G1). It states that the Council will manage and
develop inland Public Rights of Way (PRoW) (Public Rights of Way Policy - P1); and ensure protection of
PRoW network from negative effects (Policy PL1). Policy PT1 aims to develop multi-use trails where they
show a contribution to recreational, economic development opportunities, and where long term resource
for their management is in place. The Strategy identifies policies and actions to meet the countryside
access needs of different users (Policy U1).

276
277

Cornwall County Council, (2016); Cornwall Local Plan: Strategic Policies 2010-2030
Cornwall County Council, (2007); Cornwall Countryside Access Strategy
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Roche Parish Neighbourhood Plan 2016-2030 (2017)
12.11 The Plan sets out the vision for the future of Roche Parish as “Supporting a thriving parish to meet local
278
needs, and enhance its character and distinctiveness for a sustainable future” . The Plan outlines its
support for the A30-St. Austell Link Road in principle, which is a priority for the area (Policy B1).
12.12 Other policies relevant to this assessment include a coordinated approach to enhancement of green
spaces (Policy D2); and retention of community identity and prevention of coalescence (Policy F4).

Connecting Cornwall 2030 (2011)
279

12.13 Connecting Cornwall 2030 is the long term Local Transport Plan for the county. Policy 8 sets out how
the County Council will work with partners to deliver improved road connectivity. This includes a number of
improvements on key junctions on the A30.
12.14 One of the objectives in the document is to improve the health of communities through provision for active
travel. This will be achieved through the provision of safe and efficient infrastructure, and a behavioural
change in the way people travel. Policy 20 aims to give greater priority for walking and cycling in transport
schemes and strategies. Policy 21 wants to ensure development proposals include safe and efficient
walking and cycling infrastructure and the creation of direct links to neighbouring communities and
facilities.

Cornwall Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2013-2015 (2013)
280

12.15 The development of the Health and Wellbeing Strategy
was led by the Health and Wellbeing Board for
Cornwall. The Strategy is used to inform decisions across local services and commissioning of local
services in a way which makes an impact and tackles issues which determine health and wellbeing.
12.16 The Strategy is structured around three outcomes:
iv.

“Helping people to live longer, happier and healthier lives”. The outcome is focused on individuals
and communities most in need of support.

v.

“Improving the quality of life”. The outcome is aimed at helping people in Cornwall live healthy
lifestyles, make healthy choices, and develop local environments which support good health and
wellbeing.

vi.

“Fairer life chances for all”. The outcome is focused on tackling health inequalities by promoting
good health and preventing issues which reduce life expectancy.

Impact Assessment Methodology
12.17 The assessment follows that set out in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) guidance,
specifically Volume 11, Section 3, Part 8 Pedestrians, Cyclists, Equestrians and Community and
281
associated Interim Advice Notes (IANs) , and good practice from other assessments undertaken on
comparable transport schemes. The assessment of agricultural land and agricultural holdings follows the
282
guidance in DMRB, Volume 11, Section 3, Part 6 Land Use .
12.18 For some aspects of the assessment there is no specific guidance for the determination of impacts and
effect significance and in these cases, potential effects arising from the Proposed Development have been
assessed using professional judgement. Where possible, the assessment is based upon DMRB guidance.
12.19 In accordance with the overall EIA methodology for assessing effect significance, conclusions have been
made by assessing the sensitivity of people and communities resources and receptors to the impacts that
would be likely to arise as a result of the Proposed Development.

278

Roche Parish Council, (2017); Roche Parish Neighbourhood Plan 2016-2030
Cornwall Council, (2011); Connecting Cornwall: 2030
280
Cornwall Health and Wellbeing Board, (2013) Cornwall Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2013-2015
281
Highways Agency, (1993); Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB), Volume 11, Section 3, Part 8 – Pedestrians,
Cyclists, Equestrians and Community Effects
282
Highways Agency, (2001); Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB), Volume 11, Section 3, Part 6 – Land Use
279
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Scope of the Assessment
12.20 This section sets out the potential impacts which could occur during the construction and operation phase
of the development.

Construction
12.21 Potential impacts on Motorised Travellers (MT) could include:
─

Additional traffic congestion as a result of traffic or route diversions could affect motorised travellers
and cause increased driver stress (particularly at peak times); and

─

Views experienced by motorised travellers may also be affected temporarily due to construction
related activities (visual impacts).

12.22 Potential impacts on Non-motorised Users (NMUs) could include:
─

Temporary diversions or closures to pedestrian footpaths and PRoW which could add additional
journey length and potential difficulties with accessibility issues for certain users; and

─

There is also the potential for amenity effects on NMUs, particularly associated with air quality and
noise.

12.23 Potential effects on open spaces and agricultural land could include temporary disruption to open spaces
and agricultural land within and adjacent to the Proposed Development boundary, or location of site
compounds. This could include the temporary use of land for construction activities currently used for
agriculture, and thus potential effects may be experienced by farming operations. Temporary land take for
construction may also generate long-term adverse impacts depending on the quality of the land and
duration of land take.
12.24 Community and private assets could include:
─

Temporary land take during the construction phase resulting in the temporary loss of private properties
(residential or commercial) and community facilities;

─

Temporary severance or disruption of access to community and private assets which could result in
loss of business or increased journey times for employees and other users; and

─

The potential for temporary air quality, noise, and vibration effects arising from construction activities to
adversely impact on the amenity of local residents, employees, and users of community facilities.

12.25 Potential effects on development land could include temporary disruption to development land within and
adjacent to the Proposed Development boundary, or location of site compounds.

Operation
12.26 During operation, potential effects on MTs could include significant benefits to motorised travellers as a
result of the Proposed Development, due to improved journey times and reliability brought by reduced
congestion. This is also likely to permanently reduce driver stress.
12.27 Potential effects on NMUs could include:
─

Permanent diversions or closures to the pedestrian footpaths, public right of way which could add
additional journey length and potential difficulties with accessibility issues for certain users;

─

Permanent provision of additional pedestrian paths or cycle lanes which could encourage active travel
and improve accessibility within the local area; and

─

There is also the potential for amenity effects on non-motorised users, particularly associated with air
quality and noise due to additional traffic.

12.28 Potential effects on open spaces and agricultural land could include permanent disruption to open spaces
and agricultural land within and adjacent to the Proposed Development boundary.
12.29 Potential effects on community and private assets could include permanent land take and disruption of
access to community and private (residential and commercial) assets which could result in significant
adverse effects, dependent on the level of land take, alterations to access arrangements, and potential for
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loss of business and earnings. The operation of the Proposed Development could also generate
significant beneficial effects due to improved accessibility and connectivity within the local area.
12.30 Potential effects on development land could include increased accessibility of the development sites as a
result of reduced congestion.

Consultation Responses
12.31 Cornwall Council provided their scoping opinion on the Proposed Development in February 2018, which
included consultation responses from statutory consultees. The ES has considered these consultation
responses as presented in Table 12-1.
Table 12-1 Consultation Responses
Consultee

Response

How addressed in the Chapter

Highways Development
Management ( 1 February
2018)

Whilst noting that as the design develops, the multi-use path
(NMU) adjacent to the new carriageway may disconnect and
run with a separation from the new road, I think greater use
should be made of the sections of existing highway being
disconnected by this proposal. These routes will need to be
maintained for access to dwellings etc. in any case, so it
would appear of greater benefit to both pedestrians and
cyclists to see these roads downgraded, and used as the
NMU route. These will then also follow the desire lines for
both pedestrians/cycles.

The impact assessment of the
Proposed Development considers
the effects on NMU users.
Consideration is also given to
mitigation and enhancement
measures.

Highways Development
Management ( 1 February
2018)

Any data held on use by pedestrians/cyclists/equestrian of
the existing A391 upgrade should be provided, to
demonstrate that this is the correct NMU provision, and mix.
It is likely the proposed mix will actually deter use by any of
the groups for which it is proposed. For example, horses
and cyclists, in the confines of the path proposed may result
in issues that deters use overall. Greater detail on the
design context for this proposal is required.

The baseline section presents the
available information on users of
existing PRoW. The impact
assessment of the Proposed
Development then considers the
effects on NMU users.

Highways Development
Management ( 1 February
2018)

Greater detail of what happens to the NMU path at the
various junctions. Too often these paths are secondary
considerations in design, leading to off line routes being
constructed which will not be used. A desire line for each
direction should be established at each junction. The NMU
path should follow as close to that as possible. At grade
crossing, with suitably designed surfacing so as to highlight
presence, and awareness for drivers, should be the first
design option, where bridges or underpasses are ultimately
considered essential, these should be designed to
encourage use, and be the desired route by NMU's. Again,
where efforts to use these facilities outweigh perceived
benefits, the shorter route, probably across live carriageway,
will be taken.

The impact assessment of the
Proposed Development considers
the effects on NMU users.
Consideration is also given to
mitigation and enhancement
measures.

Natural England Consultations ( 29 January
2018)

Local sites: If the proposal site is on or adjacent to a local
site, e.g. Local Wildlife Site, Regionally Important
Geological/Geomorphological Site (RIGS) or Local Nature
Reserve (LNR) the authority should ensure it has sufficient
information to fully understand the impact of the proposal on
the local site before it determines the application.

The baseline and impact
assessment sections consider the
effects of the Proposed
Development on open space and
recreation space within the study
area.

Study Area
12.32 The geographical extent of the impacts assessed within the People and Communities assessment is
dependent upon the type of effects and receptors. For the purposes of this assessment, resources and
data characteristics are considered across the following geographies:
─

Effects on vehicles and NMUs will consider relevant resources within a 500m radius of the Proposed
Development Boundary;

─

The footprint of the scheme and effects on adjacent land through severance will be the study area for
agricultural land, development land, open space and PRoW;
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─

Effects on private property and community facilities will be considered within approximately 1km of the
Proposed Development.

Methodology
12.33 General methodology for this assessment can be found in Chapter 4 – EIA Methodology.

Baseline Conditions
12.34 In order to assess the potential effects of the Proposed Development, it is necessary to determine the
environmental conditions, resources and sensitive receptors that currently exist on the site and in the
surrounding area. These are known as ‘baseline conditions’ and should be considered in the context of
each assessment.
12.35 Understanding the baseline conditions allows for an assessment of the degree of change that would be
caused by the Proposed Development to be quantified/qualified.
12.36 The baseline conditions are not necessarily the same as those that exist at the current time; they are the
conditions that would exist in the absence of the Proposed Development either:
─

At the time that construction is expected to start, for impacts arising from construction; or

─

At the time that the Proposed Development is expected to open to traffic, for impacts arising from the
operation of the Proposed Development.

12.37 Therefore, the identification of the baseline conditions involves predicting changes that are likely to
happen in the intervening period, for reasons unrelated to the Proposed Development. This will entail
taking current conditions and committed development into consideration and using experience and
professional judgment to predict what the baseline conditions might look like prior to start of construction
and operation.

Current Baseline
12.38 This section establishes the current provision and condition of facilities and routes serving local
communities for the defined study area (12.32). The baseline section presents analysis of population, as
defined by relevant Lower Super Output Areas (LSOA) which comprise the study area. It will also include
an analysis of the resources located within the catchment area. The footprint of the Proposed
Development and effects on adjacent land through severance has been used for agricultural land, open
space and development land; and effects on private property and community facilities have been
considered within approximately 1km of the scheme.

Population
12.39 The Proposed Development is surrounded by four LSOAs, with the population in the Study Area of
283
approximately 9,100 people . The share of working age population in the area is 64% (defined by the
ONS as men and women aged 16 to 64 years old). This is broadly in line with the average in Cornwall and
England and Wales (64%).
12.40 The ethnic profile of the Study Area is predominantly white (98.1%), which is much less diverse than
England and Wales as a whole (86.0%). Second largest ethnic group is Mixed/ Multiple Ethnic residents
284
(1.0%), followed by Asian/Asian British residents (0.6%) .
12.41 The skills profile of residents shows a much smaller proportion of people hold degree level qualifications
(Level 4+) compared to the rest of the country: only 16% of residents in the Study Area compared to 27%
in England and Wales. This corresponds to a relatively large share of residents with no qualifications: 27%
285
compared to 23% nationally .

283

ONS, (2017) Mid-Year Population Estimates 2016
ONS (2015), Census 2011
285
ONS (2015), Census 2011
284
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Motorised travellers
Views form the Road
12.42 The study area is mainly rural, with open agricultural fields and cuts across an area of China Clay. Parts of
the route do not exist at the moment, so it is not possible to provide an assessment of the views of anyone
travelling across the entirety of the route. Views from the road are therefore presented for parts of the
Proposed Development which are on the B3274.
12.43 As detailed in Chapter 8: Landscape and Visual Assessment, typical existing views for vehicle users
along the Proposed Development are as follows:
─

Views on the existing A30 coming onto B3274 in the north east section of the Proposed Development
are limited by vegetation, with occasional views of agricultural fields delineated by vegetation
boundaries.

─

On the northern edge of Roche, the views on Edgcumbe Road going onto B3274 are channelled by
the roadside hedgerows and vegetation. The view demonstrates that the undulating landform limits
middle distance views to the agricultural landscape which are channelled through the centre of the
view. The view also demonstrates long distance views, channelled north-west towards the ridgeline
north of the existing A30. The composition of the view includes agricultural fields bounded by
hedgerows and agricultural barns in the background of the view.

─

The views north-west along B3274 around Goonbarrow China Clay Works are channelled by the
roadside hedgerows and vegetation located on the cutting landform of the B3274. The elevated
position of the view demonstrates long distance views, channelled north-west towards the settlement
of Roche and areas of elevated ground beyond. Electricity pylons are present in both the middle
ground and the background of the view as they extend north-west across the study area.

─

View looking south-west to Stenalees roundabout on the A391 is in part curtailed by the Bluebarrow
China Clay Works in the west of the view and the Penhale China Clay Works in the south of the view,
such that longer distance views of the Wheal Martyn China Clay Works are channelled in the
background view. The garage of a residential property on the fringe of Stenalees is visible on the edge
of the roundabout in the middle ground view. Vehicles, signage and lighting columns on the
roundabout of the existing B3274 and A391 are visible across the majority of the extent of view; there
is a gabion retaining wall on the road boundary in the middle ground of the view. Vegetation and scrub
are located on the elevated landforms of the Bluebarrow China and Penhale China Clay Works in the
middle ground view.

Driver Stress
12.44 The review of the current conditions on routes within the study area indicates that drivers are frequently
exposed to frustration, especially at sections of the routes travelling through villages which are less well
equipped to accommodate strategic traffic movements. The volume and speed of traffic causes stress to
motorized users.
12.45 Table 12-2 shows driver stress in the study area in the scenario without the scheme (do minimum).
Congestions occurs on sections of the road passing through villages, where speed limits drop to 3040mph (including in Roche, Stenalees, Bugle). The conditions are exacerbated by a large number of
HGVs on the network, linked to the quarry operations around China Clay.
Table 12-2 Driver Stress Levels in the "do minimum" scenario (without the scheme)
Location

Driver Stress (AM Peak)

Driver Stress (PM Peak)

A391 through Stenalees and Bugle

Low

Low

B3274 through Trezaise and Roche

Moderate

Moderate

A3058 between St Austell and the A30 at
Summercourt

Low

Moderate

A390/B3269 between St Austell and
Bodmin

Low

Moderate
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Non-motorised Users (NMU)
12.46 NMU baseline conditions were assessed through a desk-based study of Public Rights of Way (PRoW) in
286
Cornwall using the Cornwall Council interactive mapping tool , which focused on NMU routes within
500m of the Proposed Development.
12.47 There is a number of PRoW within the study area, including some which intersect the Proposed
Development route – these are described in Table 12-3. Cornwall Council categorises all trails in terms of
maintenance priority as Gold, Silver or Bronze. This categorisation also serves as an indication of value of
the facility, with the following criteria:
─

Gold: all promoted national or regional trails with important connections to them; paths known to be in
popular use and providing access to popular visitor attractions; paths accessible to people with limited
mobility; useful bridleways accessible to equestrians and cyclists.

─

Silver: paths with potential to provide new promoted trails or circular routes; providing access to or
within attractive landscape features; connecting to public transport nodes.

─

Bronze: dead end paths without priority; paths that run parallel with others with higher priority; paths
that require excessive investment or are under review.

Table 12-3 Baseline Description of NMU Resources along the Proposed Development
NMU Resources

Details

Footpath 412/3/1

The footpath meets the beginning section of the Proposed Development on B3274,
north of the town of Roche. The footpath has Silver priority status.

Bridleway 412/5/1

The path links to the Harmony Junction section of the Proposed Development from the
north west. The path has a Gold priority status.

National Cycle Route 305

The route is an on-road route on the National Cycle Network. It links two sections of
the Cornish Way cycling route and passes through Roche, bugle and Eden Project into
St Austell. The route has a Silver priority status.
The Proposed Development intersects the route vertically, and across a small
horizontal section at Harmony Junction to the west of Roche.

Footpath 412/14/1 and Footpath
412/16/1

The paths run through agricultural fields and a property to the west of Roche, leading
to the town. The Proposed Development vertically intersects the two connected paths
south of Harmony Junction. The paths have a Silver priority status.

Footpath 412/27/1

The footpath joins footpath 412/16/1 in the north and runs from Trerank Moor to
Reeshill. The path has a Gold priority status.

Footpath 412/17/1

The footpath runs east to west through agricultural fields, from B3274 south of Roche
to Coldvreath (a hamlet south west of Roche). The Trezaise Roundabout section of
the Proposed Development follows sections of the path onto B3274. The path has a
Silver priority status.

Footpath 412/21/3

The footpath runs south of B3274 and Trendale Industrial Park alongside agricultural
fields. The Proposed Development crosses one section of the footpath. The path has a
Silver priority status.

Footpath 412/20/1, Footpath 412/22/1 The paths run in parallel to each other, going west from B3274 towards the Brookland
and Footpath 412/19/2
Sand & Aggregates quarry. The Proposed Development crosses the three footpaths as
it comes to meet B3274.
The three footpaths have a Silver priority status.
Footpath 424/9/1

The footpath starts from B3274 and runs north-east of Stenalees along agricultural
fields. The path touches the Proposed Development at B3274. The footpath has a
Gold priority status.

Footpath 424/8/1

The path runs west from the B3274 at Stenalees. It meets the Proposed Development
at B3274. The path has a Bronze priority status.

Footpath 424/10/1

The footpath runs between B3274 (Roche Road) and A391 (Stannary Road) in
Stenalees through a residential development. The path meets the Proposed
Development in two sections off Singlerose Roundabout on Roche Road and Stannary
Road. The path has a Gold priority status.

286

Cornwall Council, (2018); Public Rights of Way Interactive Map; Available at: https://map.cornwall.gov.uk/website/ccmap
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NMU Resources

Details

Source: Cornwall Council, Public rights of Way Interactive Map (2018)

12.48 In addition to the PRoW outlined above, there are additional 10 PRoW in the study area which do not
intersect the proposed route.

Land Use
Agricultural Land
12.49 The Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) is used to classify agricultural land in five main categories from
287
Grade 1 (‘excellent quality’) to Grade 5 (‘very poor quality’) . ALC grades have been evaluated by
Reading Agricultural Consultants (Appendix 12-1) in accordance with the MAFF ALC guidelines on 94.9ha
of agricultural land. Agricultural land within the Proposed Development is classified as follows:
─

Of the 94.9ha of agricultural land surveyed, 52.2ha (or 55.1%) is BMV land in Subgrade 3b.

─

The remainder of the surveyed area (42.6ha or 44.9%) is in Subgrade 3a (Type 2 soils).

Agricultural Holdings
12.50 The information on agricultural holdings has been informed by a study by Reading Agricultural
288
Consultants . There are 15 properties with agricultural holdings which are expected to be affected by the
Proposed Development. For confidentiality reasons, holdings are not referred to by name. The main
characteristics for each holding are outlined in Table 12-4.
Table 12-4 Summary of Characteristics of Agricultural Holdings
Farm Name

Holding Type

Size (ha)

Sensitivity to
change

A

Non-commercial grassland

1.0

Low

B

Land let; grass used for hay making or stock grazing

6.1

Low

C

Non-commercial grassland

0.7

Low

D

Non-commercial grassland used for hay making or stock grazing

1.3

Low

E

Non-commercial grassland used for hay making or stock grazing

6.1

Low

F

Commercial agricultural business with grassland used for grazing beef
cattle, and fodder production

28.6

Medium

G

Non-commercial grassland

1.0

Low

H

Non-commercial grassland used for hay making or stock grazing

3.1

Low

I

Commercial agricultural business with grassland used for grazing beef
cattle, and fodder production

19.1

Medium

J

Non-commercial grassland

0.2

Low

K

Commercial agricultural business with grassland used for grazing beef
cattle, fodder production and arable/vegetable/bulb production

139.6

Medium

L

Commercial agricultural business with grassland used for grazing beef
cattle, and fodder production

52.8

Medium

M

Non-commercial grassland

1.0

Low

N

Non-commercial grassland

1.3

Low

O

Non-commercial grassland

1.0

Low

Source: Reading Agricultural Consultants (2018) St Austell to A30, Cornwall: Agricultural Impact Assessment.

Residential Properties
12.51 The study area is mainly rural, with the main residential areas within 1km of the development boundary
located in villages of Roche, Trezaise and Stanalees:

287
288

Natural England,(1985); Agricultural Land Classification.
Reading Agricultural Consultants (2018) St Austell to A30, Cornwall: Agricultural Impact Assessment.
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─

Roche: residential areas are primarily located in Roche to the east of existing B3274. There is a cluster
of approximately 40 dwellings along Harmony Road and Harmony Meadow.

─

Trezaise: residential properties are located in Trezaise along B3274, including in Higher Trezaise and
to the west of the road on Trezaise Avenue, Trezaise Close and Prosper Road. Further south along
B3274, there are residential properties opposite Trendale Industrial Park, immediately adjacent to the
development boundary. To the west of the development boundary, there are hamlets of properties
around Reeshill and Pentivale immediately adjacent to the Proposed Development.

─

Stenalees: residential properties are located to the west of the development boundary to either side of
the B3287 Roche road, with a few residential clusters located east of B3274. Main residential roads
include Stenalees Hill, Stannary Road and Singlerose Road.

Commercial Properties
12.52 North of the development boundary, there are a number of commercial property locations around Roche:
─

Victoria Business Park is located 400m to the north east of the development boundary, catering for
light industrial and commercial business units;

─

There are numerous local businesses within Roche town centre, to the east of the existing B3274 and
the Proposed Development.

12.53 In Trezaise:
─

Trendale Industrial Park is a commercial and industrial site in Trezaise along the B3274. Occupiers
include Combellack Vehicle Recycles Ltd, Kernow Mixers and Maen Karne Aggregates Ltd. ;There are
also a few of smaller local businesses along the B3274 in Trezaise, including Camper Hire Cornwall,
Group Travel, Snip Pets, and Hillside Farm holiday let.

12.54 Two quarries are located within a 1km boundary of the Proposed Development :
─

Imerys Mineral Ltd is located south of the boundary just under 1km away from the scheme and the
existing B3274. The Littlejohns quarry extracts china clay. They also operate the Great Wheal Prosper
that lies to the north of the scheme at Higher Trezaise; and

─

Brookland Sand and Aggregates also operates on Imerys quarry sites south of the development
boundary next to Imerys Mineral Ltd Littlejohns operation, occupying a large area in Cocksbarrow and
Carthew.

12.55 In Stenalees:
─

Rockhill Business Park is approximately 1km north of the development boundary on the A391 between
Stenalees and Bugle. It accommodates mixed light industrial and commercial units, with 12
businesses currently on site; and

─

There are a few small local businesses in Stenalees, including an auto parts store and a computer
repair service.

Community Facilities
12.56 The main community facilities in the study area are located in Roche, east of the development boundary
within 1km of the Proposed Development. These include:
─

Roche Community Primary School is located on Roche Road approximately 500m east of the
Proposed Development;

─

Saint Gomonda’s Church in Roche is located approximately 500m east of the Proposed Development
at the intersection of B3274 and Roche Road;

─

A Post Office is located on the B3274 close to the intersection with Harmony Rad, approximately 550m
east of the Proposed Development.

─

The Rock Inn is a public house located on the B3274 in Roche 500m east of the Proposed
Development boundary;

─

The Clays GP Practice and Roche Surgery are located on Victoria Road approximately 400m east of
the Proposed Development; and

─

Roche Victoria Hall Social Club is based on Victoria Road also 400m east of the Proposed
Development, regularly hosting community activities.
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Open Space
12.57 The main open space and recreation facilities within the study area are located in Roche and Stenalees.
12.58 In Roche these include:
─

The Roche Sports and Social Club includes two football pitches, a cricket pitch, tennis and basketball
courts, and one building. It is located on the B3274 in Roche, 500m east of the Proposed
Development;

─

There is a playground next to the Roche Sports and Social Club on the corner of B3274 and Roche
Road;

─

Roche Rock is a landmark in Roche, which includes a rocky outcrop and a ruined chapel. Roche Rock
is located next to the Roche Sports and Social Club on Roche Road and is around 600m east of the
Proposed Development:

─

Public open space on Chapel Road in Roche, just outside the 500m radius east of the Proposed
Development; and

─

There is a playground off Victoria Road on Finsbury Rise, approximately 300m east of the Proposed
Development.

12.59 In Stenalees, open spaces include:
─

Caerloggas Downs is a large open space area with several PRoW going though it and viewpoints for
hikers. It is located south east of the Proposed Development along the A391, adjacent to the south
east corner of the development boundary; and

─

There is a recreation ground and open space on Band House Lane around 400m east of the Proposed
Development. Nearby, there are two more open spaces on Treverbyn Road 550m east of the
Proposed Development.

Development Land
12.60 The West Carlclaze eco-community is a 220ha site directly adjacent to the south west corner of the
Proposed Development. The site is expected to accommodate 1,500 new dwellings. Other uses include
industrial employment space, education provision, health and community facilities.
12.61 The delivery of the site will be phased over the next two decades, with the first phase starting in 2020.

Sensitivity of Receptors (Value)
Motorised Travellers
Views from the Road
12.62 Using the category description in the DMRB, Views from the Road have been assessed according to MTs
ability to see the surrounding landscape on a four point scale, presented in Table 12-5.
Table 12-5 Views from the Road Categories
View Categories

Description

No view

Road is in a deep cutting or contained by earth bunds, environmental barriers or adjacent
structures

Restricted view

Frequent cuttings or structures blocking the view

Intermittent view

Road generally at ground level but with shallow cuttings or barriers at intervals

Open view

View extending over many miles, or only restricted by existing landscape features

Source: DMRB, Volume 11 Section 3 Part 9 Vehicle Travellers (1993)

12.63 In assessing the views of motorised travellers, it is essential to understand their sensitivity to changes in
the landscape and views from the road. This relates both to the speed at which the landscape is viewed
and also the ability of the drivers to concentrate on the road while travelling, particularly during periods of
construction.

Driver Stress
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12.64 For the purposes of this assessment, relative levels of sensitivity have not been assigned to receptors
(motorised travellers); all drivers are considered to have the same sensitivity in relation to driver stress.

Non-Motorised Users (NMUs)
12.65 The potential for effects on NMUs has been considered in accordance with the relevant sections of the
DMRB Volume 11, Section 3, Part 8. The assessment concentrates on changes in amenity, journey
length, and severance. Amenity is defined as the relative pleasantness of a journey. The assessment is
therefore concerned with changes in the degree and duration of people’s exposure to traffic (safety, noise,
air quality etc.), the impact of the Proposed Development on non-motorised user journey lengths, plus any
additional visual intrusion as associated with the Proposed Development.
12.66 The assessment involves a desktop study to identify whether non-motorised user activity is likely to be
impacted by the construction and operation of the Proposed Development.
12.67 The sensitivity of the Non-Motorised Travellers using affected Public Right of Way or footpath will be
determined as shown in Table 12-6.
Table 12-6 Sensitivity of Non-Motorised Users
Sensitivity

Description

Very High

Key routes used by pedestrians, cyclists and other NMUs. Routes record very high numbers of
journeys and connect communities with employment land uses and other services with a direct
and convenient route.

High

Key national or regional trails, routes used by pedestrians, cyclists and other NMU. Routes record
very high numbers of non-motorised user journeys or connect communities with employment land
uses and other services with a direct and convenient NMU route. No suitable equivalent
alternative resources exist.

Medium

Public rights of way and other routes close to communities which are used mainly for recreational
purposes (for example dog walking), but for which alternative routes can be taken. Moderate or
occasional use of a resource, limited alternative resources used by the receptor are reasonably
available.

Negligible

Routes have fallen into disuse or very infrequently used. Multiple equivalent or better alternatives
are freely and easily available.

Source: DMRB, Volume 11 Section 2 Part 5, Assessment and Management of Environmental Effects (2008)

Land Use
12.68 The assessment for loss of land uses and receptors will be undertaken in accordance with the guidance
provided in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Volume 11 Section 3 Part 6 Land Use.
12.69 Private property consists of the property required to accommodate the Proposed Development. Private
property is land outside the existing highways boundary that does not accommodate public open space or
any other community facility or asset. It can be residential or commercial property. Impacts on individual
properties do not constitute a significant community effect.
12.70 Community land is any area of public open space and other facilities such as schools, hospitals, libraries
and recreation facilities relied upon for community health and well-being.
12.71 Development land is land designated within the development plan for particular development purposes, or
for which planning permission has been granted or is pending.
12.72 Agricultural land is land devoted to the rearing of livestock and production of crops to produce food and
products.
12.73 As defined in Natural England’s Technical Information Note TIN049 – ‘Agricultural Land Classification:
protecting the best and most versatile agricultural land’, agricultural land in England and Wales is graded
between 1 and 5, depending on the extent to which physical or chemical characteristics impose long-term
limitations on agricultural use. Grade 1 land is excellent quality agricultural land with very minor or no
limitations to agricultural use, and Grade 5 is very poor-quality land, with severe limitations due to adverse
soil, relief, climate or a combination of these. Grade 3 land is subdivided into Subgrade 3a (good quality
land) and Subgrade 3b (moderate quality land). BMV agricultural land comprises Grades 1, 2 and 3a.
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12.74 The sensitivity of agricultural land is assessed according to its grade within the Agricultural Land
Classification (ALC), as set out in Table 12-7. The criteria take into account guidance within the NPSNN in
respect of the economic and other benefits of BMV land, and give little weight to the loss of land in grades
3b, 4 and 5.
Table 12-7 Sensitivity of Agricultural Land
Sensitivity

Agricultural Land Classification

High

Grade 1

Medium

Grades 2 and 3a

Low

Grades 3b and 4

Negligible

Grade 5

12.75 For agricultural holdings, receptor sensitivity is a reflection of the size of an affected holding and the
nature of the particular agricultural activity. Generally, larger holdings are more able to accommodate
change than smaller ones; and, complex activities, or ones dependent upon particular infrastructure or
regular access to land, for example dairying, intensive livestock and horticulture, have a higher degree of
sensitivity to development impacts compared with arable and grazing enterprises which have a degree of
operational flexibility which can adapt to changing circumstances. The criteria are set out in Table 12-8.
Table 12-8 Sensitivity of Agricultural Holdings
Sensitivity

Agricultural Land Classification

High

Farm types in which the operation of the enterprise is dependent on the spatial relationship of land
to key infrastructure, and where there is a requirement for frequent and regular access between
the two, or dependent on the existence of the infrastructure itself, for example:
─ dairying, in which milking cows travel between fields and the parlour at least twice a day;
─ irrigated arable cropping and field-scale horticulture, which are dependent on irrigation
water supplies; and
─ Intensive livestock or horticultural production which is undertaken primarily within
buildings, often in controlled environments.

Medium

Farm types in which there is a degree of flexibility in the normal course of operations, e.g:
─ Combinable arable farms; and
─ Grazing livestock farms (other than dairying).

Low

Off-lying areas of land which are not contiguous with the main farm holding.

Negligible

Off-lying areas of agricultural land used on a non-commercial basis.

Design, Mitigation and Enhancement Measures
12.76 This assessment of effects is based on the description of the Proposed Development presented in
Chapter 2: The Proposed Development of this report.
12.77 Based upon the assessment as presented below, other than the impact avoidance and mitigation
measures as detailed, no further mitigation measures are considered to be necessary during the
construction and operation of the Proposed Development. However, as the Proposed Development design
progresses, opportunities for the further development and enhancement will be considered in consultation
with appropriate stakeholders.
12.78 There are a number of embedded scheme design features and mitigation measures which reduce
potential adverse impacts of the Proposed Development. These include:
─

Provision of temporary footpath diversions during construction activities,

─

Limitation of road closures for routes intersecting with the Proposed Development during construction,

─

Maintaining access to private assets during construction activities; and

─

Provision of additional NMU facilities and crossing points, where relevant, to maintain the use of
existing public right of ways.
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Magnitude of Impacts (Change)
Motorised Travellers
Views from the Road
12.79 There are no specific assessment significance criteria or magnitude of impact assessment frameworks
associated with Views from the Road as set out in the DMRB. Therefore a qualitative assessment using
professional judgment, based on the criteria set out in Table 12-5 is considered appropriate. The
assessment has taken into account findings from Chapter 8: Landscape and Visual of the
Environmental Statement (ES), including the landscape character, quality of the view, experience, and
route type.

Driver stress
12.80 Driver stress is defined in Volume 11 of the DMRB as the “adverse mental and physiological effects
experienced by a driver traversing a road network” (Ref.28). There are three main components of driver
stress:
─

Driver frustration – caused by an inability to drive at a speed consistent with the standard of the road,
which increases as speed falls in relation to expectations;

─

Driver fear – the main factors are the presence of other vehicles, inadequate sight distances, and the
likelihood of pedestrians such as children stepping into the road. Fear is highest when speeds, flows,
and the proportion of heavy vehicles are all high, becoming more important in adverse weather
conditions; and

─

Driver uncertainty – caused primarily by signing that is inadequate for the individual’s purposes.

12.81 As an indicator of the magnitude of drivers’ stress and frustration, the DMRB tabulates the relationship
between average peak hourly flow per lane and average journey speed, in order to describe the
magnitude of drivers’ stress on a three point scale. The table states that on the basis of available
research, the use of a finely graded assessment of driver stress is not appropriate and a three point scale
of Low, Moderate and High stress is recommended and has therefore been used within this assessment,
as presented in Table 12-9.
Table 12-9 Magnitude of Impact Scale for Driver Stress Calculations for Single Carriageway Roads
Average Peak Hourly Flow
(per lane, in flow units/ hr)

Average Journey Speed (km/hr)
Under 50

50 – 70

Over 70

Under 600

High

Moderate

Low

600 – 800

High

Moderate

Moderate

Over 800

High

High

High

Source: DMRB, Volume 11 Section 3 Part 9 Vehicle Travellers (1993)

NMUs
12.82 Table 12-10 sets out how the magnitude of impact is assessed for impacts on NMUs using a five point
scale, based on the DMRB guidance. The magnitude can be both positive (beneficial) or negative
(adverse) and also takes into account the permanence and reversibility of the impact. Professional
judgement will be used to assign the correct level of impact.
Table 12-10 Magnitude of Impact Scale for Non-Motorised Travellers
Magnitude of Criteria
Impact

No change

No Change

Negligible

The journey pattern will remain the same, but there may be some minor hindrance of
movement for a limited amount of time.

Minor

In general the current journey pattern is likely to be maintained, but there will probably
be some hindrance to movement for a limited amount of time. For example,
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Magnitude of Criteria
Impact



Journeys will be increased by up to 250m.

Moderate

Some people are likely to be dissuaded from making trips. Other trips will be made
longer or less attractive. For example:

Journeys will be increased by 250m – 500m.

Major

People are likely to be deterred from making trips to an extent sufficient to induce
reorganisation of their habits, alternatively considerable hindrance will be caused to
people trying to make their existing journeys for a prolonged period of time. For
example:

Journeys will be increased by more than 500m.

Source: DMRB, Volume 11 Section 2 Part 5, Assessment and Management of Environmental Effects (2008)

Land Use
12.83 The assessment for loss of these land uses and receptors will be undertaken in accordance with the
guidance provided in the DMRB Volume 11 Section 3 Part 6 Land Use. The methodology for assessing
NMUs will be used for the assessment of affected land. The magnitude of impact is assessed as the
amount of land to be taken, using the five point scale identified in Table 12-10: major; moderate; minor;
negligible; or no change.

Significant Effects
12.84 The relationship between the sensitivity of the receptor and the magnitude of impact from the Proposed
Development is considered to determine the significance of the effect. As demonstrated in ES Chapter 4:
Environmental Assessment Methodology, very large, large, or moderate effects are considered
significant whereas slight and neutral effects are not considered significant. Effects can be either adverse
or beneficial.

Value/Sensitivity of Receptor
Magnitude
of Change

Very High

Major

Very Large

High

Medium

Low

Negligible

Large/

Moderate

Very Large

/Large

Moderate

Slight

Moderate

Slight

Neutral

Large/

Moderate/

Very Large

Large

Minor

Moderate/ Large

Moderate

Slight

Neutral

Neutral

Negligible

Slight

Slight

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

No Change

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Moderate

Construction Phase Effects
Motorised Travellers: Views from the Road
12.85 During construction there would be a change in driver views along the route where construction activities
will be taking place. Sections of the existing B3274 will be closed for parts of the construction phase and
diversions will be in place.
12.86 At Edgcumbe Road on the northern edge of Roche, due to the elevated position of the area, there would
be views of the removal of the existing B3274, excavation of Tregoss roundabout and construction of the
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new road link to the B3274 to Roche. The combination of this construction activity would result in it being
a focal point of the view. This section of the route would result in intermittent views.
12.87 Views on the A391 around Stenalees Roundabout would be of construction activity, forming a notable
feature within the view. This section of the route would have restricted views.
12.88 Taking into account the conditions on the existing B3274 in terms of the surrounding landscape and the
ability of drivers to concentrate on the road while travelling, the travellers are considered to be of low
sensitivity.
12.89 The magnitude of impact is considered to be moderate, concluding a slight adverse effect. This is not
considered to be significant.

Motorised Travellers: Driver Stress
12.90 There would be an increase in driver stress in the study area due principally to the presence of
construction traffic, as well as construction activities taking place along the route and nearby. Vehicle
users on sections of B3274 would be required to travel on temporary roads due to construction of the
Proposed Development. These construction activities would likely lead to some frustration amongst
motorised travellers, though no expected change in fear of accidents due to the change in traffic levels
being low. The assessment takes account of road management measures associated with the
construction traffic and activities as well as diversions which could potentially create route uncertainty.
12.91 Changes and resulting impacts would be monitored through implementing traffic management
requirements set out in the Outline CEMP which would make drivers aware of disruptions ahead of time to
help them plan their routes and journeys accordingly with signage mitigating any impact. It is therefore
assessed that effects on driver stress levels during construction would likely be minor adverse and
therefore not significant.

Non-Motorised Users
12.92 A number of PRoW will intersect the Proposed Development, with a section of wider PRoW lying within
the land required for the construction of the Proposed Development (a description of these PRoW is
provided in the baseline section.
12.93 The information relating to closures and diversions of these footpaths and NMU routes has not yet been
determined. It is understood that closures are to be agreed with the Highway Authority and incorporated
into the CEMP, including details of any diversion measures and access points that will be implemented.
12.94 It is therefore not possible to assess the impacts on NMU provision at this stage. It is understood that
appropriate diversions and access points will be implemented to retain access to community facilities,
open and natural space, education, employment and other social infrastructure during the construction
period.

Land Use
Agricultural Land
12.95 Construction of the Proposed Development will require the acquisition of 95ha of agricultural land, of
which 36.7ha would be required permanently. This includes 14.5ha of BMV land in Subgrade 3a which will
be lost. The effect of the Proposed Development on BMV agricultural land will be slight adverse, which is
not significant.
Farms
12.96 The construction of the Proposed Development will require demolition of three sheds at an unnamed field
opposite Hillside Farm. The magnitude of this impact is deemed to be moderate. The sensitivity of the
sheds is deemed low. Based on this assessment, the Proposed Development will have a permanent slight
adverse impact on these buildings, which will not be significant.
12.97 During construction, land will be required from agricultural holdings temporarily or permanently. In most
cases, the temporary and permanent land requirement would occur simultaneously at the start of the
construction period and it is the combined effect of both that would have the most impact on the holding.
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At the end of construction, some land would be restored or reverted to unrestricted agricultural use and
condition.
12.98 The temporary and permanent construction effects of the Proposed Development on individual agricultural
holdings are presented in Table 12-11. Overall, the Proposed Development would result in a significant
effect on four holdings with agricultural land.
Table 12-11 Summary of Effects on Agricultural Holdings
Holding Name

Holding Size
(ha)

Temporary
land required
(ha)

Area restored
(ha)

Permanent
area required
(ha)

Temporary
Effect

Permanent
Effect

A

1.0

0.6

0.4

0.2

Slight adverse

Slight adverse

B

6.1

3.4

1.4

2.0

Slight adverse

Slight adverse

C

0.7

0.8

0.8

0

Neutral

Neutral

D

1.3

1.3

0

1.3

Slight adverse

Slight adverse

E

6.1

0.3

0.1

0.2

Slight adverse

Neutral

F

28.6

3.8

0

3.8

Moderate
adverse

Moderate
adverse

G

1.0

0.7

0.1

0.6

Neutral

Neutral

H

3.1

1.9

0.4

1.5

Slight adverse

Slight adverse

I

19.1

11.4

4.7

6.7

Large adverse

Moderate
adverse

J

0.2

0.1

0

0.1

Slight adverse

Slight adverse

K

139.6

36.3

21.5

14.8

Large Adverse

Large Adverse

L

52.8

32.6

23.6

9.0

Large Adverse

Large Adverse

M

1.0

1.1

0.9

0.2

Slight adverse

Slight adverse

N

1.3

0.1

0.1

0

Neutral

Neutral

O

1.0

1.0

0

1.0

Slight adverse

Slight adverse

Source: Reading Agricultural Consultants (2018) St Austell to A30, Cornwall: Agricultural Impact Assessment.

Residential Properties
12.99 Two residential properties (Hillside Farm and Holly Farm) will be purchased prior to the construction of the
Proposed Development. As outlined in 12.69, impacts on individual properties do not constitute a
community effects. Therefore a neutral impact is reported during the construction phase.
12.100 There is potential for residents living in close proximity to the Proposed Development to experience some
loss in amenity:
─

Residential properties to the south/ south west of Roche at Reesehill between Coldvreath Farm and
the existing B3274 will experience significant visual effects. The potential significant noise effects
associated with construction works and HGV traffic will be minimised through mitigation measures.

─

Residential properties at the western fringe of Roche along Harmony Road and Harmony Meadow
may experience significant visual effects and potential for significant noise effects during construction.
These effects are expected to be minimised.

12.101 Taking into account the results from the landscape, noise and air quality impacts are considered within
Chapter 8: Landscape and Visual, Chapter 6: Noise and Vibration and Chapter 5: Air Quality of this
report, the Proposed Development is unlikely to result in significant amenity effects for residential
properties.
Commercial Assets
12.102 No commercial assets would be taken as part of the Proposed Development. A neutral impact is reported
during the construction phase.
12.103 Taking into account the results of the air quality, noise and visual assessments, there are no businesses
that would experience a significant effect on their amenity during construction.
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Community Assets
12.104 No community assets would be taken as part of the Proposed Development. A neutral impact is reported
during the construction phase.
12.105 Taking into account the results of the air quality, noise and visual assessments, there are no community
facilities that would experience a significant effect on their amenity during construction.
Open Space
12.106 The Proposed Development passes through Hensbarrow Down south of Coldvreath and will require a
289
land take of 6.27ha . Replacement Common will be provided to mitigate for land taken on Hensbarrow
290
Down equivalent to 7.1 ha. Overall, there will be a net increase in land provided and this will become
open access land. Impacts on users of open space are therefore assessed to be negligible and the effect
is in-turn assessed to be neutral and not significant.
12.107 Taking into account the results of the air quality, noise and visual assessments, there are no open spaces
that would experience a significant effect on their amenity during construction.
Development Land
12.108 No development lands would be affected by the Proposed Development during the construction phase.

Operational Phase Effects
Motorised Travellers: Views from the Road
12.109 During operation, the drivers will experience the following views:
─

The new link road to the B3274 and Tregoss roundabout would ultimately be readily apparent within
the view due to its scale in relation to the narrower width of the existing B3274. New species rich
grassland would be visible adjacent to the new carriageway in the foreground of the view, visually
softening the highway boundary. Cornish hedge-banks will partially enclose the scheme boundary and
new tree planting will be evident but will not fully integrate the new road into its setting. The magnitude
of impact in this section of the Proposed Development is considered to be negligible.

─

Vehicles on the new section of carriageway around China Clay Works would reflect the context of
existing views of vehicles on the B3274, albeit with additional signage and highways infrastructure, a
wider carriageway and the addition of an equestrian and cycleway. The magnitude of impact in this
section of the Proposed Development is considered to be negligible.

─

Vehicles on the new roundabout at Stenalees in the foreground of the view would reflect the context of
existing views of vehicles on the B3274 however the roundabout will be moved to the north west
resulting in the position of the highway away from existing residential properties. There will be species
rich grassland and additional woodland screening adjacent to the attenuation pond. The historic tip
covered in Rhododendron will be replanted with heathland on eastern embankment and woodland on
the western embankment. The magnitude of impact in this section of the Proposed Development is
considered to be negligible.

12.110 The conclusion is that during the operation phase, drivers will experience neutral effects on views, which
is not significant.

Motorised Travellers: Driver Stress
12.111 The Proposed Development will provide a new strategic link between St Austell and the A30, providing an
alternative to the current route using A391 and B3174. The scheme will therefore provide an improvement
to the performance of traffic flow between St Austell and the A30, reduce journey times, and reduce traffic
flows through the villages of Roche and Bugle, especially HGV flows.
12.112 To assess the level of change in driver stress levels (frustration and fear of potential accidents) arising
from the scheme, Table 12-12 sets out the predicted driver stress level for each of the four routes for the
two scenarios, ‘with scheme’ and ‘without scheme’, using the method set out in DMRB and described in
Section 13.3
289
290

Reading Agriculture Consultants (2018) St Austell to A30 Link Road: Common Land
ibid
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12.113 The scheme is likely to result in a reduction in driver stress from Moderate to Low (as defined by DMRB)
on B3274 through Trezaise and Roche, as the Proposed Development will alleviate traffic from the route.
Drivers on the A391 will experience a reduction in vehicle flows and journey time improvements. Drivers
on the A3058 between St Austell and the A30 at Summercourt are also likely to benefit, with
improvements in flows leading to reduced as a result of the Proposed Development.
12.114 The proposed new road has been designed to accommodate vehicles travelling at 60mph and will it is
intended that new roundabouts will be constructed at Stenalees, Trezaise, Edgcumbe road and at the old
A30, to link in with existing infrastructure. The speed and the predicted flows on the new route show that
the drivers on the new scheme may experience high stress in certain sections of the route due to high
traffic flows.
12.115 Overall, the reduction in traffic flows on routes through the villages of Roche and Bugle, as well as the
A3058 and A390 routes between A30 and St Austell will be considerable. Indeed, HGV traffic in Roche
and Bugle is expected to reduce by 100%. On that basis, the effect of the Proposed Development on
driver stress is assessed to be moderate beneficial and therefore significant.
Table 12-12 Assessment of Driver Stress
Location

Do Minimum (without the
scheme)

Do Something (with the scheme)

Driver Stress
(AM Peak)

Driver Stress
(PM Peak)

Driver Stress
(AM Peak)

Driver Stress
(PM Peak)

A391 through Stenalees and
Bugle

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

No change

B3274 through Trezaise and
Roche

Low

Moderate

Low

Low

Reduction

A3058 between St Austell and
the A30 at Summercourt

Low

Moderate

Low

Low

Reduction

A390/B3269 between St
Austell and Bodmin

Low

Moderate

Low

Moderate

No change

Proposed Development

N/A

N/A

High

High

N/A

Change in
Driver Stress
Level

Non-Motorised Users
12.116 As with construction, information relating to permanent diversions of footpaths and other NMU routes has
not yet been determined. It is therefore not possible to assess the effects of the Proposed Development
on the existing NMU provision. It is understood that closures are to be agreed with the Highway Authority
and incorporated into the CEMP, including details of any diversion measures and access points that will
be implemented.
12.117 A shared pedestrian/cycle path will run alongside the whole length of the new road which will connect
cycle routes from West Carclaze Garden Village in the south to Roche, Victoria and Goss Moor in the
north, providing important links for sustainable travel. This includes an underpass south of Harmony
Roundabout and another on Hensbarrow Common linking the proposed facilities for pedestrians, cyclists
and equestrians. The additional provision will improve connectivity with the Goss Moor. The reduction of
traffic within the villages will make walking and cycling a more attractive proposition. Connectivity within
the communities will improve and complementary measures will further reduce traffic flows and improve
pedestrian provision.
12.118 The provision of new NMU routes is considered to have a moderate beneficial effect, which is significant.

Land Use
Agricultural Land
12.119 There is no additional agricultural land being lost during the operation phase. Permanent loss of
agricultural land during the construction phase is assessed in 12.95.
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Agricultural Holdings
12.120 There are no additional effects on agricultural holdings during the operation phase. Permanent loss of
agricultural holdings during the construction phase is presented in Table 12-11.
Residential Properties
12.121 No residential properties or land from residential properties would be taken as part of the Proposed
Development. Therefore a neutral impact is reported during the operational phase.
Commercial Assets
12.122 During the operational phase, the reduced traffic flows on Victoria Road will improve access to Victoria
Business Park.
12.123 The link road and the improved sections of B3274, as well as reduced HGV traffic on B3274 will result in
better connectivity to Trendale Industrial Park in Roche.
12.124 The sensitivity of these receptors is deemed to be high given the size and prominence of these
commercial assets in the area. The Proposed Development will result in a moderate beneficial effect on
these commercial assets.
Community Assets
12.125 No commercial assets would be taken as part of the operation of the Proposed Development. A neutral
impact is reported during the operational phase.
Open Space
12.126 No additional open space would be taken as part of the operation of the Proposed Development. A neutral
impact is reported during operation.
Development Land
12.127 During the operational phase, increased connectivity resulting from the Proposed Development will reduce
congestion along the existing A391 through Stenalees and Bugle, as well as B3274, improving access to
the Proposed Development at West Carlclaze Eco-community.
12.128 The sensitivity of the receptor is deemed to be high given the scale and importance of the development
site in the Local Plan. The Proposed Development will result in a major beneficial effect on the
development site.
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Receptor Name

Value/Sensitivity of Receptor

Potential Impact(s) from the
Proposed Development

Magnitude of Impact(s)
(Change)

Summary of Design, Mitigation and
Enhancement Measures

Significance of Effect(s)

Construction Phase
Vehicle travellers – views from
the road

Low

Permanent change in views from the road

Moderate

None required.

Slight adverse

Agricultural Land (BMV)

Medium

Permanent requirement of 14.5ha of BMV land
in Subgrade 3a.

Minor

OEMP and appropriate liaison

Slight adverse

Agricultural Holdings

Variable Low to
Medium

Loss of agricultural land and/or severance of
15 holdings.

Major to Negligible

OEMP and appropriate liaison

Large Adverse to Neutral
(including significant
adverse effects on 4
holdings)

Residential Properties

High

Potential loss of amenity due to air quality,
noise and visual impacts.

Negligible

None required.

Neutral

Commercial Properties

High

Potential loss of amenity due to air quality,
noise and visual impacts.

Negligible

None required

Neutral

Community Facilities

High

Potential loss of amenity due to air quality,
noise and visual impacts.

Negligible

None required.

Neutral

Open Space

High

Land take at Hensbarrow Downs will be
replaced.

Negligible

None required

Neutral

Low

Permanent change in views from the road.

Negligible

None required.

Neutral

Land use

Operation Phase
Vehicle travellers – views from
the road
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Vehicle travellers – driver stress

NA

Permanent impact on frustration, fear of
accidents and route uncertainty

Moderate

None required.

Moderate Beneficial

New NMU route provision

Medium

Permanent change in journey times/lengths,
change in local travel patterns and access to
community facilities.

Moderate

None required

Moderate Beneficial

Commercial Properties

High

Permanent impact on connectivity from
reduction in traffic flows and improved
accessibility.

Moderate

None required

Moderate beneficial

Development Land

High

Permanent impact on connectivity and
attractiveness of land for development from
reduction in traffic flows and improved
accessibility

High

None required

Major Beneficial
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Consideration of Cumulative Effects
12.129 Cumulative Effects are the result of multiple impacts on environmental receptors or resources. There are
principally two types of cumulative impact:
─

Type 1: the combined action of a number of different environmental topic specific impacts upon a
single resource/receptor (in combination); and

─

Type 2: the combined action of a number of different projects, cumulatively with the project being
assessed, on a single resource/receptor (cumulative).

Type 1 Cumulative effects
12.130 For people and communities, based on the nature of the Proposed Development and its potential impacts
on such receptors, the assessment of amenity effects on residential properties, commercial properties,
community facilities and open space in sections 12.100 to 12.107 reports the potential in-combination
effects.
Type 2 Cumulative effects
12.131 The cumulative schemes to be incorporated within the assessment on driver views, driver stress and
potential amenity effects have been accounted for in the future year (2037) traffic modelling upon which
the long-term changes in traffic flows, noise, views and air quality are based.
12.132 Cumulative effects on other people and community receptors may occur if the construction periods for the
Proposed Development and cumulative projects coincide. The cumulative schemes which are relevant for
the people and communities assessment are:
─

Land north of Harmony Road, Roche (circa 150 dwellings);

─

Carclaze Eco Community (up to 1500 dwellings, a local centre, incorporating local retail, health and
community facilities, a primary school, employment floor space);

─

Carluddon Technology Park (2.8 ha technology park).

12.133 The development of Land North of Harmony Road has not reached planning and no effects have yet been
identified.
12.134 The Carluddon Technology Park and the initial phases of the Carclaze Eco Community are located
approximately 1km and 2km respectively from the southernmost point of the Proposed Development. The
developments are not expected to result in direct cumulative effects as a result of demolitions or land take.
As stated above, the indirect effects on receptors as a result of changes in amenity have been considered
as part of the future years assessment.

Assumptions and Limitations (Uncertainties)
12.135 This People and Communities assessment is based on professional judgement and takes into account
both the adverse and beneficial contributions a development can have upon the existing and surrounding
receptors.
12.136 The assessment is based on a number of assumptions and limitations including:
─

It provides a broad, high level indication of effects, reporting on the potential effects to people and the
local community.

─

The findings from this assessment are based upon a desktop study of the area using professional
judgement and the expertise based on previous similar schemes and assessments.

─

Where relevant, this assessment has drawn upon other specialist topic inputs to aid the assessment of
the impact of the Proposed Development on People and Communities receptors.

─

Assessment has been based on information about the Proposed Development available at the time
when the chapter is drafted.
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Summary and Conclusion
12.137 The effects of the Proposed Development on people and communities has been undertaken in
accordance with the requirements of the DMRB Volume 11 Section 3, Part 6: Land Use; Part 8:
Pedestrians, Cyclists, Equestrians and Community Effects; and Part 9: Vehicle Travellers. In accordance
with IAN 125/15, the assessment takes into consideration Proposed Development effects upon nonmotorised users (NMUs), vehicle travellers, community, private assets and land use.
12.138 This assessment has identified the following:
─

Vehicle travellers: the Proposed Development would result in a slight adverse effect on drivers’ views
during construction, which would become neutral during operation. With regard to driver stress, the
Proposed Development design aims to reduce traffic flows and congestion, with knock on benefits for
driver stress.

─

Agricultural land and holdings: the Proposed Development will result in slight adverse effects on BMV
Land. The scheme may have a significant adverse impact on four agricultural holdings.

─

NMUs: the chapter was not able to assess the effects on NMU provision as a result of diversions and
closures as these details are yet to be agreed. The new NMU provision as part of the Propose
Development will result in moderate beneficial effects during operation.

─

Residential property: the assessment did not identify any effects on residential properties.

─

Commercial property: no commercial property will be affected during construction. During operation, a
number of business premises will benefit from improved accessibility, including Victoria Business Park
and Trendale Industrial Park. These effects are assessed to be moderate beneficial.

─

Community assets: the assessment did not identify any effects on community assets.

─

Open space: construction of the Proposed Development will require a land take at Hensbarrow
Downs, which will be re-provided in excess. A neutral effect was identified.

─

Development land: during construction, no effects on development land were identified. During
operation, the Proposed Development is expected to benefit West Calrlclaze Eco-community my
improving accessibility to the site.
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13. Health Impact Assessment
Introduction
13.1

This chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) reports the findings of an assessment of the likely
effects on Health as a result of the St Austell to A30 Link Road (hereafter referred to as the ‘Proposed
Development’ in Cornwall. For more details about the Proposed Development, refer to Chapter 2:
Proposed Development of this ES.

13.2

The EIA Directive (2014/52/EU) aims to achieve high levels of protection of human health & wellbeing and
the environment. It requires that direct and indirect effects of a project on human health & wellbeing
should be identified, described and assessed in a method appropriate to each individual case. This
requirement is also reflected in the EIA Regulations.

Policy Framework
National
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2018)
291

13.3

The revised National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published in July 2018. It sets out the
Government’s planning policies for England and Wales and how these are expected to be applied. It
provides a framework within which local people and their relevant councils produce their own local and
neighbourhood plans. The NPPF contains policies that are applicable to both Motorised Travellers (MTs)
and Non-Motorised Users (NMU), as well as community and private assets.

13.4

Chapter 8 of the NPPF refers to promoting healthy and safe communities. It sets out the need for planning
policies to promote healthy, inclusive and safe places. This includes provision of social, recreational and
cultural facilities which the community needs. The NPPF recognises the importance of high quality open
spaces and opportunities for sport for the health and wellbeing of communities; it calls for planning
policies to be based on robust assessments of such provision. Furthermore, the NPPF states that
planning policies should protect and enhance public rights of way (PRoW) and access, including provision
of better facilities for users.

13.5

Section 9 of the NPPF focuses on promoting sustainable transport. It emphasises the need to identify
opportunities for walking, cycling and public transport use from the early stages of development proposals.
It states planning policies should provide for walking and cycling facilities and encourage sustainable
transport solutions.
Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) (2018)
292

293

Accompanying the revised NPPF , updates to the national PPG were also published in July 2018. The
PPG offers guidance on health and wellbeing in planning and planning obligations. It states that
developments should support, provide and promote:

13.6

─

“strong, vibrant and healthy communities and help create healthy living environments which should,
where possible, include making physical activity easy to do and create places and spaces to meet to
support community engagement and social capital”;

─

“opportunities for healthy lifestyles (e.g. planning for an environment that supports people of all ages in
making healthy choices, helps to promote active travel and physical activity, and promotes access to
healthier food, high quality open spaces, green infrastructure and opportunities for play, sport and
recreation)”; and

─

“access to the whole community by all sections of the community, whether able-bodied or disabled,
has been promoted”.

291

Department of Communities and Local Government (DCLG), (2018); National Planning Policy Framework.
Ibid.
293
DCLG, (2018); Planning Practice Guidance.
292
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Health and Social Care Act (2012)
294

295

The Health and Social Care Act 2012 was introduced following the Health and Social Care Bill 2011
and outlines the Secretary of State’s duty to promote and improve the NHS, in pursuit of a number of key
aims, which include:

13.7

─

An improvement in the quality of services;

─

A reduction in health inequalities;

─

The promotion of autonomy for GPs and health centres; and

─

Improvements to the treatments and services offered to patients.
The document focusses on the NHS regulation at a national and local level and also promotes changes
such as the abolition of NHS Trusts, support for the production of Joint Strategic Needs Assessments
(JSNA), and establishment of Health and Wellbeing boards at a local authority level. These boards will be
established for the purpose of advancing the health and wellbeing of people within each local authority
area and will aim to “encourage persons who arrange for the provision of any health or social care
services in that area to work in an integrated manner”.

13.8

Healthy Lives Healthy People: Our Strategy for Health in England (2010)
296

The government published its public health White Paper ‘Healthy Lives, Healthy People’ in 2011 . It
outlines key principles and strategies focused around localism and the empowerment of individuals,
putting local communities at the heart of public health provision.

13.9

13.10 The White Paper outlines a commitment to protecting against and preventing serious diseases which
occur as a result of lifestyle choices and looks to improve public health by targeting the most deprived
communities first. The White Paper outlines plans for a newly integrated public health service, ‘Public
Health England’ (which has now replaced the Health Protection Agency), which is responsible for
delivering and addressing the aims outlined within the Paper.
13.11 Within the Paper, the new approach to the management and delivery of healthcare is outlined, which will
be undertaken at a local or community level using a bottom-up approach to the delivery of health services.
13.12 The White Paper discusses the preparation of a public health framework, which has been established to
support lifelong health and wellbeing, including the wider influences on health, and to deliver solutions
which are specifically tailored to address and take into account the variations in health levels which exist
within communities and different income groups.
Fair Society, Healthy Lives: The Marmot Review (2010)
297

13.13 The Marmot Review argues that serious avoidable health inequalities exist across England and shows
these inequalities to be determined by a wide range of socio-economic factors. Health is linked to both
individuals and communities. The following policy objectives are identified:
─

“Give every child the best start in life;

─

Enable all children, young people and adults to maximise their capabilities and have control over their
lives;

─

Create fair employment and good work for all;

─

Ensure (a) healthy standard of living for all;

─

Create and develop healthy and sustainable places and communities; and

─

Strengthen the role and impact of ill health prevention”.

13.14 Based on historical data, the report argues that economic growth without a reduction in inequality will not
result in better health. Policies should not be targeted to only helping those with the poorest health, but
also to reduce overall inequalities in health.
294

Department of Health, (2012); Health and Social Care Act (c.7).
Department of Health, (2011); Health and Social Care Bill.
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Department of Health, (2010); Healthy Lives, Healthy People: Our Strategy for Health in England.
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13.15 It is further argued that improving health results in economic benefits. The report links health equality to
promoting environmental sustainability; as the poorest people in society are disproportionately affected by
the adverse impacts of climate change.

Local
Cornwall Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2013-2015 (2013)
298

13.16 The development of the Health and Wellbeing Strategy was led by the Health and Wellbeing Board for
Cornwall. The Strategy is used to inform decisions across local services and commission local services in
a way which makes an impact and tackles issues which determine health and wellbeing.
13.17 The Strategy is structured around three outcomes:
vii.

“Helping people to live longer, happier and healthier lives”. The outcome is focused on individuals
and communities most in need of support.

viii. “Improving the quality of life”. The outcome is aimed at helping people in Cornwall live healthy
lifestyles, make healthy choices, and develop local environments which support good health and
wellbeing.
ix.

“Fairer life chances for all”. The outcome is focused on tackling health inequalities by promoting
good health and preventing issues which reduce life expectancy.

Cornwall Local Plan: Strategic Policies 2010-2030 (2016)
299

13.18 In November 2016, Cornwall County Council adopted its Local Plan . The Cornwall Local Plan sets out
the development strategy, policies and proposals which will guide land use and development in the
County up to 2030. It supports economic growth and delivery of necessary infrastructure, including roads,
housing and employment growth across Cornwall. The Local Plan is structured around four themes, one
of which is focused on promoting good health and wellbeing. Under this theme, there are a number of
planning policies which are relevant to the Proposed Development:
─

Policy 16 – Health and wellbeing aims to improve the health and wellbeing of communities in Cornwall
by stating development should alleviate health risk; maximise opportunity for physical activity through
the use of open space and sports by providing or enhancing active travel networks; and providing
flexible community open spaces that can be adapted to health needs and encourage community
interaction.

─

Policy 27 – Transport and accessibility states developments should maximise sustainable transport
modes by prioritising safe access through walking, cycling and public transport to minimise car travel.
Sustainable Community Strategy for Cornwall (2008)
300

13.19 The Sustainable Community Strategy for Cornwall was published in 2008 and outlines the vision for
Cornwall for the next 20 years as a “prosperous, happy place that values its communities, environment
and economy equally and enables one and all to achieve highest quality of life”. The document sets out
three principles for action:
─

Principle 1: Prevention and a focus on the individual. The strategy aims to prevent deprivation of basic
needs by focusing on early support which can pre-empt future issues.

─

Principle 2: Collaboration with a focus on communities. Increasing collaboration between individuals
and communities aims to help prevent and reduce inequalities in communities. It will also empower
people to take responsibility for the local environment, encourage creativity and the exchange of ideas.

─

Principle 3: A focus on Cornwall for the future – realising aspirations for sustainable communities. The
Strategy aims to develop an approach to living which secures a healthy natural environment and
resilient communities.
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Assessment Methodology
13.20 AECOM have used the assessment matrix set out within the London Healthy Urban Development Unit
301
(HUDU) Planning for Health Rapid Health Impact Assessment (HIA) Tool, Third Edition (April 2017) ,
taking account of published data and information from a variety of sources, and applying professional
judgement informed by relevant guidance to evaluate the health impacts of the Proposed Development.
This is a qualitative approach which contains a number of questions focussed on various themes and
planning issues. This approach does not draw on specific receptors and significance levels and therefore
differs from the general EIA methodology set out within Chapter 4: EIA Methodology of this ES.
13.21 The World Health Organisation (WHO) Europe defines health as “a state of complete physical, mental and
302
social wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” . Consequently public health
encompasses general wellbeing, not just the absence of illness. Some effects are direct and obvious,
others are indirect, while some may be synergistic, with different types of impact acting in combination.
13.22 Factors that have the most significant influence on the health of a population are called ‘determinants of
health’; these include an individual’s genetics and their lifestyle, the surrounding environment, as well as
political, cultural and societal issues. The interrelationship between these factors is shown in Figure 13-1.
13.23 Within a population there can also be health ‘inequalities’. The WHO defines these as “differences in
health status or in the distribution of health determinants between different population groups. For
example, differences in mobility between elderly people and younger populations or differences in
303
mortality rates between people from different social classes” . This HIA has taken account of these
factors and considered how the Proposed Development may influence the physical and mental health and
wellbeing of local residents.

301

Healthy Urban Development Unit (HUDU) (2017), Planning for Health Rapid HIA Tool, Third Edition..
World Health Organisation (2006), Constitution of the World Health Organisation.
303
Ibid.
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Figure 13-1: The Wider Determinants of Health

Scope of the Assessment
13.24 The scope of an HIA is established by identifying the likely determinants and possible pathways between
a health influence and a receptor (an affected community).
304

13.25 The London HUDU Planning for Health Rapid HIA Tool, Third Edition (April 2017) is generally
recognised as an appropriate mechanism for capturing health impacts. The HUDU tool recommends the
assessment of potential health impacts under eleven topics or broad determinants.
13.26 The qualitative assessment of the potential effects of the Proposed Development on human health will
consider the following health and wellbeing determinants of relevance as identified from those set out in
305
the HUDU Rapid Health Impact Assessment Tool Third Edition 2017 :
cc.

Access to healthcare services and other social infrastructure;

dd. Access to open space and nature;
ee. Air quality, noise and neighbourhood amenity;
ff.

Accessibility and active travel;

gg. Access to work and training;
hh. Social cohesion and lifetime neighbourhoods;
ii.

Minimising the use of resources; and

jj.

Climate change.

13.27 The following health and wellbeing determinants, also set out in the same tool, have been excluded from
the qualitative assessment of the potential effects as they are not of relevance to the Proposed
306
Development :
304

Healthy Urban Development Unit (HUDU) (2017), Planning for Health Rapid HIA Tool, Third Edition.
Ibid.
306
Healthy Urban Development Unit (HUDU) (2017), Planning for Health Rapid HIA Tool, Third Edition.
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kk.

Housing quality and design;

ll.

Crime reduction and community safety; and

mm. Access to healthy food.
13.28 Table 13-1below sets out the health and wellbeing determinants of relevance to the Proposed
Development together with the key potential health impacts associated with each.
Table 13-1 Health Determinants

Health Determinant

Potential Health Impacts

Access to healthcare
services and other social
infrastructure

Access to decent and adequate housing is critically important for
health and wellbeing, especially for the very young and very old.
Environmental factors, overcrowding and sanitation in buildings
as well as unhealthy urban spaces have been widely recognised
as causing illness since urban planning was formally introduced.
Post-construction management also has impact on community
welfare, cohesion and mental wellbeing.

Access to open space and
nature

Providing secure, convenient and attractive open/green space
can lead to more physical activity and reduce levels of heart
disease, strokes and other ill-health problems that are
associated with both sedentary occupations and stressful
lifestyles. There is growing evidence that access to parks, open
spaces and nature can help to maintain or improve mental
health. The patterns of physical activity established in childhood
are perceived to be a key determinant of adult behaviour; a
growing number of children are missing out on regular exercise,
and an increasing number of children are being diagnosed as
obese. Access to play spaces, community or sport facilities such
as sport pitches can encourage physical activity. There is a
strong correlation between the quality of open space and the
frequency of use for physical activity, social interaction or
relaxation.

Air quality, noise and
neighbourhood amenity

The quality of the local environment can have a material impact
on physical and mental health. Pollution caused by construction,
traffic and commercial activity can result in poor air quality, noise
nuisance and vibration. Poor air quality is linked to incidence of
chronic lung disease (chronic bronchitis or emphysema), heart
conditions and asthma among children. Noise pollution can have
a detrimental impact on health resulting in sleep disturbance,
cardiovascular and psycho-physiological effects. Good design
and the separation of land uses can lessen noise impacts.

Accessibility and active
travel

Convenient access to a range of services and facilities
minimises the need to travel and provides greater opportunities
for social interaction. Buildings and spaces that are easily
accessible and safe also encourage all groups, including older
people and people with a disability, to use them. Discouraging
car use and providing opportunities for walking and cycling can
increase physical activity and help prevent chronic diseases,
reduce risk of premature death and improve mental health.

Access to work and
training

Employment and income is a key determinant of health and
wellbeing. Unemployment generally leads to poverty, illness and
a reduction in personal and social esteem. Works aids recovery
from physical and mental illnesses.

Social cohesion and
neighbourhoods

Friendship and supportive networks in a community can help to
reduce depression and levels of chronic illness, as well as speed
recovery after illness and improve wellbeing. Fragmentation of
social structures can lead to communities demarcated by socioeconomic status, age and/or ethnicity, which can lead to
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Health Determinant

Potential Health Impacts
isolation, insecurity and a lack of cohesion. Voluntary and
community groups, properly supported, can help to build up
networks for people who are isolated and disconnected, and to
provide meaningful interaction to improve mental wellbeing.
Lifetime Neighbourhoods places the design criteria of Lifetime
Homes into a wider context. It encourages planners to help
create environments that people of all ages and abilities can
access and enjoy, and to facilitate communities that people can
participate in, interact and feel safe.

Minimising the use of
resources

Reducing or minimising waste including disposal, processes for
construction as well as encouraging recycling at all levels can
improve human health directly and indirectly by minimising
environmental impact, such as air pollution.

Climate change

There is a clear link between climate change and health. The
307
Marmot Review is clear that local areas should prioritise
policies and interventions that ‘reduce both health inequalities
and mitigate climate change’ because of the likelihood that
people with the poorest health would be hit hardest by the
impacts of climate change. Planning is at the forefront of both
trying to reduce carbon emissions and to adapt urban
environments to cope with higher temperatures, more uncertain
rainfall, more extreme weather events and weather-related
impacts such as flooding. Poorly designed homes can lead to
fuel poverty in winter and overheating in summer can contribute
to excess winter and summer deaths. Developments that take
advantage of sunlight, tree planting and accessible green/brown
roofs also have the potential to contribute towards the mental
wellbeing of residents.

Source: HUDU Planning for Health Rapid HIA Tool, Third Edition (April 2018)

13.29 AECOM has used the assessment matrix set out within the Rapid HIA Tool, taking account of published
data and information from a variety of sources, and applying professional judgement informed by relevant
guidance to evaluate the health impacts of the Proposed Development.
13.30 This HIA considers the potential consequences for health and wellbeing from the construction and
operation of the Proposed Development. In particular, it draws upon information and conclusions from the
following assessments contained within the ES and from separate reports produced in support of the
Planning Application:



Air Quality (ES);



Noise (ES);



Landscape and Visual Effects (ES);



Habitats and Biodiversity (ES);



Geology, Soils, and Contaminated Land (ES);



Materials (ES);



Climate Change (ES);



Road Drainage and the Water Environment (ES); and



People and Community (ES).

13.31 In addition, the HIA draws upon information gathered as part of the site survey listing PRoWs within the
study area as well as the number of NMUs using these PRoWs.
307
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13.32 The assessment is qualitative rather than quantitative due to the diverse nature of health determinants
and health outcomes which are assessed. Although this HIA describes the likely qualitative health
impacts, it is not possible to quantify the severity or extent of the effects which give rise to these impacts.
As such, the potential health impacts during construction and operation are described in Table 13-2 below,
based on broad categories for the qualitative impacts identified. Where an impact has been identified,
actions have been recommended to mitigate any negative impact on health, or opportunities to enhance
health benefits. It should be noted that in many cases, mitigation to reduce these impacts or measures to
enhance certain benefits already form part of the Proposed Development and the assessment has
considered these impacts as such.
Table 13-2 Human Health Impact Categories

Impact Category

Impact Symbol

Description

Positive

+

A beneficial impact is identified

Neutral

0

No discernible health impact is identified

Negative

-

An adverse impact is identified

Uncertain

?

Where uncertainty exists as to the overall impact
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Consultation Responses
13.33 Cornwall Council provided their scoping opinion on the Proposed Development in February 2018, which
included consultation responses from statutory consultees. The ES has considered these consultation
responses as presented in Table 13-3.
Table 13-3 Consultation Responses
Consultee

Response

How addressed in the Chapter

Highways Development
Management (1st February
2018)

Greater detail is required with regards to what will be done
to existing routes through Roche and Bugle to, a.
discourage through-traffic continuing to use these routes,
and, b. to take this opportunity to drastically improve both
pedestrian and cycling provision in these settlements. The
reduction in through-traffic should enable greater degrees of
the carriageway to be reduced in width allocation for
vehicles and provide on-carriageway cycle provision.

Traffic calming measures and onroad cycling routes will be
implemented in Roche and Bugle
to encourage walking and cycling
(see Table 13-8).

Highways Development
Management (1st February
2018)

Whilst noting that as the design develops, the multi-use path
(NMU) adjacent to the new carriageway may disconnect and
run with a separation from the new road, I think greater use
should be made of the sections of existing highway being
disconnected by this proposal. These routes will need to be
maintained for access to dwellings etc in any case, so it
would appear of greater benefit to both pedestrians and
cyclists to see these roads downgraded, and used as the
NMU route. These will then also follow the desire lines for
both peds/cycles.

The Proposed Development
includes the provision of
approximately 6km of new cycle
routes through a combination of
proposed bridleways and a
shared 3m pedestrian and cycle
facility (see Error! Reference
ource not found.).

Highways Development
Management (1st February
2018)

Any data held on use by pedestrians/cyclists/equestrian of
the existing A391 upgrade should be provided, to
demonstrate that this is the correct NMU provision, and mix.
It is likely the proposed mix will actually deter use by any of
the groups for which it is proposed. For example, horses
and cyclists, in the confines of the path proposed may result
in issues that deters use overall. Greater detail on the
design context for this proposal is required.

The provision of pedestrian,
cycling and equestrian routes will
provide links to surrounding
residential areas and existing
leisure routes (see Table 13-8).

Highways Development
Management (1st February
2018)

Greater detail of what happens to the NMU path at the
Roundabout splitter islands and
various junctions. Too often these paths are secondary
underpasses are proposed where
considerations in design, leading to off line routes being
appropriate (see Table 13-8).
constructed which will not be used. A desire line for each
direction should be established at each junction. The NMU
path should follow as close to that as possible. At grade
crossing, with suitably designed surfacing so as to highlight
presence, and awareness for drivers, should be the first
design option, where bridges or underpasses are ultimately
considered essential, these should be designed to
encourage use, and be the desired route by NMU's. Again,
where efforts to use these facilities outweigh perceived
benefits, the shorter route, probably across live carriageway,
be taken.

Natural England Consultations (29th January
2018)

Local sites: If the proposal site is on or adjacent to a local
site, e.g. Local Wildlife Site, Regionally Important
Geological/Geomorphological Site (RIGS) or Local Nature
Reserve (LNR), the authority should ensure it has sufficient
information to fully understand the impact of the proposal on
the local site before it determines the application.
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Various design principles were
adopted to identify the existing
character of agricultural land and
integrate the Proposed
Development within the existing
landscape (see Table 13-5
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Relev
Schem

Does the proposal retain or reprovide existing social
infrastructure?

No

Does the proposal assess the
impact on healthcare services?

Yes
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Consultee

Response

How addressed in the Chapter

Does the proposal include the
provision, or replacement of a
healthcare facility and does the
facility meet NHS requirements?

No

Does the proposal assess the
capacity, location and accessibility
of other social infrastructure, e.g.
schools, social care and community
facilities?

Yes

Does the proposal explore
opportunities for shared community
use and co-location of services?

No

Does the proposal contribute to
meeting primary, secondary and
post 19 education needs?

No

Table 13-5 and Table 13-6).
Natural England Consultations (29th January
2018)

This application may provide opportunities to incorporate
features into the design which are beneficial to wildlife, such
as the incorporation of roosting opportunities for bats or the
installation of bird nest boxes. The authority should consider
securing measures to enhance the biodiversity of the site
from the applicant, if it is minded to grant permission for this
application. This is in accordance with Paragraph 118 of the
National Planning Policy Framework.

The inclusion of appropriate
mitigation impacts would reduce,
remove or offset impacts
wherever possible, resulting in no
significant effects on biodiversity
(see in Table 13-12).

Additionally, we would draw your attention to Section 40 of
the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act (2006)
which states that 'Every public authority must, in exercising
its functions, have regard, so far as is consistent with the
proper exercise of those functions, to the purpose of
conserving biodiversity'. Section 40(3) of the same Act also
states that 'conserving biodiversity includes, in relation to a
living organism or type of habitat, restoring or enhancing a
population or habitat'.

Study Area
13.34 The geographical extent of the impacts assessed within this HIA is dependent upon the type of effects and
receptors. Effects will be considered during the construction phase, and once the Proposed Development
is complete and operational. For the purposes of this assessment, resources and data characteristics are
considered across the following geographies which are defined by the type of effects and receptors
present across the study area:
-

Effects on residents in the settlements of St Austell, Bugle, Roche, Coldvreath, Stenalees and
other villages which are located around the China Clay Area;
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-

Effects on MTs and NMUs travelling between or near to the existingB3274, A30, and St Austell;

-

Users of community facilities, open space and natural space in the settlements surrounding the
Proposed Development;

-

Effects on construction workers and employees working for business located close to the
Proposed Development;

-

Effects on biodiversity and climate change receptors; and

-

Effects on any other receptors of relevance to the health determinants of the HUDU (2017)
Planning for Health Rapid HIA Tool.
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Design, Mitigation and Enhancement Measures
13.35 This assessment of effects is based on the description of the Proposed Development presented in
Chapter 2: The Proposed Development.
13.36 Based upon the assessment as presented below, other than the impact avoidance and mitigation
measures as detailed, no further mitigation measures are considered to be necessary during the
construction and operation of the Proposed Development. However, as the Proposed Development design
progresses, opportunities for the further development and enhancement will be considered in consultation
with appropriate stakeholders.
13.37 The CEMP will include roles and responsibilities, detail on control measures and activities to be
undertaken to minimise environmental effects and monitoring and record-keeping requirements that will
be prepared prior to construction taking place. A commitment will be made to periodically review the
CEMP and undertake regular environmental audits of its implementation during each development phase.
13.38 There are a number of embedded scheme design features and mitigation measures which reduce
potential adverse impacts of the Proposed Development. These include:
-

Provision of temporary footpath diversions during construction activities;

-

Limitation of road closures for routes intersecting with the Proposed Development during
construction;

-

Maintaining access to private assets during construction activities; and

-

Provision of additional NMU facilities and crossing points, where relevant, to maintain the use of
existing public right of ways.

-

Topsoil storage areas and construction compounds will be located away from highly sensitive
areas.

-

Temporary construction buildings, fencing and facilities would be rendered in tonal colours to
reflect the landscape as well as screened in part by solid hoardings.

-

Plantation of trees and heathland to provide linear green corridors and visual screening;

-

Lighting restrictions on elevated sections of Proposed Development;

-

Traffic calming and environmental improvements to the village centres;

-

Downgrading the current A391 through Bugle and Stenalees to a “B” classified road; and

-

Implementation of temporary noise barriers such as management of working hours, temporary
screening and preventing the unnecessary running of plant equipment;

13.39 Further embedded scheme design features and mitigation measures related to this assessment are
detailed in Chapter 5: Air Quality, Chapter 6: Noise and Vibration, Chapter 8: Landscape and Visual,
Chapter 9: Habitats and Biodiversity, Chapter 10: Geology, Soils and Contaminated Land, and Chapter 12:
People and Communities.
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Baseline Conditions
13.40 This section presents an analysis of the health and socio-economic characteristics of the population
surrounding the Proposed Development. In order to understand the potential health impacts of the
Proposed Development, it is important to establish an existing baseline profile of the local area.
13.41 This section presents a profile of the local community in settlements around the Proposed Development
(including regional and national comparators), analysing the health and socio-economic characteristics of
the population surrounding the Proposed Development based on a range of indicators. This includes
population indicators, such as age profile and ethnic diversity, alongside health and wellbeing indicators
such as health and deprivation. In addition, it presents a summary of other aspects of the baseline
conditions relevant to health, including:



Accessibility and Transport;



Air Quality, Noise and Neighbourhood Amenity;



Open Space and Opportunities for Physical Activity; and



Access to Work.

Overview
13.42 The Proposed Development is located in the County of Cornwall which has an estimated population of
308
553,687 . The Proposed Development runs through the Electoral Wards of Roche and Bugle which have
309
estimated populations of 3,867 and 4,164 respectively . The study area is sparsely populated and
comprises of a number of small settlements which include Bugle, Roche, Coldvreath, Stenalees and
several other villages which are located around the China Clay Area.

Community Profile
13.43 This section provides an overview of the community profile of the area surrounding the Proposed
Development, providing demographic context relevant to human health, including a comparison to
national averages.
13.44 Within Cornwall, 58.8% of the population is of working age (defined by the Office for National Statistics
(ONS) as people aged 16-64 years old). Within Roche and Bugle, 61.2% and 63.6% of the populations
310
are of working age respectively . The proportion of the working age population within Cornwall is lower
311
than the South West (60.9%) and England (63.1%) averages .
13.45 Cornwall is less ethnically diverse compared to both regional and national averages. Approximately 0.9%
of the population of Cornwall is classified as Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME), compared to 3.2%
312
in the South West and 11.8% in England and Wales . Within Roche and Bugle, 0.5% and 1.9% of the
313
populations are classified as BAME respectively .
314

13.46 The proportion of the population of Cornwall whose health is either ‘bad’ or ‘very bad’ (6.3%) is higher
315
than across the South West (5.1%) and England and Wales (5.6%) . This suggests that residents
surrounding the Proposed Development experience more health problems than average.
316

13.47 The extent of deprivation is measured by the English Indices of Deprivation , which provides an overall
deprivation score by Lower Super Output Area (LSOA). Within Cornwall, 13.5% of LSOAs fall within the
top 20% most deprived in England. This compares with 10.8% of LSOAs in the South West which fall
within the top 20% most deprived in England.

308

Office for National Statistics (ONS), (2017); Mid-Year Population Estimates (2016).
ONS, (2011); Census.
ONS, (2017); Mid-Year Population Estimates (2016).
311
Ibid.
312
ONS, (2011); Census.
313
Ibid.
314
Results are based on a self-assessment of a person’s general state of health reported in Census 2011.
315
Ibid.
316
DCLG, (2015); English Indices of Deprivation (2015).
309
310
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Human Health
13.48 This section provides a profile of human health in the area surrounding the Proposed Development,
focussing on key indicators identified by Public Health England at ward level including a comparison of
317
these to national averages .
13.49 The two wards of Roche and Bugle have been profiled based on their proximity to the Proposed
Development. Indicators deemed relevant to likely health impacts of the Proposed Development for each
area have been identified, with data relating to these and the national (England) average figure set out in
detail in Table 13-4.
Table 13-4 Human Health Profile

Indicator

Roche

Bugle

England

Life expectancy at birth for males, 20112015 (years)

80.6

76.3

79.4

Life expectancy at birth for females, 20112015 (years)

79.7

82.2

83.1

Obese adults (%)

29.1

27.2

24.1

Obese Children (%)

21.1

17.7

19.3

Income deprivation (%)

16.6

19.2

14.6

Limiting long term illness or disability (%)

20.9

20.8

17.6

Pensioners living alone (%)

24.2

23.1

31.5

Older people in deprivation (%)

16.3

16.9

16.2

General Health - bad or very bad (%)

6.8

6.7

5.5

General Health - very bad (%)

1.6

1.3

1.2

Source: Public Health England (2018)

13.50 In summary, the life expectancy of males in Roche is slightly higher than the national average. Conversely,
the males in Bugle have a shorter life expectancy than males from Roche and England as a whole.
Females from Roche and Bugle both have a lower life expectancy than the national average.
13.51 The rate of adult obesity in Roche and Bugle is higher than the national average. The percentage of
children classified as obese in Roche is also higher than the national average, whereas in Bugle the rate
is below the national average.
13.52 Income deprivation in the wards of Bugle and Roche is noticeably higher than the average rate for
England. Similarly, the percentage of the older people in deprivation in the two wards is higher than the
national average. However, the rate of pensioners living alone is considerably lower than the national
average for both wards.
13.53 Both Roche and Ward have rates of limiting long-term illness or disability in excess of the national
average. In addition, the proportion of the population of the two wards whose health is either ‘bad’ or ‘very
bad’ is higher than the national average.

Access to Work
13.54 In order to understand the potential for the local population to benefit from employment opportunities
arising from the Proposed Development, this section considers the occupation, qualification, economic
activity and unemployment profile of the local resident population.
318

13.55 The proportion of the population in skilled trade occupations in Roche (23%) and Bugle (22%) is greater
319
than the average for Cornwall (18.3%), the South West (11.8%) and Great Britain (10.2%) . Similarly, the
317

Public Health England, (2018); Local Health. [Online]. Available at: http://www.localhealth.org.uk/#l=en;v=map13
Skilled trade occupations as defined by Major Group 5 of Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) Hierarchy.
319
ONS, (2018); Annual Population Survey (January 2017 to December 2017).
318
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proportion of the population employed as process, plant and machine operatives in Roche (19%) and
Bugle (14%) is higher than the average for Cornwall (5.3%), the South West (5.3%) and Great Britain
(6.3%).
13.56 The proportion of residents in Roche (30.7%) and Bugle (28.3%) who have no qualifications is greater
than Cornwall (22.4%), the South West (20.7%) and England (22.5%). The wards of Roche (15.5%) and
Bugle (14.2%) also have a lower proportion of the population who hold level 4 qualifications or above in
320
comparison to Cornwall (25.0%), the South West (27.4%) and England (27.4%) .
321

13.57 Within Roche, economic activity rates are highest for Asian/Asian British populations (73.9%). However,
the Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Group is the most economically active population in Bugle (81.5%). Economic
activity of White Ethnic Groups in Roche (62.0%) and Bugle (60.6%) is lower than the rate for the South
322
West (66.0%) and England (63.4%) .
13.58 The proportion of people who are unemployed in Roche (4.9%) is lower than the rate for England and
323
Wales (7.6%). However, the unemployment rate in Bugle (8.0%) is slightly above the national average .

Open Space
13.59 The Proposed Development lies 200m to the east of the Goss Moor Nature Reserve, which is 480 ha in
size and is accessible through a circular multi-use trail accessible for non-motorised users (NMUs) and
disabled people. The reserve belongs to the Goss and Tregoss Moors Site of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI), the Breney Common and Goss and Tregoss Moors Special Area of Conservation (SAC).
13.60 The Hensbarrow Common and County Wildlife Site is open access land which is located to the west of
Roche.
13.61 The Roche Football Social Club is also located in proximity to the Proposed Development and provides
one grass pitch, two grass full-sized football pitches, one grass mini soccer pitch, and two tennis courts.
13.62 Caerloggas Downs is a large open space area located just south of the Proposed Development in
Stenalees.

Residential Properties
13.63 Residential properties are concentrated south and north of the scheme in the villages of Stenalees and
Roche. Other settlements in the area include Bugle (1.5km to the east), Carthew (800m to the southwest), Coldvreath (400m to the west), Trezaise and Higher Trezaise (between 150m and 500m to the
east).
13.64 St Austell is the closest major town and is located to the south of the Proposed Development.

Community Facilities
13.65 St Austell is the primary location for services and community facilities. Facilities available in St Austell
include seven primary schools (Pondhu Primary School, Sandy Hill Academy, Charlestown Primary
School, St Mewan Community Primary School, Bishop Bronescombe Church of England School, Carclaze
Community Primary School, and Mount Charles School) two secondary schools (Penrice Academy and
Poltair School), a post-16 further education facility (Cornwall College) and a library.
13.66 St Austell Community Hospital (Cornwall Partnership NHS Foundation) is located in the south of St
Austell. The hospital includes a minor injury unit which is run by highly skilled nurses.
13.67 In terms of primary care facilities, one GP surgery (St Austell Health Group) and six pharmacies are
located in St Austell. There is an additional GP surgery (Clays Practice) and a pharmacy located in Roche.
The closest fully operational hospital is located in Truro (Royal Cornwall Hospital).

320

ONS, (2011); Census.
Economic activity rate is the proportion of people aged 16 to 64 who are in work or actively seeking employment.
322
Ibid.
323
Ibid.
321
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Walking and Cycling Routes
13.68 As set out in Chapter 12: People and Community, there is an extensive network of PRoWs located in
close proximity to the Proposed Development. In total, there are an additional 20 PRoWs within 1km of
the Proposed Development.
13.69 Footpath 412/2/1 meets the beginning section of the Proposed Development on the B3274, north of the
town of Roche. Bridleway 412/5/1 links to the Harmony Junction section of the Proposed Development
from the north-west.
13.70 The National Cycle Route 305 also intersects with the Proposed Development. This is an on-road route of
the National Cycle Network that links two sections of the Cornish Way cycling route and passes through
Roche, Bugle and the Eden Project into St Austell.
13.71 Footpaths 412/14/1 and 412/16/1 run through agricultural fields and a property to the west of Roche,
leading to the town. The Proposed Development vertically intersects the two connected paths south of
Harmony Junction.
13.72 Footpath 412/17/1 runs east to west through agricultural fields, from the B3274 south of Roche to
Coldvreath. The Trezaise Roundabout section of the Proposed Development follows sections of the path
onto the B3274. Footpath 412/21/3 also runs south of the B3274 and Tenement Fam alongside
agricultural fields.
13.73 Footpaths 412/201/1, 412/22/1 and 412/19/2 run parallel to each other, heading west from B3274 towards
the Brookland Sand & Aggregates quarry. The Proposed Development crosses the paths at it meets the
B3274.
13.74 Footpath 424/9/1 starts from the B3274 and runs north-east of Stenalees along agricultural fields. Running
west from the B3274 is Footpath 424/8/1. Footpath 424/101/ runs between the B3274 and the A391 in
Stenalees through a residential development.

Air Quality
13.75 Chapter 6: Air Quality sets out the baseline air quality conditions for the local area.

Noise
13.76 Chapter 7: Noise sets out the baseline noise conditions for the local area.

Assessment of Health Outcomes
Introduction
13.77 The tables below set out the potential health and wellbeing impacts associated with the Proposed
Development during the construction and operational phases.
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Table 13-5 Access to Healthcare Services and Other Social Infrastructure
Assessment Criteria

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

Does the proposal retain or reprovide existing social
infrastructure?

No

The Proposed Development would not have an impact on the
provision of existing health or social care services or influence the
demand for and/or capacity of public services.

During construction: N/A
During operation: N/A

Does the proposal assess the
impact on healthcare services?

Yes

During construction: 0
During construction, temporary closures and diversions of some
highways and PRoWs are expected. Issues relating to temporary
During operation: +
closures of highways and PRoWs will be defined in traffic
management plans produced by selected contractors. Diversions will
be discussed and agreed with the local streetworks department.
However, it is expected that diversions/other relevant access points
are to be provided which will maintain access to healthcare facilities in
St Austell (St Austell Community Hospital and St Austell Health Group
GP Surgery) and the surrounding villages (Clays Practice).

Further Action or Mitigation
Recommended

Closures of highways, footpaths
and other NMU routes should be
agreed with the Highway
Authority and incorporated into
the CEMP, including details of
any diversion measures and
access points that will be
implemented.

During operation, the Proposed Development would improve
connectivity to healthcare facilities located in St Austell (St Austell
Community Hospital and St Austell Health Group GP Surgery) and the
surrounding villages (Clays Practice).
Does the proposal include the
provision, or replacement of a
healthcare facility and does the
facility meet NHS requirements?

No

The Proposed Development does not include the provision or
replacement of healthcare facilities.

During construction: N/A
During operation: N/A

Does the proposal assess the
capacity, location and accessibility
of other social infrastructure, e.g.
schools, social care and community
facilities?

Yes

The Proposed Development would not have an impact on the
provision of existing schools, social care and community facilities.

During construction: 0
During operation: +

During construction, temporary closure and diversion of some
highways and PRoWs are expected. Issues relating to temporary
closures of highways and PRoWs will be defined in traffic
management plans produced by selected contractors. Diversions will
be discussed and agreed with the local streetworks department.
However, it is expected that diversions/other relevant access points
are to be provided. With the implementation of suitable mitigation
measures, residents of the surrounding villages will continue to have
access to community facilities such as Roche Community Primary
School and St Gomonda’s Church in the village of Roche. Access to
the seven primary schools, two secondary schools and post-16
education facility located in St Austell will also be maintained
During the operational phase, the Proposed Development would
improve connectivity to community facilities located in St Austell and
to local conveniences located in the surrounding villages.
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Assessment Criteria

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

Does the proposal explore
opportunities for shared community
use and co-location of services?

No

The Proposed Development does not include the provision of
community facilities.

During construction: N/A
During operation: N/A

Does the proposal contribute to
meeting primary, secondary and
post 19 education needs?

No

The Proposed Development does not include the provision of
education facilities.

During construction: N/A
During operation: N/A
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Table 13-6 Access to Open Space and Nature
Assessment Criteria

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

Does the proposal retain and
enhance existing open and natural
spaces?

Yes

During construction: 0
The footprint of the southern section of the Proposed Development
site is surrounded by land used for the purposes of extraction of China During operation: +
Clay. The footprint surrounding the central and northern sections of
the Proposed Development site is dominated by land used for
agricultural purposes.
During construction, a number of mitigation measures are described in
the Construction Environment Management Plan (CEMP) which seek
to retain the character of existing open and natural spaces. Topsoil
storage areas and construction compounds will be located away from
highly sensitive areas. Temporary construction buildings, fencing and
facilities would be rendered in tonal colours to reflect the landscape as
well as screened in part by solid hoardings. Therefore, existing open
and natural spaces will be retained and remain usable during
construction, with any changes to access or potential impact on the
amenity of users being subject to implementation of suitable mitigation
measures, if required.
A number of public open spaces are within close proximity of the
Proposed Development, the closest being Hensbarrow Common
where the Proposed Development will pass through. Caerloggas
Downs is also located to the south of the Proposed Development.
These areas are classed as medium sensitivity to road traffic noise.
Users of the open space at Hensbarrow Common could be subject to
significant noise impacts as a result of construction activities. There is
potential for temporary moderate or major noise impacts resulting from
increased noise due to HGV traffic using new haul routes close to
construction work locations. Chapter 7: Noise sets out the qualitative
assessment of noise impacts during construction. Measures to
minimise noise impacts will be included in CEMP.
In regards to the operational phase, various design principles were
adopted to identify the existing character of heathland and agricultural
land. Measures to integrate the Proposed Development with the
existing landscape include the plantation of Cornish hedge banks to
provide a linear green corridor, no lighting on elevated sections of
Hensbarrow Downs and tree and heathland planting strategies. New
woodland planting at Tregoss and Harmony roundabouts will also
provide visual screening. Such measures mitigate adverse impacts of
the Proposed Development and retain the character of existing natural
spaces.
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Assessment Criteria

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

Further Action or Mitigation
Recommended

The Proposed Development also passes through Hensbarrow
Common south of Coldvreath. The section of the road from the
roundabout to the start of Hensbarrow Common County Wildlife Site is
mostly at the same level as the existing landscape to minimise visual
intrusion. In addition, replacement Common will be provided to
mitigate for land taken on Hensbarrow Common. Overall, there will be
a net increase in land provided and this will become open access
land. Maintaining open space provides opportunities for physical
activity and improving mental health.
In areas of deficiency, does the
proposal provide new open or
natural space, or improve access to
existing spaces?

Yes

During construction: 0
During construction, temporary closures and diversions of some
PRoWs are expected. Issues relating to temporary closures of PRoWs During operation: +
will be defined in traffic management plans produced by selected
contractors. Diversions will be discussed and agreed with the local
streetworks department. However, it is expected that diversions/other
relevant access points are to be provided.
During operation, access to existing open or natural spaces would be
improved for MTs as the Proposed Development would reduce
congestion and journey times. The provision of public footpaths, public
bridleways and a shared 3m cycle and pedestrian facility alongside
the carriageway would improve access to existing spaces for NMUs
and increase opportunities for physical activities. The Proposed
Development also improves access to existing natural spaces such as
the Goss Moor Trails and Hensbarrow Downs (including increased
provision at Hensbarrow Common).

Closures of highways, footpaths
and other NMU routes should be
agreed with the Highway
Authority and incorporated into
the CEMP, including details of
any diversion measures and
access points that will be
implemented.

Downgraded and redundant sections of the B3274 and other roads
would be returned to the proximate surrounding landscape.
Does the proposal provide a range
of play spaces for children and
young people?

No

The Proposed Development does not provide play spaces for children During construction: N/A
and young people.
During operation: N/A

Does the proposal provide links
between open and natural spaces
and the public realm?

Yes

During construction: 0
During construction, the temporary closures and diversions of some
PRoWs are expected. Issues relating to temporary closures of PRoWs During operation: +
will be defined in traffic management plans produced by selected
contractors. Diversions will be discussed and agreed with the local
streetworks department. However, it is expected that diversions/other
relevant access points are to be provided.
During the operational phase, the provision of a shared 3m cycle and
pedestrian facility alongside the carriageway with links to residential
areas and existing leisure routes would provide better access to public
realm and open and natural spaces. The Proposed Development also
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Assessment Criteria

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

Further Action or Mitigation
Recommended

includes the provision of public footpaths, public bridleways and on
road cycle routes which improve access to existing natural spaces
such as Tregoss Moor and Hensbarrow Downs.
The Proposed Development would enhance landscape and general
amenity in the local area, encouraging physical activity and improving
mental health.
Are the open and natural spaces
welcoming, safe and accessible for
all?

Yes

The Proposed Development passes through Hensbarrow Common
south of Coldvreath. Replacement Common will be provided to
mitigate for land taken on Hensbarrow Down. Overall, there will be a
net increase in land provided and this will become open access land.
Maintaining open space provides opportunities for physical activity
and improving mental health.

During construction: N/A
During operation: 0

Does the proposal set out how new
open space will be managed and
maintained?

Yes

New open space will be provided at Hensbarrow Common. Existing
open space at Hensbarrow Down is under the stewardship of Natural
England and maintained by Imerys. Discussions are underway to see
if this can be extended to the replacement land.

During construction: N/A
During operation: 0
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Table 13-7 Air Quality, Noise and Neighbourhood Amenity
Assessment Criteria

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

Further Action or Mitigation
Recommended

Does the proposal minimize
construction impacts such as dust,
noise, vibration and odours?

Yes

The Proposed Development would result in some temporary noise impacts
during the construction works. The significant noise effects are likely to be
experienced by residents in the vicinity of Stenalees Hill, residents to the
south/south west of Roche, and residents on the western edge of Roche along
Harmony Road and Harmony Meadow.
The site clearance works and earthworks have been identified as the
construction activities with the greatest potential to generate noise.

During construction: 0
During operation: N/A

Implementation of mitigation
measures such as safe
working practices, noise
barriers and screening.

There is also the potential for temporary moderate or major noise impacts
resulting from increased noise due to HGV traffic using new haul routes close to
construction work locations. However, these impacts would be managed
through the use of best practicable means included in the CEMP and the use of
temporary noise barriers where possible as outlined in Chapter 7: Noise. Such
measures include community engagement, management of working hours,
temporary screening and preventing the unnecessary running of plant
equipment.
As outlined in Chapter 10: Geology, Soils and Contaminated Land, ground
investigations did not record any significant contamination which pose an
unacceptable risk to the health of residents, recreational users or construction
workers. Unknown contamination to soil or water may be encountered by
construction workers, however, the adoption of safe working practices outlined
in the CEMP mitigates any risk.
There is potential for adverse impacts from dust emissions to occur at sensitive
receptors located close to the Proposed Development during the construction
works. The temporary effects due to fugitive emissions of dust are considered to
be ’high risk’. Measures for controlling dust from the construction operations will
be detailed in the CEMP. This may include measures such as dampening down
and correct personal protective equipment - in particular dust generation from
former mine workings.

Does the proposal minimize air
pollution caused by traffic and
energy facilities?

Yes

Chapter 6: Air Quality sets out the existing air quality conditions in the local
area. During construction, emissions from HGVs and traffic management are
considered unlikely to cause significant air quality impacts.
During the operational phase, the Proposed Development would cause a
redistribution of traffic on the local highway network, resulting in a decrease in
traffic flows at some junctions and an increase at other junctions. The increased
connectivity resulting from the Proposed Development may reduce congestion,
which in turn could reduce air pollution.
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Assessment Criteria

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

Measures to reduce through traffic on the existing roads via Bugle, Stenalees
and Roche are also planned; these include traffic calming and environmental
improvements to the village centres, and downgrading the current A391 through
Bugle and Stenalees to a “B” classified road. More specifically, the Proposed
Development is expected to reduce traffic within Roche by 75% and almost
completely remove HGVs. Similarly traffic is predicted to be more than halved in
Stenalees and Bugle. Such reductions in traffic has the potential to reduce
pollution and improve air quality.
Does the proposal minimize noise
pollution caused by traffic and
commercial uses?

Yes

Chapter 7: Noise sets out the existing noise conditions in the local area.
During construction, there is the potential for temporary moderate or major noise
impacts resulting from increased noise due to HGV traffic using new haul routes
close to construction work locations. However, the Proposed Development
would seek to minimise these effects through the use of best practicable means
included in the CEMP and the use of temporary noise barriers where possible.
Such measures include community engagement, management of working
hours, temporary screening and preventing the unnecessary running of plant
equipment.
During operation, major increases in noise as a result of the traffic are expected
to occur near the southern end of Stenalees, close to the roundabout at the
southern end of the scheme. Properties to the south of Roche and to the west of
the existing B3274 are also expected to experience major increases in noise as
a result of traffic.
Small increases in traffic flows and the proportion of HGVs may cause moderate
increases in noise along Treverbyn Road and Chapel Road. General increases
in traffic are also expected along Fuller Tree Close and on the old A30 where
the Proposed Development links the existing A30 and Victoria. A number of
mitigation measures will be in place to minimise operational noise impacts, such
as use of noise barriers and Cornish hedges, provision of enhanced noise
insulation, and use of thin surfacing system.
Measures to reduce through traffic on the existing roads via Bugle, Stenalees
and Roche are also planned; these include traffic calming and environmental
improvements to the village centres, and downgrading the current A391 through
Bugle and Stenalees to a “B” classified road. As a result, the Proposed
Development is expected to reduce traffic within Roche by 75% and almost
completely remove HGVs. Similarly traffic is predicted to be more than halved in
Stenalees and Bugle. Such reductions in traffic flows have the potential to
reduce noise from road vehicles.
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Recommended
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Assessment Criteria

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

Most receptors expected to experience significant beneficial results due to the
scheme are located close to the existing B3274, between Coldvreath and
Victoria (i.e. throughout the centre of Roche).
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Table 13-8 Accessibility and Active Travel
Assessment Criteria

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Yes
Does the proposal prioritise and
encourage walking (such as through
shared spaces)?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

Further Action or
Mitigation Recommended

During construction, temporary closures and diversions of some
PRoWs are expected. However, diversions/other relevant access
points are anticipated to be provided.

During construction: 0
During operation: +

Closures of footpaths and
other NMU routes should
be agreed with the
Highway Authority and
incorporated into the
CEMP, including details of
any diversion measures
and access points that will
be implemented.

During construction: 0
During operation: +

Closures of cycle routes
and other NMU routes
should be agreed with the
Highway Authority and
incorporated into the
CEMP, including details of
any diversion measures
and access points that will
be implemented.

During construction: 0
During operation: +

Closures of footpaths, cycle
routes and other NMU
routes should be agreed
with the Highway Authority
and incorporated into the
CEMP, including details of
any diversion measures

During the operational phase, the Proposed Development would
provide public footpaths, public bridleways and a shared 3m footway
and cycle facility along one side of the carriageway footways to
encourage walking. The Proposed Development crosses a number of
PRoWs; however, the design of the scheme includes safe and
suitable crossing facilities. These facilities will provide links to
surrounding residential areas and existing leisure routes, which in turn
promotes active and healthy lifestyles.
Does the proposal prioritise and
encourage cycling (for example, by
providing secure cycle parking and
cycle lanes)?

Yes

During construction, temporary closures and diversions of some
PRoWs are expected. However, diversions/other relevant access
points are anticipated to be provided.
During the operational phase, the Proposed Development includes the
provision of approximately 6km of new cycle routes through a
combination of proposed bridleways and a shared 3m pedestrian and
cycle facility. The proposed new shared pedestrian/cycle path will run
alongside the whole length of the new road which will connect cycle
routes from West Carclaze Garden Village in the south to Roche,
Victoria and Goss Moor in the north, providing important links for
sustainable travel The facility will also be open and away from the
proposed carriageway and include a sealed surface.
The provision of on-road cycling routes along Victoria Road, Harmony
Road and Trezaise Road also prioritises and encourages cycling.
Traffic along these routes is expected to have an annual average daily
traffic (AADT) usage of below 4,500. Where necessary, traffic is to be
restricted to buses, pedestrians, cyclists and horse-riders which will
allow cyclists to share the carriageway safely. Such provisions
encourage cycling, which in turn promotes active and healthy
lifestyles.

Does the proposal connect public
realm and internal routes to local
and strategic cycle and walking
networks?

Yes

During construction, temporary closures and diversions of some
PRoWs are expected. However, diversions/other relevant access
points are anticipated to be provided which will maintain access to
local and strategic cycling and walking networks.
During the operational phase, the Proposed Development includes the
provision of approximately 6km of new cycle routes through a
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Assessment Criteria

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

combination of proposed bridleways and a shared 3m pedestrian and
cycle facility. The proposed new shared pedestrian and cycle facility
will run alongside the whole length of the new road which will connect
cycle routes, including the existing National Cycle Route 305, with
West Carclaze Garden Village in the south to Roche, Victoria and
Goss Moor in the north. The shared pedestrian and cycling facility will
be open and away from the proposed carriageway and include a
sealed surface.

Further Action or
Mitigation Recommended
and access points that will
be implemented.

The Proposed Development also includes the provision of new public
footpaths which improves links to surrounding residential areas and
existing leisure routes. The reduction in through-traffic in the
surrounding villages as a result of the Proposed Development will
enable the better freedom of movement for pedestrians.
Does the proposal include traffic
management and calming
measures to help reduce and
minimise road injuries?

Yes

Construction traffic impacts should be minimised through the CEMP,
the Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP), and the
Construction Workers Travel Plan (CWTP). If traffic analysis shows
increases in through-traffic using local residential streets, a range of
localised traffic management and traffic calming measures will be
employed to mitigate these impacts.
The Proposed Development’s highway design is based on good
practice, as embodied in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
(DMRB). During the operational phases, the upgrading of Singlerose
Roundabout at Stenalees, including improved lighting provision, may
assist in minimising road injuries.
Roundabout splitter islands will also be provided where possible to
provide crossing points for pedestrians and less confident cyclists.
Footpaths 412/14/1 and 412/16/1 will be diverted to a proposed
underpass as traffic volumes along the new carriageway are predicted
to be in the region of 18,000 AADT.
Traffic restrictions and effective traffic calming measures, are
proposed along Victoria Road and Harmony Road which will improve
conditions for cyclists using the on-road route.
Measures to further reduce through traffic on the existing roads
through Bugle, Stenalees and Roche are also planned; these include
traffic calming, HGV restrictions and environmental improvements to
the village centres, and downgrading the current A391 through Bugle
and Stenalees to a “B” classified road. The Council have also
committed an additional £1.5 million to provide these complementary
traffic calming measures. A 20mph zones will be implemented in the
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Assessment Criteria

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

Further Action or
Mitigation Recommended

During construction: 0
During operation: +

Closures of highways
should be agreed with the
Highway Authority and
incorporated into the
CEMP, including details of
any diversions to public
transport that will be
implemented.

village centres of Roche, Stenalees, and Bugle.
Is the proposal well connected to
public transport, local services and
facilities?

Yes

During construction, there may be temporary diversions or delays
which may affect the bus routes in the local area and the access to
local facilities. Issues relating to temporary closures of highways will
be defined in traffic management plans produced by selected
contractors. Diversions will be discussed and agreed with the local
streetworks department. However, the impacts are expected to be
managed through diversions.
During the operational phase, increased connectivity resulting from
the Proposed Development may reduce congestion along the A391
and B3274 and facilitate the movement of buses resulting in a public
transport enhancement. Residents of the villages on Roche, Bugle
and Stenalees would have improved access to high quality public
transport, which in turn improves access to community facilities.

Does the proposal seek to reduce
car use by reducing car parking
provision, supported by the
controlled parking zones, car clubs
and travel plans measures?

No

Does the proposal allow people with Yes
mobility problems or a disability to
access buildings and places?

The Proposed Development does not provide parking, controlled
parking zones, car clubs and travel plans measures.

During construction: 0
During construction, temporary closures and diversions of some
highways are expected. Issues relating to temporary closures of
During operation: +
highways will be defined in traffic management plans produced by
selected contractors. Diversions will be discussed and agreed with the
local streetworks department. However, diversions/other relevant
access points are anticipated to be provided.
During operation, the scheme may improve accessibility for some
groups by improving driving conditions and reducing congestion.
Improvements to pedestrian and cycle routes may improve and
encourage access by these modes.
Residents of the villages on Roche, Bugle and Stenalees would have
improved access to high quality public transport, which in turn
improves access to community facilities.
The reliability of journey times by public transport may also be
positively affected by the scheme.
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Table 13-9 Access to Work and Training
Assessment Criteria

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

Further Action or
Mitigation Recommended

Does the proposal provide access
to local employment and training
opportunities, including temporary
construction and permanent enduse jobs?

Yes

The construction phase of the Proposed Development will provide
additional employment opportunities. Providing direct local jobs or
training opportunities can benefit health and mental wellbeing of
construction workers.

During construction: +
During operation: +

Opportunities for local to be
included within the tender
of the Design and Build
Contractor.

No direct impacts on employment are expected as a result of the
operation of the Proposed Development. However, the operation of
the Proposed Development may improve accessibility to local
employment and training opportunities with indirect benefits on mental
health and wellbeing.
The Proposed Development would provide direct access to a new
enterprise and employment area (The West Carclaze eco-community)
as well as improve connectivity between the A30 and St Austell. Key
employment areas such as the industrial estate in Victoria and the
A30 Victoria Services are expected to benefit from the Proposed
Development. The Proposed Development also supports the wider
economy through making St Austell a more attractive place for
businesses to invest in and helps enable the delivery of development
sites.
Does the proposal provide childcare No
facilities?

The Proposed Development does not include childcare facilities.

During construction: N/A
During operation: N/A

Does the proposal include managed No
and affordable workspace for local
businesses?

The Proposed Development does not include managed or affordable
workspaces for local businesses.

During construction: N/A
During operation: N/A

The potential impacts of the Proposed Development on opportunities
for local employment during the construction period are not yet
confirmed. However, the tendering of the Design and Build Contractor
will include opportunities for local people via procurement
arrangements.

During construction: +
During operation: N/A

Does the proposal include
opportunities for work for local
people via local procurement
arrangements?
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Table 13-10 Social Cohesion and Lifetime Neighbourhoods
Assessment Criteria

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Yes
Does the proposal connect with
existing communities, i.e. layout and
movement which avoids physical
barriers and severance and land
uses and spaces which encourage
social interaction?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

Further Action or
Mitigation Recommended

During the construction phase, temporary severance issues may
occur due to disruption to existing road usage. Issues relating to
temporary closures of highways and PRoWs will be defined in traffic
management plans produced by selected contractors. Diversions will
be discussed and agreed with the local streetworks department.
However, these impacts may be mitigated through the provision of
diversions and other relevant access points.

During construction: 0
During operation: +

Closures of highways,
footpaths and other NMU
routes should be agreed
with the Highway Authority
and incorporated into the
CEMP, including details of
any diversion measures
and access points that will
be implemented.

During the operational phase, the Proposed Development would
reduce community severance through improved links between St
Austell and the existing A30. Traffic congestion along the A391 and
B3274 would be reduced, allowing residents of the Villages on Roche,
Bugle and Stenalees to have improved access to community
resources.
The Proposed Development includes the provision of an extensive
walking and cycling network. Crossing points, including underpasses,
will be provided where the carriageway intersects existing PRoWs.
This network provides opportunities and options for communities to
connect to each other and areas of the existing highway network.
Levels of social interaction should be positively influenced by a
number of other factors, such as the availability and quality of
community facilities, open and play space.

324

Does the proposal include a mix of
uses and a range of community
facilities?

No

The Proposed Development does not include the provision of
community facilities.

During construction: N/A
During operation: N/A

Does the proposal provide
opportunities for the voluntary and
community sectors?

Yes

The Eden Project is liaising with local schemes and is using the
Proposed Development as an educational opportunity to determine,
for example, the planting regime post construction. It has been
suggested that the community should be involved in some of the
public art to be used at, for example, the junctions including those on
the side roads that provide access to Roche/Trezaise. Such schemes
have the ability to benefit the health and mental wellbeing of local
residents.

During construction: N/A
During operation: +

Does the proposal address the six
key components of Lifetime
Neighbourhoods?

Yes

The Proposed Development has the potential to address the ‘Built
Environment’ component of Lifetime Neighbourhoods. Street design
and road maintenance has been found to be crucial to old peoples’
ability and confidence in going outside324.

During construction: N/A
During operation: +

DCLG (2007), Towards Lifetime Neighbourhoods: Designing sustainable communities for all.
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Table 13-11 Minimising the Use of Resources
Assessment Criteria

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Does the proposal make best use of Yes
existing land?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

Further Action or
Mitigation Recommended

The Proposed Development would be constructed on agricultural land During construction: 0
and land predominately surrounded by quarried land. It includes the
During operation: +
site of the historical workings from Bluebarrow and the current China
Clay works.
During construction, existing quarry haul routes will be used as haul
routes for construction vehicles.
During operation, the Proposed Development would support the
enabling of the 220ha West Carlclaze site which includes 1,500
residential dwellings as well as B1-B8 employment floorspace and
hence job creation. It would also provide greater connectivity between
St Austell and the wider area.

Does the proposal encourage
recycling (including building
materials)?

Yes

The selected contractor’s Site Waste Management Plans (SWMP) and During construction: +
CEMP will be expected to define methods to promote the reuse,
During operation: N/A
recycling and recovery of waste, rather than disposal as per the waste
hierarchy.
The Proposed Development would re-use materials resources
wherever feasible.
The specification of the cycle route sub-base includes the use of
recycled 807 Type 4 (100% asphalt arisings). Pavement design will
have a recommendation for the use of plastic bitumen.

Yes
Does the proposal incorporate
sustainable design and construction
techniques?

Prepared for: Cornwall Council
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Table 13-12 Climate Change
Assessment Criteria

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

Does the proposal incorporate
renewable energy?

No

The Proposed Development does not incorporate renewable energy.

During construction: N/A
During operation: N/A

Does the proposal ensure that
buildings and public spaces are
designed to respond to winter and
summer temperatures, i.e.
ventilation, shading and
landscaping?

Yes

The Proposed Development will be designed to be resilient to impacts During construction: N/A
arising from current weather events and climatic conditions and
During operation: 0
designed in accordance with current planning, design and engineering
practice and codes. Drainage has been designed to account for a 40%
increase in rainfall intensity to accommodate climate change.
Earthworks have been designed, where possible, at 1 in 3 gradients to
allow establishment of a variety of landscaping to help reduce run-off
in extreme rainfall events and increase stability of embankments and
cuttings.

Further Action or
Mitigation Recommended

Chapter 15: Climate Change identifies and takes into account the
existing resilience measures for each climate variable and associated
risks either already in place or in development. Innovation and
investments in environmentally sound infrastructure and technologies
can both reduce GHG emissions and enhance resilience to climate
change.
Does the proposal maintain or
enhance biodiversity?

Yes

During construction: 0
Chapter 9: Habitats and Biodiversity assesses the impact of the
Proposed Development on biodiversity and habitats. This assessment During operation: 0
identifies a number of ecological receptors that could potentially be
affected by the Proposed Development. Incorporation of appropriate
mitigation impacts would reduce, remove or offset impacts on
biodiversity wherever possible.
During construction, the Proposed Development may cause potential
impacts relating to habitat loss or gain, fragmentation, disturbance,
habitat degradation and species mortality. The implementation of
measures set out within the CEMP would mitigate any potentially
adverse impacts relating to biodiversity arising from dust deposition,
air pollution, pollution incidents, water quality, light, noise, and
vibration.
During operation, there are potential impacts of the Proposed
Development which relate to fragmentation, disturbance, habitat
degradation and species mortality. The implementation of mitigation
measures such as habitat creation, mammal tunnels and underpasses
would prevent potentially significant impacts.

Does the proposal incorporate
sustainable urban drainage

Prepared for: Cornwall Council
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Sustainable urban drainage techniques will be incorporated in the
design for the Proposed Development to ensure that flooding is not
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Assessment Criteria
techniques?

Prepared for: Cornwall Council

Relevant to the
Scheme?

Details and Evidence

Potential Health Impact

exacerbated. All drainage has been designed in accordance with
current drainage guidelines such as the Construction Industry
research and Information Association (CIRIA) and the DMRB.
Drainage design has accounted for a 40% increase in rainfall intensity
to accommodate for climate change.

During operation: 0
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Assumptions and Limitations
13.78 This assessment is based on the current development design and as such, detailed information relating to
some health determinants was not available at the time of writing.
13.79 Notably, information relating to closures and diversions of highways, footpaths and other NMU routes has
not yet been determined. It is understood that closures are to be agreed with the Highway Authority and
incorporated into the CEMP, including details of any diversion measures and access points that will be
implemented. This assessment has assumed that appropriate diversions and access points will be
implemented to retain access to public transport, healthcare facilities, open and natural space, education,
employment and other social infrastructure during the construction period.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
Conclusions
13.80 This HIA chapter indicates that the wards surrounding the Proposed Development are affected by a
number of long-term health issues. The profile of human health indicates that residents of Roche and
Bugle have worse general health than the national average. Rates of adult obesity and limiting long-term
illness or disability are also higher than the national average. The resident population are affected by
relatively high levels of income deprivation.
13.81 This assessment of health impacts has been based on the details of the Proposed Development,
published data and consultation. This assessment has followed the HUDU Rapid Health Impact
Assessment Matrix and has assessed the principal health benefits of the Scheme as:



Increased job opportunities and improved accessibility to jobs with indirect benefits
on mental health and wellbeing;



Improved provision of pedestrian and cycle routes which provides opportunities for
active travel and physical activity;



Reduced risk of road accidents due to traffic calming measures, relieved congestion
and appropriate design measures; and



Improved connectivity between communities, reducing existing severance issues
and providing better access to community facilities and services.

13.82 The key potential health impacts associated with each health determinant can be summarised as follow:

Access to healthcare services and other social infrastructure;
13.83 During operation, accessibility to healthcare services and other social infrastructure is likely to be
improved due to increased connectivity and reduced congestion for both MTs and NMUs. The Proposed
Development will allow residents in the study area to have improved access to community facilities such
as Roche Community Primary School and Clays GP Surgery located in the village of Roche.
13.84 During operation, the Proposed Development is also likely to increase connectivity between the
surrounding villages and St Austell, improving access to the seven primary schools, two secondary
schools and post-16 education facility located in St Austell.

Access to open space and nature;
13.85 During construction, potential noise and dust impacts on open space and nature could be minimised
through the use of mitigation measures such as temporary noise barriers and screenings.
13.86 Accessibility to open and natural spaces is considered likely to be improved during operation due to
reduced congestion and improved infrastructure for pedestrians and cyclists.
13.87 The Proposed Development also improves access to natural spaces due to new open space provision at
Hensbarrow Common and improved access to existing Goss Moor Trails. This is likely to encourage
physical activity and improve mental health.

Air quality, noise and neighbourhood amenity;
13.88 Potential health impacts are unlikely to arise due to noise and traffic impacts from the Proposed
Development. Impacts related to construction dust, noise and traffic would be felt locally, in the immediate
vicinity of the site, and would be temporary in nature. Mitigation measures such as noise barriers and
screenings would contribute to reducing the overall impacts.
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13.89 Potential air quality impacts during the operational phase are considered to be significant within the
villages surrounding the Proposed Development.

Accessibility and active travel;
13.90 During construction, the temporary closures of some highways, PRoWs and cycle routes are expected to
be agreed with the Highway Authority and incorporated into the CEMP, including details of any diversion
measures and access points that will be implemented.
13.91 The Proposed Development is likely to improve overall accessibility within the local area during operation.
The Proposed Development would provide public footpaths, public bridleways, a shared 3m footway and
cycle facility along one side of the carriageway footways to encourage active travel modes such as
walking and cycling.
13.92 This said, the Proposed Development is also likely to encourage additional car usage. Therefore, the
health impacts are assessed as neutral. The risk of road injuries can be minimised through appropriate
safety measures, such as footpath underpasses and traffic calming measures in Roche and Bugle, which
are incorporated into the design and traffic management.

Access to work and training;
13.93 The construction phase of the Proposed Development is likely to provide additional employment
opportunities. Providing direct local jobs or training opportunities may benefit health and mental wellbeing
of construction workers.
13.94 The operation of the Proposed Development is likely to result in increased job opportunities and improved
accessibility to jobs, particularly through improving connectivity between key strategic elements of St
Austell and the surrounding villages as well as reducing travel time to work. This would also have positive
indirect benefits on mental health and wellbeing. Local employment and the use of local suppliers during
the construction phase should be promoted wherever possible.

Social cohesion and lifetime neighbourhoods;
13.95 During construction, temporary closures and diversions of some highways are expected to temporarily
reduce social cohesion. However, diversions/other relevant access points are anticipated to be provided.
13.96 Connectivity between communities is likely to be improved once the Proposed Development is operational
because it would reduce community severance through improved links between the surrounding villages
and St Austell.

Minimising the use of resources; and
13.97 To ensure sustainable use of resources, the SWMP and CEMP will identify appropriate sustainable
construction techniques. The SWMP and CEMP will be expected to define methods of sustainable design
as well as measures to promote the re-use, recycling and recovery of waste.

Climate change
13.98 During construction, the impacts on biodiversity would be mitigated through the appropriate measures to
preserve the habitats of protected species within the offsite areas.
13.99 Once operational, the Proposed Development will be designed to be resilient to impacts arising from
current weather events and climatic conditions and designed in accordance with current planning, design
and engineering practice and codes. The Proposed Development would also incorporate appropriate and
sustainable drainage techniques.

Recommendations
13.100 Key recommendations relevant to health and wellbeing associated with the Scheme, which should be
considered by the Applicant, are as follow:
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The Applicant should ensure that measures to encourage walking and cycling are
fully implemented;



the Applicant should ensure that standards relating to accessibility and sustainability
set out in the relevant strategies accompanying this application are implemented in
full and exceeded wherever possible; and



in order to provide opportunities to local residents, the Applicant should seek a
contractor who will implement requirements or company policies to offer training and
local employment opportunities within the local community.

13.101 It is difficult to accurately measure the effectiveness of the measures set out in this HIA chapter as the
affected population is subject to a multitude of influences on health. However, a range of health indicators
have been produced in this report that could be used to compare future health outcomes. It should be
noted that the majority of negative impacts are experienced over a short period of time and the long term
period brings a multitude of benefits. Key indicators should be monitored to ensure that the key health
and wellbeing benefits associated with the Proposed Development are maximised.
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14. Materials
Introduction
14.1

This chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) reports the findings of an assessment of the likely
significant effects related to materials as a result of the St Austell to A30 Link Road (hereafter referred to
as the ‘Proposed Development’ in Cornwall. For more details about the Proposed Development, refer to
Chapter 2: Proposed Development of this ES.

14.2

For the purpose of this chapter, materials are defined as comprising:



The use of material resources; and,



The generation and management of waste.
325

14.3

This chapter has been written in accordance with IAN 153/11 which is intended for the "identification of
impacts associated with materials resource use and waste arisings" for construction, improvement and
326
maintenance projects and is relevant guidance for this scheme. In addition to this, DMRB HA204/08 ,
327
328
HA200/08 , and Annex A of IAN 125/15 have also been followed.

14.4

Material resources are defined by IAN 153/11 as “the materials and construction products required for
the construction, improvement and maintenance of the trunk road network. Material resources include
primary raw materials such as aggregates and minerals, and manufactured construction products”.

14.5

Waste is defined as per the Waste Framework Directive (2008/98/EC)
which the holder discards or intends or is required to discard".

14.6

During construction and operation of the Proposed Development, the aim would be to prioritise waste
prevention, followed by preparing for re-use, recycling, recovery and disposal to landfill, as per the
internationally recognised waste hierarchy (see Figure 14-1: Waste Hierarchy).

325

329

as "any substance or object

Waste prevention and
minimisation
Re-use
Recycling
Other
recovery
Disposal
Figure 14-1: Waste Hierarchy

Legislative and Planning Policy
Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2011 (as amended)
14.7

330

The Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2011 (as amended) transpose the Waste Framework
Directive 2008/98/EC in England and Wales and require the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to

325

Highways Agency, 2011. Interim Advice Note 153/11: Guidance on the environmental assessment of material resources
Highways Agency, 2008. Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Advice Note HA204/08: Scoping of Environmental Impacts
327
Highways Agency, 2008. Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Advice Note HA200/08: Aims and Objectives of
Environmental Assessment
328
Highways Agency, 2015. Interim Advice Note 125/15: Environmental Assessment Update
329
European Commission, 2008. Waste Framework Directive (2008/98/EC)
326
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establish waste prevention programmes and waste management plans that apply the waste hierarchy.
The regulations require businesses to apply the waste hierarchy when transferring waste and introduce a
system for waste carrier and broker registration. The regulations also amend the hazardous waste
controls and exclude some categories of waste from waste controls. There is also a requirement that
waste collection authorities and contractors are required to collect waste paper, metal, plastic and glass
separately.

The Environmental Permitting (England and Wales)
Regulations 2016
14.8

331

The Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2016 provide a system of
environmental permitting for a wide range of potentially polluting activities. These include certain types of
waste operations for recovering or disposing of waste. The type of permit depends upon the nature of the
waste activity. Landfills, hazardous waste plants and waste incinerators require Bespoke Permits.
Standard permits can be issued for lower risk operations such as waste storage and transfer stations.
Exemptions from permitting are issued for certain low risk activities depending upon the type of waste and
how it is processed. Each exemption must be registered with the Environment Agency and applies a
specific set of limits and conditions that must be applied to ensure the exempted operation remains
outside of the scope of the permitting regime. Some exemptions do not need to be registered and these
are called Non- Waste Framework Directive (NWFD) exemptions. The most commonly used is NWFD2,
which allows a waste producer to temporarily store any waste at the place of production, pending
collection.

Hazardous Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2005 (as
amended)
14.9

332

The Hazardous Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2005 define and regulate the safe
management of hazardous waste. They set out the requirement for cradle to grave documentation of
movement of hazardous waste and describe the requirements for record keeping and reporting.

Environmental Protection Act 1990 (as amended)
333

14.10 Section 34 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 imposes a duty of care on anyone who produces,
imports, keeps, stores, transports, treats or disposes of waste, who must take all reasonable steps to
ensure that waste is managed properly. It also applies to anyone who acts as a broker and has control of
waste.

Waste Management Plan for England 2013
14.11 The Waste Management Plan for England (2013)334 fulfils the Waste Framework Directive (WFD) Article
28 mandatory requirements, and other required content as set out in Schedule 1 to the Waste (England
and Wales) Regulations 2011 as amended. The plan is a high level document, which outlines the waste
that is generated and how those materials are managed. The Waste Management Plan provides an
analysis of current waste management practices in England, and evaluates implementation of the
objectives and provisions of the revised WFD. In terms of demolition and construction waste, the plan
details how the United Kingdom is committed to meeting its target under the Waste Framework Directive
of recovering at least 70% by weight, of non-hazardous construction and demolition waste by 2020.
Uncontaminated excavated soil and stones (European Waste Code 17 05 04) are specifically excluded
from this target.

330

Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2011 (as amended). Available at:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/988/contents/made
331
Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2016. Available at:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2016/1154/contents/made
332
Hazardous Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2005. Available at:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2005/894/contents/made
333
Environmental Protection Act 1990. Available at: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1990/43/contents
334
Defra, 2013. Waste Management Plan for England. Available at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/265810/pb14100-waste-management-plan20131213.pdf
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National Planning Policy for Waste 2014
335

14.12 The National Planning Policy for Waste (2014) sets out the Government’s ambition to work towards a
more sustainable and efficient approach to resource use and management. The document provides the
planning framework to enable Local Authorities to put forward, through local waste management plans,
strategies that identify sites and areas suitable for new or enhanced facilities to meet the waste
management needs of their areas. Information is also included concerning non-waste developments,
including any development whose end function is not directly related to waste. Waste developments
include: landfills; waste disposal; waste treatment; waste recycling plants; and Household Waste
Recycling Centres (HWRCs). The National Planning Policy for Waste (Section 8) states that when
determining planning applications for non-waste developments, Local Authorities should ensure that:


“the likely impact of proposed, non-waste related developments on existing waste management
facilities, and on sites and areas allocated for waste management, is acceptable and does not
prejudice the implementation of the Waste Hierarchy and/or the efficient operation of such facilities;
and



the handling of waste arising from the construction and operation of development maximises
reuse/recovery opportunities, and minimises off-site disposal.”

National Planning Policy Framework
336

14.13 Updated in 2018, The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s planning
policies for England and how these should be applied. Chapter 17 of the National Planning Policy
Framework; “Facilitating the sustainable use of minerals”, contains the following paragraph regarding
material resources:


“So far as practicable, take account of the contribution that substitute, or secondary and recycled
materials and minerals waste would make to the supply of materials, before considering extraction of
primary materials, whilst aiming to source minerals supplies indigenously”.

Local Planning Policy
Cornwall Local Plan 2016
337

14.14 The Cornwall Local Plan was formally adopted on 22 November 2016. It provides an overarching
planning policy framework for Cornwall and covers the period up to 2030. The following policy is relevant
to the Proposed Development:
Policy 19, Strategic waste management principle 4:


“When determining planning applications for non-waste development, the Council will ensure that
any likely impact on existing waste facilities (as detailed in the Annual Monitoring Report) is
acceptable and does not prejudice the implementation of the waste hierarchy and/or the efficient
operation of such facilities”.

The Regional Waste Strategy for the South West
338

14.15 The Regional Waste Strategy (RWS) for the South West “From Rubbish to Resource” was published in
2004 and covers the period up to 2020. The Waste Strategy aims to ensure that by the year 2020 over
45% of waste is recycled and reused and less than 20% of waste produced in the region will be landfilled.

335

Department for Communities and Local Government, 2014. National Planning Policy for Waste. Available at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/364759/141015_National_Planning_Policy_for_
Waste.pdf
336
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, 2018. National Planning Policy Framework. Available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740441/National_Planning_
Policy_Framework_web_accessible_version.pdf
337
Cornwall Council, 2016. Cornwall Local Plan. Available at: https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/22936789/adopted-local-planstrategic-policies-2016.pdf
338
South West Assembly, 2004. Regional Waste Strategy (RWS) for the South West “From Rubbish to Resource. Available at:
http://www.southwest-ra.gov.uk/media/SWRA/Waste/SWRA_WasteStr_1_9.pdf
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Impact Assessment Methodology
Scope of the Assessment
14.16 The assessment in this chapter has been undertaken in accordance with the guidance provided in the IAN
325
153/11 “Guidance on the Environmental Assessment of Material Resources” . The guidance outlines the
scope required for both ’Simple’ and ’Detailed’ assessments of materials. A Simple level assessment has
been conducted, the scope of which is outlined in 14.23.
14.17 It is outside the scope of this assessment to consider the environmental impacts associated with the
extraction of raw materials and the manufacture of products. These stages of a product’s or a material’s
lifecycle are likely to have already been subject to environmental assessment. Such impacts would occur
off-site and possibly outside the UK. They include the depletion of non-renewable resources and the
production of waste at the point of extraction and during manufacturing.
14.18 Material resource use and waste generation during the operational phase have been scoped out of the
assessment as discussed in 14.44.

Consultation Responses
14.19 Cornwall Council provided their scoping opinion on the Proposed Development in February 2018, which
included consultation responses from statutory consultees. The Environment Agency stated that the scope
of the materials chapter adequately covered matters within their remit. The scope of the assessment has
been informed by these responses.

Study Area
14.20 The study area for waste generation is defined by the boundary of the Proposed Development, within
which waste will be generated.
14.21 The study area for waste management comprises the wider region within which waste management
infrastructure is located, i.e. the south west of England region (Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Somerset,
Wiltshire, Bristol and Gloucestershire).
14.22 The study area for construction material resources includes the whole of the UK, since the main
construction materials include aggregate, concrete, asphalt and steel which have national (and in some
cases international) supply chains, rather than local.

Methodology
14.23 The assessment in this chapter has been undertaken in accordance with guidance provided in the IAN
153/11 “Guidance on the Environmental Assessment of Material Resources”. The guidance outlines the
scope required for both ’Simple’ and ’Detailed’ assessments of materials. The “Simple” assessment has
been conducted for the Proposed Development, to the extent possible given the information available at
this stage of the design. Following the guidance in IAN 153/11, this assessment has identified and
quantified the following, using professional judgement where appropriate:


The materials required for the project and where information is available, the quantities;



The anticipated waste arisings from the project, and where information is available, the quantities
and types (e.g. hazardous);



The impacts that will arise from the issues identified in Error! Reference source not found. in
elation to material resources and waste; and,



The results of any consultation.

14.24 The receptors for this assessment are:


Waste management infrastructure in Cornwall and the South West of England (specifically landfill
disposal).
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14.25 The magnitude of effects and significance of waste management impacts have been assessed by:


Establishing the baseline waste arisings (sent to landfill) for Cornwall and the South West of
England;



Estimating the likely types and quantities of waste that would be generated by the Proposed
Development; and,



Comparing the likely waste arisings from the Proposed Development to the baseline waste arisings
(sent to landfill) for Cornwall and the South West of England and calculating the likely percentage
increase in waste arisings sent to landfill.

14.26 The criteria used for assessing the magnitudes of effects and their significance are shown in Table 14-1
below.
Table 14-1: Magnitude and significance of effects

Effects

Criteria for effects of waste generated

Significance

Major adverse

Large increase in waste arisings greater than 5% of current
baseline; potentially causing significant burden to the local and
regional waste management infrastructure.

Significant

Moderate adverse

Moderate increase in waste arisings between 2% and 5% of current
baseline; potentially causing moderate burden to the local and
regional waste management infrastructure.

Minor adverse

Minor increase in waste arisings between 0.1% and 1.9% of current Not significant
baseline; causing a minor burden to the local and regional waste
management infrastructure.

Negligible adverse

Negligible increase in waste arisings less than 0.1% of current
baseline; causing insignificant burden to the local and regional
waste management infrastructure.

No effect

No waste generation.

Baseline Conditions
14.27 The baseline conditions are the current local and regional landfill inputs (waste arisings), based on the
most recently published source of information. The baseline is based on a worst-case assumption that all
waste arisings from the Proposed Development would be disposed of to landfill.
339

14.28 The Environment Agency’s Waste Management Information 2017 (published in 2018) includes the
following information about waste sent to landfills in the wider South West regions in 2017, as shown in
Table 14-2 and Table 14-3.
Table 14-2: Cornwall landfill inputs and capacity 2017
Landfill Type

Inputs
(tonnes)

Hazardous Merchant

-

Hazardous Restricted

-

Non-Hazardous with SNRHW* cell

-

Non-Hazardous
Non-Hazardous Restricted

141,000
-

Inert

60,000

Total

201,000

339

Environment Agency, 2018. Waste Management Information 2017. Available at:
https://ea.sharefile.com/share/view/s6756552819e474f9
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Table 14-3: South West landfill inputs and capacity 2017
Landfill Type

Inputs
(tonnes)

Hazardous Merchant

82,000

Hazardous Restricted

-

Non-Hazardous with SNRHW* cell
Non-Hazardous

449,000
1,808,000

Non-Hazardous Restricted

-

Inert

618,000

Total

2,957,000

14.29 The baseline target for recovery of non-hazardous construction and demolition waste is 70% by weight, as
329
334
set out in the EU Waste Framework Directive and the Waste Plan for England . Uncontaminated
excavated soil and stones (European Waste Code 17 05 04) are specifically excluded from this target.

Sensitivity of Receptors (Value)
14.30 Assessment of material impacts does not follow the approach of identifying receptors and determining
their sensitivity that is typically used for other topics. Attempting to identify receptors is problematic, since:


Waste producers have a legal duty of care to manage their waste in accordance with regulations and
to ensure that any waste leaving the site of generation is transferred to a suitably licensed facility for
further treatment or disposal.



Facilities transferring, treating or disposing of waste must either be licensed or exempted from a
license via application and impacts arising from the operation of waste management facilities are
considered as part of the planning and permitting process for these facilities themselves.



The Waste Collection Authorities (WCA) have a statutory duty to collect household waste arising
within their area. The Waste Disposal Authority (WDA) has a statutory duty to treat or dispose of this
waste. Also as part of their planning function, the WDA is required to ensure that sufficient land is
available to accommodate facilities for the treatment of all waste arising in the area, either within the
WDA area, or by export to suitable facilities in other areas.



Good practice measures to mitigate any local impacts on water resources, air quality, noise or traffic
resulting from the generation, handling, on-site temporary storage or off-site transport of waste, are
described in this section. Any residual local impacts (e.g. noise and traffic) are addressed separately
in the relevant chapters of this report.

Design, Mitigation and Enhancement Measures
14.31 The following mitigation measures will be implemented during the design and construction phases:


waste arisings will be prevented and designed out where practicable;



opportunities to re-use material resources will be sought;



opportunities to support the circular economy will be considered.

14.32 A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) will be prepared in accordance with Interim
Advice Note IAN 183/14 (Ref 10.21) and will include a Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP). The
SWMP will set out a monitoring and recording process for the management of waste, including the
storage and transport of waste on-site and a recording mechanism for required waste documentation such
as Waste Transfer or Consignment Notes (dependent on the waste stream) in order to confirm the
assessment of the waste impact and to implement the embedded mitigation measures. The CEMP will
include procedures for monitoring the overall construction waste recovery rate.
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14.33 The CEMP will require contractors to adopt good practice in construction waste management which will
reduce the quantity of waste generated. The following approaches will be implemented, where practicable,
in order to minimise the quantities of waste requiring disposal:


Agreements with material suppliers to reduce the amount of packaging or to participate in a
packaging take-back scheme.



Implementation of a ‘just-in-time’ material delivery system to avoid material resources being
stockpiled, which increases the risk of their damage and disposal as waste.



Attention to material resources quantity requirements to avoid over-ordering and generation of waste
material resources.



Re-use of materials resources wherever feasible, e.g. re-use of excavated soil for landscaping.
Concrete would be taken off-site for crushing and re-use. Further information on material
management, e.g. the use of a Materials Management Plan is provided in Chapter 10: Geology,
Soils and Contaminated Land.



Segregation of waste at source where practical.



Re-use and recycling of material resources off-site where re-use on-site is not practical (e.g. through
use of an off-site waste segregation facility and re-sale for direct re-use or re-processing).

14.34 The CEMP will require that the following waste management measures are implemented in order to
minimise the likelihood of any localised impacts of waste on the surrounding environment:


Damping down of surfaces during spells of dry weather and brushing/water spraying of heavily used
hard surfaces/access points across the site as required.



Off-site prefabrication, where practical, including the use of prefabricated structural elements,
cladding units, toilets, mechanical and electrical risers and packaged plant rooms.



Burning of waste or unwanted material resources not to be permitted on-site.



All hazardous material resources including chemicals, cleaning agents, solvents and solvent
containing products to be properly sealed in sealed containers at the end of each day prior to
storage in appropriately protected and bunded storage areas.



All demolition and construction workers will be required to use appropriate Personal Protective
Equipment whilst performing activities on-site.



Any waste effluent will be tested and where necessary, disposed of at the correctly licensed facility
by a licensed specialist contractor/s.



Materials requiring removal will be transported using licensed carriers and records will need to be
kept, detailing the types and quantities of waste moved and the destinations of this waste, in
accordance with the relevant regulations.

Magnitude of Impacts (Change)
14.35 Prior to implementation of the mitigation, the potential impacts of the Proposed Development with regards
to materials include:


Effects that on-site generated materials (e.g. soils) and waste arisings have on the existing capacity
of waste management facilities (specifically related to landfill inputs).

14.36 Table 14-4 below summarises the types of materials that will be used and wastes that may be generated.
Table 14-4: Types of material use and waste generation
Project Activity

Material resources required for the
project

Waste arisings from the project

Site remediation /
preparation / earthworks

Fill material for construction purposes.

Surplus excavated materials.

Primary and secondary/recycled
aggregates for ground stabilisation.

Stripped topsoil and subsoil.
Contaminated soils (potential
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Stripped topsoil and subsoil.

sources of contamination are
discussed in Chapter 10: Geology,
Soils and Contaminated Land
Site clearance, green waste arisings
including Japanese Knotweed and
Himalayan balsam.

Demolition

Materials are not required for demolition Waste arisings from the demolition
works.
of any existing buildings or
structures.

Site construction

Construction materials including:

Packaging from materials delivered
to site.

Concrete;
Asphalt and bituminous material;
Cement bound granular material;
Well graded granular material;
Precast concrete kerb;

Excess and broken/ damaged
construction materials.
Existing highway infrastructure and
technology as removed by
excavation works.
Waste oils from construction
vehicles.

Timber;

Construction worker wastes
(excluding sewage which is
considered in the Chapter 11:
Water Resources).

Plywood;
Cementitious grout;
Reinforcing steel;
Reinforcing fabric;
Geotextile;
Geo-composite drainage system;
Pipe bedding aggregate; and
Filter drain material.

14.37 For most highway schemes, the largest quantities of waste and material resources are generally those
associated with earthworks, especially in those cases where a balance between excavation (“cut”) and
material placement (“fill”) cannot be achieved.
14.38 The Proposed Development design is currently being progressed to optimise the requirements for cut and
fill and where possible this will be minimised to reduce the import and export of material resources and
waste. The project design team’s aim is to achieve a cut-fill balance, however predicted cut and fill for the
Proposed Development is imbalanced.
3

3

14.39 Earthworks are anticipated to have a cut of 590,000 m and a fill of 290,000 m with an excess of 350,000
3
3
m (665,500 tonnes converted using a density of 1,900 kg/m ).
14.40 The estimated main types and quantities of material resources anticipated to be used during construction
are shown in Table 14-5 Waste arisings have been determined using material wastage rates as outlined in
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340

the WRAP Designing Out Waste Tool for Civil Engineering (WRAP undated). Where required material
3
densities as outlined in tool have been used to convert quantities from m to tonnes.
Table 14-5: Estimated main types and quantities of material resources to be used during construction
and wastage
Material resources

Quantity

Wastage
(tonnes)

tonnes

m3

Concrete

3,750

1500

Steel

85

4

Asphalt

90,000

2,250

Aggregate (sub-base)

50,000

2,500

Material for embankments

95,000

50,000

188

4,750

Total

9,692

Total excluding material for
embankments (earthworks)

4,942

14.41 The estimated quantity of waste generated during construction, excluding excavation and demolition is
4,942 tonnes (based on material resources wastage outlined in Table 14-5 only). This is 2,471 tonnes per
year, based on a two-year construction period.
14.42 Potential management routes include off-site recycling, recovery and disposal with a recovery rate of 70%
by weight (this is construction and demolition waste excluding hazardous waste and naturally occurring
material falling within code 17 05 04 in Schedule 1 to the List of Wastes (England) Regulations 2005 (SI
341
2005/895)) . This is the government’s target up to 2020 and is stated in the Waste Framework
329
Directive .
3

14.43 In addition, it is estimated that 30,000m of Japanese Knotweed and Himalayan balsam (non-native
3
invasive plant waste) will be produced (11,400 tonnes converted using a 0.38m per tonne conversion
factor).
14.44 Material resource use and waste generation are expected to be relatively small during operation of the
Proposed Development. Routine maintenance will include gully emptying and litter collection. Periodically,
maintenance activities such as resurfacing will be required. Waste arising from these maintenance
activities is expected to be generally the same (in both type and quantity) to that generated by the existing
road; and the wastes will be managed using the established procedures and facilities that are used across
the strategic highways network.
14.45 For these reasons, material resource use and waste generation during the operational phase have been
scoped out of the assessment.

340

Waste & Resources Action Programme (WRAP), undated. Designing Out Waste Tool for Civil Engineering. Available at:
http://dowtce.wrap.org.uk/
341

Defra, 2013. Waste Management Plan for England. Available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/265810/pb14100-wastemanagement-plan-20131213.pdf
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Significant Effects
Assessment of effects
14.46 Landfill inputs for the south west of England (of all types) in 2017 have been determined from
339
Environment Agency data as being approximately 3 million tonnes and 201,000 tonnes for Cornwall.
14.47 It is anticipated that earthworks will produce an excess of 665,500 tonnes of excavated material. Material
taken off-site is likely to be considered a waste and based on the worst case assumption that all material
is disposed of to landfill this is higher than the current landfill inputs for Cornwall and 22% of baseline
regional landfill inputs. This is a large increase in waste arisings greater than 5% of current baseline;
potentially causing significant burden to the local and regional waste management infrastructure (major
adverse, significant).
14.48 Construction of the Proposed Development is expected to generate approximately 2,471 tonnes of
construction waste per year (over a two year construction period).
14.49 Based on a worst-case assumption that all construction waste arisings from the Proposed Development
would be disposed of to landfill, this would be 0.1% of baseline regional landfill inputs and 1.2% of
baseline Cornwall landfill inputs. In practice, a large proportion of non-hazardous waste from the Proposed
Development is likely to be recovered rather than disposed of to landfill, further reducing the overall
quantities of waste for disposal. With a recovery rate of 70% by weight, applied waste arisings would be
0.03% of baseline regional landfill inputs and 0.4% of baseline Cornwall landfill inputs. This is a minor
increase in waste arisings between 0.1% and 1.9% of current baseline; causing a minor burden to the
local and regional waste management infrastructure (not significant).
14.50 It is anticipated that approximately 11,400 tonnes of Japanese Knotweed and Himalayan balsam (nonnative invasive plant waste) will be generated during construction of the Proposed Development. This
waste will be managed within the boundary of the Proposed Development in accordance with the
342
Environment Agency guidance – prevent Japanese knotweed from spreading . The on-site management
of this waste would therefore not cause a burden to the local and regional waste management
infrastructure (no effect, not significant).
14.51 The quantities of material resources to be used during construction (outline in Table 14-5) are anticipated
to be relatively small in the context of UK material demand.

Consideration of Cumulative Effects
14.52 No cumulative effects are anticipated

Consideration of Residual Effects
14.53 No residual effects are anticipated.

Assumptions and Limitations (Uncertainties)
14.54 This assessment is based on the current development design and as such, detailed information relating to
waste arisings was not available at the time of writing.
14.55 Information on the current local and regional landfill inputs are provided in Table 14-2 and Table 14-3.
There is no available information on any potential changes to inputs by the time of construction of the
Proposed Development.

Summary and Conclusion
Table 14-6 below summarises the materials assessment. In conclusion, a significant effect results due to
excavated material arisings which can potentially cause a burden to the local and regional waste management
infrastructure.
342

Environment Agency, 2018. Guidance, Prevent Japanese Knotweed from Spreading. Available at:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/prevent-japanese-knotweed-from-spreading#how-to-dispose-of-japanese-knotweed
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Table 14-6 Summary Table of Effects

Description of
Sensitivity or
resource/receptor value of
and impact
resource/recept
or

Magnitude or Initial classification of Mitigation
impact
effect and statement
and
(incorporatin of significance
monitoring
g
environment
al design and
management)

Residual effect and
restatement of
significance
(incorporating mitigation
and monitoring)

Waste management
infrastructure in
Cornwall and the
South West of
England (specifically
related to landfill
inputs).
Increase in
excavated material
arisings causing a
burden to the local
and regional waste
management
infrastructure.

Not applicable

Large increase Major adverse, significant
in waste
arisings greater
than 5% of
current
baseline;
potentially
causing
significant
burden to the
local and
regional waste
management
infrastructure.

None

No change, major adverse,
significant

Waste management
infrastructure in
Cornwall and the
South West of
England (specifically
related to landfill
inputs).
Increase in
construction waste
arisings causing a
burden to the local
and regional waste
management
infrastructure.

Not applicable

Minor increase Minor adverse, not
significant
in waste
arisings
between 0.1%
and 1.9% of
current
baseline;
causing a minor
burden to the
local and
regional waste
management
infrastructure.

Not required

None
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15. Climate
Introduction
15.1

This chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) assesses the potential climate impacts of the
construction and operation of the St Austell to A30 Link Road (hereafter referred to as the ‘Proposed
Development’ in Cornwall. For more details about the Proposed Development, refer to Chapter 2:
Proposed Development of this ES.

15.2

To align with the requirements of the National Policy Statement for National Networks (NPSNN)
344
EIA Regulations 2017 this chapter addresses three separate aspects:

15.3

343

and the

a)

Greenhouse gas (GHG) impact assessment – the effects on the climate of GHG emissions arising
from the Proposed Development, including how the Proposed Development would affect the ability
of government to meet its carbon reduction plan targets;

b)

In-combination climate change impacts (ICCI) assessment – the in-combination effects of a
changing climate and the Proposed Development on the surrounding environment; and

c)

Climate change resilience (CCR) review – the resilience of the Proposed Development to climate
change, including how the Proposed Development design would be adapted to take account for
the projected impacts of climate change.

For purposes of clarity, this section addresses the three climate change topic assessments separately.

Policy context
15.4

This section identifies and describes legislation, policy, and guidance of relevance to the assessment of
the potential climate impacts associated with the construction and operation of the Proposed
Development.

15.5

Legislation, policy and other relevant guidance has been considered on an international, national and local
level. The following is considered to be relevant to the climate assessment as it has influenced the
sensitivity of receptors and requirements for mitigation or the scope and/or methodology of the
assessment.

International
EIA Directive 2014/52/EU
345
15.6 The EIA Directive 2014/52/EU states that as of May 2017, an environmental impact assessment (where
relevant) must include an assessment of the impact of a project on climate change (mitigation
assessment), an assessment of the interaction between environmental impacts and climate change (incombination assessment), and information on the vulnerability of the project to climate change.

National
Climate Change Act 2008
346
15.7 The Climate Change Act 2008 is a landmark piece of environmental legislation that sets a legally
binding target for the UK to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions from 1990 levels by at least 80% by
2050. This overall target is supported by a system of binding five-year ‘carbon budgets’ as well as an
independent body to monitor progress, the Committee on Climate Change.
Clean Growth Strategy (2017)
347
15.8 The Clean Growth Strategy is a policy paper setting out the Government’s strategy to accelerate low
carbon growth in businesses and the public sector to achieve a low carbon economy. The strategy
343

Department for Transport (2014) National Policy Statement for National Networks
H.M Government (2017) The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations
Directive 2014/52/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 amending Directive 2011/92/EU
346
H.M Government (2008) Climate Change Act 2008
347
H.M Government (2017) The Clean Growth Strategy: Leading the way to a low carbon future
344
345
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includes ‘accelerating the shift to low carbon transport’ which recognises the importance of low emission
vehicles and associated infrastructure for achieving the UK’s 2032 Carbon Budget.
Road to Zero Strategy (2018)
348
15.9 The Road to Zero Strategy sets out targets and commitments for the UK to support the Government’s
Industrial Strategy and the overarching aim for every car and van in the UK to be zero emission by 2050.
These include targets for reducing emissions from vehicles already on our roads, increasing the uptake of
clean new vehicles, and supporting the development of electric vehicle infrastructure networks.
National Planning Policy Framework (2018)
349
15.10 The revised National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published in July 2018 and sets out the
Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected to be applied. This revised
Framework replaces the previous NPPF adopted in March 2012.
15.11 Policies of particular relevance to the scope of the climate change and sustainability assessment as
presented herein include those achieving sustainable development (paragraphs 7-14) and meeting the
challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change (paragraphs 148-169).
National Policy Statement for National Networks (NPSNN)
350
15.12 The NPSNN sets out how applicants should take climate change into account when developing
infrastructure, with climate change mitigation noted as being “essential to minimise the most dangerous
impacts of climate change, as previous global greenhouse gas emissions have already committed us to
some degree of continued climate change for at least the next 30 years”. For road projects, the NPSNN
requires that “applicants should provide evidence of the carbon impact of the project and an assessment
against the Government’s carbon budgets”. Evidence of mitigation is also required, for design and
construction, to demonstrate that the carbon footprint is “not unnecessarily high”.
Biodiversity 2020 (2011)
351
15.13 The national biodiversity strategy for England establishes principles for considering biodiversity and the
effects of climate change. The EIA will reflect these principles and identify how the Proposed
Development’s effects on the natural environment will be influenced by climate change, and how
ecological networks will be maintained.
Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment (IEMA) Environmental Impact Assessment
Guide to Assessing Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Evaluating their Significance (2017)
15.14 In the absence of any widely accepted guidance on assessing the significance of the impact effect of GHG
352
emissions, the EIA Guidance published by IEMA in 2017 has been followed. This provides a framework
for the consideration of greenhouse gas emissions in the EIA process, in line with the 2014 European
Union (EU) Directive. The guidance sets out how to:


Identify the greenhouse gas emissions baseline in terms of GHG current and future emissions;



Identify key contributing GHG sources and establish the scope and methodology of the assessment;



Assess the impact of potential GHG emissions and evaluate their significance; and



Consider mitigation in accordance with the hierarchy for managing project related GHG emissions
(avoid, reduce, substitute, and compensate).

Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment (IEMA) Environmental Impact Assessment
Guide to Climate Change Resilience and Adaptation (2017)
353

15.15 The IEMA Guidance for assessing climate change resilience and adaptation in EIA has also been
followed. It provides guidance for consideration of the impacts of climate change within project design.
The guidance sets out how to:

348

H.M Government (2018) The Road to Zero: Next steps towards cleaner road transport and delivering our Industrial Strategy
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, MCHLG (2018) National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
Conserving and enhancing the historic environment. Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government
350
Department for Transport (2014) National Policy Statement for National Networks
351
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) (2011) Biodiversity 2020: A strategy for England’s wildlife and
ecosystem services
352
IEMA (2017) Environmental Impact Assessment Guide to: Assessing Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Evaluating their
Significance
353
IEMA (2017) Environmental Impact Assessment Guide to: Climate Change Resilience and Adaptation
349
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 Define climate change concerns and environmental receptors vulnerable to climate factors;
 Define the environmental baseline with changing future climate parameters; and


Determine the resilience of project design and define appropriate mitigation measures to
increase resilience to climate change.

Local
Connecting Cornwall: 2030 Strategy (2011)
354

15.16 Connecting Cornwall: 2030 Strategy is the Local Transport Plan for Cornwall and covers a period of 20
years. The plan sets out the Council’s vision, objectives and targets for the region’s transport
infrastructure. The strategy recognises the potentially significant impacts that climate change will have on
infrastructure in the future, especially with its vulnerable coastal geography. It also identifies that 27% of
total GHG emissions in Cornwall are attributable to transport. Climate related objectives include:


Reducing reliance on fossil fuels and supporting the introduction of low carbon technologies.



Adapting and improving the transport network to ensure resilience to climate change.

15.17 Connecting Cornwall is supported by an Implementation Plan which sets out how the Council will deliver
the strategy in a series of shorter term programmes.

354

Cornwall Council (2011) Connecting Cornwall: 2030 Strategy
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Assessment Methodology
Scope of the Assessment
Lifecycle GHG Impact Assessment
15.18 The Proposed Development comprises a new road development project, which will involve significant
construction materials and activities (including change of land use). The key anticipated GHG emission
sources for each life cycle stage of the project are set out in Table 15-1 below, with scoping outcome and
rationale.
Table 15-1: Key anticipated GHG emission sources for each life cycle stage of the project
Lifecycle stage

Activity

Pre-construction
stage



Enabling works

Primary emission sources




Scoping outcome
(and rationale)

Vehicles and fuel use for
generators on site.
Workers travelling
to/from the site

Scoped out
(Potential impact considered to be
negligible as minimal enabling works
will be required)



Land clearance



Loss of carbon sink

Scoped out
(Potential impact considered to be
negligible as land take requirement is
minimal)

Product stage



Raw material extraction
and manufacturing of
products required for
Proposed
355
Development



Embodied GHG
emissions

Scoped in
(There is a requirement for raw
materials, including those with relatively
high embodied carbon, such as
concrete).

Construction
process stage



On-site construction
activity
Transport of construction
materials (where not
included in embodied
GHG emissions)
Transport of construction
workers
Disposal of any waste
generated by the
construction processes



GHG emissions from
vehicle use
GHG emissions from
disposal of waste.

Scoped in
(At this stage, information is not
available on the specific plant that
will be used onsite, or on the
transportation requirements for
construction materials, e.g.
transport distance, trips numbers,
etc.).



Operation of associated
road and signalling



GHG emissions from
energy and fuel use

Scoped out



Maintenance including
re-surfacing



Embodied emissions
associated with resurfacing materials



Vehicle journeys



GHG emissions per
vehicle km



Energy consumption






Operation stage

Use stage

355



(Recognising the relatively limited
extent of the Proposed
Development itself, the GHG
emissions impact relating to
signalling and resurfacing is likely
to be negligible).
Scoped in
(As the Proposed Development
involves the construction of a new
road, aiming to bring economic and
employment opportunities to the
area, there is likely to be an
increase in vehicle journeys,
increasing related GHG emissions).

Does not include transport unless by exception – see construction process stage
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Decommissioning



Removal and or renewal
of the full Proposed
Development (as
opposed to road resurfacing)



Reuse and or disposal of Scoped out
materials
(As the decommissioning or
renewal of the infrastructure
comprising the Proposed
Development is not reasonably
foreseeable; any major
decommission of the associated
road network would likely be
covered by a separate EIA).

In-combination climate change impacts assessment
15.19 Due to its scale and nature (which includes land use change), the Proposed Development has the
potential to impact the overall resilience of the surrounding environment against the predicted impacts of
climate change. For instance, through increased local flood risk during periods of heavy rainfall, or
reduced air quality during periods of hot, dry weather.
15.20 On this basis, an in-combination climate change impact assessment has been scoped in for all topics, with
the exception of Noise and Vibration.
Climate change resilience review
15.21 Climate change is already impacting the reliability of local transport infrastructure; indeed, the Cornwall
Local Transport Plan identifies highways and infrastructure as a particularly vulnerable area to climate
change related temperature and weather variations. Based on this, an assessment of climate change
resilience has been conducted.

Consultation Responses
15.22 Cornwall Council provided their scoping opinion on the Proposed Development in February 2018, which
included consultation responses from statutory consultees. This did not include any comments relevant to
the climate change assessment.

Study Area
Lifecycle GHG impact assessment
15.23 The study area covers all direct GHG emissions arising from activities undertaken within the Proposed
Development boundary during the construction of the Proposed Development, as well as emissions from
road users. It also encompasses a wider extent to include GHG emissions arising outside of this
boundary, including for embodied GHG emissions from products and materials, and GHG emissions
associated with the transport of materials and people to site.
15.24 The impact from GHG emissions is a national and global issue. Consequently, the potential impact of the
Proposed Development on GHG emissions will be assessed by comparing the Proposed Development’s
356
estimated GHG emissions against the UK’s national carbon budgets .
In-combination climate change impacts assessment
15.25 The study area for the in-combination climate change impacts is the Proposed Development boundary i.e.
it covers all assets and infrastructure which constitute the Proposed Development.
Climate change resilience
15.26 The study area for the climate change resilience review is the same as for the in-combination climate
change impacts assessment.

Methodology
Lifecycle GHG impact assessment
15.27 This assessment for identifying potential effects of the Proposed Development on the climate is a lifecycle
approach which calculates GHG emissions and identifies GHG ‘hotspots’ i.e. emission sources likely to

356

Committee on Climate Change (2017) UK Carbon Budgets
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generate the largest amount of GHG emissions and correspondingly enables priority areas for mitigation
357
to be identified. This approach is consistent with the principles set out in IEMA guidance .
15.28 Where activity data has allowed, GHG emissions have been quantified using a calculation-based
358
methodology as per the following equation as stated in the Defra 2018 emissions factors guidance :
Activity data x GHG emissions factor = GHG emissions value
359

15.29 In line with ‘The GHG Protocol’ , when defining potential impacts (or ‘hotspots’), the seven Kyoto
Protocol GHGs have been considered, specifically:


Carbon dioxide (CO2);



Methane (CH4);



Nitrous oxide (N2O);



Sulphur hexafluoride (SF6);



Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs);



Perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and;



Nitrogen trifluoride (NF3).

15.30 These GHGs are broadly referred to in this ES chapter under an encompassing definition of ‘GHG
Emissions’, with the unit of tCO2e (tonnes CO2 equivalent) or MtCO2e (Mega tonnes of CO2 equivalent).
15.31 Due to the absence of any defined industry guidance for assessing the magnitude of GHG impacts for
EIA, standard GHG accounting and reporting principles have been followed to assess impact magnitude.
In GHG accounting, it is common practice to consider exclusion of emission sources that are <1% of a
given emissions inventory on the basis of a De Minimis contribution. Both Department of Energy and
360
361
Climate Change (DECC) and the PAS 2050 (2011) Specification allow emissions sources of <1%
contribution to be excluded from emission inventories, and these inventories to still be considered
complete for verification purposes. This would therefore suggest that a development with emissions of
<1% of the UK inventory and relevant carbon budget would be minimal in its contribution to the wider
national GHG emissions. A further reference is that the International Finance Corporation (IFC) includes a
362
reporting threshold for projects that it contributes funding to of over 25,000 tCO 2e in any year . These
have been used to assess the magnitude of the GHG impact and the associated criteria are outlined in
Table 15-2.

357

IEMA (2017) Environmental Impact Assessment Guide to: Assessing Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Evaluating their
Significance
358
DEFRA (2018) 2018 Emissions Factors. Web Link:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/715426/Conversion_Factors
_2018_-_Full_set__for_advanced_users__v01-01.xls (Accessed 06/11/18)
359
The GHG Protocol website. Web link: www.ghgprotocol.org (Accessed 06/11/18)
360
DECC (2013) Guidance on Annual Verification for emissions from Stationary Installations
361
British Standards Institution (2011) PAS 2050:2011 Specification for the assessment of the life cycle greenhouse gas
emissions of goods and services
362
IFC (2011) Guidance Note 3
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Table 15-2: Magnitude criteria for GHG Impact Assessment
Magnitude

Magnitude criteria

High

Annual GHG emissions represent more than or equal to 1% of the relevant
annual National Carbon Budget or are more than 25,000 tCO2e in any year

Low

Annual GHG emissions represent less than 1% of the relevant annual National
Carbon Budget or are less than 25,000 tCO2e in any year.

15.32 The UK carbon budgets are in place to restrict the amount of greenhouse emissions the UK can legally
363
rd
emit in a five year period . The UK is currently in the 3 carbon budget period, which runs from 2018 to
2022.
15.33 The appropriate UK national carbon budget that spans the construction programme (2020-2022) of the
rd
Proposed Development is the 3 carbon budget (2018-2022).
15.34 The operational phase of the Proposed Development (fully operational in 2022) has been compared to all
of the appropriate and available carbon budgets within the design life of the Proposed Development. As
rd
th
th
the budgets have only been calculated to 2032, this assessment uses the 3 , 4 and 5 carbon budgets.
15.35 Table 15-3 shows the current and future UK carbon budgets up to 2032, which highlights a decline in the
amount of greenhouse gas the UK can legally emit going into the future. This means that any source of
emissions contributing to the UK’s carbon inventory is going to have a more significant impact on the UK
carbon budgets in the future.
Table 15-3: Relevant carbon budgets for this assessment
Carbon budget
rd

Total budget (MtCO2e)

3 (2018-2022)

2,544

4th (2023-2027)

1,950

5th (2028-2032)

1,725

15.36 Significance of effects has been determined using the matrix in Table 15-4. This differs from the criteria
presented in Chapter 4: EIA Methodology of this ES by omitting the ‘Very Low’, ‘Low’ and ‘Medium’
categories for sensitivity and omitting the ‘Very Low’ and ‘Medium’ categories for magnitude. This is
because the sensitivity of the receptor (global climate) to increases in GHG emissions is always high, and
the magnitude of the impact is determined by a boundary of less than or more than 1% of the carbon
364
budgets or more than 25,000 tCO2e in any year. This is in line with the IEMA guidance , which states
that the application of the standard EIA significance criteria is not considered to be appropriate for climate
change mitigation assessments.
Table 15-4: Significance of effects matrix for GHG Impact Assessment
Magnitude

Sensitivity
High

Low (<1% of carbon budget or less than
25,000 tCO2e in any year)

Minor

High (≥1% of carbon budget or more
than 25,000 tCO2e in any year)

Major

In-combination climate change impacts assessment
15.37 An in-combination climate impact assessment has been undertaken to evaluate the combined impacts of
future climate change and the Proposed Development on identified receptors in the surrounding
environment.
363

Committee on Climate Change (2017) UK Carbon Budget
IEMA (2017) Environmental Impact Assessment Guide to: Assessing Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Evaluating their
Significance
364
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15.38 Projected changes to average climatic conditions, as a result of climate change, and an increased
frequency and severity of extreme weather events have the potential to impact the ability of the
surrounding natural environment to adapt to climate change.
365

15.39 UKCP09 projections for temperature and precipitation variables have been obtained and analysed to
identify potential climate hazards that may impact receptors. Potential hazards identified include increased
average temperatures, more frequent and heavier precipitation events and an increase in the frequency of
severe storms.
15.40 The likelihood of climate hazards leading to an in-combination impact considers both the likelihood of an
impact occurring (i.e. contaminant soil exposure due to ground movements) and the confidence levels
associated with the change in climate hazard within the timescale (i.e. intense rainfall would increase
contaminant soil migration).The likelihood is defined using the likelihood criteria outlined in Table 15-5,
based on our assessment of the UKCP09 Climate Projections, confidence in the projections, and
professional judgement.
Table 15-5: Likelihood criteria for in-combination effects
Likelihood of Impact Occurring

Confidence of Climate Hazard Occurring
Low

High

Low

Low

Medium

High

Medium

High

15.41 The consequence of in-combination impacts has been based on the change to the significance of the
effect of the Proposed Development on the resource or receptor for each relevant environmental
discipline, given existing mitigation measures as outlined in the relevant discipline assessment as shown
in Table 15-6.
Table 15-6: Consequence criteria for in-combination effects
Consequence

Consequence criteria

High

The climate change parameter in-combination with the effect of the Proposed Development
causes the significance of the impact of the Proposed Development on the resource/receptor,
as defined by the topic, to increase from moderate to major.

Medium

The climate change parameter in-combination with the effect of the Proposed Development
causes the significance of the impact of the Proposed Development on the resource/receptor,
as defined by the topic, to increase from low to moderate.

Low

The climate change parameter in-combination with the effect of the Proposed Development
causes the significance of the impact of the Proposed Development on the resource/receptor,
as defined by the topic, to increase from negligible to low.

Very Low

The climate change parameter in-combination with the effect of the Proposed Development
does not impact the significance of the impact of the Proposed Development on the
resource/receptor, as defined by the topic.

The significance of effects has been determined through combining likelihood and consequence as shown
in Table 15-7.

365

UK Climate Impacts programme (UKCIP) (2009) UK Climate Projections
http://ukclimateprojections.metoffice.gov.uk/21708?projections=23679 (Accessed 06/11/18)
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Table 15-7: Significance criteria for in-combination impacts
Consequence

Likelihood
Low

Medium

High

Very Low

Negligible

Negligible

Minor

Low

Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Minor

Moderate

Major

Moderate

Major

Major

Medium
High

Climate change resilience
366

15.42 The EIA Regulations require the inclusion of information on the vulnerability of the project to climate
change. Consequently a high level review of climate change resilience for the Proposed Development has
been conducted which identifies potential climate change impacts, and considers their potential
magnitude, likelihood of occurrence, and potential impacts on the Proposed Development.
15.43 The review has included all infrastructure and assets associated with the Proposed Development. It
covers resilience against both gradual climate change, and the risks associated with an increased
367
frequency of extreme weather events as per the UKCP09 climate change projections .
15.44 The review of potential impacts and the Proposed Development’s vulnerability takes into account the
mitigation measures that have been designed into the Proposed Development.
15.45 The review also identifies and accounts for existing resilience measures for each risk, which are either
already in place, or are in development for infrastructure and assets.
15.46 The significance of climate resilience has not been assessed. Information is provided to describe how the
Proposed Development will be adapted to increase its resilience to future climate conditions.

Baseline Conditions
15.47 This section describes the baseline environmental characteristics for the Proposed Development and
surrounding areas with specific reference to GHG emissions and climatic conditions.

Lifecycle GHG impact assessment
Current Baseline
15.48 The baseline for the GHG impact assessment is the business as usual scenario whereby the Proposed
Development does not go ahead, for those lifecycle stages that have been scoped into the assessment.
The quantity of GHG emissions would therefore remain unchanged from the status quo.

In-combination climate change impact assessment
Current Baseline
15.49 A review of relevant information sources has been undertaken to establish existing and future baseline
data and current understanding with regards to climate and extreme weather impacts.

366

H.M Government (2017) The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations
UK Climate Impacts programme (UKCIP) (2009) UK Climate Projections
http://ukclimateprojections.metoffice.gov.uk/21708?projections=23679 (Accessed 06/11/18)
367
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15.50 A review of the recent and current climate of the region in which the Proposed Development is sited has
indicated that there is already evidence of gradual warming and increases in average annual precipitation
amounts between 1961 and 2006.
15.51 Historical climate data recorded by the closest Weather Station to the study area (St Austell Weather
368
Station for the period 1981-2010 indicates the following:


Average annual maximum daily temperature was 14.3°C;



Warmest month on average was July (mean maximum daily temperature of 20.4°C)



Coldest month on average was February (mean daily minimum temperature of 3.7°C);



Mean annual rainfall levels were 1206.1mm;



Wettest month on average was November (144.2mm of rainfall on average for the month);



Driest month on average was May (70.2mm of rainfall on average for the month).
369

15.52 The Local Climate Impacts Profile (LCLIP) for the South West analyses the impact that climate change
and severe weather has had on the region during the period 2005-2010. Over this period the most
frequent categories of extreme weather events comprised flooding/heavy rain, storms and snow/ice.

Future Baseline
15.53 The future baseline is expected to differ from the present day baseline described above. UK Climate
370
Projections 2009 (UKCP09) have been developed by the UK Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP) to
provide projections for future climate scenarios and trends. UKCP09 is one of the most advanced future
climate datasets in the world and reflects leading scientific understanding of how the climate system
operates and how it might change in the future. The UKCP09 data is the most robust source of
information on the UK’s future climate and will continue to be so until the release of UKCP18 data.
15.54 UKCP09 provides climate change projections for pre-defined 30-year periods (for example 2010-2039,
2040-2069, and 2070-2099), at annual and seasonal levels for changes to mean climatic conditions over
land areas. UKCP09 projections for the following average climate variables have been obtained and
analysed:


Mean summer precipitation



Mean winter precipitation

15.55 A range of possible scenarios, selected from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
371
Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) have been used by UKCP09 to inform differing future
emission trends. The three scenarios – low, medium and high – account for the uncertainties that exist
about future global trends and behaviour, such as population growth, technological progress, and socioeconomic development. IPCC provides evidence to suggest that current global population and
urbanisation trends, slow uptake of renewable energy sources, delay in nuclear power growth, and slow
development of international climate change policy means that it is most likely that global emissions will
follow the predicted high emissions scenario.
15.56 Taking into account the expected design life of the project, the UKCP09 high emissions scenario
projections for 2080 were applied to the South West region. Table 15-8 summarises the 2080s period
climate projections.
Table 15-8: Summary of 2080s period Climate Projection for South West England
Climate Variable
Change in mean winter

2080s period projections
50% probability (central estimate)

+3.4°C

368

Met Office historic climate data Web Link: https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/public/weather/climate/gbuw75d29 (Accessed
06/11/18)
369
Local Climate Impacts Profile for the South West (2011). Web link:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/256494335_South_West_Local_Climate_Impact s_Profile_LCLIP_Final_Report
(Accessed 06/11/18)
370
UK Climate Impacts programme (UKCIP) (2009) UK Climate Projections
http://ukclimateprojections.metoffice.gov.uk/21708?projections=23679 (Accessed 06/11/18)
371
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (2000) Special Report on
Emissions Scenarios (SRES)
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temperature (°C)

Range

+2.1 to 5.1°C

Change in mean summer
temperature (°C)

50% probability (central estimate)

+5°C

Range

+2.7 to 7.9°C

Change in mean winter
precipitation (%)

50% probability (central estimate)

+31%

Range

+8 to +73%

Change in mean summer
precipitation (%)

50% probability (central estimate)

-30%

Range

-58 to +4%

Climate change resilience review
15.57 The current and future baseline for the climate change resilience review will be the same as the current
and future baselines defined for the in-combination climate change impacts assessment.

Sensitivity of Receptors (Value)
Lifecycle GHG impact assessment
15.58 The global climate has been identified as the receptor for the purposes of the GHG emissions
assessment. However, to enable the significance of the estimated GHG emissions arising from the
Proposed Development to be evaluated, the UK GHG inventory and the corresponding 5 year UK carbon
budget were used as a proxy for the global climate.
15.59 There is no published standard definition for receptor sensitivity of GHG emissions set out in the IEMA
372
guidance or elsewhere. The sensitivity of the receptor, the UK carbon budget (as a proxy for the global
climate), has been defined as high. The rationale for this approach is as follows:


Any additional GHG impacts could compromise the UK’s ability to reduce its GHG emissions and
therefore the ability to meet its future carbon budgets; and



The extreme importance of limiting global warming to below 2°C this century, as broadly asserted by
373
the International Paris Agreement and the climate science community. Additionally, a recent report
by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) highlighted the importance of limiting
374
global warming below 1.5°C .

Climate change resilience assessment
15.60 The receptor for the review of climate change resilience is the Proposed Development itself.

Design, Mitigation and Enhancement Measures
15.61 A number of embedded mitigation measures have been identified through the iterative EIA process and
have been incorporated into the design and construction planning of the Proposed Development.
15.62 The following mitigation measures have been embedded into the design and construction management of
the Proposed Development.


The design is being developed to optimise the cut/fill balance to minimise the need to import/export
material



An outline Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) will be prepared andwill include a
Site Waste Management Plan.



Waste arisings will be prevented and designed out where possible;



Opportunities to re-use material resources will be sought where practicable;

372

IEMA (2017) Environmental Impact Assessment Guide to: Assessing Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Evaluating their
Significance
373
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC) Paris Agreement (2015)
374
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (2018) Global warming of 1.5°C. An IPCC special report on the
impacts of global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and related global greenhouse gas emission pathways, in the
context of strengthening the global response to the threat of climate change, sustainable development, and efforts to eradicate
poverty
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Opportunities to support the circular economy will be considered;



Designed to Design Manual for Roads And Bridges which has embedded climate change mitigation;
and



Drainage is designed to Cornwall council drainage guidelines (1 in 100 event plus 40% for climate
change)

Magnitude of Impacts (Change)
Lifecycle GHG impact assessment
Construction
15.63 The total GHG emissions from the construction phase are estimated to be in the order of 58,850 tCO2e.
The primary GHG emissions sources and the breakdown of the calculated GHG emissions are shown in
Table 15-15-9 which have been rounded to the nearest 10 tCO2e.
15.64 Assuming a project design life of 60 years, the GHG emissions from the construction period 2020 – 2022
contribute 24% to the total emissions.
15.65 GHG emissions from construction activities will be limited to the duration of the construction programme
where all enabling, construction and landscaping will be taking place. When this is annualised, the total
annual construction emissions equate to 5,710 tCO2e.
15.66 The greatest contribution to construction emissions is the embodied carbon within construction products
(80% construction emissions) which is not dissimilar to other similar developments.
Table 15-15-9: Construction GHG emissions
Lifecycle stage

Project activity / Emissions source

Emissions (tCO2e)

% of construction
emissions

Product stage

Embodied GHG emissions

11,430

80%

Fuel used on site

1,750

12%

HGV transport

500

4%

Worker transport

550

4%

Disposal of construction waste

30

<1%

Construction

Operation
15.67 Annually, the operational GHG emissions from vehicle use equate to approximately 740 tCO2e.
15.68 Assuming a project design life of 60 years, the GHG emissions from the operation of the Proposed
Development contribute 76% to the overall emissions of the Proposed Development. This is summarised
in Table 15-15-10.
Table 15-15-10: Operation GHG emissions

375

Lifecycle stage

Project activity / Emissions
source

Total GHG emissions over 60 year design life
(tCO2e)

Use stage

Vehicle use

44,590

375

Energy use during operation has been scoped out as emissions are deemed to be negligible. Only the Singlerose
roundabout in Stenalees will be lit and the installation will be of modern low energy lighting. No electricity will be used
elsewhere on the Proposed Development. The maintenance (cut) of verges will be carried out once per year requiring maybe a
few hundred litres of fuel. The drainage has been designed to be as maintenance free as possible and pavement replacement
at 40 years.
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15.69 The extent of the projected uptake of lower carbon fuels, electric vehicles (EVs) and improved vehicle
376
technology since the UK Government published the ‘Road to Zero’ Strategy is not currently fully
captured in the modelling scenarios of future road traffic emissions. The new strategy sets out aspirations
that by 2030 between 50% and 70% of new car sales and 40% of van sales will be ultra-low emission
vehicles and by 2040 all new petrol and diesel cars and vans will be zero carbon.
377

15.70 In addition, future decarbonisation of the grid will have an impact upon the GHG emissions , up to 300
Tera Watt hours (TWh) could be generated by low carbon energy sources (renewables and nuclear) by
2035, with as little as 100 TWh generated using natural gas and from imports.
15.71 The operational GHG emissions are therefore a worst-case scenario and are likely to be mitigated by
existing plans and initiatives to decarbonise the grid and electrify road transport.

In-combination climate change impact assessment
Construction
15.72 The likelihood and consequence of in-combination impacts during construction of the Proposed
Development, given existing mitigation measures, are detailed in Table 15-11 below.
Table 15-11: Construction in-combination impacts
Impact

Likelihood

Consequence

Mobilised leachable contaminants from disruption
of soils in combination with higher infiltration rates
increasing potential for contaminants to migrate
through groundwater.

High

Very Low

Changes in land drainage and the risk of blockages High
in receiving watercourses, combined with an
increase in heavy precipitation events as predicted
with climate change may result in the increased
likelihood of flooding.

Very low

Changes to surface water quality, due to deposition High
or spillage of soils, sediment, oils, fuels, or other
construction chemicals, or through uncontrolled site
run-off and spillages during construction.

Very Low

Increased frequency and severity of drought events Low
may adversely affect magnitude and duration of
dust generation during construction.

Very Low

Operation
15.73 The in-combination impacts, likelihood of assessed climate hazards occurring, and consequence of incombination impacts throughout operation of the Proposed Development, given existing mitigation
measures, are detailed in Table 15-12 below.
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H.M Government (2018) The Road to Zero: Next steps towards cleaner road transport and delivering our Industrial
Strategy
377
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) (2017) Updated Energy and Emissions Projections, 2017
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Table 15-12: Operation in-combination impacts
Impact

Likelihood

Consequence

Increased surface water runoff rates in
combination with wetter winters and more
frequent and intense rainfall events leading to
flooding.

High

Very Low

Impacts on water quality in receiving water
bodies receiving highway drainage either
through routine runoff or as a result of
accidental spillage.

High

Very Low

Climate change resilience assessment
15.74 The key potential climate change impacts on the development and the adaptation methods to increase
the resilience of the Proposed Development are detailed in Table 15-13.
Table 15-13: Potential climate changes and adaptation measures
Climate variable
projections (2050)

Potential impacts

Adaptation / Resilience measures

Projected increase in mean
summer and winter
temperatures

Heat damage, deformation, cracking and
thermal expansion

The pavement design will recommend a
stiffer
bitumen
mix
to
withstand
deformation during warmer weather
events.

Increasing snow/ice melt leading to
flooding

The drainage has been designed to
current drainage guidelines, including
CIRIA and the DMRB. An additional 40%
capacity has been accounted for in
attenuation of flows for 1 in 100 year
events.

Surface water flooding and standing
waters

Earthworks have been designed, where
possible, at 1 in 3 gradients to allow
establishment of a variety of landscaping
to help reduce run-off in extreme rainfall
events
and
increase
stability
of
embankments and cuttings.

Projected increase in winter
rainfall

Projected decrease in mean Drying out of road/pavement structures
summer precipitation

Projected increase
in frequency and
magnitude of storms/ wind

Prepared for: Cornwall Council

Increase debris on the network

The pavement design will recommend a
stiffer
bitumen
mix
to
withstand
deformation during warmer weather
events.

The proposed link road will be more
resilient than the majority of the road
network in Cornwall as it will be
constructed to modern Highway standards
(DMRB) with 3.65m running lanes, and a
1m running strip and a grass verge on
either side. Trees and hedgerows will be
set back from the road such that if a tree
is blown over it will not block the
highways.
The Highway drainage
network as well as being of adequate
capacity is also designed to be selfcleansing and this will reduce the potential
for flooding due to wind-blown leaves and
debris.
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Significant Effects
Lifecycle GHG impact assessment
Construction
15.75 When emissions from the construction phase are compared with the annualised UK 3rd carbon budget of
509 MtCO2e (spanning the time period 2018 - 2022), this equates to 0.00054% of the annual national
carbon budget. As this is less than 1% of the annual national carbon budget and less than 25,000 tCO 2e
in any year of construction, the construction GHG impact is minor and therefore not significant.

Operation
rd

th

th

15.76 When the annual operational GHG emissions are compared to the 3 , 4 and 5 carbon budgets, these
emissions equate to 0.00001%, 0.00019% and 0.00021% of the budgets respectively. As this is less than
1% of the relevant annual national carbon budgets, and less than 25,000 tCO2e in any year of the
operation, the operation GHG impact is minor and therefore not significant.

In-combination climate impacts assessment
15.77 Given the existing mitigation measures included in Chapter 11 Road Drainage and the Water
Environment and Chapter 10 Geology Soils and Contaminated Land and listed in Section 15.5:
Environmental Design and Mitigation, the identified construction impacts are minor and therefore not
significant.
15.78 Given the existing mitigation measures included in Chapter 11 Road Drainage and the Water
Environment and Chapter 10 Geology Soils and Contaminated Land and listed in Section 15.5:
Environmental Design and Mitigation, the identified operational impacts are minor and therefore not
significant.

Consideration of Cumulative Effects
15.79 All development activities result in increased GHG emissions and consequently all development has the
potential to result in a cumulative effect with the Proposed Development on the global climate. However,
these would have to be considered at a national scale rather than at a local level. As such it is not possible
to undertake a cumulative effects GHG emissions assessment.

Consideration of Residual Effects
15.80 There will be unavoidable GHG emissions resulting from the Proposed Development, as materials, energy
and fuel use, and transport will be required, as well as vehicle use once the Proposed Development is
operational. However, as none of the effects are significant it is not appropriate to define any mitigation
measures further to the ones detailed in Paragraph 15.62.

Assumptions and Limitations (Uncertainties)
15.81 At this stage of design, data is not available for fuel used on site, HGV transport and worker transport.
Therefore, calculations for emissions from these sources were based on professional judgement and
experience of other projects.
15.82 Emissions from road use once the Proposed Development is operational have been calculated using a
WebTAG assessment.
15.83 GHG emissions from the end of life stage of the Proposed Development have been scoped out of the
assessment due to the anticipated operational length of the Proposed Development.
15.84 Energy use during operation was scoped out as emissions are deemed to be negligible. Only the
Singlerose roundabout in Stenalees will be lit and the installation will be of modern low energy lighting.
No electricity will be used elsewhere on the Proposed Development. The maintenance (cut) of verges will
be carried out once per year requiring maybe a few hundred litres of fuel. The drainage has been
designed to be as maintenance free as possible and pavement replacement at 40 years.
15.85 Limitations associated with the approach to be taken for the climate resilience assessment relate to
uncertainties inherent within UK Climate Projections (UKCP09 data).
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15.86 Climate change, by its very nature, is associated with a range of assumptions and limitations. For
example, there is uncertainty regarding how global climatic trends would be reflected at the regional scale.
To overcome these issues, forecast climate change data has been used from the UK Climate Projections
(UKCP09). These are a result of over seven years of work at the Met Office’s Hadley Centre and over
thirty years of work from other contributing organisations. This has been coupled with the replication of
proven effective approaches undertaken for similar project types.
15.87 The UKCP09 are currently the leading climate change projections for the UK; however these are
undergoing a major upgrade to make sure decision-makers have the most up-to-date information on the
future of our climate. The UKCP18 projections will update the UKCP09 projections and will be available
from end November 2018.
15.88 Assessments made in relation to ‘consequence’ and ’likelihood’ have relied on professional judgement
and evidence gathered through other environmental topic assessments.

Summary and Conclusion
15.89 There will be unavoidable GHG emissions resulting from both the construction phase and the operational
phase of the Proposed Development, as a result of materials, energy and fuel use, transport and vehicle
use. However, none of the effects have been identified as significant.
15.90 The in-combination climate change assessment did not identify any significant effects, as a result of
existing mitigation measures in other discipline chapters.
15.91 Climate change resilience outputs demonstrate that the effects of increases in mean summer and winter
temperatures, as well as changes in precipitation on the development have been considered through the
design of the Proposed Development, including drainage and flood risk attenuation measures.
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16. Cumulative effects
Introduction
16.1

This chapter presents the assessment of the cumulative effects of the Proposed Development.
Cumulative effects arise from the combination of activities associated with the Proposed Development,
together with other developments.

16.2

The study area for this assessment is defined by the study areas for the discipline topics, as set out in
chapters 5 to 15 of this ES. It also covers areas of overlap with other developments that have been
scoped into the assessment.

16.3

The approach to the consideration of cumulative effects arising from the Proposed Development will be
‘proportionate’ for each technical discipline included within the ES, as per the requirements of Regulation
26(3) of the EIA Regulations 2017. The approach will consider two types of cumulative effects: Intraproject and Inter-developmental.

16.4



Type 1: Intra-project cumulative (in-combination) effects: These effects arise from the accumulation
of different impacts due to the Proposed Development, at a specific location. Individually these
effects may not be significant, but the accumulation of different impacts may give rise to an overall
significant effect.



Type 2: Inter-developmental cumulative effects: The assessment of cumulative effects arising from
the Proposed Development in combination with other developments. The study area for the potential
inter-developmental cumulative effects will consider all additional developments within a defined
radius of the Proposed Development, based upon the potential impacts on all sensitive
environmental receptors and resources.

A clear statement will be made as to whether these cumulative effects are ‘significant’ or ‘not significant’
(split into the construction phase and the operational phase).

Legislation and Policy
16.5

The EIA Regulations 2017 (the “EIA Regulations”) require development projects to consider the potential
for cumulative effects.

16.6

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) contains a number of statements with reference to the
need to consider cumulative effects such as Paragraph 32 under ‘Promoting sustainable transport’.

16.7

The National Policy Statement for National Networks (NPSNN) states that:
“When considering significant cumulative effects, any environmental statement should provide information
on how the effects of the applicant’s proposal would combine and interact with the effects of other
development (including projects for which consent has been granted, as well as those already in
existence)” Para. 4.15.
“The Examining Authority should consider how significant cumulative effects and the interrelationship
between effects might as a whole affect the environment, even though they may be acceptable when
considered on an individual basis with mitigation measures in place” Para. 4.16.

Methodology
16.8

The assessment draws upon guidance within DMRB Volume 11, Section 2, Part 5: Assessment and
Management of Environmental Effects (HA 205/08).

16.9

DMRB guidance suggests that it is appropriate to consider the cumulative effects of the Proposed
Development together with other existing or consented developments and developments that are
‘reasonably foreseeable’ within the timescale of the Proposed Development. Development described as
‘reasonably foreseeable’ is interpreted to include other projects that are ‘committed’. These include, but
are not necessarily limited to:
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Trunk road and motorway projects that have been confirmed (i.e. Highways England schemes which are
included within their current Road Investment Strategy (2015/16 – 2019-20) and which have been
taken through the statutory approvals process); and
Development projects with valid planning permissions as granted by the Local Planning Authority, and
for which EIA is a requirement or for which non-statutory environmental assessment has been
undertaken.
16.10 In addition, both Type 1 (Intra-project) and Type 2 (Inter-developmental) cumulative effects have been
considered as part of the assessment.
16.11 The significance of the Proposed Development cumulative effects have been determined in accordance
with DMRB Volume 11, Section 2, Part 5 (HA 205/08) as shown in Table 16-1 below.
Table 16-1: Significance of combined and cumulative effects
Significance

Effect

Severe

Effects that the decision-maker must take into account, as the receptor / resource is irretrievably
compromised.

Major

Effects that may become key decision-making issues.

Moderate

Effects that are unlikely to become issues on whether the project design should be selected, but
where future work may be needed to improve on current performance.

Minor

Effects that are locally significant but not a key decision-making issue.

Not significant

Effects that are beyond the current forecasting ability or are within the ability of the resource to
absorb such change.

Where potentially significant combined and cumulative effects are identified, additional mitigation proposals are
recommended as applicable.

Intra-project effects
16.12 The main source of data for the intra-project cumulative effects assessment will be the outcomes and
information obtained from the individual environmental topic assessments.

Inter-developmental effects
16.13 The assessment of cumulative effects arising from the Proposed Development in combination with other
developments will primarily constitute a desktop study of planning documents considered relevant to the
assessment. The focus of the desktop study will be the collection of information relating to the background
of relevant projects, their expected timelines and likely environmental impacts.
16.14 The assessment will include a list of those developments considered likely to result in a cumulative effect
together with the Proposed Development, and this will be documented in a table which includes the
following:
a. A brief description of the development;
b. The likely cumulative effect with the Proposed Development; and
c. Proposed mitigation measures applicable to the potential cumulative effect.
16.15 It is important to note that the technical chapter, Climate Change, did not undertake a cumulative impact
assessment. This is because all development activities result in increased Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emissions and consequently all development has the potential to result in a cumulative effect on the global
climate. However, these would have to be considered at a national scale rather than at a local level,
therefore it is not possible to undertake a cumulative effects GHG emissions assessment.
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Description of Developments Considered for Interdevelopmental effects
16.16 Developments considered for cumulative effects were agreed with Cornwall Council. The following section
gives a brief description of the developments considered and the planning reference number, where
applicable. Figure 16-1 shows the location of these developments in relation to the Proposed
Development.
16.17 A review of proposed road schemes and improvement works confirmed that none of these are sufficiently
close in proximity to result in cumulative effects. Any changes to traffic flows anticipated as a consequence
of other road schemes are however considered as part of the traffic modelling undertaken for the
Proposed Development.
16.18 The developments identified below also include some of those considered as part of the traffic modelling,
where these have potential for cumulative impacts. It should be noted that the assessment of operational
air quality and noise impacts is based upon traffic projections which include certain other developments
(refer to Appendix 4-1: Transport Assessment), and hence these assessments inherently encompass
cumulative effects.

Carclaze Eco Community
Planning reference: PA14/12186
16.19 Outline application for 'West Carclaze Eco-community' comprising the demolition, site clearance,
associated earthworks, the phased development of up to 1500 dwellings, a local centre which
incorporates local retail, health and community facilities, a primary school, employment floor space,
associated areas of open space, renewable energy provision and energy centre(s), drainage and
associated infrastructure. All matters regarding points of access from the A391 are to be agreed. The
Outline application exists approximately 2km from the southernmost point of the Proposed Development.

Carluddon Technology Park
Planning reference: PA12/11546
16.20 Hybrid application for a 2.8 ha technology park seeking:
(i) Construction of circa 2300 sqm gross internal floor space employment building for B1 (business) and
B2 (general industrial) purposes with associated access, parking and landscaping.
(ii) Outline permission for the remainder of the Technology Park (1.28 hectares) consisting of up to 6000
sqm of gross external floor space for B1 (business), B2 (general industrial) and B8 (storage and
distribution) purposes with associated access, parking and landscaping.
16.21 This includes full details of development platforms and site servicing with associated landscaping. The
Technology Park application site spans 2.8hectares and sits less than1km away from the southern point of
the Proposed Development.

Nansledan, Newquay
16.22 Nansledan is a 218 hectare extension to the coastal town of Newquay. Nansledan will evolve into a
community of more than 4,000 homes supporting a similar number of jobs. It will include its own high
street, church, school and public spaces, helping to meet the future needs of Newquay in a
complementary and sustainable way. The extension to Nansledan sits approximately 14km from the
Tregoss Roundabout within the Proposed Development.

Newquay Airport: Aerohub Enterprise Zone
16.23 The development, which should be completed in early 2019, will provide 1,005sqm of office space in
addition to a further eight business/light industrial units, totalling 1,904sqm. It represents a landmark for
the Aerohub Business Park at Cornwall Airport Newquay, from which Cornwall and Virgin Orbit will soon
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be launching satellites to space from the UK’s first horizontal Spaceport by 2021. The Aerohub Enterprise
Zone sits approximately 9km from the Tregoss Roundabout within the Proposed Development.

Anticipated Growth for St Austell; Newquay and Bodmin
Newquay
16.24 Cornwall’s Local Plan PP8, Objective 2, aims to:
Enable new housing to meet demand, particularly affordable housing and accompanying key
infrastructure.
16.25 Paragraph 9.7 Housing Developments, within PP8 states:
As the main settlement with good employment and transport provision, Newquay will be required to
accommodate the majority of those dwellings. Coordination will be needed amongst the remaining
parishes within the CNA to ensure that housing needs are met. The Council will support the preparation of
Neighbourhood Plans as a way of planning for the needs of those areas.
PP8 states Housing completions and commitments to be:
(2016): 4,349. Housing needs (local connection): (2016): 491(Bands A-D) plus 582 (Band E) equates
to4.5% and 4.5% of Cornwall total respectively.
16.26 Adopted Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies:
16.27 Policy 2a: Key Targets:


Housing Apportionment = 4,800 homes/dwellings



B1a and B1b office floorspace = 27,750sqm



Other B employment floorspace = 30,250sqm

St Austell
16.28 Cornwall Local Plan PP9 outlines key housing needs for St Austell; with housing completions and
commitments of (2016): 2,669. Housing needs (local connection): (2016) 552(Bands A-D) plus 460 (Band
E) equates to 5% and 3.5% of Cornwall total respectively.
16.29 Adopted Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies:
16.30 Policy 2a: Key Targets:


Housing Apportionment = 3,200 homes/dwellings



B1a and B1b office floorspace = 9,750sqm



Other B employment floorspace = 12,500sqm

Bodmin
16.31 Cornwall Local Plan PP11 outlines key housing needs for Bodmin; with housing completions and
commitments of (2016): 1,096. Housing needs (local connection) are: (2016) 424 (Bands A-D) plus 479
(Band E) equating to 3.8% and 3.7% of Cornwall’s total needs respectively.
16.32 Adopted Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies:
Policy 2a: Key Targets:


Housing Apportionment = 3,200 homes/dwellings



B1a and B1b office floorspace = 22,833sqm



Other B employment floorspace = 24,667sqm

The Roche neighbourhood plan allocated site housing
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Planning reference: PA18/03255
16.33 Development of circa 150 dwellings (use class C3) and associated access, infrastructure, landscaping
and public open space. Land North of Harmony Road, Edgcumbe Road, Roche, Cornwall, PL26 8ET.
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Figure 16-1: Development locations in relation to the Proposed Development.
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Assessment of Cumulative Effects
Intra-project cumulative effects
16.34 The following section reports the likelihood of receptors experiencing combined environmental effects as a
result of the Proposed Development. The receptors included within this assessment are reported within
the technical chapters of this ES.
16.35 The following receptors have been identified and grouped into possible recipients of in-combination
effects, as demonstrated in Table 16-2 below.

Individual receptors
16.36 Individual receptors from each discipline were grouped into three receptor types, based on; Ecological,
Human and Heritage. This grouping technique provides for a more efficient assessment that can be
displayed and understood in a clear way. Table 16-2 below outlines the individual receptors of the
Proposed Development, which have been categorised into receptor types for the assessment.

Table 16-2: List of individual receptors grouped into receptor types
Receptor Type
Ecological

Designations

Individual receptors
Mid-Cornwall Moors (SSSI).
Roche Rock (CWS).
Breney Common and Goss and Tregoss Moors (SAC).
Hensbarrow County Wildlife Site (CWS).
Carbis Moor (CWS).
St. Austell and Hensbarrow China Clay Pits (SSSI).
Proposed Mineral Safeguarding Zone.
The granite faced walls along the cutting approach across Hensbarrow Downs.
The global climate – GHG emissions

Rivers

River Camel Valley and Tributaries (SSSI).
St Austell River Catchment.
Par River (Upper) Catchment.
Upper River Fal Catchment.
Delmelza Stream Catchment.

Protected
species

Bryophytes, reptiles, invertebrates, breeding and wintering birds, bats, hazel dormouse, otter,
badger.

Groundwater

Groundwater; Secondary’ A’ Aquifer.

Surface water Private potable water supplies; At least 13No. active private potable water supplies are
present in the vicinity of the Proposed Development.
Roche and Stenalees reservoirs, Tributaries of St. Austell and Par rivers, Ponds and flooded
quarries.
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Receptor Type
Human

Residential

Individual receptors
Residential buildings to the west of Roche Road (B3274) just north of the roundabout with the
A391 in Stenalees at the southern end of the Proposed Development.
Residential buildings to the south and west of Trezaise Road (B3274) to the south of Roche
and east of the Proposed Development.
Residential buildings in rural locations (such as Coldvreath Farm) to the south-west of Roche
and west of the Proposed Development.
Residential buildings on Harmony Road to the west of Roche.
Residents in the vicinity of Stenalees Hill at the southern end of the Proposed Development.
Residents to the south / south west of Roche between the existing B3274 and Coldvreath
Farm.

Road users

The existing B3274.
The underpass south of Harmony Roundabout.
The old A30.
The Singlerose Roundabout.
Tregoss Roundabout and the Trezaise Roundabout.
Chapel Road and Fuller Tree Close in Roche.
Next to the old A30, just past the northern end of the Proposed Development, in Victoria.

Heritage

Tourists

Cyclists, dog walkers, pedestrians, equestrians.

Recreational

Cyclists, dog walkers, pedestrians, equestrians.

On-site users

Commercial, construction and maintenance.

PRoWs

PRoWs; Footpath 412/3/1, Bridleway 412/5/1, Cornish Way Multi-use Trail - On Road,
Footpath 412/14/1, Footpath 412/27/1, Footpath 412/16/1, Footpath 412/17/1, Footpath
412/17/3, Footpath 412/21/3, Footpath 412/20/1, Footpath 412/22/1, Footpath 412/19/2,
Footpath 424/9/1, Footpath 424/8/1, Footpath 424/10/1.

Designated
buildings

40 heritage assets within the 100m corridor are rated as local significance (low heritage
value). These include china clay workings, deep mining, field systems, long-established
route-ways and boundary stones and evidence for medieval and post-medieval settlement.
One scheduled monument located within the 100m corridor; a barrow south of Treranke
Cottages, one of three at the eastern end of Tregoss Moor under the same schedule.
One listed building; the Milestone at Stenalees, listed at Grade II.

16.37 To establish whether combined effects are likely, receptor types have been assessed against each of the
disciplines within the technical chapters of the ES (chapters 5-15) to establish whether any combined
effects are likely. Table 16-3 below shows the results for potentially combined effects for both the
construction and operational phase.
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Table 16-3: Possible combined effects on receptor types
Receptor Type
Ecological

Air

Noise

Designations

x

x

Rivers

x

Protected
species

x

Heritage

x

Visual

Habitat

Geology

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Groundwater

Human

Heritage

x

Water People

Waste

Climate
change

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Surface water

x

Residential

x

x

x

x

Road users

x

x

x

x

Tourists

x

x

Recreational

x

On-site users

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

PRoWs

x

x

Designated
buildings

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

16.38 As demonstrated in the tables above, the disciplines that have the greatest effects on receptors are air,
noise and visual. These have been assessed on each group of receptors in further detail below, in order to
establish whether they are likely to result in cumulative effects on the identified receptors.
16.39 Table 16-4 below identifies the likely cumulative effects on these grouped receptors and provides a
description of effects likely to be experienced in-combination.

Table 16-4: Likelihood of cumulative effects
Receptor Type
Ecological

Construction phase
Ecological receptors could experience cumulative effects from potential combined impacts of noise, dust
and visual disturbance during construction works. This could result in habitat disturbance and vegetation
degradation.
Potential combined impacts would however be short-duration and temporary in nature.
Through implementation of standard and additional mitigation measures set out within the CEMP, impacts
can be minimised.
For these reasons, cumulative effects on ecological receptors are considered to be minor adverse.

Human

Human receptors could experience cumulative effects from potential combined impacts of noise, dust and
visual disturbance during construction works. This could result in increased levels of annoyance and stress.
Potential combined impacts would however be short-duration and temporary in nature.
Through implementation of standard and additional mitigation measures set out within the CEMP, impacts
can be minimised.
For these reasons, cumulative effects on human receptors are considered to be minor adverse.
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Receptor Type
Heritage

Construction phase
Heritage receptors could experience cumulative effects from potential combined impacts of dust and visual
disturbance during construction works. This could result in damage to the assets.
Through implementation of standard and additional mitigation measures set out within the CEMP, impacts
can be minimised.
For these reasons, cumulative effects on heritage receptors are considered to be minor adverse.

Inter-developmental cumulative effects
16.40 The following section reports those developments considered likely to result in a cumulative effect
together with the Proposed Development. The developments included within this assessment are reported
within the technical chapters of this ES and have been summarised in the following table (16-5), by
discipline.

Table 16-5: Summary of Potential Inter-developmental Cumulative Effects

Discipline

Developments

Potential Combined Effects
Construction phase

Operational phase

Air quality

Traffic flows.

No effects are predicted.

No effects are predicted.

Noise

Traffic flows.

No effects are predicted.

No effects are predicted.

Heritage

All intra-projects

Heritage receptors could
experience intra-project
cumulative effects from
potential combined impacts
of dust and visual
disturbance during
construction works.

No effects are predicted.

Landscape

PA18/03255 Land north of
Harmony Road, Roche
(circa 150 dwellings).

Landscape impacts:
The development would be located within CA 20 Mid
Cornwall Moors as defined in the Cornwall Landscape
Character Assessment. The introduction of a new
residential estate on the north western edge of Roche
would alter the predicted landscape impact of the
Proposed Development. The effect of the combined
developments will cause changes to the fabric of the
landscape, through the introduction of dwellings replacing
areas of pasture with development.
Visual impacts:
The development would be located on the north west side
of Roche and there would be views of this and the
Proposed Development. Additionally, visual receptors in
the wider landscape would have views that include both
the development and the Proposed Development.

PA14/12186 Proposed
Carclaze Eco Community.

Landscape impacts: The development would be located
within CA 17 St Austell Or Hensbarrow China Clay Area as
defined in the Cornwall Landscape Character Assessment.
The introduction of a new residential estate on to the south
of Stenalees would alter the predicted landscape impact of
the Proposed Development. The effect of the combined
developments will cause major changes to the fabric of the
landscape, through the introduction of the carriageway,
Stenalees Roundabout and earthworks alongside
residential dwellings and associated infrastructure.
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Discipline

Developments

Potential Combined Effects
Construction phase

Operational phase

Habitats

PA18/03255 Land north of
Harmony Road, Roche and
PA14/12186 Carclaze Eco
Community.

In relation to habitats and biodiversity the only cumulative
effects anticipated relate to direct habitat loss. Of the
cumulative schemes two are located within the Proposed
Development boundary; these are PA18/03255 Land north
of Harmony Road, Roche and PA14/12186 Carclaze Eco
Community. Both of these developments are located
partially within the Proposed Development boundary and
only require minimal land take of low value habitats.
Therefore, no significant cumulative effects are anticipated
in relation to habitats and biodiversity for the Proposed
Development.

Geology

Proposed residential
development on land north
of Harmony Road, Roche.

Contaminated dust or
infiltration through impacted
soil into groundwater or via
runoff into surface water
features, due to disturbance
of soils.

Proposed Carclaze ecocommunity.

No effects are predicted.

Effects would only be
recognised should the
construction phase of the
development take place at
the same time.

Mitigation measures

Industry practice
guidance and
measures to manage
and control these
potential effects and
reduce the magnitude
and significance of
effects to a minimum.

Cumulative effects are
predicted to be minor or not
significant.
Carluddon Technology Park. No effects are predicted.

No effects are predicted.

Nansledan extension to
Newquay.
Newquay Airport: Aerohub
Enterprise Zone.
Anticipated growth for
Newquay, St Austell and
Bodmin.
Water

No effects are predicted.

No effects are predicted.

People

No effects are predicted.

No effects are predicted.

Waste

No effects are predicted.

No effects are predicted.

Land north of Harmony
Road, Roche.
Carclaze Eco Community.
Carluddon Technology Park.
Nansledan extension to
Newquay; Newquay Airport.
Anticipated growth for
Newquay, St Austell and
Bodmin.
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Conclusion
Intra-project cumulative effects
16.41 Based on table Tables 16-3 and 16-4, although some minor adverse effects, these are not significant and
will be for the most part experienced for short periods during the construction phase, intra-project (incombination) effects are not anticipated to be significant during construction or operation of the Proposed
Development.
16.42 It is possible that ecological and human receptors will experience intra-project cumulative effects during
the construction phase, principally effects associated with air, dust, noise and visual. However, these
effects are expected to be short-term and temporary in nature. Therefore, through implementation of
standard and additional mitigation measures outlined in a Construction Environmental Management Plan,
cumulative effects are considered to be minor adverse.
16.43 With regard to beneficial cumulative effects, human receptors in Roche, will likely benefit from improved
air and noise conditions due to a decrease in HGV movements through Roche. This, combined with
improved visual effects and connectivity, is expected to result in an overall Moderate Beneficial
cumulative effect, which is significant in EIA terms.

Inter-developmental cumulative effects
Construction phase
16.44 As shown in Table 16-5, there are two developments that have the potential to contribute to interdevelopmental cumulative effects; a residential development at the northern extent of the Proposed
Development and an eco-community at the southern extent of the Proposed Development. The potential
Inter-developmental cumulative effects are contaminated dust or infiltration due to soil disturbance.
However, these effects would only become significant if the construction works of the two planned
developments and the Proposed Development take place simultaneously. For this reason, these potential
cumulative effects are considered not significant. In the worst-case scenario, that the construction works
take place simultaneously, construction activities will be well controlled through implementation of the
mitigation measures described in Table 16-5, as well as standard mitigation outlined in the CEMP, and in
this scenario the cumulative effects would be considered minor adverse.

Operational Phase
16.45 Based on the assessments conducted by the technical disciplines as shown in Table 16-5 no significant
inter-developmental environmental effects are predicted for the operational phase of the Proposed
Development.
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17. Summary of Mitigation
Introduction
17.1

IEMA’s Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Guide to Delivering Quality Development defines three
sets of mitigation measures which would need to be considered in the assessment of likely significant
effects. These are Primary, Secondary and Tertiary mitigation.

17.2

Primary mitigation measures include modifications to the location or design of the Proposed Development
made during the pre-application phase that are an inherent part of the project and do not require
additional action to be taken.

17.3

Secondary mitigation measures: these include actions that will require further activity in order to achieve
the anticipated outcome. These may be imposed as part of the planning consent, or through inclusion in
the ES.

17.4

Tertiary mitigation measures: these include actions that would occur with or without input from the EIA
feeding into the design process. These include actions that will be undertaken to meet other existing
legislative or planning requirements, or actions that are considered to be standard practices used to
manage commonly occurring environmental effects.

17.5

Each of the technical chapters of this ES (Chapters 5 - 15) and ES Volume II: Outline CEMP, have
identified mitigation measures that are either embedded within the design of the Proposed Development
(‘primary mitigation’), considered as standard practice (‘tertiary mitigation’), or are deemed necessary
above and beyond the standard approach (‘secondary mitigation’). Primary and tertiary mitigation
measures have been identified in the Environmental Design and Management section. Full details of the
mitigation measures for the Proposed Development have been provided within the relevant technical
chapters. However, a summary of these mitigation measures are identified within Table 17-1 for the
contruction phase and Table-17-2 for the operational phase.
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Table 17-1: Summary of Construction Mitigation Measures

AIR QUALITY
STANDARD/EMBEDDED MITIGATION MEASURES
Dust management.

Develop and implement a series of dust management measures and monitoring measures. The level of
detail should include as a minimum the measures set out in this table. Monitoring may include monitoring of
dust deposition, dust flux, real-time PM10 continuous monitoring and / or visual inspections.

Tertiary

Monitoring
Undertake site and off-site inspections, where receptors are nearby to monitor dust, record inspection
results, and make the log available to the local authority etc. when asked. This should include regular dust
soiling checks of surfaces such as street furniture, cars and window sills within 100m of site boundary

Tertiary

Preparing and Maintaining the Site
Keep site fencing, barriers and scaffolding clean using wet methods where there is the risk of dust
accumulation.

Tertiary

Remove materials that have the potential to produce dust from site as soon as possible, unless being reused on-site. If they are being re-used on-site, cover.

Tertiary

Fully enclose site or specific operations where there is a high potential for dust production and the site is
active for an extensive period.

Tertiary

Cover, seed or fence stockpiles to prevent wind whipping where appropriate.

Tertiary

Operating Vehicle/ Machinery and Sustainable Travel
Impose and signpost a maximum-speed-limit on surfaced and on un-surfaced haul roads and work areas.

Tertiary

Ensure all vehicles switch off engines when stationary - no idling vehicles.

Tertiary

Ensure all vehicles and plant are maintained as per their specifications.

Tertiary

Use fuel equivalent to ultra-low sulphur diesel (ULSD) for all construction plant, where possible.

Tertiary

Operations
Adhere to all relevant air quality health and safety protocols.
Ensure equipment is readily available on-site to clean any dry spillages and clean up spillages as soon as
reasonably practicable after an event, using wet cleaning methods.
Measures specific to Operate surfacing equipment (e.g. planer) only with manufacturer dust abatement measures in place.
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surfacing works
Avoid scabbling (roughening of concrete surfaces) if possible.
Measures specific to
Use water-assisted dust sweeper(s) on access and local roads, to remove, as necessary, any material
construction
tracked out of the site. This may require the sweeper being continuously in use.
Avoid dry sweeping of large areas.
Ensure loads on vehicles entering and leaving sites are covered to prevent escape of materials during
Measures specific to transport.
track out
Record all inspections of haul routes and any subsequent action in a site log book.
Implement a wheel washing system (with rumble grids to dislodge accumulated dust and mud prior to
leaving the site) where reasonably practicable.

Tertiary
Tertiary
Tertiary
Tertiary
Tertiary
Tertiary

ADDITIONAL MITIGATION MEASURES
Implement appropriate mechanisms to communicate with local residents would be set up to highlight
potential periods of disruption (e.g. web-based, newsletters, newspapers, radio announcements etc.). An
information web-page would be provided and kept up-to-date on the Cornwall Council or Project
Management website to reflect construction and community liaison requirements. It is envisaged that the
web-page would provide up-to-date information on the progress of the construction works, areas affected by Secondary
construction, mitigation in place to reduce adverse effects, information regarding planned construction works
Mitigation for all
sites: communication (including any proposed works outside normal hours) and works recently completed. The communication
strategy would minimise the likelihood of complaints. Residents would be provided with a point of contact for
any queries or complaints.
Display the name and contact details of person(s) accountable for air quality and dust issues on the
construction site boundaries. This may be the environment manager/ engineer or the site manager.

Secondary

Display the head or regional office contact information.

Secondary

Site Management
Record all dust and air quality complaints, identify cause(s), take appropriate measures to reduce emissions
in a timely manner and record the measures taken.
Make the complaints log available to the local authority etc. as soon as reasonably practicable.
Mitigation for all site: Record any exceptional incidents that cause dust and/ or air emissions, either on-site or offsite, and the
dust management
action taken to resolve the situation in the log book.
Hold regular liaison meetings with other high-risk construction sites within 500m of the site boundary, to
ensure plans are co-ordinated and dust and particulate matter emissions are minimised. In particular, it is
important to understand the interactions of the offsite transport/ deliveries which might be using the same
strategic road network routes.
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Monitoring
Carry out regular site inspections to monitor the effectiveness of mitigation measures, record inspection
results, and make an inspection log available to the local authority etc. promptly upon request.

Secondary

Increase the frequency of site inspections by the person accountable for air quality and dust issues on-site
when activities with a high potential to produce dust are being carried out and during prolonged dry or windy
conditions.

Secondary

Undertake dust deposition, dust flux, or real-time PM10 monitoring if required. Wherever possible
commence baseline monitoring at least three months before work commences on-site or, if it is a large site,
before work on a phase commences.

Secondary

Preparing and Maintaining the Site
Plan site layout so that machinery and dust causing activities are located away from receptors, as far as is
possible.

Secondary

Avoid site runoff of water or mud where possible through bunding/sediment capture techniques.

Secondary

Operating Vehicle/ Machinery and Sustainable Travel
Avoid the use of diesel or petrol-powered generators and use mains electricity or battery powered
equipment where practicable.

Secondary

Manage the sustainable delivery of goods and materials through careful programming of delivery.

Secondary

Implement a travel plan that supports and encourages sustainable travel (e.g. public transport, cycling,
walking, and car-sharing).

Secondary

Operations
Only use cutting, grinding or sawing equipment fitted or in conjunction with suitable dust suppression
techniques such as water sprays or local extraction (e.g. suitable local exhaust ventilation systems).

Secondary

Ensure an adequate water supply on the site for effective dust/ particulate matter suppression/ mitigation,
using non-potable water where possible and appropriate.

Secondary

Use enclosed chutes and conveyors and covered skips where appropriate.

Secondary

Minimise drop heights from conveyors, loading shovels, hoppers and other loading or handling equipment
and use fine water sprays on such equipment wherever appropriate.

Secondary

Waste Management
Avoid bonfires and burning of waste materials.
Ensure effective water suppression is used during demolition operations. Hand held sprays are more
Measures specific to
effective than hoses attached to equipment as the water can be directed to where it is needed. In addition,
demolition
high volume water suppression systems, manually controlled, can produce fine water droplets that
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effectively bring the dust particles to the ground.
Comply with measures set out in any Asbestos Management Plan.
Re-vegetate earthworks batters and exposed areas/ soil stockpiles to stabilise surfaces as soon as
Measures specific to
practicable.
earthworks
Only remove the cover in small areas during work and not all at once if practicable.
Ensure bulk cement and other fine powder materials are delivered in enclosed tankers and stored in silos
Measures specific to with suitable emission control systems to prevent escape of material and overfilling during delivery.
construction
For smaller supplies of fine powder materials, ensure bags are sealed after use and stored appropriately to
prevent dust.
Maintain and inspect on-site haul routes for integrity and operate a programme of routing maintenance and
where necessary carry out repairs to the surface as soon as reasonably practicable.
Install hard surfaced haul routes if possible, which are regularly damped down with fixed or mobile sprinkler
Measures specific to systems, or mobile water bowsers and are regularly cleaned.
track out
Ensure there is an adequate area of hard surfaced road between the wheel wash facility and the site exit,
wherever site size and layout permits.

Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary

Clean the vehicle bodies in addition to wheels in locations without hard standing.

Secondary

Locate access gates at least 10m from receptors where possible.

Secondary

NOISE AND VIBRATION
STANDARD/EMBEDDED MITIGATION MEASURES

Reduce Noise and
Vibration Impact of
Construction
Activities.

Fit vehicles and mechanical plant used for the purpose of the works with effective exhaust silencers and low
vibration equipment where possible. Maintain them in good and efficient working order and operate them in
such a manner as to minimise noise emissions. The Principal Contractor would ensure that all plant
complies with the relevant statutory requirements.

Tertiary

Conduct a review of construction programme and methodology to consider low noise/low vibration methods
(including non-vibratory compaction plant where required).

Tertiary

Minimise noise disturbance by selecting the optimal location of equipment on-site.

Primary

Use less intrusive alarms, such as broadband vehicle reversing warnings, if possible

Tertiary

Comply with the agreed working hours, as recommended by Cornwall Council.
No start-up or shut down of vibratory plant e.g. rollers or compactors, within 50m of receptors where
possible.
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Appoint a Community Relations Manager (CRM) responsible for leading engagement with affected
communities.

Tertiary

Place material excavated from the Proposed Development and stockpiles to provide screening of noise from
Primary
the works to nearby receptors during construction where feasible.
Shut down or throttle back machines used intermittently, when not in use.

Tertiary

Fit compressors and static plant with properly lined and sealed acoustic covers which are kept closed
whenever in use. Fit pneumatic percussive tools with mufflers or silencers of the type recommended by the
manufacturers.

Tertiary

Use equipment which breaks concrete, brickwork or masonry by bending, bursting or ‘nibbling’, in
preference to percussive tools. Avoid the use of impact tools where the Site is close to occupied premises.

Tertiary

Use rotary drills and bursters activated by hydraulic, chemical or electrical power for excavating hard or
extrusive material.

Tertiary

Maintain plant in good working order so that extraneous noise from mechanical vibration, creaking and
squeaking is kept to a minimum.

Tertiary

House noise emitting machinery which is required to run continuously in a suitable acoustically lined
enclosure.

Tertiary

Adopt time slots for deliveries to ensure that convoys of vehicles do not arrive simultaneously and avoid
unnecessary idling on-Site.

Tertiary

Implement strict control on preventing temporary parking on kerbsides in the vicinity of noise sensitive
receptors near the Site.

Primary

Use sufficient clear signage to ensure that construction vehicles use only designated routes.

Primary

Record Site reviews and record any remedial actions.

Tertiary

Use a vertical alignment which sets the route within cuttings where possible.

Primary

Maximise the use of earthworks as noise bunds where appropriate.

Primary

Use a thin surfacing system, which results in lower levels of noise generation than a standard hot rolled
asphalt surface (although expected speeds on the link road suggest that the effectiveness of this measure
will be somewhat reduced compared to its impact on a high-speed road).

Primary

Include noise barriers and Cornish hedges.

Primary

On occasions, night work will be required in agreement with the LA.

Primary

Provide enhanced noise insulation on the exposed façade of certain adversely affected residential
properties.

Primary
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CULTURAL HERITAGE
STANDARD/EMBEDDED MITIGATION MEASURES
The protection of the Relocate the milestone 16 m to the west of its existing location.
milestone at
SX200566

Primary

Ensuring the
protection of
archaeology

Primary

Undertake archaeological excavation within areas of archaeological significance as identified by the
Geophysical Survey and in agreement with the local planning authority in advance of construction.
An archaeological watching brief may be required during initial groundworks construction.

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL
STANDARD/EMBEDDED MITIGATION MEASURES

Prevent disturbance
to habitats whilst
enhancing
landscape.

Locate the topsoil and construction compound away from high sensitivity areas.

Primary

Use sensitively coloured hoardings to mitigate against the introduction of anomalous or highly prominent
features.

Primary

Protect intact Cornish hedge banks and implement tree root protection fencing for all retained and trees.

Primary

Enclose the main contractor compound with topsoil/subsoil storage so as to soften views from within the
surrounding landscape.

Primary

Ensure soil structures are protected where land would be used temporarily, such as for compounds, haul
roads, re-grading areas, etc. so that when it is returned to the existing land use, it is in a suitable condition
for reuse.

Primary

Implement the CEMP.

Tertiary

Safeguard agriculture, heathland and woodland area soils so that they go back to the same characteristic
areas.

Primary

Where changes in landform are visible from outside the scheme, mitigate these areas where practicable to
shallower gradients that reflect existing landscape character.

Primary

ADDITIONAL MITIGATION MEASURES
Prevent disturbance
to habitats whilst
enhancing
landscape.

Render temporary construction buildings, fencing and facilities in tonal colours to reflect the landscape as
well as screened in part by solid hoardings where possible.
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HABITATS AND BIODIVERSITY
STANDARD/EMBEDDED MITIGATION MEASURES
Prior to site clearance, a suitably qualified ecologist is to undertake preconstruction protected species
surveys to confirm absence of roosting bats, nesting birds and non-native species.

Tertiary

Locate works compounds, access tracks and other construction activities away from sensitive habitats to
minimise disturbance.

Primary

In the event that bats or signs of bats are found during construction, cease works immediately.

Tertiary

Fence off sensitive habitats to prevent access to retained important habitats, to protect the habitat and avoid
accidental damage or species mortality. This would include areas to which species have been temporarily
Primary
displaced.

Reduce disturbance
to wildlife.

Do not directly illuminate potential roost sites (near retained mature trees).

Primary

Do not install lighting that would illuminate important biodiversity features.

Primary

Do not use reflective surfaces under lights.

Primary

Minimise the spread of light at, or near horizontal and ensure that only the task area is lit.

Primary

Limit the times that lights are on to provide some dark periods.

Primary

Follow mitigation measures outlined in CEMP; use of mammal tunnels and mammal ledges; mammal
fencing

Primary

Use exclusion areas and other protection as appropriate around sensitive, protected or notable features
including all vegetation to be retained, such as trees, woodland and hedgerows; mitigation areas or features
for wildlife and any temporarily required areas, such as bird nesting sites.

Primary

Develop a non-native and invasive species management plan.

Tertiary

Ensure Natural England licences (including dormouse) and associated working practices are set out,
communicated to staff, implemented and reported.

Tertiary

Include measures to maintain wildlife dispersal corridors across the Proposed Development, using culverts,
structural planting, retention of habitat and retention of dark corridors along sensitive habitat.

Primary

Create a schedule for pre-construction ecological surveys.

Tertiary

Contract an Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoW).
Provide details for exclusion of badgers under licence from Natural England. As none of the setts identified
as requiring closure as part of the Proposed Development are main setts; the creation of any artificial setts
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would not be required.
Implement dust suppression measures to limit the impact on sensitive habitats.

Tertiary

GEOLOGY, SOILS AND CONTAMINATED LAND
STANDARD/EMBEDDED MITIGATION MEASURES

Manage oil and
chemical usage /
storage

Prevent
contaminated land

Material
management

Implement appropriate storage and handling measures for all hydrocarbon fuels and lubricating oils,
including the use of bunded storage areas, double-skinned storage tanks and/ or impermeable surfacing.
Lock fuel containers and provide a regularly updated inventory of a designated secure COSHH store for all
other chemicals.

Tertiary

Use drip trays for static plant and designated refuelling areas for mobile plant.

Tertiary

Implement appropriate contingency measures, including the use of spillage kits, to mitigate the impact of
such spillages on the surface and groundwater regimes.

Tertiary

Provide appropriate personnel awareness training of the potential environmental implications of all enabling
works, demolition and construction work on-site and existing sensitivities (including nearby watercourses).

Tertiary

Follow EA guidance on the assessment of risks from potentially contaminated land, on a site-specific basis
in line with Contaminated Land Report 11.

Tertiary

Stop work in the vicinity of any previously unidentified contamination encountered, until the nature and
concentration of the contaminant(s) are determined and appropriate risk control measures implemented.

Tertiary

Mitigate the impact on human health of construction works when coming into contact with potentially
contaminated soils and groundwater during construction.

Tertiary

Designate buried services, including potable water pipes and concrete required for the Proposed
Development, to withstand identified ground conditions using appropriate construction materials to prevent
degradation.

Primary

If remediation is carried out, prepare a Verification Report to document how the Remediation Strategy was
complied.

Tertiary

With careful handling, stockpiling and selection under a suitable Materials Management Plan (MMP), reuse
spoil generated from construction on-site to reduce loss and exportation of soils from the Application Site.

Tertiary

Use offsite disposal for some arisings, such as tars from the existing road. These would be subject to
legislative and regulatory control implemented through the CEMP and MMP.

Tertiary

Minimise potential effects on soils during the construction activities by following DEFRA guidance,
Construction Code of Practice for the Sustainable Use of Soils on Construction Sites.

Tertiary

Store all excavated soils at a minimum distance of 10m from any water course and store any material which
is identified as being contaminated on an impermeable surface and covered to avoid leachate generation

Primary
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and potential migration to surface wasters.
Do not undertake construction works that could lead to sediment erosion in extreme wet weather, especially
former mining works which could increase the risk of flooding.

Tertiary

Provide dewatering for cuttings / excavations. Treat water removed from the excavations to remove any silt
and preventing the passage of silt into local water courses. If there was a requirement to discharge treated
water to surface water, then acquire a discharge permit from the EA prior to undertaking such operations
during the construction phase.

Tertiary

Dust mitigation

Measures for controlling dust from the construction operations are detailed in a CEMP. This includes
measures such as dampening down and correct personal protective equipment - in particular, dust
generation from former mine workings. Control dampening down so that no leachate is generated as
outlined above.

Tertiary

Soil aggressivity

Assess concrete classification for the study area and design it in accordance with the approach outlined in
BRE SD1.

Tertiary

ADDITIONAL MITIGATION MEASURES

Reduce risks to
geology, soil and
contaminated land.

Implement potential remediation of impacted soil and/or water as included in a Remediation Strategy for
contamination identified during detailed GI or during construction.

Secondary

Incorporate Site investigation elements not included in the initial GI into the assessment of risks from
potentially contaminated land. These elements include; an assessment of the present NORM, soil analysis
of asbestos in made ground and potential analysis of fertilisers, pesticides, herbicides and organic and
biological contaminants including anthrax, groundwater analysis and the monitoring of boreholes for
hazardous ground gases and vapours.

Secondary

Consider the potential presence of NORM for the disposal of former china clay extraction infrastructure.

Secondary

Monitor the impact to the ecological designations, which are discussed in Chapter 9: Habitats and
Biodiversity of this ES.

Secondary

ROAD DRAINAGE AND THE WATER ENVIRONMENT
STANDARD/EMBEDDED MITIGATION MEASURES

Minimise Sediment
in Runoff into
Sewers.

Monitor weather forecasts on a monthly, weekly and daily basis, and plan works accordingly.

Tertiary

Keep site clearance and areas of bare earth to a minimum, and re-seeded or covered by a geotextile as
soon as practically possible.

Tertiary

Ensure there is no washing out of delivery vehicles taking place on-site without suitable provision for the
washing out of water and provision of a suitable location that is lined with a geotextile to prevent infiltration to Tertiary
ground. Do not allow such washing to flow into any drain and ensures the CEMP contains a methodology for
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dealing with any washing out water, or wheel wash water, including use of sediment traps.

Prevent Leaks and
Spillages of
Containments into
Sewers and
Groundwater.

Enforce The Pollution Control Plan from the first day of construction works through to the end of all works
on-site, 24 hours per day, seven days per week.

Tertiary

Store fuel and chemicals in accordance with The Control of Pollution (Oil Storage) (England) Regulations
2001 (GPP2 and GPP8 and particular care will be taken with the delivery and use of concrete and cement
as it is highly corrosive and alkaline.

Tertiary

Make spill kits available on-site, regularly checked and topped up, and provide appropriate training given to
employees in their use.

Tertiary

Where water needs to be removed from excavations, ensure it is suitably treated (e.g. settlement to remove
suspended solids) and transported the minimum practical distance before discharged to a suitable water
body or sewer under the appropriate consents or otherwise pumped to a tanker for off-site disposal at an
appropriate licenced waste facility.

Tertiary

For the new outfalls, use pre-fabricated concrete headwalls where possible to avoid the need for pouring wet
concrete close to the watercourse, and minimise the number of new outfalls. When new outfalls are needed Primary
to accommodate road drainage, ensure they are constructed in the same structure as those for land runoff.

There will be no
pumping or
discharges (e.g. of
displaced ground or
surface water) to
controlled waters
without a Water
Activity Permit (i.e.
Discharge Consent)
obtained from the
Environment Agency
(unless the water is
confirmed with the
Environment Agency
as clean or an
exception applies).

Ensure plant nappies and drip trays are utilised as appropriate.

Primary

In order to prevent water pollution resulting from spillages of foul waste water generated by on site welfare
facilities, ensure they are managed either by connection to the local mains or stored in a suitable system
and regularly emptied for off-site disposal by a specialist contractor.

Tertiary

Ensure there are no pumping or discharges (e.g. of displaced ground or surface water) to controlled waters
without a Water Activity Permit (i.e. Discharge Consent) obtained from the Environment Agency (unless the
water is confirmed with the Environment Agency as clean or an exception applies).

Tertiary

Obtain temporary and permanent consents from the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) for works affecting
Ordinary Watercourses by the design team or the Principal Contractor as appropriate and in advance of any
such works.
Tertiary
Obtain permission in the form of an abstraction licence and (if required) a permit from the Environment
Agency for draining the pond at Dimension Stone Quarry and discharging the water to a nearby watercourse
or to ground.
No pumping into surface water drains or combined sewer without the permission of the statutory undertaker
(South West Water).

Tertiary

Identify and cover up any surface water land drains or existing road gullies present on the Site during the
construction process, to ensure construction site runoff or any accidental spillages cannot enter the drainage Primary
system without appropriate treatment.
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Prevent flooding.

Produce an Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan, including actions to be taken in the event of
forecast heavy rainfall and potential flooding. Implement a ‘spill’ response plan in the event of an
environmental incident.

Tertiary

Keep floodplain working to a minimum; locate temporary land-take required for construction out of the flood
plain as far as reasonably practicable or make allowances for floodplain control measures. Should
construction work impede on the floodplain, consider temporary floodplain compensation to minimise net
loss of floodplain storage.

Tertiary

The Contractor to sign up to Environment Agency flood warning alerts and describe in the Pollution Control
Plan the actions it would take in the event of a possible flood event. These actions would be hierarchal
meaning that as the risk increases, the Contractor would implement more stringent protection measures. All
necessary health and safety protocols will be adhered to in the event of a flood.

Tertiary

Produce a programme of pre-construction water quality monitoring to augment existing data and to provide a
Tertiary
robust baseline against which changes in water quality during construction works can be compared.

Water quality
monitoring.

Manage the risk from groundwater flooding accordingly through appropriate working practices and put
adequate plans and equipment in place for de-watering, to ensure safe dry working environments and safe
working in confined spaces (such as the provision of escape routes and banksman to monitor works).

Tertiary

Undertake further water quality monitoring to ensure that mitigation measures are operating as planned and
preventing pollution.

Tertiary

Continue to verify that the works have been completed without adversely affecting water quality, postcompletion of the works water quality monitoring.

Tertiary

Identify maintenance regime for ponds, culverts and road drainage networks to reduce residual risk from
failure or improper function of the drainage system due to blockages.

Primary

PEOPLE AND COMMUNITIES
STANDARD/EMBEDDED MITIGATION MEASURES

Prevent or minimise
disruption to people

Provide temporary footpath diversions during construction activities.

Primary

Limit road closures for routes intersecting with the Proposed Development during construction.

Primary

Maintain access to private assets during construction activities.

Primary

Use temporary close-boarded fencing to shield sensitive areas from lighting if required.

Primary

Comply with agreed working hours, as recommended by Cornwall Council.

Primary

Provide additional NMU facilities and crossing points, where relevant, to maintain the use of existing public
rights of way.

Primary
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MATERIALS AND WASTE
STANDARD/EMBEDDED MITIGATION MEASURES
Minimise the
production of waste.

Minimise quantities
of waste requiring
disposal.

Minimise likelihood
of localised impacts
of waste on the
surrounding
environment.

Prior to works commencing, produce a Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP).

Tertiary

Make agreements with material suppliers to reduce the amount of packaging or to participate in a packaging
take-back scheme.

Tertiary

Implement a ‘just-in-time’ material delivery system to avoid material resources being stockpiled, which
increases the risk of their damage and disposal as waste.

Tertiary

Pay attention to material resource quantity requirements to avoid over-ordering and generation of waste
material resources. Materials will be sourced locally wherever possible.

Tertiary

Re-use material resources wherever feasible, e.g. re-use of excavated soil for landscaping. Concrete would
be taken off-site for crushing and re-use.

Primary

Segregate waste at source where practical.

Tertiary

Re-use and recycle material resources off-site where re-use on-site is not practical (e.g. through use of an
off-site waste segregation facility and re-sale for direct re-use or re-processing).

Tertiary

Damp down surfaces during spells of dry weather and brush/water spray heavily used hard surfaces/access
points across the site as required.

Tertiary

Carry out off-site prefabrication, where practical.

Primary

Do not permit the burning of waste or unwanted material resources on-site.

Tertiary

Properly seal all hazardous material resources including chemicals, cleaning agents, solvents and solvent
containing products in sealed containers at the end of each day, prior to storage in appropriately protected
and bunded storage areas.

Tertiary

Ensure all demolition and construction workers use appropriate Personal Protective Equipment whilst
performing activities on-site.

Tertiary

Test any waste effluent and where necessary, dispose of at the correctly licensed facility by a licensed
specialist contractor/s.

Tertiary

Ensure materials requiring removal are transported, using licensed carriers and records are kept, detailing
the types and quantities of waste moved and the destinations of this waste, in accordance with the relevant
regulations.

Tertiary
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CLIMATE CHANGE
STANDARD/EMBEDDED MITIGATION MEASURES

Reduce GHG
emissions.

Develop the design to optimise the cut/fill balance to minimise the need to import/export material.

Primary

Prepare a Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) and ensure this CEMP includes a Site
Waste Management Plan.

Tertiary

Prevent and design out waste arisings where possible.

Primary

Take opportunities to re-use material resources where practicable.

Primary

Consider opportunities to support the circular economy.

Tertiary

Design to adhere to Department for Transport which has embedded climate change mitigation.

Primary

Design drainage to Cornwall council drainage guidelines (1 in 100 event plus 40% for climate change).

Primary
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Table 17-2: Summary of Operational Mitigation Measures

NOISE AND VIBRATION
MITIGATION MEASURES
Implement a vertical alignment which sets the route within cuttings where possible.

Primary

Maximise the use of earthworks as noise bunds where appropriate.

Primary

Use thin surfacing system, which results in lower levels of noise generation than a standard hot rolled
Minimise operational
asphalt surface (although expected speeds on the link road suggest that the effectiveness of this measure
noise and vibration
would be somewhat reduced compared to its impact on a high-speed road).
impacts.
Include noise barriers and Cornish hedges.
Provide enhanced noise insulation on the exposed façade of certain adversely affected residential
properties.

Primary
Primary
Primary

CULTURAL HERITAGE
MITIGATION MEASURES
Minimise operational Install noise barriers
noise and vibration
impacts to the
Coldvreath Mill
(Grade II, NHLE
1144195).

Primary

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL
MITIGATION MEASURES

Prevent disturbance
to habitats whilst
enhancing
landscape.
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No lighting on elevated sections of the downs.

Primary

Reconfigure downgraded sections of road to match the existing locations landscape character.

Primary

New woodland planting to sections between Harmony, Tregoss and Trezaise roundabouts, to provide
enhanced visual screening for Roche and Trezaise residents.

Primary

Implement mitigation planting at all elevated sections of the Proposed Development, including: junctions,
under-bridges and embankments.

Primary

Implement sympathetic re-grading of landscape earthworks to sympathetically integrate those within the

Primary
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existing landform in combination with some areas of cutting.
Implement single message signs rather than overhead gantries across the carriageway.

Primary

Return downgraded redundant sections of the B3274 to the proximate surrounding landscape character
aesthetic, subject to any required access for statutory bodies etc

Primary

Replacement planting around the new attenuation basins as landscape features and biodiversity
enhancements.

Primary

Cornish hedge to provide visual screening, biodiversity enhancement and aid scheme integration.

Primary

Advanced planting where practicable for accelerated site integration and visual screening.

Primary

Landscape mitigation plan to coincide with noise plan (where practicable) e.g. Cornish hedge banks to
provide auditory, anti-dazzle and visual screening.

Primary

Heathland planting to enhance the landscape character of Hensbarrow Downs and extending its range
towards Stenalees through the eradication of invasive species located in the south of the scheme.

Primary

The use of species rich grassland reflecting the surrounding landscape character adjacent to Goss Moor
NNR.

Primary

The development of locally distinctive planting palettes produced jointly with the Eden Project.

Primary

HABITATS AND BIODVIERSITY
MITIGATION MEASURES

Reduce disturbance
to wildlife.

Pollution prevention measures outlined in CEMP
Planting to guide species up and over the road
Habitat creation
Mammal tunnels and mammal ledges
Mammal fencing

Primary

GEOLOGY, SOILS AND CONTAMINATED LAND
MITIGATION MEASURES

Prevent
contaminated land

Determine mitigation measures following the preliminary GI in the early stages and detailed geoenvironmental investigation under the requirements stated within BS 10175:2011+A1:2013 and the
generic/detailed risk assessment procedures, with remediation options appraisal and strategies in
accordance with CLR11.

Tertiary

Mitigate potential effects on soils and controlled waters from the long-term operations of the Proposed
Development through compliance with relevant environmental pollution control measures and
Tertiary
implementation of best design practices, for example, construction and maintenance of hardcover and cover
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systems.
Prevent spills or
accidents.

Set emergency procedures/plans in place for all spills and incidents.

Tertiary

ROAD DRAINAGE AND THE WATER ENVIRONMENT
MITIGATION MEASURES
Prevent flooding.

Maintain
Groundwater Flow
and Quality.

Minimise Sediment
in Runoff into
Sewers.

Introduce new areas of hard standing and soft landscaping that would generate increased surface water
runoff that would need to be managed to prevent flooding and control any pollution risk to receiving
watercourses. Planting will be maintained to increase biological flood alleviation.

Primary

Create new structures, embankments and cuttings alter existing surface and groundwater flow pathways.

Primary

Set out a Surface Water Management Strategy (SWMS) the way the proposed new road would drain during
operation.

Tertiary

Prepare the SWMS following the Drainage Guidance for Cornwall (DGfC)378 and in accordance with the
SUDS Manual - CIRIA C753.

Tertiary

Discharge surface water runoff from the new road to local watercourses following appropriate attenuation
and treatment.

Tertiary

The SWMS to propose to use sustainable drainage systems or SuDS to attenuate and treat highway runoff.

Primary

Detailed attenuation for each drainage zone.

Primary

Highway drainage from the eight road network areas to be treated to remove suspended solids, metals and
hydrocarbons from the road run-off. Highway runoff from all networks will be collected and conveyed to new
attenuation ponds after pre-treatment by a Vortex Flow Separator (VFS).

Tertiary

SuDS and proprietary features; in verge, Grass V channels for flow collection and conveyance directly off
the carriageway, providing the first stage of the SuDS treatment train, collecting surface V channels to
discharge to Filter Drains, Grass embankments to operate similarly to grass filter strips, to be located on
both sides of the carriageway wherever possible, High capacity grass swales to be located off verges and
downstream of the over bank filter strips, high capacity swales to feed VFSs and are located in chambers
directly upstream of the attenuation ponds and attenuation ponds which will be typically located close to the
receiving watercourse.

Primary

378 Drainage Guidance for Cornwall (DGfC) 2010 Version 2 (it is noted the DGfC is currently withdrawn and is being updated for re-issue)
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18. Residual Effects and Conclusion
Introduction
18.1

This chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) summarises the residual effects of the Proposed
Development, as stated in each of the technical chapters of ES Volume I (Chapters 5-15 inclusive).
Residual effects are defined as those effects that remain following the implementation of mitigation
measures. Mitigation measures relate to the construction works as well as once the development is
complete and operational; these measures are discussed in full in technical chapters of this ES (Chapters
5-15 inclusive).

18.2

Each technical ES chapter contains detailed consideration of both beneficial and adverse residual effects
arising from the development proposals. The significance criteria applied to these effects are outlined
within Chapter 4: EIA Methodology and within the individual technical chapters of this ES.

18.3

The ‘likely significant environmental effects’ of the Proposed Development are taken to be the residual
effects of moderate or major significance.

18.4

This ES chapter has been written by AECOM.

Summary of Residual Effects
18.5

18.6

Residual effects are listed for the technical chapters (ES Volume I Chapters 5-15 inclusive). The terms
used to define the nature of residual effects are as follows:


Adverse - detrimental or negative effects to an environmental/socio-economic resource or receptor;



Negligible - imperceptible effects to an environmental/socio-economic resource or receptor; and



Beneficial - advantageous or positive effect to an environmental/socio-economic resource or
receptor.

Where adverse or beneficial effects have been identified these have been assessed against the following
scale:


Neutral - No effects or those that are beneath levels of perception, within normal bounds of variation
or within the margin of forecasting error.



Slight - These effects are unlikely to be critical in the decision making process, but are important in
enhancing the subsequent design of the project;



Moderate – These effects may be important, but are not likely to be key decision-making factors. The
cumulative effects of such factors may influence decision making if they lead to an increase in the
overall adverse effect on a particular resource or receptor.



Very Large - Only adverse effects are normally assigned this level of significance. They represent
key factors in the decision making process. These effects are generally, but not exclusively,
associated with sites or features of international, national or regional importance that are likely to
suffer a most damaging impact and loss of resource integrity. However, a major change (e.g. loss or
severe damage to key characteristics) in a site or feature of local importance may also enter this
category.
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18.7

Due to some disciplines following EIA Guidance for their specific Topic, the impact assessment table
outlined by professional guidance for each topic disciplines have classified effects not following the
nomenclature stated above and in Chapter 4 – EIA Methodology, for example Negligible rather than
Neutral. For the purpose of summarising adverse and beneficial effects in the tables below, the EIA
coordinator has used professional judgement to translate definitions of significance to the standard
methodology highlighted above and in Chapter 4 – EIA Methodology.

18.8

The geographic scale of effects has also been stated. Local (L) effects are those affecting neighbouring
receptors, while effects upon receptors within the county are considered to be at a regional (R) level.
Effects affecting different parts of the country, or England as a whole, are considered to be at a national
(N) level whilst effects that affect receptors of potentially international significance are considered to be at
an international (I) scale.

18.9

In the context of the Proposed Development, short, medium and long-term (temporary) effects are
generally considered to be those associated with the construction phases, and permanent effects are
those associated with the completed, operational development.

18.10 The residual effects are summarised in the following tables:



Table 18-1 provides a summary of the identified residual effects during construction; and
Table 18-2 provides a summary of the residual effects once the Proposed Development is complete
and operational.
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Table 18-1: Summary of the Construction Phase Residual Effects (Likely Significant Environmental
Effects have been highlighted green and EIA Coordinator inputs in blue).

Description of the Residual Effect

Effect
Significance

Nature of
Effect

Geographic
Scale

Moderate

Adverse

L

Change to setting to the Church of St Gomonda
(Grade II*, NHLE 1158829).

Slight

Adverse

L

Change to setting to the Medieval chapel of St
Michael's on Roche Rock (SM, NHLE 1006664 and
Grade I, NHLE 1327342)

Slight

Adverse

L

Change to setting to the Coldvreath Mill (Grade II,
NHLE 1144195).

Slight

Adverse

L

Change to setting to the Milestone at SX 200 566
(Grade II, NHLE 1379512).

Moderate

Adverse

L

Change to setting to the Southern round barrow of
group of three at the eastern end of Tregoss Moor
(NHLE 1004231).

Major
(Very Large)

Adverse

L

Physical affect to the Milestone (MCO54172).

Slight

Adverse

L

Physical affect to the Milestone (MCO54223).

Slight

Adverse

L

Physical affect to the Post-medieval inscribed stone
(MCO25347).

Slight

Adverse

L

Physical affect to the Post-medieval quarry
(MCO25386).

Slight

Adverse

L

Physical affect to the Post-medieval china clay works
(MCO46041).

Slight

Adverse

L

Physical affect to the possible pit or hearth [5].

Slight

Adverse

L

Physical affect to the Ring Ditch (27).

Moderate

Adverse

L

Physical affect to Mining Remains (8).

Slight

Adverse

L

Physical affect to a Mining Remains (9).

Slight

Adverse

L

Physical affect to a Mining Remains (54).

Slight

Adverse

L

Physical affect to Ditch (13).

Slight

Adverse

L

Moderate

Adverse

L

Physical affect to a possible feature (21).

Slight

Adverse

L

Physical affect to a possible feature (28).

Slight

Adverse

L

Physical affect to a possible feature (30).

Slight

Adverse

L

Physical affect to a possible feature (33).

Slight

Adverse

L

Physical affect to a possible feature (34).

Slight

Adverse

L

Physical affect to a possible feature (37).

Slight

Adverse

L

Physical affect to a possible feature (53).

Slight

Adverse

L

Air Quality
No residual effects reported
Noise and Vibration
Noise from construction plant and equipment
Cultural Heritage

Physical affect to a possible enclosure system [15ad].
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Landscape and Visual
Partial loss or noticeable damage to existing
character or distinctive features and elements of
LCA:20 Mid Cornwall Moors, and/or the addition of
new but uncharacteristic noticeable features and
elements.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 1: View south-west
on Old A30 PRoW 412/3/1, the view which is readily
apparent to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 2: View looking northwest from Edgcumbe Road on the northern edge of
Roche which is readily apparent to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 3: View looking east
from the Bridleway 412/5/1, which is readily apparent
to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part, of it would become the dominant
feature or focal point of Viewpoint 4: View looking
south east adjacent to bridleway 412/5/1 on Harmony
Road, Pitsmingle.

Large

Adverse

L

The project, or part, of it would become the dominant
feature or focal point of Viewpoint 5: View looking
east from the PRoW/Bridleway (412/5/1) at
Pitsmingle.

Large

Adverse

L

The project, or part, of it would become the dominant
feature or focal point of Viewpoint 6: View looking
south from PRoW 412/14/1.

Large

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 7: View looking northeast from the settlement at Reeshill which is readily
apparent to the receptor.

Large

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 8a-e: Views from
Roche Rock which is readily apparent to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part, of it would become the dominant
feature or focal point of Viewpoint 9: View north-east
from St. Gomanda's Church.

Large

Adverse

L

The project, or part, of it would become the dominant
feature or focal point of Viewpoint 10: View looking
west from PRoW 412/22/1 on Tresayes Down.

Large

Adverse

L

Moderate

Adverse

L

Large

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 11a-b: View looking
north from PRoW 412/19/2 on Hensbarrow Downs
which is readily apparent to the receptor.
The project, or part, of it would become the dominant
feature or focal point of Viewpoint 13: View looking
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east from the PRoW 424/09/1.
The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 14: View looking
south-west to Singlerose roundabout on the A391
which is readily apparent to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 15: View looking
north-west from Caerloggas Downs which is readily
apparent to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 17: View looking
south-east from PRoW at Belowda Beacon which is
readily apparent to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 18: View looking
south-east from Castle-an-Dinas which is readily
apparent to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would be perceptible but not
alter the overall balance of features and elements
that comprises the existing Viewpoint 19: View
looking east from St. Denys Church.

Moderate

Adverse

L

Habitat degradation affecting Breney Common and
Goss and Tregoss Moors SAC

Neutral

Negligible

Habitat degradation affecting St Austell Clay Pits SAC

Neutral

Negligible

Habitat degradation affecting Mid Cornwall Moors
SSSI

Neutral

Negligible

Habitat degradation affecting Goss Moor NNR

Neutral

Negligible

Habitat degradation affecting St Austell Clay Pits
SSSI

Neutral

Negligible

Habitat loss, Habitat fragmentation and Habitat
degradation affecting Hensbarrow CWS

Moderate

Adverse

Habitat loss and habitat degradation affecting
habitats

Slight

Adverse

Habitat loss, habitat degradation and direct mortality
affecting bryophytes

Slight

Adverse

Neutral

Negligible

Habitat loss, Habitat fragmentation and Habitat
degradation affecting invertebrates

Slight

Adverse

Habitat loss, Direct mortality and Habitat
fragmentation affecting reptiles

Slight

Adverse

Habitat loss, Habitat fragmentation ,Disturbance,
Direct mortality affecting breeding and wintering birds

Slight

Adverse

Habitat loss, Habitat fragmentation, Direct mortality
affecting Hazel dormouse

Neutral

Negligible

Direct mortality and Habitat fragmentation affecting
Otter

Neutral

Negligible

Habitat loss, Direct mortality, Disturbance, Habitat
fragmentation affecting Badger

Slight

Adverse

Habitats and Biodiversity

Spread of INNS
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Geology, Soils and Contaminated Land
Potential effect on construction workers from dermal
contact, inhalation, or ingestion of contamination in
site soils and water, including hazardous gas and
vapours, mobilised during construction.
Potential effect on adjacent site users from dermal
contact, inhalation, or ingestion of contamination in
site soils and water, including hazardous gas and
vapours, mobilised during construction.
Potential effect on Potable water from leaching of
contaminants within site soil and water.
Migration via potential flow paths (e.g. services,
foundations and backfill) during the construction
works.
Potential effect on Secondary A Aquifer from leaching
of contaminants within site soil and water.
Migration via potential flow paths (e.g. services,
foundations and backfill) during the construction
works.
Potential effects on reservoirs and tributaries from
surface water run-off.
Migration via potential flow paths (e.g. services,
foundations and backfill) during construction works.
Potential effects on the Proposed Development and
associated services from material deterioration from
chemically aggressive ground and/or volatile ingress
to potable water supplies.

Negligible
(Neutral)

Negligible
(Neutral)

Negligible
(Neutral)

Negligible
(Neutral)

Negligible
(Neutral)

Negligible
(Neutral)

Potential effects on Ecological designations from
contaminated dusts or migrating ground or surface
water.

Negligible

Potential effects on Agricultural Land from
contaminated dusts or migrating ground or surface
water.

Negligible

Potential effects on Proposed mineral safeguarding
zone from contaminated dusts or migrating ground or
surface water.

Negligible

(Neutral)

(Neutral)

(Neutral)

Negligible

L

Negligible

L

Negligible

L

Negligible

L

Negligible

L

Negligible

L

Negligible

L

Negligible

L

Negligible

L

Road Drainage and the Water Environment
Runoff contaminated with fine sediment affecting
receptors: A_WC_2, P_WC_10, P_WC_11,
P_WC_9, F_WC_3, F_WC_4, F_WC_5.

Slight

Adverse

L

Risk of chemical spillage causing pollution affecting
receptors: A_WC_2, P_WC_10, P_WC_11,
P_WC_9, F_WC_3, F_WC_4, F_WC_5.

Slight

Adverse

L

Risk of Flooding to receptors: A_WC_2, P_WC_10,
P_WC_11, P_WC_9, F_WC_3, F_WC_4, F_WC_5.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Runoff contaminated with fine sediment affecting the

Neutral

Negligible

L
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St Austell River (A_WC_3).
Risk of chemical spillage causing pollution affecting
the St Austell River (A_WC_3).

Neutral

Negligible

L

Risk of flooding to the St Austell River (A_WC_3).

Neutral

Negligible

L

Runoff contaminated with fine sediment affecting the
Dimension Stone Pond, P_WB_5.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Risk of chemical spillage causing pollution affecting
the Dimension Stone Pond, P_WB_5.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Risk of flooding affecting the Dimension Stone Pond,
P_WB_5.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Runoff contaminated with fine sediment affecting the
Carbis Stream, P_WC_6.

Slight

Adverse

L

Risk of chemical spillage causing pollution affecting
the Carbis Stream, P_WC_6.

Slight

Adverse

L

Neutral

Negligible

L

Runoff contaminated with fine sediment affecting
receptors: F_WC_8, F_WC_7, F_WC_6, F_WC_6a,
F_WC_6b.

Moderate

Adverse

L

Risk of chemical spillage causing pollution affecting
receptors: F_WC_8, F_WC_7, F_WC_6, F_WC_6a,
F_WC_6b

Moderate

Adverse

L

Risk of flooding affecting receptors: F_WC_8,
F_WC_7, F_WC_6, F_WC_6a, F_WC_6b.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Runoff contaminated with fine sediment affecting
receptor: D_WC_2

Neutral

Negligible

L

Risk of chemical spillage causing pollution affecting
receptor: D_WC_2

Neutral

Negligible

L

Risk of Flooding to receptor: D_WC_2

Neutral

Negligible

L

Permanent change in views from the road affecting
vehicle travellers

Slight

Adverse

L

Permanent requirement of 14.5ha of BMV land in
subgrade 3a.

Slight

Adverse

L

Loss of agrcicultural land and/or severance of 15
holdings

Large

Adverse

L

Potential loss of amentity dut to air quality noise and
visual impact affecting residential properties

Neutral

Negligible

L

Potential loss of amentity dut to air quality noise and
visual impact affecting commercial properties

Neutral

Negligible

L

Potential loss of amentity dut to air quality noise and
visual impact affecting community facilities

Neutral

Negligible

L

Risk of flooding affecting the Carbis Stream,
P_WC_6.

People and Communities
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Land take at Hensbarrow Downs will be replaced
affecting open space

Neutral

Negligibel

Major

Adverse

L

Health Impact Assessment
No residual effects reported
Materials and Waste
Increase in excavated material arisings causing a
burden to the local and regional waste management
infrastructure.

L-R

(Very Large)

Climate Change
Requirement of materials, energy, fuel use, and
transport during construction increasing GHG
Emissions
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Table 18-2: Summary of the Operational Phase Residual Effects (Likely Significant Environmental Effects
have been highlighted green and EIA Coordinator inputs in blue).

Description of the Residual Effect

Effect
Significance

Nature of
Effect

Geographic
Scale

Change to Environmental Conditions from NO²
concentrations affecting 26 receptors.

Large

Beneficial

L

Change to Environmental Conditions from NO²
concentrations affecting 2 receptors.

Large

Adverse

L

Noise from operational road traffic

Moderate

Adverse

L

Vibration from operational traffic

Negligible

Adverse

L

Air Quality

Noise and Vibration

(Neutral)
Cultural Heritage
Change to setting to the Church of St Gomonda
(Grade II*, NHLE 1158829).

Slight

Beneficial

L

Change to setting to the Medieval chapel of St
Michael's on Roche Rock (SM, NHLE 1006664 and
Grade I, NHLE 1327342)

Slight

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 1: View south-west
on Old A30 PRoW 412/3/1, which is readily apparent
to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 2: View looking northwest from Edgcumbe Road on the northern edge of
Roche, which is readily apparent to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part, of it would become the dominant
feature or focal point of Viewpoint 4: View looking
south east adjacent to bridleway 412/5/1 on Harmony
Road, Pitsmingle.

Large

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 5: View looking east
from the PRoW/Bridleway at Pitsmingle which is
readily apparent to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part, of it would become the dominant
feature or focal point of Viewpoint 6: View looking
south from PRoW 412/14/1.

Large

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 7: View looking northeast from the settlement at Reeshill which is readily
apparent to the receptor.

Large

Adverse

L

Moderate

Adverse

L

Landscape and Visual (Year 1)

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
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feature or element in Viewpoint 8a-e: Views from
Roche Rock which is readily apparent to the receptor.
The project, or part, of it would become the dominant
feature or focal point of Viewpoint 9: View north-east
from St. Gomanda's Church.

Large

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 10: View looking west
from PRoW 412221 on Tresayes Down, which is
readily apparent to the receptor.

Large

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 11a-b: View looking
north from PRoW 412/19/2 on Hensbarrow Downs
which is readily apparent to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 14: View looking
south-west to Stenalees roundabout on the A391,
which is readily apparent to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 15: View looking
north-west from Caerloggas Downs, which is readily
apparent to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would be perceptible but not
alter the overall balance of features and elements
that comprises the existing view at Viewpoint 17:
View looking south-east from PRoW at Belowda
Beacon.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would be perceptible but not
alter the overall balance of features and elements
that comprises the existing view at Viewpoint 18:
View looking south-east from Castle-ann-Dinas.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would be perceptible but not
alter the overall balance of features and elements
that comprises the existing view at Viewpoint 19:
View looking east from St. Denys Church.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 4: View looking south
east adjacent to bridleway 412/5/1 on Harmony
Road, Pitsmingle, which is readily apparent to the
receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 6: View looking south
from PRoW 412/14/1, which is readily apparent to the
receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 7: View looking northeast from the settlement at Reeshill, which is readily
apparent to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

Landscape and Visual (Year 15)
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The project, or part of it, would form a noticeable
feature or element in Viewpoint 10: View looking west
from PRoW 412221 on Tresayes Down, which is
readily apparent to the receptor.

Moderate

Adverse

L

Habitat degradation affecting Breney Common and Goss
and Tregoss Moors SAC

Neutral

Negligible

L

Habitat degradation affecting Mid Cornwall Moors SSSI

Neutral

Negligible

L

Habitat degradation affecting Goss Moor NNR

Neutral

Negligible

L

Moderate

Adverse

L

Habitat degradation affecting habitats

Slight

Adverse

L

Disturbance and Direct mortality affecting breeding and
wintering birds

Slight

Adverse

L

Habitat loss, Habitat fragmentation, Direct mortality affecting
Hazel dormouse

Neutral

Negligible

L

Direct mortality and Habitat fragmentation affecting Otter

Neutral

Negligible

L

Slight

Adverse

L

Negligible

L

Negligible

L

Slight

Negligible

L

Negligible
(Neutral)

Negligible

L

Negligible
(Neutral)

Adverse

L

Negligible

L

Adverse

L

Habitats and Biodiversity

Habitat degradation affecting Hensbarrow CWS

Habitat loss, Direct mortality, Disturbance, Habitat
fragmentation affecting Badger

Geology, Soils and Contaminated Land
Potential effect to on-site maintenance workers from
dermal contact, inhalation, or ingestion of
contamination in site soils and water, including
vapours, mobilised during maintenance work
Potential effect on adjacent site users from dermal
contact, inhalation, or ingestion of contamination in
site soils and water, including hazardous gas and
vapours, mobilised during construction.
Potential effect on private potable water supplies from
leaching of contaminants within site soil and water.
Migration via potential flow paths (e.g. services,
foundations and backfill).
Potential effect on secondary A aquifer from leaching
of contaminants within site soil and water.
Migration via potential flow paths (e.g. services,
foundations and backfill).
Potential effects on reservoirs and tributaries from
surface water run-off.
Migration via potential flow paths (e.g. services,
foundations and backfill).
Potential effects on the Proposed Development and
associated services from material deterioration from
chemically aggressive ground and/or volatile ingress
to potable water supplies.
Potential effects on Ecological designations from
contaminated dusts or migrating ground or surface
water.
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Potential effects on Agricultural Land from
contaminated dusts or migrating ground or surface
water.

Negligible
(Neutral)

Adverse

L

Potential effects on Proposed mineral safeguarding
zone from contaminated dusts or migrating ground or
surface water.

Negligible
(Neutral)

Adverse

L

Slight

Adverse

Neutral

Negligible

Surface De-icing runoff affecting receptors:
P_WC_10, P_WC_11, A_WC_2.

Slight

Adverse

Road outfalls – Hydromorphology affecting
receptors: P_WC_10, P_WC_11, A_WC_2.

Slight

Adverse

Culvert – Hydromorphology affecting receptor:
F_WC_7.

Slight

Adverse

Culvert –Flood Risk affecting receptor: F_WC_7.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Highway drainage either through routine runoff or as
a result of accidental spillage affecting receptor:
F_WC_6.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Surface De-icing runoff (temporal) affecting receptor:
F_WC_6.

Moderate

Adverse

L

Slight

Adverse

Footpath –Hydromorphology affecting receptor
F_WC_5.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Culvert and footpath –Flood Risk affecting receptor
F_WC_5.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Highway drainage either through routine runoff or as
a result of accidental spillage affecting receptors:
F_WC_3, F_WC_4.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Slight

Adverse

Neutral

Negligible

Slight

Adverse

Footpath –Hydromorphology affecting receptors:
F_WC_3, F_WC_4.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Road outfalls – Hydromorphology affecting receptors:
F_WC_3, F_WC_4.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Road Drainage and the Water Environment
Culvert – Hydromorphology affecting receptor:
P_WC_9.
Highway drainage either through routine runoff or as
a result of accidental spillage affecting receptors:
P_WC_10, P_WC_11, A_WC_2

Culvert– Hydromorphology affecting receptor
F_WC_5.

Surface De-icing runoff (temporal) affecting receptors:
F_WC_3, F_WC_4.
Culvert –Flood Risk affecting receptors: F_WC_3,
F_WC_4.
Culvert– Hydromorphology affecting receptors:
F_WC_3, F_WC_4.
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Highway drainage either through routine runoff or as
a result of accidental spillage (indirect effect from
A_WC_2) affecting the St Austell River (A_WC_3).

L

Neutral

Negligible

Surface De-icing runoff (temporal) affecting the St
Austell River (A_WC_3).

Slight

Adverse

Flood Risk to receptor: Dimension Stone Pond,
P_WB_5.

Slight

Adverse

Hydromorphology – Potential for pond to be infilled (if
of significant ecological value), affecting the
Dimension Stone Pond, P_WB_5.

Slight

Adverse

L

Highway drainage either through routine runoff or as
a result of accidental spillage affecting Carbis
Stream, P_WC_6.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Surface De-icing runoff (temporal) affecting Carbis
Stream, P_WC_6.

Slight

Adverse

L

Road outfalls – Hydromorphology affecting Carbis
Stream, P_WC_6.

Slight

Adverse

L

Highway drainage either through routine runoff or as
a result of accidental spillage (indirect effect from
F_WC_6) affecting receptor: F_WC_8.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Surface De-icing runoff (temporal) affecting receptor:
F_WC_8.

Moderate

Adverse

L

Culvert – Hydromorphology affecting receptor:
F_WC_8.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Culvert –Flood Risk affecting receptor: F_WC_8.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Highway drainage either through routine runoff or as
a result of accidental spillage affecting receptor:
D_WC_2.

Neutral

Negligible

L

Surface De-icing runoff (temporal) affecting receptor:
D_WC_2.

Slight/Moderate

Adverse

Road outfalls – Hydromorphology affecting receptor:
D_WC_2.

Slight

Adverse

New NMU route provision will reduce journey
times/lengths, change in local travel patterns and
access to community facilities.

Moderate

Beneficial

Driver Stress will be reduced due to less frustration,
fear of accidents and route uncertainty.

Moderate

Beneficial

L

An increase in connectivity and access to commercial
properties

Moderate

Beneficial

L

Neutral

Negligible

L

Major

Beneficial

L

L

L

L

People and Communities

Permanent change in views from the road affecting
vehicle travellers
Permanent impact on connectivity and attractiveness
of land for development from reduction in traffic flows
and improved accessibility.
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Health Impact Assessment
No residual effects anticipated
Materials and Waste

Climate Change
Vehicle use causing GHG Emissions

Minor

Adverse

N

Summary and Conclusions
18.11 Cornwall Council (hereafter referred to as ‘the Applicant’) is seeking to obtain full planning permission for a
single carriageway link road between the existing Singlerose roundabout at Stenalees and the old A30 at
Victoria (hereafter referred to as ‘the Scheme’ or the ‘St Austell to A30 Link Road’ (StALR)).
18.12 The Scheme will be 3.9 miles (6.2km) in length with three additional roundabouts to provide connections
into local communities. The StALR provides a high quality, single carriageway road with associated
footpaths, bridleways and cycle paths for improved non-motorised user (NMU) facilities.
18.13 The scheme will comprise of the following key components (south to north):


A high quality, single carriageway link road from Stenalees to Victoria, with associated footpaths,
bridleways and cycle paths for improved non-motorised user facilities;



A replacement roundabout at Stenalees between the new link road, Stannary Road (A391), and
B3274 (Singlerose roundabout);



A new access road between Stannary Road (A391) and Roche Road (the existing B3274) in
Stenalees;



An improved access to the Blockworks site at Hensbarrow Downs (Blockworks junction);



An underbridge for an existing watercourse which also provides pedestrian, cycle and equestrian
access as well as an ecology corridor under the new link road between Hensbarrow Downs and
Tresayes Downs;



A new roundabout to the south west of Trezaise, providing access from the new link road to Trezaise
and reconfigured access via Coldvreath to Hensbarrow Downs (Trezaise roundabout);



An underbridge providing agricultural, pedestrian, cycle and equestrian access as well as an ecology
corridor under the new link road to the west of Roche;



A new roundabout to the west of Roche between the new link road, Harmony Road, and other local
unclassified roads (Harmony Road roundabout); and



A new roundabout to the north west of Roche between the new link road, Edgcumbe Road (the
existing B3274), and the old A30 (Tregoss roundabout).

18.14 Given the likely scale of redevelopment, the location of the Site and the potential for significant
environmental effects, the Applicant has chosen to undertake an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
in line with the EIA Regulation 2017. The requirements for a statutory EIA are discussed further in Chapter
04: EIA Methodology of this Environmental Statement (ES).
18.15 The likely significant environmental effects of the Proposed Development have been studied
systematically through the EIA process, the results of which are presented within this ES. The ES
describes the likely significant effects of the Proposed Development during the construction phase and on
operational phased of the Proposed Development. The ES is designed to inform readers of the nature of
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the Proposed Development; the likely significant effects; and the mitigation measures proposed to
prevent, reduce and where possible offset any significant adverse effects on the environment.
18.16 A number of neutral residual effects have been identified throughout the construction and operational
phases. Neutral effects by virtue of their definition are considered to be imperceptible (not significant)
effects to a resource or receptor.
18.17 Table 18-1 summarises residual effects which have been collated from all technical chapters during the
construction phase. Adverse effects which have been classed as not significant will be temporary in
nature (i.e. reversible), and are considered to be normal for such a large scale of development.
18.18 Significant adverse effects throughout the construction phase are include:


Noise – nearby receptors may experience a moderate adverse effect from construction plant and
equipment which is significant in EIA terms.



Cultural Heritage – With regard to heritage, change to setting to the Milestone at SX 200 566 (Grade
II, NHLE 1379512) and change to setting to the Southern round barrow of group of three at the
eastern end of Tregoss Moor (NHLE 1004231) is classed as very large and moderate adverse
effects respectively which are significant. With regard to archaeological assets physical effects to a
possible enclosure system and to a Ring Ditch is classed as moderate adverse effects which are
significant.



Landscape and Visual – Existing character of the Landscape Character Area (Mid-Cornwall Moors)
will have partial loss or noticeable damage to existing character or distinctive features and elements
which would lead to a moderate adverse effect which is significant. Construction will have a
moderate/large adverse effect on Viewpoints 1-19 which is considered significant.



Biodiversity – construction will likely cause Habitat loss, Habitat fragmentation and Habitat
degradation of Hensbarrow CWS this is classed as a moderate adverse effect which is significant.



Water Resources – construction has the potential to increase run off contaminated with fine
sediment and the risk of chemical spillage to nearby watercourses which have been classed as
highly important, this has been classed as a moderate adverse effect which is significant.



People and Communities – The development will potentially lead to loss of agrcicultural land and/or
severance of 15 holdings, this effect has been classified as large adverse which is significant in
EIA terms.

18.19 The significant adverse effects for the construction phase are temporary in nature and will only potentially
occur during construction except for Visual effects, which will persist until landscape mitigation is
established in Year 15 of Operation.
18.20 Table 18-1 summarises residual effects which have been collated from all technical chapters during the
operational phase. Adverse effects which have been classed as not significant will be long term, or
permanent in nature (i.e. non-reversible), however for the most part it is predicted that these adverse
effects will be imperceptible where effects have been classed as neutral, where effects have been
classed as slight these effects can be considered important for enhancement during the detailed design
of the Proposed Development.
18.21 Significant adverse effects throughout the operational phase include:


Noise – nearby receptors may experience a moderate adverse effect from operational traffic which
is significant in EIA terms.



Air - Change to Environmental Conditions from NO² concentrations affecting 2 receptors has been
classed as a moderate adverse effect which is significant.



Landscape and Visual – At year 1, moderate/large adverse effects will occur at fifteen viewpoints
as the scheme will form a noticeable feature or element of the viewpoint, these effects are
considered a significant; however by year 15 of operation, on establishment of landscape
mitigation, moderate adverse effects will potentially persist at four viewpoints (4, 6, 7, and 10) which
is significant.
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Biodiversity – operation will likely cause degradation to Hensbarrow CWS this is classed as a
moderate adverse effect which is significant.



Water Resources – operation of the road has the potential to increase surface de-icing runoff
(permanently) to two high value watercourses, this is predicted to cause a moderate adverse effect,
which is significant.

18.22 Significant beneficial effects throughout the operational phase include:


People and Communities – The new Non-Motorised User route provision will potentially reduce
journey times/lengths, change in local travel patterns and access to community facilities and this
effect has been predicted to be moderate beneficial which is significant. During operation there
will be an increase in connectivity and access to St Austell which has been classed as a moderate
beneficial effect which is significant. An increase in connectivity and access to commercial
properties would leade to a moderate beneficial effect which is significant. Lastly there is predicted
to be a permanent impact on connectivity and attractiveness of land for development from reduction
in traffic flows and improved accessibility, this effect has been classed as a large beneficial effect
which is significant.



Air - Change to Environmental Conditions from NO² concentrations affecting 26 receptors has been
classed as a moderate beneficial effect which is significant.

18.23 The significant effects described for the operational phase are classed as permanent in nature; they are
significant in EIA terms however adverse effects are limited to a local geographic scale. Beneficial effects
extend to a regional geographic scale due to the increase in connectivity within Cornwall that the
Proposed Development will provide.
18.24 With regard to beneficial cumulative effects, human receptors in Roche, will likely benefit from improved
air and noise conditions due to a decrease in HGV movements through Roche. This, combined with
improved visual effects and connectivity, is expected to result in an overall Moderate Beneficial
cumulative effect, which is significant in EIA terms.
18.25 In conclusion, the the EIA has concluded that two very large significant adverse effects are predicted
however this is limited to the construction phase and to a regional level. They include:


An adverse effect on the southern round barrow of a group of three at the eastern end of Tregoss
Moor and;



Excavated material arisings causing a burden to the local and regional waste management
infrastructure.
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